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Introduction

Karl Emil !\.laximHian \Veber was born in Erfurt in 1864. His father,
Max \\,teber Sr, was a lawyer and a deputy in the Prussian Ch3mber
of Deputies for the National Libcra~ Party from 1868 to 1882 and
from 1884 to r897. He \\'a5 also a member of the Reichstag from
1872 until 1884. \Vebcr's mothert Helene Fallenstein \Veher, had
an interest in Questions of religion and social reform which she did
not share with her husband.

The \\leber household in Ikrlin attracted a large number of aca
demics and politicians l lnduding \;on Bennigsen, Dilthey, Theodor
J\.lommsen and Treitschke. The discussions whkh took place there
must ha\'e made a strong impression on the young "reber. In J882
\Vcber began his studies at Heidelberg University. His main subject
was law but he also attended courses in po~itical econom~;, hlstory,
phHosophy and theology. He mo"cd to Strasbourg in j 883 where he
combined his year of national service with study at the unh·ersity. In
1884 \Vcber continued his studies in Berlin. Here he attended
courses ~n law) including Gierke's course on German legal history.
\Veber waS not impressed by the lectures of Treitschke which,
because of their cJl1reme nationalism, he considered to be little more
than demagogy and propaganda. After graduation Weber did not find
the practice of law sufficiently stimulating and continued his studies
in the held of political science (Slaatswissrnsdw/t) as weB as in legal
and economic history.

In 1889 Weber submitted a uo(;toral dissertation with the some
what lengthy title 'Development of the Principle ofJoint Liability and
the Separate Fund in the Public Trading Company out of Household
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Introduction

and Trade Communities in tht Italian Cities'. This essay then formed
a chapter in a longer work entitled 'On the History of Trading Com ~

panies in the ~liddlc Ages, based on South-European Sources' and
was published in the same year. \Veber subsequently published hjs
Hahilitationschrift (the higher degree necessary to acquire professorial
status in a German C nivcrsity) in 189 I on 'Roman Agrarian History
and its Importance for Constitutional and Ci,ri] Law'. During this

period \Vcber became involycd with the acti\'itics of the EvangeIical
Social Congress} forming a friendship with Friedrich Naumann, a
leader of the Christian-Social .lvlovement and founder of the ~ational

Social Union CVationalsozialer verein).
In 1892 \:rcber pubEs hed the results of an inquiry sponsored by

the Vaein }1;r Sozia./politiJ.· into ~The COIl ditions of the Agricultural
Viorkcrs in the East Elbian regions of Germany'. This bulky study
had considerable political significance. Its subject was the highly con
troversial one of the defence of German culture from Slav, main'y
Polish, 'jnfiltratj on'. In the same year v.rcber became a lecturer in
Roman and commercial ~aw, and in the follo\'ling year Althoff, the
Prussian Minister of Culture, directed that \Veber be made Professor
of Commercial and Gcnnan I,aw in Berlin. Nevertheless, in 1894
Weber moved to the Univcrsi~' of Freiburg where he accepted a
Chair of Political Econorn)' (1Vationaliikonomie). The essay published
here, 'The Nation State and Economic Policy', is his inaugural lec

ture. This lecture was highly controversial~ as Vieber intended it to
be. He referred, with pleasure, to the horror aroused by ~the brutality'
of his views.

Weber left Freiburg in 1896 to become Professor of Political Sci
ence at Heidelberg where he succeeded the eminent political eco
nomist Kad Knies. Although \Veber was highly critical of the work
of Knies, his own academic work followed in the same tradlrjon
represented b~r the ~HistoTical School' of German political economy.

Among Weber's colleagues at Heidelberg were Georg JelHnek~ Pro..
fessor of Constitutional Law, whose Allgemeine Staalslehre (General
Theory of the State) was published jn IgOO} and Ernst T roeltsch,
the theologian and philosopher. Both were highry significant intlu
ences upon the direction of "leber's thought. (In passing it may be
noted that, while at fleidelberg) Weber supported the introduction
of the first female students, one of whom was Else von Richthofen,
whose sister, Frieda, married D. H. Lawrence in I 9 I 2.)

...
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Introduction

FoUowing the death of his father in 1R97) Weber entered a period
of mental illness marked by periods ofdeep depression. The antidote
for this condition was extensive travel, especiall)' in Italy) as a result
ofwhich Weber was eventuaUy abJe to recover his ability for sustained
and wide-ranging reading. Unable to carry out his professional
obligations, Weber resigned from Heidelberg in 19°3. Nevertheless,
at this time he entered into a renewed period of creativity in which
he began a series of writings on methodological themes as wen as
the essays which were later collected and published as The Pr{)leslimt
Ethic and the Spirit ofCapitalism.

In 1904 \Veber) with Edgar Jaffe and 'Verner 8ombart, became
an editor of the Archiv fiir Sozialwissenschafl und Sozialpolitik (Archive
for Social Science and Sodal Polley). This journal declared that
one of its aims was to explore the 'cultural significance of capitalist
development'. V\leber acquired first-nand knowledge of the cu'rural
and political consequences of rapid industrial development when he
visited America in the same year. He had responded to an invitation
to deliver a lecrure at the '\/orld Exhibition in S ( Louis, but he made
use of this trip to travel widely in the United States.

The outbreak of revolution in 1905 focused Weber's attention
sharply on Russia. He learnt to read the language in three months
and was able to follow th.e course of events as reported in the Russian
language newspapers and journals. In the long essay 'On the Situ
ation of Constitutional Democracy in Russia) (most of which is
reprinted here) and in a further essay published in the same year,
Ruuia's Transition to Sham-Constitutionalism, he discussed the prob
able political' consequences of the )ate development of capitalist
industry within the Russian social, political and culrural context.

In 1909 Weber became editor of a projected encyclopedia of'social
economics' (GnmdnfJ der Sozialiikonomik) in which his own contribu
tion) 'The Economy and the Social Orders and Powers'~ was to be
one of the volumes. It was given the title 'Economy and Society'
(Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft)) with the original title as subtitle, when
published after his death in 192 I. During the First \\J'orld War and
in the years inunediately preceding it Weber worked both on this
project and on the comparative studies which focus on the economic
ethics of the major world religions. During these years Vlreber con
tinued to live in Heidelberg, where his home became a centre for
inteUectual debate. Among mose who were frequent visitors were
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Introduction

Karl .Jaspers~ ,"remer Sombart, Ernst Troehs~ht Georg Jellinek,

Georg Simmel and Georg Lukacs.
In 19 J 4 Weber, despite his strong reservations about the direction

of German foreign policy, was initiaUy swept along by the general
enthusiasm. As the war progressed l he recovered his more character
istic sense of detachment. He argued publicly against the professed
war aims of the Gennan government and opposed all suggestions for
a policy of territorial annexation in Europe. The irresponsible nature
of German policy was, in v.,Teber's opinion, exemplified by the
decision to intensify submarine warfare. The most likeJ}' effect of this
policy would be to draw America into the war and, as a consequence J

ensure the defear of Germany. During this period \\1eber continued
his academic work. I Ie completed and published his essays on the
world religions and accepted a Chair of Political Economy at the
University of Vienna in 19 I 8.

Returning to Munich in late 19 I 8J Weber observed the revolution
in Germany with dismay. The 'bloody carnivaJ't as he calJed it, simply
weakened Germany in its moment of defeat. In 1919 'W'eber made
an unsuccessful entry into the political arena. His nomination as a
Democratic Party candidate (or the National Assembly was rejected
by party officials. Nevertheless, 'ATeber did contrihute in an unofficial
capacity to the deliberations on the nature of the future constitution
and he participated briefly in the peace delegation at Versailles. Plans
to make \Veber Secretary of the Interior came to nothing. He had
reservations about the nc\l' republic but, as the essays in this volume
showJ he was determined that it must be made to work for the sake
of the nationts future.

FoHowing an invitation from the students of J\lunkh University,
\\leber delivered his two famous lectures '\Vissenschaft als Beruf'
(usually translated as lScience as a Vocation~) in Novc:mber 19 I7 and
'Polirik als Bcruf t (translated here as ~The Profession and Vocation

of PoliticsI) in January· 191 9. His lectures at the university were the
object of demonstrations by organisations of dght-wing srudents. In
the summer of 1920 \Veber died from pneumonia.

f\.1ax \\leber once wrote that 'the politicaF was his 'secret love'. He
was concerned ""ith political affairs throughout his life. Weber him
self often felt torn by the conflicting demands of scholarship and
political involvement. It can be argued that political concerns run
through all his academic work and that these concems alone endow
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it with the unifYing theme so many interpreters have sought in vain.
The importance and originality of \\reber's political thought have at
times been obscured by commentaries which have presented his work
as a relatively straightforward contribution to a version of modem

social science which eschews political controversy.
The essays and lectures collected here possess a. dual character.

Although they were occasioned by current events and problems, they
also point beyond their immediate context towards much wider con
siderations. The political writings are essential reading for anyone
who wishes to understand \Veber's "ision of the modern world. Con
cern with the political fate of Gennany is a reference point for all of
these essays. Even the discussion of the situation in Russia is shaped
by an implicit comparison with the state of affairs in Germany. Con
versely, Wcber)s dEs~ussjon of the fate of politics in Gennany, how
ever intense its immediate engagement, always has implications for

our fundamenta~ understanding of the politics of the modern western

state.
As 'Veber's political writings span a period of some ('\\'enty-five

years) it is onl}' to be expected that they show some development and
change of ideas. For example, me references to racial differences
made in his inaugural lecture were abandoned in his later work)
where he made it dear that the concept of race had no explanatory
value. On the other hand, the central point of that lecture t the ines
capability of politics as conflict (Kampf), remains a constant theme in
all his work.

The important queslion for \\'eber is not the material wellbeing
of the people, but the qualitJ of human being in any given economic
and social order. AU work in political economy, he argues, aims at
producing 'those characteristics which we think of as constituting the
human greatness and nobility of our nature) (p. IS). We must not
lose sight of the fact that the central question of political economy is

concerned with human beings and the quality of their existence.
Weber's forceful manner of expression shows that the discipline of
political economy) in his vicw~ is a political science in the classical
sense: 'It is a servant of politics, not the day-to-day politics of the
persons and classes who happen to be ruJing at any given time, but
the enduring power-political interests of the nation' (p. 16). Weber)s
thought and expression combines, distinctively, elements of Darwin~
Nietzsche and Marx to stress the inescapabHity and necessity of con-

xi



Introduction

flict and selection between states, peoples and classes. Although
\\reber shows here that he can be as (materialistic~ .in his analysis as
any I\'larxist~ the decisive difference between Weber and rv1arx is that
for him there is no furure utopia where this struggle can come to an
end. Endless struggle is fate, and our strength of character is meas..
ured in terms of our ability to face up to this fact withour consoling

illusions.
Weber's view of political life is deeply pessimistic. lWe do not have

peace and happiness to hand down to our descendantS r but rather
the etemal stroggle to preserve and raise the quality of our national
species t (p. 16). Weber had immersed himself in the study of political
economy in order to carry out (he academic duties associated with
his Chair at Freiburg which was in a discipline of which he had in
1895 only a limited knowledge. He accepted the prevailing view of
the economic arena as one of unending struggle against scarcity. Butt
as \\leber sees it, economic competition is also 'power struggle'. The
state is the ~world}y organisation of the nation's power' (p. 17) and
the presenration of the nation~s power provides the ultimate criterion
for economic policy.

Weber is reported (how accurately, one cannot tell) to have said
that Marx and Nietzsche were the key intellectual figures of the
modern age. \\-bile \Veber was neither a disciple of Nietzsche nor of
Marx, ne was impressed by both thinlcers. The originality of his own
thought emerges from dialogue with these contending voices, from
a combination of intense engagement with and critical distancing
from them. Although they were certainly not the only influences on
his thinking (the philosophical work of Dilthey, Rickert and Simmei
on the nature of historical and cultural knowledge- is of central
importance, while the presence of Luther's Bible is palpable), many
of his central themes would have been unthinkable without their
influence. The problem of the late and extraordinarily rapid indus
trialisation of a recently united Germany put questions about the
nature of the capitalist economy at the centre of concern for Weber's
generation. The emergence of socialism as a political movement
forced society at large and the academic world in particular to take
stock, not only of 'the social problemt but also of the intellectual
claims of .l\1arxism. Simultaneously, the radical elitism of Nietzsche
was felt as the ~carthquakeof tbe epoch' by many of Weber's genera-

..
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lntroduaion

tion. ~ietzsche was the most important of those thinkers who saw
the rransfonnation of European society and culture in terms of
decline and decadence. Seen in this perspective, socialism was a
symptom rather than a cure for the modem malaise and its commit
ment to an idea of progress no nl0re than a delusion on the part of

a debilitated civilisation.
'The Nation State and Economic Policy) contains many of the

themes which will recur throughout Weher's later work. Here, as so
oftenJ Weber begins with a consideration of the 'dry facts). He then
enlarges the scope of his discussion so that his topic reveals implica
tions which lead far beyond the immediate occasion of his reflections.
The lecture begins with a summary of the findings of surveys recently
conducted on the situation of agricultural labour in the eastern prov
inces of Prussia during the years 1892 to 1895. The agrarian problem
carried a high political charge and Weber did not hesitate to throw
himself into the debate. The result was immediate and intense con.
ttoversy. Weber portrays Gennany as a nation state which is faced
by other nation states in an 'economic struggle for life' in which
~there is no peace to be had) (p. 14). The conditions and migration
ofGerman and Polish agriculturat labourers in the eastern provinces
is the immediate problem. \Veber argues that economic problems of
this kind must be viewed in political terms. If, as Weber sees it, there
is a blatant contradiction between the economic class interests of the
Prussian landed aristocracYt (the }tI1Jker») and the political interests
of the nation in the eastern provinces, these latter interests must
unequivocally take precedence.

To appreciate Weber's argument, one must, see it in relation to
contemporary debates on the question of Gennany's future as an
industrial state. Weber accepts that there is no alternative path for
Germany's future development other than industrialisation. Yet the
industrial furure--earries certain costs. It means that the character-of
social relations will be transformed, especially, at first, in me country
side. They will shift away from the more personal and patriarchal
cowards the impersonal relations of production organised on the basis
of capitalist prindples. \Vebcr neither joins the ranks of the oppon
ents of industrialisation, nor does he welcome unreservedly the devel
opment of a capitalist economy. His point is that the future of Ger
many as It ~world powerJ requires that it embrace industrialisation

...
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Introduction

without nostalgic longings for a lost ~communaP past. Furthermore,
and more fundamentally, everything depends on the narion)s abHity
to feed its rapidly grovting population.

Neither agricultural policy as such nor the details of the economic
situation are Weber~s prime concern, however. The fOCus of his inter..
est is on the consequences of these developments for the interests of
the nation. Yet it would be wrong to see Weber as merely putting
forward the conventional nationalist ideas of the time. His concern
is not with the power of the state as an end in itself but rarber with
the fate of the nation. The central question for Weber is one of
political Jeadership. Which class or stratum (Schicht) could provide
national leadership? Wcher was pessimistic. At this stage, it appeared
that none of the classes in Germany possessed the political maturity
to take on this role.

In his inaugural lecture "Veber describes a re1endess process of
selection at work between nations. Most worryingly, however, there
is no guarantee that the economically most developed nations nor the
most highly developed 'form of human being' win emerge as the
victors from this process. In presenting this argument, Weber, who
had been appointed to a Chair of Political Economy, was also parti
cipa.ting in a debate about the nature and limits of economic thinking
which had divided the Historical School of Political Economy in
Germany. The question of the nature and value of the economic
explanation of human affairs had become a cen(ral preoccupation of
contemporary German historiography. Vleber attacks what he terms
the \rulgar conception of political economy' which devises 'redpes
for universal happiness}. While recognising the general value of eco
nomic concepts to explain human conduct, \\(eber also insists on
their limitations. Politics must not be reduced to economics. The
sphere of the political is autonomous.

Weber's account of the nature of politics is bound up with his view
of the place of German\' in a world of Muchlstaaten. In his earlier..
writings Weber shared the view common at the time among political
economists that the world of industrial states was entering a phase
of brutal struggle for resources and markets. Although he moderated
his nationalism in later years, \~leber continued to argue that the
modern state cannot be defined in terms of ~the content of its activit
ies', It is ~in the last analysjs' to be defined in terms of the specific
means it employs. The means specific to the stare and to aU other

.
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forms of political association is, ultimately, physicat violence. The
specific character of the modern state is tha.t it and it alone ~lays claim
to the ftlonf./P0ly oflegitirnllu physi{al violence within a certain territory'

{pp. 300-3 I I). PoJitics1 according to this accounr~ is to be defined in
tenns of the struggle for 'a share of power or for influence on the
distribution of power, whether it be between states or between the
groups of people contained within a single state' (p. 3 I I).

If Germany was to be a powerful nation state, a AtfMhtstlUJI, then~

inevitably, it would experience what Burckhardt had called the 'dia
bolical character of power'. The possession and use of such power
entailed decisions and actions which would be evil or immoral. Yet
it is an essential component of \Veber's tragic vision of politics and
of history chatJ unless we withdraw from the world completely, into
pad fiSffi t for example, such actions are unavoidable. As a resuJt of
the facts of European history and geograph}', it was Germany's fate
to have no choice other than to accept its 'responsibi!i~y hefore histor:/.
In V/eber's view the position of Germany was entirely different from
that of small states such as Switzerland or Denmark. NevertheJessJ

Weber did not resolve the Nieuschean problem of me relation
between the nation state and national culture. Unlike the ~vulgar'

nationalists, Vr/eber does not agree that political greatness and cultural
achievements necessarily go hand in hand. He rejects the view that
smaller states must in any sense be tless valuable' from a cultural
poiDt of view. Indeed J he is thankfu\ that there are German commu
nities outside the Reich. In such small states (Switzerland is an
example nere), ~other virtues may fiourish: not only the simple, bour
geois virtues (Burgerlugendt:1l) of citizenship and true democracy' but
'much more intimate and yet eternal values' (p. 76). It seems inevit
able that Germany~ as a .#achtstaat, cannot provide the best ground
for the flourishing of culture within its own borders) although the
prestige of that culture may well depend upon such national power.
Germany has a national responsibility to defend the culture of Central
Europe against the dual threat of future Russian and Anglo-American
hegemony. 'Vriting during the First World War, it seems obvious to
Weber that a powerless German state would be useless in the defence
not only of German culOlre both within and outside the Reich, but
also of the cultural autonom)' of Central Europe.

The 1905 revolution in Russia provided \\reber with the occasion
to look at a state other than Germany where the liberal tradition was
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fragile. Although 'Veber accepted that Marx had made an important
contribution to the understanding of social and political issues) he
was not prepared to endorse his claims to scientific starns. Marxian
ideas, as far as Weber was concerned, were suggestive 'ideal types"
no more and no less. Thus, he makes use of ideas derived in part
from 1\1arx both in the essay on the situation in Russia and in other
writings. He discusses the class basis of the \'arious parties and move
ments and attempts to assesS the overall balance of conflicting inter~

ests) material and ideal. Furthermore, he includes an analysis of me
role of Marx)s ideas and of !vlamst parties. However, the limits of
Marx's philosophy of history are dear for Weber. It/lle cannot count
upon the flaws of economic development' to produce conditions
favourable either to democracy or to individualist values. Politics can
never be a mere ~SllperstrucruraPreflection of the underlying material
base. Economic or materia! development can just as dearly point in
the opposite direction. The future is more likely to be one of cultural
stagnation in which mankind is imprisoned in the 'housing/or the new
serftkm' (p. 68). Weber's image of the bleak future of 'a polar night
of icy darkness and hardness' (p. 368) is not simply one in which a
hureaucratic ~benevolent feudalism J (p. 68) would limit the sphere of
human freedom and sap the will to pursue it. This vision is also
supported by contemporary political economic theory which argued
thar there was a definite propensity for industrial capitalism to lose
its entrepreneurial dynamism and degenerate into a rentier state as
markets and land were exhausted: the ~ctory of "dividends') (Rente)
over "profits" (Gewinn)' (p. 68). The 'anarchy of production)
described by Marx and Engels was being supplanted by a bureaucrat
ically adminislered regime comparable to the static empires of the
ancient Mediterranean. Socialism would complete this development
by strengthening the bureaucratic apparatus whkh would come to
rule in aU spheres of li(e. The alienation of every type of producer
in the modem economy would be complete. The socialist project was
inherently self-destructive.

In his JechJre on socialism \~reber considers various versions of
this doctrine but takes the Communist Manifesto of Marx and Engels
as his paradigm text. He does so because it reveals dearly a central
contradiction in Marxist theory. This resides in its claim to be a
science that reveals the determining laws of historical development
while simultaneously prophesying the emancipation and renewal of

.
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mankind. \Vriting in ]9,8, \Veber observed that the revolutionary
regime in Russia was dependent on the sen"ices of Tsarist officers
and officials and that, in reality, economic production was still based
upon capitalist principles. In fact the revolutionary regime was
importing the newest ideas of managerial organisation from the West.
vVeher was aware of me argument that the Russian revolution was
taking place under exceptional conditions, so that it might be wrong
to generalise from this particular 'experiment'. ~everthelesshe poino#
ted out that \Vest European syndicalist movements, which could be
considered to be the most revo'utionary 'direct action' form of social
ism, were also obliged to reiy on the support of non-workers, the
intellectuals. The inteHectuals themselves were often inclined to sup
port syndicalism because they were attracted by the romanticism
inherent in the idea of the general strike. They saw the hope [or
revolution as a source of 'cnchantmene within a world whose ~disen

chantment' they felt acutely. This is an extension of the observation
\\,Teber had first made in 19°5 when discussing the, at first glance,
strange fact that there was an 'affinity' between revolutionary intellec
tuals and authoritarian bureaucracy in pre-revolutionary Russia.

In the inaugural lecture \Veber had been unable to identify a class
or estate (Stand) capable of representing me interest of the nation.
Hjs criticism of Bismarck was directed al the failure of l1is rule to
crtalc a responsible political leadership and to provide the German
nation with £he political education it sorely needed. \Veber was
impressed by the work of those contemporary writers, especially
Moisie Ostrogorski and James Bryce1 who had described the rise of
the modem form of the bureaucratic poHtka' party machine, the
'caucus', first in America and then in England, and the way in which
this development had cha.nged the character of democratic polities.
The first half of the lecture on 'The Profession and Vocation of
Politics' relies heavily, as \\rebcf acknowledges, upon OstrogorskPs
DffltOLTacy and the OrganisaJion of Political Parties (J 902). The trans
formation of political parties, which ate 'acknowledged by no consti
tution and by no ~aw' (p. 149), from associations of notables into
bureaucratic machines organised both inside and outside parHament
is an 'unstoppable process'. Ostfogorskfs and Bryce's accounts of
the evo~utionof mass democracy as a competition for power between
highly organised parties complemented Weber's view of 'universal
rationalisarion~ and his perception that traditionaJ liberalism was now

..
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outmoded. Given such condit]~ns, the jmmediate question becomes:

how can individual freedom sumve? These developments produce a
new kind of professional politician who lives 'from politics) rather
than 'for politics~. The spread of bureaucracy readit}, gives rise to
rule by officials and this \\leber sees as inimical to genuine political
leadership, essential for Gennanyls survival as a world power as well
as to accountable government and the political education of the
public. There is a tension here between Weber)s (jiberalism) and hjs
~nationa}ism'. He does not indicate in a clear fashion which of these
he considers to be me more important. It is consistent with his gen
eral way of thinking) in fact~ to say that a tension between these two
principles is desirable and must indeed be maintained because such
tensions between competing values are essential in order to prevent
cultural stagnation.

V\rriring during the last years of the First \Vorld Vlar) Weber)s
overriding concern was with the survival of the German state and
nation. Repeating a central theme of the inaugural lecture, Weber
stresses the fact that Germany is a nation lacking political education
and 'political will'. The policies of the wartime government had made
this fact only too clear. The central issue was how to prevent the
bureaucratic elimination of genuine political activity. In the modern
mass state this placed the question of the nature and role of parlia..
ment at the top of the agenda: 'How is parliament to be made capable
ofassuming power? Anything else is a side-issue (p. 190). This raises
a difficult problem of interpretation. Docs Weber value the political
work of parliament for its own sake, or does he value it simply because
the survival of the nation, and its power~ depend on it? In the last
resort, he argues that ~the historical tasks of the German nation ( ... )
take precedence) as a matter of principle, over an questions of the form
the state should assume1 (p. 130), but it is also essential for the
nation to rake responsibility for its own fate and, under the modem
conditions of large states, where direct democracy is technically
irnpossible t this can only occur through the representath'es of the
people.

Weber's discusslon of the fate of Germany as a nation state must
be placed in the context of his diagnosis of the emerging unique
character of modem western society. The main trend identified by
Weber was one of growing rationalisation in all spheres of social life.
Symptoms of this were to he seen in secuJarisation, the growth of
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bureaucratic administration, the general advance of fonnalism and
calculability as the basts of economic and legal institutions t and the
fragmentation of value: in other words, 'the disenchantment of the
world' + In poHtical terms the problem was one of the future of Hbera1
constitutionalism within states which were being transfonned into
mass democracies. The nature of such states was radically different
from those in which the philosophical justification for liberalism had
first been propounded. Furthennore the 'disenchantment' \Veber
described did not stop with liberalism. The traditional philosophical
foundations of aU political ideologies and doctrines were threatened
by a rdentless underminIng of their own presuppositions. This cre
ated a problem for "leber which he was unable to resolve in a satis
factory manner. He was committed to the existence of the institutions
of the western constitutional stare which served as the necessary
framework within which personal freedom and individualism were
most likely to flourish, even if on'y for a minority. Yet his scepticism
about the traditional justifications of the constitutional state, in tenns
of natura] right, for example, meant that he was, in effectJ defending
liberal institutions without the fully elaborated liberal philosophy
which, in the past, had supported them,

During the war years \Veber advocated a strong parHament for
Germany as the proper arena for national politics. Parliamentary pol~

itics, as opposed to mere bureaucratic rule~ is important for two
reasons. Political activity for and within a parliament, which for
Weber means 'conflict, the recruitment of allies, and a voluntary
following' is essential because, despite the power of the party
machines, it can act as a barrier against all mose pressures pushing
towards social stagnation. Parliament 1S also important because it
provides the arena in which genuine leaders can be selected. These
points are especially important for Weber because, in his view, there
is a close affinity between modem democracy and bureaucracy. The
policy demands typically generated within democratic states can only
be met by large-scale bureaucratic administration. This, in turn, win
tend to usurp the role of political leadership if the bureaucracy is
not controUed and scrutinised. Political leadership and the rule of
officialdom are antithetical. The distinction between them is espe
ciaUy important for the conduct of foreign policy. Weber argued that
the combination of a weak parliament, an interfering monarch and
rule by officials in the post-Bismarckian "era had produced extremely

.
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incompetent foreign policy, if it could be caned policy at all. In con
trast, Weber looked to the example of Britain where, he believed, a
strong parliament with political leaders who were masters of a polit
ical machine had been successful, with popular suppo~ in creating
and maintaining a world empire.

The modem politician and, especially, the party leader is superior
to the official in one fundamental respect; 'the only persons with
the training needed for political leadership are those who have been
selected in political strugg/l (p. 2Ig). An essential component of the
struggle between parties in mass democracy is demagogy. As soon as
'the masses can no longer be treated purely as passive objects of
adminiscration' then 'democratisation and demagogy belong together}
(p. 220). Modem democracy means that the poJitical leader 'uses the
means of mass demagogy to gain the confidence of the masses and
their belief in his person, and thereby gains power) (p. 220). In other
words, there is an inescapable element of 'Caesarism' in modern
mass democracy. In fact, \Veber sees this as a characteristic of aU
democratic regimes: 'the major decisions in politics, particularly in
democracies, are made by individuals, and this inevitable circum
stance means that mass democracy) ever since Pericles, has always
had to pay for its positive successes with major concessions to the
Caesarist principle of leadership selection' (p. 222). This introduces
another problem for the interpretation of Weber)s ac(:ount of demo
cracy in the modern slate. Although he argues that a strong parlia
ment is necessary as a place where political leaders are to be selected~

he also argues in favour of the Caesarist element) whereby it is both
inevitable and desirable that political leaders should appeal directly
to the masses and) in this sense, bypass parliament- The national
political leader is, in \\'eber)s well-known terminology, a charismatic
leader who relies upon faith and devotion to his personal character
for the maintenance of his rule. In 'Parliament and Government'
Weber argues that the opposition between the plebiscitary and parlia
mentary selection of leaders does not mean, as many of his contem
poraries argued, that parliaments are worthless. The existence of
parliament guarantees stability, controls the nature of positions of
power, preserves civil and legal safeguards against the power of the
national leader, provides a ~pro,ring ground' for potential leaders) and,
very importantly, provides a peaceful way to eJiminare a 'Caesarist
dictator' who has lost the support of the masses.
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One of the threats to stable political life comes from the possibility
that ~emotional elements', 'the politics of the street', will become
predominant. In 1918 \\'eber believed that ~neither the Caesarist
character and mass demagogy, nor the bureaucratisation and stereo
typing of the parties are in themselves a rigid barrier to the rise of
leaders' (p. 230). The organisation of the modern party and the 'train
ing ground' of parliamentary committee work will ensure that ~Ct\es

arist representatives of the masses) will 'submit to the established
legal forms of political life'. The leaders Weber has in mind here are
not selected for their demagogic qualities 'in the bad sense of the
word' (p. 230)' One of the main functions of the existence of ration
ally organised parties and of a parliament with real power is that they
will curtail the influence of the irrational ~democracy of the street'
(p. 23 I). Weber's analysis, in effect, rums Ostrogorski and the other
critics of mass democracy upside down. He interprets the rise of the
disciplined party and demagogic leaders as an advantage of the
modern state, whereas the}' had seen these features as signs of a
crisis of democracy and liberalism.

The tension between parliament and the plebiscitary leader
becomes more pronounced in Weber~s post..war writings. The situ
ation in Germany is now one which holds out little promise for the
creation of a. strong parliament The choice is stark ~the only choice
lies between a leadership democracy with a "machine't and demo
cracy without a leader' (p. 35 J). Germany has leaderless democracy,
which is to say 'rule by the professional politician who has no voca
tion' and who lacks (those inner~ charismatic qualities which make a
'eader~. Furthermore, the system of proportional representation that
has been accepted for the new Republic will have the effect of ~creat
ing an unpolitical parliament in which there is no room for genuine
le~dershjp' (p. 351). The only possible counterweight to an 'unpolit
ical parliament' would be a directly elected President of rhe Reich
who would provide me necessary element of leadership which an
(unpolitical parliament) could not deliver. Weber argued forcefully
that the President) as head of state, must be ejected directly by the
people and that his position must rest 'flTJquesti{)nably on the will of the
who!r people' (p. 3°4-). It is important to note that Weber's argument
is a response to the particular and extreme circumstances in which
Germany found itself in 191 8-J 9. ConceivablYt if the tradition of
party politics had been strongert \Veber would not have put forward
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this controversial proposal. The power of the pJebisdtary President
is to be strictly limited. He must see 'the prospect of the gallows as
the reward awaiting any anempt to interfere with the Jaws or to rule
autocraticaUy~ (p. 305). The President win also serve to introduce a
more appropriate form of party organisation and, hence, strengthen
parliament. The President, because he is directly elected, will provide
the possibility of a political leader who is able to transcend party
political and particularist divisions and represent the ~un;ty of the
Reich'. Nevertheless, '1J'freber wanted to give the President consider
able power. He must be able to intervene by dissolving parliament
and be able to caU a referendum (a measure which he had previously
condem.ned) to resolve a political crisis.

In 'The Profession and Vocation of Politics~ Weber turned to the
question of the 'inner' qualities required of those who live 'for polit
ics' rather than merely 'from poJitics'. Passion, a sense of responsibil
ity and judgement are the three quaJities he identifies. The decisive
quality is judgement. In language which recaUs Nietzsche's 'pathos
of distance') but without the connotation of an attitude of condescen
sion) Weber refers to 'the ability to maintain ones inner composure
and calm while being receptive to reaJities, in other words disJlmce
from things and peop)e~ (p. 353). Bur there must also be passionate
comminnent to a cause. This alone gives meaning to the conduct of
the politician in a world that is increasingly 'disenchanted'. The genu
ine poJiticalleader is, for Weber, constrained) ultimately~ no( by the
institutions ofgovernment but by those powerful inner commitments
which give direction to his calling. Despite Weber's use of the now
familiar Nietzschean terminology, the educated German reader
would have recognised that he was referring to an ethic of duty to
one's calling which transcended the (will to power' in any crude sense.
'Power politics' for its own sake, without commitment to a cause, was
for Weber empty and absurd. He retained the traditional ethical
values of the patrician: Vornehmhtit ('chivaJry'), AnsJand ('decency')
and abhorrence of Gmu:inheit ('baseness'). A practical consequence
of this was his insistence that the returning soldiers should be granted
equal suffrage in Prussia immediately.

In Weber's view the distinguishing characteristic of politics is that~

'within the overall moral economy of our conduct of life' (p. 355)~ it
alone operates through the medium of power 'backed up by the use
of violenct~ (p. 357). This fact gives politics its distinctive ethical
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burden. The political leader is faced with a choice between two dis
rinc[ ethical principles: 'the ethic of principled conviction' and 'the
ethic of responsibility'. Weber gives the example of the syndicalist
dedicated to the ethic of conviction who acts despite his awareness
of the likely hannfuJ consequences of his actions for the class whose
cause he seeks to promote. A politician guided by the ethic of
responsibility accepts that he must be guided by consideration of the
consequences of his conduct. Furthermore, he is acutely aware of
the ~ethica1 irrationality of the worjd~ (p. 361). By this Weber wishes
to say that the politician is typicaUy faced with the problem of making
use of lmol'aUy suspect' means to achieve an end he believes to be
good. The.re is no ethical authorit)7~ in Weber's view, for the politician
to consult. He must rely on his own judgements and~ ultimately, seek
to reconcile, as best be can, the demands of principle and the likely
consequences.

A central component of 'Veber~s vision of the modern world is his
belief that there is no longer any possibility of an objective ranking
of ultimate values or mora] principles. We are confronted by a plural
ism of conflicting ultimate values. Yet Weber also argues that in the
organised, bureaucratic and disenchanted world he has described,
the most important channel for the expression of individualiey is con
scious commitment to just such a value or cause. His own scholarly
investigations and political essays have the purpose of making clear,
in as objective a manner as possible, the realities and possibilities
given in any particular situation. The aim is to strive for clarity and
to practise politics without musions. Weber is probably alluding to
Nietzsche~s account of 'honesty' and 'hardness' as intellectual virtues.
Many of Weber~s readers find a fundamental problem here. Weber
argues that, despite, or because of, the tragic nature of p()brics~ in
which ~the e"entual outcome of political action frequendy, indeed
regularly, stands in a quite inadequate, even paradoxical relation to
its original, intended meanjng and purpose (Sirtn)' (p. 355), the politi
cian must be conunitted to a cause. The problem is that Weber feels
that no cause can be 'pro\'ed', simply by inteUectual means, to be
superior to any other. AU that seems to matter is that there must be
a cause to supply the inner meaning essential for genuine political
conduct. 'The nature of the cause the politician seeks to serve by
striving for and using power is a question of faith' (p. 35S). At the
same time) Weber's own political essays and actions sought to dem-
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onstrate the worth of the values to which he was attached. Here he
stood, he could do no other. In other words, although V\reber believed
that values could not be given any form of ~uJtimate' foundation~ it
was possible and indeed necessary that we argue for them. Even more
importandy~ ones own bfe and work could serve as an example of
their worth.

Weber respected those who were genuinely guided by the ethic of
conviction. In fact, he recognised that the ethic of responsibility itself
rested on an undemonstntble conviction; (In this respect, the ethics
of conviction and the ethics of responsibility are not absolute oppos
ites. They are compJementary to one another~ and only in combina
tion do they produce the true human being who is capablt of having
a Uvocation for politics" 1 (p. 368).

Max Weber IS difficult to classify as a political thinker. He has been
called a liberal by some~ while others have denied any connection
with liberalism. Certainly, Weber's political thought transcends the
boundaries of the Gennan National LiberaJ tradition where hs roots
lie. Furthermore, his vision of politics as endless conflict is in direct
opposition to any dreams of 'perpetual peace'. Weber~s fundamental
commitment was to the ideal of individual liberty. Liberty is valued
because it makes possible the fullest developmenf of the human per
sonality. The political problem arises because the modem democratic
state contains forces that threaten rather man enhance liberty. Demo
cracy is accepted as a fact; it is not an absolute value «>r him. Modem
democracy, although it can lead to the &spirituaJ proletarianisation' of
the masses, also creates the conditions for the emergence of creative
personalities, the pJebiscitarian leaders who appeaJ directly to the
people, most of whom tend to be politically passIve. A model of
democracy which sees it as a competition between parties for votes,
and which ignores the charismatic component in Weber's account,
has been highly influential in post-war political science. Weber would
not have agreed with this view. "Wllile Weber's own conclusions are
stamped by his rime, his work remains important because it reveals
the intractable problems involved in any attempl to understand the
nature and possibilities of modern liberal democracy. For Weber the
Herrt1tVOJIt conjured up by Nietzsche was to be most funy realised,
not in a society where an elite ruled the 'slavish' masses, but in a
'nation of masters' in which each individual has the 'chance' and
education to determine his own and the nation's fate. At the same
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time, he feared the reality of the part)' machine which cast the ordin
ary citizen in the role of election fodder. He wanted to defend the
instirutions of the liberal constitutional state, but his own intellectual
principles prevented him from justitying them in terms of a fuJly
elaborated political philosophy. These are the unresolved tensions in
his work.
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1864
r867
1871

r872
1872

1887
1889

1896
r897-1903

19°4

Chronology

Born in Erfurt
Publication of Volume I of ~larxts Das Kapital
Foundation of the Second German Empire
Start of the Kulturkampf
Publication of N~etzsche's The Birth of Traged)1
Nietzsches ~'Genealogy of Morals)) published.

Dissertation on the 'Hiswry of Tradlog Companies in
the Middle Ages)
Dismissal of Bismarck
Chair at Freiburg in Political Economy.
Inaugural Lecture. ~The Nation State and Economic
Policy'
Chair in Politica~ Science at Heidelberg
Period of mental illness

Visits America. Lectures at the \\lorJd Exhibition tn St
Louis
Essay on ' ~~Ob~ecti\'ity)' in Social Science and Social
Policy'
Revolution in RlJssia
Essays on 'The Protestant Ethic and the {'Spirie) of
Capitalism 'I published

'On the Situation of Constitutional Democracy m
Russia' published
Publication of ?'Jietzsche's '\\-'in to Power'
Attends the annual conference of (he Social Demo
cratic Parry
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1914

19 J 4-l 5
19 l6- 18

1918

19 18
1918
19 19

1919
19 19
19z0
1921

Chronology

Participates in the conference of the National 1.ibera.l
Party
Editorship of the 'Grundrill der Sozialokonomik'
\Veber active in the foundation of the German Sociolo
gical Society

Resigns from the German Sociological Society after
intense disagreement over questions of value and
objectivit),
Beginning of the First ~rorJd War
Organises nine military hospitals

'Var Journalism. Opposes the extension of submarine
warfare and the po~ky of annexation
Participates in the two (l\1ay and October) Burg Lau
cnstein conferences. His audience mainly socialist and
pacifist youth
Revolution in Russia
Lecture On 'Science as a Vocarion' CVlissenschafr als
Beruf ') in !vlunich (November)

Chair of Political Economy at the lJnivcrsity of Vienna.
Lectures on 'A Positive Critique of the f\,laterialist
Conception of History'

Gennany requests ccasefire (October)
Joins the newly formed Gennan Democratic Party
Revolutionary uprisings in Germany begin (l\:ovember)
Lecture on cThe Profession and Vocation of Politics'
(,Politi! als Beruf~) (January)

Participates in the peace negotiations at Versailles
Chair in !\1unich
Dies of pneumonia
Economy {J.nd Sociery published



Note on the Translation

The translation,; are baseJ on the ori ginal pnntmgs (in brochure
form) of the essays in question but take account, where,'er possible,
both of later alterations (as in the second printing of ~Vahlre(ht und
Demokmtie) and of the invaluable textual and other commentaries in
the new historical-critical ed itiun.

\Vherever earlier translations exist I have consulted them as a check
on the accuracy of my own versions and have gratefully adopted somr

of their solutions. \~·'here this translation differs from earlier versions,
particularly American ones, is mainly in the attempt to follow tht
German as closely as is consistent with readab~e EngHsh, and hence

in the decision not to 'domesticate' \Vcber by substituting a familiar
equivalent in English where this would have obscured characteristic
featUres of his diction or of the German cultural contn.1. An exp]an
awry glossary is provided to elaborate on the translation of a number
of key or difficult terms. Further comments are to be found in the
editors' foomotcs.

Ronald Speirs
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The Nation State and Economic Policy
(Inaugural lecture)1

Preface

I was prompted to publish the following arguments by the opposition
rather than the assent which they elicited from my audIence. They
offer colleagues in the same discipline, and others, new information
only on points of detail, and the occasion that gave rise to them
explains the special sense in which alone they lay daim to the name
of 'science'. EssentiaHYr an inaugural lecture is an opportunity to
present and justify openly the personal and} in this sense, 'subjective'
standpoint from which one judges economic phenomena. The e~osl

tion on pages 17-2.0 was om~rted for reasons of time and in view of
the audience, while other parts of the argument may have assumed
a different fonn when I was actually delivering them. It should be
noted that the opening remarks give a very simplified account of
events which were naturally a good deal more complicated in reality.
During the period 1871-85 the population movements in individual
districts and communities in \Vest Prussia were not unifonn~ although
they changed in characteristic ways, and they are much less transpar
ent than the examples selected here. In other instances the tendency
I have tried to illustrate from these examples is subject to the influ
ence of other factors. I shaH return to a fuller consideration of this
topic in another context in the near future. L It is obvious that the

1 Translation of D(t" Nutionaislai4t und die Vo/ksQ)irts(h~ft1POU!ik. Akadrmisdu Anrn'rr.1redf
(Freiburg and Leipzig, J895). The inauguraJ Jecture was delivered in \-1a}' I &)5 and
published in July.

~ Webu did not in the event produce any mott work in this area on 3. comparabJe scale
to the lnnstigations inro rural conditIons (Sft!: Max Weber Gesam:lausgabt l l, 3) which
had lcd to his appolntment to th~ Chair .n Freiburg, possibl)' because he sutfered a
breakdown in the y~ars 1897-19°4. He did, however) write 3. nomber of essays on

1
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results which can be derived from these sratistics stand on less steady
feet than those provided by the admirable publications of several of
Neumann)sJ pupils on the relations between the nationalities in Pos

nania and West Prussia. In the absence of correct material) however)
we shall have to make do with them for the time being} especially as
the main features of the phenomena they iUustrate are already famil
iar from the rural enquiries of recent years."

The tide I have chosen promises much more than I can or will
fulfil today. What I intend is firstly to illustrate, from iust one example,
the role played by physical and psychological racial differences
benvccn nationalities in the economic struggle for existence.s I should
then like to add some reflections on the situation of states which rest
on national foundations - as ours does - in the framework of a
consideration of economic policy. I have chosen as my example a set
of C\rents which are faking place far away from here but which have

caught the anention of the public repealedly in the last ten years. I
therefore ask you to follow me to the eastern marches of the Reich~

into the flat landscape of the Prussian province of f'Yfst Prussia. This
setting combines the characteristics of a national frontier area with

unusually abrupt differences in the economic and social conditions
of existence, and this makes it suitable for our purposes. I am afratd
I must begin by asking you to be patient while I rehearse a series of
dry facts.

related subiects which are contained in \'olume ... of the Gesam,aujg"k, as well as a
piece in 1904 on iAgrarstatisrisc;he und sozialpolitiscbe Hetrachtungell lllr Fldtlkorn~

miBfrage in PreuBen l
, Gesarnmelte Auj$iilze zur Saziologie tmd SozialfKJlitik (Tubingen,

H)Z4). pp. 323"""93.
] Friedrich Julius von Neumann (I 835- T910)) economist, former holder of Chairs

of Political Economy at Freiburg Vni.'ersiry and Tlibingen University. Neumann's
Gru.ndiagm titr V()lisJll'irtuh(J.ft~lehr( Cfubingen., 1889) was included in Weber'!j read~ng

list for IUs introductory Jectures on economics, Grundrifl zu den Vo-r/esllngcn uber AJJge
tntine (lhwrnisdl( ') Nati(malii}u)nonu't (1898), re·published Tilhlngen, 1990.

+The E1U/uitnt to which Weber refers were investigations into specific social problems
carried aut by me 4Verein fUT SodalpoJitik' with the aim of influencing governmtnt
poliey. Weber's own srud}' of the East Llbian prO\'inces was p.rt of one such larger
investigation inro agricultural labour.

5 The phrue used by Weber, Kampf ums Dastitt (struggle for existence}, bekmgs, like
Au51esrprouJ1 (process of selection), to the ""OCOIbulary of DOl rwinian arguments about
the 'survival of the fittest) in the inevitable 4;omperition for the t'\!sources of the envir
onment. Weher draws on such vocabulary (e. g. Vtrdra'ngullg, supplanration) at a
number of points in this lecture, although pointing out, in his rootnote 4D', thar he
does not approve of the uncritical applic.ation af the findings of the naNral sciences

2
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In its rural districts the province contains three different types of

contrast.
Firstly) extraordinary differences exist in the quality ofarable land:

from the sugar-beet soils of the Vistula plain to the sandy uplands of
Cassubia the estimates of the net tax yield differ by a muhiple of
between ten and twenty. Even at district level the average values
fluctuate between 4.75 and 33.66 marks per hectare.

Then there are contrasts in the social stratification of the population
cultivating this land. As usual throughout eastern Germany, official
records refer) alongside the {rural parish) (Landgemeindt), to a second
form of communal unit unknown in southern Gennany, me iestate
district' (Gutsbezi,-k). Correspondingiy, the estates of the nobility
stand out in the landscape in visible contrast to the villages of the
peasants. These estates are the seats of the Junkers, the class which
gives eastern Germany its particular social stamp. Their manorial
farmhouses are surrounded by the single-storey cottages which, along
with some parcels ofland for crops and grazing) the lord of the manor
(GutshtrT)6 allots to the day-labourers who are obliged to work on
the manor farm all year. The area of the province as a whole is
divided roughly equally between the peasants and the Junkers, but
in individual regions the share of the manorial estates varies from a
few per cent up to two-thirds of the entire area of the administrative
districts.

Finally) within this population with its double social stratification,
there exists a third opposition~ that between the nationalities. Again l

the national composition of the population in individual communities
differs from region to region. This is the difference which interests
us here. Firstly, of course, the density of the Polish population
(Polmtum)' increases the nearer you get to the border. However~ as
any language map will show, it also increases as the quality of the

to the human sciences. I Sejection' ('A us]ese ') remained an important concept for
Webert see, for enmple. his EaJn()ttzy and Society I ch. I, section 8.

It A tenn Jilce 'lord of the manor> corresponds onJy approximattly to the German GUI5

. herr, so it should nor be assumed that each occupies exactly the same p<lsitim\ within
the hierarchy of feudal relations.

7 The word Poltnturn is both a collecti"e noun, refe rring to the body of th~ Pollsh
people and a tenn of characterisation) corresponding roughly to English 'PoLishness'.
Weber repeatedly switches from the one sense to the other, as he does wim tht, )n
chis conteJo.1, antithetical term Deulsclttum, indicating thereby that the competition
between these two population groups is also a competition between different sets of
national characteristic; and cultural valuts.
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soil deteriorates. One's first reaction, which is not entirel}' wrong, is
to want to e:qJlain this historically from the fact that the Germans
first occupied me area by flooding across the fertile plain of the
Vistula. However, if one goes on to ask which social strata are the
bearers of German and Polish nationality (Deutschtum and Polentum)
in the country districts, the figures of the most recently published
popuJation census (r88S}o\ present an odd picture. Admittedly we
cannot derive the national composition of parishes directly from these
figures1 but we can do so indirectly (if we are prepared to make do
with the only approximate accuracy of the figures) by using as a link
in the equation the figures for religious affiliation which coincides
with nationality to within a few per cent in this region of mixed
nationalities. If we separate out the economic categories of the peas
ant village and the manorial estate in each district, by identifying
them - again only approximately - with the local administrative units
of the rural parish or the estate district,B it emerges that their national
composition varies in opposite ways when taken in relation to the
quality of the soil. In the fertile districts the Catholics (Le. the Poles)
are relatively most numerous on the (statts, while the Protestants (that
is the Germans) are to be found in greater proportion in the villages.
In districts with poor soil precisely the opposite situation prevails.
For example, if one aggregates all districts with an average net tax
yield of under 5 marks per hectare~ there are only 35.5 per cent
Protestants in the villages and 50'~ per cent on the estates; if, by
contrastt one takes the group of districts with an average net tax yield
of 10 to 15 marks per hectare, the proportion of Protestants in the
villages js 60.7 per cent and only 42. I per cent on the estates. How
does this come about? ~rhy do the Poles gather on the estates on the
plain and in the villages in the uplands? It strikes one immediafely
that tke Poles tend to congregate in the economically and socially lowest
stratum ofthe population. On good soils, particularly that of the Vistula
plain, the peasant's standard of living has always been higher than
that of the day-labourer on an estate; on poor soils, by contrast, which
could only be cultivated rationally by large-scale farming, the knightly

.\ Ghnrindel~ikon (Berlin, [887).
~ This administrative division nevertheless charactc:rise~ social stratification bener than

if one uses as a basi So the di5tributlon of the different types of ente rprise. In the plai n!f
manorial farms of less than 100 hectares are not uncommon, nor, conver5ely> an:
pe ilsant fanns of more than 200 hectares on the JUgh ground.
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estate was the bearer of cu)ture8 and hence of the German population
(Deulslhtum). Even today, the poorest of the small peasants there still
enjoy a quality of life inferior to that of the day-~abourers on the
estates. If we did not know that already, the age structure of
the population would lead us to suspect it. If one climbs from the
villages on the plains to those on the uplands, the proportion of chiL~

dren under fourteen rises from 35/36 per cent to 4°/41 per cent
as the soil gets poorer. If the eJtates are brought into the comparison,
the proportion of children is higher in them than in the villages on
the plain, increasing as the height above sea-level rises, though more
slowly than in the villages, while on the highest ground the proportion
is lower than that of the children in the villages there. As usual, a
large number of children foUows hard on the heels of a low standard
ofliving, since the latter stifles any thought ofproviding for the future.
t\ high level of economic sophistication (Kultur) and a. relatively high
standard of living are identical with the Gennan people and character
(Deutsch tum) in West Prussia.

Yet the two nationalities have competed for centuries on the same
soil~ and with essentia])y the same chances. What is it, then, that
distinguishes them? One is immediately tempted to believe that psy~
chological and physical racial characteristics make the two nationalit
ies differ in their ability t" addpt to the varying economic and social
conditions of existence. This is indeed the explanation and the proof
of it is to be found in the trend made apparent by a shift in the
population and its nationalit), structure. This tendency also makes
clear just how fateful that difference in adaptabilitJ has proved to be
for the German race in the east.

Admlttedly, we only have at our disposal the figures from 187I to
1885 as a basis for observing the population shifts in individual par
ishes, and these figures allow us [0 perceive only the indistinct begin
nings of a trend which, ~ccording to everything we know, has now
become extraordinarily pronounced. Apart from this, the clarity of
the statistical picture naturally suffers in consequence of the inevit
able, but not entirely correC4 equation of religious affiliation with
narionaHtJ on the one hand, and local administrative units with social

I> Here and al orher points in this lecrure \\.'eber appJies the v~ry broad term KU/lur
specif}c<tlJy to the question ofagriollrural devdupment. The implication is that sophisr
icarion in one particular areli, even a lCt:hnic.al and practical ont", is s}mpromatj~ of
the genera] cultuntl anainment or character of the pwple ooncerned.
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stratification on the other. Nevertheless f it is ~tin possible to gain a
dear enough view of the important issues. The rural population of
the province, like that of large parts of the east generally, tended to
decline between 1880 and 1885. In West Prussia this fall amounted
to 12,700 persons, that is a dccHne of 1.25 per cent during a period
when the population of the Reich grew by about 3.5 per cent. How
ever, this phenomenon, like those we have already discussed, was
unevenly distributed,. for in some districts there was a contrasting
increase in the rural population. And indeed the way in which growth
and decline were distributed is highJy characteristic. To begin with
the different soil qualities, anyone would expect the decline to have
affected me districts with the poorest soil mos[ severely, since that is
where the margin of subsistence would first become too narrow as a
result of failing prices. If one looks at the figures, however~ one sees
that the reverse is the case: precisely the most well-favoured districts,
such as Stuhm and Marienwerder, with an average net tax yield of
around J5 to 17 marks, saw me greatest emigration (of 7-8 per cent),
whereas on the higher ground the districts of Konitz and Tuchc1)
with a net yield of 5-6 marks, experienced the greatest increase) and
one which had remained constant since 1871. One looks for an
explanation and one asks first l from which social strata the population
loss came, and which social strata benefited from an increase? If one
looks at the districts with high numerical losses (Sruhm, Mari
enwerder~ Rosenberg), these are without exception districts where
large scale landownership predominates particularly strongly. If one
then aggregates the estate districts of the whole province, one finds
that, although they in any case contained a population two-thirds
smaller than that of the ,illages (for the same area of land) in 1880,
they alone account for almost three-quarters of the drop in the rural
population, or over 9,000 pt:rsons. Their population has fallen by
about 3.75 per cent. But, again, this fall in population is also distrib
uted unevenly within the estates, for in some places an increase took
place) and if one isolates the areas where the estate population
decreased sharply, it emerges that it was precisely the estates on good
soil which experienced particularly high emigration.

In contrast to this, the population growth which took place on the
poor soils of the uplands mainly benefited the villages, and particu
larly the villages on poor soils~ as opposed to the viUages of the
plain. The tendency is therefore towards a decrease in the numbers

6
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of day~]abourers on the estates with the best soils and an increase
among the peasants on pr>or land. "'bat this implies, and how the phe
nomenon is to be explained, becomes dear when one again asks how

the nationalities relate to these shifts in population.
In the first half of the century the Polish element in the east

appeared to be being pushed back slowJy but steadily. However~ since
the r86os, as is well known) it has been advancing just as steadily

and iust as slowly. Despite their inadequate basis, the language cen
suses for West Prussia make the latter point extremely plain. Now a
shift in the boundary betv.'een two nationalities can occur in two
fundamentally distinct ways. The first is when the language and cus

toms of the majority arc graduaHy imposed on national minorities in
a nationally mixed region, so that these minorities become ~absorbed'.

This phenomenonJ tOOl can be found in eastern Germany, as can be

demonstrated statistically in the case of Gennans belonging to the

Catholic Church. Here the bond of the church is stronger than that

of the nation, memories of the Kulturkamp.r also play their part, and

the 1ack of a German educated clergy means that the Germcln Cath

olics ate lost to the cultural community of the nation. But more

important, and of greater interest for our purpose, is the second form
of nationality shift, namdy economic supplantation. This is what we are
dealing with here. If one examines the shi fts in the numbers
belonging to each religion in the rural parish units berween 187 I and

1885, it emerges that on the plain the migration of day-labourers
awaJ from the estates is regularly associated with a relative decline
of Protestantism, whereas the increase of the village population in

the uplands is associated with a relative increase of Catholicism.c It
is chiefly German doy-labOfJrers why mm..1e out ofthe districts with a high
In1el <if mlture; iJ is chiefi)' Polish peasants who mul/ipI)I in the districts
with a poor standard ofcultiration (Kullurstand).

c: For examplc l the manorial estares in the dtstricr of Sruhm had a decline in population
of 6,7 per cent between 187 I and (885, ''''hile the proportion of Prmestatl(s in the
Christian population fell from 33.4 per cent to 3 1.3 per cent. The viUages in the
districts of Konirz and Tuchel grew by 8 per centt while the proportion of Catholics
ro~e from 84.7 per cent to 86.0 per cent.

\I The term Kulluriampf refers to Bismarck's bostile pclicies towards the Catholic
Church and its political voke, the Centre Party, between J 872 and 1878. This W35 a
misguided attempt to enforce loyal ty 10 the new Reich.
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Yet both processes - emigration in the one area, population growth
in the other -lead back ultimately to one and the same reason, namefy
lower expeaations of the standard of l;ving, both in a material and an
ideal scnse

t
something which is either natural to the Slav race or has

been bred into it in the course of its history. It is these lower expecta
tions which have helped the S la,;s to victory.

U.by do the German day-labourers move away? The reasons are
not material, since the emigration is not from districts with a low
level of payor from the categories of poorly pajd wor~ers. There JS
hardly a more secure nlaterial situation than that of a cottager on the
eastern estates. Nor is it the much talked-of longing for the amuse
ments of the big city. This may explain the unsystematic wandering
off of the younger generation, but not the departure of long-serving
families of day-labourers; and why should that craving particularly
affect people from areas where large landownership is predominant?
'Vh)' is it demonstrably the case that the emigration of day-labourers
decreases, the more the peasanJ village dominates the face of the
landscape? The reason is this: amongst the estate complexes of his
homeland the world of the day-labourer contalns only masters and
servants (Herren und Knech1e), HI and his descendants will be faced for
ever after only with the prospect of toiling away on someone else's
land to the tolling oCthe estate bell. In this inarticulate, half-conscious
urge 11 towards far off places there lies hidden an element of primitive
idealism. Anyone who cannot decipher this does not know the magic
of freedom. Indeed, its spirit seldom touches us today in [he stillness
of the library. The naive libertarian ideals of our early youth have
faded t and those of uS who have grown prematurely old anod aU too
prudent even believe that one of the most elemental drives in the
human breast has been laid to rest along with the slogans of a political
and economic philosophy that has now gone into historical decline.

1(1 The tenns lIsed by Weber are Jltrr and Kn(cht, the same ones as Hegel used for this
relationship, In this conteXT K"f.(hl ~lso has the particuJar se/'lst of ~fatm servant' or
'fann Jabourer), In addition to the tksignation of social role, however, these tem\s
can connote differences of Chal".K(er or personal quaIl!)': 3 capacity for masterfulness
OJ' sub.-.ervience.

11 Weber's fonnulation l 'in dem dumpfcn, halbbewuDten Orang in die Ferne' is remin
iscent of lines 32R~ from Goethe's Faust: 'ein guter Mensch in seinem dunklen
Orange! 1st sich des rechten \.\'eges ","ohI bewuBt', The Faustian characteristic of
restless "striving) was for long held br man)' Germans to be a central quality of
"Gerrnanness l

, Weber's mention of the library and the passing of youth in the foJJow
ing lines reinforce the pre~nce of Faust in his text,

8
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The process is a mass-psychological one~ the German agricultural
labourers can no longer adapt to the social conditions of ]ife in their
homeland. \\ie have reports of West Prussian esta.te owners com
plaining about their labourers' 'self-assertiveness'. There is a decline
in the old patriarchal relationship to the smallholders on the estates
which once linked the day-labourer directly to the interests in agricul
[ural production, in that he was a smaJJ cultivator with a right to a
share in the produce. Seasonal labour in the beet-growing districts
requires seasonal workers and payment in money. They are faced
with the prospect of a purdy proletarian existence, but one without
the possibility of that vigorous rise to economic independence which
gives self-confidence to the industrial proletariat gathered in the
cities. The people who are replacing the Germans on the estates of
the east are better able to submit to these conditions of existence 
the itinerant Polish workers, troops of nomads recruited by agents in
Russia, who cross the frontier in tens of thousands in spring and leave
again in autumn. They first emerge in association with sugar-beet, a
crop which turns agriculture into a scasona) trade, then they become
generally established, because employing them ffitanS s~\'ings on
workers' dwenings, on taxes to support the poor, on social obligations,
and further because their precarious situation as foreigners puts them
in the hands of the landowner. These are side effects of the economic
death throes of the old Prussian Junkerdom. On the sugar-beet
estates a stratum of industrial businessmen is taking che place of the
lord of the manor with his patriarchal dispensations. In the uplands
the lands of the manorial estates arc crumbling away from outside
under the pressure of the crisis in agriculture, as colonies of small
peasants and tenants renting small parcels of land spring up on their
outfields. The economic foundations on which the power of the old
landed nobility rested are disappearing~ and the nobility itself is
becoming something other than it once was.

'Alhy is it the Polish peasants who are gaining ground? Is it because
of their superior economic inteUigence or capital resources? It is
rather the opposite of both of these things. Under a dimate, and on
a soi1~ which essentially permit the production of cereals and potatoes,
alongside extensive cattle-raising, the person who is least threatened
by an unfavourable market is the one who takes nis products to the
place where they are least devalued by a collapse in prices - his own
stomach; in other words the person producing for his own needs.

9
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Again, it is the person who can minimise his own requirements, the
person who makes the fewest physical and ideal demands on the
quality of life, who is in the most favourable position. The small
Polish peasant in the east is a very different type from the industrious
peasants cultivating tiny patches of land whom one may see here in
the well-favoured valley of the Rhine, attaching themselves to the
urban economy via market-gardening and horticulture. The small
Polish peasant gains more land because he is prepared even to eat
grass) as it were - in other words not despite but rather because ofhis

habitually low physical and intellectual standard of living.
Thus what we see taking ptace seems to be a process of selection.

Over a long period both nationalities have been placed in the same
conditions of existence. The consequence of this has not been, as
vulgar materialists imagine, that they have acquired the same physical
and psychological qualities, but rather that one group yields to the
other, that the victorious nationality is the one possessing the greater
ability to adapt itself to the given economic and social conditions of

life.
The two races seem to have had this difference in adaptability

from the very outset, as a fixed element in their make-up. It could
perhaps shifr again as a result of further generations of breeding of
the kind which may have produced the difference in the first place)
but at present it simply has to be taken account o( as a fixed given
for the purposes of analysis.D

J) I mink I hardly need to ob~trYe thaI lht:" disputes in n<l.tural science over the signific
:lflce of the prindples of selection, or over the general appJication in naIl/rat scienc(' of
the concept of 'selective breeding) (Ziidltun!O, and all the discussions ~elaring to it in
this area (with which lam nor h~miJiar)) have no rele·..ance to these remarks. Howe....'er,
me COlJttpt of '~eJe(;tion' is as much of a cummonplace today as, say. the heliocentric
hypothesis, and the idea of 'breeding' human beings is already (0 be fOllnd in Plato's
Republk, Both these concept... are emplo)'ed by F . .1\, Lange, fnr ell:ample. in his
Arkilafro~,12 and rhey have lon~ bCt:n so well established here that it ls not possible
for anyone who knows our literature to misunderstand their meaning..\1ore difficuJt
to answer i.!l the question of how much lasting ....·alue should he anached to the latest
anempt~ of anthropoJogists to extend the prindple of selection, as understood by
Darwin and \\'eismann. to the fie! d 0 f economic in....'esrigation. They are ingenious)
but arouse considerable re~erv:ltjons as to method and factual results, and are no
douh f mistaken in anumber of e:X:lggc ra ted daims. Neve rthele ss l the writings of Ono
Ammon (Alalural Selection i1l Man, The Social Order and iu Natural Basil))U for example,
deserve more :mention than they have been given, inespective of aU the re!)ervations
th~u have to be made. An error made by mos:t anempts by natural scic:ntists to throw
light on the problems of our science consists in their misdirected ambition to 'dis
prove' s.odallsm. ]n thei r enthusiasm to art.. in this goal, the:y involuntarily turn what
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As we have seen
J

the free play of the forces of selection does not
always operate) as the optimists among uS believe, in favour of the
nationality which is economically the more highly devcJoped or better
endowed. Human history; contains e:amples both of the victory of
less developed types of human being and the disappearance of nne
flowers of intellectuaJ and emotional life when the human community
that gave rise to them los! its ability to adapt to the conditions of its
eJ{istence, either because of its sodal organisation or its racial qualit
ies. In our case the economically less developed nationality is being
helped to achiel'e victory by the transformation of the forms of agri
cultural enterprise and the tremendous crisis in agriculture. The
forced growth of sugar-beet cultivation and the unprofitability of
cereal production for the market are parallel developments pulling in
the same direction: the former breeds the Polish seasonal worker and
the latter the small Polish peasant.

If we look back over the facts discussed so far, 1 freely confess that
I am quite unable to de\'elop theoretically the full implications of the
various genera] points which may be extrapolated from them. The
immensely difficult question, certainly insoluble ac present, of where
the limit of variation lies for the physical and psychological qualities
in a population as they become subject to the influence of the condi
tions of existence in which they arc placed) is a problem I do not
even dare to touch on.

On the other hand, the question one cannot help asking is, above
aU~ this: what can and should be done in this situation?

With your perrnission~ however) I shaH not discuss these questions
at length on this occasion. Instead I will restrict myself to a brief
indication of the two demands which, in my view, ought to be made

was imended to be a 'natural-scientific theory' of the sociaJ order jnto an apologia
for it.

II F. A. Langt () 828-75), Die Arheitfifrage ;n ~l,,." Bedeutung fUr GegetlWtlrt ~nd Zuhmft
(Duisbutg, 1865).

lJ Otto Ammon (l84z-r916) vv'",\s an anthropo1ogist who carried out studies, such. as
the lTleasurement of head size and shape, on military recruits in Baden. He "'';l!)

an opponent of sociaIism, arguing that social differences were grounded in natural
differc:nces. Weber included both of tht:s.e works by .>\mmon jn his reading lis:t for
his lecnues in 1898 (see "hove, note 3). In later essa}'s Weber distances himself from
such views, remarking scathingly on the power of the purse to produce socr~1 differ
ence regardless of an ind i'ridual' s natural gifts. See below. p. 103.
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from the standpoint of the German people, and are in fact being
made with growing unanimity. The first is the closing of the eastern
frontier. This was accomplished under Prince Bismarck and then
undone again after his resignation in 1890; permanent settlement
remained forbidden to the foreigners) but they were admitted as
migratory workers. A 'dass-conscious~ large landowner at the head
of the Prussian government excluded the Poles in the interests of
preserving our nationality, and the hated opponent of the Agrarians'"
admitted them in the interests of the big ]andowners~ who are the
only people to gain from this influx. Clearly, the 'standpoint of eco
nomic class' is not always decisive in matters of economic policy; in
this case, it was the circumstance that a weaker hand took over the
helm of the ship of state from a strong one. IS The other demand
which needs to be made is for the state to buy up land systematically,
that is the extension of the crown demesne lands on the one hand,
and systematic colonisation by German peasants on suitable soils,
especially on suitable demesne land, on the other. From the stand
point of the nation, large-scale enterprises which can only be pre
served at the expense of the German race deserve to go down to
destruction. 16 To leave them to their own devices means permitting
unviabie colonies of starving Slavs to come into existence by way of
the gradual parcelling-off of the estates. Nor is it only OUf interest
in stemming the tide of SIal's which demands the transfer of signific
ant tracts of eastern Germany into the hands of the state; it is also
called for by the annihilating criticism of the continued existence of
their private property that is implicit in the ]anrlowners~own demand
that the government should relieve them of the risks they bear by
introducing a corn monopoly and state subsidies of 500 million marks
a year. In other words~ they are asking to be relieved of their personal
responsibility for their own property, despite the facT that this is the
only justification for their owning it at all.E

~ 4 This is a referenee to Bismarck >~ succe8S0r, General Leo Count \'on Caprivl (J83 [
99), as Rekh Chancellor (I 89cr-4) and Prime Minister of Prussia (l89Q-2.).

I~ When Bismarck was fo~ed to resign the Chancellorship in J 890 Punch published a
cartoon showing him in pilot's uniform leaving <I mighty ship. The Gennan O'an~lation

of th~ caption, 'Dcr Lotse \'criit6t das Schiff', gained wide currency, as Web~r's

allusion to it indicates.
16 Another allusion to Goethes }"(.um, this time to lines 1339-40 spoken by Mephisto

pheles: 'denn alles, was entstehtllst """en, daB es zugrunde g~ht'.
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Yet
t

1\S I say, it is not this practical question of Prussian agrarian
policy I want to discuss today. I would prefer to return to the fact
that such a question arises a[ all in all our minds, to the fact that we
consider that the German race should be protected in the east of the
country, and that the state's economic policies ought to rise to the
challenge of defending it. 'Vhat makes us feel we have a right to
make this dema.nd is the circumstance that our state is a nation slate.

Yet what does the economic way of looking at things have to say
on this question? Does it regard such nationalist vaJue judgements
as prejudices, of which it must be careful to rid itself .sO that it can
apply its own specific criterion of value to the economic facts, free

f ]n the same context Professor SchmoUer1
-; in particular h~ also been prompted to

make the same demand for state purch~ of land in his journal (Srhmollm JaArbuclt,
l 9, t 895, pp. 615 ff.). In fac::t that part of the strarum of large 1.. ndoWT1ers ~'hose

retention as agricultural managers is desirable fr()]TI the sure>s point of view elln in
most cases be rerained as tenan IS of the crown demesne rather than as owners in
the iT own right. Adminedly, I believe that the purchase of land only makes sense in
the long term if organically combined with the colonisation of suit<tbJe crown lands~

in other words, jf a part of the land in the east passes through the h3nds of the st.1te
and while it is thus held undergoes au energetic CQurse of improvement with the
assist<\nce of stat~ credits. Q.l.lit~ apart from the fact that it is burdened with the
'recuperation period" in the share of the co\onisls who have been planted and who
ought preferabJy to be handed O\'tr after ... while to thi! more hard-hearted normal
taxarion euthorlly, along wi{h their requests to ppsfpone repayment, the Settlemf:nl
Commission is faced with the difficult), that the estates which ha.'e been purchased
hafe mostl~' been. in the hands of crown tenants ft1f over i'I decade. The jmprovement
mus.t no\\' be carried out at breakneck speed by administrative means and \\oith grear
loss«, whereas a large number of crown lands would cerrainl)' be ~uitable for immedi
ate colonjsation. However, the conc;equent slowness of the procedure does not by any
means iusrify Hans DeJbrikk's 11l \'erdict O[l the na:tional-politi~:id impact, ddivered
in his many well-known articles in the PrmjJische JalubriduT. A merely mechanical
calculation~ comparing the number of farms founded with the numbers of Poles~ is
not conclusive proof for anyone who hao; observed the clo.'ilising effect of colonjsation
an tht spot: a few villages witb a dozen Gennan farms ~ach wiiJ evenrually G'mnanise
many square miles, alw;lys pm..ided that the flood of proletarian reinforcements from
thf east is stemmed, and that we do not kill the goose that bys the g(llden eggs b~'

iea,,;ng the big estates to (he free pJay of the forces whkh aTe l~:ading tf) thelf frag
menrarion and rUln - forces .....-hich ~re now oper<l.ting even more freely thanks to the
law!! on renting Jand in perpetuity.

17 GU5t.1\' von SchmoHer (1838-1917), professor of economks, president of the 'Ven~in

fii r Socialpol itik l (1 890-J9 t 7), fa under of the 'younger' German historical school of
economics, several. of whose works figure in Weber's Grundn.j1 (see note 3 above).

l~ Hans von DeJbruck (lS..R-I9ZCj), professor of history, editor of the Prrojiische
]anrbu(her, 188J-l919.
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of any influence from emotional reflexes? And what is this criterion
of value (peculiar' to economic policy? I should like to try to approach
dUs question via some wider retlections.

As we have seen~ the economic struggle (Kampf) between the nation
alities runs its course even under the semblance of ~peace'. The
Gennan peasants and day-labourers in the east are not being driven
off the soH by politically superior enemies in open confHct. Rather
they are coming off worse in a silent and bleak struggle for everyday
economic existence in competition with an inferior race; they are
leaving their homeland and are about to submerge themselves in a
dark future. In the economic struggle for Hfe, too, there is no peace
to be had. Only if one takes the semblance of peace for its reality
can one believe that the future holds peace and a happy life for our
descendants. As we know) the vulgar conception of political economy
is that it consists in devising recipes for universal happiness; in this
view) adding to the ~balance of pleasuret19 in human existence is the
only comprehensible purpose our work has. Yet the sombre gravity
of the population problem20 alone is enough to pTevent us from being
cudaemonists, from imagining that peace and happiness lie waiting
in the womb of the future, and from believing that. anything other
than the hard struggle of man with man can create any elbow-room
in this earthly life.

Certainly, only on the basis of altruism is any work in political
economy possible. Ovenvhelmingly, what is produced by the eco
nomic, social and political endeavours of the present benefits future
generations ramer than the present one. If our work is to ha.ve any
meaning) it lies) and can only lie~ in providing for the jUture~ for our
destendants. But there can also be no work in political economy on
the basis of optimistic hopes of happiness. As far as the dream of

1'1 The renn L~rbiJ~ (balance of pleasure) presumably ref~r~ to Jeremy Bentham's
doctrine of II tiHty which advocated mat actions should be jud~d in the Light of the
pain or pleasure they produced in differenl people: ~Take the balance., which, jf on
the side of p/~4Sure, wiJl give the general gm)a !endmcy of th~ act, \Vith respect to the
rota! number or communi t}, of individuaJs con«med; if em the side of p'ain. me
genera] tvil tendmt), with respect to me same community: A" Introduction to Jhe
Prinripkr ofMONts ~~d Legir18tifm, ch. 5, para. 6.

1.:11 Interest in the teachings of Maithus on population growth had ~en reviv~d by the
d~bates on Darwinism. Ma.lthus was mentioned in Weber's reading list (or his Jee·
lUres. Cf'rmdrift ~u tim lIorlerlmgen, s~crion 5 11 (~t nate 3 -aboV'e).
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peace and human happiness is concerned, the words written over the
portal into the unknown future of human history are: 'lasdate ogni
speranzaJ. II

The question which stirs us as we think beyond the grave of our
own generation is not the well-bdng human beings will enjoy in the
future but what kind ofpeople they will be, and it is this same question
which underlies aIr work in political economy. We do not want to
breed well-being in peoplc~ but rather those characteristics which
we think of as constituting the human greatness and nobility of our
nature.

The criteria ofvalue which political economists have naively identi ...
fied or given prominence to have alternated between the technical
economic problem of the production of goods and rne probJem of
their distribution ('social justice). Yet, again and again both these
criteria have been overshadowed by the recognition, in part uncon
scious) but nevertheless aJ) -dominating, that a sdenc(: (Wissenschaft)
concerned with human beings - and that is what political economy
is - is concerned above all else with the quality of the human heings
reared under those economic and social conditions of e1cistence. Here
we should be on our guard against one particular illusion.

As an explanatory and anal}1ic science, political economy is interna
tional, but as soon as it makes value judgements it is tied to the particu
lar strain of humankind {·\1enschentum) we find within our own nature.
Often these ties are strongest precisely when we think we have
escaped our personal limitations most completely. If - to use a some
what fanciful image - we could arise from the grave thousands of
years hence, it would be the distant traces of our own nature that we
would search for in the countenance of that future race. Even our
highest, our urtimate ideals in this life change and pass away. It
cannot be our ambition to jmpo~e them on the future. But we can
want the future to recognise the character of its own ancestors in us.
Through our work and our nature we want to be me forerunners of
that future race.

The economic policy of a German state, and, equany~ the criterion
of value used by a Gennan economic theorist, can therefore onl}T be
a German policy or criterion.

Have things perhaps become different in this regard since
economic development began to extend beyond national frontiers,

11 •Abandon aU hope' ( , .. <aU ye who enter here l
), Dante's I,,[mto, Hi, 9-
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creating an a.U.embradng economic community of nations? Is the
'nationalistic) criterion of evaluation to be thrown on the scrapheap
along with 'national egoism' in economic policy? Has indeed the
struggle for one's own economic interests) for one's own wife and
chi1dfe~ become a ming of the past, now that the family has been
divested of its original functions as a productive community and
become woven into the circle of the national economic community?
Vv'e know that this is not the case. The struggle has assumed other
forms) and it is an open question whether these new fonns can be
said to have mitigated the severity of the struggle Of internalised and
exacerbated it. Equally, the expanded economic community is just
another form of the struggle of the nations with each other~ one
which has not eased the struggle to defend ones own culture but
made it mOfe difficult'} because this enlarged economic community
summons material interests within the body of the nation to ally
themselves with it in the fight against the future of the nation.

We do not have peace and human happiness to hand down to our
descendants, but rather the eternal struggle to preserve and raise the
quality of our national species.ll Nor should we indulge in the optim
istic expectation that we shall ha,~e completed our task once we have
made our economic culture as ad,ranced as it can be, and that the
process of selection through free and 'peaceful' economic competi
tion win then automatically bring victory to the more highly developed
type.

Our successors will hold us answerable to history not primaril)p for
the kind of economic organisation we hand down to them, but for
the amount of elbow...room in the world which we conquer and
bequeath to them. In the final analysis, processes of economic devel
opment are power sO'Ugglcs too~ and the ultimate and decisive inter~

ests which economic policy must serve are the interests of national
power, whenever these inferests arc in question. The science ofpolit
ica] economy is a political science. It 1S a servant of politics, not the
day~to-daypolitics ofthe persons and classes who happen to be ruling
at any given timeJ but the enduring power-political interests of the
nation. For us dle nation state is nOf something vague which) as some

believe) is elevated ever highcrt the more its nahlre is shrouded in

H Again, Weber's choke of words reflects the influence of Darwinism: edie Erhahung
und Empouuchtung der nationalen Art', The German for 'Origin of Species' is
4Entstehung der Arten'.
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mystical obscurity. Rather, it is the worldly organisation of the
nation~s power. In this nation state the ultimate criterion for economic
policy, as for all others, is in our view ~reason ofstate'. By this we do
not mean, as some strange misunderstanding would have it, 'help
from the state' rather than 'self-help\ state regulation of economic
life rather than the free play of economic forces. In using this slogan
of ~reason of state' we wish to present the demand that the economic
and political power-interests of our nation and their bearer~ the
German nation-state, should have the final and decisive sa}' in all
questions of German economic policy, including the questions of
whether, and how far, the state should intervene in economic life, or
of whether and when i{ is better for it ro free the economic forces of
the nation from their fetters and to tear down the barriers in the way
of their aUtonomous development.

Was there no need tor me to remind you of these apparently self
evident things? \Vas it particularly unnecessary for one ofthe younger
represen£atives of economic science to do so? I think not, for our
gentration in particular seems frcq uently to lose sight of these "ef)~

simple foundations of Judgement more easily than most. \\le have
witnessed a quite llne~.'pected growth of its interest in the issues of
concern to our science. In e"'ery sphere we find that the economic
way of looking at things is on the advance. Social policy has super
seded politics at the forefront of thinking, just as economic power~

relations have replaced legal rclations, and cultural and economic
history ha,'e ousted political history. Jn the outstanding works of our
colleagues in history we find thar, where once ilier told us aboul the

warlike deeds of our ancestors, they expatiate today on the monstrous
notion of 'matriarchy),v while relegating to a subordinate clause the

victory over the Huns on the CataJaunian Plain. lot One of our most
ingenious theorists was so full of his own importance that he thought
he could characterise jurisprudence as a 'handmaiden of national

II Weber is referring to the theories of /UutJrrrl'(ht {matriarchy) which were current at
the time. Etse\\'hert he refers 10 J. BoJchofen's Das Mutterraht (Slungarl. 186 I). it

work he included in hi.s reading list for his lectures (p. 7/ I I. see note- J 3.bo\'e).
\Veber's own discussion of thi~ issue is to he found in hls posthumously published
Gthera! Eumomic History (New York, J96r}.

1-4 At the banle of the Catalaunian Fields, or CataJaunian Plain (AD 45 r), AnHa, Kjng
of the Huns, was defeated by the Roman general Aetius.
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economics'. One thing is certainly trUe: the economic way of looking
at things has penetrated into jurisprudence itself, so that even in its
innermost sanctum} the manuals of the Pandect Jurists,25 the spectre
ofeconomic thinking is beginning to stir. In the verdicts of the courts
one quite frequently finds so-called 'economic considerations' being
cited once the limit of legal concepts has been reached. In short, to
adopt the half-reproachfui phrase of a legal colleague, we economists
have 'come into fashion'. \Vhen a way of looking at things breaks
new ground so confidendy, it is in danger of faUing prey to certain
iUusions and of overestimating the significance of its own point of
view, particularly in one, Quite specific direction. The broadening of

the subiect-matter of philosophical reflection - outwardly evidenf in
the vel1' fact that nowadays we find many of the old Chairs of Philo
sophy being given to outstanding physiologists (for example) ~ has
led many of us laymen to believe that the old questions about the
nature of human understanding are no longer the ultimate and cenrraJ
questions of philosophy. Similarly, not only has the notion sprung up
in the minds of the rising generation that the work of national eco
nomics has greatly extended our understanding {'Erkenntnjs~) of the
nature of human communities, but they also believe that there exists
a completely new criterion by which these phenomena can ultimately
be evaluated. They think that political economy is able to derive ideals
of its 'own' from its subject matter. The notion that there are such
things as independent economic or 'socio-political' ideals shows jtself
clearly to be an optical illusion as soon as one tries to discover from
the literature produced by our science just what its 'own' bases for
evaluation are. \Vhat we find is a chaos of different evaluative criteria t

some eudaemonistic, some ethical; often both are present together
in an obscure identification of one with the other. One finds value
judgements being made ever')where without compunction. In fact, to
refrain from evaluating economic phenomena would mean refraining
from doing the very thing people e).])ect of us. But it is the exception
rather than the rule for the person making a judgement to clarify

in his own mind, and for others, the ultima!e subjective core of his
judgements, by which I mean the ideals on the basis of which he

~~ Weber i-s referring to contemporary legal arguments based on the Pandect or Digest
of Roman [....aw pubhshed b}" !lIt Emperor Justinian in AD S33. He discusses the
codification of Roman ]a'\1I' and the contemporary deoate between Roman15tS and
Ge nnani sts. in his Emrw,"y and S rJrirty, vol. 2, rh. 8.
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proceeds to judge the events he is observing. There is a !ack of
conscious self-scrutiny, the writer is unaware of the internal contra...
dictions in his judgementt and where he seeks to fonnulate his spe
cifically 'economic" principle of judgement in general tenns he
becomes vague and unspecific. The truth is that me ideals we lotro..
duce into the subject matter of our science are n(}l peculiar to it) nor
are they produced by this science itseU; rather they are the old, general
~Y1Je5 ofhuman ideals. Only someone basing himsdf exclusively on the
pure, Platonic interest of the technologist, Of> conversely~on the cur
rent interests ofa particular class, whether ruling or ruled) can believe
himself capable of deriving an inherent criterion of evaluation from

the subject matter itself.
Is it so unnecessary for US~ the disciples of the Gennan Historical

School/6 to remind ourselves of these very simple truths? We in
particular su<x:umb readily to 'Ii special kind of 1Uusion, namely that
we are able to refrain entirely from making conscious vaJue judgments
of our own. As anyone can easily verify for himself, the result is, of
coutse~ that we do not remain true to any intention we may have
of acting in accordance with this principle. Rather) we fall prey to

unexamined instincts, sympathies and antipathies. An even more
Hkdy consequence is that we unconsciously allow the starting point
for our analyses and explanations of economic events to oetennine
our judgement of those events. Perhaps we more than most must be

on our guard Jest the very qualities which made the scholarship of
the dead and living masters of our school so successful should nun
into faults in our hands. In practice we have to consider, broadly
speaking) two different pOInts of departure for economic analysis.

Either we view economic development chiefly from above, looking
down from the heights of the administrative history of the larger
German states, and pursuing the genesis of the way they have viewed
and administered economic and sociaJ affairs. In this case we involun
tarily become their apo~ogists. If (to stay with this example) the gov
ernment decides to dose the eastern border, we are inclined and
prepared to view the decision as the culmination of a sequence of
historical developments) which, in the wake of powerful memories

26 The Ger~n Historical School of politicaJ economj' (uf which there was an 'older'
and a ~younger' branch) was committed fC the view that economic enqujry is best
undertaken (rom a national and historical point of view utiler than anemp ring- fu

constrUCt transhistoricaL and transnational laws lind ahstractions.
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from the past, presents today's state with lofty tasks it must perform
in order to safeguard our national culture. If that decision is nor
taken, we are more inclined to agree that such radical interventions
are in part unnecessary and in part no longer correspond to present
day views.

Alternatively, we may prefer to view economic development from
below, seeing the great spectacle of the emancipatory struggles of
rising classes emerging from the chaos ofconflicts ofeconomic inter
est; we may observe the way jn which the balance of economic power
shifts in their favour - in which case we unconsciously take sides
with the rising classes, because they are the stronger~ or are beginning
to be so. They seem to prove, precisely because they are victorious,
that they represent a type of humankind that stands on a higher level
4:economically1, It is aU too easy for the historian to be ruled by the
idea that the victory of the more high{y developed elements in the
struggle goes without saying, and that defeat in the struggle for exist
ence is a symptom of 'backwardness), As each of the many symptoms
of the shift of power appears for the first time, the historian feels
gratified, not only because me new fact confirms his observarionst

but because, half unconsciously, he feels it as a personal triumph=

history is honouring the promissory notes he has drawn on it. Unwit
tingly, he looks on anything which resists that development with a
certain hostility; it strikes him as being not simply a natural con
sequence of the different interests which of course demand to be
represenred 1 but to some extenl as a rebellion against the 'verdict of
history' as he, the historian~ has formulated it. OUT duty to criticise
even events which we regard as the unconsidered outcome of histor
ical tendencies abandons us at the very moment when we have most
need of it. In any case, \\'e historians are all too strongly tempted to
join the camp..following of the victor in the economic struggle for
power, forgetting in the procrss that (coTtomic power and the r¥Jcation for

·poJiticalltadership of the nalim! df.J not always coincide.

This brings us to some conduding reflections of a more practical
political nature. We economic nationalists measure the classes who
lead the na.tion or aspire to do so with the one political criterion we
regard as sovereign. ~'hat concerns us is their political maturity) which
is to say their grasp of the nation's enduring economic and political
power interests and their abilityl in any given situation, to place these
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interests above all other considerations. A nation is fgvoured by fate
if naive identification of the interests of one's own dass with the
general interest also corresponds to the enduring interests of national
power. On the other hand, it is one of the delusions which arise from
the modem over-estimation of the 'economic~ in the usual sense of
the word when people assert that feelings of political community
would be stretched beyond breaking point by temporary divergences
of economic interest~ indeed that such feelings mertly reflect the eco
nomic base underlying that shifring constellation of interests. Only
at times when the structure of society is changing fundamentally is
this approximately accurate. One thing is certainly crue: where nations
are not reminded daily of the dependence of their economic success
on their position of political power (as happe.ns in England), the
instinct for these specifically political interests does not, or at least
not as a rule, dwell in the broad masses of the nation as they struggle
with daily necessity, nor would it be fair to expect it of them. At great
moments, in time of war, for exampJe~ their souls too become aware
of the significance of national power, and at such times it becomes
evident that the nation state rests on deeply roored psychological
foundations in the broad, economically subordinate strata of the
nation as well, and that it is far from being a mere 'superstructure))
the organisation of the roling economic classes.27 It is just that in
normal times this political instinct sinks below the level of con
sciousness amongst the masses. Then jt is the specific function of
the leading economic and political strata to be the bearers of the
nation's sense of political purpose (Sinn). In fact this is th~ only
political justification for their existence.

Throughout history it has been the altain71unt of economic power
which has led any given class to believe it is a candidate for political
leadership. It is dangerous~ and in the Jong term incompatible with
the interests of the nation) for an economically declining class to
exercise political rule (Hemchaft). But it is more dangerous still when
classes which are moving towards economic power, and therefore
e1q)ect to take over poJitical rule, do not yet have the political maturity
to assume the direction of the state. Gennany is currently threatened

.n This js a criricaJ reference to (he J\·1arxist notion that the 'mode ()f production' is
consrinucd by a 'material base' and an I\deological sup~str\1etuTe', When mentioning
Marxist ideas W~ber refers mainly to Da$ KapitoJ (an three volumes) altd to the
Communist Maniftlto.
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by both of these things~ and this is in truth the key to understanding
the present dangers of our situation. The changes in the social struc
ture of eastern Gennany, with which the phenomena discussed at
the beginning of this lecture are connected, also need to be placed

in this larger conte"'.
Right up to the present, the dynasty has drawn its political support

in the Prussian state from the social estate of the Prussian Junker.
Although it created the Prussian state in opposition to them, it was
only possible with their support. I know full well that the name of
the Junkers has a hostile ring in south German eal'S. It will perhaps
be thought that I am speaking with a 'Prussian' voice if I now say a
word in their favour. I cannot see why. Even in todayts Prussia many
paths to influence and power and many ways to the ear of the mon
arch are open to the Junkers but not to every citizen. Nor have they
aJways used this power in historically defensible ways, and I see no
reason why a bourgeois (burgerl;ch) scholar like myself should love
them. Despite all this, however, the strength of their political instincts
was one of the most powerful assets which could possibly have been
invested in the service of the state's power-interests. They have done
their work, and today they are in the throes of an economic death..
struggle from which no kind of economic policy on the part of the
state could rescue them and restore to them their fonner social
standing. The tasks of the present are also quite different in kind
from those they could accomplish. The last and greatest of the Junk
ers28 stood at the head of Germany for a quarter of a century, and
the future will probably consider that his incomparably great career
as a statesman also contained an element of tragedy, one which even
today remains hidden to many people. This lies in the fact that the
work of his hands, the nation to which he gave unity, gradually and
irresistibly altered its economic structure even while he was still in
office, becoming something different, a people which was bound to
demand other ways ofordering things than those he could give them)
or to which his Caesarist nature could accommodate itself. In the
final analysis it was precisely this process which brought about the
partial failure of his life's work. For this life's work was meant to
lead not merely to the external, but also to the inner unification of
the nation) and) as every one of us knows, that has not been achieved.

1lI Th~ re feTe nee is, of course. to Bismarck,
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Nor could it be achieved with his means. When, last wintert ensnared
by his monarch's favour~ he made his entry into the decked-out cap
ital of the Reich, there were many people who felt - as 1well know 
as if the Sachsenwald had opened up like the Kyflhaiiser of old.29

Yet this feeling was not shared by everyone. For it seemed as if the
cold breath of historical transience could be felt in the air of that
January day. We felt a strange tightening of the breast, as if a ghost
had stepped down from a great era of the past and was moving about
among a new generation) and through a world that had become alien
to it.JO

The manors of the east were the bases for the ruling class of
Prussia, which was dislocated and scattered over the countryside t and
they were the social point of contact for the officials. With me dec4y
of these estates~ however, with the disappearance of the social charac
ter of the old landed nobility, the centre uf gravity of the political
intelligentsia is shifting irresistibly into the cities. This shift is the
decisive politiml factor in the agrarian development of eastern
Germany.

But into whose hands is the political function of the Junkers pass
ing, and what are we to make of the political vocation of those who
take it. o\ler~

I am a member of the bourgeois (burgerlich) classes. I feel myself
to be a bourgeois, and I have been brought up to share their views
and ideals. Yet it is predsdy the vocation of OUf science to say things
peopJe do not like to hear - to those above us, to those below us,
and also to our own class - and if I ask myself whether the German
bourgeoisie has the maturity today to be the kading political class of
the nation, I cannot answer this question in the affinnative toddy. The
bourgeoisie did not create the German state by its own efforts, and
when 1t had been created, there stood at the head of the nation that
Caesarist figure made of distinctly un-bourgeois stuf( The nation
was set no other great power-political tasks again; only much later
on, timidly, and half unwi1linglYt did an overseas (power policyt
Wachtpolitik) begin, one which does not even deserve the name.

29 The SadUtn0aJd is (or was) a ~arge area of forest to the north-east of Hamburg given
to Bismarck by Kaiser Wilhelm I in J87 L The Kyffhiiuur is a castel]ated, wooded
hill in the Han MountaiJU where, according to Jegend, fred~riC'k I, Barbarossa. I1ves
on, ready to come to the help of his Gennans at a time of geea( na rioJUlI danger.

* The reference is to the Kaiser's attempted reconciliation with Bismarck in that year_
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After the struggle for the nation's unity had been won, and its

political &satiation' was an established facl t a peculiarly 'unhistorical'
and unpolitical spirit seized the rising generation of the Gennan
bourgeoisiet dnutk as it was with success and thirsty for peace.
German history appeared to be over. The present was the complete
fulfilment of the past thousands of years. Who was inclined to ask
whether the future might judge otherwise? Indeed it seemed as if
modesty forbade world history to pass over these successes of the
German nation and remrn to its normal daily agenda. Today we are
more sober, and it beho,'cs us to try to lift the veil of illusions which
hides from us the position of our generation within the historical
development of the fatherland. Under these circumstances, it seems
to me, we judge things differentl)t. At our cradle stood the most
frightful curse history can give au}' generation as a baptismal-gift: the
hard fate of the political epigone.3l

Do we not see his miserable countenance staring at us wherever
we look in the fatherland? Those of us who have retained the capacity
to hate pettiness have recognised t with passionate and angry sorrow,
the petty manoeuvring of political epigones in the events of recent
months (for which bourgeois politicians are primarily responsible), in
far too much of what has been said recentJ)' in the German parHa
ment~ and in some of what has been said to it. The mighty sun which
stood at Germany's zenith and caused the name of Gennany to shine
into the furthest comers of the earth almost seems to have been too
strong for us, scorching the bourgeoisie's slowly developing capacity
for political judgement. For how do we see this class conducting itself
at present?

One section of the upper bourgeoisie longs aU too clearly for the
coming of a new Caesar to protect itt both against the masses of the
people rising from below, and against the threat from above t in the
socio..political impulses which they suspect £he German dynasties of
harbouring.

Another section sank back long ago into that political philistinism
from which broad strata of the lower middle classes have ne,'er yet

31 The tenn 4epigone' is muc;:h less rare in German usage than in Engljsh. Perhaps most
familiar from the ritle ofa novel by Karl ]mmennann, Die Epigrlnrn (18]6), it expres.ses
a fear amongst German middle-class inte]]ectlJals in the nineteenth century that they
\\'ere condemned to mere imi(ation 3 nd debUit), after the passing of a pcriad of
eu ltura} greatness (the Age of Goethe),
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awakened. \Vhen) after the wars leading to unification~ the nation
was confronted with the first signs of positive political tasks, namely
the idea of overseas expansion, these philistines lacked even the most
rudimentary eaJnomic understanding needed to grasp what it would
mean for Gennany's trade in far-off oceans if the German flag were

to be seen flying on the surrounding coasts.
The political immaturity of broad strata of the German bourgeoisie

does not have economic causes, nor is it due to the frequently cited
'politics of interest' which affects other nations just as much as it
does the Germans. The reason is to be found in its unpolitical past,
in the fact that it was not possible to catch up on a century of missed
political education in a single decade, and in the fact that rule by a
great man is not always a means of educating the people poJitically.
The vital question for the political future of the German bourgeoisie
now is whether it is too late for it to make up the lost ground. NQ
economic factor can substitute for such education.

Will other classes be the bearers of a greater politicaJ future? The
modem proletariat is self-confidently announcing that it is heir to
the ideals of the middle classes. What is one to make of its candidacy
for the political leadership of the nation?

Anyone who tells the German working class today that it is politic
ally mature, or on the road to political maturity, could only be a
flatterer seeking the dubious laurels of popularity.

The highest strata of the Gennan working class are far more
mahJre economically than the self-centred propertied classes would
like to admit, and this class also has the right to demand the freedom
to stand up for its interests in the shape of the openly organised
economic struggle for power. Politically, the German working dass
is infinitely less mature than a clique of journalists who would like
to monopolise ics leadership would have it believe. In the circles of
these decl~sse bourgeois thcl like to toy with reminiscences of the
way things were a hundred years ago and in some cases they have
even succeeded in making some anxious souls regard them as the
spiritual successors of the men of the Convention.3Z Yet they are
infinitely more hannless than the)' think they are1 for there is not a
spark of that Catilinarian energy to lui in them, nor the slightest trace

.12 Wehu is referring to the Narional Con"ention in France (J 792-5) which proclaimed
a Republ jc and p~sed a number of revoJutionaI1' measures,
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of that mighty nationalist passion~ bom of which could be felt in the
halls of the Convention. They are wretched minor political talents)
lacking the great power instincts of a class with a vocation for political
leadership. Contrary to what is being said to the workers) it is not
only those with a vested interest in capitalism who are politically
opposed to their having a share in the government of the state. They
would find very few traces of a community of interest with capital in
the studies of us scholars in Germany, but we question them too about
their poHticaJ maturity. \Ve oppose them politically because there is
nothing more destructive of a great nation than for it [0 be led by a
body of politically uneducated philistines - and because the Gennan
proletariat has not yet sloughed off this characteristic. ~'hy are some
of the proletariat in England and France different in this respect?
The reason is not only that they have been educated economica/{v for
a longer period by the English workers' organised fight for their
interests. Once again there is above aU a political factor involved,
namely the reverberations ofa position of world power which constantly
confronts the state with great power-political tasks and exposes the
individual to ~chronic' political schooling) whereas he receives such
training here onl)' when our borders are threatened, that is in 'acute l

cases. The question of whether politics on the grand scale can make
us aware once more of the significance of the great political issues
of power is also decisive for (}l~r development. WOe have to understand
the fact that the unification of Germany was a youthful prank carried
out by the nation in its old age, and that it would have been better,
on grounds of expense, to leave it undone if it was to have been the
end rather than the beginning of Germany's involvement in world
politics.

What is threatening about OUT situation is the fact that the bourgeois
classes seem to be wilting as the bearers of the power-interests of the
nation) while there is still no sign that the workers are beginning to
become mature enough to take their place.

The danger does not lie with the masses, as is believed by people
who stare as jf hypnotised down into the depths of society. The
deepest core of the sotio-political problem is not the question of the
economic situation of the ruled but of the political quaJifications of the
ruling and rising classes. The aim of our socia-political activity is not
to make everybody happy but the social unificatio", of the nation, which
has been split apart by modem economic development, and to prt:-
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pare it for the strenuous struggles of the future. Only if we were
indeed successful in creating an laristocracy of labour' to be the
bearer of the political sense of purpose (Sinn) which today's labour
movement, in our view~ Jacks, could the spear of leadership~ which
the arm of the bourgeoisie is still too weak to bear~ be transferred to
the broader shoulders of the workers. But that moment still seems a

long way off.
For the present) howeverJ one thing is clear: there is an immense

work of political education to be done) and there is no more serious
duty for each of us in our narrow spheres of activity than to be aware
of this task of contributing to the political education of our nation.
This must aJso be the ultimate goal of our science in particular.
In transitional periods economic deveJopments threaten the natural
political instincts with decay. It would be a misfortune jf economic
science were also to strive towards the same goa] by breeding a soft,
eudaemonistic outlook, in howe,rer spititualised a form, behind the
illusion of independent ~socio-poJjrical'ideals.

Ofcourse, this means that we in particular are pennitted to remind
people that any attempt to formulate in legal paragraphs a vote of no
confidence in the future social peace of the nation is the very opposite
of politicaJ education. The same is true of attempts by the bracchium
saeculare-1J to reach for the hand of the church to support temporal
authorities. But the opposite of political education is also to be found
in the hackneyed yelping of the ever-growing chorus of amateur social
politicians (if I may be forgiven the expression). The same is also
true of that unspeakably philistine softening of sensibiJity, however
much it may command affection and respect in human terms, which
believes it is possibJe to replace politicaJ with 'ethical' ideaJs1 and
ingenuously to identify these in tum with optimistic hopes of
happiness.

Even in the face of the enormous misery among the masses of the
nation which weighs so heavily on the sharpened social conscience
of the new generation, we have to confess sincerely that it is OUf

awareness of our responsibility before history that weighs even more
heavily on us today. It is not given to our generation to see whether
the fight we are engaged in will bear fruit, nor whether posterity will
acknowledge us as its forefathers. \\.re shall not succeed in exorcising
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the curse that hangs over us (that of being the belated offspring of a
great) but past political epoch)t unless we discover how to become
something different: the precursors of an even greater epoch. 'Vill
that be our place in history? I do not know, and I will say only this:
youth has the right to stand up for itself and for its ideals. Yet it is
not years which make a man old. He is young as long as he is abJe
to feel the great passions nature has implanted in us. Thus - allow
me to conclude here - it is not the burden of thousands of years of
glorious history that causes a great nation to graw o~d.J~ It will remain
young as long as it has the capacity and the courage to keep faith
with itself and with thc great instincts it has been given) and if its
leading strata are able to raise themselves into the hard, dear air in
which the sober work of German politics flourishes, an atmosphere
which, however, is aJso filled with the earnest grandeur of national
sentiment.

J~ ~1etzsche had blamed contemporarJ weakness on the 'excess ofhistorv' in the second
chapter of his Untimely Afedil«'ions~ entiTled 'On the lJses and Disadvantages of
History for Life'.



On the Situation of Constitutional Democracy
in Russia l

May I be pennitted to add to the above account, which has kindly
been made available to US,l some remarks about the poarical current

in which the draft originated. The question o( the extent to which
the draft mighr assume practical importance in forthcoming po]itica~

discussions is one we shaH leave aside. For our purposes it suffices
that the draft is sym.ptomatic of a particular mode of political thought
amongst outstandingly able and idealistic Russian patriots for whom

1 'Zur Lage der blirgerlithen nentokrat~e in Rum3nd~ appeared in rhe ArcMr;fUr Sozial
fPtssrmmilji uttd SoziaJpfJJitik t 1;Z ~ J (] qo6}. Thi~ i..s the onl~" 1:ssay by Weber 1n til is
coJJecrion to ha.ve been s\INtantiaU)' abridged, Asrensks wiil molrk omissions and,
where these are ]ength~"~ a footnott will ind\cate me topks deah with in these sec(jons.

Weber's title, 'Zur Lage det burgerllc-hen Demokrlltie in Ru61and', creates diffi
cllities of (ransla~ion, s~nce "there is no English eql.lil,<tlem for biirKtrlich {see the
~ossary} which wiU convey the full sense of th~ Gtnnan term. in the course of his
argument Weber himself expressly points On( that hiirgerlfen must not be cOtifuseli
with the Crmum word B(mrgro is, a term recend)' imported from French; j{ I,\'as .... sed
to denote capitalist money-m.akers and carried with it dlSfaS!<:flJl connotations of the
lTl;lterialistic pbihstinism and ruthlessness (If the Freoch Second Empire. A further
comp~icabon arises from the ambiguity (l[ the phrase biirgerli{'he Dftnokf'al;( whkh
means both a form of democracy «:onsritu tionaJ and liberaL) as well <l S th f parties
and sOclal groups fighting to achleve it. Here we have rendered burjferlidt freely as
'consritutional', firsd}' because the group responsible for publishing the draft under
discus$!oll cailed it:sdf 'consritutional-democratic' and secondly in order tc highligh!
the uni6ing aspirations of the movement in quesrion in preference to defining it too
narrowly in tenns of class.

2 Weber is referring to the repon by S, Zhh'ago on we ~L()i flmdamc:nrale de rEmpire
Russe. Prorer d'une constitution ru~se elaoore par un groupe de la Ligue de rAffran
cbissement {t;onstitutionalisres-democr.ues ru~ses)' (paris ~ 90S) which appeared in
the same volume of the Anhiv as Weber's essay (pp. ~h-5)' Tbe two papers 3.ppear
together under the title 4Zur Beurtdlung der gegenwlrti~n poHtischeo EnMiddung
RuBl~nds' ,'Towards an a~sessment of Russia's presenf polirical devdopment').
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we have complete persona] sympathy, regardless of any success t given
the enormous difficulties in their situation, their work ultimately has.
The fact that they are generally no friends of German culture 
indeed often its bitter enemies on Russian soil - and the fact that
they are predominantly hostile to Germany in political matters does

nothing to change my attirude.
The draft has been worked out by members of the 'Union of

Liberation t (Soyuz Osvobozhdeniya) and is formany one of me projects
debated at the congresses of the members of the zemslVOsJ and the
Duma.~ Let me say a few words about both organisations which are
the bearers of me liberal and democratic movement. Although its
official constitution did not take place until January 1904 in
Petersburg~ the {Union of Liberationt was founded in the summer of
1903 during an ostensible group holiday in the Black Forest under
the chairmanship of the estate-owner Petrunkevich who, along with
the zemstvo of T~er, had been disciplined by Plehve.5 The partici
pants belonged to very different camps, ranging from the Zemstvo
Constitutionalists to the 'Social Revolutionaries'; only the official
Social Democrats had excluded themselves_ About one third were
members of zemstvos. The remainder came from various groups of
the (in£elligentsia'. The movement's main organ, supported financi
ally by the League) was Peter Struve's6 fortnightly journal Osvobozh
dmic, which initially (from 1902) appeared in Stuttgart, then in Paris
after the German police had served, regrettably, as Tsarist agents.
During the years of persecution it is estimated to have had roughly
4tOOO subscribers abroad and perhaps twice (?) as many in Russia.
The costs, particularly those of smuggling it into Russia, must have
been very considerable. It exercised its influence consistently on
behalf of 'bourgeois' (in the broadest sense of the tenn) 'democracy'
and must be credited with doing so very effectively~ particularly in
driving 'populist' romanticism out of the heads of the social refonn-

.1 Units of local self-government established by statute in r864.
I From 1870 the duma was the consultative coundl in a town, elet'tcd an the b3sis of

a Ccensus' or property franchise. From ]906 the tenn Duma 3lso appli~d to rhf: Russian
parliament.

S W. K. von Pleh",e (J8.~6--l90",), Director of Police [881-4, Minister of the Interior
]902--4-

~ P. Struve (1 87<>-1 944), economiSfI political thinker and politician. Originally .a 'legal
Marxis(11 he became a member of the central cOJllJTlittee of the Constitutional
Democr:ns.

.10
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ists. The fight against these romantic illusions has provided Peter
Struve himself with his chief task in life. Struve, who has a thorough
knowledge of capitalism, one which was initially strongly oriented on
Marx, is well known to the readers of this journal from earlier years.
The Union did not have the capital to found its own daily newspaper.
On the other hand, it gave moral support, and doubtless subventions
too) to existing press institutions. The heterogeneity of its elements
and its necessarily 'conspiratoriaP organisation undoubtedly led to a
dissipation of its energies. However, this would probably have been
even greater without the cohesion it provided. From Autumn 19°4
the organisation of the zemstvos and dumas, in its final fOml) existed
alongside the Umen. As is generally known) the membership of both
types of body is nowadays produced by periodic (triennial) elections
based on social estates and graded according to property classes.
These bodies are representative assemblies of the propertied classes
in town and country and are organised in two tiers, as district (uezd-)
and) above this t as regional zemstvos. V\l ith the exception of the
uprava7 (the equivalent of our magistrates' offices) or permanent
bureau (a chairman and between two and five salaried members)
elected by the assembly of the zemstvo, an of these bodies are run
by honorary officers. Despite the fact that it 'was of course legally
prohibited to do SOt they began to organise) from Autumn 1904
onwards~ the 'All-Russian Congresses' of me regional zemstvos and
the dumas of the larger cities which up till now have been the bearers
of the constitutional-democratic movement that has increasingly
come to dominate the congresses. \Vith just twenty regions participat
ing, the first zemstvo congress was held in November 1904 in
Petersburg because Svyatopolk-Mirskii's8 vacillating government had

initially given permission for i( to fondu~ its business if it met there,
under the eyes of the government, ra~r than in Moscow. At the
last moment the government neYertheJ~ss prohibited the congress,
but to no avail because on this occasion, as with subsequent con
gresses in Moscow,' the particip:lnts assembled in defiance of the
J,rohibition, refusing to disperse and requiring the police to take the
minutes of the meeting. Just how insecure the liberal movement still
felt at that rime and how enonnously the congresses have developed

1 The executive org~n, at both districl and regional level, of the lemst\.'O.
• Prince P. D, S\'yaropolk-Mirski.i. (J 857-191 .), Minister o( the Int~rior 1904-5.
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since then, is demonstrated by the fact that, before the first congress,
they did not dare to hope for more than fourteen votes in support of
a resolution demanding a constitution. In fact the 'eleven points',A

including the demand for a popular assembly, were accepted) with
only Count Stenbok-Fermor (Kherson) opposing; the only exception
was the demand of the minority led by Shipov for it to be designated
merely as an assembly 'participating in legislation'. The resolution
was not sent directly to the Tsar but to the minister
(Svyatopolk-I\1irskii), and was passed on, since the congress itself
was iJlegal, from the regional zemstvos to whom the congress had
transmitted it for discussion. The corresponding resolution from the
regional zemstvo of ChcrnigoY was then, as we know l dubbed
'impudent' by the Tsar. A further zemstvo congress took place in
February t 905 and another in ApriJ (to which two-thirds of the
regions sent representatives). Both parties - the Constitutional
Democrats and the Slavophiles - had summoned special congresses
of their groups for !VIa} of that year. The impact of the battle of
Tsushima9 was to unite them in a 'coalition congress J (24 and 25
May by the old style calendar) which sent the wen-known deputation
to Peterhof on 6 June. The Tsar in person dubbed the participants
at the July congress as 'prattlers1 and this was also the last of the
congresses to be treated as in some sense 'illegal) by the police.
The subsequent zemstvo congress called to discuss Bulygin's'o Duma
project met unmolested in September, as did, after the publication
of the October manifesto, the congress of 6-13 November which
made its ~confidence' in Count 'Vitte11 dependent on certain general
'conditions) and which has been reported thoroughly in the German
press. The first congresses were purely assemblies of the zemstvos.

1\ Fr~dom of the person, (If association and of assembly, the equality of citizens, par
tkularl:y for the pea!>ants (point 8). The abolition o( the estate element front the
zemstvo constitution, of the limits to its areas of responsibility and independence and
the creation of smaller 2eImtvo distrlc(s (point 9). The appoinrment c>f freely elected
representatives {point II) who, in the view of the majority, are to participate (point
10) 10 the legislature (60 'l,'otes to 38), in the determination of the budget (91 \'otes
to 7) and the scrutin~' of th~ adrnini!>tration (95 votes to 3}. Tht minority version 
l participation in legislation I - ga ined 2.7 votes.

~ The de strll~tj on of the Russian fleet in the wa I' with Japan in f\.lay T905.
10 A. G. Bulygin (1851-1919), \linister of the Interior from JanuarJ to October 1l;105.

II Count S. J. Wine (1849- [SIlS), Fln<lnce Minister 1892-19°3; Chainnan of tJ}(~

Council of J\.1inisters [905-6, proponent of a policy of industrialisation.
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The representatives of the towns had held separate congresses for a
time, and it was not until the July congress that their representation
was general ("'ith the exception of some reactionary dumas). The
constitutional-democratic group of the zemstvo representatives regu~

larly held its meetings before the congress - and only i~ 1905 after
it. Attachment to the organisation of the zemstvos had the major
advantage for the liberal movement of providing them firstly with a
secure legal base which the government (after the experiences of the
l\1oscow zemstvo which will be mentioned below) would assuredly not
dare to eliminate entirely) at least not for the time being. Secondly~ it
put at their constant disposal a pennanent organ in the shape of the
standing committee (upratYJ) of the zemstvo which was preparing the
congress, for which there was legal provision and which continued
to exist outside the assemblies (which usually met annually in the
autumn), its function being to act as a bureau both for the congresses
and during the period between the congresses, preparing and intro
ducing the resolutions of the assemblies. This was aU the more
important because the legal chairmen of the official assemblies of the
regional and district zemstvos, the Marshals of the Nobility who were
elected by the nobility~ were generally of a reactionary persuasion.
The leadership of the ~All-Russian Congresses' was taken over by
the Moscow uprava which, under Shipov, t2 had already brokered
the as yet unpolitical discussions between the zemstvos in 19°2-3.
Uninlentionally, Plehve had ensured that the !\loscow uprava would
be outstandingly well equipped to take over the leadership of the
political movement when he sacked the 'moderate liberaP Slavophile
Shipov because of the resistance of the zemstvos to absolutist rule.
Shipov)s temporary popularity rested on his dismissal, The man
elected to repJace him, however, was the radical Golovin) and Plehve
did not dare at that point to intel\lene since he had just recently
broken up the zernstvo of Tver on account of similar acts of resistance
on the part of its leading members (Petrunkevich) de Roberti and
others). Participants assume that, if Shipov had been leader of the
uprava, the great radical zemst\'o congresses in Moscow would not
have been possible in the way thty were under Golovin. As far as
the social composition of this zcmstvo liberalism is concerned, the

r2 A, N. Shipov (185I-l9~O), Chairman of (he Moscow RegionaJ zem~n'o. J89J-J904.
Leader of the right wing of the zemstvo movement.
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members ofthe zemstvos and dumas entitled to vote are elected partly
according to their property and partly according to a classification of
voters based on social estates, and they themselves must have the
property qualification to vote. Yet just as the Sodal Democrats in
Berlin learned to create the house-ownership qualification artificially
by granting individuals a hundredth share in a house, say, the passive
franchise LJ has regularly been created for members of the 'intelligent
sia) by fictitious property transfers, as, for example) when the active
involvement of an academic specialist in specific reforms of urban
administration was desired. "'e therefore find the cream of the
(liberally inclined) Russian academic intelligentsia and political
writers represented at the zemstvo congresses alongside the liberal
landowners, and the composition of the congTesses is reminiscent,
inasmuch as such comparisons are possible, of the Gennan pre
parliament in 1848 and the Frankfurt - not the Berlin - National
Assembly.'· Apart from the thirty-four regions in which the zemstvo
organisation exists, ad hoc electoral bodies were created for the pur
pose of representation at the congresses via existing unions of agricul
turists and others; how this was done I have been unable ro ascertain
in detail. At any rate, areas not organised on zemstvo lines, as well
as Siberia and Transcaucasia, were also represented af the latest
zemstvo congresses, and at the November congress the Poles too
were represented. Admittedly, some gaps remained, as some
zemstvos and dumas either refused to the very end to participate
(Kiev) or were represented only on an individual basis (Petersburg).
(Not a few of the til'Zli-zemstvos are actually downright reactionary.)

The honorary, elected members of the zemstvos (ikyateli, officially
referred to as glasnye) thus mainly represent the lbourgeois' intelli
gentsia, provided this epithet is not taken to mean the economic class,
but is understood in the sense of its general outlook on life and level
of education. By contrast~ the true (bourgeoisie', L5 and in particular
the large industrialists, are relatively lacking in influence in the
zemstvos. That is why, as early as I I March 1905, representatives
of the Central Belt led by rvlorozo\', of the large Petersburg capitalists

rJ 'Das passive Wahlrecht' means the entitlement to be deeted.
I" The r848 Frankfurt Assemb1)' was dominated by academics and the professions (the

Gtlelmmsl4r1tf).
15 Here Weber uses BCJur'geoisie rather than Biirgerlum because he is referring to the
s~tus gro uping of businessmen.
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Jed by Nobel, and of the southern Russian mining industry led by
Avdako,r,16 protested at an audience granted by Minister Bulygin
about the competence of the zemstvo and duma represenrarives to
represent ~public opinion'. From an economic point of vlew, the
zemstvo liberals were generally lnon-interested parties') and thus
bearers of a. politicai and sodo-po~itical idealism of a kind which. at
the moment, is not cas)' to organise as a force in public life here in
Germany, as the fate of the National Soc~al Union t7 has shown. To
use the Russian e~'Pression, they represent the 'second elemene of
the zemstvos, in contradistinction to the officials employed by the
zernst\'os who are a proletaroid inte]]jgentsia. From time to time
Piehve has warned, in ill-tempered tones, that the latter are the 'third
element' (hence the other term); most, if not aU of them, are
organised, along with other strata of similar social stamp~ in the
'Union -hf Unions). This 'third eJement' forms a very numerous bur

eaucracy (getting on for 50,000 people, so it is said)~ and it shares
with the uprava the burden of regular work in the zemstvos. It is
common to mock tlte tendency towards 'systematisation' which
inspires the radical ideologues of this stratum, and the foreigner who

sighs as he confempJates the ocean of zemstvo statistics will at times
feel rhat the ability to distinguish between the important and the
unimportant is lacking. l\~e\'ertheless, the idealism and readiness for
sacrifice amongst this category of officials who truly live 'in and with
the people' is one of the most pleasing and admirable ethical aspects
of Russia today.

The Constitutional Democratic party grew out of the 'l.inion of
Liberation' and the zemst\'o constitutionalists. The July congress of
the ZC)JlStvoS accepred me suggestion [hat they should nominate forty
members to negotiate \\,th delegates from the ~Union of Liberation'
and the 'Union of Unions'; the 'Union of Liberation' made a corres
ponding decision, and in the period 12-18 October (old style) of this
year the party was constituted in Moscow. Unfortunate1)', as the city
lNaS cut off from the outside wor~d at the time by strikes I have no
more precise reports about what took place. It is certain that the
'Union of Unions' did not join the party, since it waS too moderate
for the views of their members. Although the 'Union of Liberation'

I j, ] n the origina I rhis name wa S missptlt as A. rdakow,
17 The <NationalsoziaJe Vcrein' (!\Iariona! Social Union) was founded jn 1896 by

Friedrkh ~al.lmann (186o-lgrg),
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dissolved itse1~ the Petersburg group rejected the proposal made by
Professor M.ilyukov and Struve to join the Constitutional Democratic
party, accompanying this decision with vehement attacks on Struve
as an 'aristocratic foreigner'. At first this gTOUp continued to exist as
a romp, transfonning itself in December into a socio-political dub,
in reply to which Struve is said (according to newspaper reports) to
have founded ,a society modelled on the Fabians. Thus the elements
which had been united in the 'Union of Liberation' up to that point
now fell apart 'and the 'proletaroid intelligentsia~ represented in me
'Union of Unions' went its own separate way from the 'bourgeois~

(biirgerlich) intelligentsia which for the most part belonged to the

zcmstvo party.
The above-mentioned April congress of the zemstvos nOw

accepted as a basis for discussion the draft of some ()sl.'obozhdentsy
which is discussed here; at the same time a committee was charged
by the bureau with revising the draft. The result of that revision now
exists (in Russian) under the same tide as the draft discussed here.
Apart from some matters of detail, the deviations from me original
relace to the removal of the ~highest court of taw' and the exclusion
of the Finnish question, which, like the Polish question, is not even
mentioned. In £his re-cast form the proposal was then accepted in
principle at the July congress, subject to discussion in the local setf
governing bodies, with seven votes against. So far a further constiru
tiona! proposal has not been presented by the liberals; one supposedly
drawn up by the 'Party of Legal Order', which "'ill be mentioned
later, is not available to me at present.

The draft constitution discussed here will first attract the objection
that it is thoroughly 'unhistorical', which is indeed true of the type
of extract of modem international constitutional law it represents.
Yet what is truly 'historical' in Russia today? With the exception of
the church and the system of communal land tenure among the peas
ants, which will be discussed below, absolutely nothing, apart from
the absolute power of the Tsar, a relic from the time of the Tartars
which hangs in mid-air in quite unhistorical 'freedom', now that all
those 'organic' institutions ha\'e crumbled away which gave Russia
irs characteristic stamp in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries_
A country which, in its most 'national' institutions, strongly resembled
the monarchy of Diodetian until barely a century ago is indeed incap
able of undertaking ~reforms' which are both viable and at the same
rime historically oriented. The most vital institution of Russian public
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life, with the firmest roots in public opinion and of proven effect

iveness, the zemstvo~ is) at the same time) the most alien to the old
1Vluscovite idea of overall responsibility by the estates for me duries
distributed amongst the estates. It is a modem self-governing body
which, in the mere forty years of its existence, has already been
re-structured once, changing it from a body purely representing pro..
prjetors of land as such (including the peasants) into one with a
structure essentially based on the social estates. It is of course not
possible for me to judge its achievements. To measure it by the
condition of the roads and bridges, as Western European travellers
tend to do, is obviously just as inappropriate as it would be in Amer
ica t and for the same economic reasons. As everyone knowsJ Russians
believe much more in the importance of the 'systematie and of gen
eral theories than th.e Americans with whose local government the
zemstvos can best be compared. The self-governing bodies of both
countries share the same conviction about the fundamental import
ance of popular educarion, and the idealism of those belonging to
the circles of most zemstvos who accept the burden of financial sacri
fices for 'idea~J goals of this kind deserves the highest respect (it is
certainly the equaJ of the conduct of the representatives of our East
Prussian estates in r84-7).ls Even in lts present atrophied form, and
despite the difficulties of its situation, the zemstvo can still point to
achievements over a \\-ide range of areas which ought to silence the
all too frequently heard verdict ahout the Russians' 'unreadiness' for
a free fonn of government; this is evident even from the information
available to the observer abroad, which reveals the unparalleled vari
ety of activities undertaken by the zemstvos~ from founding element
ary schools through the gathering of statistics~ the provision of med
kal and veterinary services, road building, tax disrribution and
agriculrural instruction, to the important area of emergency aid
(during famines). It is quite understandable that the central go,rern
ment, despite the 'technical's superiority of its administration t should
seem) by comparison, to he a parasite serving only to preserve the

I~ The conflicr in 1847 between the LaS{ PruSs,\;ln estates and Friedrich "ViJhelm IV
oYer the question of a loan for the wnstructiun of a raHway demoTIStr.ited the conflict
between sectional and national imerests.

ft And, ir may be expressly added) despite the fan that any unprejudiced consideration
must be at pains to avoid minking of men like Plehvt, say, in tht' roles of theatrical
villa ins OT obscuranMts. There is no question of this. The iron logic of the S)'Ston

they served, th~ rationalist governmental pragmat1&m ofthis 'enlightenedt bureaucracy
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existing distribution of political power, with virtually no substantive

(sachlich) interests other than in finance policy and for that reason
deeply mistrustful of its rival" The zemstvo has therefore had to fight
for its successes against constant obstruction from the state's police,
on whose powers of coercion it has had to rely for the execution of
its decisions- It achieved its successes despite the fact that a jealous
government constrained its work c\'el' more noticeably and in the end

quite systematically, forbidding It to rai~e the level of local taxes
(specifically the revenues for schooling), banning the charitable

. zemstvo organisation during the last war in favour of the utterly cor
rupt 'Red Cross' organisation of the state) and attempting to take its
emergency relief system into state controL After the government had
thereby compelled the ZCnlstvo to become an increasingly passive,
single-purpose organisation (Zweckverband) , the task of which was
to produce the revenues pres<.:ribed by the government for its own

expenditure) and after it had sabotaged the extension of me zemstvo

system to the provinces of I.ittle Russia and Belorussia t Piehve was
seriously bent on breaking up the zcmstvos entirely during his last

days in office and replaci ng them with the bureaucracy of the state.

The unconditional realisation of the principle of a 'four-poinf .mffrage
(general, equall direct and secret) distinguishes the Party of Constitu

tional Democrats t who arc behind this proposal l from other constitu
tionalist groups on the right which stand for an indirtct or propcrty
based suffrage, as well as from Shlpov~s antj-bllrcauc:ra[ic~Slavophile
group \\ith its idea that a consultative popular assembly controlling

finances should be developed from the existing zemstvos. Jn the first
instan(;c the demand for this form of suffrage, the most controversial
point in the proposal, is for the democrats a consequence of the
absence of other 'histori(ar points of departure l since the government

had spent the last twenty- five years discrediting the zemstvos" Then

which quite naturally looked with :lngt'r on the 'inefficienr rou[int>' and the impractical
'stubbornness" the 'st:ctionil} inten.:sts" the 'lad. of understanding' and egoism, the
'utopian dreams' of the 'tntelligentsia' alld the seJf-gO'''ernjn~bodies, and the 'empty
rhetoric' of the press, regarding them as elements which constantly hindered and
obs.tructed the combination of utiiitarlun gratification of the people from above with
the corresponding n:spect for authority demanded b~' the raison d'itaf. It was this
s)'stem that 'made life HeW and caused quiet, other~world]y scholars to faU rnro a
frenZ}' of wild reloicing when they hl:ard the news of Pleh...~'s ass&SSinau(}n.
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there is of course the further factor which makes it imposSible for

advocates of reforms of principle everywhere to argue with complete
inner sincerity for a graduated franchise nowadays, namely the effect
of capitalism with its power to create classes. The contlicr of eco
nomic inrercsts and (he class character of the proletariat attack the

specifically bourgeois (hiirKerliclt) reformers 19 from the rear~ their
work suffers the same fate here as it does everywhere else. Only for

as long as me predominance of the craft system gave the masses of

workers at least the theoretical opportunity to become tindependent'

was it possible to belkvc with subjective sincerity that a form of
electoral representation based on property taxation also representtd

those who had not yet become \ndependent. Not only was the devel
opment of the urban lmiddle class) Wittelsltlrul> in the \\~estern Euro

pean sense inherendy very weak in Russia for historical reasons) but,

quite apart from this, the effect of capitalism has been spreading

there for a such long time now that any attempt to argue for a property
franchise means that the reforming propagandist is left Vt~th officers

but no army. For understandable reasons the workers in the dties
wou~d never dream of haying anything to do with such a thing. In

the countryside, moreo"'er, a property franchise could hardly be
established in the territories where ()bshchina (communal land tenure)

exists without the greatest arbitrariness. Here in the vj]]age commun
it)' equal voting by tne heads of households is the ~historicar starting

point. Nevertheless) if it had acted at the nght time a "hitherto auto

cratic go,,'ernment could have imposed some scheme of voting entitle

ment or other (one with an educational qualification, say, or with

plural voting rights) - a party of reform eouid hard~)' draw different

condusions from the situation than those embodied in the proposal.
If it were to do so) autocracy wou'd have it jnits pov.'er (and this is
the ultimate, crucial reason) to play [he workers off against the Duma

the moment it became recalcitrant, just as the previous regime had

done, with at least seeming success~ in order to intimidate the proper

tied classes it suspected of liberalism. If the democTi:uic party
accepted a propcny-based franchise (that is the exclusion of the mass
of the peasants from elections or blatant discrimination against them),

tht forces of reaction would immediately have the peasants solidly

behind ~em as welC for it is precisel)' the owners of private, census-

IQ The originai edition has R4iJmun where it should ha....e read RtJimtlml.
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worthy property against ,,,,hom the hatred of the masses in the coun

tryside is directed - the estare owners~ the kulaks above all (a word
meaning '~fists" - peasants and small rural capitalists who have grO\\'ll

rich)~ and the rest of the 'village bourgeoisie'. Under no circum
stances do the peasants blame their misery on the Tsar. Just as they
used to blame the officials in the past, the peasants would in furore
blame a Duma in which the great mass of them could not participate,
since they would rank below all urban proletarians in the census.

,Already the representatives of the reactionary nobllity and of state
officialdom arc assiduously spreading reports that the liberals' aim is
to prevent any peasant from entering the Duma. The governmenes
demagogic policy was strikingly evident above a]J in Bulygin)s project
for the Duma.20 The asscmbl)' proposed in the manifesto of 6 (19)
August1 with powers to discuss legislation and to control the budget,
is to be elected, according to the appended electoral regulations) tn
twenty-six major cities on the one hand and in pro\·;siona] electoral
assemblies on the other by delegated 'electors,.11 \\'hat is more, can
dida[es are to be chosen from the midst of the electors themselves,
so as to limit as far as possible the candidacy of representatives of
the (intelligentsia'. In the provinces the election of these delegates is
distributed across the three classes of (J) larger private landowners;
(2) the cities; (3) the peasants; with me distribution varying in each
province. However, whereas the first two classes have a property
franchise of a fairly plutocratic kind (the workers always being com
pletely excluded), the peasants) delegales are to be elected from the
volosr1 assemblies which in turn rest on the equality of all the house
holders in the village. In other words) the only people for whom
there is to be no property barrier arc the largely illiterate peasants.
Moreovert the peasant electors chosen in this way are to have the
right (In contrast to the other classes) to nominate a deputy from their
own midst before the election of the other deputies to the Dumat after
which they elect the remaining deputies along with the others. In
other words) the peasants) representatives have a privileged franchise)

2ll BuJrgin proposed the '.:rearion of an ad.;soty Duma on 6 A.ugu~t I 905_The date in
brackets refers to the Julian calendar ('old s~'il>·).

11 The tenn used by '\ieber i!; rVahlrniinner. These individuaJ.~ were themselv~5 elected
in as...embUe .... at one level, from which the)' were delegated to vote on behalf of their
constituency at a highe r level.

U A peasant administrative unit usually comprising several viUage oommunities_
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restricted to their social group, for at least fifty-one deputies (the

number of the European-Russian provinces), and, together with the
census landowners, they usually provide more than two thirds of the
electors for the remaining deputies. The manifesto of 17 (30)
October which makes it an 'invariable rule' that no law shall hence
forth come into force without the agreement of the Duma, added the
general pledge that, as far as possible in the short rime available, the
franchise was to be given to those classes 'which had been deprived
of it until now" while the 'further development' of the 'principle' of
a 'common! franchise was to be left to the 'newly created legislative
order'. After all this has happened, as Peter Struve quite correctly
says in his introduction to the draft we are discussing, it is already
'too late for any other JiberaI franchise programme in Russia today.
What is more, it was the idea of ~human rights' and the demand
for a &four-step franchise which had united the radical bourgeois
intellectuals in the (Union of Liberarion~ 'nrith the ·proletaroid' intel
lectuals, including even some in the Social Revolutionary camp. The
only way to prevent splits amongst the intellectuals during the
struggle seemed to lie in adhering unwaveringly to this conception.

If one were willing - and able - to disregard this situation, then of
course even a democrat or social democrat, however con'linced of
his principles, could have very grave doubts about the question of
introducing this precise fonn of franchise - as the first ever - in this
particular country at this precise moment.

The Russian democrats themselves do not all share the same view
on the crucial issue, namely the likely effect of this franchise. They
are usually most ready to admit to having resetvations about handing
over the zemstvos to completely uneducated illiterates, no matter how
much they stress the need for a far stronger representation of the
peasants, who are at present condemned to the status of a minority
with no influence. Complete bureaucratisation of the zcmstvo admin
istration would indeed be the immediate consequence~ and with aU
due respect for the outstanding ad\ievements of the zemstvo officials
(the so-called ~third element' - treti; element)! this could only be the
precursor of centralisation along French lines. It was the ~economic

independence1 of the honorary members of the zemstvos that guaran
teed the independence of the zemstvo in relation to those ~above

them! and, under our economic ordert this would remain just as
necessary, if not more so, in order to guarantee their independence
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in relation to a central government in the hands of a parliamentary

party, as long as the peasants remain shackled to the agrarian com
munism of their village communities. Opinions vary as to the likely
effect of universal and equal suffrage for the Duma. I know Russian
democrats whose position is roughly, ' hFiatjustitia, perea! mundu$~'.23

Even if the masses reject or destroy all cultural progress~ we can onl)'
demand what is just, and we shall have done OUT duty if we gi,re the
masses the franchise and thus place the responsibility for their actions
on their o~n shoulders.' At most they may add, 'Even the most
extreme form of ochlocracy24 can do no worse than the "Black Hun
dreds"25 hired by the officials when their position of power was

threatened. No matter, it is better to suffer cultural darkness for
generations than to do what is politically unjust. Perhaps the educat
ive effect of this suffrage will yield good resuhs at some time in the
future.) Such views probably atso contain an unconscious element of
Solov'ev's26 belief in the peculiarly ethical-religious nature of the

Russian people's political mission, as indeed one person of this per
suasion pointed out to me dircl:tly. I Iere the absolute rejection of the
'ethics of consequentialismt in the area of politics too means that only
the unconditional ethical imperative is valid as a possible lode -slat of
positive action. For them the only possibilities are either the fight for
what is right or 'holy' self-abnegation. Because all values other than
ethical ones have been excluded, when one has done what one per
ceives to be one's positin~ 'duty', then unconsciously those words
from the Bible come into force again, words which have penetrated
most deeply into the soul not only of Tolstoy but ind(~ed of the whole
Russian people, namely lResist not evil,.li The abrupt swiech from

tempeslUous, energetic action to resigned acceptance of the situation
results from a refusal to acknowledge that the morally indifferent
exists or to accept that the moraH)' indifferent is a possible 'value'.
This is a trait which the pan-moralism of Solov1ev's notion of lholi

ness l
share~ with a brand of democracy that is purely ethical in its

orientation. Yet, alongside such extreme ideologues there are others
(indeed doubtless the majority) who take a more favourable view of

2J The mono of Kail)ier Ferdinjjnd [ (15°3-64).
Z4 ~Ochlocral",," means mob rule.
15 Offit:ially appro.·ed terrorist gruups. 'Vehel' also refers to them as 'Black Gangs)_
2(, V_S. Solo\" ev (I 853-I (00). Ph ilosopher. Tel igious thinkeT, poet and literary.' cririC,

27 Webel' i:s quoting fr~ely from \1atthew 5. 39,
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the chances than most foreigners who tend to detect a degree of
sincerity in the constitutiona\ intentions of the present regime pre
cisely in the fact that it is not placing an arithmetically equal franchise
in the hands of the politically uneducated masses at the present
moment. Firstly, the Russians cite certain economic reasons why the
masses, with the franchise in their hands, would be bound to pursue
liberal ideajs in both politics and culture; we shall discuss these eCO

nomic reasons in more detail later, since they are particularly import
ant in the opinion of some democratic leaders. Even in the explana
tion offered for the proposal there are really just two purely political
arguments. One is the general assertion that the franchise will per
form an 'educative ~ function. Yef if this is claimed for equal francnise,
surdy certain 'developmental' pre-conditions would have to obtain.
The other argument consists of pointing to what happened in Bul
garia after the introduction of uni,'ersal suffrage there) consequences
which the authors of the proposal view positively. Apart from anything
dse l this is surely to underestimate the difference berv.:een a small
state and a great nation which - as even people iike Struve accept - is
obliged to engage in 'world po1itics~, and even more so the difference
between the traditional position of the religiously and nationaUy con
secrared Tsar and that of a temporarily hired and imported minor
monarch. zH

IncidentaHy, it must ·be emphasised that the draft constitution is
in other respects far from heing 'radical' in its constitutiona~ thinking.
It is true that the authors rightl)1 rcjtct today's modish talk about the
4outdatedness~of parliamentarism.c Taken as a whole, however, their
draft is at pains to spare the position of the Tsar. There is no mention

r: Thili kInd of ~mply talk 1$ inappropriate at present bl:(;otuse it invites critical compar
isons between countries with a parliamentary-'democratic regime and those with a
'penonal' regime, and because even in the area il1 which it claims to he particularly
effective) that of forejgn polic)', the personal type of regime tends to come offbadl!',
One can only be Justified in passing Judgement on the achievements of Gennan
diplomacy if one knOW5 the officia! papers, But anyone c..n see that consistent leader
ship and the achievement Qf1asting successes must na,,'e been m.ll.de ~bsolutet}' imposs
ibJe for the diplomats if their work was consrantl}' being interrupted by noisy inter~

mezzi t speeches, telegrams and unexpected decisions on the part of the monarch,
with the resuh that their entire energies were absorbed by (he ta~k of straightening
out the rne~s thereb)' treated, or even that th~ diplomats themselves finany had the
ideA of emp!o::ing these theatrical means themselve~.

Z~ Weber uses the term D!J(}dezmo1tar(h- He is refenil1g 10 Prince Ferdinand \'on
Sa.chsen-Coburg-Gotha~KobaT)·, decled King of Bulgaria in 1887-
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in it of elected offidals, apart from the 'justices of the peace
l

, It
mentions neither the sovereignty of parliament, as in the English
model, nor the rule of the parliamentary majority on French lines.
This respect for the position of the monarch distinguishes the sup
porters of the Constitutional Democratic group from the radical
groups on their left which, if not republican, waOf to see the principle
ofpopular sovereignty guaranteed by the summoning of a Constituent
Assembly and to have it expressly laid down that parliament shall
determine the course of politics. Clearly, the Constitutional Demo
crats were swayed not onl)' by compelling considerations of Realpoli
tik but also by the thought that only the monarch can represent the
unity of the empire effectively if a large measure of autonomy is to
be wanted to the different nationalities. Consideration of the position
of the Tsar meant~ therefore, that the draft was also unable to carry
through the complete separation of the executive from the legislature,
as in the American model. As mentioned above, this is why it
attempted to create something which is in fact new in several respects,
in the form of a 'supreme tribunal' standing outside the hie~rchy of
judicial authorities. Its functions should embrace the foUowing: (I)
Cassation29 of any actions of the government and verdicts of the
courts which infringe the constitution, including those resting on
formaJly correct but materially unconstitutionaJ laws, on appeal from
private interested parties, from one of the two chambers or from one
of the empire)s highest constitutional authorities. Curiously enough~

the authors of the draft belie,'c that, in this function, the tribunal is
a copy of the American Supreme Court~ a surprising error in view
of the Russians' intimate familiarity with James Bryce's well·known
book.30 (2) The scrutiny of the conduct of elections is to be pan of
the remit of the tribunaL {J} Augmented by the judges of the Court
of Cassation~ the tribunal should also be the authority which hears
political complaints levelled against ministers by either of the cham
hers. According to the proposal, this political indictment, which is to
exist independently of and in addition to the pennissible prosecution
of all officials in the nonnaJ courts, and which can lead only to dis
missal and exclusion from office for five years, may be based on the
following grounds: (a) intentional contravention of the constirution,

2"1 'Cassation' means the neg-.ttion of 3 decision on the grounds of jts im·alidity.
.HI J- Bryce l 7M Amt'riam Commomn(Ji"" 3rd edn (2 voIs., London, z893),
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or (b) 'grave damage to the interests of the state' as a result of the
misuse of office, of exceeding the limits of official competence or of
negligence. Clearly this procedure was also intended to lead from a
parliamentary vote of no-confidence into a trial to be adjudicated on
the basis of 'objective~ criteria. Yet the substantive (sachliclt) content
of the 'interests of the state' cannot be established ~objectively~, that
is without regard to those ideals and interests, and hence those 'value
judgements', on which the di"isions between political and socia~ par
ties rest. The strictly fonnal task of protecting the constitution and
of handing down legally founded judgements about what 'is the case'
would thus be put in the same hands as the task of pronouncing
poHtical sentiments about what ~ought to be the case'; inherently this
is a very suspect notion. AdmittedJy~ the authors could, for example,
point out that in fact fonna] decisions on constitutional questions are
usually reached in a similar way; it is well known thatt when the
judges in the American Federal Court ruled in favour of Hayes in a
disputed presidential election, the votes were divided strictly along
party Hnes. Today no-one doubts that the verdict was a crass mis
judgement~ but nevertheless it prevented a civil war. This institution
has been deleted in the second draft and, in contrast to the Manifesto
of 17 (30) October, the :·constituent congress of the Constitutional
Democratic Party f(stnctcd itself to demanding the establishment of
ministerial responsibility and the right of the Duma to discuss not
only the legality but" also the efficacy of mlnisterial actions.3l

Inasmuch as its origins la)' in the realm of ideas, the political ~indi

vidualism' of Western European ~human rights" which Struve> for
example, has consistently adyocated, was in part created out of reli
gious convictions which rejected human authorities unconditionally
as a blasphemous idolisation of God~s creatures.D Today's form of

II A. long section on the ·Nationalit.y and Langujlge Question) and on ~Church and
Sfate l has been omitted here.

o Cf, )elJinek's weH-kno"":n w(lrk on 'Human a.nd Civil Rights', nJ) contributions ro the
Ardzir./iir Sozialwinenscha/t, voJs. XX. 1 and XXI. J, and E. Troehs.ch's aceoum of
Protestantism in Hinneberg's Dj~ KII.fm,. tkr GrgfflflJarl (I, 4, I). Jl Struve has been
influenced by Jellinek's writings which he cites repeatedly. The affinity between the
eCQncm\c and political ethIC's of Russian nttiom:lisrk sects and Puritllnism (in the
broad sense of the word) ha§ alrt:ady ~tnlck Leroy-Beauliell and others. BUf at least
in the numericaU~; mo~t significant section. the M$~pJ 10 the strict senseI this rendency
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'enlightenment l ensures that such convictions no longer enjoy mass
support The other main source of the idea was an optimistic faith
in the natural harmony of interests among free individuals, which
nowadays has been destroyed forever by capitalism. Thus, even for
'intellectual' reasons it is nor possible in today's Russia to run through
these stages of development belatedly. Specifically bourgeois indi
vidualism is now a thing of the past even amongst the classes of
'education and propertyJ and win certainly nor now capture the minds
of the 'petite bourgeoisie'. As for the 'masses' who would, and according
to the declared intention of the liberals, should he given power by
universaJ suffrage - where are the impulses to come from to support
a movement making demands that go beyond purely material goals,
such as that launched by politicians of bourgeois democratic persua
sion in the programme of the (Union of Liberation' ? These goals
include: (I) guaranteed rights of freedom for the individual; (2) a

constitutional state under the ru~e of law and based on 'four-poine
suffrage; (3) social reform along \Vestern European lines; and (4)
agrarian reform. 34

In the large cities socialist agitation is flourishing at present. As is
widely known, the Russian Social Democrats had already split into
two groups before the events took place which permitted them to
operate openly in Russia itself; these groups were led by Plekhano\',
Axelrod) !\1artov and 'S{arO\Tr' (A. Potresov) on the one side1 and

is counterbalanced b!' deep diftl:rem:es in the ~haracter of it5 'innet-worldly
.ascelicism' ,

.l2 G. JeUinek, Die ErkJiirong der ,llmschm- und Biirgerrechle. Ein Beitrag zur modmJffl
Verfawmg:sgtjdtidlU (Leipzig, 189.~) l EngJish translation Tn t: Drdartitton of the Rights
ofAla" anJ of Cilium. A Contribution to Modern Constitutiol1al Hi$lOrj' (New York,
1901), Weber's own essays are <Die protestantische Ethik und der cCGei~lt' des Kapit~

alismus, [; Das Problem' in Atrhir fitr Sozialrvis5t1l5dwft. ul'1d Sozialpo/itifr, 20 (J 904),
pp, 1-5 4 and <Die protestantische Ethik und der "Geist" des Kapitali.smus. 2; Die
Berufsidee des asketisthen Proteslantismus' in the Ardti1:, 2 r (1905)~ pp, I-r JO;

English translation, The Prr)/($tanc Ethic and the .Spirit of Capitalum (London) 1930).
E. Troeltsch, <Protestantis~hes Chrislennlm und Kirche in der Neuzeit' in P. Hin
neberg (ed,), Die Kultu~ deT Gq{t'71tDart (Berlln and Leipzig, 1906). A, Leroy·Beaulieu
L- 'tmpjr~ tin Tsars ellt$ RusstS (3 \,015. 1 Paris [t!~9-9]); English translation, New Ynrk
and London, 19°5.

J] The 'schismatics' who separaled from the Orthodox Church in the second half of
the Sl:venteen th cenrury.

H In the foUov.ring section an aCc.'oUnT of the sociaHst and bourgeois (biirgerlt'rh) parties
has been abridged.
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by 'Lenin' (UJyanov) on the other. The former group remained in

possession of the hitherto shared party organ Iskra, published in
Gene,ra, and found its official repres"entation in the 'All Russian Con

ference of Workers' Parties1

t held for the first time in J905· Ac the
time of the split at any rate this group rejected armed insurrection,
at least for the present, and were equall)' opposed on prlnciple to
participation 1n any revo~utionary go,'ernment which might come
about; instead they placed at the centre of their activities the develop
ment of trades unions. The other group, represented since 19°3 by
Lenin's Vpered, refused to acknowledge Iskra as the party organ any
longer, and, as it contained the maiorJty within the party as a whole l

acted as if it were the continuation of the common organisation at the
~thjrd Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Workers' Party',
founding the journal Prolelani as its organ, replacing the formation
of trades unions with the demand for the eight-hour daYt preaching
insurrection and participation in any revolutionary govemment that
might he created, rejecting all legal forms of agitatl0n and, in opposi
tion to the followers of the Iskrfl group, deritanding on behalf of {he
peasants the immediate 'confiscation t of all land not in the hands
of r}le peasants. This last point runs strictly counter to the official
programme of the Social Democrats who demanded on behalf of the
peasants that tht obrezkr' be handed over to them, that is to s~)' that
they be allocated the land taken from them at the time of the ema.n
cipation (about one fifth), and alw8)'s poured scorn on the social
revolutionary demand for the confiscation of all land as 'utopian',
d~standng themsehTcs demonstratively, as late as Spring J 905~ from
the 'All Russian Congress of Engineers' when this demand was as
much as discussed. '\''hile preserving its independence~l Lellin's
party, in contrast to Plckhano\"~s, also regarded 'occasional pacts' with
the social revolutionaries as useful. Both groups, however, dtcJare it
to be the duty of the party to support the efforts of the liberals which
are directed against autocracy \\'hilc at the same time discrediting in
the eyes of me workers all liberal groups, including the 'Union of
Liberadon~and the 'Union of Vnions'. In contrast to this, the secon d
congress r before the split, had agreed to a resoJution of 'Starover'
which declared tnat co-operation with the bou rgeots democrats was
possible and, in certain circumstances, useful. This resolution was
expressly negated bJ Lenin's group, but Pkkhano'/s group) too, no
longer takes any account of it in practice. As can be seen. the causes
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of the split are not issues uf principle but rather are partly personal
and partly tactical in nature. However, the reasons for it are also to
be found in the particular spiritual or intellectual character of Russian
socialism. At the moment it is only natural for it to have as one of
its sources the opposition of the orthodox leaders, who have mainly
been living abroad where they have been influenced by the Western
European social democratic parties, to the ~putschism' that has now
seized hold of the emerging mass organisations in Russia itself since
the introduction of freedom of the press. This is why even Bebel's
attempt at mediation failed: Lenin refused to accept any advice from
non-expert foreigners. However, there is no doubt that this mood of
putschism itself is not merely the result of the tempestuous hope,
born of the immediate situation, that the great day has now arrived
to bring about the final political overthrow of autocracy at all events
and to enforce at least the immediate realisation of the 'minimal
programme' of socialism. Rather~ revolutionary action and opposition
to the ~laws of developmene have run deep in the blood of specifically
Russian socialism since its founding fathers, Herzen and Lavro\l, as
an after-effect of ccnain Hegelian ideas.

Thus, both among the urban workers, who are also subject to the
attentions of the Christian Social and the social revolutionary adher
ents of the most extreme kind of radicalism, and amongst the 'free
professions" the chances of the bourgeois democrats, even by their
own estimates, would probably be extremely doubtful if a democratic
suffrage existed, despite the fact that their programme contains all
the demands made by radical \Vestem European social reformers. E

On the olher hand, as far as the thin stratum of the (bourgeoisie' in
the strict sense is concerned, the manufacturers - the old bearers of
nationalism as described for German readers by von Schulze
GavernitzJS ~ have in part moved very close to the liberals and even

.. Compulsory insurance l compulsoT)' co llrts of arbi tnation, the eight-h.our day (as ..
princip(e) etc.

J~ G. von Schulze·Gavemitz (186+~1943). PolilicaJ economise, Rejchstag deputy for
the 'Fortschrittlkhe Volkspanei' and the ~Deutsche Demokratische Patter' 1912-2°

Weber IS referring to lln essay br him on f:'Jationarism in Russia' published in {he
Pr~jJisdJe Jo.hrbti,"n- in [894.
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the democrats. to This is quite natura), given the conditions of recent
years, when Plehve)s government sought to win over the workers and
to play them off against the 'intelligentsia'; indeed the eleven huts in
which Gapon'so16 movement had its centre were built at governmeof
expense. Yet all the better-known names from this group are missing
from the Constitutional Democratic party. They were opposed to
the zemstvo movement, and the programme of the anti-protectionist
'union of Liberation) held a.bsolutely no attraction for them. In tenns
of social policy the majority of their representatives probably still took
an essentially reactionary stance at the beginning of {905 and hoped
for repression) although the}' were far from unified in this attitude.
Not a few petitions in favour of granting the right of coalition come
from the manufacturers. Politically, many of them now seem to
belong to the 'Party of Legal Order' or the 'League of 17 October~

which is very dose to il. At any rate, after what has happened so far,
the go,'emment cannot simply use them against the liberals and in
favour of reaction. \\'ben a representative of the 'Party of Legal
Order) called on a meeting of the 'Union of Trade and Industry' to
join forces with the govemment in me fight against the 'Soviet of
Workers) Deputies~, other speakers vigorously rejected the demand,
saying that (society' must conduct the struggle alone. If the Union
were to seek the protection of the government now, it was pointed
out, the day would come when others would tum to the government
for help against the Union, and would be just as successful in
doing so.

Finally, most of the lower middle classes whose likely attitude is~

as usual, me hardest to predkt, will probably be prevented from
joining the liberals because of their anti-Semitism. At any rate, this
is a conclusion one can draw from their growing participation in the
movement of the 'Black Gangs). Of course) it must not be forgotten
that the organisation of police espionage in the major cities and some
other 'suspect' places, which demands) for example, that every house

" The largest firms in P~(ersburg declared in a submission 10 the minjstry on 3 I janual1'
dtat only 'fundamental reforms of i general political chatil1tr', btu not adminlstratl\'e
jnterference in work reJations could bring the workers back Onto <the path of law'.
The major indusnialists in Moscow took the same view (Praf.:(}t p, S88)

.l~ G. A0 Gapon (J870-1906). Prie51 and organisf r of working class opposirion,
Organi.ser of me demonstration of 9 January; J905 ('Bloody Sundar') when dIe
police op~ned fir~ on the crowd,
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should have a caretaker (dvornik) charged with the surveillance of its

occupants, and lmposes such responsibilities and costs on landlords)
and that obligatory passports) 'administrative l exile (that is not subject
to legal process), and the lack of any security within one's home

against searches which can take place at an)' time, preferably at

night - all these things are crcating such a degree of unerly loathed
dependence on corrupt and capricious minor officials t that protests

against these conditions will probably outweigh all other consjdcra

tions for the next few years. In practice any lasting compromise with
a system which needs to use such means has become impossible.

Yer it is the position of the peasants which is and wiJJ remain the
decisi'Ve question for the future not only of the Constitutional Demo
cratic movement, but more importantly of the fundamental points in
its programme, and beyond this for the chances of liberal ~deveJop

ment' in the \Vestern l':uropean sense. It will remain the decisive

issue even if a franchise based on the property census were to give
the liberals a majority. In this case, if the peasants are reactionary a
reactionary government could use them at any time as a rod for the
backs of a recalcitrant Duma. i\ccordinglYt the programme of bour
geois democracy is in fact essentially designed to appeal to the peas
ants. Peter Struve would like to turn the peasant) too, into a ~person'

by accustoming him not on]} to 'law' in the objective sense bur also
to 'rights' l in the subjective sense, which for him mean the ~human

rights' of English individualism. The greatest emphasis is constantly
being placed on [he lact chat agrarian reftrm is {he q uesrion central

to all others) that political reforms wllJ and must serve this aim and
that it in turn will serve political reform. But, of course, that is not
to say that the peasants themselves will become democratic. Like the
authors of this draft} Peter Struve relies fundamentally on the eco~

nomic interests of the peasants whose demands in this direction he
believes tannot be s.atisfied by a reactionalJP government. One must

therefore ask which demands are those of the peasants themselves,
and which are being made by the democratic agrarian reformers on
their behalf. The assembly of the zemS1\'OS in February had already
addressed itself to the agrarian questlon~ and had promulgated the
slogan of the ~supplementation)(d()polnenie) of the peasanfs' share of

the land (nadelr~7 which has become characteristic of liberal agrarian

J7 ,""-add nonnall'" refers m d'l(; ~hare of land allocated to a famih' wirllin <l commune• J'

Here \~""ebcr IS using jt [0 rdt:r to the overaH share of Jand held b~' the peasant
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reform ever since. AU [uMer details were set aside for sepante dis
cussion. The programme of the 'Union of Liberation' then raised
me following yery considerable demands relating to agrarian policy:
(r) Abolition of the peasants' redemption payments. (The government
has in the meantime decided on this measure; half are to be abolished
in 1906~ complete abolition in 1907.) (z) AUocation ofland ro landless
peasants and to those with an inadequate share of land by breaking
up demesne~ privy and appanage estates, and, where these do not
exist, the expropriation of private landowners+ (3) The creation of a
state land-fund for the purpose of planned internal colonisation. (4)
Reform of land rent law so that improvements arc guaranteed to the
tenant~ and courts of arbitration will lregulate rents In rhe interest of
the workers' and settle disputes between tenant and landlord. (S)
The extension of labour protection legislation to agricultural workers
'as far as it is appropriate to the fundamental conditions of agricul
ture'. These are augmented bl further points in the programme of
an evidently 'physiocratic l hue: the abolition by stages of indirect
caxation and the development of direct ta~es on the basis of progress
ive income tax; the abolition of protectionist preferential treatment
of individual entrepreneurs while simultaneously (protecting vigor
ously the productive forces of the people'. The staged reduction of
exdse duties, so j f is said, will both ~ improve the position 0 f agricul
ture and help industry to flourish'. In a critique of the draft Peter
Struve has rejected) as an 'editorial oversight' ~ the complete abolition
of indirect taxes, on the grounds of their budgetary importance. Yet
precisely this point seems to be popular with those farmers who might
support a liberal leadership. A seemingly genuine petition by fifty-six
'literate l and eighty-four illiterate 'middle-class' fanners from the
district of Kherson, for example) also demanded the abolition of
duties on rea, sugar, machines and matches, as do other, similar
petitions from peasants, masses of which can be found in newspapers
and journals. It should at least be said that, in Russia as it is today,
progressive income tax can quite dearly be no financial substitute for
duties on finance and consumption. Not only the economic but also
the moral preconditions are Jacking for [ruly effecti~e taxation of this
kind, which is not even possible in the United States today for the

communes 35 opPo.\ied to other landowners itt Russla which must be ':i\lpph:m~nted'

so that th<:)' can support thernseh.'t's from it.
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same reasons. It is also quite unclear, given such a taxation pro
grammer where the finances are to come from to carty out the
momentous refonns demanded here. However) let us go back to the

reforms themselves.
German readers must have been struck straightaway by the fact

that there is no mention in aU this of the (}bskdtina (fltir),38 the most
characteristic institution of Russia's system of agrarian tenure. Now
it is far from being the case that the current peasant question only
exists in the districts where land is owned by the village communes,G
which is to say in the centre and in the eastern ~Black Earth' regions
and everything lying to the north and north-east of them. On the
contrary, the question runs through the whoIe~ vast empire from [he

. Baltic to the Steppes, and is just as much of a burning issue in some
areas of Little Russia as it is, say, in the Moscow region. Admittedly,
the political problems of agriculture for the Great Russian people
which has been caUed to hegemony are all linked directly or indirectly
with the system of communal land tenure, and the territory in which
it is widespread embraces both the greatest den~ty of peasant'S and
the main areas where there is widespread and chronic distress
amongst the masses. Above an~ however) its area of distribution as
an idea is quite universal. The whole formation of socia-political
parties in Russia is intimately connected with decades of heated
debate about what should become of this system. It engages the
imagination of the masses as much as that of social politicians of all
shades of opinion and dcrcnnines their attitudes to a degree far in
excess of its real and immediate importance. Of course, this very fact
throws some l1ght on one of the reasons why the liberal programme
makes no mention of it. There is no doubt that the omission also
involves a concession to 'Populists' and SlavophiJes who have turned
liberal on the one hand, and to Socialists, Social Revolutionaries and
land refonners on the other, who, for opposing reasons, would all be
unable to agree to an outright attack on the system of communal land
tenure. Conversely, the specifically economic liberals, and particularly
individualists like Stnwe who have been trained in a strictly Marxist

U Here the term 4communa.l land tenure' always and only refers to that s)'stem (of
so-called cstriCt) communal land tenure) when'by the jndj\'iduaJ does nor inherit his
share (of arable land ftC.) from his farniL~' but has it allnealed to him by the cc>mm une
(by repartition).

1lI A peasant land commune.
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school~ would be bound to oppose as 'utopian' any proposals for
agrarian-political refonn which took communal land tenure as their

starting point.
The other explanation for this silence is of course the fact that the

legislative treaonent of the problem, whatever direction it takes, will
take a decade, and practicaJ politicians are faced today with much
more urgent tasks in the area of agricultural policy. Nevertheless,
even the first step towards any at all generous agrarian policy is bound
to collide with the system of communal tenure.39

•
The 'Young Populists' are dearly quite right about this, and it also
explains the democrats' reticence about the problem: there is no
question but that the mass of the peasants themSt/ves simply cannot be
won over to an 'individualist' agrarian progranune in the Western
European sense. Firstly) there can be no doubt that the defence of
communal land tenure - regardless of the fact that decisions on
repartitioning can be the outcome of a most embittered class
struggle - is by no means only an expression of economic class inter
ests but also involves deeply rooted ideas of 'naturaJ justice'. It is
clearly the case that the decision required before land can be reparti
rioned is by no means usually reached only wjth the votes of people
who stand to gain from it or who have been made malleable by
bearings or a boycott. On the other hand, it is equally true that the
repartitioning of land is freq uendy something which only happens on
paper, at least inasmuch as its aim is Isocio-politicar, even if it does
appear to be the most important element of agrarian democracy in
this system of sociaJ relations. The wealthy peasants rent out, alienate
and bequeath their land (only within the commune, of course) on the
firm assumption that there will be no decision to repartition it; or
conversely, other members of the commune are in their debt and
hence in their power, so that the repartitioning in fact strengthens
their dominance. Because the repartitioning applies only to land, but
not to animals and working capital, it is quite compatible with the
most ruthless exploitation of the weak. But of course it is precisely
this discrepancy between the law and the facts that causes the angry
radicalism of the masses to grow as the value of the land rises and

l'l A detailed dlscussion of the Agrarian Question has been omitt~d here.
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differentiation increases accordingly. The crucial point appears to be
that this communist radicalism is dearly bound to intensify, as far as
fihe can see, precisely if or when the situation of the peasants is
I.i:t~~oved by reducing their burdens and increasing the land at the
di~posal of the commune. For~ whereas (he ownership of land is still
regarded as a duty (which every member of me commune tries to

evade) in districts where the burdens imposed on the share of land
exceed its yield, in all areas where) conversely) the yield exceeds the
burdens; reparritioning is sought by the masses. The districts with
the best soH are therefore the districts where the masses have the
most compemng interest in repartitioning and where the wealthy
peasants have the strongest interest in opposing it. Thus, ifthe system
of communal land tenure is preserved, every remission of taxes and
burdens, such as the present rcmissjon of redemption payments, must
increase these foci of communist interests and social conflict. It is also
well known that the (iennan peasants in Southern Russia, for
example) did not, in many cases, introduce communal land tenure in
the strict sense until the government increased the land they owned,
and for very understandable reasons. Generally speaking, the effect
of supplementing the nadel is unlikely to be any different~ faith in
communism is bound to expand enonnously. As far as one is able to
judge from outside, the Social Revolutionaries will have their hopes
in this direction confirmed.

Nevertheless, this programme of adding to the nadel must be
accepted today by any honest agrarian reformer. The Constitutional
Democratic party has consequendy committed itself in its agrarian
programme (points 36-40) to me relevant demands of the Union of
Liberation and the Liberal Agrarian Congress, in part with even more
far-reaching concessions to the objections of me Social Revolutionar ..
ies. These concessions include: (1) the demand that compensation
of the landowners who are to be dispossessed should be detennined
by a 'just price' and not the market ttalue (point 36); (2) the express
demand that the renewal of tenancy be legally guaranteed, possibly
also the right of the tenant to be compensated for improvements, and
above an the creation of judicial authorities (on the Irish model) for
the reduction of (disproportionately high' farm rents (point 39); and
(3) the creation of a fanning inspectorate to supenrise the application
of workers' protection legislation, as extended to agriculrure. The
principles according to which the expropriated land is to be allocated
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to the peasants (allocation for ownership or exploitation on the basis
of personal or communal tenure) are to be laid down iio accordance
",ith the nature of land ownership and land use in the difieren[

regions of Russia'.

All in all, men, carrying out the re form programme of the bourgeois
democrats would in all probability result in an enormous intensifica
tion in (he 'spirit' of agrarian communism and social revolution
amongst the peasants, which is already so strong today that the peas
ants, at least in the mass, could certainly not be won over to an
individualist programme of the kind once championed by Struve and
others. The peculiarj~of the Russian situation seems to be that it is
possible for ~un-modern' agranan communism to intensify as a result
of intensified 'capitalist' development and the concomitant rising
values orland and agricultural products, alongside the further develop
ment of the industrial proletariat and hence of 'modern' socialism.
In the area of the 'intellectual movement', too, the lpossibilities' of
development do not yet seem fixed.

A!though the atmosphere of the narodnithest1.~04n which still per

vades all shades of the 'intelligentsia' in aU classes and political pro
grammes will be broken up) the question is: what wiJl replace it? The
very matter-of-fact (sachlich) view of things characteristic of social
reformist liberalism would be hard put to it to capture the 'expansive'
characrer of the Russian mind. For this romantic radicidism among
the lSocial Revolutionary' intellectuals has another side to it. Because
it is dose in character to 'state socialism" despite all protests to

(he contrary, it is eX1remely easy to leap from this position into the
authoritarian and reactionary camp. If the reports, particularly of for
eign, but also of conscientious Russian41 obsen'ers are correct, the
relatively frequent, rapid transformation of extremely radical students
into highly authoritarian officials certainly does not need to be the
result of innate characteristics, as some have said) nor of base ambi..
tion to secure their own material interests. For there have also been
many cases of the reverse process raking place in recent years: con

vinced adherents of the pragmatic rationalism ad,'ocated by Plehvc

40 The POPUll!il (or narodnilt) current :unongst the tnteHigenrsia .
•, In the tlrst edition the adjecti\'e 'Russian' was erroneol.lsl\' <Jrnined.
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and Pobedonostsev42 ha'le suddenly crossed over into the extreme
Social Revolutionary camp. The explanation is rather that the prag
matic rationalism of this tendency inhereru(Jllongs to 'act' in the ser
vice of some absolute social-ethical norm} and) given the intellectual
background of still existent agrarian communism, tends therefore to
oscillate back and forth between (creative) actions from 'above~ or
from 'below}) succumbing by turns to reactionary and to revolutionary
romanticism.43

What, then} will the peasants do in the elections? The strength of
their resistance to the influence of officials and conservative clerics
is dearly variable, and appears) quite understandabJy, to be strongest)
not in the districts suffering emergencies~ but rather in the south, for
example) in the Cossack viUages, and in the provinces of Chernigov
and Kursk. In these regions and also in some parts of the industrial
belt the peasants~ notwithstanding the presence either of supenisory
officials of the state police or the l\-larshals of the ~obiJity) have often
passed the most sharply worded resolutions and covered petitions
with thousands of signatures demanding the removal of bureaucratic
supervision and pennission to elect representatives of the people who
would deaJ diredly wiJh the TUlr, without the interference of paid
officialdom. This is their central conception} one tnat is admittedly in
no way related 10 modern parliamentan·sm. In other words) they want to
see the disappearance of me bureaucracy of Tsarist autocracy, but
and here the Slavophiles are correct - they have no wish to see it

replaced by a bureaucracy under the direction of parliament. At pre

sent the force of this anti-bureaucratic current is not inconsiderable.
There have been quite a few cases where the peasants have rejected
the 'loyal' resolutions prepared by officials for the skhod,-H and other
cases where they accepted them while the officials were present but
subsequently recanted, or where they have returned publications sent
to them by reactionary leagues. Yet it is not very likely that this mood
would be strong enough to prevajl againsr the authority and brutality
of the officials during elections. Even in the version of 11 December,

H K. P. Pobedono~tsev (182.1- [9°7). Tutor to .AJexander J[) and to Nkholas IJ. Jurist
and conservative politician,

~.l Some more of the detailed dist:ussion of the agrarian probJem has been omitted here
.... Vilh~ge 3SJiembly.
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the electoral Jaw seeks to exclude all forms of free electioneering.
Although it permits assembHes of electors and delegated electors
",ishing to hold IOpreparatory' discussions about the different candid
ates to take place without .he police being present, pennission to
anend is restricted, on principle, to those entitled to vote in the
district and to the delegated electors concerned t while the police are
to control the admission of participants~ In addition, an (incredible)
exception to this principle is made in favour of the official presiding
over the election (a Marshal of the Nobility or his representative)~

er,~en ifhe himself is nat a 7.~oter or delegated tooter. At the same time~ the
law upholds the principle of election 'from the midst of one's own
groupt or 'from the numbers of those entitled to participate'. It is
well known that the de facto application of this principle in elections
in the Uoited States greatly depresses the quality of the legislatures,
which is doubdess one of the aims of this provision. All this is of
more fonnal significance in the towns, but what the supervision of
electoral meetings in the countryside means~ especially amongst the
peasants, is plain to everyone, and above all to the peasants themselves
whose cardj-"al demand is the removal of official supervision. It is
clear that the government cares only about the immediate effect of its
measures~ for thereby it has pemlanently given the radicals the most
convenient (and most legitimate) argument for their campaigns of
agitation. It is most probable that the govemment will ~succeed' in
ensuring that the peasants' representatives are conservative, but every
peasant will know that they do nO( represent him; and he win have
one more reason to hate the bureaucracy_

In view of this, no one can say what the result of the peasant
elections to the Duma ",ill be. GenerallYt foreigners tend to expect
the composition of the Duma to be extremely reactionary, a.s far as
the peasant vote is concerned t whereas Russians, despite everything,
expect its composition to be extremely revolutionary. Both could be
right, and~ more importantly, both could have exactly the same effect
on the outcome. In modem European revolutions the peasants have
generally swung from the most extreme radicalism imaginable to non·
invohrement or even to political reactiont once their immediate eco

nomic demands had been satisfied. Indeed there is probably no doubt
that, ifRussian autocracy ·were to issue a complete or partial edict to
stuff the peasants t mouths \\;th land, or if the peasants themselves
seized the land during a period of anarchy and, one way or the other,
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were finally left in possession of it) the mass of the peasants would
consider everything else settled and they would lose all interest in
the form of go"ernment. In contrast to this view, the representatives
of bourgeois democracy) and Struve in parrkular, rake the view that
a reactionary government would be incapable of meeting the peasants I

demand for land, since this would entail the economic dispossession
not only of the nobility but also of the Grand Princes and finally of
the Tsar himself. According to this view, the interests of the peasants
are incompatible with the interest of rhese powers in their own se1f
preservation. Yet, though the estates of the Imperial House have
expanded enormously in absolute terms, they are not very extensive

in comparison with the pruperty in private ownership, and it is the
latter which attracts the hatred of the peasants. In th~s case the ques
tion is: which and how many of the peasants' demands would demo
cracy in its turn be able to satisfy? Naturally, Struve has declared
his emphatic opposition to any simple confiscation of land. Equally
narurally) however, the declaration in the Constitutional Democratic
programme that the market \'alue of land is not the price to be paid
in compensation to its former o,\vners, amounts to ~con fiscation' from
the ~bourgeois' point of view. }lere the 'yield value principle' of our
~inheritance politicians) has been given a revolutionary twiSt,45 Prince

Trubetskoi was even afraid that Chuprov's proposal would drive the
liberal nobility into Shipo\'~s camp. Yet the nobllity is a very hetero

geneous stratum, reaching, as an Education Minister under Nicholas
I once said, 'from the steps of the throne down into the ranks of the
peasants J and it appears that some of them are not disinclined to

hand over their land at the present time. Prince Dolgorukov said at
the Liberal Agrarian Congress in J\ltoscow that it was preferable to
'live at liberty in a country house without land than Hve) as now, in
a fortress in the country'. Howe,rer, the Congress of Agricultural
Entrepreneurs) held behind dosed doors in rvloscow in December

1905) demanded ruthless repression. The land will at any rate cost
any non-"'iolent government enormous sums of money. Particularl)' in
the south-east) but also in the north-east of this vast empire, there
is land to be colonised if huge capital funds are made avai]abl e for
irrigation and (in Siberia) for forest dearing. Abolition of redemption

+5 Jnheritance Jaw (wh,ich \Veber supported) was based an the taxable value of any land
transferred by inheritance, ~'herea5 the pric-e of land ch<ingil'lg hands by sale was
dete rmined by the market rate.
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payments, reduction of taxes on the peasants, the Civil List which
would replace the land owned by the imperial family, the losses of
demesne revenues, the capiraJ funds for improvements, all these
things amount to a huge reduction in state income and an equally
huge increase in demand - all in aU, therefore, much greater prob
lems of financial procurement than the state has ever faced before.
Ultimately) however) increased land will not in itself solve the agrarian
problem. Indeed t if this is conceived as the sole measure to be
adopted) it could very well threaten 'technical progress) l H leaving
peasants severely disappointed even after all their demands had been
met. Finally and above all, the stage of development reached bJ the
peasanEs today means that they can hardly be considered the 'bearers~

or 'pillars' of agrarian policy; rather they must remain essentially the
~objects' of such a policy. In view of all this, any party seeking to
carry out that reform by the legal route is not to be envied its task.

In contrast to aU this~ the government has so far merely agreed to
the remission of redemption payments, to the extension (by new cap
ital of 30 millions) of the activities of the rural bank for the transfer
of manorial land into the hands of the peasants, and finally, in fairly
vague terms, to initiate an agrarian refonn that is to 'unite) the inter

ests of the estate owners with those of the peasants. Despite an the
'committees' of recent years it is questionable whether the govern
ment has even the most general notions as to how this might be
achieved. The question which will become one of prime and crucial
importance) however, is how the government on the one hand and
the peasants on the other will come to terms with the legal nght of
every peasant 10 demand the allocation of his share as private propertyr
once redemption payments have been abolished.

The paths of the social reformist, liberal democrats in Russia are
filled with renunciation. In the light both of their own understanding
of their duty and of considerations determined by the demagogic

I-l Particulul)' in the regions exporting grain, the opttatjmlaJ problem produ(;ed by the
shortness of the growing season is 4uite unaffected by any specifically peasanr policies.
The decline of th.e }ustar#> and the domestic industry of the peasants as a result of
capitalism and the satisfaction of needs in a mone}' economy djrectly affe<:t vilal issues
in peasant fa rms~ on this point the •Populists' are quite correct.

n A pea!ianl who was also engaged in a cottage indust'1'-
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conduct of the old regime) they have no choice but to demand univer
sal and equaJ suffrage unconditionally. Yet their own ideas could
probably only achieve political influence if elections were held on a
similar basis to the election of the zemstvo. Their duty requires them
10 join the support for a programme of agrarian reform which, in all
probability) will greatly strengthen the essentially archaic communism
of the peasants rather than voluntaristic socialism with all its eco
nomic and technical 'progress'. That programme will also promote
me 'ethicaP equalisation of life-chances as the economic practice and
outlook of the masses rather than the economic selection of those
who are ~commercially) most effective, thereby necessarily slowing
down the development of the individualistic culture characteristic of
Western Europe which most of the liberals regard as inevitable. The
'sated' type of Gennan who cannot bear not to be on the side of the
'winning cause' (whichever it may he), his mind elated and his chest
puffed up with his qualities as a practitioner of Realpolitik, can only
look with pity on a movement like this. For the outward instruments
of power of these people are of course slight, as the extremist Social
Revolutionaries are constantly and scornfully pointing out. It is a fact
that no one knows where they would be today if the deaths of Plehve
and Grand Duke Sergei had not intimidated autocracy...7 The only
comparable weapon possessed by the liberals was the fact that the
officers would no~ in the long run, remain willing to act as the execu
tioners of the families from which they themselves came for the most

part. In fact the tactic recommended by the liberals has quite often
been effective, namely to face the troops unarmed rather than pro
voke them into fighting by the use of bombs and anned resistance, as
has repeatedly been done by a section of the Sodal Revolutionaries.
Admittedly~ this would ha,re tts limitations in dealing \Vim a deter ..
mined military leadership, and the insurrection in Moscow at the
present moment will do much to promote discipline in the army.
Apart from this there is another) specifically (bourgeois' instrument
of power which the Russian liberals do not, however~ hold in their
hands. If foreign financial powers had not indicated their own grave
concern, not in so many words but through their actions) the Mani
festo of 17 October4

P. would perhaps not have come into being at all

41 Plehve and Grand Duke Sergei ,l\leksandro\'ich were both assassinated bv tt:rrorists,
"" In the ~ ManifeslO of J 7 October 1905' Nicholas Jl pfop~d to widen th~ franchise

and to give parliament a role in legislation.
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or, if it had, would have been rescinded before long. Autocracy was
only affected by fear of the fury of the masses, of mutiny amongst
the troops and of the weakening effect on the authoritarian regime
of the defeat in the east, because these things were linked to its
dependence on the cool, hard hand of the banks and stock exchanges.
The position of politicians like \\Titte and Timiryazcv rests on this
fact. "'ben the Social Democratic newspaper l··iachalo49 described
Count "Vitte as an 'agent of the stock exchange' there was of course
a grain of truth in mis primitive idea. It is unlikely that Witte has any
definite con"ictions of any kind as far as the question of the constitu
tion and internal government are concerned. At any rate, his various
pronouncements on these matters flagrantly contradict one another
and he also now habitually dissociates himself from the alleged ~mis~

understandings) produced when statements attributed to him are
recounted by people who are beJond suspicion, even when they were
made during negotiations with party delegates, and not in confidential
conversations. His interest is essentially directed 3( economic policy.
Whatever else one may think of him, he has, for example, had the
lcourage' (as he would see it) to endure the equally strong detestation
of both the reactionary bureaucrats and the revolutionary 50 demo

crats for defending private property amongst the peasants~ just as he
is now attracting both the increased hatred of the Slavophiles and
the personal dislike of the Tsar (which is in fact aggravated by the
fact of his (indispensability'). There is not the slightest doubt that he
thinks along ~capitallse lines, as do liberals in the mould of Struve.
In place of Plehve's attemprs to govern with the masses (under
authoritarian leadership) against the middle classes, he would doubt
less be very glad to see an understanding reached with the propertied
classes against the masses. He, and perhaps he alone l is in a position
to sustain Russia's credit and currency at the present moment, and
he has certainly the will to do so. He is doubtless very well aware
that it is an absolute requirement of this policy that Russia be trans
fonned into a state under the ruk of law (Rechtsstaat) ""ith certain
constitutional guarantees~ and one may predict that, given the oppor
tunity to do so, he would conduct domestic policy accordingly, so as
to preserve Russia's position of financial power~ since this has been

of') 'The Beginning', an organ of the Russian Social D~moctaric Workers' Party_
511 In the original edifion the democrats were erroneouslv described as <reactionar'"" ,

rather tha.n 'revolutionary'.
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his Iifes work. Of course this is linked with the idea that a liberal

regime which was to some extent 'sjncere' would also strengthen the
alliance vdth France politically. For \Vitte, however, and even morC
so for the Tsar and those around him, these motives for supporting
a liberal policy are not infinitely strong. The only question is how
large a burden these motives can be made to bear before they col
lapse, and before the notion of attempting a military dictatorship as
the precursor of some farm ofsham constitutionalism gains £he upper
hand. Naturally, this idea is entirely feasible in the immediate future.
Even if just a tenth of the officer corps and me troops remain at the
disposal of the government - and the fraction wouJd possibly be as
high as nine-tenths - a revolt by c\:en large numbers of people would
not matter. I The stock exchange greeted the first blood on the streets
of Ivloscow with a boom, and everything that has happened sint:::c
then has shown how greatly this fact has strengthened the confidence

of the forces of reaction and made Wine change his mind. Here, as
elsewhere, the economic emergency that is bound to result from the
terrible devastation of industry will paralyse the proletariat)s fighting
spirit once thdr political iHusions have been dashed. Despite every
thing, the foreign observer is bound to consider it very possible that,
for the time being, there wHi be a government which in practice will
preserve the power of centralist officialdom, since this is what is really
at stake. There is no doubt that the social powers which supported
the previous regime are already more powerfully organised than
appearances suggest. The chances of their resurgence were the
greatert the more the sectarian smaIJ-mindedness of the 'professional
socialists\ even when faced wilh the gangs of murderers and arsonists
employed by a body of police officials fighting for its life, directed
the main attack of their supporters against the 'rival' bourgeois demo
cratic parties whom they singled out for special abuse. However
understandable it nlay be from a 'human) point uf view, such behavi

our is completely ineffectual in political terms and destroys all
attempts to educate people in the ways of effective political action 
as we in Germany know only too welL Their triumphant reward ma)r

weB be to sec the forces of reaction gain the upper hand entirely) or
to watch broad sections of the propertied classes go over to the camp

I ·This. is shown h~' tne course of the \loscow uprising which is a' its heip:hr no\..·. Only
3" unfortunate European war would tinallj' smash 311rocra<;:y_
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of the ~moderate) parties. They will thus bave gained the right to

indulge in bombastic phrase-mongering for yet another generation
and - as is happening here - to enjoy the intoxicating thought that

'the world is fun of such dreadfuJly bad people'.

On 20 November the Part)' of Legal Order offered Count "Vine the
help of strike-breakers if the rhreatened walk-out of post and tele

graph workers were to take place. Such groups have he'en joined

partly by the moderates from the Duma and zemstvo, panly by the
bourgeoisie in the narrow sense (bankers and large industrialists),

and pardy by people who, like Krasovski, argued at the beginning of
the zemstvo congresses that no constitution could he achieved but
that they should demand legal guarantees of personal and press free
dom - \\ithout, admittcdiy~ being able to say what these freedoms
would mean in practice if a constitution did not exist. Besides reco
gnising the i\..1anifesro of 17 October, to which the old conservative
officials responded, notoriousJy, with the l"arnage of the Hlack I Iun
dreds and which they perhaps hoped to sahotage, these categories

share a more open indifference to reHgion. Otherwise the only defin
ite thing one can sa}' about ali of them is that they are ahsolutely in
favour of 'calm' and will assent to anything that will achieve this in
any way. The Petersburg ~ Union of Legal Order' supports Jewish

suffrage, 'so that they calm down'; after a long debate the voters with
the property franchise in Petcrsbu rg were in favour of Polish auto
nomy for the same reason; at other meetings of these voters it was
claimed that maintaining instruction in the 'law of God' (the

catechism) was indispensable tor the maintenance of order, and the
radical demand for the separation of state an d church was rejected.
Thus, in the end, they will all be content with any concc:ssions the
Tsar deigns to offer them. It is self-evident that their numbers would

soar rapidly under pressure from revo)ts amongst the peasants and

the soldierYJ the threat of a general strike and the prevailing put~chist

tendency amongst Social I )cmOCr3ts. Quite naturally, the gove rnmcnt
(and \Vitte especially) also hoped that anarchy would have this effect

and that, as ~,ritte put it, lsociety itself' would evcntuaJly demand the

restoration of order (and, we maJ be permitted to add, that scope
should be given CO the slogan, ~Enrichessez nJUsP) This is indeed what
happened. Naturally, howe\'t~r, this development took place at the cost
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of constitutional zemstvo democracy. Prince Dolgorukov observed, in

resigned tones, that the days of the zemstvo congresses were past.
The hour of the ideological gentry was indeed past, and the power

of material interests resumed its normal function. This process saw
the elimination on the left of idealism that was capable of thinking
politicallY1 and on the right the elimination of the moderate Sla\:o
philes whose aim was to extend the old self-governmtnt of the
zemstvos. Keither of these things would cause \Vine much pain. Yet,
in effect, Witte's wait-and-sec policy has probably served the interests
of others, or rather it is likely that he did not have it in his power to
do otherwise. Ess~ntiallYt the Court probably regards him as a mere
stop-gap who cannot be dispensed with at the moment because of
the impression he makes abroad, particularly on the stock exchanges,
and on account of his intelJigence. For there has probably never been
any doubt about the attitude of those elements in the government
who are dose to the Court. It is true that in some cases senior admin~
istrative officials were disciplined in those areas where the police took
the initiative in organlStng the civil war after receiving seemingly quite
genuine and wholly uncontested reports. Action was taken against
them because of what people abroad might think, out the effect was
'to kick them upstairs' (as happened to our Prussian ~canal rebe1s'),51

Yet Count W'itte made no serious effort, or perhaps was unable to
make any, to crush the ruthless obstruction by provincial officialdom
which has not the slightest intention at present of believing that a
constitutional regime will survive for long. It is understandable, but
perhaps not quite accurate, that the liberals should feel there was a
lack of 'honesty' in this - <a rogue gives more than he has' - yet the

obstacle lies at a higher level. Numerous measures by the Ministry
of the Interior which were reported in the newspapers could have no
other effict than alternatelJ to indte the masses and then demonstrat
ively to let go of the reins l until the Red Terror had intensified to

the point where the time was ripe for the White Terror. It is not
credible that this poHcy stemmed exclusively from weakness and con
fusion. What was wanted was 'revenge for 17 October'. There is no
doubt that if the unrest was prolonged any further, the perhaps quite
intentional and inevitable consequence of this would be to discredit

.; I An incident in [899 in Prussia when t\\·~nty provim:ial officials protested against a
plan of the Kaiser)!) to build <l. (:anal. They were paid off bur many were later re
employed jn higher POSltioR5.
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all emancipatory movements, and above all the bourgeols
constitutional, anti-centralist liberalism which for decades has been
hated equally by the reactionary and the rationalist state bureaucracy
because of its importance for public opinion and because of its posi
tion in the self-governing bodies. If total anarchy set in for a while
there would doubtless be even less hope for this type of liberalism
than under the recrudescence of autocratic rule, the precursor of
which, given prevailing conditions, would be a period of anarchy.

It is certainty correct that the congenital folly, not only of all radical
politics, as some have said, but of an ideologically oriented politics
of any kind, is the ability to 'miss opportunities'. \\'ben Vincke once
refused to negotiate privately with the ministers of the 'New Era' in
Prussia on the army bin that was to be introduced, on the grounds
that this was not morally pennissible for a representative of the
people, and again in 1893, when the Liberals were a fraction of an
hour too late in taking a decision which they did nevertheless take
after the Reichstag had been dissolved - in both instances it was a
fatefuJ turning-point for the cause of liberalism. One tends to aSsume
that a similar accusation can be levelled at the Russian liberals,
judged from the standpoint of their own party policy; indeed some
statements by Witte directlJ invite such a judgement. This was my
prima facie impression in the autumn too. But the more closely one
considers the situation, the more one is forced to suppose that the
liberal politicians judged what was awaiting them more accurately
than those remarks by Count \\titte. In hoth the examples cited above
the negotiations in question were undoubtedly ~sincere]y' inlended.
In the present instance, however! absolutely no opportunity has been
offered even to the 'most moderate' constitutional zemsrvo liberalism,
and it was therefore simply not in its power to alter the course of
fate (just as it was not in Bcnnigscn's power in 1877 when he declined
to enter Bismarck)s ministry for better reasons than our historians
usually assume).52 Just as Louis XVI did not want, on any account,
to be 'saved' by Lafayette of all people, nothing seems more certain
than that Court circles and officialdom would rather make a pact
with the devil than with l.cmstvo liberalism. Political antagonisms

J2 Iknnlgsen refused Bismard's oftt-r to :1ppoint him as his Deputy and PrUS5tan M\"is
ter of the Interior in 1877. Bismarck could not accept Bennigsen's demand that two
addjtional POSlS in the Prossiall Ministn' should be held by National LiberaJs.. .
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within the same sodal stratum or between rival social strata are, after

all, often the most keenly felt.
The furthest the government has gone towards 'meeting) the lib-

erals was Count \\litre's invitation to the l\1oscow uprava to send
representatives of the zemstvo party to him for consultations. Their
discussions took place on 27 October (old style) bet\\'een Witte and
the delegates Golovin, Prince L ~vov and Kokoshkin. The crucial dif~

ference of opinion remaining between them at that time was that
Count Witte wanted it left to the Imperial Duma) augmented by
representatives of the working class, to carry out the introduction of
a universal~ equal and sel:ret franchise) for which he gave an express

assurance of his co-operation, whereas the delegates insisred thar a
Constituent Duma be convcned on the basis of that franchise, as this
was the only way public order could be secured. Yer underlying this
ostensible difference, quite apart from the old distrust of the zemstvo

people, was a set of historical circumstances clearly inimical to ml)l

under~tanding,namely the fact that' rn:puv5J was still in possession of
his powers; that he was later replaced by Durnovo,5-l whom respected

individuals had accused in open letters to the press (ciring the
instances in detail) of taking muncy ~e"en in small sums' (of

12-15,000 roubles) for favours; that he was still in post; and that the
demand for a precise declaration of the Manifesto of 17 October in
a strictly constitutional sense was not met. Under these circumstances

\\litte's assurance that he ~felt closest' to the constitutional
democratic zemstvo party could not possibly command sufficient cre
dence, particularly after his lconfidentiaJ memorandum) of 1899) in

which he had stressed the incompatibility of the zemstvos with auto

cracy, thereby thwarting the general application of the zemstvo system
which had heen intended. Above aU) despite the fact that Russia)s
situation ~cries out' for a (staresman~~ the dynastic ambitions of 'per
sonal rule) leave as little room for a great reformer there, even if one

could be found, as they do elsewhere (in Germany, for example).
For the present this much seems certain: ne,rer for a single moment

has the Tsar intended to reach a truly lasting and sincere understand
ing with these men, whom he described in the most unparliamentary

~ J D. F. T repo\' ([ 8S5- r906). Gener;ll (SoH:mor of SI Pete rshu rg and deputy In lerior
Minister in 1905-

~~ L 1'\. Durno."o (18300--1903). lnter;or fvlinister ]889-95. Chairman (lfthe ConunlfTee
of Mlnlsters 1895-) 9°3.
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language just six months ago. If this (factor~ is included as an ~abso]utc

given' in any calculations, then it is undoubtedly true that Russia is
not 'ready' for sincere constitutional reform - but in this case the
fault does not lie with the liberals_ One is bound to reach the conclu
sion that, under these circumstances, it made no po)jrical sense at all
for the zcmstvo people to belie'Ve that -any understanding favourable
to liberalism could be reached with the government unless quite
different guarantees were forthcoming. Its proponents cou1d do no
more than 'keep their shield brighf once they had completed their
~mlssion'·';5 as far as the present moment allowed. It is quite possible)
although not certain, that they must resign themselves for the imme
diate future to the thought that the movement of ztmstvo liberalism
has perhaps been 'consigned to history' for the time being, at least
in the form it has taken hitherto, briUlant though it was in its way
and although it was something of which Russia could be just as proud
as we Germans are of the Frankfurt Parliament. This would probably
be better for its future than a 'f\·1arch J\linisrry'.56 Only in this way
can 'ideo~ogical' liberalism remain a ~force in the realm of ideas,
beyond the reach of outward coercion, and only in this way does it
seem possib'e to restore the recently destroyed unity between 'bour
geois' intellectuaJs, whose power rests on property, broad education
and politicai experience) and (he 'proletaroid' intdJecruals, whose
importance rests on their numbers, their close contact with the
'masses' and their ruthless fighting spirit. This may happen once
the proletarian inlellectuals have been taught by the disappointments
which await them to stop underestimating the real importance of the
'bourgeois' element~ however much antipathy they may feel towards
it on emotional grounds. The further development of capitalism will
ensure the decay of 'populist' romanticism. There is no doubt that
Marxism will generally take its place. But the work that needs to be
done on the enormous and fundamental problem of agriculture
simply cannot be carried out with the intellectual tools of !\1arxism,
and it is precisely this problem which could re-unite these two strata
of the ~inte1ligentsia'. It can dearl)' only be solved by the organs of
self-government, and for this very reason it seems vitally important

s~ 'Mission) is in EngJish,
.HI The King of Prus~!a's replacemen1 of a Coru;en'ative minister by a Liberal In M~rch

J848 WOlS a compromise with the middJe class which nevertheless presented the
Crownts prerogall\'t: of an absolute "'eto.
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for liberalism to understand that its vocation still lies with the struggle
against both bureaucratic and Jacobin centralismt and in working to
spread the old, fundamental, individualist notion of 'inalienable

human rights' amongst the masses, rights which have come to seem
as ~trivial' to us in Western Europe as black bread is to a man who

has enough to eat.
These axioms of ~naturai justice' neither provide unambigulJus

instructions for a social and economic programmeJ nor are they them
sdves produced sole~y and unambiguously by any conditions, least of

all b)' 'modern' ones.
The opposite is the case. Just as the fight for such 'individualise

values has to take account of the ~material' conditions of the sur
rounding world at every tum, equally the ~reaJjsationJ of such vaJues
simply could not be left to ~cconomic development'. The outlook for
the chances of 'democraC)" and 'individualism' would be very poor
indeed ifwe had to rely for their de,;e!opment on the effects produced
by the 'laws) of material interests. These interests point as clearly as
can be in the opposite direction. The housing for the nw serftb>m57 is
ready evetjwhere: in America's 'benevolent feudalism', SB in Ger
many)s so-called ~we1fare pro\risions)) in the factory system in Russia,

and it is just waiting for certain conditions to make the masses 'com
pliant' enough to enter it once and for all - a slow-down in the tempo
of technical and economic 'progress', the victory of 'dividends' (Rente)
over 'profits' (Gewinn), together ""ith the exhaustion of the remaining
'free Jand and markets. At the same time, the growing complexity of
the economy, its partial takeover by the state or by municipalities, the
territorial size of nations, all these things create ever more paper-

~7 'Das Gekiiust' /iir die nffl(' fliin'gtdt' is one of the simpler instances of a complex and
not alw3}'s tralUparent metaphor ('Cehiiusi) employed repeatedl)' by Web~r through
out his writings, As the condition uf 'lliingteoit' ('serfdom) meant that l•.mfr~e peasants
belonged to the estate of a feudal lord who protecred them in rerum for their labour
on the land, it is most likel}' thal 'Geltiil~jl refers in this context ro the primirive
'housing' of the ~erfs. \Veber extends the sense of both tenns metaphoricall}'. ho~
ever, bj' transferring them fO tht> modern l:onteXf where the individual worker gi....es
up his freedom when he 'moves in' to the protecti·..e <housing' of welfare provisions
llnd factory labour.

~~ """eber is probably referring to 1'. Vehlen, The ThrorJ' vIBusin(Ss E71ltrpn'sr (New \:.'ork,
19°+), p. J 16, whot in turn, is referring to W. J. Ghent, Our Ben(tVJlmt Feudal;sm
(New York :iI nd London, (902). Veblen is discussing the" trend towards the separanon
of the ownership of property and the managemenr of the buslness enterprise, VebJen
merely says that this gives 'a superficial resemblance to the feudaJ system'.
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work, further division and specialisation oflabour and specialist train
ing for administrators, in other words: a caste. Those American
workers who were opposed to the Civil Service Reform knew what
they were doing. They preferred to be governed by upstarts of dubi
ous morality rather than by a body of mandarins with a patent of
office; but their protest was in vain.

In view of all this, those people who live in constant fear that the
future will hold too much 'democracy' and 'individualism' and too
little 'authority', 'aristocracy' and ~respect for office' Of such 1ike~

really should put their minds at rest. The world will see to it, only
too certainly, that the trees of democratic individualism will not grow
up into the heavens.59 All our experiences teach us that 'history' is
unremitting in spawning ever new 'aristocracies' and 'authorities' to
which anyone can ding jf he feels he (or the ~peopJe') needs to do
so. If the only things that mattered were 'materiaJ' conditions and the
constellations of interest directly or indirectly ~created' by themt any
sober observer would be bound to conclude that all economic auguries
point in the direction of a growing loss of freedom. It is quite ridicu
lous to attribute to todayts high capitalism, as it exists in America and
is being imported into Russia, to this 'inevitability' of our economic
developmen4 any 'elective affinity'60 with ~democracy' or indeed
'freedom' (in any sense of the word), when the only question one can
ask is how all these things can 'possibli survive at all in the long run
under the rule of capitalism. They are in fact only possible if they
are supported by the permanent l determined will of a nation not to
be governed like a flock of sheep. We are 'individualists' and partisans
of 'democratic' institutions 'against the tide' of material constella
tions. Anyone who wishes to be the weather-vane of a 'developmental
trend' should abandon these old-fashioned ideals as quickJy as pos
sible. The genesis of modern 'freetlom' presupposed certain unique,
never-to-be-repeated historical constellations. Let us list the most
important of these. Firstly, t:x"pansion overseas~ this wind from across
the seas blew through Cromwell's annies, through the French Con~

stituent Assembly, and still blows today through our entire economic

~'1 4£$ iSI daftr gtsQrgt. 114ft a£( Biiumt nidll in den Himm.el lVad,srn'~ a saying of Luther
adopted hy Goethe as a mono for part 3 of his autobiography, Dichtung und Wah,.heit.

{,O This was a term used in chemistry during the nineteenth centu ry to des.cribe the
propensity of certain (:hemicals to interact. Goethe used it as the riue of hjs novel
Dit Wahlvnw4ndtsdraftm.
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life. But now there is no new part of the world avai'abJe. As in late
antiquity, the main areas into which the population of Western cul
ture is advancing unstoppably are great inland tracts, on the continent
of America on the one hand and in Russia an the other - flat, mono
tonous spaces favourable to a schematic approach to life. Secondly,
the peculiar economic and sucial structure of the (early capitalisf
epoch in \Vestem Europe,J and thirdly the conquest of life by science)
the ~coming-to-selfof Mind'.&2 But the work of ordering our outward
lives rationaUy has now been done, at least ~jn principle', and doubt
less after countless \ralues) have been destroyed. The universal effect
produced by the conditions of commercial life today is to make our
outward lives unifonn by 'standardising' production. Today 'science'
(WiSSttl5Cho/t) as such no longer creates a 'universal personaJityl.
Finally, the specific ~ethica]' character and ~cultural values' of modem
man have been moulded by certain ideal notions of value which grew
out of a particular set of rcligjous ideas rooted in a concrete historical
epoch, in conjunction with numerouS other, equally specific, political
constellations and the material preconditions nlentioned above. One
merely has to ask whether any material development, and particularly
that of advanced capitalism today, is inherently capable of preserving
these unique historical conditions or even of re-creating them, to
know the answer immediarely. It is not at all likely that taking the
economy into social control (Vergesellschafiung) as such \\'m necessarily
bring about either the development of 'free J personalities or of 'altru
istic~ ideals. Do we find the s~eds of anything like this in those people
who, as they see it, are to be carried inevitably to victory by 'material
developments? ~Correct~ Social Democracy is drilling the masses in

intellectual parade~marching, directing their gaze, not to the paradise
beyond (which, under the Puritans, performed very creditable ser
vices on behalf of 'freedom' in this world (yo») but towards paradise
on earth) and turning this into a kind of vaccination against those

J A number of important features of earl)' capitalism have been aptly characterised b~'

Sombart.1>1 Such things as 'conclusive or 'final' historicaJ concepts simpl~' do not exist.
HCtwcver. J refuse to 1010 in with the vanit), of todar's "-Titers who uke the same
attitude to another person's ttnnjnolo~' as they .....ould to that person's toothbrush.

6J W. Sombert, Dcr rnotUmt KapitalismllS, ,,,oJ. [ (Leipzig, I9Gz) pp. 7rf. and pp..P3 fT,
f,2 <The development of Mind lies in the fact (hat its going rOM and separation consti

niles its coming to itself. The being-at-home~with. self. or co-rning-w-self of Mjnd
trul)' be described as its complete and highest end 1

t G. W, F. Hegel, L~dUrtI QT1 the
History' of Philosaplry. vo-l. [, translated by E, S. Haldane (London, I892)l p. 23.
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with vested interests in the prevailing order. It accustoms its pupils

to submit to dogmas and party authorities, to the fruitless spectacles
of mass strikes and to take inactive pleasure in the roarS of rage

from their prebendaries in the press, an enervating show which their
opponents regard as being as harmless as it is laughable. It accustoms
its followers, in other words, to a 'hysterical enjO}TIlent of emotion'
which displaces, and replaces1 economic and political thought and

action. The only thing which can grow on this barren soil, once the

movcmenfs 'eschatological epoch' has passed, and generation after
generation have clenched their fists in their pockets or bared their
teeth at me heavens} is intellectual stultification.

Yet time presses, and we 'must work while it is still day,.nJ An
'inalienable' sphere of freedom and personalit}, must be won now for
the individual who belongs to the great masses and who is thrown
entirelJ on his OY"11 resources - now, in the course of the next few
generations, while the economic and intellectual ~revolutionl, the
much despised 'anarchy of production)(,4 and equally despised 'sub

jectivism' arc still at their height~ since they, and only th~}', make it
possible for the individual to attain these things. Once the world has
become 'fully' developed economically and 'sated' intellectually~these
spheres may perhaps never be conquered for the ordinary indivjdual,
at least as far as our weak eyes can see inro the impenetrable mists
of mankind's future.

No matter how severe her reverses in the immediate future prove
to he, Russia is nc,rertheless irrevocably joining the trajectory of a

spt:dfically European development. The powerful influx of \\'estern
ideas is breaking down patriarchal and communist conservatism6:i

there, just as a reverse process is at work in the LTnite-d States where
the mighty influx of Europeans and partil:u]arly of people from East~

ern Europe is breaching the old democratic traditions. In both cases
this is happening in concert with the powers of capita lism. As a later

account may demonstrate more fuHy~ there are certain respects in

which~ despite enormous differenccs l the economic peculiarity of
capitalist devdopment in the (WO 'communicating) reservoirs of popu-

(oj .l\n approximate quotation from John (), 4: 'I must work the wor~s of him mal sent
me while it is day: the night cometh .,.,·hm no man can work.'

M ',1\narchy of production' is a phrase taken from Karl J\hn:, Das Kapiful. \'01. (Berlin.
197 J), p. 502 and pUHim.

05 Here Weber is referring to the tmdltional agrarian communism of the peasants,
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lation is nevertheless comparable. In particular) it is inevitable that
both should lack tics to ~history), something which works together
with the ~continentaP character of their almost limitless geographical
territories. Even more important is the fact that a great deal depends
on both developments; in a certain sense they are indeed perhaps
the ~]ast) opportunities to build 'free) cultures lfrom the bottom up).
'Thousands of years had to pass before you entered life, and thou
sands more years wait in silence for what you will do with this life
of your~)66 - these words which Carlyle~ a passionate believer in
personality, wanted to cry: out to every new individual can be applied
equally and without exaggeration to the current situation in the
United States and to that of Russia, partly as it is now and partJy a~

it is likely to be after one more generation. This is whJ, regardless
of all differences of national charac{er and (let us admit it openly)
probably also many differences of national interest, we cannor fail to

be profoundly moved and affected as we watch the Russian struggle
for liberation and the bearers of that struggle) whatever 'direction'
and 'class) they ma~1 belong to.

The system of sham constitutionalism that is about to be intro
duced will in itself ensure that their work has not been in vain. For
as far as the negative aspect of the problem is concerned, the view of
the ldevelopmental theoreticians' ",ill prove correct. In an probability,
Russian autocr3C)', as it has existed until now) that is the centralist
police bureaucracy) will have no choice but to dig its own grave,
particularly if it now defeats its hated opponents. As far as its interest
in self-preservation is concerned, there can be no such thing as
'enlightened) despotism. Yet for the sake of the prestige that is indis
pensable to it, it is obliged to join hands with precisely those economic
powers which, under Russian conditions, are the bearers of irresistible
'enlightenment' ~ and decomposition. Struve and others appear to
be right in saying that Russian autocracy is incapabJc of attempting
to solve any of the gTeat social problems without injuring itself fatall)'
in the process.

By the time they appear in priot) these lines will probably already
be out of date. No one knows today what will then remain of the
liberals' hopes that the foundations will be laid now for a libertarian
refonn that win break the hold of bureaucratic centra]isffi t nor how

!.t, Weber is probabl~' quoting from memory:. "The source cannot ~ found.
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man)' of these hopes will simply have disappeared into thin air like a
mirage. This latter possibility need not take the form of an undis
guised restoration of the old order. Rather, it is fairly certain that
something like a 'constitution' will be created or preserved, along
with greater latitude for the press and personal freedom of mo\rement.
Even the most convinced advocates of the old regime have probably
realised that the bureaucracy will itself be reduced to stumbling in

the dark if it blocks up every door and window. The experiences of
others elsewhere could lead them to hope that a show of constitution
alism' in combination with some tonn of economically oriented
~policy of national solidarit~/,67 could offer a much more suitable and
effective tool \Vidt which to defend their position of power than crude,
so-called 'autocracy'. At any rate one inevitable result of this would
be a certain increase in freedom of mO\lement~ which does at least
have some importance to modem people who have lived under a

dictatorial regime notorious f(}T ha"ing driven members of proverbi
ally 'peaceable' sections of the population onw the streets in violent
rage, where they then shot down, not one of the ~great', but any poor
policeman they happened to find. In the process, however ~ the people
with the most character and independence amongst the social refonn
ist bourgeois intelligentsia would of course be pushed to the political
sidelines, both personally and as far as their programme is concerned.
In this respect the bureaucracy of the autocratic regime would indeed
reap even now the fruits of the demagogic policies it has pursued for
years, cultivating capitalism on the one hand while on the other hand
suppressing any orderly development of bourgeois independence and
playing the social classes off against one another. For t()tun it would
perhaps be difficult to invohre liberal intellectuals in any constitu
tional, anti-centralist reform designed to last or to satisfy anybody,
even if the monarch himself were to feel the vocation and inclination
to play the role of liberal reformer. It is quite unlikely that a group

so hated by the bureaucracy would be allowed to lay down the law.
But it is equall)' true that <1 "ictory for those with vested interests in
bureaucratic power, which, as things standJ nom strikes the outside
obsenrer not mere1J as possible hut as very' likely (even if it takes
place under constitutional forms), would not be the last word on the

117 The Sammltmgspcdilik to whkh \\.'eber refers was the polity formulated b}' Miquel in
1897 'whlch aimed to srop the advance of the Social Democrats by creating an alliance
of agrarian and indu.!ltrial interests that would he able to dominate {he Relchstag.
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sUb;ect in Russia, just as the erstwhile Prussian Landratskammer was
not the last word here. Ml No matter how pliable the 'popular assembly'

produced by the elections is, it will mean nothing. Jt will simply feed

the hatred felt by every peasant throughout the vast empire towards
the chinovniki, (j9 even jf the silence of the graveyard descends on the

whole country. For, whatever happens, it is unlikely that the events,
promises and hopes of the last year will be forgotten. The movement
win come to life again \vhcne"'er this tightrope-walking machinery of
state shows a moment of weakness. Despire the apparent refinement
of its technique of government, the horrifying poverty of ~spirit'

exhibited in public by this supposedly strong regime is bound to stick

very finnly in the minds of the broad mass of the population. Yet,
for the sake of its own sccurit)', the present system cannot make
fundamental changes to its method of government either. Its political
tradirions~ too, oblige it to permit the continued operation of the

political forces ~ bureaucratisation of the administration and police

demagogy - which are bringing about its own decomposition
J

and
constantly driving its c(;onomic aJJy) the propertied dasses

t
onto the

side of irs opponents. But the illusions and the nimbus with which it
surrounded itself and which once obscured this development have
now been utterly dispelled. After all that has taken place between dIe
Tsar and his subjects t it will he difficult for the system not ~to lose
face) and to start the old game over again in some new varianf. There

are now far too many who have seen its nakedness and who are
bound to ten it to its face l with a smile t 'Conjurer! You will summon
up no more spirits'.70

~ Landrtll$kammt!r was the namt- b",'en to the Prusslan House of Deputies during the
era of .\1anteuffel, I8SD-i), in which manr sears were taken b,' offici:lUv {,n'oured
provincia.l supcri.ntendent<.s. - J.

6" A derogatol"}' teon for oft'idah:.

7" Friedrich Sch iUer t Ikr G<isteruhl't, Sdmtlicht Jt'ertt', YO!. LJ (5 t\I [tgartlHer!iu, 1905),
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The dis~ussion (in Die Frau) I about the meaning and purpose (Sinn)
of our war could perhaps be augmented by placing more emphasis
on a point, the importance of which you in particular will readily
appreciate, namely our responsibility befOre history - I ca.n only put it
in these rather pathetic terms. The facts themselves are plain enough.

Any numerically 'large' nation organised as a Afachts/tull finds that,
thanks to these very characterisdcs, it is confronted by tasks of a quite
different order from those devolving on other nations such as the
Swiss) the Danes, the Dutch or the Norwegians. There is of course
a world of difference bel1.\'een this: assertion and the view that a people
wnich is 'small' in numbers and in tenns of power is thereby less
'valuable' or less 'importane before the forum of history. Jt is simply
that such nations, by their very nature, have different obligations
and therefort other cultural possibilities. You are familiar ",ith Jakob
Burckhardt's arguments, which have caused so much astonishment,
about the diabolical nature of power.2 In fact this evaluatiun is a
wholly consistent one, when considered from the standpoint of those
cultural values which nave been entrusted to a people, such as the

Swiss~ who are not able to hear the armour of great military states
and who therefore have no historical obligation so to do. ¥ie too have
every reason to be grateful for the fact that a hranch of the German

1 'Zwischen zwei Gesetzen' appeilretl in Dit Fra~- .llonatsclrrift jiir das gesamle Fraunrkhcn
unstrcr Zdt t FebTu'" ry J9l6. Tht: pi tel.: wa!> an'open letter' w the editor of the journal.
The title may not have been \Veber's own,

2 'Now power IS {If its nature ev1~, whoe\'er w-.elds il" J- n... rckhartlr (18 I 8-<)7), Rd/afif}!H
tJn Hisl{Jry {Indianapolis, 1979), p. I ~9.
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race (tin Deutschtum) exists outside the boundaries of the nationaJ
Machls/lUlt. Only communities which renounce political power are
able to provide the soil on which other virtues may flourish: not onl)'
the simple, bourgeois virtues (Burgertugenden) of citizenship and true
democracy, which has never ye. been realised in any great MachJstaatt

but also much more intimate and yet eternal values, including artistic
ones. As true a German as Gottfried Keller3 would never have

become the quite particular t unique phenomenon he waSt had he
lived ",ithin a military encampment such as our state is obliged to be.

Conversely, the demands placed on a people organised as a MlUhl
staal are inescapable. Future generations, and particularly our own
successors, would not hold the Danes, the Swiss, the Dutch or the
Norwegians responsible if world power ~ which in the last analysis
means the power to detennine the character of culture in the future 
were to be shared out, without a struggle, between the regulations of
Russian officials on the one hand and the conventions of English
speaking 'society~4 on the other, with perhaps a dash of Latin raison
thrown in. They would hotd us responsible, and quite rightly so~ for
we are a MMhtstaat and can therefore, in contrast to those (small'
nations, throw our weight inco the balance on this historical issue.
That is why we, and not they~ have the accursed duty and obligation
to history and to the future to resist the inundation of the entire
world by those two powers. Ifwe were to refuse this duty~ the Gennan
Reich would have proved to be an expensive and vain luxury, injuri
ous to culture, a luxury which we ought not to have allowed ourselves
and which we should get rid of as soon as possible by reshaping our
state on the Swiss modeJ,' dissohing it into small, politically impotent
cantons, possibly with provincial courts well disposed to the arts.
Then we should wait and see just how long our neighbours would
penni! us to continue cultivating at OUf leisure those cultural values
of a small nation which were supposed to provide the meaning and
purpose (Sinn) of our existence for ever morC. It w()U)d be a grave
error, however, to suppose that a political entity like the German
Reich could simply decide l rolunJari~y, to embrace a pacifist policy
of the kind adopted, say, in Switzerland, limiting itself, in other

~ Gottfried KelJer (18 Jlj-fJo), Swiss \Hller.
~ Weber uses the English word.
:; ·Verschweizerung', the term used hy Weber, has a condescending £one, suggesting a

reduction nor only of scale but of importance.
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words, to the maintenance of a sturdy militia to counter any violation
of its borders. In principle at least, a political formation like Switzer
land is not an obstacle to anyone's plans for political power - aJthough
she too would immediately be exposed to Italian ambitions for
annexation if we were to be defeated. This results both from her
powerlessness and her geographical situation. The very existence of
a great power like Gemlany, however, is an obstacle in the path of
other MlUhtstaatent particularly of Russia with its peasants, hungry
for land because of the lack of culture6 there, and the power interests
of the Russian state church and bureaucracy. It is absolutely imposs
ible to conceive of any means whereby this state of affairs could have

been altered. Of all the great powers, Austria was surely the one least
affected by the urge to expand, and yet precisely because ofthis it was
the most threatened - something that is all too easily overlooked.
Our only choice was either (0 thrust our hands into the spokes of
the wbeel ofhistory at the last possible moment before the destruction
of Austria, or to stand by and watch this happen - and to allow
ourselves to be crushed under the same wheel a few years later. And
this is how things will remain in the future unless the Russian drive
for expansion can be diverted in some other direction. That is fate,
and no amount of pacifist talk will alter the fact. It is equally clear
thatt even jf we wanted to) we could never again draw back, without
disgrtuc, from the choice we made when we created the Reich t nor
from the duties we assumed when we did so.

The pacifism of American 'ladies' (of both sexes) is truly me worst
cane ever to have been proclaimed - quite naively - from any tea
tablet combined as it is with the pharisaical attitude of the pantsite

who is making good profits from supplying war materials towards the,
barbarians in the trenches. The Swiss too, with their anti-min';arist
lneutrality' and their rejection of the MathtstlUlf, exhibit on occasion
a fair measure of pharisaical incomprehension of the tragic historical
obligations incumbent on any nation organised as a Machtstaat.
Neverthelesst we still remain objective enough to recognise the quite
genuine kernel in their position; at the same time~ however, it is one
which. we, a.s Germans living within the Reich) cannot adopt because
of our particular fate.

6 Kt41tur is used heret as it was in the 'The Nation Scare and Economic Policy' (p. 5
above). to include technkal and agrk ulturgl progress.

7 Weber uses the English word.
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The New Testament, however, should either be Jeft out of such
discussions entirely or it must be taken urious{y. In this case one
has to be as consistent as Tolsloy. Nothing less will do. Anyone
who has even a penny of investment income which others have to
pay directly or Indirectly, anyone who owns any durable goods or
consumes any commodity produced not by his own swear but by
that of others t lives off the operation of that loveless and unpitying
economic struggle for existence which bourgeois phraseology desig
nates as 'peaceful cultural work'. This is just another form of
man~s struggle with man, one in which not miJIions but hundreds
of millions of people) year after year) waste away in body or soul,
sink without trace, or lead an existence truly much more bereft
of any recognisable ~meaning' (Sinn) than the comminnent of
everybody (including women, for they too are ~tighting' the war if
they do their duty) to the cause of honour, which means, simply~

commitment to the historical obligations imposed on one's own
nation by fate. The position of f:he Gospels is absolutely unambigu
ous on the decisive points. They are in opposition not just to war,
of which they make no specific mention, but ultimately to each
and every law of the social world, if this seeks to be a place of
worldly 'culture', one devoted to the beautyt dignity, honour and
greatness of man as a creature of this earth. Anyone unwilling to
go rhis far - and Tolstoy only did so as death was approaching 
should know that he is bound by the laws of this earthly world I

and that these include, fOT the foreseeable future~ the possibility
and inevitability of wars fought for power t and that he can only
fulfil the 'demand of the day' t

8 whatever it may bel within the
limits of these laws. This demand was and is different for Germans
living in Gennany from that which is placed on Germans living
in Switzerland, say_ And sO it will remain, for everything that
shares in the goods of the .#a(;htstaat is inextricably enmeshed in
the Jaw of the 'power pragrna l that governs aU politicaJ history.

That old sober empiricist, John Stuart Mm~ once said that, simply
on the basis of experience, no one would ever arrive at the existence
of one god - and, it seems to me, certainly not a god of goodness 
hut at polytheism.9 Indeed anyone living in the 'world' (in the

lo: .0\0 a\tusion to J. W. Goethe, ..Haximen U'1d Reflexiontt1, ~o 442~3 Nleimar. 1907).
<j Weber is referring to J. S. Mill TJrrte Es.tu.f$ on Rtligion. first pubJished jn J874 and

translated into German in ]875. These essays can be found in the C<Jllmed Worh of
John Stuart Mill, vol 10. cd. j. M. Robson (T{1ronto and Landon, 1969).
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Christian sense of the word) can on1J feel himself subject to the
struggle between multiple sets ofvalues, each of which) viewed separ
ately, seemS to impose an obligation on him. He has to choose which

of these gods he will and should serve, or when he should serve the
one and when the other. But at all times he will find himself engaged
in a fight against one or other of the gods of this world, and above
all he will always find that he js far from the God of Christianity 
or at least from the God proclaimed in the Sermon on the l\t1ount.



Suffrage and Democracy in Germany1

The complex and many-faceted problem of democracy will be dealt
with in this paper only as it affects the situation at the present moment
here in Germany. We shaH go straight into the topic without further

ado and without reflections of a generaJ kind.
As is generally known J the present franchise for elections to the

Reichstag was introduced by Bismarck for purely demagogic reasons
in his famous ultimatum to the Frankfurt Federal Diet when he cham
pioned this principle in the face of grave reservations from the liberals
ofthe time. His motives had to do partly with foreign policy objectives,
and partly wim the domestic political aim of realising his Caesarist
ambitions in defiance of the (at that time) recalcitrant middle classes.
Admittedly~ his hopes that the masses would respond conservatively
were disappointed~ but the splitting of precisely those social strata
which are so characteristic of the structure of modern society into r"vo
classes existing in dose proximity and hence in hostility to one another
(the bourgeoisie and the proletariat) later made it possible (as Prince
HohenJohe observed) to e:\ll]oit the cowardice (I-lohenlohe called it
~timidity) ofthe bourgeoisie in the face of'democracyJ and thereby pre

serve the rule of the bureaucraq:.2 This cowardice is still having its

effects today. The fact that it was perfectly possible to be a democrat

1 WaltJr«ht und Demokrati{ in Dt'U(schlund (Be rlin-Schonebe rg) 19 r7). This was first
published jn brochure form as {he second in a series entitled 'Der deul:Sche Volksstaal.
Schriften ~ur lnneren PoUtik' ('German Democraq. Writings on domestk polilksl

2 A reference to a remark made h~' Prince Chlodwig zu Hohenloh~-Scl1il1ingsfUrstto
Bismarck in 1878 concernjng the draft of his anti -socialist JegisJation,
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and yet to reject LassaJle's.l enthusiium for that form offranchise under
me circumstances ofthe time, is evident, for example, from the position
taken by Eduard Bernstein" in his introduction to LassaUe)s writings.
Considered purely in terms of national politics (sta4fspolitisch) , one
could very well ask whether there was not some advantage for the
internal and external consolidation of the new Reich during the first
few decades of its existence in having voting arrangements which gave
rather more privileges to those sections ofsociety which were econom
ically and socially prominent and (at that rime) politically educated,
more or less along the lines of the previous franchise arrangements in
England. In particular l this might have made it easier to accustom

peopk to responsible participation in the work of parliament. We do
not wish to engage here in doctrinaire 'suffrage orthodoxy), but the
example of Austria under Count Taaffe shows that aU bourgeois
(burgerlich) parties kept in power solely by electoral privileges can no
longer leave the weapon of threatening equal suffrage in the hands of
officialdom, without this weapon being turned against those parties
whenever there is a serious threat to bureaucratic power interests. The
German middle-class parties would have experienced exactly the same
ching at Bismarck's hands if they had rejected equal suffrage. And the
example of Hungary teaches us that even where a politically astute
ruling nationality has the most powerful interests in opposing equal suf
frage chis will not pennanently prevent the competing political parties
of that nationality from using the slogan of equal suffrage in their
struggle with one another, thereby giving currency to the idea and ulti
mately leading to its introduction. It is not by chance mat political
opportunities keep presenting themselves at which the topic gets raised.
However things may be elsewhere, there can be no doubt that in Ger
many since Bismarck~s day no other form of suffrage can ever again
be the outcome of disputes about suffrage. Whereas other questions of
suffrage (e.g. proportional representation), although of great political
importance, are felt to be (technicalities\ the issue of equal suffrage is
felt, subjectively) to be such a purely political one that it must be settled
once and for all if we are to avoid sterile contlicts. This alone is crucial
as far as national politics arc concerned. Yet 4 August 19'4 and the

.1 f, Lassalle (1825--64), one of the founders of Gennan sodaJ democraC't' and of (he
b.bour movement

+. E. Bernstein (ISSo-J93Z), a Jeader of the ~revisionist' wing in German socialism.
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days that followed it also demonstrated that this form of suffrage will
prove its worth when put to a decisjve political test, provided people
understand how to gOvern with it and have the good will to do so. h
would function just as wen permanently if equal voting rights imposed
on the dected the responsibility ofpersons with a real rnare and !~Jl ift

the poWfr ofthe state. Democratic parties which share in gm.>emment are

bearers of nationalism everywhere.
It is only natural that nationalism should be spreading amongst the

masses in particular in an age that is becoming increasingly democratic
in the way it provides access to the goods ofnational culture, the bearer
of which is, after all, the language of the nation. Even the truly modest
measure of actual, and precarious) participation conceded to the rep
resentatives of radical democracy in Germany during the war was suf
ficient to persuade them to place themselves at the service of objective
(sachlich) national politics - in stark contrast to the plutocrats in the

Prussian Diet who could actually think of nothing better to do in the
third year of the war than to discuss a bill proposing the ennoblement of
warprojits. 5 Instead ofmakinga\"ailabJe new agricultural land in the east
ofGermany - and we cou~d supply the men for ten anny corps from new
peasant smallholdings - German soH was to be handed over) behind the
backs ofthe fighting army, to feed the vanity ofa new plutocracy grown
rich from the war, by creating on it fee-entailed estates for men ambi
tious to attain the patent of nobility. This fact alone is sufficient criti~

cism of the class-based franchise. tl

The inner untenability of this torm of franchise and of all those
which operate in a similar manner is in any case perfectly obvious.
If the Prussian three...c1ass structure were to remain in operation the
entire mass of the returning fighting men would find itself in the lowest
class, bereft of influence, whereas membership of the privileged
classes would faU to those who stayed at home - to those who had

~ Vleber had argued agains{ this proposal in hi~ article tOie ~obilitierung der Knegsg~
winne' (lrself the second part of 'Deutschlands auBere und PreuBens innere Politik'),
published In the Fradfurtet" Z(t'wng, f March 1917 and reprinted in Weber. Gesarnt
ausgabt IIS 1 pp. 206-14-

6 A reference to the dectoral system in operation for the Prussian House of Deputies
sinc~ J 8+9- This divided the e1ec{or;ue into three classes on the basi'S of the amount
of tax paid and diso1buted {he sulfrag-e acconllngly, with each d~s~ electing one third
of the delegates (Wahlmann") for each electoral districr. The intended result was to
favour the interests of fhose \lith property. Given the dominant position of PrusS'ia in
the Brmd(m~t relative to other states, this ;)Jrangement had imporfant consequences
for the politics of the Reich.
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meanwhile fallen heir to the jobs or clients of the fighting men) to
those who had grown rich in or through the war or who had at least
been spared by it, to those whose existing or newly acquired property
had been defended with the blood of the men who had fought in the
field and who had been politically dedassed by the war. Certainly,
poJitics is not an ethical business. But there does nevertheless exist
a certain minimum ofshame and obligation to behave decently which
cannot be violated with impunity, even in politics.

What other form of suffrage could replace this class-based one?
All manner of plural voting rights are very popular with the litterat
eurs. But which is it to be? Should people with families, say, be
privileged by granting them additional votes? The lowest strata of the
proletariat and peasants on the poorest soil) in fact aU strata with the
weakest economic prospects, marry earliest and have the greatest
number of children. Or should ~education' - the fondest dream of
the litterateurs - be the basis? There is no doubt that educational
difference is nowadays the most important difference giving rise to
true social {estates' (Stande), in contrast to the stratifYing effect of
possessions and economic function (which create differences of class).
If is essentially the social prestige of education that enables the
modem officer to assert his authority at the front or enables the
modem official to do so within the social community. lfowever much
one may regret the fact, differences of ~educarion'are one of the very
strongest social barriers which operate in a purely inward way. This
is particularly true of Germany, where almost all privileged positions
within and outside the public sen-ice are tied not only to a qualifica
tion in some specialised area of knowledge but also to 'general educa
tion' (Bildung)) an objective served by the entire school and university
system. All our examination diplomas attest above all to the facr that
an individual is in possession of this important attribute of social
status. Education could, then, be the basis for structuring the franch
ise. Bur which degree of education? Should political (maturity' be
anested by the university doctorate-factories or by the middle-school
leaving certificate, or perhaps by the certificate reducing military ser
vice to just one year?7 The numerical differences involved in each of
these cases would be enormous, and politically quite peculiar results

i During the war it was possible to leave school with a leaving certificate after completing
only part of the final course of study. prO'rided one voJunteered (or one year's ntiJit3I)'
~rvice.
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could flow from the third and numerically most significant option if
it were used as the basis of an entidement to multiple votes. Above
aU, however, we must ask whether further privileges ought really to
be given to the examination dipJoma to which the bulk of aU offices
are handed over in any case, and thus to the stratum, with aU its
social pretensions, that is qualified thereby. Should power over the
state be put in the hands of the certificated candidates for office
with their hunger for prebends) whose numbers now greatly exceed
demand thanks to competition amongst the universities for student
numbers and the social ambitions of parents for their children? What
does political 'maturity' have (0 do with a doctorate in physics or
philosophy or philology? Every entrepreneur or trade union leader,
men who are made acutely aware of the structure of the state every
day through their participation in the free fight for economic life,S
knows more about politics than a man for whom the state is simply
the payments..office from which, thanks to his educational qualifica..
tions, he receives a secure t pensionable income commensurate with
his social status.

Or should we introduce a 'middle-dass franchise' - one of the
favourite intellectual offspring of all short-sighted 'law and order
philistines' by privileging, say, the proprietors of 'independentt busi
nesses and the like. Quite apart from the fact that this too would put
those who stayed at hfmJe at an advantage over the fighting men, what
would it mean for the 'spirif of Gennan politics in the future?

At present, only three of the economic determinants of Germany's
future can be predicted with any certainty. Firsr1y~ there is a need
for economic work to be enormously intensified and rationalised - not
so as to make Gennan life rich and glittering, but simply in order to
make life al all possible for the masses in our country. In view of the
iron-hard spring that peace will bring us. it is a crime for the litterat
eurs, of whatever persuasion) to claim that the Gennan 'will to work)
is the nation)s original sin and to propose a more 'easy-going' way
of life as an ideal for the future. These are the parasitic itkab of a
stratum of prebendaries and rmtiers who have the impertinence to
judge the hard daily struggle of their fellow citizens who are engaged
in physical and mental work against standards dreamed up at their

II Weber ~s still using the Darwinian language of the Istruggle for existence' firsr found
in his inllugurallecture (p. 2 above).
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writing-desks. While these litterateurs may childishly imagine that
Germany will enjoy as a fruit of the war the 'blessing' of a return to
the contented work of the good old days, reality will look very differ
en£, as is clear from the second incontestable fact about the future t

namely that the war will bestow on us new rentiers with capital
amounting to 100,000 million marks. Even before the war the statist
ical rise in the relative numbers of pure rrotim had become worry
ingty Jarge in a nation dependent on its ability to compete with the
great working nations of me world. The citizens working in the eeo...
nomy will have to provide the unearned income for this enonnously
swollen stratum in society. In part, me transfonnarion is evident from
the growth of vast new paper fortunes, and partly from the way
existing fortunes are being transfonned by subscriptions to public
bonds. For what does it mean when someone with a fortune now
holds it in state securities in his bank deposit rather than in equities
(that is shares in private enterprises)? Fonnally speaking, he is a
~rentier in both cases, someone whose income the banks provide
when they snip off his dividend coupon. FonnerJYt however, when
his income was produced by share certificates, it meant that hard)
demanding W(frk had been done sowewhere, in a firm's accounts
room or management office (places of intellectual work which is as
good as, and often better than, that done in any academic's study),
or in the machine-rooms of factories where commercial and technical
managers, officer-workers~ master-craftsmen and workmen are busy
producing goods to satisfy an existing mass demand, creating men's
pay and bread) all this as perfectly or imperfectly as the present
economic order (which will be with us for a long time to come)
permits. What the shares-dividend 'pro\fes' is that men have fought
and won a battle for a share of the market, a fight in which the
managers) sociaJ and economic rank and power were at stake) as were
the jobs at which the office and factory workers earned their bread.
If, by contrast, the investor now receives his interest from state bonds
this means that the tax-collector or exciseman or some such official
has succeeded in extracting the money from the pockets of those
obliged to pay taxes and has been paid for his efforts, and that the
prescribed work in state offices has been duly perfonned in accord
ance with regulations and instructions. Of course both fonns of work
have to be done, work for the state and work in private industry. But
it is as plain as can be that the whole economic and political future

8S
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ofGermany, the basic living standards of me masses and the provision
of the means for 'cultural needs' depend in the first ;nstantf on there
heing no reduction in the intensity of productive econ(Jmi{ work in
Germany, and on the German nation experiencing no further expan
sion than has already taken place of what one might call the rentier
mentality, the typical menta] attitude to economic life of the petit
bourgeois and peasant strata in France. For this would mean the
economic paralysis of Germany and an even more rapid spread than
at present of me two-child family. It would also give rise to another
feature of conditions in France, namely dependence on the hank!..
The ignorance of the litterateurs who do not recognise the difference
between the unearned fortutlt of the coupon-cutting investor and the
productive tapital of the entrepreneurt and who show as much ressenti
ment towards the latter as they do covetous benevolence towards the
former, have heard something of the role played in Francets parJia
mentary regime by 'finance capital', both in regulations of a material
kind (taxes) and in the selection of ministers, and the}' think of course
that lhis is a consequence of the ~parliamentarism' they fear. In truth,
however, it results ftom the fact that France is a nation of rentiers) that
the "edit-worthiness ofwhatever gavemment is in power, as expressed in
the stock..market value of government bonds, is the single most
important question for the millions of small and medium-sized
investors in assessing the worth of ministers) and that this is the
reason why the banks are so often involved in, or are even consulted
about, the selection of ministers. Every govemment would be bound
to take account of their views) regardless of whether it was monarchic
or parliamentary or plebisdtarian) in exacrly the same way as did a
debtor state such as Tsarist Russia in 1905, which first wrote its
'constitution' and then carried out a ~coup d'etat\ and did so in each
case because these things were demanded by the mood on the foreign
stock-exchanges supplying the state with credit. Any progressive
extension here of state-financed activities9 funded by issuing state
bonds, and particularly any growth in the numbers of medium and
small investors in such securities, would have exactly the same con
sequences here~ regardless of whether we have 'democracy', 'parlia
mentarism) or 'monarchic' go,rernment. The relation of the English

'I The word used by Weber is Vmtaat/ic}umg which often equares to the English
<nationaJisation). Htr~, hov.'ever, \Veber is referring to me various arguments current
at the time for slate direction of industl')' ramer than for .sociaJjsm in the stric l sense:.
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state to capitalism, by contrast, was primarily a relation with entrtprtn

tUnal capitalism (Erwerhskapitalismus) which served to spread Eng
land~s power and people across the face of the earth. It is a weighty
question in its own right to know which measures of financial policy
could be introduced in Gennany at present in order to shed the
suffocating burden of interest paymetJ/s on government issues while
yet doing justice to the claims and expectations of subscribers. In the
area of economic policy~ at any rate, the maximum rationalisation of
economic work, giving economic rewards to rational economies in
production, in other words to ~progress) in this technical-economic
sense - whether one loves i{ or hates it - is a question ofvita] import
ance, not only for the position of the nation in the world but simply
to enable the nation to have an~1 kind of tolerable existence at aU.
Thus it is a compeUing political necessity for us to grant to those
who are the bearers of this rational work at least that minimum level
of political influence which only equal voting rights can give them.
On this one essentiaJ issue, the rationalisation of the- economy, the
interests of the workers and those of the entrepreneurs occupying
the highest organisational positions, despite aU their social antagon
isms, are identical; and both sets of interests are identical with the
political interest in maintaining the nation's position in the world, if
not in every detail then at least in principle, and they are diametrically
opposed to the interests of all those strata to society who live from
prebends and all those spokesmen for economic stagnation who share
the same outlook. It seems to be high time for the influence of those
strata to be brought to bear on something which has perhaps already
been so fundamentally mismanaged as to cast a shadow over our
future. For the third, completely certain prospect for the future is
that our economy will be a ~transitional' one for years to come, with
rationing of raw materials) the allocation of international currency,
and possjbly even of finus themselves and their clients. It is dear
that this can be a unique opportunity either to rationalise the economy
or, converse1y~ for a host of ~middle class) (mittelstiindlerische) experi
ments in the worst conceivable sense of this almost universally mis
used word. By using a system of state rationing and related devices it
wou~d be possible to subsidise aU manner of ,independent' mendicant
existences, a mass of beggarly but comfortable existences behind a
shop counter, the ideal of every small capitalist. This would result in
the very opposite of an intensified and rationalised economy_ It would
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breed parasites and Iayabouts, bearers of that 'Ieisurel)" way of life
which our litterateurs regard as the ideal for the future. Wbat would
this mean? It would mean the 'Austn'anisaJion' ofGermany, and would
do so precisely in relation to me very thing that the Austrians them
selves regard as the main source of everything they call 'slovenliness'
in their own country. For, though we can learn much from them in
the areas of good taste and social education, we would not have the
slightest reason to be grateful if we were to emulate their ~policy on
the middle classes" the \\!ondrous fruits of which can be studied in
fat volumes recording decisions on questions such as whether putting
nails into a chair is the work of an upholsterer or a joiner. The danger
that something similar might happen here is not inconsiderable, for
there are undoubtedly politicians in influential circles today who are
incorrigibJy ofthe opinion that the foundations ofwhat they call 'mon
archic convictions' (Gesinnung) could best be laid on the stinking
swamp of laziness and slovenliness that such a policy would create t

that beery compliancy which would do nothing to challenge the power
of the bureaut:1'iU)' and the forces of economic reaction. If one ima
gines electoral privileges being granted to those strata which a policy
of this kind would like to breed, the effects are easy to foresee: it
would paralyse Gnmany, both politicaHy and economically. If an}(Jne
wants to see this paralysis come about for some positive religious or
ultimate metaphysicaJ reason, let him confess it openly. One should
not, however, want this simply out of craven cowardi(( in the face of
tkmocracy. Yet precisely this kind of cowardice, the fear that the legit
imacy of existing property and social positions will be underminedJ

is the central motive for doing so at the moment.
To the amateurish pipe-dreams constantly being produced by the

instincts of Gennan litterateurs belong all those non-ideas which
circulate under the label of an ~assembly based on occupational corpora
tions' (berufistiindische Vertretung).10 These ideas are connected with
aU sorts of confused notions about the future of our economic organ-

l(l The idea of political repre~entation hased upon 'occupational corporations'
{btrufistiiQdisdte Vmrrttmg) as an alternative to parliamentary government had much
support throughout the nineteenth and early pan of the twentieth centur)' both in
Gennany and in other parts of Europe, where it ofte" went under tile name of
4corporarism'. Weber 1S probably refe"ing to the contempor.try ideas of, among
others, W. Rathenau and \\i_ von MoeUendorf.
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isation. It will be recalled that even the way accident insurance was
organised in occupational cooperatives gave rise to (and partly origin
ated in) the expectation amongst influential circles of litterateurs that
this was the first step towards an 'organically srructured) national
economy; the reader may also be aware of what became of this. Today
some people even expect mat the economic organisations of the
future, which will be mainly governed by considerations of finance
and currency policy) win slay the dragon of 4capita/ism', the father of
everything evil and source of aU unrest. Some people are childish
enough to imagine that the (communal economy\ the 'economy based
on solidarity') the ~cooperative economy', and such-like slogans,
which emerged during the war and from the compulsory organisa
tions to which it gave rise, will be the forerunners of a fundamental
change of 'economic principle (J¥irtschaftsgesinnung) in the future
that will resurrect the lost 'economic morality' of the past at some
higher) (organic' stage of development. What makes anyone who is
familiar with the reaJity of these matters so impatient with these lit
terateurs is~ above all, their profound ignorance of the nature of
capitalism. The least offensive example of this is their failure, in their
blissful ignorance, to see any difference between the war profits of
the Krupp concern and those of some little black-marketeer in malt)
since both, as they say, are products of 'capitalism' after all. Much
more significant is the fact that they have not the faintest idea of the
gulf of difference separating the kind of capitalism which Jives from
some momentary, purely political conjuncture - from government
contracts, financing wars, black-market profiteering, from all the
opportunities for profit and robberyt the gains and risks involved in
adventurismt all of which increased enonnously during the war - and
the calculation of profitability that is characteristic of the bourgeois
rational cotlduct ofhusiness (Betneb) in peacetime. As far as the litterate
urs are concerned, what actually happens in the accounts office of
this type of business is a book with seven seals. They do not know
that the underlying ~principles' - or 'ethics\ if this term is preferred 
of these two different types of capitalism are as mutually opposed as
it is possible for two mental and moral forces to be. They have nOf

the slightest inkling that one of them, the 'robber capitalism' tied
completely to politics, is as ancient as all the military states known to
us, while the other is a specific product of modern European man.
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If one wants to make ethical distinctions (and thar is at least possible

here)) the peculiar situation is as follows: the brazen 11 casing
(Geltaiisc) which gives economic work its present stamp and fate was
created and is maintained precisely by the - in terms of personal
business ethics (Geschaftuthik) highest rational - capitalist oprrational
ethics (&triebsethik) of this second type of ~capitalism'r the ethics of
professional duty and professional honour, which) generally speaking,
stand far above the average economic ethics which have really existed
in any historical age (as opposed to those which have merely been
preached by philosophers and litterateurs). Of courser the tine and
character of economic life will be detennined increasingly and irre
vocably by this rigid casing if the opposition between state bureaucracy
and the bureaucracy of private capitalism is replaced by a system of
bringing firms under ~communal control' by a unitary bureaucracy to

which the workers will be subordinated and which would no longer
be counterbalanced by an}-1hing outside itself. Let us consider this
opposition further. The bearer of the specIfically modern form of

capitalism as an inescapable u'stem ruling the economy and thereb)l
people's everyda}' fate was not profits made on the infamous principle
that, Jyou can)t make millions ",ithout your sleeve hrushing against

the prison wall'; rather, it was precisely that type of profitability which
is achieved by adopting the maxim, 'honesty is the best policy'. IZ Has
any of those prolix ideologues who dream of an ethic of economic

solidarity ever looked behind the curtains of our 'communal wartime
economy' and seen what effect it actually had on the 'instinct for
gain' it was supposedly going to stifle. A wild dance around me
Golden Calf, gamblers grabbing at every chance opportunity escaping

II Hen: the metaphor of C(hiius{ (see <Constitutional Democraq:', note 57) h~s been
complicated by the addition of (he adjecti...·e mem. A.s this mean~ ~made of bronze or
brass' or "made of iron, it appears th.1t Gt!hiiust is now being used in the sense of
another kind of housing, that of the protective using around a piece of machinery.
Thus the metaphoricaJ sense is that the rational conduct of modem husiness creates
a rigid stI'utlUre in which work is c:uried out in a mechanical fashion. Matters are
complicated further by the fact thar eh(N1, in its metaphoricaJ use) has OJ number of
connotations. In the ~enf;e of 'hard" 'un}"ielding' or 'merciless'. ehem js frequently
used in German in conjunction with Gaetz (~law'), NotJl)(ndigkrit ('necessity) and
Sdricksal ('fate')l while "das eherne Zeitaltee of andent tradition (Hesiod, ArafOs)
marked a decline from the Golden and Sil....er Ages of mankind. Both sets ofconnota
lions accord with Weber's anaJlsis of the modem age as one in whkh ration,dily
becomes men's fate, obliging them to live in a 4disenchanted' world.

H <honesty is the best policy' is in English.
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through the pores of that bureaucratic system) the loss ofevery stand
ard for any kind of business-ethical distinctions and inhibitions) and
an iron compulsion forcing everybody, including even the most con
scientious businessman) either to join in and how1 with the hyenas
on this unique Golgotha of all economic ethics - or else be punished
with economic destruction. It waS exactly as it has always been,
although on a much more monstrous scale, whenever the chances of
capitalist gain followed the footsteps of the god of war or of Blessed
Saint Bureaucracy. It will take generations before the after-effects of
this decay of the normal bourgeois-capitalist ethos have been eradic
ated - yet this is supposed to be the basis of a new economic ethics?
It will take our best efforts to get back to the level of the old ethics
before we do anything else! But all this is just an aside.

The war economy will be followed by the formation of massive1

rational single-purpose associations (Zweclf'L'tr/Jiinde) .13 But we shall cer..
tainly not see relationships. of community (Gemtinschafi)'4 which have
grown 'organically) on the soil of natural or primary inward human
relations, nor shall we see social fonnations of that inward quality
which, to varying degrees, was characterisitic of the family, the dan,
the parish) feudal relationships or those with the local landlord, or
in guilds, corporations, even the fratemities of estates in the Middle
Ages. Anyone still unaware of the difference between these things
and all modern, rational purposive associations should Jearn his soci
ological ABC before troubling the book-market with the products of
his vanity. The fact that individuals would be bound to belong not
just to one but often to many such fonnations simultaneously would
admittedly mean that any system of voting rights based on such
groups could nor have the character of a 'popular assembly'
(Volkn,t'11retung), but this would not in itself condemn this form. of

1.1 ZrvetJrotr6a'"Jt are organisations which hring together various group~ or communities
ro undertake Jllajor pro;tcts such as transport planning or the buildLng of schools or
cllnals Or' to pursue common interests. The legislation governing such organisations
was being extended in Gennany from 191 0 onwards.

14 Weh<:r is ridiculing the idea of an emotionaUy cohesive national community and
strongl)' integrated economy, the possibility of which was thought to have been
demonstrated during the war, ~·'eber mentions such tenns as Grrntinwirnduifr,
SoliJdritiiIJ",;rtschaji, and GmossfflScna/tswimchajt. The dassk locus for the formula
tion 0 f The contrast berween Gemei1Jsdtafi (irrationaHy or •organically' founded
community) and Gn~llsdtaft (rationally or ~mechanicJlny' consrn.leted societ)'} is the
work of F. Tonnies, Gemeinsdzaji und GfSeJlstko.fi. Abhandlung dfS Commu"ismus und
tkJ S()cialJ'$ml.u 41s fmpimch(1' K~/tuiff)rmt1! (Leipzig. 1887).
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franchise to being sheer 'nonsense'. It would simply be an <:assembly
representing interests) (Jnteressenve'f1retung)~ similar things have
existed in the past. But you only have to begin to attempt a grouping
of the typical figures of a modem economy along 'occupational' Jines,
such that the groups produced thereby could be used as electoral
bodies for a general assembly representing the people, in order to tind
yourself face to face with complete nonsense. FirstlYJ there would
simply be no room at aU for the actual ~Jeaders' of the economic
system. To which of the dozens of available 'occupations) should one
assign Messrs Stinnes, ThY5sen~ Krupp von Bohlen, Count Henckel
Donnersmarck, von Mendelssohn and Rathenau, the members of the
Discontogesellschafil5 who bear full personal liability - or should per
haps all of these people be brought together in a single electoral
corporation of 'giant businessmen'? And what about general man
agers like lGrdorf, Hugenberg and the like - should they be distrib

uted amongst the 'management officials' of the individual 'occupa
tionst, or what is to become of them? This is how things are from
the very top of the capitalist system right down to the bottom. It is
impossible to put into materially appropriate categories precisely those
people who are really the most important helmsmen of economic life
today) right down to the wholesaJer and the works manager. One
would have to find some universal) fornlal characteristic in order to
draw dividing lines between the electoral corporations"t which would
however flatly contradict the material) economic meaning (Sinn) of
the occupational position in que§tion in hundreds of ways) given the
economic conditions prevailing today_ What distinguishes our modern
economy from one tied to social 'estates' is precisely the fact that you
can almost nroer deduce from the outward position a person holds
the economic function he performs, so that not even the most detailed
occupational statistics can teU us the slightest thing about the inner
structure of the economy. Just as one cannot teU just by looking at a
beautifully landscaped hereditary estate the extent to which it has
been mortgaged, you cannot teU from appearances what the propri
etor of a shop is in economic £enns; he could be the owner of a shop
which is a branch of a larger business, the employee or tied client of
an economic power (such as a brewerY)t a genuinely independent

H The Disamtogeulls(haji was founded in 1851 in Berlin. ]t became an enonnousl)·
powerful finance house sUPPhing ,apilal, often in conjunction with large banks, for
the creation of new banks.
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retailer or whatever. Nor can you tell whether an 'independent
tradesman' is a homeworker, a sub-contractor, an independent small
capitalist or a conunissioned master craftsman. And these are just
the simplest cases! It is sheer political infantilism for our litterateurs
to keep indulging in the fond notion that this would be the way to
give 'open' and hence 'honest' expression ~thin the circle of one~s

professional co]]eagues,16 to the power of material interest~ which

today exercise their influence 'covertly' in parliamentary elections.
There are thousands of strings which capital ist powers could pun in
order to make not just 'independent' !imaU traders and craftsmen,
but also the independent manufacturer dance to their tune at elec
tions - quite apart from the fact that every such attempt at drawing
dividing-lines between different occupations would have to be under
taken on the shifting sands of constantly changing operational units)
trends in production and workforce, all of which are radically restruc
tured in response to every new machine or market opening. For these
purely economic reasons there is nothing objectively more untruthful
than the attempt to create 'o1Xat1ic' structures (in the sense of the old
social estates) as electoral corporations in the political sphere in an
age of constant technical and commercial restructuring and the pro
gressive growth of economic and social ties based on singJe-pu1p!Jse
associations. Wherever suffrage experiments on the basis of occupa
tional 'estates' have been attempted - in Austria rtcently and in Buly
gin's franchise for the Russian Duma - it was necessary to create
quite crude, formal categories. In Austria this resulted in a deeply
corrupt parliament which can claim as its only honour to have been
the first to invent procedural obstruction; in Russia it produced the
buds of revolution. Yet in neither case was political influence ghren
to the representatives of the truly important powers in the economic
world today) and certainly not 'openly'. In addition to the fact that
such an institution is not adapted to the constantly changing structure
of the modem economy, purely political interests would cut across
occupational interests. Supposedly realistic but misconceived projects
such as those we ha,'e just been considering always fail utterly to
recognise the autonomous operation of political interests. The result
would not he to base parliamentary representation on the 'open' per-

l~ The term Weber uses, Bt-roftgf:'ww.'1J., is emotionally more loaded man its English
equi",'S[ent and carries the sugges(lon of pn:ciseJ)-" that type of comradely soljdarif)
which, he claims, is no longer characteristic: of modem sociely.
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ception of the ~naturaF in£ereSlS of the various occupations) internally
united in solidarity; rather, the result would be to fracture profes
sional solidarity even further by introducing party-politicaJ divisions.
Even now we can see political parties struggling for power in muni
cipal authorities, cooperatives) sickness insurance schemes, and so
on ~ in other words, in every possible kind of social formation. This
has often been regretted. \\re do not wish to include in our discussion
the various aspects of this far from simple problem of organisational
politics, But one thing is apparent; wherever one finds the rule of
baHot slips and electioneering, the political parties as such are already
predisposed to become the bearers of the struggle:> for the simple
reason that they have at their disposal the necessary political appar·
atus. )f one now inlagines these corporations based on occupational
interests having to cast their votes via their delegates on questions of
national poJitics and culture, it is dear what the outcome would be.
If~ by raising such associations to the status of bodies electing the
parliament, political divisions were to be carried over into organised
interest groups (whose proper function is to deal with substantive
issues on which all the members of the association share the same
interest), the first~ inevitabJe consequence would be this: the struggle
of purely economic interests would be bound to create for itself new
organs alongside the framework (Gehause) of dlese electoral corpora
tions. The boxes into which votes were counted would strive in vain
to encompass the reality of economic life. Of course the struggle of
economic interests would have an impact on these corporations, as
on all other electoral bodies. But it would be directed much more
towards naked individual relationships based on force (indebtedness l

clientele), as opposed to long-term class relations, than is the case
today when vested interests finance and influence the electoral con
test between the parties. At the same time this influence would be
much more hidden. For if such a complicated voting structure were
to exist, who could trace the relationships of dependence between ill

formally 'independent' small trader or craftsman and some capitalist
power, or track down the jnfluence exercised by the pressure of such
capitalist powers on the political attitudes of those dependent on
them? The severity of dependency as such would increase, since
those affected could now be checked up on very TeliabJy by their
nl.-'als in the electoral corporations. When herded together in such
electoral corporations, the supposed bearers of 'professional soljdar-
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ity' would be set at one another's throats by denunciations and boy

cotts. These occupational corporations would no longer only have
professional interests to securc~ for the result of electoral contests
within the corporations would determine how the prebends and offices
ofthe state wert to be filled. Have the well-intentioned but technicaUy
incompetent people who advocate this system realised what the out
come would be? Enough of this. \Vt have only mentioned these child
ish literary soap-bubbles here because they invite us to make dear

our position on }'et another general problem.
After all) organised interest groups as the bearers of rights of rep

resentation already exist at present, both here and elsewhere. Firstly,

as advisers to the bureaucracy: agricultural) trade and craft chambers
and in futtlre probably workers' chambers1

17 as wen as railway boards
and the like. But these ,,-ery cxanlples can teach us what a formal
occupational organisation nowadays does not achieve. Or does anyone

imagine that these official corporations could ever replact' the 'I .eague

of Agriculturists', the 'Centra.l Confederation of Industrialists" or
even the employers' organIsations or the trades unions? ¥t1berc does
one rea/(y find the pulsing 'life l of occupationally organised common

interes£s? Equany~ we already hare within our legislative machinery
corporations which are at least partially constituted along occupa
tionallines - the 'Upper Chambers' (ErSlf Kammern). Predominantly
it is the associations of landowners of a particular social stamp ('old

established land-ownership') who send their representatives to them,
as well as chambers of commerce, some particularly large municipal
ities and also universities; perhaps in the future even chambers of
tradesmen and workers will also be represented there. This method
of representing interests may be terrihly rough-and-ready but it just
about suffices for these political purposes. OUf politically infantile
litterateurs imagine that it must be possible) by increasing the num
bers and specialisation of such rights of representation, to turn these

upper houses into parljaments in which every citizen would be repres

ented as a member ofthe organic drdes in which he lives and works 

is was (allegedly) once the case in the Stiindestaat. 18 We shall say

l] The lchambers' referred to here were bodies elected by the members of some social
group for its self-governance, A craft chamber) for example, sl.lpenised the appren~

tkeship system, organised examinations and maintained speclsJist training colleges.
tit The Srii"titHaat existed in Gennan ttl'ritories from the end of the Middle Ages until

around 1800. It was based on a division of powers betwten the mOJlarch and the
"estates' (clergy, nobility, burghers).

-,
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something about this ,,)'tiinaestaat later. At present the upper cham
bers, which we now \\'ant to consider briefly, are (in theory, but
usually not in truth) places for the expression of me political views
partly of notables, pardy of those strata with interests which, for
traditional reasons, are considered of particular importance purely
from the point of view of national politics, and this means above aU
the views of propertied people and particular professions valued

highly in societl. Although this is not always the case in fact~ the
'idea' is usuall)' that such people are not selected in the light of
partJ-pDlitka} consideratiDns. From this foUOW5 the crudal feature
of the natural position of this kind of 'upper house' in the state.
Wberever its position is correctly ordered in political terms, this body
lacks at least the right to its own budget~ this being the foundation
on which the power of an assembly representing the people rests. In
other respects its legal position, viewed politically, is as follows: if is an
authority which may object to, criticise, return for further disclission,
cancel and delay, or even amend decisions of the representatives of
the people, but, regardless of whether it has the formal right to do
so, it cannot pennanentl)' block the will of an unquestionably strong
majorjty in the popular assembly on some important political ques

tion, on pain of losing its formal rights (as in England at present) or
of an enlargement of the peerage (as in Prussia in r873).l9 This
latter provision is a safet)'-va]vc which can never be removed without

politicaJ risk, although all upper houses protest against it out of a
desire for power, and the Prussian House of Lords win undoubtedly
seize the opportunity provided by eJectoral reform to attempt to have
this right of the Crown abolished and possibly claim the right to a
budget. This would lead to the most severe crises and dangers, for
it would mean the amlinuance ofthe class system ofsuffrage, except that
it would now be divided between two bodies whose conflicts would
expand into crises for the state. Let us hope thar this is not attempted.

The influence of upper houses can be very significant, even if their
formal rights are restricted, or indeed precisely because this is so.
But however their membership is composed, they have absolutely
nothing to do with a representative assembly of the people. In theory
they provide a counterbalance to party rule. In practice one has to

14 Weber is referring to the Parliament .I\Cl of 19l I in EngJand and to f:Iismard's
enJargement of !h~ Prussian Upper HQuse in 1873, designed to introduce to the
peerO!ge individuals more s~mpathetic to government poJicy.
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admit that they are often of questjonable political usefulness and
lacking in intellectual distinction; the Prussian House of Lords is the
onl}' 'legislative' body that believes it needs a criminal judge to enforce
the respect to which it lays claim. Upper houses nowadays could
certainly be genuine forums for individual political eloquence. In fact
they are all too often places of superfluous chatter. No doubt
speeches in the Prussian l-Iouse of Lords arc much more polished
and 'distinguished' pieces of oratory than one hears in the Reichstag,
but who would want to spend his time reading those speeches? Yet
a council ()fstate debating matters in public - for this is what a properly
constructed upper house is intended to do - could perfonn an
undeniably valuable service, particularly in a parliamentary sfate, as
a place where political thinking which is nOl tied to any part)l) and
political inteUigence which holds no office but has the experience of
office behind it - the experience in office offormer statesmen - address
the party-political leadership of the day. AdmittedlYt very few such
institutions in their present fonn actually fulfil this purpose.

In a democratic state (Volksstaat)2o an upper chamber can either 
as in the democracies o,'crseas - be a body which is also elected on
the basis of equal suffrage, but by a different electoral procedure) so
that it acts as a corrective to the inevitable imperfections which all
t/eetoral systems have. Or it can be an assembly in which the intelligent
sia with proven abilities in politics, administration, the economYt schol
arship and technology are represented. In this case, however) it can
only be a (oftSu/tative body \\ith powers to criticise and cancellegisla
tion by means of a ~veto of suspcnsiont

• Fonna/{y it can therefore onl)'
be a chamber with lesser rights. It would be politicll/(Y desirable for
the representatives of occupational interest groups in any case only
to have a place in such upper houses alongside the representatiycs t

firstl}' of the intelJigentsia in national political life and secondly of
cultural political edw:aJion. It would therefore include, for example,
all retiring ministers and mayors of large cities, as well as the repres
entatives of instinttions which are important for cultural-political
reasons (elected representatives of school teachers, unh'ersit~i

teachers t artists,2] journalists). At an events the question of the future
composition of such bodies is not so unimportant as people here tend

~o Vol,bjlaat l meaning a state ruled b)' the people, is modelled on the Greek demQkratia.
l! 'Artists'(Kumtler) was added to this list in the second printing {r I) J 8). \\'e ha\'e

assumed that this and certain other small changes were made on Weber's authority,
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to betieve simply because, unfortunately, these bodies are mostly only

constructed today to serve as a form of mechanical brake on the
'dangers' of democracy and in order to momfy cowardly philistines
(Spiepbiirger) (whatever their social position).22 Howe,rer, we do not

want to be sidetracked into a discussion of this problem here.
Our present question is simply why the corporations of interests

organised b)~ the state, like the chambers of commerce which Eugcn
Richter used to attack so vehemently) and all bodies constructed on
similar lines, in factfail so completely to function as channels for the
living stream of economic interests, when compared with the vitality
of the real economic interest groups (lnteressenremxrbiinde). On the
other hand, why are they also, when compared with the parties, so
utterly incapable o( cncapsuiating political life? Is this fortuitous? It
certainly does not come about by chance: it is the consequence of the
fact that the parties on the one hand and the interest groups on the
other are both based on the legally free recruitment of their adherents,
whereas the bodies formed hy the state are not. A,~' a remit of this
structure the parries and interest groups are suitable organisations
for fighting and compromise, whereas the state bodies, as a result of
their structure are suited to the expression of expert opinion on matters
of fact or to purel}' 'routine peaceful administration. Unfortunately)
however) the Gennan enthusiasm for ~organisation' always under
stands by this word only compulsory organisation regulated by the
police in the name of authority. Our litterateurs like to regard organ
isations founded on frce, independent initiative ('voluntary'
organisations) as being acrually illegitimate, or at best as mere1)7 provi
sional arrangements~ destined to be subsumed at some point in an
organisation under police regulation, regardless of the possibility that
the essential character of such organisations makes them capable only
of being structured on a vo]untanr basis. That is their central error.

One of the congenital follies of our amateur political litterateurs is
the desire to ~prepare a system with words't chat is with the paragraphs
of a statute to be drawn up by them~ even if all the preconditions for
such a system are absent. From a political point of view, the official
organisations representing occupational groups - right up to any
upper house composed of representatives of occupations - are fonna-

!J By the time Weber ",a~ writing, Spidlburger had become widened to refer (0 smalj
minded people genenUy rather than simply to a panicuJar class.
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tions intended to have their utterances - expert opinions or resolu
tions or debates - weighed and not counted. ~lore or less weight will
be attached to them, depending on the substantivf (sack/ich) content
of their utterances. By contrast, political parties in the modem slate
are organisations which have as their starting point the (legaUy) }ree'
recruitment of supporters) while their goal is to determine policy
through the numhers of their supporters. The ultima ratio of all
modem party politics is the voting or ballot slip. Similar]y, in a capit
alist economy associations representing economic interests are based
on (legally) (free' recrujtment~ their aim being to use the private
economic power of their members, whether this takes the form of
the ownership of goods) a market monopoly or a monopolistic union
of economically indispensable workers, in order to force on others n
mmpromise in line with their o'\\n interests regarding the conditions
which determine the price of material goods or work. For both types
of free formation the decisive, uniqueJy appropriate and hence
'organic' feature of their org-doisation is its characteristically '1.VJlun
Jary't basis. Any attempl [0 compel them to unite on the model of an
official department of state would be a purely mechanical compulsion
which would put an end to their inner life. It is not that they them
selves are strangers to 'compulsion'. Quite the opposite. To achieve
their purposes they employ boycott, outlawing and every materia~ and
mental means of enticement and force the human mind can devise
on dIe basis of (fonnally) free recruitment - with the exception, how
ever, of that form of force for maintaining the 'legitimate out",'ard
order' of the state which is reserved exclusively and peculiarl)' to the
apparatus of the state as a coercive association (Zwangsveroand). For
reasons of state it is also possible to lay down conditions governing
party organisations which~ depending on circumstance~ can either
protect the rights of the majority against a breach of trust by a minor
ity clique, Of, conversely, can protect the rights of a minority against
coercion, as has happened in America. But this does not change their
fundamenraUy voluntary character - a memhmhip fonned on the basis
of legally free win. The same applies to government regulations on
the conditions governing the foundation of trade unions. It is pre
cisely the fact that the party leader depends on the fonna]]y fret
recruitment of his foUowing that is the absolutely decisive feature
distinguishing his p<lsition from the rule-governed promotion of
officials. It is precisely the fact that the leaders of groups with shared
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economic interests are obliged to organise their following in a form
ally j'ree' way that detenn~nes their character) and this fact in turn
is determined by the structure of the modern economy. Under the
conditions prevailing Today this type of organisation is the irreconcil
able antithesis of any amalgama.tion in this area carried out by the
state's police. Anyone who has failed to understand these things has
not yet grasped the most elementary facts of modem political and
economic life. These things are not 'eternal' truths, but it is how
things are today. Of course it is possible to construct on paper as
many electoral corporations based on occupational representation as
one likes. But even if one were to do so) the consequence) as we
have said) would be that the political parties on the one hand and
the economic interest groups on the orner would carry on their real
lives behind any such bodies.

That must suffice for the moment. We have only mentioned aU
these romantic fantasies) which no well-informed person will con
sider worth the honour of serious refutation, because these com
p�etely unhistorical constructions do harm by increasing the nerv
ousness of the Gennan philistines in aU sections of society about
taking the plunge into specifically modern problems) thereby putting
our citizens even more out of touch with the real world and with
politics. I wonder if any of these scribbling romantics has a clear
perception of the true nature of the real StiindestlUlt of the past; a few
brief observations on the topic are caned for. Contused ideas about
the 'articulation of society' according to the 'natural occupations' in
'communities of estates', about the bearers of 'a Christia.n fraternal
ethic\ and a 'hierarchical structure1 with the spiritual monarch of
the world at its apex, mask total ignorance of the realities behind an
image drawn partly from the ideologies of philosophical literature
and partJy from very modern~ rationaHstic t organisational concepts.
The underlying realities were different. What was truly characteristic
of the so-called Standestaat was not any iorganic' articulation of soci
ety according to ~natural economic occupational groups), nor indeed
an economy built on the ~principle of solidarity). What distinguished
the economy of the Sti:indestaat from today's economy were features
which are to be found throughout the world under the most varied
political arrangements imaginable. Admittedly, these economic
fonns, in contrast to the economic situation today, made the Stiinde
sttuU pQssible, whereas this type of state is not possible today; but,
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equally, the same economic forms created the preconditions else
where for quite different forms of state which are also not possible
today. They did not, however, create the SJiindestaat. Something else
entirely was peculiar to the Stiindestaat (which only developed fully
in one part of Europe), namely the fact that individuals and corpora
tions could acquire peJitical rights in the same way as one acquires
private ownership of material goods, and the fact that these proprietors
of privilege (not always only them, but they were aJways the main
constituents) came together in joint congresses for the purpose of
ordering political matters by means of compromise. In those days indi
viduals held as hereditary privileges the ownership of citadels and
militarily or politically or financialJy important powers of every con
ceivable kind, aU of which were owned in exactly the same way,
whereas today only the king holds his crown in this way. The things
we are now accustomed to regard as the content of the unified
~supreme authority' (StaaJsgewolt) fell apart under that system into a
bundle of individual entitlements in various hands. There was as yet
no question of a 'state' in the modern sense of the word. Any political
action necessitated agreement amongst these owners of prerogatives
who were autonomous in principle, and it was the purpose of the
assemblies of esrates to produce just such a unified view. OriginaJly
and in principle, however, they did not take votes, nor did they have
the concept of a decision which was bjnding even on those who
disagreed with it. The fonn in which business was concluded was
the 'settlement' (Vcrg/eich, aJso known as Rezess and Ahschied)/,] which
in today)s language means compromise. This was a compromise not
only between the different estates but also between each of the pro
prietors of privilege within the estate groupings. People should read
the records of any of these assemblies and ask themselves whether a
modem state could be governed in such forms. Yet these forms
(however fluid they may have been on points of detail) are precisely
the most fundamental elements of that type of formation, and it
begins to change as soon as the ultima ratio of the l)()ting slip (the
most important, although not the only feature of the modem
parliament) begins to find Its way into the proceedings of such forma-

2J RtusJ. Verg/tick. Abschied <ue technical terms for ditTerent legal forms of recess (or
ordinance).. settlement -and treaty. Th~ Landstlp,!absch ;ed. for example, was a summalJ'
of the legislation enacted during 8 legislative period and read out by the monarch af
the dosing ceremony uf the Diet.
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nons. Not until this happens does the modem~ rational form of deter

mining the wi]] of the state (Willensbildung) come into being. Even in
today's constitutional state there are crucial points (such as determin
ing the budget) where state action still rests, legally and politically,
on compromise. But this is not legally the case with elections) nor
with the transactions of a parliamentary body, nor can it be the case
without destroying their foundations. Only when compromise was
the legal basis of political action did a structure of estates based on
occupation inherently have a proper place. But there is no place for
it where the voting slip rules - in parliamentary elections.

Furthermore, compromise is srill~ as it always was~ the dominant
form in which conflicts of economic interest are settled) particularly
those between employers and workers. Inevitably, it is bound to be
the only way of settling things conclusively in this area, and this very
fact is one of the essential characteristics of all truly living bodies
representing vested economic interests. Naturally, compromise also
prevails in parliamentary politics~ in inter-parry reJations, in the form
of electoral compromise or compromises on legislative proposals. As
we shall see, this latter possibility of compromise is one of the chief

merits of the parliamentary system. But, it must be stressed~ there is
always the ultima ratio of the voting slip in the background. This
means that, when compromises are reached) it is under pressure from
the fact that, if no compromise is achieved, the subsequent election
or ballot may well produce a result which is more or less equally
undesirable for all concerned. There is no getting away from the fact
that the real and approximate counting of votes is an integral and
essential element both of modern electoral contests and the conduct
of business in parliament. Our romantics, for all their horror of'num

bers" will not change this fact. Let them stay away from politics if
'counting' seems to them too prosaic a device. It is slmply an extra
ordinary impertinence, howevcrt to single Que equal suffrage for slan
der as the (democracy of numbers't as opposed to other elections
such as those based on 'occupational groups'. For what is the role of
numbers in these elections? Jn all of these projects any talk of an
'organically) meaningful structure based on occupation or other kinds

of social grouping is mere window dressing. i\nyone interested in
reality, as opposed to mere rhetoric, should ignore such talk and
should examine each of these proposals to see how the number of
mandates and votes is to be distributed amongst these artfully con-
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trived groups. Since the voting slip remains the uhima ratio in these
elections too, only one thing matters in aU these schemes) namely the
fact that they are all purely and simply electoral arithmetic, The Royal
Prussian Statistical Office is particularly well versed in this science,
For the last thirty years e,'erJ 'project for eJectoral refonn

l

with which
it has had to deal has been based on calculations of the number of
votes which stood to be gained by the Conservativcs t the Centre Party
or the National Liberals if one particular mode of voting or another
were adopted. To see in such conjuring with numbers something
loftier than the ~democracy of numbers' is something we shan gladly
leave to the phrase-mongers and Hlterateurs.

In purely political terms it is no mere coincidence that eq ua] 'num
bers suffrage' is on the advance everywhere, for the mechanical
nature of equal voting rights corresponds to the essential nature of
today\ state. The modern state is the first to have the concept of the
'citizett oj the statl (Staat.fibiirger). Equal voting rights means in the
first instance simply this: at this point of social life the individual~ for
once, is not, as he is eve~·where else, considered in rerms of the
particular professional and family position he occupies, nor in rdation
to differences of material and social situation, but purely and simply
as a citizen. This expresses the political unity of the nation (Staatsvolk)
rather than the dividing lines separating the various spheres of life.
It has nothing at all to do with any theory of the natural 'equality' of

human beings. On the contrary l its intended meaning and purpose
(Sin11) is to create a certain counterbalance to the social inequalities
which are neither rooted in natural di fTerences nor created by natural
quaHties but are produced} rather, by sodal conditJons (\vhich are
often severely at "ariancc with nature) and above all, inevitably, by
the purse. As long as anything resembling the prevailing sodal order
persists ~ and it has a very stubborn hold on life - the inequality of
the outward circumstances of life, particularly of propmy, may be

mitigated, as may the relationships of social dependence which it
produces, but jr can never be eliminated altogether. Thus those who
are pri1/ileged by it wiB never even come dose to losing all their
influence on national politics, which they exert to a far greater degree
than their numbers warrant. Equany, the way the modern state and
economy are organised ensures that a privileged posjrion is perman
ently given to specialised lraining and thereby (0 'educarion' (Bildung),
which is not identical with sptciaHsed training but is promoted by it
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for purely technical, educational reasons, this being one of the most
powerful factors in status group (stiindisch) differentiation in modern
society. For this very reason there 1S good sense in making parlia
mentary suffrage into something of equivaJent weight) so as to coun
tcrba~ance these other factors by making the ruled in society (who
have a numerical advantage) the equals of the privileged strata at
least when it comes to electing the body which both exercises contn}}

and functions as the place where leaders are selected.
An authoritative institution (Instanz) of this kind becomes even

more indispensable if we assume that the wartime economy really 15
to be succeeded by the permanent, extensive 'organisation' of national
economic life in interest groups (Interessem..~erhanden) in which state
offidals participate, in other words the regulation of the economy (or
of certain of its more important branches) by occupational
cooperatives which would be hureaucraricalJy ~supcn!ised' or 'co

administered\ or which ","ere otherwise linked to the agencies of the
state on a firm and permanent basis. Have any of our childishly
enthusiastic litterateurs ever thought what the political consequences
would be if one did not create a counterweight to such an arrange
ment by enormously increasing the powers of a parliament not
organised along occupational lines? They imagine that 'the state)
would then be the w1se regulator of the economy. The reverse would
be the case! The bankers and capitalist entrepreneurs they hate so
much would then have unlimited and uncontml'ed command over tke
state! For who on earth is the 'state', as distinct from this machinery of
large and small capitalist cartels of every kind into which the eCOnOffi)'
is to be ~organisedl, if the formation of the state)s own will
(Willembildu'lg) is to be placed in the hands of precisely these 'co
operative) organisations? Even the participation of the state in the
coal syndicate and in mining generally means in practice that the
interesr of the exchequer does not Jie in suppJying the nation with
cheap coal in the best possible way, but in obtaining high returns from
its mines. It means that private and public pits and private and public
bureaucracy have an identical interest here, in relation both to the
workers and to the consumers of coal, Every further advance in staJe
run cartelisation naturally means purely and simply the further spread
of this state of affairs. Perhaps it is inevitable nevertheless - but that
is not something I wish to consider here. It is, however t sheer naivete
on the pan of OUf scribbling ideologues to believe that this is the way
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to weaken or eliminate the rule of the 'profit motive' and the interest
in producing goods 'for gain' which they so despise, and to replace
them with a 'natural\ ~communal economic' interest in providing
good and as far as possible cheap commodities to the people who
desire and consume them! ""bat abysmal nonsense~ The interest of
the capitalist producers and profit-makers represented by these car
tels would itselfthen rule the state exdusitte/y, unless that organisation of
producers' interests is confronted by a power strong enough to con
trol and steer them as the needs of the population require. But an
individual's needs are not determined by his position in the machinery
of goods-production. The worker has exactly the same needs for bread,
housing and clothing, regardless of the type of factory he works In.
Thus jf that method of organising the economy is imminent~ it is
absolutely imperative t before it begins to function - which means
immediately - for us to have a parliament elected on the principle
that the needs of the masses must be represented, and flot one which
represents the wayan indi,'idual is employed in the production of
goods - in other words a parliament of equal sufTrage~ wholly sover
eign in its power, which can take an independent stand in relation to

this type of economic organisation. Parliament must be much more
sovereign in its powers than hitherto, for in the past its position of
power has not sufficed (0 break the power of vested commercial inter
ests nor the inevitable rule of fiscal interests in state-run industries.
This is a negative reason for equal suffrage.

Considered purely in tenns of national politics, however~ the posit
ive argument for equal suffrage consists in the fact that it is dosely
re1ared co the equality of certain jates which the modem state as
such creates. People are 'equal ' before death. They are approximately
equal in the most elementary requirements of physical existence. But
precisely these most basic needs on the one hand and, on the other,
that most solemn and lofty fact of all are encompassed by those
equalities which the modem state offers all its citizens in a truly
lasting and undoubted wal: sheer physical security and the minimum
for subsistence, but also the hattlefield on which to die. All inequalit
ies of political rights in the past ultimately derived from an economic~

ally detennined inequality of milita1J' qualification which one does
not find in the bureaucratiscd state and army. In the face of the
levelling l inescapable rule of bureaucracy, which first brought the
modern concept of the ~cjtizcn of the state' into being, the ballot slip
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is the on9' instrument of power which is at all capable of giving the

people who are subject to bureaucratic rule a minimal right of co
detennination in the affairs of the community for which they are

obliged to give their lives.
In Germany it is the Reich which wages war, but of the individual

states it is Prussia which) bv 'vi rtue of its hegemonial position in the
Reich, has an absolutely decisive say in the politics of the Reidt as a
whole. The individual citizen therefore expects the Reich to guarantee
that this hegemoniaJ state will fulfil its ohligation to show at least the
absolute minimum of political decency towards the soldiers returning
from the war. It is in the interest of the Reifh to ensure that none of
these men is disadvantaged in his electoral rights in the dedsi\re
individual state as compared with anyone who $Jo..yed at home; any fonn
of franchise other than equal suffrage would inevitably result in such
inequitable treannent. :\ Equal suffrage is a demand of national polit

ics~ it is not a party-political demand. We do not know what the mood
and politkal convictions of the rtturning soldiers will be. Perhaps it
will be 'authoritarian~. Strong ~conservative~ parties will always exist
because there will always be pcopJe of conservative inclination. Let
them then use their ballot papers to build the state in accordance
with their ideals, and those of us who stayed at home will go about
our claHy work. The only thing I am attacking here is the shameless
reluctance of the so-called ~fighters on the home frone to fulfil the

eJementary obligation of decency towards the returning soldiers. The
ineluctable realities of the present win ensure that the antiquated)
negative form of democracy, which demanded only freedom from the
state, will not grow out of all proportion~ the best way to ensure this
would be for the leaders of the parties in parliament to share power in
the state and to accept direct, personal responsibility for its exercise.
Precisely the experiences of this war (including what is now happen
ing in Russia) have demonstrated a point we have emphasised alread)',

namely that no party) whatever its programme, can assume the ejfietive
direction of the state without becoming national. This would happen

A The apparently intended linhgt' of suffr"'ge to length of residenff, which would mean
thaf the working class, presently in the third franchise class, would be dlpritJ(d of the
franr:hise (since it is forced rn move- [rom pJact to place fre<juendY}t would al.'io
Jisen!ratuhisl: th~e ~ections of the proletariat whu are on ~t'tive servke! As a result of
the major restructuring- of the economy the majority ofall workm mIght perhaps have
to seek a new place of work ar the next electioll, and rhus Ime the franchise!
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in German}' ;ust as surely as it has happened everywhere else. It was
because socialist parries in other countries were not excluded from the
government of the state that they were more 'natIonal' than our Social
Democrats (once) were.2+ \Vbatever the mood of the rerurning sol

diers proves to be, they will at all events bring back with lhem experi
ences, impressions and discoveries which are theirs al()ne. Wbat we
believe we a~e entitled to e~l'ect of them is at least a relatively higher
degree of objectivity (Sachlirhkeit») for the tasks presented by modem
warfare are objective in the highest degree. V\re a}so expect them to
be more immune to the empt)' rhetoric of mere litterateurs, whatever
political party they support. By contrast~ the war years have revealed
amongst those who stayed at home, particularly amongst the litterate~

urs and the wealthy) such a repulsive lack of objectivity) such a lack
of political judgement and so much deliberately cultivated blindness
to reality, that the rime has come to say to them, 'Your ringing days
are over) come down from the belff)r~. At the very least) the franchise

must be redefined while the war is still in progress. The returning
soldiers must not be faced with the need to fight sterile domestic
battles for electoral rights before they can acquire the instruments of
power which will give them a decisive say in the running of the state
they have defended. They must come back to find that purely formal
political rights have alread)! been so ordered that they can tum their
hands immediately to the material reconstruction of the structure of

the state. This is the decish~e, purely practical argument for equal
suffrage in Prussia and for its immediate inlroduction at this very
momentJ before the war is oyer.

We have heard all the empty phrases used by vested interests to
frighten the philistines, and particularly the ~itterateurs, on this issue.
Above ale the fear that 'democracy' will destroy our allegedly 'disting
uished' (vornehm) and hence culturally productive 'traditions', as wen
as the supposedly unfathomable wisdom of the allegedly 'aristocratic'

strata who rule the state. Let us go straight to the heart of these
arguments, even if they initially lead us away from the question of
suffrage as such.

2" .""{fer considerabJe dissension l !h~ Gt:rm<ln SodaJ Democrats voted unanimously for
the credirs required to fight tht: war in I 9l4~ although a minority gaye their support
only with reluctance. The issue of war credits later splil' the party in ]9r6, leading
to the creation of the USPD (Independent Socialist P<lrty) in ]9 I 7 which was interna
tioh<lJisr and opposed to war. The 'patriotism' of Social Demacrars was therefore all
:lcute issue at the time Weber was writing this piece.
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There is no doubt that a trut aristocracy can stamp an entire nation
with its own ideal of distinguished conduct~ for the plebeian strata
imitate the 'gesture' of the aristocracy. By combining the advantage
of their 'small numbers' with the benefits of a stable tradition and
wide social horizons, an aristocracy can achieve very great political
successes in the leadership of a state. As far as national politics are
concerned, rule by an aristocra{..~ with political rraditions has the
further advantage over democratic fonns of rule that it is less depend
ent on emotional factors. To put it another way, an aristocrat generally
has a cooler head as a result of his consciously shaped conduct of life
and an education directed at maintaining (ontenanCf:. Z5 The aristocrat
regularly has the gift of 5iletlt ad;otl to a considerably higher degree
than the democratic masses on the one hand and the non
parliamentary modem monarch on the other (a fact usually sup
pressed by sycophants although it is much more damaging in its
consequences). All non-parHamentary modem monarchs are exposed
to the danger of believing that they need to make speeches in order,
as if were, to advertise their person, in the same way as democratic
Jeaders in a class-state are forced to make speeches in order to recruit
support for their party. Any nation can therefore thank heaven if its
monarch ltuh both the gift and the inclination to make personal
speeches, for this is wholly unwelcome as far as national politics are
concerned. Indeed, one of the strengths of the parliamentary system
is the fact that it preserves the monarch from such self-exposure. An
old political aristocracy is least likely to succumb to this danger, a
merit which it combines with the gift of culturtd tastes. 'Parvenu'
democratic states~ such as Italy~ usually tend to be just as lacking in
good taste as newly founded monarchies. The terrible barbarism of
the 'impious} defacement of Rome, inspired as it was by an anti
clerical tendency to expunge 'embarrassingt (which means
humiliating) 'memories', elicited from the great Italian poet Carducci
the wish to see the Papal State restored for just ODe month so that
it could sweep away the hollow theatricality and tastelessness of ' tena
Roma~. Yet compared with l\1unich or Vienna, or even with other~

smaller provincial capitals, Berlin today, now that it has been snipped
of its austere simplicity and been glven a wretched cathedral, the
monstrous monument to Bismarck and other such things, is such an

25 Weber uses the French word; it means (bearing'.
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example of banal monumentaJism that one shudders to think what
aesthetic judgement postenty will pass on this epoch in German his
tory, and one thinks with shame both of the generation of artists who
lent themselves to such a task and of the public who did nothing to
oppose it. But at least this disfigurement proves dIat monarchy as
smh assuredly does not provide the slightest guarantee of artistic
culture, indeed it can often represent a threat to 1t. The Bismarck
memorial in Hamburg, on the other hand, the only truly valuable
example of monumental art in Germany, will always do honour to
the patricians of Hamburg, and can show our myopic litterateurs that
'capitalism' and (an) do not necessarily liye in the state of natural
enmity which some attribute to them. The same has been demon
strated on behalf of democracy by trade union buildings in Italy or,
generaUYt by cities like Zurich. A culture of high good taste such as
one finds in an old, finnJy established and self-assured aristocracy)
or in a democracy imitating such traditions, is certainly not a matter
of indifference as far as national politics are concerned. The prestige
of France throughout the world rests on the store of treasure it has
salvaged from its aristocratic past and which, despite the disgraceful
decline in official care for the arts, is still being preserved and
developed amongst small groups of creative artists and in the aesthetic
shaping of the French character. Here democratisation has led, at
least in part, to the spread of the old, exclusive culture; in a different
way the same holds true for the Italian character, particularly amongst
the lower social strata.

Let us consider how this problem affects Germany as a matter of
principle, quite independentl}' of the question of suffrage which we
are discussing. One has to begin by ~sking where the German aristocracy
wi/h its 'dis/inguished' tradition is to be found? If such a thing existed)
there would be something to discuss. Aside from a few prinuly courts
(minor ones at that») howe~er, it simply does fUJt erisl. For what does
'aristocracy) meauJ or rather, what conditions must obtain if a social
stratumt whether it be essentially feudal (,nobility') or bourgeois
epatricians'), is to function as an aristocracy in the political sense of
the word and be put to political use? The chief requirement is a life
untouched by economic storms. The most elementary, precondition
of all is that an aristocrat should be able to live fOr the state and
should not have to livefrom it. 'What matters is not merely having the
kind of income which makes it not too difficult to forego a ministerial
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salary. Above all he needs to be ~economically dispensable'

(abkiimmlich), so that he is available for political purposes, both out
wardlyand, even more importantly, inwardly. This means that work
in the se1Vke of a commercial business must not lay claim to hl5 time
and energies, or at least not exhaustively. Of all the ways of earning
a living in the private sector which depend on intense, personal,
intellectual work, the profession of the adt'Ocate is the one which most
readily allows its practitioner to keep himself available for political
purposes (by belonging to a group practice or by engaging people to
dcputisc for him, and because there is no capital at risk). Also,
because the advocate not only has an organised office ar his disposal
but also knowledge of the law and experience: of the day-to-day
requirements of life, his chances of a political career are particularly
favourable in all democracies) and it is relatively easy for him to
return to running his business if he experiences electoral defeat.
People have inveighed a good deal against the importance of advoc
ates in man}' democradcs, and the Jow sociaJ esteem of the lawyer
has been particularly responsible for this verdict here) together with
the not infrequently justified accusation of 'formalism' in the way

they deal with political problems. Yet, if arbitrariness is to be avoided,
formalism is an essential part of legal training, including that of a
judge or an administrative official. On the other hand, the work of
an advocate, in contrast to that of a judge or official involves training
in how to 'fight with words l

; the great superiority of our enemies in
recruiting support for their causeJ and generally in using the import
ant weapon of the word) results from the lack of training in advocacy
(which can take place at a thoroughly distinguished level) that is so
characteristic of an.y government run purelJ by officials, as opposed £0

the advocate-ministers who are to be found in democracies. Anyone
seeking change here must therefore be prepared to accept the means J

which is to increase the political influence of advocates by improving
their political chances. Gennans generally, and German litterateurs in
particular, have no idea of the nature of the truly great vocation of
the advocate) since their image of it is shaped by the magistrates'
couru; or divorce hearings or the minor daily annoyances which take
them to an advocate. Anyone familiar with the profession knows that
it is the crown not only of alllcgal work, but of all free positions of
trust, and that it stands high above most legal work in the degree
of intellectual intensity and responsibility it entaiis. Officialdom,
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of course, hates the advocate as a tedious intermediary and
troublemaker, but also because the official resents his earning capa
city. It is certainly not desirable for parliaments and cabinets to be
governed entirely by advocates. But a healthy admixture of distingu
ished advocacy is something desirabie in any modem parHament.
i\dmittedly, today's advocates are no longer an 'aristocracy~,not even
in England. They fonn a bourgeois occupational group (biirgerlichen
ErwerbS$land), but one1 it has to be said, which is available for political

work.
The modern entrepreneur, hy contrast, is never an Caristocrat' in the

j)()/itica/ sense of the word. Unlike the advocate, he is specifically
indispensable from his place of work, and the larger his business and
the greater the demands it makes on him, the less is he available for
other things. The old merchant patricians in the city republics were
a stratum of occasional entrepreneurs, but otherwise they were renlim
and this was the basis of their political usefulness. A modem manu
facturer, chained to the unremitting, intense, exhausting work of run
ning his business, is, of a.U the representatives of the propertied strata~

the type who is least able [0 make himself available for politics. This
is the main reason for the fact that the members of this stratum,
despite their economic importance and practical intelligence) are of
relatively slight importance for political work and self-government. It
is not, as the usual stupid moraHsing of the litterateurs would have
it~ due to an)' lack of 'willingness for self-sacrifice' or 'worship of
mammon'; it results from the fact that such men are tied inwardly
by their duty to the business and outwardly by the demands of the
work inherent in numing and making profits in a bourgeois -capitalist
business. The seasonal character of agriculture leaves at least the
winter months free for political work. But all strata directly involved
as entrepreneurs in the struggle of economic interests lack something
else, something more import-ant, which one might caU inner availabil
ity, distance from the everyday conflicts of interest in the private eco
nomic sphere. In contrast to the advocate, the modern entreprenellrt

including the fanner l is an interested party who is too directly involved
in this struggle to be politically useful.

Only the grand rentier has ever possessed sufficient distance from
the conflict of economic interests. This appJies above aU to the very
large landowner or hereditary lord (Standes}urr)~ but also to anyone
who owns a large fortune in investments. He alone is sufficiently
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removed from the daily economic struggle which every entrepreneur
constandy has to fight for his existence, his economic power, the
survival of his business- The relari\'ely much less embattled existence
of the grand rrotier, his much greater distance from the everyday busi
ness world (even if large enterprises are among the sources of his
unearned income) - these factors free his energies, both inwardly
and outwardly, for political interests, whether in the affairs of state
or in the poHricaJ--cu}tura] sphere f for the life of a 'man of the world',
for patronage and the acquisition of knowledge of the world in the
grand manner. It is not that he Jives in some kind of economically
~disinterested) sphere. No such thing exists. But he is not engaged
in the daily struggle for the survival of his business, he is not the
organ of such a business, nor the bearer of plutocratic class interests,
since he is removed from the immediate conflict of interesrs. Only a
stratum with this kind of structure could lay claim to the title of an
'"aristocracy' today, in the sense of having a particular kind of eronomic
qualification.

Even in small things the importance of this economic qualification
is quite plain. To take an everyday instance l everyone knows what it
means for the morale of a corps of officers to have a 'nervous' regi
mental commander. AU other things being equal, such 'nervousness'
usually arises from his economic situation, from the lack of a private
fortune which means that the commander is faced with a shabby
future - and a family accustomed to social pretensions - jf he is
dismissed. This oppresses and weighs him down in the performance
of his duties and makes it infinitely more difficult for him, as com
pared with a wealthy commander, to stay calm and - a very important
practical point - to defend the interests ofhis subordinates vigorously
to his superiors. Every alert officer will have noticed this) and it hardl~'

needs to be illustrated with individual examples. Things are similar
in other areas. Many of our officials who have shown most character
in the area of sodal policy - in the factory inspectorate, for example ...
were wealthy men who) tor this very reason, did not need to bend
before every breath from vested interests and who were prepared to
resign their office if they were expected to do things which were
incompa.rible wim their conscience. Considering his fairly limited
intellectual gifts, the importance of Paul Singer26 and his position

u. PauJ Singer (1844-1911), industrialist jnd Soci3] Dcmocr~t.
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within the Social Democratic party were to a considerable extent a
function of his wealth, since this aHowed him to live for the party in
the way he did, rather than haling to live from it. ~Political character~

is simply cheaper for the man of means, and no amount of moralising
can change this fact. Nor is it simply a matter of showing character
towards one's superiors. The fact that the property-less masses, who
must struggle daily for survival, are relatively more susceptible to ail
emotional motives in politics, to passions and momentary impressions
of a sensational kind, as compared with the ~cooler head' of the man
whose wealth raises him above such worries, makes it a matter of
great urgency for democratic parties in particular to have people in
secure economic circumstances occupying letuiing positions who can
de,'ote themseh'es to political work purely out of personal conviction~

and thus to counterbalance these influences in ways which are not
always open to the par!}' bureaucraq as such. Admittedly, because the
masses cannot intervene direct{y in politics, and because their beha,rl
our is more readily forgotten t their emotional qualities are nothing
like as dangerous as those of monarchs who can compromise the
nation's political position for decades to come by excited and incau
tious telegrams and speeches. But the masses1 too, are with us and,
all things being equoi, it is cheaper for a man of property to show
'political character' and cool reflection in his dealings with them to().
It is an important question for the future whether men of property,
whose wealth gives them independence and who will be with us as
long as the system of private property exist5 t enter the service of
politics) and work politically for the democratic parties in particular. It
is easy for the party official who works hard for his living and is
dependent on his salary' to feel ressenliment towards such people, but
this should not prevent the parties from taking to heart the lessons
of experience in this regard. On the other hand, the ressentiment of
party and co-operative (Genossenschaft) officialdom is ideaJly suited as
a counterbalance to any danger of the parties coming under 'plUTO
cratic' leadership. The experiences of the Russian democratic parties,
including those on the extreme left, in which the daughters ofprinces
fought on the barricades and the wealthiest of patrons produced the
funds for the popular movement, show that the economic self-interest
of propertied ideologues leaves them much more scope for the ideal
istic pursuit of reliably 'democratic' !ont'iajons than is the case with
a more plebei~ (from a social point of view) stratum entangled dir-
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ecdy in the confHct of interests. This is because the economic situ~

arion of the wealthy does not necessarily dictate the direction of
their political activity, whereas it can prOYide support for independent

political convictions. III purely material terms, the prosaic share certi
ficate performs this service for the person who owns it just as effec
tivelyas the possession of a hereditary lordly estate. Admittedly, an
estate of this kind provides much more specific training fOf political
activity (in the kind of large -seale tasks of management with which
it confronts the owner and the sounding board of a lordly position)
than can be acquired by cutting off share-coupons and a life spent
in the purely consumerist househoJd of a renlier Jj\~ng off paper

investments.
Thus there can be no doubt that a stratum of landed nobility of

the kind that existed in England, and similar to that which formed
the core of the senatorial nobility in ancient Rome, is a bearer of
political tradition~ training and moderation, for which there is no
substitute as far as national politics are concerned. But where tkJes it
exist here? How many hereditaI}' lords of this kind exisr in Germany~

and more particularly in Prussia? \Vhere is their political tradition?
Politically they have virtually no significana~ and leasJ ofall in Prussia.
It is surely clear that it is impossible nowadays to have as an aim of
state policy the breeding of such a truly ariSlOcraric stratum of grands
rtntiers. Although it would be possible to use forest land, the only
land-title qualified in soclo-political tenns for fee-entailment, so as
to bring into being a number of new, large hereditary lordshipsl there
is no possib ilit), of producing numerically significant results by this
means. The deepest inner dishonesty of the entailment bill discussed
in Prussia at the beginning of 1917 was that it sought to eXfend to the
(Mittelstand ~ of average estate-owners east of the Elbe an institution of
property appropriate to hereditary lordships, and thereby to inflate to
the status of 'aristocrats' people who simply are not aristocrats and
who cannot be aristocrats. An)'one who knows the much (and often
unjustly) maligned and (equally unjustly) idolised Junker of the east
ern provinces is bound to take delight in them on a purely personal
level - when out hunting, ddnking a drop of something decent~ at
the card-table, amidst the hospitality of the estate farm - in these

areas everything about them is genuine. Everything becomes false
only when one s(}'lises as an 'aristocracy' this essentially (bourgeois~,

entrepreneurial stratum, economically dependent as it is on agricultural
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entrepreneurialism and the conflict (1 interests~ a conflict of sodal and
economic interests every bit as ruthless as that which any factory
owner has to engage in. Ten minutes spent in such circles are enough

to make one realise that they are plt:heian$~ and that the1f virtues in
particular are overwhelmingly plebeian in character. An estate in east
em Germany '"supports lUJ lordly household today' J as Minister von
Miquel once put it quite correctly (but in privaten. If one tries to put
the stamp of an 'aristocracy', with its feudal gestures and pretensions,
onto a social stratum which depends nowadays on plaillJ bourgeois
capitalist work, the ine\itable result will simply be to create the physi
ognomy (If the paroenu. The parvenu aspects of the way we conduct
ourselves in tlle worldl both politically and in other respects, derh'e
at least in part) although not entirely~ from suggesting to sections of
society who quite simply lack the qualification to do so that they
should play the part of aristocrats.

Nor is this stratum alone in lacking the necessary qualification. Of
course the physiognomy of the Junker is by no means the only reason
for the absence here of the educational forms which distinguish the
man of the world. Rather, the reason for their absence lies with the

unmistakably bourgeois character of all those social strata which were
the specific bearers of the Prussian statt system during the years of
its impoverished but glorious rise. The old officer families who pre
serve with honour the tradition of the old Prussian army, despite
their own, often extremely exiguous circumstances, and the families
of officials who do the same) are - regardless of whether or not they
have titles of nobility - a hourgeoi.~ middle class) both economically and
socially and in their mental horizons. Within their cirde the social
forms of me German officer corps are generally appropriate to the
character ofthat stratum and, in their most important feamres, closely
resemble those of officer corps in democracies (France) Italy). Out
side that circle, however) these forms of behaviour immediately

become caricatured when non-military circles treat them as a model
for emulation, particularly when they enter a misal/iance with social
foms originating in the undergraduate atmosphere of the training
colleges for officials, as happens here.

As is generaUy known) the student fraurniliesu arc the typical fonn
of social education for the next generation of non-military officials t

I, The tenn CoultufJl)fserr refers ro the German institution of (frequendy pollricaJ) SlU

dent dubs or fraterniries, the members nf which wore distinctive coLoured sashes and
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prebendaries and the socially elevated 'free' professions. The 'aca
demic freedom' to duel, to drink and to laze around dates from a
time when no other freedoms of any kind existed in Gennany) and
when only this lettered stratum ofprospective office-holders was priv
ileged with these very freedoms. Even today it is not possible to eradi
cate the influence of the conventions originating in that abnosphere
on the 'gesture' of the 'man with a degree\ a type who has always
been important in Gennany and whose importance continues to grow.
The colours worn by the students would be unlikely to disappear,
even if the mortgages on the clubhouses and the need for the 'old
boys' to pay the interest on them, were not in any case a sufficient
guarantee of their economic immortality. On the contrary, the fra
ternity system is expanding steadily~ for the simple reason that the
fraternities' 'old boy n(lWQrk' is nowadays a specific form of selecting
officialst and because the status of a reserve officer and the ability to
offer 'satisfaction' which this presupposes (something visibJy attested
b)' the club ribbon) admit a man into 'society'. Admittedly, the com
pulsion to drink and the duelling rituals of the colour corps are being
modified more and more to meet the needs of the weaker constitu
tions among the constantly growing numbers of mose who aspire to
the coloured ribbon for the sake of the connections it bestows; they
say there are even teetotallers in some fraternities_ What is crucial is
the fact that the last few decades have seen the intellectual incest of
these dubs increase stetUiily - the clubhouses with their own reading
rooms, the special dub newspapers which 'old boys' keep supplied
with an unspeakably subaltern, petit bourgeois kind of welJ-meaning,
'patriotic' politics~ the fact that contact with people of the same age
but of different social or intellectual backgrounds is abhorred or at
least made very difficult. At the same time, ever wider sections of
society are being drawn into the networks of these fraternities. A
clerk bent on acquiring the quaHties of an officer of the reserve and
the opportunity these afford of marrying into 'society~ (the boss's
daughter above all) attends one of those business schools which
recruit a good number of their students precisely because of the
activities of the fraternities. '''batever one's verdict on the intrinsic
merit of all these student formations - and the criterion of morality

en,oyed tcrtain privileges in Law. Their members would acquire 'me 2bHicy to give
satisfactiont, meaning the ability to setde a trultter of honour by duelling.
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is not that of the poiitician - they certajnly do nut train the individual
to be a man ofthe world; in fael the result produced by their undeni
abl)' banal, undergraduate atmosphere and their subaltern social

forms is the very opposite. The most mindless English dub offers
more in this respect, however lempty' one may find, for example, the
sporting activity which is so often the be-all and end-aU of their
existence. The main reason for this is the fact thaI English dubs,
although often highly selecthre, are always built on the principle that
all gentlemen are equal, and not on the principle of schoolboy subordina
ti(}n which the bureaucracy prizes so highly in our coJour corps as a
trainitl.( fir the discipline of office1 and which the clubs deliberately

cultivate in order to ingratiate themselves in higher places. l8 At an)'
rate, the ritualised conventions and undergraduate mentality of 50

called 'academic freedom) which those aiming for an official post are
obiigcd to submit to are becoming ever less a means of educating the

aristocratic man of the world, the more they tum into a way of boasting
about the wealth of one)s parents t which inevitably happens wherever
circumstances permit. A young person who ends up in this school
has to be an unusually independent character and a very free spirit

if he does not wish to acquire the disastrous features of a varnuhed
plebeian which are so often to be observed even in the products of
this system, however able they may be in other respects. For the
interests cultivated in these communities are thoroughly plebeian and
far removed from anything that is in any sense ~aristocratic). Here
again, the decisive point is that undergraduate antics which are essen
tially plebeian in character and harmless enough as a simple outlet for
youthful exuberance are claiming to be a means ofaristocratic education
qualifying a man for leadership in the state. The heavy price to be
paid for this quite incredible contradiction is the physiognomy of the
parvenu it creates.

Let no one believe that these parvenu features in the face of Ger...

many are quite irrelevant politically. To begin "With an example: the
practice of making 'moral conquests t of enemies (that is people with
opposing interests) is a vain business) rightly scorned by Bismarck,
out what about present or future allies or federal partners? 29 'wVe and

::II Here we have oIllined a lengthy but unimportant footnote about drinking habits ~n

student clubs.
l\i Here the tenn Buntksgt'nrJssel1 requires a double tTanstarion, since Weber Ls reminding

his readers both that Prus~ia. howeve r dominant its position, belongs to a federal
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our Austrian allies are permanently dependent on one another politic
ally. We and they are both aware of this fact. Unless major acts of
stupidity are committed there is no danger of a break between us.
They acknowledge without reserve or envy the German achiet'fntent
and would do so even if we were not always talking about it here;
indeed the less we do so, the easier we make it for them. Yet not
everyone here has a proper conception of the Austrians' objective
difficulties) which Germany has been spared, and consequently there
is insufficient appreciation here of their achievement. This is also the
place to state pJainly what the whole world knows, namely that the
one thing neither they nor any other nation with whom we might
wish to have friendly relations could tolerate is the kind of panrenu
airs and graces which have recently been spreading here in an intoler
able way. That sort of thing will be met with silent, polite but firm
rejectiOtl from any nation which, like Austria, has a longstanding tradi
tion of unquestionably good social education. Nobody wants to be
governed by ill-bred parvenus. Every step beyond what is absolutely
indispensable for foreign policy, in other words everything that 'Cent
ral Europe' (in the inner sense of the term)JO might want (or which

might be desirable in any future community of interests with other
nations) - however one views the question of tconom;( rapprochement
could fail politically for both parties because people are unerly deter
mined not to accept the imposjtion of what has recen[]y been declared)
with boastful gesture) to be me tPrussian spirit') and which is suppos...
edly under threat from (democracy', according to the frequent
declarations of our phrase-mongering litterateurs. As we are all
aware, such declamations have accompanied absolutely roery step
towards inner refonn here for the last 110 years.31

The true 'Prussian spirit' is one of the finest expressions of the
Gennan national character (Deutschturn). Eve1')' line written by

Reich, and that Gennany as a whole must tespect the sen.')ithitles of other countries
with which it hiU alliances and .....ith which if mighr C'onuilia bly enter into a wider
conCederation in the future.

JO He.-e We-be r is folJowing the relallveJ}' common practice in Germany. particularJy
before. during and after th~ First World War, of treating Mitl(lruropa as a
meraphorkaVspiritual concept rather than a merel)' geographicaJ, politicaJ or «:0
nom Ie one. The metaphoricaJ sense is that Central Europe is both Ccentra]' to an
idea of Europe and a 'middle ground' belween the extremes of East and West.

J I The adminjstrativ( re fonns of Freiherr von Stein (J 757- J 83 I) had taken place in
Prussja I [0 years earHer.
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Scharnhorst) Gneisenau) Boyen) Moltke 31 breathes this spirit) as do
the words and deeds of the great Prussian refonning officials who
do not even need to be mentioned by name (a good number ofwhoffi)
admittedly) originated from outside Prussia). The same is true of
Bismarck)s eminent intellect) so miserably caricatured by the
blinkered, philistine advocates of ~Realpoljtik) today. It sometimes
seems as if the old Prussian spirit flourishes more strongly today
amongst the officials of other states in our federation than it does in
Berlin) and me misuse of the term by the conservative demagogy we
are hearing now is nothing short of impiety towards the great figures

of the past.
To repeat the point) an aristocraq' of adequate breadth and political

tradition does not exist in Germany. Its most likely home was in the
'Free Consenrative' Party and the Centre Party (although this had
ceased to be the case there tOO)l but not in the Conservative Party.
Equally important is the fact that no distinguished German social fOrm
exists. Despite the occasional boasts of our Jitterateurs, it is quite
untrue that 'individualism), rn the sense offreedom from conventions,
exists in GermanYt in contrastt so it is alleged) to the conventions
governing the 'gentleman) in English-speaking countries or salon life
in the I,arin countries. Nowhere are more rigid and binding conven
tions to be found than those of the 'colours student' which, direcdy
or indirectly, rule the lives of as large a fraction of the next generation
in Germany's ruling circles as do the conventions of any other coun
try. Except where the con\'entions of the officer corps hold swa)',
theu are 'the Gennan form'! This is because the experiences in the
colour-corps subsequently determine to a large extent the forms and
conventions of the most influential sections of German society)
namely the bureaucracy and all those who wish to be admitted into
the 'society) that is dominated by it. However) one cannot call these
forms 'distinguished). What is more important as far as national POlif~

ics are concerned is the fact that) in contrast to the conventions in
England and the Latin countries, these conventions are wholly
unsuited to serve as a model for the whole nation, right down to its
lowest levels, and thus to make its gesture unifonnly that of a self
assured 'nation of masters' (HerrentVJlk), entirely confident in jts out-

.ll These men were aU outstanding Prussian generals: G. von Scharnhorst (] 755- J8 ! 3),
N. von Gneisenau (J76o-IA3 I). H. yon Boyen (I17J-r843) and H. von Moltk<:
<[8()O--(} [}.
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ward manner, as has happened with the English and Latin conven
tions. It is a grave error to believe that 'race' is the decisi,re factor in
the striking lack of grace and dignitt J in the outward bearing of the
Germans. Despite the fact that he is of the same race, the public
demeanour of a Gennan from Austria (whatever other weaknesses he
may have) is not marred by these qualities, for it has been thoroughly
moulded by a real aristocracy.

The forms goveming the behaviour of people in the Latin coun·
trjes, right down to the lowest strata, are produced by imitating the
'gesture of a cavalier' as this e,rolved from the sixteenth century
onwards. The conventions of English-speaking countricsl which also
shape the behaviour of society down to the lowest strarum, derive
from the social habits of that section of society which set the tone
from the seventeenth centurJ onwards, a stratum which de\'eloped
in the late Middle Ages from a peculiar mixture of rural and urban
bourgeois notables - ~gentlemen' H who were the bearers of 'self
government'. The important thing was that in aH these cases the
decisive features of those conventions and gestures could be imitated
readily by all, and were therefore capable of being democratised. By
contrast, the conventions of prospective German officials with their
academic diplomas, and of the strata influenced by them, particularly
the habjts inculcated by the colour corps, were and are, as we have
saidt patendy not suitable for imitation by any Circles outside those
taking university examinations and certainly not by the broad mass of
the public. They were therefore not capable of being 'democratised',
despite the fact, or rather precisely becauu, they were in their essence
profoundly plebeian and not the manners of the man of the world or
aristocrat. The Larin code of honour, like the very different English
one, was susceptible of being democratised to a great extent. The
specifically German concept of 'being qualified to give satisfaction't
on the other hand) cannot be democrarised, as will be plain to anyone
who thinks about it. Yet it is of ,~erl great political importance. ""/hat
matters from a social and political point of view is not, as so many

.B Weber's irony borders on the sarcastil- as he claims that the Germans, despite the
lip -service pald to the 'values 0 f classical Welmar', fall i f1 pr;Jctice to lh'e up to the
ideals Vlnmut, 'grace' or Wiirde, 'digniry') at the heart of Schiller's project of an
aesthetic education for humanity. See Friedrich Schiller, On the Aestheri( Education
ofMan, tTansJared llnd edited by E. \Vilkinson and L A. WiHoughby (Oxford, [967),
in which (fifteenth letter) SchillcT pleads for a fusion of gnce and dignity.

J~ 'Gendemen' is in English,
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believe) the validity of the so...called 'code of honour~ in the strict
sense within the officer corps, where it is quite properly at home. The
poJiricaJly important fact is that a Prussian district superintendent
(Landrat) absolutely must he able to 'give satisfaction) in the sense
understood by students if he is to command the respect necessary to

can)' out his function, as must any other administrative official who
can easily be discharged or transferred, in contrast to the independent
stipendiary judge Vlmtsrichter») say) who is socially declassed in com
parison with the Landrat precisely because of his independence. The
concept of the ability to give satisfaction and all the other conventions
and forms which are supported by the structure of the bureaucracy
and by the honour of the German student which exercises so much
influence on it, jiJrmall)' represent caste conventions because they are
inherently nO[ susceptible of democratisation. In subrtanc(, howevert

because they lack any kind of aesthetic dignity or distinction, their
character is plebeian rather than aristocratic. h is this inner contradic·
rion which makes them such a political liability and an object of scorn.

The Germans are a plebeian people - Of) if people prefer the tenn)
a bourgeois (hurgerlich) people) and this is the only basis on which a
specifically 'German fonn' could grow.

Any democratisation of sodCl)' resulting from or promoted by a
change in our political arrangements, which is the topic under discus
sion here) would not find pre-existing aristocratic forms and values
amongst us Gennans (considered from a social point of view) which
would either have to be destroyed Of, conversely) be stripped of their
exclusiveness and propagated throughout the nation) as happened to
the formal values of the English and Latin aristocracies in the process
of just such a social transformation. On the other hand, the fonnal
values of the Gennan university graduate who is entitled to give
satisfaction do not give inner support even to the mt:mbers of that
social stratum because these values are nor sufficiently those of a
man of the world. As anJ test wilJ showt they are not even adequate
to disguise a real feeling of insecurity when dealing with foreigners
who have been brought up to be men of the world, except possibly
in the form of an 'arrogant' manner which generalJy stems from
embarrassment and strikes others as ill-mannered.

Let us leave aside the question of whether polilical democratisation
wouJd really result in social democratisation. The absence of harriers
in Amcricafs political 'democracy\ for example, has not prevented
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the gradual growth of an estate of 'aristocrats' alongside the crude

plutocracy of property (as people here believe)t and the slow1 but
generally overlooked gro"th of this 'aristocracy) is just as important

for the history of American culture.
At any rate) the development of a truly distinguished 'Gennan

form) which would also match the bourgeois character of the leading
social strata here is stiU only a possibility for the future. Political and
economic developments since 1870 have not so far led to any further
development of those specifically bourgeois conventions which first
began to take: shape in the dties of me Hanseatic League. As the
present war is bestowing on Germany so many parvenus whose sons
will bus}' themselves at university acquiring the usual conventions of
the colour corps (which make no demands on any tradition of
distinction) as an easy training by which to gain access to the ranks
of the reserve officers J there is little hope of renewal in the immediate

future. One thing at least is certain: if the process of 'democratisation'
were to succeed in doing away with the social prestige of the university
graduate - which is far from certain, for reasons that cannot he gone
into here - this would not destroy any politically l'aluable social forms.
It could then perhaps dear the way for the development of formal
values which would be appropriate to our middle class social and eco
nomic structure and therefore be both 'genuine' and distinguished.
Such values are as impossible to invent for oneself as a style, and

there is just one, essentially negarive and formal observation to be
made about aU of them, namely that they can only be developed on
the basis of inner distance and resen~e in a person's personal bearing.
This prerequisite of all personal dignity has often been gravely lacking

throughout the whole of German society. The latest breed of lit
terateurs with their need to prattle about their 'experiences' in word
and print, be they erotic, lrcligious t or whatever, are the enemies
of all dignity. Various 'prophecies' produced under the influence of

Nietzsche are based on a misconception, for 'distance is certainly
not to be achieved by standing on the pedestal of some laristocratic'
contrast between oneself and the 'all too manytJ5; indeedt on the

.H Weber is referring to Nierzs.che's conct:pt of Idistance" as found. for example, in
B()ffJnd Good and Evilt Section 257 and The Gtnealogy ofMora{$) Section 24. The tenn
~the manY-(Qo-manyl occurs, in particul:aT. in 'Of The New Idol' in Thus Spal«
Zafalhustra.
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contrary, distance is always inauthentic if it needs this inner support
nowadays. It may be that the need to maintain one's inner distance
within a 'democratic~ world will prove to be a va'uable test of its

genuineness.
AU this shows yet again that in this, as in so many other respe,ts,

the German Fatherland is~ as Alexander Herzen said so beautifully
of Russia, not the land of its fathers but of its children and that this is
now things must be.J6 This is particularly true of its political problems.
These problems cannot be solved by distilling the 'Gennan spirit'
from works of the past, however great meir value may have been.
Let us pay all due respect to the great shades of our intellectual
ancestors, and let us make use of their achievements to give formal
training to our own minds. BUl as soon as the vanity of our litterate
urs, simply because it is their vocation as writers to interpret the
classic authors to the nation, claims that this function entitles them
to lay down the future political shape of Germany with a schoolmaster's
pointer, then it is high time to throw the old tomes a.ttide,J7 There is
nQthing to be leamt from them on this question. Among other things,
the German classics could teach us that the German people was able
to be one of the leading cultural nations (Kultun,'olk) in the world at
a time of material poverty, political impotence and even foreign rule.
The ideas of OUf dassic writers originated in an unpolitical epoch~

even where these ideas concern politics and economics. Inspired by
the debates surrounding the French Revolution, these ideas were in
part constructed in an atmosphere in which political and economic
passions were lacking. The on~y kind of poHtical passion which
inspired them~ other than angry rebellion against foreign ruie) lay
in their ideal enthusiasm for moral demands. Anything beyond that
remained at the le\:eI of philosophical ideas which could stimulate us
to adopt a position appropriate to our political realities and the
demands of today", but they cannot serve as signposts to the future.

~b We have found no source for this attribution in the woru of AIeX4lnder Herzen,
although it certainJy accords with his sentiments.

J? It is nor entirely clear who are the targets of Weber)s attack here) but it could well
have been directed against the cirde around the poef Stefan George which looked
back on the dassjcaJ past !itS a model for (he futurt:. In particuJart tht> most prominent
iiteral1' historian of the circle, Friedrich GundoJf, had attracted (he attention of
inreJ]ecn.al cirdes with the publlcation of his biography of Goethe (l916) )US\ one
year before ';lleber wrOte this piece:,
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The modem problems of parliamentary rule and democracy, and
indeed the essential nature of our modern state generany~ lay whoUy
outside theiT field of vision.

To return to equal suffrage: it is alleged that this means the victory
of the inarticulate political 'instincts of the masses' (which are
supposedly inaccessible to political retlection) over wen-considered
political conviction~ or the victory of the politics of emotion over the
politics of reason. To deal with this latter question first: Germany's
foreign policy - this certainly must he said here - proves that a mon
archy ruling with a class-based suffrage (tor German poiicy is and
was dictated by the hegemony of Prussia) certainly holds the aH
comers' record for a policy influenced by the purely personal and
emotional moods of the leadership. For proof of this, one only needs
to compare the ineffectual, zig-zag course of this kind of noisy politics
here in Genuany over the last few decades with the calm sense of
direction in, say, English foreign policy. As far as the irrational
'instincts of the masses' are concerned, these only dominate pohtics
where a compact mass as sf~ch exerts press'lre~ namdy in large modem
cities, particularly where the Latin style of city life prevails. Climatic
conditions there, together with. coffee·house civi]jsation~ allow the
politics of the (street', as they have been aptly termed, to subject the
country at large to violation from the capital city. The rule of the
{man in the street'J& in England, on the other hand, is connected with
very specific structural peculiarities of the urban (masses' there
(which are entirely absent here), whHe street politics in the Russian
capital are Hoked to the secret societies there. All of these precondi...
tions are absent in GermanYl and the temperate nature of German
life makes it quite untikely that we will foHow suit in succumbing to
this occasional danger - for this is what it is, as com.pared with the
source of influence which has been a chronic threat to our foreign
policy. It is not me workforce tied to their places of work but the
layabauts and coffee-house intellectuals in Rome and Paris who have
manufactured the bellicose politics of the 'street', and who have done
so, by the way) entirely in the service of the government and onl} to
the extent desired or pennitted by the government. \\!hat was tacking
was the counterbalance of the industrial proletariat. The industrial
proletariat, when it acts in solidarity, is undoubtedly a mighty force,

)g Weber misquote~ the idiom {in English) as 'men of the street',
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among other things in controlling me 'street'. Compared with those
wholly irresponsible elements~ however, it is a force which is at least
capable of being ordered and led by its trusted representatives t which
is to say by politicians who think rationally. As far as the politics of
the state are concerned, the most important thing of all is to increase
the power of these leaders - in our case the union leaders - over
momentary instincts) and l beyond this, geturally to increase the
importance of responsible leaders, indeed of political leadership as
such. One of the most powerful arguments jOr the creation of orderly)
respotlsible political leadership by parliamentary leaders is that such an
arrangement weakens, as far as this is possible, the impact of purely
emotional influences both from (above' and 'below'. 'The rule of the
streee has nothing to do with ~equal suffrage'; Rome and Paris were
ruled by the '"streee at a time when Italy had the most plutocratic
form of suffrage in the world and when Napoleon III governed in
Paris with his sham parliament. On the contrary, only the orderly
leadership of the masses by responsible politicians is a[ all capable
of breaking unregulated rule by the stteet and leadership by chance
demagogues.

Only in the leading state in the federationJ Prussia, is equal suffrage
a problem which powerfully affects the political interests of the Reich.
Thanks to the recently issued interpretation of the Easter Message) J4;l

the question now seems to have been settled there) at least in prin
ciple. In principle, but the route by which we are to arrive at that
goal has not been settled. It is quite unlikely that the present class
parliament will voluntarily give up its electoral privilege unless driven
to do so by political circumstances. Or if it does so, then it \\111 only
be in the form of some apparent renunciation, for example~ by linking
equal suffrage to the existence of an upper house constructed with the
aid of electoral arithmetic. The legal introduction of equal suffrage in
Prussia is, however~ a demand of the Reich in the interests of national
politics, for the Reich must be able to call on its citizens to fight for
their own existence and honour again in the future, should this prove

3~ The ~F..asrer Message' refers to the ~tatement made hy rhe Kaiser on 7 April J917
in which he promised refonn of the Prussian upper house and the inrrodI.lction of
me secret balJot and direct cJection (bur not universal suffrage) as soon as the war
ended. Thjs promise of political re fonn as a reward for the sacrifices of the people
came one day after the American dedantion of war on Germany and in the wake of
the radkaHsarion of Social Democracy produced by the Russian Re\'oJurion. An
imperial proclamation in July 1917 'clarified' maners by promisjng equaJ sutfnlge.
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necessary. It is not sufficient for this purpose to have supplies of
munitions and other materials and the necessary official organs; what
is also needed is the nation's inner readiness to defend this state as its
state. We can see from events in the east what happens when this
readiness is lacking.4(J One thing is certain: the nation can never again
be mobilised for war as it was on this occasion jf solemn assurances are
rendered worthless by some superficiaUy 'clever) piece of deception.

That would never be forgotten. This is the crucial political reason
why the Reich must ensure that equal suffrage is implemented every
where, by coercion if necessary'.

Finally) let me deal briefly with the relationship between parlia~

memarisation and democralisation as a question of principle. There are
quite a number of ,'ery honest and indeed fanatical 'democrats' who
regard 'parliamentarisation) as a corrupt system for careerists and
parasites, leading to the perversion of democracy and to rule by a
clique. 'Politics', in their view, may be fairly (interesting' but in other

respects it is a sterile activity for layabouts. The onry thing that mat
ters, particularly to the broad masses of the nation, is good 'adminis
tration\ and this alone wm guarantee the &truc' form of democracy
which we in Germany, the counrry of the 'true notion of freedom),
already possess in a superior version to that of other countries, or
would be better able 10 create than other countries without any need
for parliamentarisarion. Narurally, the advocates of a bureaucracy free
of all controls delight in p~aying one type of democracy off against
another) claiming that 'true democracy is only fully achieved where
the 'pack' of advocates in parliament is unable to disturb the objective
work of officials. This barefaced swindle - or in the case of our
linerateurs, this self-deception stemming from a naive belief in empty
phrases - has no difficulty in finding supporters in aU camps, as does
anything that serves the interest of the bureaucracy and the capitalist
interests which are in league \\-'ith it. It is as dear as can be mat this
is a swindJe~ and for rn'o reasons. Firstly) what organ would democraty
have with which to con/rol the administration h.)i officials in turn, if one
imagines that parliamentary po\ver did not exist? There is no answer
to this. Secondly, what would it put in place of rule by parliamentary
4cliques t? Rule by much more hidden and - usually - smaller diques
whose influence would be even more inescapable. The system of

010 Here the ~east' means, of course, Russia, where revolution had just broken out.
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so-called direct democracy is technically possible only in a small

state (canton). In all mass states democracy leads to bureaucratic
administration and, without parliamentarisation, to pure rule by offi

cials. Certainly, where the system of (Caesarism' (in the wider sense
of the word) operates, which is EO say the direct, popular election of
the head of state or a city, as in the United States and in some of its
large cities

J
democracy can exist without a par[[amentary system 

which does not mean entire(v without parliamentary power (this is not
the place to go into the political and administrative strengths and
weaknesses of that arrangement). But the full power of parliament is
indispensable wherever hereditaTY organs of state - monarchs - arC
the (formal) heads of officialdom. Inevitably ~ the modern monarch is
always just as much of an amateur as any member of parliament~ and
therefore quite incapabl~ of controlling an administration. But there
is this difference; a member of parliament can learn to weigh the
power of words in party confli(t~ whereas the monarch is required to
remain outside this struggle; furthermore l provided if has the right to
hold enquiries, parliament is in a position to acquire tne relevant facts
on a subject (by cross-examining experts and witnesses under oath)

and thus to control the actions of offIcials. How is this to be effected
by me monarch or by a democracy without a parliament?

Quite generally, any nation which is under the impression toat
there is nothing more to the leadership of (he state than 'administra
tion" and that ~politicst is an occasional activity for amateurs or a
side-line for officials, must he prepared to aband-o'l all thoughts of
participating in world politics and must accommodate itself in future
to the role of a small state, like a Swiss canton or Denmark or Holland

or Baden or \'Viirttemberg, all of them well enough administered
polities. Otherwise it is bound to repeat our experience with the 'true
freedom' preached in certain quarters, which is to say, it must face
the consequences of an uncontrolled body of officials attempting to
conduct high politics. Enthusiasm for 'democracy without parliament
ary rule was nourished during the war, of course, by the fact that 
as in any serious war - in all countries "ithout exception, in England)
France~ Russia and Germany~ a political-military dictatorship of the
most comprehensive kind actually replaced the normal form of gov
ernment, whether this was called a (monarchy' or a 'parliamentary
republic' and this "ill undoubtedly cast its shadow far into peacetime.
This cype of rule operates everywhere with a specific kind of mass
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demagogy and shuts down all normal ..1 ,'alves and controls, including

control by parliament. These and other specific products of the war
blind the eyes of amateur litterateurs whose minds are bent on the
rapid and 'up-to-the-minute t production of books. Yet just as the
war economy cannot serve as a model for a normal peacetime eco
nomy, iliese wartime political arrangements cannot be the pattern for
a peacetime political sfructure.

What, we ask, is to replace the political functions of a parliament?
Should referenda, say, cater for legislation? Firstly, there is no coun
try in the world where me referendum has been introduced to carry
out the most important task performed b}' regular parliamentary work,
namely the budget. It is plain that this would simply be impossible. It
is eaSl to predict what would be the fate of virtually any taxation bill
if it were to be decided by popular referendum. In a mass state a
referendum would mean a powerful mechanical brake on aU progress,
if applied to any at all complicated laws and ways of ordering the
substance of the nation's culture (Kultur); at least this must be so in
any geographically large state (the case of a canton is different). The
simple, purely technical reason for this is that it roles out party com
promise. The only questions which can be resolved by referendum in
a politically and technically satisfying manner are those which can be
answered by a simple 'yes' or 'no' + Otherwise the variety of conflicting
objections to a proposal would prevent anything at ail being achieved;
and in a sociaHy and geographically highly differentiated mass state
there are bound to be incomparably more such objections than in
one of the states of America or a Swiss canron. This is the specific
function performed by parliament to make it possible to achieve the
~best' solution (relatively speaking) by a process of negotiation and
compromise. The price to be paid for this function is the same sacri
fice as that made by the \'oter in a parliamentary election when he
has to vote for the party which is relativtlJ! the most acceptable to
him, Nothing else can replace this purely technical superiority of
parliamentary legisJation - which is not ,to say that there are nO cases
where the referendum might be a suitable corrective instrument. As
far as the popular election of officials is concerned - unless it is
restricted to the election of the leader~ that is ~Caesarism' - it has to

4) Here the second printing has <normaP where the first printing of the brochure (If}J 7)
had ffWfJrbm ('inherited" <acquiredl
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be said that it not only destroys the hierarchical discipline of office in
any mass state, but also fosters corruption (to judge by the :~metican

experience) by eliminating the responsibilifJ' for appointment. In a

monarchic state every' anack on parliamentary rule in the name of
'democracy~ means that, thanks to resentment and blindness, the
interests of pure bureaucratic rule are being promoted, and in par
ticular the interest of the bureaucracy in remaining free of controL

'Democratisation' in the sense that the structure of social estates
is being levelled by the state run by officials) is a fact. There are only
two choices: either the mass of citizens is left without freedom or
rights in a bureaucratic, ~authoritarjan stale which has only the

appearance of parliamentary rule, and in which the citizens are
'administered' like a herd of cattle; or the citizens are integrated into
the state b)' making them its co-rulers. .". nation of masters
(Jlerrem..'()/k)41 - and only such a nation can and may engage in 'world
politics) - has no choice in this matter. Democratisation can certainly
be obstructed - for the moment ~ because powerful interesTS, preju
dices and cowardice are allied in opposing it. But it would soon
emerge that the price to be paid for this would be the entire future
of Germany. All the energies of the masses would then be engaged
in a struggle against a state in which they are mere objects and in
which they have no share. Certain circles may have an interest in the
inevitable political consequences. The Fatherland certainl)r does not.

41 Weber's use of the term Herrnl'vr;lk ought not to be confused with the :'-Jational
Socialists' later misappropriation of Nietzschean vocabulary, '\Veher's usage does not
have imperialist implications but rather conceivt:s of a nation jn which ea~h indiVIdual
is ma:ster of his ov.n life and responsible for his O~ll political faTe.
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Parliament and Government in Germany under a
Ne\v Political Order

Towards a political criciq uc of officialdom and the party system

Preface

This poli tical treatise is a reworkr d and extended version of articles
which appeared in the Frank/ilner Zeitung in the summer of 19 r 7. 1

It ha~ nothing new to say to the constitutional expert, nor does it take
cover behind the authority of a science, for the ultimate positions
adopted by the will cannot be decided by scientific means. An.yone
for whom the historical tasks of the German nadon do not take pra:ed
ence, as a matter of principle) over all que5tions of the form the state
should assume, or anJone u'itb a fundamentall)" different perception
of these tasks, will not be open to the arguments advanced here. For
in this respect they proceed from certain assumptions, on the basis
of which they attack those people who still consider that this is an
appropriate juncture to di scredit the popularly elected parliament
(Volksvertretung) in particular, while favouring other poJitical powers.
Unfortunatel}\ this has been going on for the past forty years, includ
ing the war year~, especially in fairly wide academic and academically
educated circles of litterateurs, vcry often in the most arrogant and
intemperate manner, with dismissive animosity and wlthout the least

sign of any goodwill even to try to understand the vital conditions

I Parlam~.'M und Regierung im nwgC'ordn"rm Deu(jl'h/und. ZUT po{;risdten Kritlk des Btamtm
t'WIS Imd ParuiweSfflS (.I\Iunich and Leipzig, 19] 8). This ('ssa~: is based on five <trtides
first publio;hed in the Frankfurter Zrdrung b~twetn April and June H}I7. Thts~ were
highly controversial, panicularJ)' because of the criticjsms of the monarch's in(en'en~

rions in politics. The 'usual technical difficulties of printing' which Weber offers as
an explanation for their delayed publicarion as. a brochure is a euphemism for difficult
ies with the censor,
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required by parliaments if they are to be effective. The political
achievements of German parliaments have certainly not been beyond
criticism. But if the Rekhstag is to be criticised) so should other
organs of the state which these litterateurs have always been careful
to spare, indeed have often flattered and courted. If these amateur
critics seek cheap sport in tilting at parliament, it is high time to
submit their own political insight to unsparing scrutiny. It would of
course be a pleasure to debate in a sober and objective manner
(stUhlich) with objective and chhralrous (vornehm) opponents - and no
doubt such opponents do exist. But it would conflict with German
honesty to show respect to groups of people from whose ranks many
others f including the present author l have been slandered time and
again as 'demagogues~ or as 'un-German l or as 'foreign agents'. The
undoubted ingenuousness of most of the litterateurs involved was
perhaps the most shameful aspect of their excesses.

It has been said that this is not the time to stir up problems of
domestic politics, since there are other things we should be doing.
'We? - who is thaI? Presumably those who stayed at home. And what
ought such people to be doing? Abusing the enemy? That does not
win wars. The fighting men out in the field are not doing so, and
this wave of abuse, which grows in intensity the further its authors
are from the trenches, is hardly worthy of a proud nation. Or are
speeches and resolutions called for about all the territories 'we' must
first annex before 'we) can conclude peace? One fundamental thing
needs to be said on this point: if the army fighting Germany)s battles
were to take the view that, 'What we have won with our blood must
remain German) J then 'weJ who stayed at home would still have the
right to sa}') 'Have a carel that might perhaps be politically impru
dent'. But if they stuck to that position nevertheless, 'we' would hayc
to remain silent. Yet it seems to me absolutely intolerable, purely
from a human point of view, as well as being utterly damaging to
morale, that 'we) who stayed at home have no qualms about poisoning
the soldicrst joy in their achie,,'ements by proclaiming (as has hap
pened time and again), 'If you fail to achieve one or other of the
war ...airns devised by us) you will have shed your blood in vain'. Instead
it would be better simply to keep repeating that Germany is fighting
for its very life against an army in which there are negroes) Ghurkas
and all manner of barbarians who have come from their hiding places
aU over the wor~d and who are now gathered at the borders of Ger-
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many, ready to Jay waste to our country. That is the truth which
everyone understands, and to say this would have kept us united.
Instead the litterateurs have taken it upon themselves to fabricate all
sorts of ~ideas~ for which~ in their opinion, the men at the front arc
giving their blood and their lives. I do not believe that this vain activity
has lightened the heavy burden of duty for any of our soldiers. The
damage it has done to objective political discussion is grave.

It seems (0 me that the prime task for us at home is to ensure that
the soldiers come back to find that it has already been madt /JO$$ible
for them to ele~t their own representatives at the ballot box and
through them to build anew the Gennany whose existence they have
preserved. This means that we must dear away the obstacles which
our present arrangements put in their path, so thac, on their return)
they do not have to begin by fighting sterile battles against those
obstacles instead of getting down to the task of reconsrruction. No
sophistry in the world can argue away the fact that the only means
of achieving this are suffrage and parliamentary power. It is dishonest
and impertinent for some people [0 have complained) in all ser
iousness, that a reform is being carried out 'without consulting the
soldiers) which) for the first rime ever, will give them even the possibil
ity of decisive co-determination.

It is also said that any criticism of our political arrangements simply
puts weapons into the hands of our enemies. For twenty years we
were gagged with this argument, until it was too late. What, at this
stage) do we still have to lose abroad by making such criticisms? Our
enemies would have cause for celebration if the old, grave defects
continued to exist. At this precise moment, when the (;reat War has
reached the stage where diplomacy is making its voice heard again,
it is high time to do everything we can [0 prevent the old errors being
committed all over again. Unfortunately there is little sign that this
will be the case. Our enemies know, or they will learn, that German
democracy will not conclude peace on bad terms - unless it wants
to throwaway its own future.

If there is anyone whose deepest conviction places every form of
authoritarian rule exercised for its own sake above all the political
interests of the nation, let him confess his beliefs openly. He cannot
be proved wrong. But let no one offer us instead some vain nonsense
about the antithesis between the 'Western European' and the
'German' idea of the state. On the simple, technical questions ofhow
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the will of the state is detennined, which are the questions dealt with
here, a mass-state has only a restricted, not an infinite, number of
possible forms to choose from. For an objeaive (sathljeh) politician,

the question of which of these fonns is the most efficacious for his
state at any given time is a question of fact, to be answered in the
light of the political tasks facing the nation. Only someone with a
regrettable lack of faith in the independence and strength of the
Gennan people (Deutschtum)'l could believe that the essential charac*
ter of the nation would be called into question if we were to share
effective institutions for running the state with other nations. Quite
apart from which, it is neither the case that parliamentary rule is
alien to German history, nor that any of the systems opposed to
parliamentary rule is·uniquely peculiar to Gennany. Compelling
objective circumstances will ensure that a German state under parlia
mentary rule \ViII look different from any other state. Yet it would be
the politics of the litterateurs rather than objective politics to turn
this into an object of national vanity. At present we do not know
whtther a truly viable new parliamentary order \lVill come about in
Germany. It could be sabotaged by the right, or thrown away by the
left. Yes, the latter, lOOt is possible. It goes without saying that the
vital interests of the nation take precedence even over democracy or
parliamentary rule. But if parliament were to fail and, as a result, the
old system were to return, the consequences would be far-reaching
indeed. Even then one could quite properly bless Fate for the fact
that one is a German. But we should have to abandon finally all
great hopes for Gerrnanyts future, regardless of the kind of peace that
awaits us.

The present author, who voted for the Conservatives almost thirty

years ago and later for the Democrats, who once wrote an occasional
column for the Kreuzuituni and now writes for liberal papers," is
not an active politician, nor will he ever be one. It should howe"er
be said) by way of precaution, that he enjoys no connections of any
kind to any German statesmen. He has every reason to believe that

2 DtutJchtum is both a collecti"'e noun and one which sums up the qualities of
~ Gennan-ness I,

.1 The Kr~uzzeitu"g was the name commonly given to Die Neu~ Preuj1isdte (Kreuz-)
Ztitung, an ultra-conservative newspaper.

~ The liberal newspapers and journ:ds Weber has in mind are the Frtmkftrt~, ZeifU1tK>
the }r1iinchmer Neuestt Nadm'chrm and Die Hi/ft,
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no party, including those on the left, will want to identify themselves
with what he has to say, particularly not with those things '\'hich
matter most to him personally (section IV- below), these being things

about which there is no dispute at all amongst the political parties.

He has arrived at his chosen political standpoint because the experi~

cnces of recent decades convinced him some time ago that the kind
of political machinery and the method of determining the will of the
state which we have employed hitherto are bound to condemn any

German policy to failure~ whatever its goals. He believes that exacdy
me same thing will go on being repeated in the future if our political
arrangements remain me same, and he considers it unlikely that

under those circumstances army leaders will arise time and time again
who will be able to hack a way out of the politicaJ catasttophe by
military means and at the cost of unimaginable sacrifices of the
nation's bJood.

Tecbnical changes in the running of the state do not in themsehres
make a nation vigorous (tuchlig) ,5 nOT happy, nor ,raJuable. They can
only dear away mechanical obstacles in irs path and are therefore
merdy means to an end. Some may regret that so much importance
can attach to the sober issues of civil (burgerlit:h) life which are to be
discussed here under a deliberately self-denying ordinanceJ without
any reference to me great, substantive questions of culture (Kultur)
confronting us. But this is simply how things are. On a large scale it
is the lesson taught by the politics of the last few decades. On a
smaller scale, an official of rare abilities and human qualities very
recently failed utterly to give politicallcadcfship to the Reich,ti some
thing '\vhich I regard as a kind of practical proof of the account
advanced in a series of articles published shortly before those events.

Anyone who remains unconvinceu after these experiences will not be
convinced by any kind of evidence. In considering technical questions

of government~ the politician thinks in terms of the next few genera

tions. This small piece of occasional writing, too, aims purely and
simply to 'serve the present moment'.

5 Tuthtig is a recurrent term of e."aluation for Weber, He uses> if both in the Darwinian
sense of {titnes!;l for life (1('benstuth /ig). and to refer to {he cardinal ~ Gennan-bourgeoi 5

virtues of'efficien,,· rand (abihrv',
"This is a referenc~ {O G, ~'1ichaeHs (I857-193b), Reichskanzler from T4 July lO I

~{)\'ember 1917.
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The long delay in following up the suggestion of like-minded

friends that these thoughts should be published in the present form
was caused firsrly by other claims on my time and, since November,
by the usual technical difficulties of printing.

I Bismarck's legacy

The state of our parliamentary life today is a legacy of Prince
Bismarck's IonK 'years ()f ruh- in Germany and of rhat inner attitude

which the nation has adopted to him since his last ten years as chan~

cenor of the Reich. This attitude has no eq ua] in the stance adopted

by any other grcat nation towards a statesman of such stature.

Nowhere eJse in the world has even the most unbounded admiration

for the personality of a politician led a proud nation to sacri fiee its
own, obiectivc convictions so unreservedly. On the other hand,

objective opposition to a statesman of such enormous dimensions has
very rarely given rise else\\"hcre to such a measure of hatred as was

oncc felt by the e~1rcme Ie it and the Centre Party towards Bismarck.
How did this come about?

As so often happens, the after-effects of the mighty events of 1866
and 1870 were first fclt by the generation for whom the victorious

wars were the indelible e:\"pcrienccs of their youth but who did not

have their own clear ,:iew of the profound domestic political tensions

and problems which had accompanied those wars. It was in the minds
of these people that Bismarck first became a legend. That generation
of political litterateurs who entercd public life from about [878i
onwards feU into two camps of unequal size in their attitudes towards

him. The· larger group was fined with adulation, not for the grandeur
of his subtle l sovereign mind, but excl usively for the element of viol

ence and cunning in his statesmanship, the real or apparent brutality

in his methods, while the other camp reacted to this with feeble

ressentiment.!l If this second variant disappeared rapidly after his death)

, Weber is specific about the yeOlr l. R78 presumablj' for several reasons: it was the year
of the Congress of Berlin, of the inrroduction of Blsmard's ;lllti -~ocialist Jegislation
and of ii generaJ shift away from lh~ more hberal polides pursued in the first years
of the new Reich.

l! cr, ~ietzsche, On the CeneaJo!f)' of.-l1oral5 (J887)' Weber described tne essar~ ~ith its
di5oCussion of 'ressentiment" as 'brilliam', From Max Jltblr, ed. H. H. Gerth and
C. \\'. ~;lms (London t 948). p. "470,
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it was only then that the other attitude began to issue in a full-blown

literan' cult. For a long time now it has stamped the historical legend
not o~iy of conservative politicians but also of genuinely enthusiastic
litterateurs and finally of aU those intellectual plebeians who think
they can legitimate themselves as spirit of his spirit through the out
ward imitation of his gestures. It is well attested that Bismarck himself
had nothing but the deepest scorn for this last stratum, which is not
without political influence here, although he was of course quite

prcpared~ on occasion~ to make political use of those of them who
were among his courtiers t just as he used others t such as Herr
Busch.~ 'Content: empt)' phrases. Form: puerile" was his comment
in the margin of a (Pan-German' (in today's terms) memorandum he
had once requested as an experiment from a man who at least differed
fundamentally from todayJs represenrati\'es of this line of thought in
that he could point to nalional achievement') of his own, done not
with his mouth but in the form of bold action. What Bismarck thought
of his conservative peers is recorded in his memoirs.

He had some cause ro look uown on them. For what did he experi~

encc when he had to relinquish office in I 890? To be fair, it was too

much to expect expressions of sympathy trom the Centre Part)', to
whose 'coat~tails' he had tied the assassination attempt by
Ku]]mann,1O or from the Social Democra[s whom he had harried
with the expulsion paragraph in his anti-Socialist legislation, or from
the {Freisinnigen' (Independent l.iberaIs)ll whom he had branded
'enemies of the Reich'. But what of the others who had applauded
these actions so loudly? Prussian ministerial posts and the offices of
the Reich were filled by ronservative creatures who owed their political
existence entirely to Bismarck. \Vhat did they do? They sat just where
they were. ~A new superior~ - that was the end of the matter, as far
as they were concerned. Conservati've politicians occupied the praesid
ial chair in the parliaments of the Reich and of Prussia. \\llat was
their parting cry to the creator of the Reich as he left office? They
passed over the incident in silence. \Vhich of the great parties in his
following even so much as demanded to know the reasons for his

9 M. Busch {J 82 I~9). journalist and war reporter.
I(J E. KuJlmann) an apprentice cooper and a Catholk, anemp!ed to assassinate Bismarck

in JllJy 1874_ Bi~rnarck attempted to link him wittl the Catholic Centre Part)'.
II The •Deutsch-Freisinnige Partd (I ~!S4"""'93), a left-I iberal p:uty whtch strongly

advocated free trade and opposed the Septenntll in t 887.
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dismissal? None of them even lifted a finger. They simply turned
towards the new sun. The event is unparaJleJed in the annals of a
proud people. But what heightens the disparagement it deserves is
the enthusiasm for Bismarck to which these same parties sub
sequendy laid claim as their inheritance. At no time in the ~ast fifty
years have the Prussian Consen·atives shown any political character
in the sel'lice of great political or ideal goals - as the Stahls 'l and
Gedachs13 once did and as did the old Cluistian-Social politicians

in their own way- If you examine what happened, you will find that
fmly when there was anJ threat to their financial interests or their
monopoly of the prebends of office and the patronage of office or
(which was the same thing) to their electoral privileges, did their local
electoral machine begin to operate ruthlessly, and then it did so even
aga.inst the king. Then (as now) the whole, sad apparatus of (Chris
tian', 'Monarchist' and 'NationaP phrase-mongering usually went
into action - exacdy the kind of behaviour which these same gentle
men denounce as 'cane in the rhetorical store of English politicians.
Only when their own materia'! interests (on tariff policy above all)
were at stake some years after Bismarck's dismissal, did they think
of hitching their waggon to Bismarck, since when they have boasted,
in aU seriousness, of being the guardians of his traditions. There
are strong reaSons for assuming that in those days Bismarck always
regarded such activities with contempt Remarks made in private
prove it. Who can blame him? But any feelings of shame one may
feel about that caricature of a politically mature people which the
nation presented in 1890 must not be allowed t9 obscure one thing:
when his supporters showed such an utterly squaHd lack of dignity,
Bismarck was reaping a tragic harvest which ht himselfhad sown. For
he had sought and deliberately brought about just sucb political null
ity in parliament and amongst the party politicians.

Never has a statesman who was not put at the helm by the trust
of a parliament had as his partner a political party so easy to deal
with and yet so full of political talents as Bismarck enjoyed between
r867 and 1878. One may reject the political views of the National

lZ F.]. Sfahl (J 802-6 J)t political theorist and conservative politician. proponent of the
idea of an absolute and paternalistic monarchy for Prussia.

11 E. L. ',on Gerlach (J795-J:8n), political theorist and one of the founders of the
Prussian Conservative Party. He argued for the re"i"'al of a corporarively (slii"Jiscn)
organis~d state.
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Liberal leadership at thal time. Of course one must not measure
them by the standard of Bismarck himself in the area of high politics
or in terms of sovereign intellectual energy, for even the best of them

seem only mediocre in comparison; after all, this is even more true.
of all other domestic politicians and most foreign ones too. If one is
lucky, a genius appears just once every few hundred years. But we
might thank fate if the politicians into whose hands it had placed the
present and future leadership of the country proved to be as able on
average as those in the National Liberal party in those days. It is
indeed a most impertinent distortion of the truth for politicallitterat
eurs here nevertheless to try to persuade the nation that 'Parliament
in Germany has failed so far to produce great political talents'. It is
deplorable that the subaltern fashion among today's litterateurs
should deny that representatives of parliament"arism like BennigsenJ

Stauffenberg, Volk t or of democracy, like the Prussian patriot
'Va]deck~ possessed the quality demanded of representatives of ~the

German spin't', for that spirit was at least as alive in the Paulskirche 14

as it is amongst the llureaucracy, and more so than in the inkwells
of these gentlemen. The great merit of those politicians from the

heyday of the Reichstag was, firstly, the fact that they knew their
own limitations and past errors and acknowledged Bismarck's vast
inteHectual superiority. Nowhere did he have more passionate and
quite persona] admirers than in their ranks, and in particular amongst
those who subsequently seceded from the party. One thing above all
attests to their personal distinction, namely their complete lack of
feeHngs of ressentiment about his superior stature. Everyone who knew
these men would completely absolve all the significant figures
amongst them of any such thing. Anyone familiar with the events
would have to regard it as hordering on paranoia if Bismarck seriously
entertained the idea that these particular politicians had ever consid
ered 'overthrowing1 him. J have heard their leaders say on numerous
occasions that 'Cacsarism" the governmental form of genius, would
be the accepted political arrangement in Germany if there were the
slightest chance of some ne\v Bismarck always emerging to fill the
highest position. That was their sincerely held conviction. It is true

that they had crossed swords fiercely with him in the past. For this

I. The: Genrum Consrituent ~arional Assembly or 18..8 fief in Sr Paul's Church Cdie
P"lJlskirche ')) Frankfurt.
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verv reason they were also aware of his limitations and were certainly
no; inclined to make any unmanly sacrijicium intel/eetus, although they
were always prepared, even to the point of self-abnegation, to go a
long way to meet him in order to avoid a break with him - much
further, indeed, than was pennisslble in view of the mood of the
voters, who then threatened to withdraw their support. The National
Liberai politicians avoided a fight for forma~ parliamentary rights with
the creator of the Reichl not only because they foresaw that, in party
political tenns, any su<:h contest would only help the Centre Party to
gain power, but also because they knew that it would paralyse
Bismarck's own policies as well as the substantive (slUhlich) work of
parliament for a long rime to come: 'Nothing is successfuJ any more'
was the well-known watchword of the eighties. Their ~nnermost

intention, often expressed in their o~n circles, was m steer safely
through the period when this grandiose personality ruled the Reich
those institutions which \\o'ould ensure continuity of Reich policy once
the time had come to adjust once more to politicians of normal stat
ure. Admittedly, these institutions induded, in their view, a parliament
which would ha"e a positive share in decision-making and therefore

be capable of attracting great political talents - and strong parties.
They were perfectly aware that the achievement of thls goal abso

lutely did not depend on thrm alone. On the occasion of the great change
of direction in 1878, I vcry often heard people from their ranks say}

'No great political skill is needed to destroy a pany in such an utterly
precarious position as ours or to make its continued existence imposs
ible. If this happens, however, it will not be possible to create another
great party which collaborates in a purely objective way. Instead it
will be necessary to have recourse to the politics of interest groups
and the system of petty patronagcJ and it will be necessary neverthe
less to accept the most severe polltical upheavals into the bargain.'
As I have said, one may judge particular positions taken b)' the party
as one wiU. After all, it \vas ultimately on their initiative that (he office
of the Reichskanzler recei\:ed its constitutional definition
(Bennigscn's motion), that ci\'illaw was unified (motion by Lasker)l
that the Reichsbank was created (motion by Bamberger), indeed that
the majority of the great institutions of the Reich still in effective
operation today were introduced. \Vlth the henefir of hindsight it is
easy to criticise their tacticsJ but these constant~yhad to take account
of the party's difficult position in relation to Bismarck. In part the
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decline of the party~s position can be blamed on the natural difficult
ies of a party which was so purely political in its orientation and yet
burdened with antiquated economic dogmas when faced with prob
lems of the economy and sociaJ policy, although the position of the
conservative parties on an these issues was certainly no better. The
opposition between BismarckJs aims and the constitution they wanted
to see after 1866 did not arise, as some would have i~ from their
~shortsightedness', but from their uniJarist ideals (in the manner of
Treitschke)l5 at that time (which we have abandoned jn the mean
time, partly for reasons of foreign policy). Subsequent developments
have proved the fundamental political premises of their conduct to
have been entirely COTTect.

They were unable to achieve their chosen political objective and
fell apart, not ultimately for reasons of substance, but because
Bismarck was unable to tolerate a1~Y kind of at all independent power
alongside himself, that is to say one that acted on its own responsibil
ity. Neither within the ministries - entry to the ministries was offered
to individual parliamentary politicians, bur they all had to learn that
Bismarck had already shrewdly arranged for the new colleague to be
brought down at any time, if necessary~ by discrediting him on purely
personal grounds; this and only this was ultimately the reason why
Bennigsen declined to join him.lVor in parliament) where Bismarck's
whole policy was aimed at preventing the consolidation of any strong
and yet independent constitutional party. Apart from his quite delib
erate and skilful exploitation of the conflicts of interest on tariff
policy, the anny estimates and the an#-Socialist legislalion provided him
with the main means of achieving this aim. 16

As far as I am aware, at £hat time the inner standpoint of National
Liberal politicians towards military questions was as follows. The
peacetime strength of the army, which they were inclined to keep as
large as need be, had, for this very reason, to be treated as a purely
technical (sachlich) question, thus burying the old divisions from the

I ~ H. von Treitscbke (1834--<)6), historian I politician and political thinker. Proponent
of a united Gennany as a Mad:tstallt under Prussian leadership.

10 Bismarck countered the opposition to renewal of the anny estimates {the Sqmmuu)
in ]886 with the dlssolurion of the Reichstag. In ]87B two altempts to assassinate
th~ Emperor pro\ided a preteXT to dissolve tht Reidunag and, subsequentlYl to enact
the (anti-) Socialist Law which denied the rights of assembJy and of pubJjcation to
sodalist organisations.
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time of the Prussian Constitutional Conflict,n and sealing off at least
this source of demagogic unrest for the good of the Reich. The only
means of achieving this was for the size of the army simply to be
stated in the annual budgetary legislation. None of the leaders ever
doubted that the requisite enlargement of the army would proceed
in this way without domestic or foreign excitement or upheaval.
Above aU they believed that this purely factual way of dealing wirh
the question would enable the army administration to gain acceptance
for much higher demands and in a Jess conspicuous way than would
be the case if this technical question were to become mixed up with
the domestic political power interests of the govemment offices in
relation to parliament, which would mean that military questions
would be blown up every seven years into a catastrophic political
sensation threatening the foundations of the Reich and would lead
to a furious electoral campaign fought on the slogan, 'The Kaiser)s
anny or Parliament's anny?' A profoundly diJhonest slogan, since an
annual budget would have made the army not a whit more of a
parliamentary army than if the budget were agreed every seven years 
especially as the seven-yearly budget (Septennat) remained a fiction
in any case. The Reichstag was dissolved in 1887 solely on the issue
of whether the requisite peacetime size of the army, which had been
accepted by all bourgeois parties, should be approved for three or
seven years, and on the alleged grounds that approval for just three
years represented an 'attack on the prerogatives of the crown'. In
1890t just three years later, however, a new bill on the peacetime
size of the army was indeed inU'oduced, something about which
Windthorst did not fail to [aunt his opponents scornfully and with
every justification. In this way the old, buried dispute about the army
in Prussia was carried over into Reich politics t so that the military
question became linked to party political interests. It must be recog
nised t however, that this is predse/y what Bismarck wanted. He saw
that demagogic slogan as a means to make the Kaiser, who had lived
through the period of constitutional conflict in Prussia, suspect that
the Reichstag and the Liberal parries were 'hostile to the army', while
at the same time using the Septennat to discredit the National Liberals
in the eyes of their own voters for having betrayed budgetary rights.

I; A reference to the conflict mat took place between the Prussian Diet and King
Wilhelm from [86 'J until [865 concerning the question of anny refonn and i~

funding.
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It was the same with the anti-Socialist legislalion. The party was pre
pared to go a long way to meet Bismarck) and even the Progressives
were inclined to approve regulations which made what they caned
'dass-agitation' punishable in common law as a general and perman
ent arrangement. What Bismarck was seeking, however, was the
Emergency Law as such. Dissolving the Reichstag amidst the excite
ment generated by the second assassination attempt) without even
attempting to reach an agreement with parJiamen~ was for Bismarck
merely a demagogic means of splitting the only powerful party at the
time.

He succeeded. And what was the result? Instead of the need to take
account of a parlianlentd7)' party which) for all its criticisms, had close
inner ties to him and which) from the outset) had co-operated in
the foundation of the Reich, Bismarck had substituted permanent
dependence on the Centre Party) a party supported by extra
parliamentary instruments of power which he had no means of
attacking, a party with a deadly hatred of him which - despite every
thing -lasted until his death.l~ \\!hen he later gave his famous speech
about the passing of the {springtime of the peoples', 19 Windthorst
retorted scornfully, but justifiably, that Bismarck himself had
destroyed the great party which had supported him in rimes past. He
had rejected the National Liberals) demand that the right of me
Reichstag to approve government expenditure should be safeguarded
in a particular way, on the grounds that this legitimated 'parliamentarJ
rule' - yet now he had to grant exactly the same thing to the Centre
Party, and in the most pernicious form possible - in the 'perquisites
paragraph) of the so-called Franckenstein dausula, to which Prussia
added the even more pemicious 'lex l-Iuene', which was subsequently
removed only with great difficulty.20 Apart from this, he had to accept
the severe defeat of state authority in the KuJturkamph while vainly
(and dishonestly) trying to disown responsibility for the quite inappro-

ll! The hatred to which Weber refers was the consequence of Bismarck's campaign
against Catholics (the Kultlj rltampj).

III Bismarck's speech to rhe Rcichstag, r3 ~larch J88S .
.M.l The 'Ftanckensrein clause' refers to the proposal made b)oo Deputy Franckenstein of

the Zentrum in 1878 that revenues raised by the Reich from customs duties and
tobacco duty should be distributed ro the federaJ su.tes in proportion to the size of
the.ir populations. The lex Hum/! ref~rs to the bill introduced by the Prussian Deputy
Huene in 188S requiring .. Large pruportion of the addjtioJU:l hnan(;es from Jncreascd
duties on cattle and grain to be distributed to locaJ associations.
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priate methods used in that struggle, and at the same time supplying
the Social Democrats with the most brilliant electoral slogan imagin
able in the shape of the ~Emergency Legislation) 0usnahmegfsetz). In

Bismarck)s hands the social welfare legislation of the Reich) too)
became mere demagogy) and bad demagogy at that) no matter how
valuable one may consider it to be in purely objective terms. Industrial
protection legisiation, the most indispensable meanS of maintaining
the physical strength of the nation, he rejct'ted as an intrusion into
the rights of masters (using arguments of incredible triviality at times).
He adopted the same stance when he used the police and the anti
Socialist legislation to smash the unions, the only tnstitutions which
could possibly represent workers' interests in an objective manner,
thus driving their members into the most extreme~ purely party
poJitical radicalism. On the other hand~ taking his kad from certain
American models~ he thought he could generate ~loY"dlt)' to the state'
(Staatsgesinnung) and 'gratitude) by granting state pensions or pensions
enforced by the state. A grave political error this, for every policy
that has ever gambled on gratitude has failed. The saying, 'They have
their reward,21 also applies to the blessedness of political work. We
were given pensions for the sick) the injured, the war-disabled and
the old. That was certainly admirable. But we were not given the
guarantees which are necessary above all else to maintain physical
and mental strength and m make it possible for the strong and healthy
to .represent their interests in an objective and confident way, the inter
ests~ in other words, of precisely those people who mattered most in
purely political tenns. As jn the KuJturkampf, he had simply ridden
rougnshod over all the decisive psychological preconditions. Particu
larly in his treatment of the unions he overlooked the one thing which
some politicians have still not grasped todaYi namely that a state that
seeks to base the spirit of a mass army on honour and mmradesJtip
must never forget that in everyday Ijfe~ in the workers i economic
struggles, the sense of honour and comradeship produces the only
decisive moral forces for the education of the masses, and that these
forces must therefore be given free rein. From a purely political point
of view, this and this alone is what 'social democracy' means in an age
which will inevitably remain capitalist for a long time to come. We
are still suffering the consequences of this policy toda)'. All in a111 j(

~I Weber is quoting Matthew 6. 5.
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was Bismarck himself who had created an atmosphere and situation
which meant that if he stayed in office in 1890 me only possible
alternatives were a coup d'etat or unconditional surrender to the will
of '\Vindthorst. Z2 It was not by chance that the nation received the
news of his resignation with complete indifference.

In contrast to the usual undifferentiated, uncritical and above all
unmanly hymns of praise to the policies of Bismarck, it seemed high
time to remind people of this aspect of the matter for a change. For
a large (and certainly the most influential) part of the popular literat
ure on Bismarck is written {or the Chrisonas tabJe of the philistine
who prefers the wholly unpolitical brand of hero-worship which has
become the nonnal thing here. It says what these sentimental readers
want to hear and chinks it sencs its hero well by concealing his
limitations and slandering his opponents. This is not the way to edu
cate a nation to think for itself politically. Bismarck remains a giant
in stature even when we seek to understand objectively others whose
view of things ditlered from his) and even if we acknowledge candidly
the consequences of his profound misanthropy and of the fact thatt

from 187SZJ onwards t his rule led the nation to lose the habit of
sharing responsibiHty, through its elected representativest for its own
political fate, which is the only way a nation can possibly be trained
in the exercise of political judgement.

What interests uS here is the question of me political legaq be
queathed by Bismarck as a result of all these things. He left behind
a nation entirely lacking in any kind ofpolitical education, far below the
level it had already attained twenty years previously. And above an a
nation entirely without an)! polilical will, accustomed to assume that
the great statesman at the head of the nation would take care of
political matters for them. Furthermore, as a result of his misuse of
monarchic sentiment as a co,'cr for his own power interests in the
struggle between the political parries, he left behind a nation accus
tomed to submit passively and fatalistically to whatever was decided
on its behalf, under the label of 'monarchic government\ without
criticising the political qualifications of those who filled the chair left

U L. Windthorst (18l2-<)I), leader of {he Centre Party and opponent of Bismarck
dunng the KuJtrlrkampf

~.I In Winckelmann's edition (p. 319) 1875 has been changed (prohably correctly) to
1878, the year when Bismarck made the momentous change of direction to which
We ber re fen at tht beginning of this section and in hl~ letters.
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empty by Bismarck and who seized the reins of government with
such an astonishing lack of seJf-doubt. It was in this area that the
most se1/ere damage b}' far was done. In no sense did the great states
man leave behind a political tradition. He did not recruit~ nor could
he even tolerate, men with an independent cast of mind, to say noth
ing of men of character. It was the nation's misfortune that, in addi
tion to his furious suspicion of anyone who could possibly be thought
of as his succcssor~ he had a son whose truly modest qualities of

statesmanship he overestimated to a.n astonishing degree. At the same
time his enormous prestige had the purely negative consequence of
leaving parliament utter{l' mith(Jl(c power. It is weB known that, after
leaving office, he accused h,mself of having made a. mistake in this
respect) and was then made to suffer the consequences as part of
his own fate. The powerlessness of parliament also meant that its
sntellct.:tual level was very 'ov.'. Admittedly, the naively moralising
legend of our Htterateurs would have us believe thar cause and effect
were in fact the other way found, namely that parliamenr deserved
to remain powerless because of the low quality of parliamentaJ1' Ii fe.
The true state of affairs, self-evident on any sober reflection, is indic

ated by some very simple facts and considerations. \Vhether a parlia
ment is of high or low intellectual quality depends on whether great
problems are not only diJalSSed hut are conclusive~y decided there. In
other words, it depends on whrther anything happens in parliament and
on hoTP much dt?jJemis on what happens there, or whether it is merely
the reluctandy tolerated rubber-stamping macnine for a ruling
bureaucracy.

II Rule by officials and political leadership

In a modern state real mle, which becomes effective in everyday life
neither through parliamentary speeches nOT through the: pronounce
ments of monarchs but through the day-to-day management of tht
administration, necessarily and inevitably lies in the hands of official
dom) both military and civilian. The modern high..ranking officer even
conducts battles from his ~office. Just as so-called progress towards
capitalism has been the unequivocal criterion of economic modemis~

ation since the Middle Ages~ so the equally unequivocal criterion for
the modernisation of the state has been progress towards a bureau
cratic officialdom based on recruinnent, safary, pension, promotion,
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professional training) firmly established areas of responsibility} the
keeping of files, hierarchical structures of superiority and subordina
tion. This applies as much to the monarchic as to the democratic
state, and at any rate wherever the state is a great mass-state rather
than some small canton where responsibility for government is taken
by turns. Both the absolutist state and democracy dispense with gov
ernment by notables) whether feudal or patrimonial or parrician or
other types which operate on an honorary or hereditary basis, repla
cing them with paid officials. Paid officials decide on all our daily
needs and complaints. In this decisive respect there is nO difference
between the clvilian administrative official and the military bearer of
rule, the officer. The modem mass army, too, is a bureaucratic army)
with the officer being a special category of official in contrast to the
knight, cont/(;ttierc, tribal chief or Homeric hero. The effectiveness of
the army as a fighting force rests on the disciplined performance of
duty. The onward march of bureaucracy is also taking place, with
only minor modifications l in municipal administrations. This is the
more the case t the larger the community is, or the more inevitably it
is being divested of its organic, local rootedness by the creation of
single-purpose associations (ZweeJroerhiintk) of a technical or eco
nomic nature. In the church the most fundamentally important out
come of J 870 was not the much discussed dogma of papal jnfallibility
but the universal episcopale. This created bureaucratic 'rule by chap
lains' and) in contrast to the !vliddle Ages, made the bishop and priest
into simple officia's of the central power of the Curia. The large
private firms we h,we todal hat-'c undergone the same development,
and the larger they are the more this has occurred. In statistical
termS t the numbers of oflice workers in private firms are growing
faster than manual workers, and it is quite ridiculous for OUt litterate
urs to imagine that there is the slightest difference between the
mental work done in the office of a private firm and that perfonned
in an office of the state.

Fundamentally they arc both exactly the same kind of thing.
Looked at from a social-scientific point of view) the modem state is
an 'organisation) (Betrieb) in exactly the same way as a factory; indeed
this is its specific historical characteristic. In both cases the relations
of rule within the organisation are subject to the same conditions.
The relative independence of the craftsman or the home-worker) the
freehold farmer, the «Jmmendatar, the knight and the vassal, rested in
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each case on the fact that they themselves owned the tools, provisions,
finances or weapons ,,,hien they used to perform their economic,
political or military functions, and lived off them while they were
carrying out those functions. Conversely, the hierarchical dependency
of the worker, clerk} technical employee, the assistant in an academic
institution and also of the official and soldier of the state rests in every
case on the fact that the tools, provisions and finances which are
indispensable both (or the perfonnance of his work and for his eco
nomic existence are concentrated in the hands of an entrepreneur in
the one case, and in those of a political master in the other. The
majority of the Russian soldiers, for example, did not wtm( to fight a

war any longer. But they were obliged to do so, because the provisions
they iived on and the material means of conducting the war were
under the control of men who used these things to force the soldiers
into the trenches, in exactly the same way as the capitalist who owns
the means of conducting economic activity forces workers into factor
ies and down the mines. \Vhether an organisation is a modern state
apparatus engaging in power politics or cultural politics (Kulturpolitik)
or pursuing military aims., or a prhrate capitalist business, the samet
decisive economic basi~ is common to both, namely the ~separation'

of the worker from the materia.l means of condu,"ting the activity of
the organisation - the means of production in the economy, the
means of war in the army, or the means of research in a university
institution or laboratory) and the financial means in aU of them. In
both cases control of these means is in the hands of that power which
the bureaucratic apparatus obqs direcrly (judges~ officiaIs~ officers t fore
men, derks, N.C.O.s) OT to whkh it makes itself available when
summoned to do so. This apparatus is the common feature shared
by all these formations) its existence and function being inseparably
linked, ooth as cause and effect, with the 'concentration of the mat
erial means of operation'. Or rather this apparatus is the form taken
by that very process of concentration. Today increasing 'socialisation)
inevitably means increasing bureaucratisation.

Historically, tOOt 'progress) towards the bureaucratic state which
adjudicates in accordance with rarionaJIy established law and admin

isters according to rationally devised regulations stands in the closest
relation to the development of modem capitalism. The main inner
foundation of the modern capitalist business is calculation. In order
to exisr, it requires a system of justice and administration which 7 in
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principle at any rate,. function in a Taliona//y ca/c.lI/n.hle manner accord
ing to stable, general norms~ just as one calculates the predictable
performance of a ma<hine. By contrast, it finds quite uncongenial
what is popularly called ~cadi justicet,24 where judgements are made
on each individual case according to the judge)s sense of fairness, or
according to other irrational means of adjudication and principles
which existed everywhere in the past and still exist in the Orient
today. Equally uncongenial to capitalism is the patriarchal fonn of
administration based on arbitrary decision and grace, but otherwise
operating according to binding,. holy but irrational tradition,. such as
one finds in the theocratic or patrimonial associations of rule
(Hemchaftsverbiinde) in Asia and in our own past. The fact that this
fann of ~cadi justice' and the type of administration that corresponds
to it are very often venal, precisely because of their irrational charac
ter, allowed a certain form of capitalism to come into existence (and
often to flourish luxuriantly thanks to these qualities), that of the
trader and government contractor and all varieties of the pre-rational
capitalism that has been in existence for four thousand years, spe
cifically the adventurer and robber capitalism which was tied to polit
ics, war, administration as such. Nowhere in such irrationally con
structed polities, however, did or could there emerge the specific
fearure of mrxkm capitalism that distinguishes it from those ancient
fonns of capitalist acquisition, namely the stricdy rational organisation
of work on the basis of rational technology. These modern types of
business, with their fixed capital and precjse calculations, are far too
easily damaged by arrationalities of justice or administration for them
to have emerged under such circumstances. They could only emerge
where law was practised in one of two ways. Either, as in England,
the practical shaping of law was in fact in the hands of advocates
who, in the service of their clientele (men with capitalist interests),
devised the appropriate fonns for conducting busjness~ and from
whose ranks there emerged judges who were bound strictly by 'pre
cedent\ and thus to calculQ.ble schemata. Or where~ as in the bureau
cratic state with its rational laws, the judge is a kind of legal para-

1.. Weber contrasts 'tadi Justice) -".ith common bw and Roman law in Etotwmyand
Society (whe~ the word is spell 'Khalii'); see pp. 976-8 in particular. In Weber's
rermino!oID" the term refers ro a form of dispensIng justice which resrs neither on a
fonnallegal code, nor on prophetic revewtion, nor on precedent bur upon jnformal
judgements J'llade on the mSls ofpgrdcular ethical vaJuC!s. A jeadi' is an IsJanric judge.
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graph-machine into which one throws the documents on a case
together with the costs and fees so that it will then spit out a judge
ment along with some more or less valid reasons for it; here agai~

the system works in a more or less calculable way_ A

Finally~ the same progress towards bureaucratisation as is taking
place in economic life and in state administration is now also to be

found in the parties.
The existence of parties is acknowledged by no constitution and

by no law (at least here in Germany), although they are nowadays b)'
far the most important bearers of the political will of those who are
ruled by the bureaucracy~ the ldtizens of the state' (SJtUltsbiirger).
However many devices they employ to bind their clientele perman
ently to them, parties are essentially voluntarily created organisations
directed at: free recruitment which is necessarily continuous, in con
trast to all corporations which are firmly delimited by law or by con
tract. Nowadays their goal is always the canvassing of votes for elec
tions to political positions or to an electoral corporation. Fund-raising
is the responsibility of a permanent core of people with a vested
interest in the party who are grouped together under the direction
of a leader or a group of notables; the structure of this core varies
gready in its stability and often has a fully developed bureaucracy
nowadays~ finances are raised with the help of party patrons or per
sons with economic interests or with interests in the patronage of
office, or through membership subscriptions; usually a variety of such
sources is involved. This core decides on the current programme,

!I. The characteristically amateurish norion of the Unerateurs that ·Roman law' promoted
the development of capitalism belongs in the nurseTj'. Every student is ob]jged to
know that ail the characreri~tic legal institutions of modem capitaJ ism we re completeI}'
unknown under Roman law and are medieval in origin, to a considerable degree even
specifically Gertttanlc, and that Roman law has never gained a foothold in England,
the motherland of modem C3pi~lism. These institutions indude shares, bonds, the
modern law on the use of land as a security, bills of exchange and aU forms of
commercial do<;uments up to and inc!uding the capitalist forms of association in
industry, mining and trade. Here in Gennany the advent of Roman law was facilitated
by the absence of the great nationaJ gu iJds of advocates which resisted ROIIL1n law in
England and furthe r ~' th<:: bureauero.tis41ifJtt of the administration of justice and state
administration. Modem early capitalism did not com, into h(;~g in countries which
were models o( bureaucracy (which in tum emerged there fmm pure state
rationalism). Modem high capitalism "''as also not restricted to these rountries, inirian~'

was not even predominantly at homt" there, but in pJaces where the judges began as
advocate~. Nowadays, however l bureaucrnq and capitalism have met and belong
togtther intimately.
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the strategy and the candidates. Even in a mass party with a very
democratic form of organisation (the consequence of which is always
Vlc development of a staff of salaried officials) the mass of voters at
least) and to a considerable extent the ordinary 'membership' too~

is noJ (or only formally) involved in deciding on programmes and
candidates. The electors only participate in the sense that both pro
grammes and candidates are adapted to, and chosen in accordance
with~ the chances of winning their votes.

One may complain moralistically about the existence of parrics~

about the way they canvass support and conduct their campaigns
and the fact that minorities inevitably have the power to detennine
programmes and lists of candidates, but it is not possible to eliminate
the existence of parties, and the kind of structure they have and the
way they proceed can only be eliminated to a very limited extent at
most. The law may regulate (as has repeatedly happened in America)
the way in which the active core of the party is formed (by laying
down conditions such as those governing the fonnarion of trades
unions) and it can regulate the "'rules of comba(' on the elecToral
battlefield. But it is not possible to eliminate party conflict as such
without thereby destroying the existence of an active popular assem
bly (Vo/ksvertretung). The muddled notion that this nevertheless can
and should be done is a constant preoccupation of our litEerateurs.
Consciously or unconsdously~this idea is one of the presuppositions
underlying the many suggestions for the creation of electoral corpora
tions based on 'occupational estates' (berufistiindisch) , whereby me
corporatively constituted bodies representing occupations would also
function as electoral bodies for parliament; these are to exist along
side or instead of parliaments formed on the basis of general (equal
or graduated) 'civil suffrage). In itself this is simply unthinkable at a
time when fonnal membership of a particular occupation or profes
sion (which electoral law would require to be linked to external
criteria) tells uS virtually nothing about the social and economic func
lion of the person concerned, since every technical innovation and
every shift and re-fonnation of economic life changes the function
and thereby also the meaning of these formally constant occupational
positions as well as the numerical relationship between them. But of
course such an arrangement is also not the way to achieve the desired
end. If all voters were to be represented in occupationally based
corporations on the model~ say, of today)s chambers of trade or agri-
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culture ~ and if these bodies in tum were to elect the parliament, the
consequences would of course be as foJlows: (1) On the one hand
the bodies representing interests and based on free recruitment would
exist alongside these legaUy linked professional organisations, in the
same way as the Fanners' Union exists alongside the agricultural
chambers) or as the various free organisations of entrepreneurs exist
alongside the chambers of trade. On the other hand, far from disap
pearing, the political parties based on free recruitment would of
course adapt the direction and manner of their recruittnent to the
new situation. This would certainly not be advantageous, as elections
in those occupational corporations would continue to be influenced
by those who provide e1el:toraL finances) while the eJ.'Plo1tatlon of
capitalist relations of dependency would continue to exist and be at
least as rcsistanr to scrutiny as before. (2) The second self-evident
consequence would he thatl as soon as the composition of the occupa
tional corporations began to influence parliamentary elections, and
hence the pa.tronage of office, the solution of the substantive casks
facing these bodies would be sucked into the turmoil ofparty-political
power struggles) so that they would be filled~ not by technically com
petent experts but by party representatives. (3) On the other hand t it
would mean thar parliament would be a marketplace for compromises
between purely material interests, without any overriding concern for
the politics of the state. In these circumstances there would be greater
temptations and scope for the bureaucracy to maintain its own power,
and above all to render any control of tne administration iiiusory, by
pla}ing off conflicts of material interest against one another and by
intensifying the system of patronage and 'gratuities' for delivery. The
decisive events and compromises between interested parties would
now take place behind the dosed doors of their unofficia~ concerns
where they would be even less subject to control. Instead of the
political leader, it would be the cunning businessman whose interests
would be served quite directly by parliament, while a so-called 'pop
ular assembly' of this kind would be the most unsuitable place ima
ginable for the solution of political questions in the light of political
considerations. To me initiated all this is perfectly obvious, a§ is the
fact that no such arrangement can be a means of reducing the influ
ence of capjtal on parties and parliament or of getting rid of the party
machinery or cleaning it up. Th.e result would be the very opposite.
The fact that parties are formations resting on free recrujtment is an
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obstacle to their regulation. FaiJure to understand this fact underlies
the ideas of litterateurs who would like there to be only organisations
created by state regulation, not the 'voluntary' formations which have
grown up on the battlefield of today's social order.

In modem states in particulart political parties can be based on
two distinct, fundamental inner principles. They are either - as in
America since the disappearance of the great conflicts on the inter~

pretation of the Constitution - essentially organisations for the P(l!

ronage ofojfi(c. Their aim is then simply to get their leader elected to
the top position so that he can then distribute the offices of state to
his foUowing, the party's electioneering and organisational apparatus.
Lacking any specific convictions, they compete with one another by
including in their programmes the demands which they think will
attract most support from the voters. In the United States parties are
so strongly of this kind because no parliamentary system exists there;
rather~ the President of the Union, who is elected by popular vote)
with the assistance of the elected Senators of the states~ has in his
hands the patronage of an enormous number of federal offices which
are to be allocated. Despite me resultant corruption, this system was
popular because it prevented the emergence of a bureaucratic l4Ste.
It was technically possible because - and for as long as - the limitless
abundance of economic opportunities could support even the most
amateurish management of politics. The growing need to replace the
party protege and occasional offidallacking any professional training
by a technically trained official who performs his duties as a life~long

career, is increasingly taking prebends away from me American par
ries and inescapably creating a bureaucracy along European lines
there too.

Alternatively, parties can be mainly parries of a particular Weltml
schauutlg, in which case their aim is to achieve victory for substantn)e
political ideals. In Germany, the Centre Party in the I870S and the
Social Democratic Party before it became thoroughly bureaucratised
are fairly pure examples of this type of party. It is nonna], however~

for parties to be a mixture of both types. They have concrete political
goals, handed down by tradition which, because of their respect for
tradition) are only capable of slow modification. Besides this, how
ever, they strive for the patronage ofoffice. Either their primary aim is
to fill the leading offices, those of a political character, with their own
teaders. If the leaders achieve this goal in the electoral contest,. it
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enables them and those with an interest in the running of the party's
affairs to provide their proteges with a pJace in secure state positions
as long as the party remains in political power. This is normally the
case in parliamentary states and this is therefore the path taken by the
ideological parties of Weltanschmmng there too. In non-parliamentary
states palronage of the leading offices is not in the gift of the parties.
Alternatively, the most influential of thern are usually in a position at
least to force the ruling bureaucracy to grant 'lOn-political state posi
tions to their proteges as well a~' to those in line for such office thanks
to their connections with officials. In other words they can exercise

minor patronage.
In their internal structure all parties have gone over to the bureau

cratic form of organisation in the course of the last few decades as
the techniques of electoral struggle have become increasingly
rationalised. The individual parties have reached different stages of
development on the road to this goal but the general direction is
absolutely clear) at least in mass..states. Joseph Chamberlain)s
'caucus1 in England) the development of the revealingly named party
'machine' in America and the growing importance of party officials
everywhere (including Germany, where this is happening most
rapidly in the Social Democratic Party, which is to say, quite natur
ally, precisely in the most democratic party); aU these are comparable
stages In this process. In the Centre Party the duties of the party
bureaucracy are performed by the church apparatus or 'chaplainoc
racy1 ~ while in the Conservative part'\-' in Prussia since Puttkamer)s l5

ministry they are perfonned) co,'ertJy Qr openly, by the county and
local governmental apparatus of the state, The power of the parties
rests in the first instance on the organisational quality of these bur...
eaucracies. The difficulties of amalgamating parties also stem more
from the mutual hostilities between the bureaucratic apparatuses of
the parties than from differences in their programm(~s. The sub
sequent disintegration of the 'Deutsch-Freisinnigen~party was pre
figured in the fact that Eugen Richter 26 and Heinrich Rieken 27 each
retained his own apparatus of agents.

B R. von Puttbmer (1828-19°0), Conservati,,'e poJitician and Minister of the Interior
for Prussia under Bismarck.

21> Eugen Rjchter ([ 83 8-1 906). leader of the Pro~ssiv(:s. later of the
'fkutsch-Frelsinnigen' .

17 Heinrich Ricken (1833-I902), also a member of the 'Deutsch-Freisinnigen'.
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Of course) in certain respects a state bureaucracy looks very differ~

ent from a party bureaucracy, and within the state bureaucracy the
civil section looks different from the military one ~ and all of them are

different from the bureaucracy of a local community, a church) a
bank, a cartel, an occupational cooperative, a factory, a lobby
(Employers' Federation) Farmers' Union). In each of these cases the
degree to which honorary officials or interested parties are actively
involved varies greatlJ. The party 'boss' and the board of directors
in a limited company are not ~officials). Under the muhiple forms of
so-called ~sclf-governmcnt'all kinds of notables or elected represent ~

arives of the ruled or of interested parties who are forced to bear a
burden of taxarion are subordinated to or placed alongside or in
charge of the officials~ either as a body or individually, with powers
of co-determination, or in a supervisory or advisory I or occasionaJ ly
in an executive capacity. It is particularly common tor such peopk
to be in charge of local government. Bm these phenomena, although
of undoubted practical importance, arc not our concern here.'~ The
only thing that matters here is the tact that in the administration of
tnu."s associations (he permanent!y appointed officials with specialise
training always fonn the core of the apparatus, and lts ~discipHne' is

an absolute prerequisite of SUCCtss. This is increasingly the case~ the
larger the association becomes, the more complicated Its tasks are,
and - above all - the more its existence is determined hy power

(whether in the shape of power struggles in the market place, on the
electoral battlefield or on the miHtary battlefield). The same is true
of the parties. In party politics the situation is doomed to disappear
whereby) as in France (where the whole parliamentary misere sterns
from the absence of bureaucratised parties), and partly here too, parties
still ding to the system of administration by local notables which once
dominated all kinds of association in the Middle Ages and is srill
predominant in small and medium-si2ed municipalities today. Now
adays the parties consider using such 'respected citizenst, 'leading
scholars' and whatever else they are called as an advertising device,
and only as such, but not as bearers of decishre, everyday work. Their

II 'Ibis means that numerous institutions are excluded from consideration here, ofwhich
we in German~" have eve I)" reason to be proud, and which ,an indeed be described
as annplary, at least ]0 indi\'id 1.I a1 cases. But iT ]S an enormous error on the part of
the litterateurs to imagine that the politics of a major state are basically no diRerenr
from the ulf-grJ'Vmtmrnt of an)" middle-sized town. Politics is strugglt.
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role is exactly the same as the names of the notables who decorate
the boards of directors of limited companies, or the princes of the
church at Catholic assemblies, the genuine and spurious aristocrats
at the meetings of the Fannen;' Union or the distinguished historians,
biologists and other such (usually quite unpolitical) experts who are
cited in the propaganda of the pan+-German interest groups seeking
electoral privileges and war-profits. In all organisations the real work
is done to an increasing extent by the paid employees and agents
of aU kinds. Everything else iS t or is becoming increasingly, mere
window-dressing and doth-finishing. It was the Italians, followed by
the English, who developed the modern capitalist fonn of economic
organisation. Similarly it was first Byzantium, followed by the Italians,
then the territorial states during the age of Absolutism, French
revolutionary centralism and finally, outdoing them all, the Germans
who developed to a virtuoso degree the rational~ bureaucratic organis
ation of all human associations of rule, on the basis of expertise and
the division of Jabour~ whether in factory, army or state. So far they
have only been partially outdone by other nations, particularly the
Americans, in the techniques of party organisation. But the present
World War means above aU the victory of this form of life throughout
the whole world. It was under way in any case. Universities, technical
and commercial colleges, trades schools, military academies, special
ist schools of all imaginable kinds (including schools of journalism!)
- the specialist examination is the precondition of all rewarding and
above all {secure) private and public appoinnncnts, the examination
diploma the basis of all claims to social standing (marriage and social
intercourse with the circles that consider themselves as belonging to
'sodet)"), the secure, pensionable salary' ~appropriate to one's status'
and, if possible, increments and promotion according to seniority 
it is well known that this was the real 'demand of the day" which
rested on the one hand on the universities' interest in increasing

student numbers and, on the other, on the hunger of students for
prebends, both within the state and outside it. What concerns us here
are its consequences for politico/life. For in (Tuth this sober fact of
universal bureaucratisation also lies behind the so-called 'Gennan
ideas of 19 I 4',28 behind what the litterateurs euphemisticany term

111 •The Ge rman (deas of J 9 J4' re fers to pians for a futu re form of state-manilged
economy b4lsed on the desire for ~ 'rebirth of the spirit of national unityt. These
ideas gained considerable popuiarit)' and were supported by, among others, Plenge.

ISS
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the ~socialism of the future', behind the slogans of 'organisation') of
me 'cooperative economy' and indeed behind aU current phrases of
this kind. Even when their aim is the very opposite, the result of all
these things is the same: the creation of bureaucracy. Bureaucracy is
certainly far from being the only modern form of organisation, just
as the factory is far from being the only form in which manufacture
can be conducted. But these are the two forms which have put their
stamp on the present age and the foreseeable future. The future
belongs to bureaucratisation and it was (and is) self-evident that the
litterateurs would yet again fulfil their vocation to act as an outburst
of applause for whatever powers are currently in the ascendant, just
as th~r once did during the age of ~Manchesterism)1.9- and with the
same ingenuousness on both occasions.

Bureaucracy is, however, distinguished from other historical
bearers of the modem~ rational way of ordering life by the fact of its
far greater inescapahility. History records no instance of it having
disappeared again once it had achieved complete and sole domin
ance - in China, Egypt, or in a less consistent form in the later Roman
Empire and Byzantium) except when the whole culture supporting it
also disappeared completely. Relatively speaking, however, these were
still highly irrational forms of bureaucracy; they were (patrimonial
bureaucracies).30 Compared with all these older fonns) modem bur
eaucracy is distinguished by a characteristic which makes its inescap
ability much more absolute than theirs, namely rational, technical
specialisation and training. The ancient Chinese mandarin was no spe·
ciaJist official; on the contrary, he was a 'gentJeman' with a Iiterary
humanist education. The Egyptian, later Roman and Byzantine offi
cial was essentially much more of a bureaucrat in our sense of the
word. But the tasks of state for which he had responsibility were
infinitely more simple and modest than modern ones) his conduct
always being bound in part by tradition, and being in part patriarchal)
and thus irrational, in its orientation. He was a pure empiricist, just
like the practitioner of a trade in the past. As befits the rational

Rathenau, Troe]t:sch, Somhart and Alfred Weber. The tenn was introduced by J.
Plenge, Der Kritg uruJ die VrJlkswinscltafi (Munster, I 91 5) and R. Kjellen, Die Idem
wn 1914. £i"t wdtgts'hidtflid:e Perspektit-e (Leipzig, [9 T5),

z~ tManchesrerism' refers 10 the doctrines of free trade and la.i!>~z-faire.

30 Patrimonialism is discussed by Weber in Eronom:~ "",,, S()a'cty. See, especiall},', ch. JZ

and 13.
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technique of modem life, me modem official is always and increas
ingly a person with professional training and a specialisation. All
bureaucracies throughout the world foJlow this path. The fact that
they had not reached the end of this road before the war gave us our
superiority over others. Although, for example, the older American
official (a creation ofparty patronage) was a 'connoisseur' of the elect
oral arena and the practices appropriate to it, he was in no sense an
expert with specialist training. It is on this fact, and not on democracy
as such (as our litterateurs would have the public believe), that the
corruption over there rested, for this is as alien to the university
trained, professional official in the 'civil service' which is only just
emerging there as it is to the modem English bureaucracy that is now
increasingly taking the place of 'self-government' by notables
('gentlemen').JI But wherever the trained, specialist, modern official
has once begun to rule, his power is absolutely unbreakable, because
the entire organisation of providing even the most bask needs in life
then depends on his performance of his duties. In theory one could
probably conceive of the progressive elimination of private capj{al~

ism - although this is certainly not dle trivial matter some litterateurs,
who are unfamiliar with itt imagine it to be, and it will quite certainly
not be a consequence of this war. But assuming this were to be
achieved at some point, what would it mean in practice? Would it per..
haps mean that the steel housing (Gehiiuse) of modern industrial work
would break open? No~ It would mean rather that the management of
businesses taken into state ownership or into some form of ~com

munal economy' would also pecome bureaucratised. Is there any
appreciable difference between the lives of the workers and derks in
the Prussian state-run mines and railways and those of people
working in large private capitalist enterprises? They are less free,
because there is no hope of winning any batde against the state bur
eaucracy and because no help can be summoned from any authority
with an interest in ()pposing that bureaucracy and its power l whereas
this is possible in relation to private capitalism. That would be the
entire difference. If private capitalism were eliminated, state bureau
cracy would rule alone. Private and public bureaucracies would then
be merged into a single hierarchy, whereas they now operate along
side and, at least potentiall}\ against one another, thus keeping one

31 ~Civil service" '~elf-governmentt and <gentlemen' are in English.
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another in check. The situation would resemble that ofancient Egypt,
but in an incomparahl)" more rational and hence more inescapable

form.
A fifeless machine is mngealed spirit. J2 It is onl]! this fact that gives

the machine the power to force men to serve it and thus to rule and
determine their daily working lives, as in fact happens in factories.
This same congealed spiril IS, however, also embodied in that living
mathine which is represented by bureaucratic organisation with its
specialisation of trained, technical work, its delimitation of areas of
responsibility, its regulations and its graduated hierarchy of relations
of obedience. Combined with the dead machine, it is in the process
of manufacturing the housing of that future serfdom to which, per
haps, men may have to submit powerlessly, just like the slaves in the
ancient state of Egypt, if they consider that tht ultimate and only value
by which the conduct oftheir affairs is to he decided is good administrau'on
and provision for their needs b)' officials (that is goOtr in the pure!)' techniC41
sense of rational adminiSlration). Bureaucracy achieves this, after all,
incomparably better than any other structure of rule. This housing,
so praised by our naive linerateurs, will be augmented by shackles
chaining each individual to his firm (the beginnings of this are to
be found in so-called 'welfare arrangements')) to his class (by an
increasingly rigid structure of ownership) and perhaps at some time
in the future to his occupation (by state provision for needs on a
'liturgical' principle,J3 whereby associations structured along occupa
tional rines carry a burden of state responsibilities). This housing
would become even more indestructible if~ in the social area, as in
those states in the past where enforced labour existed, an organisation
of the ruled based on their social and occupational status were to be
attached (which in truth means subordinated) to the bureaucracy. An
'organic', that is an Oriental-Egyptian social structure would begin

J2 Th~ very odd-soundjng t~nn used by \\.'eber is 'geronnener Geist'. )( rna)' be an
aJl usion to Man: or (i Simmt'l (] 859- r9T8, philosopher, soeiologist and friend of
""c:ber), who born usc simil:lr language. \-'lan. for exampJe, refers (o 'bJo~ Gerin
ntlng von Arbeitszeit' in Das Kapito.l, vol. L pp. Z78-<). Simmel ustS simiJar tenns in,
for example, hjs essa~' 'Der Begriff und die Tragoole der KuJrur\ in Philo:iophiJdu
Kultur (Leipzig, [9 I ] ),

U Weber links the liturgicaJ principle and the Liturgiataat with patrimoniaHsm, Under
such arrangements sociaJ groups, such as guilds, were made responsible by the state
(or ensuring that their members delivered the conoibutions. whether in kind or in
labour, prescribed by me state. See Weher's diS(;ussion in Economy and S()d~{)lr pp.
1022-5 and in his General E((J11omic History, especjally pp, r10-1 L 156-7 and 2.48.
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to emerge) but) in contrast to that ancient form, one which would be
as strictly rational as a machine. '~iho would deny that some such
pos.'iihility lies in the womb of the future? Such things have often
been said

l
and a confused) shadO'wy notion of these possibilities drifts

through the products of our litterateurs. Assuming that precisely this
possibility were to be an inescapable fatE} who could help smiling a{
the anxien- of ou r Hneratc II rs lest future social and political develop
ments might bestow on us 1()() mw:h 'indh'idualism' or ~dcmocracy'or
the like t or that 'true freedom) would not emerge until the present
~anarchy' in our et:onomic production and the ~party machinations'
in our parliaments had been eliminated in favour of \ol'ial order) and
an ~organic strucrure~ - which means In fawmr of the pacifism of
social impotence under the wing of the one quite definitely inesmpable
power, that of the bureaucra(y in the state and the t'conomy.

In view of the fund;lmental t~lCt that rhc advance of bureaucratis
ation js unsroppable, there is only one possihl e ser of qucst]ons to be
asked about future forms of political organisation: (r) Ho\,./ is it at all
passible to salvage any remnants of 'individual' freedom of movement
in any sense t gi,'en this all-pO\\'~rfuJ trend towards bureaucratisation?
h is, after all, a piece of cruue seJf-deception to think th~H even the
most conservative amongst uS could carryon Jidng at an rod ay with
out these achievements from the age: of the' Rights of \lan'. I fow
ever, let us put this question to one side for now) for tht:re is another
which is directly relevant to our present roncerns: (2) In view of tne
growing indispensability and hence increasing power of state offi
cialdom) which is our concern here, how can there be any guarantee
that forces exist which can impose limits on the enormous, crushing
power of this constantly growing stratum of society and control it
effectivelY? f low is democracv even in this restricted sense to be at

~ -

Ill! possible? Yet this too is not the only question of concern to us
here, for there is (3) a third question, the most important of aU, which
arises from any consideration ofwhat is not performed by bureaucracy
as such. It is clear that its effectiveness has strict intemal limits,
both in the management of public, political atlairs and in the private
economic sphere. The leading spirit~ the Lentrepreneur~ in the one
case, the lpoliticiant in the other, is something different from an
~officiaP. Not necessarily in form, but certainly in substance. The
entrepreneur, too, sits in an 'office'. An army commander does the
same. The army commandtr is an officer and thus formally nO differ-
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ent from aU other officers. 1f the general manager of a large enterprise
is the hired official of a limited company, his legal posjtion is also no
different in principle from that of other officials. In the sphere of the

state the same applies to the learling politician. The leading minister

isfonnal/yan official with a pensionable salary. The fact that, accord
ing to all known constitutions~ he can be dismissed at any time and
can demand to be discharged distinguishes his position outwardly

from that of many, but not all other officials. Yet much more striking

is the fact that, unlike other officials, he and he a/one is nOf required
to demonstrate any kind of qualifiration based on training. This fact
indicates that the meaning and purpose (Sinn) of his position differs

from that of other officials in the same way as the position of the
entrepreneur and managing director in a priVi1te firm is a special one.
Or to be more accurate~ he is meant to be something different+ And
this is how it is in facr. If a man in a leading position performs his
leadership function in the spin', of an 'officiaP, even a most able

one, if he is a man accustomed to performing his work dutifully and
honourably in accordance with regulations and orders t then he is use
less, whether he is at the head of a private firm or a state. Unfortu~

natelYJ we in Gennany have seen the proof of this in our own political
life.

Only in part does the difference He in the kind of ach~evemen[

expected of this type of person. Like 'leaders\ 'officials~ too are

expected to make independent decisions and show organisational
ability and initiative, not only in countless individual cases but also
on ~arger issues. It is typical of jitterateurs and of a country lacking
any insight inlO the conduct of its own affairs or into the achievements

of its officials, even to imagine that the work of an official amounts
to no more than the subaltern performance of routine duties, whiJe
the leader alone is eJqlected to carry out the 'interesting' tasks which
make special intellectual demands. This is not so. The difference

lies, rather, in the kind of responsibility borne by each of them, and
this is largely what determines the demands made on their particular

abilities. An official who receives an order which, in his view, is wrong
can - and should ~ raisE ohjections. If his superior then insists on

the instruction it is not merely the duty of the officiaC it is also a point
of honour for him to carryo out that instruction as if if corresponded to
his own innermost conviction, thereby demonstrating that his sense
of duty to his office overrides his individual wilfulness. It is irrelevant
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whether his superior is a 'public authority' or a 'corporation' or an

'assembli from which he has an imperative mandate. This is what
is demanded by the spirit of ()ffice. A political/eader who behaved like

this would deserve our contempt. He will often be obliged to make
compromises, which means sacrificing something of Jesser import
ance to something of greater importance. If, however, he is incapable
of saying (0 his master, whether this be a monarch or the dettW5,
~Either you give me this instrm.:tion or 1 resign', he is not a leader but
merely what Bismarck called a miserable ~dinger' to office. The offi
cial should stand 'above the partics1

, which in truth means tha{ he
must remain outside the struggle for power of his own. The struggle

for personal power and the acceptance of full pmonal responsibilin'
fir one J cause (Sathe) which is the consequence of such power - this
is the very element in which the politician and the entrepreneur live
and breathe.

Ever since Bismarck's resignation1 Germany has been governed by
men who were ~officials' (in mentality) because Bismarck had
excluded all other political minds beside his Oml. Germany continued
lO have the best military and civilian bureaucracy in the world, as far
as its integrity) education) conscientiousness and infelligence were
concerned. Germany's achievements out on the battlefield, and at
home too, broadly speaking, have demonstrated what can be achieved
with these means. But what of the leadership of German politics in
recent decades? The kindest thing that has been said about it was
that, ~the victories of the Gennan armies have made up for the defeats
of Gemlan politics'. But at the cost of what sacrifices? It is better to
pass over this in silence and to ask instead what the reasons were for
these failures.

People abroad imagine that German ~autocracy) is to blame. At
home the childish speculations of our litterateurs have kd many to the
opposite view, namely that a conspiracy of international 'democracy'
against Germany has supposedly brough[ about the unnatural coaB
rion of me world against us. Abroad they use the hypocritical slogan1

'Free the Germans from autocracy!' At home those with vested inter
ests in the status quo - we shaH get to know them better - speak
with equal hypocrisy of the need to preserve the 'German spirit~ from

the stain of ~democracy\ or they look for other scapegoats.
For example, it has become custonlary to heap blame on German

diplomacy - wrongly, one suspects._ On average it was probably just
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as good as that of other countries. A confusion has taken place here.
Vlhat we lacked was leadership of the state by a politician, which does
not mean a political genius (they can only be expected every few

centuries), nor even an important political talent, but simply by
anyone who was a politician at all.

Simply to say this is to ha"e embarked already on a discussion of
the only two powers - the monarch and parliament - capable of playing
a controlling and directing role in the life of a modern constitutional
state alongside the all-enmeshing bureaucracy. I .et uS begin by con

sidering the first of the~e.

lbe position of the Gennan dynasties will srill be intact at the end

of the war, unless very great acts of foUy are committed aCld nothing
has been learnt from past failings. Long before fourth August 191 4
anyone who had the opportunity to hold a long and detailed discus
sion with German Social I)emocra[s would eventuaJJy hear them
concede that a constitutional monarchy was (actually) the form of

state best suited to the particular international situation of Germany.
I am not talking here about lrC\-1sionists', nor about parliamentary
deputies of the party, nor trade unionists, but about party officials t

some of whom had very radical views. Indeed one only needs to

glance briefly at Russia to sec that the transition to a parliamentary
monarchy sought by liberal politicians there would have preserved
the dynasty on the one hand, while getting rid of naked bureaucratic

or

rule on the other. The result would have contributed as much to the
strengthening of Russia as the present 'republic' of litterateurs)3. for
aU the subjective idealism of its IeaderS t has contributed to the
weakening of the country.c As the English arc very well aware, the
whole strength of the British parliamentary system is connected with
the fact that the highest formal position in the state has been filled

H The 'Literaten·Republlk' referred to here is the Ktrensky govenunent in Russia in
!9 f 7·

c. As RU5s1ans have told me that !\-1r Kerensky has quoted this sentence from th~

PmnxfurterZn',ung at public meetings in order to demonstute the net':d for an offensive
as a proof of 'strength', let m~ expressly $tatt: the following for the benefit of this
grll.\'edigger of young Russia., freedom: 0"e can sta rt au offensive jfone has :I tone)s
disposal the material instrumen~ ofwar. for example, artillery to pin d~-n the infantry
ahead of one in the tren('hf's, and transp{)rt anrl provisions to m2ke the soJdlers
confined to the trenches aware that their food depends on one. The 'weakness' of the
.liQ-caJJed sociaJ-revoJuti(>nary government of MI Kenmsk}' by in its Jack of ffi'JiJ
Jl)()Hh;~ll, as has been demonstrated elsewhere, and in thf need fortI to dc:nJ irs o~n
idealism in order to obtain credit to suppon its 09t'll rule within the country by lJUIk.ing ~

pact w;m the bourgeois-imperialist entente} and thereby allowing hundreds of thou-
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once and for alL This is not the place to discuss how the mere

existence of a monarch can perform this function~ nor whether thjs

function could only be performed, inevitably and in every country,

by a monarch. For Gennany at any rate this is simply the situation
as we find it. \Ve can have no appetite for a return to the age of wars

of succession and counter-revolutions; our very existence is under

wo great an international threat for that.
Under the conditions of the modern state, however, no monarch

any",..herc has ever been) nor can he be, a counterweight to and a
means of controlling the all-embracing power of specialised qjJida/dom.
He cannot control the administration, for this is an administration

with training and special e~;perrise) and a modern monarch is nroer
an expert) except in the military sphere at best. 'A'hat concerns us

here, however, is the fact that~ above all~ the monarch as such is

never a politician trained in the machinations of party struggle or in

diplomacy. Not just his entire education, but his very position in the
state simply militates against this. He did not win his crown through
party struggle, and the fight for power in the state is not his naNra]

element, as it alw3)'s is for a politician. He does not learn about the

conditions of struggle directly and personally by climbing down into

the arena; rather he is removed from the ruthlessness of the struggle
by his privileged position. Born politicians do exist, but they are rare

creatures. The monarch who is not a born politician becomes a great

danger (0 his own interests and to those of the state if he attempts,

as the Tsar did, to exercise ~personaJ government\ or to exert influ
ence in the world by employing the means of the politician, that is

'demagogy' in the broadest sense of the term) in order to propagate

his own ideas or his own personality through the written or spoken

word. He is then not on1)' gambling with his own crown - tha£ would

be his ovm private affair - but with the existence of his state. Ine"it

ably this is a temptation or even a necessity for the modem monarch,

when he faces no one else in the state other than the officials, which is
to say when padiament is powerless, as it was in Germany for dec
ades. Even in purely technical terms this has severe disadvantages.
Ifhe does not have a powerful parliament at his side, todayJs monarch

sands of its own muntrymen to bleed to death as the me rcenaries offorn'gJ-l i7lt(Tt$t~. as
has happened up to now. Unfortunately, J beJie'..e that J h3V~ been proved correCt uilh
thi5 and other 35sumptions 1made abourRlluia"Sattitude e~ewhel"(". (I shall leave the
passage unreviscd even now) although it was written man)' months ago.)
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is dependent on the reports of (;ther officials when he wants to scrutin
ise the officials' performam:e uf their duties. Then everything goes
round in circles_ The constant warfare between the different depart

ments, which was typical uf Russia, for example, and is still prevalent
here t,'en now, is the natural consequence of (his kind of osten5ibly
'monarchic' government in \vhich there is no leading politician. For
these struggles amongst the satraps are mostly not primarily con
cerned just "'ith conflicts on matters of substance but also "i.th per
sonal antagonisms; inter-departmental struggles are used by their
chiefs as means to compete for ministerial posts wherever such posts
are regarded simply as prebends for official~·. Under these circumstances
court intrigues rather than objective reasons or qualities of political
leadership are what decide who is to occupy the leading positions.
Everyone knows that parliamentary states are full of personal power
struggles. The error is to believe that things are somehow different

in monarchies. In monarchies there is a further evil. The monarch
believes he is governing pcrsona])l, whereas in truth officialdom
enjoys the privilege of exercising power without control or responsibil
iJy~ thanks to the cover he provides. The monarch is flattered and is
shown the romantic semblance of power because he is able to change
the person occupying the post of leading minister at will. The truth
is that monarchs like Edward \·11 and Leopold II) although certainly
not ideal characters, held far more real power in their hands,

although, and indeed because, they go\'crned in strictly parliamentary
form~ never bringing themseh'cs to public attention, or at least only
doing so in these forms. ~'Iodern litterateurs only reveal their own
ignorance when they describe such monarchs as 'shadow kings\ and
their stupidity when they accept the moral gossip of philistines as
the criterion for their political judgements of them. World history
will judge differentl}\ even if their work ultimately fails, as so many
other great political projects have failed. One of these monarchs

assembled a worldwide coalition, although he had to change even
his court officials as changing party constellations dictated l the other
a giant colonial empire (compared with our fragments of colonies!)
although he only ruled over a minor state. Anyone~ whether he be
a monarch or a minister, who wants to give political leadership must
know how to play the modern instruments of power. The parliament
ary system only excludes the politically untalented monarch, and it
does so for the sake of the country's power! Is the state which has
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succeeded in annexing to its o",n~ numerically small population the
best parts of every continent in the world a ~nightv."afchman state

1

?
This cliche, so redolent of the rtSsentiment of those who are tloyal
subjects' (Untertanro)35 b)1 nature, is just the sort of philistine non
sense talked by our litterateurs.

Let us now rom to parliament.
First and foremost t modern parliaments are assemblies repres

enting the people who are ruled by the means of bureaucracy. It is,
after all, a condition of the duration of any rule, even the best
organised~ that it should enjoy a certain measure of inner assent from
at least those sections of the ruled who carry weight in society. Today

parliaments are the means whereby this minimum of assent is made
manifest. For certain acts~ the pubHc powers are obliged to use the
fonn of an agreement in raw after prior consultation with parliament~

the most important of these is the budget. Today, and ever since the
time when me prerogatives of the estates were first created, the right
to control the budget, the power to determine the manner in which
the state procures its finances t has been parliament's decisive instru
ment of power. Admittedly, so long as parliamenes only means of
lending weight to the populationts complaints about the administra
tion is to deny the government finances, to refuse its assent to legislat
ive proposals and to put forward motions of rts own which lack bind...
ing force, parliament is excluded from participating positively in
political leadership. It can and will then engage only in 'negative
politicst

) confronting the leaders of (he administration like some hos
ti~e power, and hence being fobbed off by Ihem with the irreducible
minimum of information and being regarded as a mere hindrance,
an assembly of impotent grumblers and know-aIls. On the other hand,
the bureaucracy In turn tends to be regarded by parliament and the
vO(ers as a caste of carecrists and bailiffs ranged against rhe people
who are the object of its tiresome and largeI)' superfluous arts. The

situation is different in countries where parliament has established
the principle that the leaders of the administration must either be
drawn directly from its own ranks (a 'parliamentary system' in the true
sense), or that such leaders require the expressly stated confidence
of a majority in parliament if they are to remain in office, or that they

.1S The (Jerman word Uuter1a,~ carries a mm::h strcnger sense of subservience than dues
the English 'subject'.
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must at teast yield to an expression of no confidence (parliamentary
selection of the· leaders). For this reason they must give an account of
themsdves, exhaustivel), and subject to verification by parliament or
its committees (parliamentary! a£coutlJabilily of the leaders») and they

must lead the administration in accordance with guidelines approved
by parliament (par/jamalta,.)' (fJntrol ofthe administration). In this case)
the leaders of the decisive parties in parliament at any given moment
necessarily share positive responsibility for the power of the state.
Then parliament is a positive politica! factor alongside the monarch)
whose role in helping to shape policy is not based on the fonnal
prerogatives of the crown (or at least not mainly or exclusively on such
rights), but on his influence) which will be very great in any case but
will vary according to his political astuteness and his determination
to reach his goals. Rightly or wrongly, this is what is calJed a popular
democracy (Volksstaat), whereas a parliament of the ruled confronting
3 ruling body ofofficials with negative politics is a variety of'authorit
arian state~ (Obrigkeitss!tUlt) , \\That interests uS here is the praaical
significance of the position of parliament.

V\.7hether one loves or hates the whole parliamentary businesst it is
not to be got rid of. It can only be made politically powerless, as
Bismarck made the Reichstag powerless. Apart from the fact that jt

generally re!iults in 'negative politics) ~ the powerlessness of parliament
has the following consequences. It goes without saying that every
parliamentary struggle is a fight not only about objective antagonisms
hut also for personal power. In circumstances where parliamenfs
position of power means that the monarch normally charges the
trus(ed spokesman of a decisive majority with political leadership) the
power struggJe between the parties is directed towards the attainment
of this highest poliliea.! position. The people who then conduct this
fight} and thus have the chance of reaching the highest political posi
tions, are those with °a strong instinct for political power and the
most fully developed qualities of political leadership. The continued
existence of the party in the country, and aU the countless ideal and
in part very material interests which arc bound up with it, make it
imperative that a personalit}' endowed with leadership qualities should
attain the highest position. Then and only then is there an incentive
for political temperaments and political talents to submit to selection
on this competitive basis.
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Things are quite different if) under the label of 'monarchic govern

menf ~ the highest positions in the state are targets of promotion for
ojJiciab or are filled on the basis of chance acquaintances at court,

and a powerless parliament has to acquiesce in this method of com
posing the government. Even then, of course, the ambition for per
sonal power still operates in parliamentary conflict) alongside the
objective antagonismst but it takes quite different. subaltern forms
and directions~ as it has done in Gennany s.ince 1890. Apart from
representing the local private economic interests of influential voters,
the only point around which everything then turns is minoft subaltern
patronage. The conflict between Reichskanzler von BiiloW36 and the
Centre Party, for example) did not arise from differences of opinion
on issues of sub5tance~ rather it was essentially an attempt by the
chancellor of the day to free himself from the Centre Party's patron
age of office, which even today still puts its stamp very firmly on the
staffing of certain Reich agencies. Nor is the Centre Parry alone in
having such influence. The Conservative parties have the monopoly
of office in Prussia and try to intimidate the monarch with the spectre
of ~revolution' as soon as these prebendary interests are threatened.

The parties thereby permanently excluded from the offices of state
seek compensation in focal administration or in the administration of
insurance schemes, pursuing policies in parliament which are hostile
to the state or alienated from it, just as the Social Democrats did at
an earlier period. Things are bound to be thus l for by its nature (very
party strives for power, which is to say~ to share in the administration,
and hence to influence appuintmenrs to official posts. The ruling
strata have just as much influence on such appointments here as they
do anywhere else. It is simplJ that they do not have to take responJibil~

ity for what they do because pa.tronage Ilnd position-hunting go on
behind the scenes· here and extend to the lower positions which are
not responsible for personal details. Here, however, officialdom bene

fits from the arrangement hy being free to operate without persona]
control, in return for which it pays gratuities to the panies which count
in the fonn of the patronage of minor prebends. This is the natural

.10 ?rincc Bernhard von Billow (I 84lJ-l9Zl)), djplomat 3nd statesman) Rekhskanzler
H}0D--9. A leading proponent of an ~xpansionisr German Wt'!tpo!ilik, \1-hich led him
to replace the slogan of Sammlungsp(}1itik first wirh the caJJ to oppose the Zrnlrum
and then with a block uniting Zmtrurn and COllseJ'\'atives and isolating the Liberals_
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consequence of the fact that the party (or coalition of parties)
currentJy controlling the majority in parliament for or against the
government is not, as such, officially charged with filling the highest)
responsjble, potiticaI post.

On the other hand this system makes it possible for people with
the qualities of a useful official but without the least talent for statesman
ship to maintain themseh,cs in leading political positions for a time,
until some intrigue causes them to disappear from the scene and to

be replaced by another personality of the same type. Thus, party
political patronage of office exists here as it docs in every country',
but it exists in a dishonesdy covert form, and above all it always
operates in favour of particular party opinions which are held to be
'acceptable at court'. This onesidedness is far from being the worst
feature in the !iituarion as we have it In purely political terms it would
be tolerable, provided it at least created an opportunity for men with
the political qualifications to be leaders of the nation to arise from the
ranks of the parties 'acceptable at court' and to fill me crucial posi
tions. But this is not the case. That is only possible under a parlia
mentary system, or at least under circumstances where parliamentary
patronage of the leading offices exists. We shaH start by considering
a purely formal obstacle to this which is created by the present consti
tution of the Reich.

The last sentence of Article 9 of the Reich Constitution states:
'No person can be a member of the Bundesrat and of the Reichsla~

sjmuhaneousl~'.'Thus) whereas countries with parliamentary govern
ment consider it absolutely indispensable for the leading statesmen
10 be members of parJiament~ this is legally impossible in Germany.
Although the Reichskanzler, or a minister from an individual state
empowered to be a member of the Bundcsratt or a state secretary of
the Reich~ may belong to the parhament of an indi,ridual state (such
as the Prussian Diet), and thus influence or even lead a party there,

he cannot do the same in the Reichstag. This stipulation was simply
a mechanical imitation of the English exclusion of peers from the
House of Commons (and probably mediated via the Prussian
constitution). Thus it is based on thoughtlessness. This rule must be
rescinded. Its disappearance would not in itself mean the introduction

of the parliamentary system or of parliamenrary' patronage of office
in Gennanyj it would simply make it possible for a politically able
member of parliament also to hold a position of political leadership
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in the Reich at the same time. There is no apparent reason why a
parHamentary deputy who shows that he is suited to a leading position
in the Reich should be required to uproot himself politically before
he may take up such an office.

If BennigsenJ7 had joined the government~ and therefore left the
Reichstag, Bismarck would have turned an important political lead~r

into an administrative official with no parliamentary roots. The leader
ship of Bennigsen's party would then have fallen into the hands of
the lefl wing, or the part}' would have fallen apart - which may have
been Bismarck's aim. In exactly the sa.me way, the fact that the deput)'
Schiffer has now joined the government has deprived him of his
influence on the party, thereby handing it over to the wing of heavy
industry. In this way the parties are ~beheaded')while the government
gains not useful politicians, hut officials in specialised areas who ~ack

both the kind of expert knowledge acqui red by a professional official
during his career and the influence of a member of parliament. It
also means that we arc using pretty we]] the most miserable form of
'gratuities system' that can possibly be employed in relation to any
parliament. Parliament as a stepping-off board for talented careerists

with ambitions to become state secretaries: this characteristic bureau
crat's view is defended by political and legally trained litterateurs who
consider this to be a specifically 'German' solution to the problem
of parliamentarism in Germany! These are the very same circles who
pour scorn on the chase after official positions which is supposedly
only found in 'western Europe' and specifically in 'democratic' states.
They will never understand that what parliamentary leaders seek is
not an official post with its salary and rank bur power and the political
responsibility it entails~ nor dlat such leaders can only have these things
if they retain their political roots in the parliamentary party supporting
them. Nor do they understand that it is one thing to make parliament
into a place for the selection of leaders and quite another to use

parJiament to select people striving after careers as officials. For dec
ades these same circles have been scornful of the facr that parliaments
and parties in Germany ha,'c always viewed the government as a kind
of natural enemy. But it does not disturb them in the least that~

because of the barrier aimed exclusively against the Reichstag bJ
Article 9) Sentence 2 of the Constitution, the Bundesrat and the

.n R. Bennigsen ([ 824- l 901), leading :"Jarional LJberaJ poli rician.
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Rcichsrag are treated by the law as mutually hostile powers) so that
they can only communicate from the table of the Rundesrat or from
the rostrum. It should be left to the conscience of a statesman, of
the govemment which empowers him and of the voters who elected
him, to consider whether he is capable of carrying out his office while
also holding a mandate) leading a party or being active within one)
and whether the instructions which he follows when voting in the
Bundesrat are compatible with the personal convictions which he
argues for in the Reichstag.u The leading politician, above all the one
who bears responsibility for instructing the 'presidia! vote) in the
Reich) the Reichskanzler and Prussian foreign minister, in other
words, must have the possihili~}' of leading the Bundesrat: from the
chair, subject to the control of representatives of the other states, and
at the same time of influencing the Reichstag as a voting and speaking
member of a party. Admittedly) 1t is considered 'dignified} (vornehm)
today for a statesman to keep his distance from the parties. Count
Posadowsky even helieved he owed it to his previous office to refrain
from attaching himself to any party - in other words to misuse the
Reichstag by appearing there as an academic performer without
influence. Without influence - for how is business conducted in
parliament?

Speeches given by a member of parliament are no longer state
ments of his persona] convictions) far less are they attempts to per
suade an opponent to change his mind. Rather they are official
declarations by the party which are being addressed to the country
at large 4through the window'. Once the representatives of aU the
parties have had their turn of speaking once or ty..·ice, the debate in the

n It i§ amusing when an anonymous wntributor to rhe Kreu:zuifUng (of all place")
deduces. by a p1«e of legal tonnalism, the impossibili ty of combining these two
funcrions from rIle fal"t that deputies ha\"e to vote in accordance v.-ith their own free
comictions, whereas tile memhers of the Bundesrat vote in accordance with instruc
tions. The Kreu:z:uittmg is not disturbed by the facr that numerous district superin
tendents (Landriite) sit in the Prussian Diet who, since the days of Punkamer, i1r~

required to 'represent lhe policies of the govemment'r ~or even by the facr thar the
Bundesrat im.~ludes .se<:rtlarie5 of !>E:UI; of the Reich who, in their capacll}' as deputies
to the Prussian Dier, ought to (:rjrkise, in accordance with their own free convictions.
{he iOMrucrions given ro them, in their capaclt}' as members of rhe Bundesrat, by a
government which is not answerabk lO this Diet. If a statesmen at the head of a party
is un<1ble, as a member of the Bumlesrat, to ensure that he receives instructions which
correspond to hiS o,m cOn\'1crions. he simpl)' must go. ,I\dmittedly. this oughl fO apply
even now to etxry 'Statel;man)! See below.
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Reichsrag is dosed. The speeches are presented to a party meeting in
advance, or at least it is agreed at such meetings what all the essential
points will be. Equally, it is dedded in advance who is to speak for
the party. The parties havt their experts un every question, just as
the bureaucracy has its officials with particular responsibilities.
Admittedly, alongside their worker bees, they also have their drones,
show-piece orators who are only to be used with caution for the
purposes of public display. Although there are exceptions, the prin
ciple generally holds true that influence is exercised by the person
who does the work. But this work is carried out behind the, scenes,
at the meetings of commissions and parliamentary parties, and in the
private offices of those members who are really doing the hard work.
Eugen Richter, for example, although decidedly unpopular within
his own party) had an unassailable position of power thanks to his
extraordinary industry, and in particular thanks to his unequalled
knowledge of the budget. He was probably the last deputy who could
work out where the l\tHnister for War had spent every penny, do\\o"O
to the last canteen; despite their annoyance, gentlemen in this section
of the administration often told me how much they admired his abil
ity. In the present Centre Party the position of Herr Matthias Erz
bergerl8 similarly rests on his bee-like industry, which accounts for
the othenvise puzzling influence of a politician with such limited
political gifts.

No matter how industrious a person may he, however, this fact
does not in itself quaJif}' him to give leadership and direction to a
state or a party, two things which are ~)' no means as unlike one
another as our romantic litterateurs believe. As far as I am aware,
there were personalities fufly equipped witn an the qualities needed
for ~eadership in all the parties in Germany, without exception. Von
Bennigsen, von !\-1iquel, von Stauffenberg, V61k and others amongst
the National Liberals~ in the Centre Party von ~1aUinckrodt and
Vlindthorst, the Consen.'atives von Bethusy-Huc, von J\.."linnegerode,
von Manteuffel, the Progressive von Saucken-Tarputschen and the
Social Democrat "on Vollmar - all these men were naturaJ leaders
with political qualifications. They all disappeared from view or left
parliament, as von Bennigsen did in the eighties 7 because there was

.llt M. Erzberger (l875-l9Z l}l Ccntn: Pa~' politician 3ml journalist with 01 repUl':IhO!l
for opportunism.
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no chance of them achieving the leadership of the affairs of stare in
their capacity as party leaders. When parliamentarians like von
Miquel39 and Moller40 became ministers, they had first to abandon
their political convictions in order to be fitted into ministries run
purely by officials.E Yet born, natural leaders are still to he found in

Germany today; indeed they are numerous. Where are they, then? In
the light of what has been said alread)', the question is easily
answered. To take just one example, in which the political and socio
political views of the person concerned are as diametricaJly opposed
to my own as they can be; docs anyone believe that the present leader
of me Krupp works, formerly a politician from the Eastern Territories
and official of the state, was simply destined to direct the greatest
industrial enterprise in Germany, rather than head one of the most
influential ministries or a powerful party in parliament? Why) then,
is he doing what he docs, and why (as I assume is the case) would
he not be prepared to take on those other roles under existing condi
tions? In order to earn more money? I suspect, rather, that, given the
political structure of the state here, which means quite simply, given
the impotence of parliament and the concomitant, purely official char
acter of ministerial posts, the reason is very simply that a man with
a strong instinct for power and all the qualities that go with it would
have to be a fool to let himself he drawn into the pitiful business of
ressentimcnt amongst colleagues and onto the thin ice of intrigues at
court) when there is a field of activity waiting to welcome his abilities
and desires - the one which is offered by giant enterprises, cartels)
banks and large trading concerns. !vien of that type prefer to finance
pan-German newspapers and to allow the litterateurs to churn out
their nonsense in them. All the men of this nation with any talent
for leadership have been diverted down this path, into the service
of private capitalist interests, as a consequence of ntgati1)f seledi(m,
which is what our so-called 'monarchic government' boils down to,
once one has stripped awaJ all hypocritical verbiage. Only in this
sphere does something resembling a selection process for leadership

F:. \1inisrer Moller once declared th.1t he was in the unplrasant siltlation mat his personal
standpoinr was SD weJJ kno\\o71 from the speeches he had made in earher yctlrs.

JY J. von Miquel (182I)-l90r), one of the founders of the ~ation3.1 l.iberal Party. He
ad\'CJoC3.ted and. in 1897. first ddlned the idea of Sammlunppolitik.

-t<I T. MoHer (l84-o-19 ZS), t<ational Liberal politician and industrialist. Prussian .~linis·

ter of Trade H)OT-5,
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qualities take place nowadays. "Vhy in this sphere? Simply because
comfort and cosiness, which in this case means the empty phrases of
the litterateurs, necessarily come to an abrupt end as soon as economic
interests worth hundreds and thousands of millions of marks and
tens or hundreds of thousands of jobs are at stake. Why do such
selection processes not apply (Q the leadership of the state? Because
one of the most damaging legacies of Bismarck's rule has been that
he believed it served his own ends to doak his Caesarist regime with
the legitimaq of the monarch. His successors imitated his practice
faithfully, but they were simple officials and not Caesars. The politic
aJly uneducated nation accepted Bismarck's rhetoric at face value,
while the litterateurs applauded in their customary manner. This is
natural enough) for these people examine future officials, feel them
selves to be officials and fathers of officials, and their msentimtnt is
directed against anyone who strives for and achieves power by any
route other than via the legitimation bestowed by examination dip
lomas. Under Bismarck the nation lost the habit of concerning itself
directly with public affairs, particularly with foreign policy, and
alJowed itself to be talked into accepting as (monarchic govemmene
something which in truth merely meant the complete absence of
control over pure rule by officials, something which, lift to its own
devices, has never yet given birth to qualities of poHticalleadership or
allowed them to flourish anyvihere in the world. It is not that there
might not also have been people \\ith leadership qualities amongst
our officials - I am very far from d4iming that. Yet not only do the
conventions and inner peculiarities of the official hierarchy create
quite unusual obstacles to the rise of such men in particu]ar~ and not
only is the essential position of the modern administrative officialt

taken as a whole, highly unfayourable to the development of p()Uticai
independence (which must be disringuished dearly from the inner
independence of his purely personal character). Rathert the essence
of all politics, as we shaH emphasise repeatedly, is conflict, the recruit
ment ofallies and a l.1oluntary fOllowing. The career of -an officia~ in an
authoritarian state (Obrigkeitsstaat) simply offers no opportunities (0

practise this difficult art. As is widely known, the school in which
Bismarck learnt his politics was the Frankfurt Federal Diet. In the
army) training is directed to\vards warfare and it can give rise to

military leaders. But the gi,'en palaestra41 for the modern politician

41 .f\ "palaestra' is a wrestl ing school or gymnas!um.
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is parliamentary conflict and the fight for the party in the country,
and there is noming of equal \.'alue which can replace such struggle ~

least of all competition for promotion. Naturally t:his training in polit

ical fighting can only take place in a parliament and for a party, where

the leader achieves power in the state.
What sort of attraction can a party possibly hold for men with

qualities of leadership, when the best it can offer is the opportunity
to change a few elements in the budget so as to suit the interests of
its voters or to provide a few sma]] benefices for the proteges of the
leading lights in the party? What opportunit}' does it offer them to
develop such qualities? Down to the smallest procedural details and
conventions in both the Reichstag and the parties, our parliament
today is completely directed towards merely negative politics. I know
of several cases of young talents with leadership qualities within the
parties simply being held down by old t long-serving, powerful figures
at local and party level, as indeed happens in all guilds. It goes without
saying that this will happen in a powerless parliament restricted to
negative politics, for in such a place only the instincts of the guild
prevaH. A party could never permit itself such an attitude if the aim
of its existence were to share power and responsibility in the state) for
this would mean that every party member throughout the country
would know that the survival of the party and aU the interests tying
him to it depended on the party subordinating itself to whichever of its
people possessed leadership qualities. For it is not the many-headed
assembly of parliament as such that can 'govern' and 'make) policy.
There is no question of this anywhere in the world, not even in
England. The entire broad maSs of the deputies functions only as a
following for the 'leader'-f2 or the small group of leaders who fonn

the cabinet, and they obey them bHndly as long as the leaders are
successful. Thai is h(Jw things should be. The 'principle of the small
number' (that is the superior political manoeu,rrability ofsmall leading
groups) always rules political action. This element of 'Cacsarism' is
ineradicable (in mass states).

But it is also this clement alone which guarantees that responsibility
towards the public rests with particular individuaJsJ whereas it would
be completely dissipated within a many-headed governing assembly.
This is particularly evident in true democracy. Experience shows that
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officials called to office by popular election prove their worth under
two sets of circumstances. Firstly, in local cantonaJ associations
where, given a stable population, everyone knows each other person
alty, so that proven ability within the immediate community can deter
mine the vote. Secondly, but with considerable resenrations, in the
election of the highest political representative of a nation in a mass
statl. Suitable political leaders normally do achieve supreme power
in this way) although seldom the most outstanding leader. For the
great mass of middle..runking official positions, however, particularly
those which demand specialist training, the plebiscitary system usu
ally fails utterly and for understandable reasons. In America the
judges nominated by the President towered above popularJy elected
judges both in integrity and abiJiry. The reaSon for this lay in the fact
that the leader nominating these men was held responsible for the
quality of the officials) and the ruling part}' would later be made to
take the consequences if gross errors were made. The operation of
equal suffrage in large municipalities has always meant that the mayor
was a trusted agent (Vertrauemmann) of the citizens) elected by plebis
cite and largely given me freedom to appoint his own administrative
apparatus. Equally, parliamentary government in England tends to
produce such Caesarist traits. In relation to the parliament from
which he emerged, the position of £he leading statesman there is
becoming ever more dominant.

Of course, like any other human organisation, the selection of
leading politicians through party recruitment is not free from defects
which have been discussed ad nauseam by German litterateurs in
recent decades. It goes uithout saying that parliamentary ruJe t too,

demands, and must demand~ that the individual submits to leaders
whom he can often accept only as the 'lesser evil', However, the
authoritarian stare firstl)' gi,'es the individual no choice at all, and
secondly puts officials rather than leaders in charge of bim. Surely that
is a difference which is of some importance. What is more, there are
good rtasons for the fac[ that ~plutocrac}'\ albeit in different forms~

is flourishing as much in Germany as anywhere else, and that those
large capitalist powers whom the litterateurs, in their ignorance) paint
in the blackest colours) men who certainly have a better understand
ing of where their own interests He than do academics in their studies
(particularly the most ruthless of them~ the leaders of heavy industT}'),
stand here to a man on the side of the bureaucratic authoritarian state
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and in oppositio,~ to democracy and parliamentarism. It is simply that
these reasons are not percei,red by literary phmstines. Instead, the
most narrow-minded kind of moralising underscores the self-evident

fact that the will to power'u is one ofthe driving motives of parliament

ary leaders, and that the selfish desire for office motivates their fol
lowing. As if those aiming at bureaucratic office were not driven in
exactly the same way by ambition and the hunger for a decent salary,
but were inspired by pure selflessness. As far as the role played
by ldemagogy' in the attainment of power is concerned, the events
surrounding the current demagogic discussions in the press con
cerning the appointment to the post of German foreign minister,
discussions which are being promoted by certain ofJidal sources, make
it perfectly dear to anyone that it is precisely a supposedly monarchic
government which is urging men who are ambitious for office or
engaged in inter-departmental conflict to have recourse to the most
damaging kind of press agitation."" Things could not possibly be
worse than this in a parliamentary stale with strong parties.

The motives of individual behaviour within parties are certainJy
just as far from being purely idealistic as are the usual philistine
interests in promotion and prebends amongst competitors in an offi
cial hierarchy. In the majorit)' of cases individual interests are at stake
in both areas - and this will remain the case under the vaunted
'comradeship of solidarity' in the furure state envisaged by the Jjt

terateurs. The only thing that matters is that these universaJly human,
often all-tao-human) interests do not ar least have the effect of actu
ally prroenting the selettion of men with talents for leadership. This is
only possible within a party if its leaders have the prospect of power
and responsihi/ity in the state as the reward for success. Only then is
it possible. But this alone certainly does not guarantee that this will
be the resuIt.

Only a JPOrking, as opposed to a merely talking parliament can be
the soil in which not merely demagogic, but genuinely political qualit
ies of leadership can grow and work their way up through a process

.J Here again, Weber uses NieQschean terminolOg)', A (controversial) volume with this
tide: (The Will (Q Porwr), based on notes written by Nietzsche between J ~83 and 1888,
was assembled by Elisabeth Forster-Nietzsche and published in 1901,

4+ ...~(eber is referring ttl the (KuhJmannkrise' ofJ3nuary ]9 i Bwhen me conti iet between
Richard von Kuhlmann, the Fore ign Secretary, who favoured a negotiated peace,
and the Supreme Conunand, who would accept nothing Jess than \'ictory and a poJicy
of annexation, came [Q a head.
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of selection. A working parliament is one which continuously shares in
the work ofgovernment atld the control of the administration. This did
not exist here before the war. Afrer the war lS over, however~ parlia
ment must be transformed into a working parliament. Otherwise we
shaH be left with the same old malaise. This is a topic to which we
must now turn.

III Public scrutiny of the administration and the
selection of political leaders

The whole structure of the Gennan parliament today is tailored to a
merely negative type ofpolitics: criticism, complaint, consultation, the
amendment and dispatch of bills presented by the government. An
parliamentary conventions correspond to this. Unfortunately, the
absence of public interest in the topic means that, a.part from good
legal works on procedure, there is a complete lack of any political
analysis of how the life of the Reichstag really proceeds, of the kind
that exists for other parliaments outside Germany. Yet, Jet anyone
try to discuss with a member of parliament any kind of desirable
internal organisation of the Reichstag and of the way it conduct.s
its business. and he will immediately run up against all manner of
conventions and considerations which are merely tailored to the com~

fort, vanities, needs and prejudices of worn-out parliamentary not
ables, and which put obstacles in the way of parliament's capacity for
any political action. Even the simple task of controlling the officials'
conduct of the administration effectively and continuously is thereby
impeded. Is such control (Kontrolle) really superfluous?

Officialdom has passed every test brilliantly wherever it was
required to demonstrJte its sense ofduty, its objectivity and its ability
to master organisational problems in relation to strictl)' drcum
scribed, official tasks of a $pedalised nature. Anyone who comes from
a family of officialst as I do, wHl be the last to pennit any stain on
his shield. But what concerns us here are political achievements ramer
than those of 'service, and the facts themselves proclaim loudly
something which no lover of truth can conceal, namely that rule by
officials has failed utter{}! whenever it dealt with political questions.
This has not happened by chance. Indeed, to put it the other way
round, it would be quite astonishing if abilities which are inwardly
so disparate were to coincide within one and the same poJitical forma-
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tion. As we have said, it is not the task ofan afficial to join in political
conflict on the basis of his o\\'n convictions) and thus, in this sense
of the word, ~engage in politics') which always means fighting. On

the contrary, he takes pride in preserving his impartiality~ overcoming
his own inclinations and opinions, so as to execute in a conscientious
and meaningful way what is required of him by the general definition
of his duties or by some particular instruction, even - and particu
larly - when they do not coincide with his own political views. Con
versely, the leadership which assigns tasks to the officials must of
course constandy solve political problems, both of power-politics and
of cultural politics (Kt4Iturpolitik). Keeping this under control is the
first and fundamental task of parliament. Not only the tasks assigned
to the highest central authorities) but each individual question) no
matter how technical, at the lower levels of authority can become
politically important, so that political considerations then determine
the way it is resolved. It is politicians who must provide a counterbal
ance to the rule of officialdom. The power interests of those occupy
ing the leading positions in a s)'stem ruled purely by officials are
opposed to this) and they will always follow their inclination to enjoy

as much uncontrolled freedom as possible, and above an to maintain
a monopoly O1ier ministerial posts for the promotion of officials.

Effective control of officialdom is only possible under certain
preconditions.

Apart from the division of labour which belongs inherently to the
technique of administration, the position of power of aU officials rests
on knowledge. This knowledge is of a two-fold kind. Firstly 'technical')
specialist knowledge in the widest sense of the word, acquired through
specialist training. It is a private matter and purely coincidental if this
kind of knowledge also has its exponents in parliament, or if members
ofparliament can obtain information privately from specialists in indi
vidual cases. For the purposes of controlling the administration. this
will never take the place of systematic cross-examination (under oath)
by expms before a parliamentary commission with powers to summon
the rclevanl departmental officials. This kind of cross-examination is
the only way of guaranteeing the control and comprehensiveness of

the questioning. The Reichstag lacks the right to do this. Constitu
tionaHy) it is condemned to amateurish stupidity.

Yet expert knowledge is not the only foundation of the power of
officials. In addition there is the official information (Dienstwissen) to
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which only an official has access via the means of the official appa.r
atus, the knowledge of the concrete facts which are decisive for his
conduct Only someone who can procure this knowledge of the facts,
independendy of the good will of the official, can control the adminis
tratfon effectively in individual cases. Depending on circumstances)
this may require access to files, on-the-spot inspection, and again, in
extreme cases, the cross-examination under oath of those involved as
witnesses before a parliamentary commission. The Reichstag also
lacks this right. It is deliberately prevented from obtaining the requis
ite knowledge to control the administration, and is thus condemned,
not iust to amateurism, but also to ignorance.

There are absolutely no objective (sachlidun) reasons for this. It is
due entirely to the fact that officialdom's most important instrument
of power is the rransformation of official infonnation into secret
information by means of the infamous concept of 'official secrecy't
which ultimately is merely a device to protect the administration from
control. Whereas the lower ranks of the official hierarchy are con
trolled and criticised by their superiors t aU contro), whether it is
technical or in any sense politicat breaks down here in relation to
those in the highest positions, precisely those who deal with 'politics'.
Both in content and in fann, the manner in which administrative
chiefs answer enquiries and criticisms from members of parliament
is not infrequently an insult to a people with a sense of its own
dignity, and this is on1l possible because parliament, without the
so-called 'right of enquiry' (Enquderaht) , is denied the means of
acquiring the knowledge of the facts and of technical and specialist
considerations which alone would make it possible for parliament to
participate in and influence the direction taken by the administration
on a continuous basis. Change must take place here first of all. It 15
not that the commissions of the Reichstag should in future immerse
themselves in vast studies and publish fa[ volumes of findings; its
burden of work will in any case ensure that this does not happen.
Rather the right of enquiry is an indispensable aid to be used Ott

occasion. Apart from this, it is to be used as a rod of chastisement,
the mere existence of whit;h forces the administrative chiefs to give
an account of themselves in a way that obviates the need to use it.
The finest achievements of the English parliament have come from
using the right ofenquiry in this way. The integrity of English officials
a.nd the high level of potitkal education among the English public
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rest essentially on this practice (among other things), and it has often
been stressed that the best criterion of political maturity is to be
found in the way in which the proceedings of these committees are
followed by the English press and public alike. Political maturity is
not expressed in votes of no confidence, denunciations of ministers
and similar spectacles of un(}rganiud parliamentary rule in France
and Italy, but rather in the fact that a nation is well informed about
how its officiaJs are conduaing their affairs, so that it constantly controls
and influences their work. The committees of a powerful parliament
are the only possible places from which that educative influence can.
be exerted. In the end, officialdom as such can only gain from such
an arrangement. It is rare, particularly in nations educated in parlia~

mentary matters, for the relation of the public to officialdom to be
so uninformed and unsympathetic as is the case in Gennany. And
no wonder. The problems with whtch officials have to wrestle in their
work never become clearly visible here. Their achievements can never
be understood and appreciated, one cannot go beyond the sterile
complaints about the 'Blessed Saint Bureaucracy' in order to replace
them with positive criticism so long as the present state of unrontrolled
rule by officials continues. Nor would the power of officialdom, in its
proper place, be weakened thereby. The 'permanent undersecretary'
(Gehfimrat) with his specialist training always has an advantage over
his minister (in many cases~ even over a minister who has risen from
the ranks of specialist officialdom) when it comes to conducting
departmental business; this applies to England just as much as it does
here (but no more so). This is how things ought to be, for under
modem conditions specialist (raining is the indispensable prerequisite
of any understanding of the technical means needed to attain political
goals. Setting political goals, however, is not a matter of expertise,
and policy should not be determined by the specialist official purely
in this capacity.

The outwardly quite modest change which would be produced
here in German)' by having parliamentary committees which
cooperated with the administration and used the right of enquiry to
ensure continuous control of the officials) is the fundamentaJ precon
dition of all further reforms aimed at enhancing the positive role
of parliament as an organ of state. I\lore particularly, it is also an
indispensable prerequisite if parliament is to become the place where
political leaders are selected. The fashionable chatter amongst lit-
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tcrateurs here likes to discredit parliaments as mere (ralking shops'.
In a similar vein, but much more wittily, Cadyle had thundered
against the English parliament just three generations ago~45 yet it
increasingly became the decisive bearer of England's power in the
world. Nowadays the physical instrument of leadership (both in the
political and the military spheres) is no longer a blow from a sword
hut quite prosaic sound waves and drops of ink - wrjtten and spoken
words. \Vhat matters is simpl)' that these words - whether in the form
of orders or an electioneering speech, diplomatic notes or official
declarations in one's own parliament - should be shaped by intellect
and knowledge, by strength of will and well-considered experience.
In any parliament which is only allowed to criticise without being
able to obtain knowledge of the facts, and where its leaders are ne\ler
put in the position of having to demonstrate what they themselves
can achie,'e politically, words are spoken either on the basis of unin
formed demagogy or of routine impotence (or both of these things
lOgerhcr). It is part of the store of poljrical immaturity accumulated
here by a quite unpolitical age for Gennan philistines to regard polit
ical structures like the English parliament with eyes blinded by our
own current circumstances) imagining he can look down on them
smug])," from the heights o( his own political impotence - without
even considering that this body is, after aU, the place where political
leaders were selected who had the ability needed to bring a quarter
of mankind under the rule of a tinYt politicaUy astute minority and,
even more importantly, to submit to this rule on a largely voluntary
basis. Where can the much vaunted German authoritarian state point
to simihu achievements? The political training for such achievements
is, of course~ not to be gained in the set-piece speeches delivered
in p~enary sessions of parliament. It can only be acquired through
unremitting, strenuous work within a parliamentary career. None of
the significant English parliamentary leaders has risen to power with
out being trained in committee work l and without having moved
through a whole series of administrative departments and being intro
duced to the work done there. On/;' this school of intensive work with
the realities of administration which a politician goes through in the
committees of a powerful working parJiamentt and in which he has to

prove his worth, turns such an assembly into a place for the selection

~~ Weber is probably referring to Thomas Catl)'le's Pasl and P'ffdlt (184J).
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of politicians who work objectively (as opposed to mere demagogues).
No one could honestly deny that the English parliament is the best
example we have ever seen of this process. Only this kind of
cooperation between specialist officials and professional politicians
can guarantee continuous conrrol of the administration and thereby
the political education and training of both the leaders and the led.
An effective system of parliamentary suptrviJiOl1 and [ontrol which
forces the administration to work publicly must be demanded as a
prerequisite of the poJitical education of the nation and of any fruitful
parliamentary work. \Ve, too, have already started down this path.

The war emergency, which swept away so much conservative cant,
aJso brought into being the 'Main Committee ofthe Rtidl$tag, an entity
which is at least a start in the direction of developing a working
parliament, although its method of operation and the way its work is
made public are still highJ~r imperfect from both a technical and a
political point of view. _

Its shortcomings for political purposes were inherent in the quite
misconceived and unorganised flnn of publicity given to the discus
sion of highly political problems here. This was due simply to the
fact that the discuss;ons were held in and before much too large a
forum, so that they necessarily became emotional. It was a scandal
and a threat to national security for lconfidenriaP diplomatic problems
or those of a technical military nature (the submarine question!) to

be known to hundreds of people, as a result of which they were
leaked to others or found their way into the press~ partly in distorted
form or in the Conn of sensationaJ hints. Current discussions of foreign
policy and the war are properly subjects for the attention of a small
circle of trusted party representatives in the first instance. As policy
is always made by a small number of people in any case, the parties
should not be organised like guilds when it comes to the highest
political questions but rather along the lines of 'followings'. Their
trusted political spokesmen (Vertrauensmiinner) must therefore be
ileaders', which means that they must have unrestricted authority to
take important decisions, or at least be able to obtain such authority
in the space of a few hours from committees capable of being sum
moned at any time. The 'Seven ~tan Committee' of the Reichstag,
which was assembled for one particular purpose~ is ostensibly a step
in this direction. Yet the vanity of the heads of the administration
was pandered to by designating this institution as 'provisionaJ' only,
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and by attempting in the first instance to treat the members of parlia
ment as if the}' were not 'party representative!i~. As this would have
deprived the arrangement of its politicaf significance) it is fortunate
that this gambit failed. Yet l appropriate as it may have been in itself
for these seven party representatives to sit around a table to discuss
matters with government commissars, the most suitable form of aug
mentation would have been for the seats of the seven delegates of
the Bundesrat to be fined by three or four representatives of the
largest middle-sized state~, and the rest by the four or five most
powerful administrati"e ch icfs of the army and the home civll service
or thtir representatives. At any rate, only a small committee bound
by the rule of confidentiality can prepare truly political decisions in a
highly charged situation. For the duration of the war it was perhaps
appropriate to create this (:ommittee which brought together repres
cntat1ve~ of aJ! the major parties and represen(arives of the govern

ment. In peacetime, tOOl it could perhaps be useful to consult party
representatives on a similar basis when discussing our position on
particular matters of high policy, especially issues of foreign potle}.
In other respects, however, this system is of limited importance, being
neither a substitute tor a genuine transfer of the business of govern
ment to parliament nor a means of creating a unified governmental
\\111. If a majority of the parties is to support itt such a unified will
could only be created through jrE'e, inter-parry conferences involving
only the parties capable of forming a majority and the leaders of the
government. A committee in which a representative of the Independ
ent Socialists can sit beside a representative of the Conservatives
is inherently incapable of acting as a substitute for that method of
determining the nation's political wilL Such a thing would be politic
ally inconceivable. Such formations achieve nothing as far as giving
a unified direction to policy is concerned.

On the other hand~ following the es[abHshment of the Main Com
mittee, mixed special committees could be developed and become
a suitable device for normal, peacetime control of the administration,
provided that there was provision for good, continuous reporting to
the public and a suitable procedural framework was created to ensure
uniformity, desplte the specialisation of the topics dealt with in the
sub-committees, to which representati"es of the Bundesrat and of
departments would be invited. The possible pohtical effect of such
an extension of committee work will depend entirely on the future
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position of parJiament in the Reich and thereby also on the way its
parttes are structured. If everything remains as before, in particular
if the mechanical constraint contained in Article 9 of the Reich Con
stiNtion continues in existence, and if parliament generally continues
to be restricted to (negative politics\ then the parties will presumably
bind their representatives on the committees to petty, imperative
mandates, and in any case will not delegate any powers of leadership
to them. In other respects each will go its Om} way, striving merely
to negotiate sman~ special advantages for its protegeSt and the whole
arrangement will become a useless and time-wasting obstacle to
adm..inistration, not an instrument of political education and fruitful
cooperation on substantive issues. At the outside, the positive result
of this could be something similar to what happens in some Swiss
cantons, where the parties exercise proportional patronage~ this would
mean the peaceful distribution among the individual parties of frac

tions of influence on the adminisrration t and~ to the extent that rhjg
happens, a reduction in the intensity of party conflict. (Although it is
far from certain mat even this negative result can be achieved in a
mass state which has tasks of high policy to perfonn. As far as I am
aware, the Sv.riss differ in tbeir views as to the posith:e practical effects
of the arrangement. These too must naturally be assessed q u~te dif
ferently in a large state.) Yet, no matter how uncertain those idyllic
prospects may be~ they will certainly delight anyone who regards
the elimination of party-political conflict as the highest good~ while
officialdom for its part will hope to profit from it by making its own
position of power more secure through the continuation of the system
of minor gratuities. If one then added to this some kind of propor
tional allocation of the prebends of office to the various parties which
were 'acceptable at court', the likely outcome would be yet more
'happy faces all around~. Clearly, however, it is quite unlikely tnat
any such peaceful distribution of prebends could really be achieved

in the area of internal administration (district superintendents, govern
ment presidents t provincial presjdcnts) in Prussia in the face of the
Conservative Party's monopolJ of office there. In any case, in purely
political terms the resuh would merely mean that opportunities were
opened up for party officials, hut not for party /eaoR'S, to gain prebends,
but not political powf!r and responsibility - certainly not a suitable
means of raising the politicaJ leveJ ofparliament. The larger questions
of whether this would make control of the administration more effect-
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ive, and whether the population would be made more mature in its

judgement of the administration's performance, must remain com

pletely open.
The indispensable guarantee of any effective discussion of even the

simplest technical administrative questions, even in such a bureau
cratic committee l is the right of that committee to obtain at short
noti(·c, by irs own enquiries, such technical and official information
as it may require. This demand does not in itself mean that any
decision has been taken on the question of ~parliamentar}' govern
menr'; it simply sustains a prerequisite of its being established in a
Conn appropriate to its aims~ the only obstacles to it are the quite
non-objective concerns of officials with [heir own prestige, or, to put
it more plainly, their own vaniOJ and their wish to remainfret ofcontrol.

Teachers of constitutional law usually raise ;ust one subslantive
and weighty objection to the right of enquiry, which is that me Reich
stag is entirely autonomous in determining procedure, so that the
majority at anl given time could decide unilaterally not to hold an
enquiry, or to construct one in !iuch a way that it did not arrive at
conclusions unwelcome to that majority. Undoubtedly, procedural
autonomy (Article 27 of the Reich Constitution), which (indirectly)
was copied uncritically from English theory is not suitable for this
right. Rather, the guarantee of reliability must be created by statutory
norms. In particular, it is essential that this right be created as the
right of the minority (so that an enquiry could be demanded by, say,
one hundred members of parliament), and, naturally, with the right
of the minority to be represented, to ask questions, to submir a minor
ity report. This is necessary to prm·ide the counterbalance ofpublici~y
to the possibility of parliamentary affairs being run wholly in the inter
est of the Jnaj()nty at some time in the future and the well-known
dangers of such a thing; this counterbalance is lacking in other states,
and has only been guaranteed in England up tm now by the parties'
courtesy to one another. Yet guarantees in other directions are also
needed. As long as competing industries exist~ especially competition
between different countries, it will be essential to protect at least
their technical operational secrets adequately against tendentious

publication, and1 even more imp0 rtantiy, secrets of a military-tech

nkal nature. Finally ~ this must also apply to foreign poliq deliberations
which are still in the balance. At this stage these matte rs absolutely
must be dealt with in a small committee protected by a guarantee of
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confidentiaHty. Of course, it is a mistake (one whkh is particularly
mocked by the facts at the moment) made by certain litterateurs,
particularly Russian ones, to believe that the conduct of foreign
policy, let us say on the objective conclusion ofpeace between warring
nations, could be achie,red by them outdoing one another in the
public proclamation of general 'principles' rather than by objective
negotiation of the best available compromise between the conflicts of
interest which in fact exist between states and nations, and which
underlie these alleged 'principles t

• At any rate, quite different means
from the amateurish notions of litterateurs are required to eradicate
(JUT pas[ mistakes in this area. The view, widespread in democratic

circles, that conducting things in pubUct particularly diplomacy, is a
panacea and, above all, one which will always operate in favour of
peace~ can be misleading when expressed in such general terms. It
has some justification for final 51atements of a standpoint which has

been considered carefully in ad\'ance. As long as states are in com
petition with one another, there is as little justification for publicising
the deliberations themselres as there is in the case of competing indus
tries. In direct contrast to questions of domestic administration,
making things public at this stage can seriously interfere with the
objedJ'vizy and unprejudiced character of current deliberations) thus
actually endangering or preventing peace. The experiences of this
war have made this utterly plain. Howevcr~ foreign policy is a topic
to be dealt with separately.

Permit me at this juncture, howevert simply to indicate how the
lack of parliamentary leadership manifests itself today in situations
of domestic 'crisis'. The fate of Erzberger)s initiative in July of this
year and the course which the two later crises took is instructive."6

In all three cases the consequences of a sjruation became apparent
in which, firstly, government and parliament confront one another as
two separate organs, whereby parliament is only an assembly repres
enting the ruled and thus in the habit of practising ~negative polirics~

(in the sense outlined abo,re); secondly) where the parties are guild
like formations, since political leaders find no vocation within parlia
ment and therefore no place in the parties; and thirdly and finally,
where the official leaders of the state, the leading officials, are neither

~ The 'Jlily crisis I of 1917 was initiated hj' Erzbel'ger when he made it clear before the
Main Conuninee of the Re ichstag that the policy of unrestricted submanne warfa re
had been a failure and that Germany must sue for peace,
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the leaders of parliamentarJ parties to which they belong, nor in
continuous contact with the part)" leaders, discussing current issues
with them in advance; instead~ they stand outside the parties, or, as
the conventional rhetoric of prestige has it~ 'above the parties~, so
that they are unable to lead memo The system fell apart immediately
whenever a strong majority in the Reichstag insisted on a positive
decision from the governmenl of the Reich. The representatives of
the government had to let go of the reins in consternation, as they
had no foothold in the party organisations. The poHtka]]y leaderless
Reichstag itself presented an image of complete anarchy because the
(so-called) party leaders had never had a place at the table ofgovern
ment, and did not come into consideration as possible future leaders
of the government. The parties found themselves faced with a task
which had never entered their field of vision before, a task they were
not equipped to perfonn~ neither in terms of their organisation nor
of their personnel: the task of fonning a government from their own
ranks. Naturally, they showed themselves quite incapable of doing
this; they neither attempted to do so nor were they able even to
attempt to do so. From the far right to the far left no party contained
a politician who would have been acknowledged as leadert while offi
cialdom itself was just as incapable of producing such a man.

For the last forty years aU parties have worked on the assumption
that the task of the Reichstag is merely to practise 'negative politics'.
It became frighteningly obvious that the effect of Bismarck's legacy
was the 'will to powerlessness t l to which the parties had been con
demned by his actions. But the parties did nor even participate in
deciding who the new leaders of the nation should be. The ruling
offidals~ need for prestige (or, more plainly~ their vanity) would not
tolerate even this, and not even at this critical juncture, although the
most elementary prudence would have demanded it. The bureaucracy
could have confronted the parties with the captious question of who
they would put forward as candidates for the leading positions in the
Reich t or at least the more practical question of how they would
respond (0 the personalities of the tndividuals who could be consid
ered as possible political leaders of the Reich. Instead, howevert the
bureaucracy stubbornly insisced on its prestige, arguing that this was
a matter which was no concern of parliament. Forces outside parlia
ment then stepped in and appointed the new government, which did
not then approach the parties with a definite, objective proposal and
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the categorical demand that the parties should respond to it with a
'yes t or 'no'. The new Reichskanzler, it will be recalled, was forced
to make a series of statements on the crucial issue, each of them
different, and to accept supcrnsion by the Seven ivian Committee
for an act of foreign poJicy - all this because he did not possess the
confidence of parliament. Of course, out chattering litterateurs
regarded this sorry spectacle, which could onJy damage the standing
of the country, as confirmation of their smug conviction that parlia
mentary rule was (impossible' in Germany. Parliament, it was said,
had 'fai)ed1

• In truth something else had failed - the attempt to have
parliament led by a body of officials which stood in no relationship
to itt the very same system which for decades, to the applause of the
litterateurs) bad rendered parliament incapable of positive political
action and had served officialdom's interest in remaining free of con
trol. The situation would be completely different if the practice of
government placed responsibiJity fully, or at least mainly, on the
shou~ders of the party leaders, thereby offering natural political
leaders the chance of playing their part in directing the fate of the
nation. Then the parties could not have aUowed themselves the kind
pf petty-bourgeois, guild -like organisation we now have in the
Reichstag. They would have been absolutely compelled to subordintlte
themselves to leaders and not, as happened in the Centre Party, to
men of an industrious, official nature whose nerve failed them at the
very point when they should have developed qualities of leadership.
In any such crisis, however, the leaders in turn would have been
compelled to form a coalition and to present the monarch with a
positive programme and the names of specific individuals with gifts
of leadership. Under the existing system the only possible con..
sequence was that of purely negative politics.

The new leader of the Reich~ whose appointment was decided
ou[side parliament, found himself faced with a muddle which imme
diately created the same situation all over again. Taking some ver),
able members of parliament into offices in the government simply
meant, as Article 9 of the Reich constitution provides, that they losr
their influence in their party, leaving it headless or disoriented.
Exactly the same thing happened during the crises of August and
October:H The complete failure of me government resulted yet again

., Pope Benedict XV issued hls peace note to the bellige ffOnt states on J }\uguS! 19 I 7.
This <:alLed on them to begin peace negotiations. The failure of this pea{:e initiati...e
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from the fact that the statesmen stubbornly stuck to the principle of
avoiding both continuous consultation WIth the party leaders and any
preparatory' discussions of the problems to be dealt with at the forth
coming conference, at least with representatives of those parties
whom they wished and hoped to win over to their side. The mere
fact that the new Reichskanzlcr, who was appointed in November,

made contact with the majorit)' parties in the Reichstag) at their

request) before takIng up office, together with the fact that the purely
political ministries were filled from now on ,vith trained parliamen(
arians, sufficed to make at least the machinery of domestic politics
function tolerably wen~ although the continued existence of Article
9, Sentence 2 continued to exert its pernicious influence even then.
The January crisis'Wl also made it plain to even the weakest eyes that
domestic political crises here do not have their source in parliament,
but in two sets of circumstances. First[y) in the abandonment of the
political principle, always strictly adhered to by Bismarck, that the
commander of the army conduds war in me Hght of mililary consid
erarions,. whereas the politician concludes peace in the light ofpolitical
considerations (of which purelJ technical, strategic questions are one,
but only one, element). Secondly) but most importantly~ in the cir
cumstance that some subaltern courtiers considered ir useful and
compatible "ith an os£ensibl}' 'monarchic' government to leak internal
discussions of high policy 10 the press - and did so for reasons of
party-political interest.

Conditions here are a dear Jesson that pure rule by officials, for
the sake of this characteristic, does not necessarily mean the absence
ofparty rule. It is impossible for a district superintendent to be any
thing but ConseroatitJe in Prussia, and Germanis spurious parlia
mentary system, with all its consequences, rests on the axiom adopted
since 1878 by those with vested party interests (after the elnren most
fruitful years of parliamentary work in Germany had been
interrupted), namely that every government and its representatives

heightened the political crisis in Germanj', and in October 1 () ] 7 Bertling :succeeded
Mkhaelis 3S chancelIor.

+8 This is a reference to the peace nt>goriariolls between Russia and Germany taking
pl:tce ar Brest-Ufovsk during January 19 I S. Weber and much of German public
opinion was inclined ro place the blame for the breakdown of the negotiations upon
the intervention of the Gennan Supreme Command, Suhsequent histaftcal investi
gations have shown that there was less disagreemenl between the- gO\'ernment and
the Supreme Command than Weber believed.
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must necessarily and by the nature of things be 'conservative',
allowing for some concessions to the patronage of the Prussian bour
geoisie and the Centre Party. This~ and nothing el~e, is what is meant
here by the ~non-partisan' character of rule by officials. The lesson
the war has taught an other countries, namely that all parties become
'national' when they share responsibility for jJower in the state, has
changed nothing here. The party interests of conservative officials
who hold power, and of the interest groups attached to it, exercise
exclusive control over leadership. ·The inevitable fruits of chis 'cant'
are evident, and they will emerge after the war too. It will not be
parliament alone which has to pay for this but the supreme power of
the state as such.

The one and only question one can property ask about the future
ordering of the state in Gennany is) ~HoTP ;5 parliament to be made
capable ofassuming power?' Anything else is a side issue.

One has to be dear about the fact that one thing above aU is
needed in order to achieve this goal) namely the development of a
suitable body of professional m~mbers ofparliamet1t, in addition, that
is, to the outwardly modest bUI practically important extensions of
parliamentary powers discussed above~ the removal of the mechanical
obstacle created by Article 9, and major changes in procedure and
current converttions.

The professional member of parliament is a man who exercises
his mandate in the Reichstagt not as an occasional and subsidiary
duty, but as the main content of his life~s work, equipped with his
own office and staff and with eve!)' means of information. One may
love or hate this figure) but he is indispensable in purely technical
terms and is therefore alretld;r mith us today. It is, however, particularly
characteristic of the most influential examples of this type of person
that they mostly work behind the scenes and have only a fairly'subal
tern status, as befits the subaltern status of parliament and the subal
tern prospects of a parliamentary career. The professional politician
can be a man who merely lives !rfJm politics and its machinations, its
influence and opportunities. Or he can be a man who lives for politics.
Only in the latter case can he become a politician of great stature.
Naturally, this is easier for him, the more he has a fortune which
gives him independence and makes him 'available' (ahkiimmlich)t not
tied to a busjness (as entrepreneurs are) but a person with an
unearned income. Of the social groups who are lied to their busi-
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nesses, the only ones who are '"available' and therefore suited to

becoming professional politicians, are the advocates. While it would
certainly not be desirable for rule to be exercised purely by advocates.,
it is foolish to deprecate, as our litterateurs so often do, the qualifica
tion of advocates for political leadership. In an agl: where lawyers rule,
the great atfvot;gj~ is the only tawyer who, in contrast to the official,
is trained to fight and to represent a case effectively by fighting, and

one would wish to see far more skills in (well-mannered, objective)
advocacy in nidence in our public pronouncements. But only if par
liament holds out the prospect of positions of leadership with the
responsibility of leadership "vill advocates of any stature, or indeed
any independent personalities at a111 want to live for politics. Other
wise only salaried part)' officials and representatives of vested inter
ests will want to do so.

The ressentimrot which men who are party officials by nature feel

towards towards genuine politil:al leadership is a powerful element
in the attitude of some parties to the question of parHamentarisation1

which also means the parhamcntal}~ selection of leaders. Of course)
their ressentiment hannoniscs perfectly with the like-minded interests

of the bureaucr.acy. For the professional parliamentarian as such is
instinctively felt as a thorn in the flesh by the heads of bureaucratic
administrations. He offends them simply by being someone who exer
cises uncomfortable control over their work, and as someone laying
claim at least to a certain share of power. He offends them e,ren
more strongly when he appears in the guise of a potential contender
and competitor for letUiing positions (whereas the representatives of
vested interests offer no such threat). This is the rca!ion for the fight
to keep parliament in ignorance. Only qualified, professional parlia
mentarians who have been through the school of intensive committee
work in a working parliament can give rise to responsible leaders,
as opposed to mere demagogues and amateurs. The whole internal

structure of parliament must he such as to produce such leaders and
enhance their effectiveness, as has long been the case with the struc
ture of the English parliament and its parties. Admittedly, the con
ventions of the English parliament cannot simply be transplanted to
Germany. But the structural principle surely can be. The mass of
detailed changes in procedure and conventions which would be
needed are not matters to be considered here; they will emerge of
their own accord as soon as the parties are compelled to engage in
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responsible rather than merely 'negative' politics. However) we do
have to consider briefly a genuinely serious obstacle which the pecu
liar structure of the German party ~)ISJem puts in the path of parlia
mentarisarion, something which is often discussed, but usually in a

distorted way.
There is no doubt that the simples. basis on which to introduce

parliamentary government is a two-party system of the kind which
existed until recently in England (alheit with some very noticeable
infringements of the principle already). But it is certainly nOf an
indispensable means of achieying that end) and the trend everywhere
(including England) is moving in the direction of fordng parties to
form coalitions. There is another, much more important difficulty:
parliamentary government is only possible when the largest parties
are at all prcpared~ on principle l to assume the responsible leadership
of the affairs of state. This has certainly not been the case here up
tin now. Above aU) the largest part)') the Social Democratic Party, was
inhibited, not only by its pseudo-revolutionary conventions (against
'attendance at Court) which were a legacy of the years of persecution)
but also by certain evolutionary meories~ from being prepared to

enter a coalition government on any conditions (or to take over the

goverrunent when, as happened in one small state, it temporarily
had an absolute majorit),}.H Of much more importance than these
theoretical anxieties) however, was thcn~ and continues to be, its fear
of losing its roots and becoming discredited in the eyes of its own
class) given the fact that all governments are tied to the fundamental
conditions underpinning a socict), and economy which will remain
capitalist for the foreseeable future. This situation caused the Social
Democratic leaders co lock the party into a kind of political ghetto
existence for decades in order to a,'oid being soiJed by any contact
with the workings of a bourgeois state apparatus. Despite everything)
this is still the case even today. Syndicalism, the heroic, unpolitical
and anti-political ethic of fraternity, is undergoing a period of growth,
and its leaders are fighting shy of any breach in class solidarity which
would later weaken the workers' effectiveness in the economic
struggle~ especially as they have no guarantee that ,he traditional

attitude of the bureaucracy ~"ill not be revived again after the war. It
is a fundamental question for Germany's future what attitude the

..~ This was the situation in Gotha between r900 and r912,
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party will take in the furure, whether its will to power in the state gains

the upper hand, or whether the unpolitical ethic of class fraternity
and syndicalism, which will surely spring up in strengthened form
everywhere after the war, wins the day. For rather different reasons,
the ~nitude to parliamentarism of the second largest party in Ger
many, the Centre Party, has also been sceptical. There is a certain
inner affinity between its own authoritarian convictions and the
authoritarian state which serves the interests of the bureaucracy. But
something else is more important. As a born minority party, the
Centre feared that it would also be driven into the minority in parlia
ment under a system of parliamentary government, and that this
would threaten its position of power and its role in representing those
interests which, in practice, it serves mday. Its position of power rests
in the first instance on extra-parliamentary means, on the fact that
the dcrgy aJso rules the political attitudes of the faithful. Within
parliament, however, the material interests of its supporters were
served by exploiting the opportunities offered by rhe practice of
'negative politics'. After achieving all the essential political goals of
the church, at any rate all those which could be sustained in the long

term in Germany, the Centre increasingly changed in practice from
being an ideological party of a particular Weltanschauung inw an
organisation for providing assured patronage to Catholic candidatcs for office
and to other Catholic vested interests who have felt themsehles disad
vantaged since the period of the Kulturkampf(whether they had good
cause for these feelings is irrele,'ant here}. A good deal of irs power
today rests on this foundation. The very nature of its position in
parliament~ where it tips the scales in one direction or the other,
enables it to promote the private interests of its proteges. Officialdom
acquiesced in this patronage and yet did not ~lose fact~" because the
patronage remained unofficial. Those party members with an interest
in patronage now fear not only that parliamenrarisation and demo

cratisation will threaten their chances in periods \",'hen the Centre
belongs to the minority, but something else besides. Under the pre
sent system the Centre Party was spared having to take any responsibil
ity, whereas it could not have avoided it if its leaders had belonged
formally to the government. This responsibility would not always have
heen comfortable. For while the Centre Party still has a number of
very able minds amongst its politicians, the officials it patronises
include not only useful people but people so obviously untalented
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that a party participating responsibly in government would be unlikely
to have entrusted them with official posts. Such personalities can only
make careers under a system of irresponsible patronage. As an official
governing party the Centre would have to presenr more gifted
candidates.

Because it is irresponsible) unofficial patronage is the most perni
cious form of parliamentary patronage of all, since it favours medioc~

rity) and this type of patronage is a consequence of the consen'arive
rule by offi'cials which owes its continued existence to this system of
gratuities. Admittedly, it is not surprising that those sections of
today's National Liberal Partl which are conservative, or specifically
represent big business) feel qUite comfortable under the prevailing
conditions. Here the patronage of office is not decided by politicians
and parties who could b~ made accountable to the public, but by
all kinds of private connections, beginning with the very important
connections made in siudentfraternities and including both the coarser
and tiner fOnTIS of capitalist recommendation. Big business, suspected
by our litterateurs) in their weak-minded ignorance, of being in
league with the heresy of parliamentarism) stands to a man on the
side of preserving the uncontrolled rule of officials. And it knows full
well why it docs so.

This is the state of atlairs which our phrase-mongering litterat
eurs have been in the habit of defending stubbornly while raging
against the idea that the patronage of office should be an open
responsibility of the parties) something which they abhor as ~cor

ropt' and 'un-GeTman~. In truth it is assuredly not the ~German

spiriC that is committed to the fight against parliamentaf)' control

of patronage but a strong material interest in official prebends,
allied to the capitalist exploitation of 'connections' . There can be
no doubt at all that only the pressure of absolutely compelling
political circumstances could ever produce any change here. Parlia
mentarisation wiJI certainly not come lof its own accord'. Indeed
there is nothing more certain than that the most powerful forces
imaginable art working against change. Admittedly~ in all the
above-named parties there arc ideologues and purely ob;ective

politicians as well as those subaltern types interested in patronage
and simple parliamentary time-servers. Under the system as it
stands, however, it is the latter who are absolutely dominant. If
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these prebends and gratuities were extended to other parties) this

state of affairs would only become more general.
The beneficiaries of existing conditions, and the litterate urs who

naively place themselves at the service of their slogans) usually con
dude an argument b~' asserting triumphantly that Gt:rmany's charac
ter as a fttkral state is a sufficiently compelling, purely format reason
for excluding parJiamentarism. Let us first consider the legal sense
of the question on the basis of the written constitution currendy in
force. If one does so, it becomes quite incredible thac anyone should
dare to make such an assertion. According to the Constitution (Article
18), the Kaiser a/one has the right to appoint and dismiss the Reichs

kanzler and all the officials of the Rekh, without any interference
from the Bundesrat \Vithin the framework of the laws of the Reich
they owe obedience to him and to no other. As long as this holds true~

the federalist objection ~s contrary to the Constitution. According to
the Constitution, no one can prevent the Kaiser using his right to
appoint one or other of the leaders of the parliamentary majority to

direct the policy of the Reich and to appoint them as plenipotentiaries
to the Bundesrat~ or~ equally, to dismiss them on the grounds of a
vote by a dear and firm majority of the Reichstag, or at least, in the
first instance, to consult the parnes and to give full weight to their
views before making the appointment. No majority in the Bundesrat
has the right to depose the Reichskanzler or even to require him to

answer politically for his actions, whereas he is bound by the Consti
tution to account for himself before the Reichstag (according to the
undisputed interpretation of Article 17, sentence 2). The recent sug
gestion that the Reichskanzkr should be declared to be accountable
not only to the Reichslag but also to the ButJdesrat would be just as
much of an innovation as the proposal made in these pages for the
rescission of Anicle 9~ sentence 2) although it is certainly one which
deserves to have its political usefulness examined and discussed fur
ther. Later we shall have to confront the fact that the real problems~

not only of parliamentarisation but of the Reich Constitution gener

ally lie not so much with the constitutional rights of the other federal
states but with their relations to the hegemoniaJ state of Prussia. First

we need to illustrate how the system of government we have had up
till now has functioned in the important area of fOreign polity. For it
is precisely here that the inner limitations of what can be achieved by
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me rule of officials become manifest~ as well as the terrible price we
have had to pay for allowing ourseJves to be ruled in this way.

I\T Rule by officials in foreign policy

The administration of d(}mest;c affairs is dominated here in Germany
by the specifically bureaucratic concept of 'official secrecy'. In aston
lshing contrast to this practice, a whole series of the most diverse
foreign policy actions have taken place in the most dramatic way in
public. And indeed amidst publicity of a very special kind.

For more than a decade, from the Kruger telegram5iJ to the Moroc
can Crisis,51 we saw how the political leadership in Gennany partly
tolerated and partly even collaborated in the publication of purebl

pen.onal pronouncements by Ihe monarch on questions of foreign policy
through some dedicated court officials or telegraph agencies. The
events concerned were of the greatest importance for the shaping of
our policy in the world and particularly for the emergence of the
worldwide coalition against us. It has to be said at the ,'ery outset
that the point at issue here is not the correctness of the position taken,
nor whether the substance of the monarch's statements was justified.
I am concemed only with the behaviour of the officials, Convinced as
I am of the value of monarchic institutions, I would as much spurn
any covert poJemic against the monarch as I do me pseudo-monarchic
flattery or the sentimental, loyal-subject talk of interested parties and
philistines. AdmittedlYt any monarch who steps onto the public stage
with quite personal and in part extraordinarily pointed utterances
must be prepared to hear equally sharp public criticismt should it be
called for. \Ve are faced with the fact thal this method of presenting
ourselves in public by the publication of statements by the monarch
was in fact repeatedly tolerated in Germany. If this method was a grave
political error - a point ro which we shall return - then tolerating its
repetition, despite all that has happened (to the extent that the mon~

~ll The telegram from '\'ilhelm II in January [,q96 to President Paul Kruger of the
Tn:lnsvaal, congratulating him on me failure of the Jameson raid' to overthrow his
government, caused a deterlorarion in Anglo-Gennan reia rions.

'<1 In 19°5 the Kaiser interrupted " c-rUlse tel make a landing at Tangier where he
promised fO suPPOrt the independence of the Sultan against French txpansion. In
1911 a Gennan sunboar was .lIem to Agadir in protest against further French expan
sion. Both actions resulted in a diplomatic fiasco for Germany.
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arch was materially responsible) proves that it is necessary for him
to be advised exclusively and decisively b}' the leading politicians) and
that aU other instances, whether at court or in the military or else
where, must be excluded from any possible interference in politically
important questions. If 'real guarantees) that this would be the case
were not to be forthcoming, then certainly it would be one's unques
tionable political duty to subject the monarch to quite unsparing criti ..
cism) including criticism of his person. This kind of public discussion
of the monarch would quite certainly not be politically desirable. It
is certainly not old hat; it is, rather, the product of ancient political
wisdom and experience to ensure that the monarch is not dragged
into the public gaze in a demagogic manner, as has happened here
on severa] occasions, by imposing strict forms and conditions on his
appearance in public and thereby making it possible, as a matter of
principle) to keep his person out of the public discussion of party
conflict. This very fact makes it possible for him to intervene person
aUy and with an authority that is aJJ the more unquestionable at rimes
of national upheaval, when such action is really necessary. Thus,
what is involved here is not a discussion of any mistakes the monarch
might have made, but something else entirely, namely the fact that
the responsible leadm of the Reich, despite the monarch~sown reser
vations in at least one case, both used his public appearance or the
publicalion of his views as a diplomatic device, and, without immedi
atel)' resigning their office, tolerated the ract that statements by the
monarch were issued to the public over their heads by non
responsible sources. There is no question that the monarch has the
right to make clear his position on any political matter. But whether
his views and the manner of their expression (both in content and in
form) should be presented to the puhlit) and the likely effects of doing
so - these are matters which absolutely must be considered and
decided only by trained and responsible leading politicians. The lead

ing statesman must therefore be askedfor his advice in advance of e,rery
publicatiort (indeed, before the transmission of any utterance by the
monarch on high policy which could lead to its publication, and this
advice must befollowed for as long he remains in office. He and his colleagues
are in dereliction oftheir duty ifthey stay itt post, should this fail to happen
I'm even a single occasion_ Jf the leading statesmen of the Reich do not
draw this C'ondusjon~ all talk about the nation 'not wanting a shadow
monarch' and the like is merely a pretext for the desire to stay in
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office. Essentiall)', this question has nothing to do with 'parliamentary
rule l as such but simply with obligations of political honour. Yet there
have been repeated failures in precisely this area in Germany, and
they have been of the most serious kind. That these errors were
committed was entirely a result of the false political structure of
government here, whicn appoints people with the minds of officials
to positions which should be filled by men with their own sense of
political responsibility. The whole question of parHamentarisation
here is 50 highly charged politically because in present circumstances
there is no other technical means available with which one could
simultaneously create both change and guarantees of change. Just in
case the point at issue gets shifted somewhere else, let me state quite
explicitly: not only was the persona] stand taken by the monarch quite
understandable from a subjective poinr of view in almost every case~

it was also politically correct - as far as one could see at the time 

in at least some of these cases. In a number of cases it was also not
unlikely that the diplomatic transmission of his forceful personal views
(in a suitable form) to the relevant governments could have had a
useful political effect. What was politically irresponsible was the pub
lication of these views, for which the German political leaders who
tolerated or initiated the publication were responsible. It seems to
have been forgotten here that It makes an enormous difference
whether a leading politician (l\'linister Presidenr or even President of
the Republic) delivers a declaration in public - in parliament, say 
however forcefully it is expressed) or whether he publishes a personal
utterance by the monarch and then 'covers' it by a gesture that is both
theatrical and cheap. The truth is that a public statement by the
monarch is protected from the fiercest criticism within the counJry,
where it therefore also covers the statesman who misuses it against
unconstrained criticism of his own conduct. Abroad) however~ no one
pays any heed to this con'ientiont and criticism is levelled directly at

the monarch. A politician can and should resign if a changed situation
demands that a ditTerent position be taken. The monarch, by contrast)
must remain. But so also do his words. Once he has committed
himself personally in public l any attempt to take back his words, as
required by the changed siruation, will be in vain. Passions and the
sense ofhonour have been aroused; it becomes a point of honour for
the na.tion to stand firm behind its monarch, and amateurish litterat
eurs like the 'pan-Gennanists1 and their publishers do good business.
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Both at home and abroad people ding permanently to the words once
they have been uttered, and the situation becomes intractable. In fact
this panern has been followed in all of these cases. Let us go through
a number of them quite objectively, in order to see where the political

error lies.
First, the Kriiger telegram. The outrage at the Jameson raid was

justified and shared throughout the world (and by many people in
England too, it will be recaHed}. Strong diplomatic representations
in London (which included reference [0 the monarch's anger) couid
very well ha\'e led, under these circumstances, to declarations by the
English cabinet at the rime whlch perhaps would not have been so
easy to brush aside later. In addition, we might perhaps have come
closer to the possibility of reaching a general understanding on the
interests of both parries in Africa; this would have been entirely
acceptable to Cecil Rhodes, for example, and it was an absolute

necessity if we wanted a free hand in other directions (in the Orient)
and to keep Italy in the alliance. When puhlished, however, me tele
gram had of course the effect of a slap in the filet, which precluded
any objective discussion on hoth sides. Now a point of honour was
at stake and interests of Realpolitik were excluded, Consequent])' l

later initiatives to reach agreement on Africa (before, during and after
the Boer War) could not command the inner assent of tither of the
two nations, since their sense of honour had become involved in
mutual hostility, although both parties could have stood to gain
objectively by an agreement. The resuh was to cast German}' jn the
role of the dupe after the war. In J 895, however, we would simpl)'
not have had sufficient instruments of power at our disposal to back
any protest effectively_ It is best to make no criticism of the end of
the affair - the failure to receive the President when he fled the
country' - for the main issue, the abandonment of the Boers, despite
the intervention of the monarch, was inevitable. As is well known,
General Botha declared in the South African parliament in 19 14, 'It
was the conduct of the Germans which cost us our j ndependence.'

The behaviour of Japan In 1914 and of China in 1917 produced
astonishment in Germany.52 Japan's decision is usually explained
solely in terms of the well-knov.'n Port Arthur intervention in l89S,s3

51 Japan and China declared war on Germany in 19 r .. and r 9 ! 7 respect"n~ly,

~.! Here \Vehe r>S text gives the Itl~orrecr da.te of r897.
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that of China soldy in terms of l\merican pressure; in both cases
opportunist motives are also cited. Although there may be much trum
in this, there was an additional faC1Qf of sonle importance. Does
anyone here really believe that any educated Chinese or Japanese
would have forgotten that it ,vas the monarch in Germany who pub
licly, in word and image, warned about the 'Yellow Perir and called
fo~ the ~presenTation of our most sacred values,?H Racial problems
are among the most difficult questions in international affairs,
because they are complicated by the conflicts of interest amongst the
white peoples. It is laudable that the monarch was seeking to form a
view on the question. But what goal, in particular what German polit
ical goal, of whatever kind, was served by publishing the position he
took at the time in this manner? Could it be reconciled in any way
with German interests in the Far East? ""'bat instruments of power
were there to back the publkation of the Kaiser~s "itws? \\rhose
interests was it bound to serve in practi(;e? Wbat political goals were
served by publishing the speeches on China at the time when Graf
Waldersee was being dispatched? \Vhich objectives were served by
publishing the Kaiser~s speeches on the navy, however appropriate
they might have been for delivef)' before a group of officers? Ger
many's policy towards China produced a yield that was embarrass
ingly and, it must be added, by no means coincidentally dispropor
tionate to his words, so that these then did much damage to our
prestige. Let us simply pass over the unedifying episode of the way
the ~mission of atonement' was handled and the discussion, again in
publu:, which surrounded it. It is impossible to imagine what goal of
German Realpolitik Prince BUlow thought could be served by con
doning this piece of romanticism which offended the Chinese sense
of honour to no purpose at all. If he was clever enough to see how
politically worthless and harmful all these events would be, but was
obliged to take account of conditions which led to the toleration of
these events, it was imperative for him to resign, both in the interests
of the nation and those of the monarch in particular.

Others have already e:\'Pressed grave doubts as to whether, in view
of the political siruation in relation to Russia, the publication of the

(. WiLhelnl nhad spoken of the 'Ydlow PerU' in 3 speecn in 1905 when referring to
the Japan~se defeat of Russta at Mukden. In 18(,15 he had commis~ioned an infamous
painting (rom the court painter Knackfu13, to which he gave the title '\\:'ahret eure
he iJigsten Gil ter t' I depicting the th reat to Germaoy from mher, less ;civil ised' pe{)ple~_
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Kaiser's speech in Damascus was constructive. The peoples and poli
ticians lnvolvca were already aware of our sympathies for Islamic
culture and of our political interest in the integrity of Turkey without
any such attention-catching action. In any case, regardless of the

political constellation at the time, it would have been better for us to
avoid the false impression created by this public pronouncement. Here
again, it was easy to sec whose designs were bound to be served by
all this.

If there is some room for doubt in this last instance, the facts are
quite clear in the case of the (yet again) public speech in Tangiers at
the beginning of the J\lorocco Crisis. Germany1s position as such
met with full approval, even from neutral parties. Yet again, the great
error was to involve the person of the monarch publicly. Although it
is not Jet known what offers were made by F ranee after the fall of
Dekasse, it was at least dear that one either had to be fully prepared
to go to war for the sake of !vlorocco's independence~ or the matter
had to be settled tor good in a manner which took account of the
interests and the sense ofhonour of both sides, in exchange for French
compensation. That could possibly have had far- reaching con

sequences for relations with France. "ihy did it not happen? The
honour of the nation~ it was said, had become involved through the
monarch IS lPords in support of the Sultan of ~loroccowhom we could
not now ~leave in the lurch l

, Yet there was no intention of going to

war. The result was the defeat of Algedras, then the 'Panther' epis
ode and finally the abandonment of Morocco) but at the same time)
under the pressure of the endless nervous tension, a welling-up of
the desire for war in France. A further consequence was to promote
England's policy of encirclement. In addition to this, the inlpression
was created yet again - despite the Kaiser's words - that Germany
pulls back. It resulted in all this, without Germany gaining an)'
adequate political compensation.

The aims of German poHcy~ including overseas policy in particular,
were exceedingly modest in comparison with the acquisitions of other
nations, and the actual results were downright meagre, At the same
time, it created areas of friction and made more noise than that of
any other country. Again and again it was the publication of statements
by the monarch which created these politically quite useless and dam
aging sensations. l\;or were our relations with neutral or unfriendl)p
powers the only ones to be damaged by this method.
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After the AJgeciras Conference the monarch felt the need to
express his thanks to Count Golukhovski.55 Instead of the means

usually employed for such purposes, the famous telegram was pub
lished. The imrnediate~ and for us embarrassing, downfall of the
addressee showed too late that no government wi]] allow its leading
statesmen to be given good marks in public, even by its closest allies.

Domestic politks~ too, have been affected by exactly the same
mistakes.

Or was me ~prison speech',56 delivered in a fir of bad temper, really

suited to the public domain~ where it immediately had the effect of
seeming to be a political programme? What is one to make of the

fact that, simply because mention had been made of 'imprisonmene
as a punishment for strikes, the bureaucracy then had to set about
drafting an appropriate paragraph for the anti-strike bill? It took first
the momentous events of 1914 and then the present announcement
of equal !mffrage to eradicate the effects which this utterly pointless
publication quite naturally had on the attitude of honourable workers.
"Vas this in the interest of the dynasty? \\That other politicall)' defens
ihle objective was the publication intended to achieve?

Yet it was our intention to consider only foreign policy at this point~

and this naturally prompts the question; when those remarks were
being published, where were all those parties in the Reichstag who
could have had a crucial intluence on the attitude of the government,

and who then reproached Chancellor Bethmann HoUweg with the
(tailures) of this policy which, allegedl}', 'had made enemies of the
whole world' ~ or who accused him of 'taking cover behind the mon
arch'? V\lhat did they do in each of these cases? They exploited the
criticism ofthe extreme left ky seizing the opportuni~}r to denounce the ianti
mona,{hi{al~ principles ofthe left! It cannot be emphasised too strongly

that they did nOl raise objections in public until it was too late. Even
then they on{y did so to the extent that their own selfish interests

were not affected. I do not want to rake over the details of the weU
known events of 1908, but J would remind you of one thing: the
Conservative Party, in contrast to the undoubtedly impressive address
of their spokesmen to the monarcht later left Prince BUlow completely

SS G . A, Golukho\'ski (I 849-r9:z.J ), Au SlI'O - Hungarian I'me ign 1\11 inisrer J M95- r906,
Sf> In 8 speech in r898 '\'ilhelm n announced, without first infonnlng his minlsters,

that a new law for the protecrion of labour would jndude prison renns for those woo
encouraged strikes or pwyented workers from attending their place of work.
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in the lurch and) as usual, dug out their pseudo-monarchism once
again when their own material interests were at stake.57 (Incidentally,
me monarch was probably quite astonished when this chancellor, of
all men, who on at least one occasion had advised him directly to
make a very demonstrative public appearance~ despite his own reser
vations, suddenly turned against him under pressure from an excited
public!) But above all, where wefe our litterateurs in an these cases?
They app/aud~d publicly or chattered - as the press of the right-wing
parties still does - about how Germans simply have no liking for
monarchy on the English model. They blamed fhe failures on ~diplo

macy), pandering to the most pitiful instincts of the philistines, but
without asking even once how diplomacy was supposed to operate at
an under such conditions! In pn'vate, admittedly - but that would be
a long and dishonourable story for the agitators who are now pubiidy
denouncing the majority which fa,'ours a 'hunger peacl.

Above all, however, it was the conduct of our leading statesmen
in aU these cases which was irresponsible and without parallel in the
politics of any great state. A public initiative from this quarter was
only admissible if the intention was to go to war and indeed to do so
immediately. But we did not rruly intend an armed intervention, nei

ther on the side of the Boers~ nor against the Mongols, nor on behalf
of the Sultan of Morocco, and in the first two cases we had neither the
vocation nor the means of power to do so. Yet the leading politicians
permitted the monarch~s personal and public involvement to destroy
the possibility of any substantive understanding with England on
mutual interests jn Southern Africa, or with France on interests in
North Africa, because our position now seemed £0 have been fixed
as if it were a point of honour - which then had to be abandoned in
the end. The inevitable consequences were embarrassing diplomatic
defeats which still burn in the soul of every German e'len today, and
grave, permanent damage to our interests. Above aJ l, we gave the
highly dangerous jmpression that Germany) after using the strongest
public gesrures) tended to pull hack afrer all; this helief~ which doubt
less contributed to rhe conduct of English policy at the end of July

57 Weber is referring to the 'DaiJy Telegraph Affair' of October 1908. Wilhelm []
alJowed hi~ views on foreign poHcy (0 be pubJished In the form of an 'interview' in
the Daily TtlfgTapk. This was seen as further evidence of the Kaiser's meddJing ltl
poljtical affairs although) in fact. the 'inten:ie",.-t had heen approved by von BUlow,
the Reichskanzler. and the Foreign Office.
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19£4., stems from those events. To a great extent these quite incred
ible errors also led to the formation of the unnatural world coalition
agajnst us. Not only that, they are still having an effect. The swindle
being perpetrated in the outside world by all the chatter about
German 'autocracy' is indeed just that - a swindle. Yet the fact that
such a swindle is possible is by no means unimportant politically.
Who enabled our enemies to perpetrate this swindle so successfully,
although they do not believe it any more than they believe any other
fairy stories about Germany? Who heaped the enonnous, and politic
ally f~u from negligible) hatred of the whole world on the head of this
particular monarch, whose conduct notoriollsJy tipped the scales in
favour of preserving the peace on numerous occasions, even at
moments when, in tenns of Realpolitik} war might perhaps have
suited our purposes better? Who made it possible for the masses
abroad to believe, in all seriousness~ that Germany longs to be 'liber
ated' and that, if they persevere with the war for long enough, this
suppressed mood wj]] eventually come to the surface? \Vho made the
unheard-of nonsense of the present situation possible? As long as
there is any possibility of a return to that situation, the nation must
not be allowed to forget that aU this was done b}' the rule ofconservative
officialdom. At decisive moments, this form of rule put people with
the minds ofofficials into leading positions which ought to have been
filled by politicianst in other words by men who had learned, through
political struggle, to weigh the potential significance of puhlic state
ments and who, above aUt would have had the leading politician's sense
of responsibility, rather than the official's feeling that his dutJ lies in
subordination, something which is quite proper in its place but which
was very damaging here.

The gulf separating these two types of mind can be seen most
dearly here. The official has to sacrifice his own convictions to his
duty of ()bediellce. The leading politician must publicly refuse to accept
responsibility for political actions if they conflict with his own convic
tions; his duty is to sacrifice his office to his convictions. Yet this has
nevcr happened here.

All we ha1ie said so far still does not make plain the worst aspect
of our situation. It is reliably known that almost all those men who
have had the leadership of our politics in their hands during this
fateful decade1 ha,'c refused, in private, not just occasionally but
repea[edly~ to accept material responsibility for the crucial pubJicarion
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which they had 'covered' formaU)'. Ifone then asked in astonishment,
why on earth the statesman concerned remained at his pOSIt when he
so plainly lacked the means of power to prevent a publication which
he was sure was inadvisable, the answer one received was usually,
'Someone else would have been prepared to do it.' That is probably
true, and that is the crucial point of weakness - and the cause of all
other problems - in the system as ~uch t which is what concerns us
here. Would someone else have been prepared to de it if the political
leader had been obliged to hear respo"sibility as the spokesman of a
powerful parliament?

This crucial point makes dear what it means to have a parliament
to which the officials are effieth'e{J' responsible. Quite simply; theft is
n() nther power which can substitute for it. Or ifthere is anotherl which is
it? Anyone here who still feels justified in disparaging ~parliamentar

ism' is obliged to answer this question. On this same point, it is
utterly clear that the sense of responsibility of an offidal on the one
hand and of a politician on the other is appropriate to their respective
situations - but there and there alone. For the officials and diplomats
concerned were not untrained or lacking in ability, indeed some of
them were outstanding, but they lacked what is called 'character' in
the purely political sense of the word~ which has nothing to do with
private morality. Nor was it b)' chance that they lacked it; it was the
result, rather, of the structure of the slate, which simply has no use for
such a thing as political character. What can one say about these
conditions which are to be found in no other great state - about the
fact that civilian cabinets or court servants or telegraph agencies or
whoever can take it on themselves to make public such events which
are of the greatest importance for international politics, and thereby
play havoc with our politics, caus~ng them to become bogged down
for decades; about the fact that the leading politician resigns himself
to such incidents with a shrug of the shoulders and some1 as he
imagines, noble gestures; about the fact that this should happen in a
state where~ at the same timet 'official secret)!) on matters of domestic
politics is regarded as the jewel in the crown of an official's obliga
tions because it suit') the power interests of the administrative chiefs?
It is as plain as can be that this apparent contradiction can be
explained purely and simply in terms of the officials' vested interest
in holding office withow rt'sponsibility. "Vhat can one say about a
system which left politicians in post who, contrary to their own con-
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victions, tolerated grave errors? Finally, what is one to say about the
fact that~ despite all these things which are obvious to everyone, there
arc still litterateurs who have the impertinence to claim that a state
structure which has functioned like this on the politically decisive point
has lstood the test brilliantly'? As we have said~ the achievements of
our officers and officials have stood the test more than briUiantly
where what mattered W;:JS the quality of their sen-lice. When occupying
positions which ought to have been filled by politicians, however, ruie
by officials has not only failed for decades, it has shielded irseif by
burdening the person ofthe monarch with the odium of its own conduct.
Because it Jacked aU sense of political direction, this helped to bring
about the world constellation against us which, without the brilliant
achievements of our army, could have cost the monarch his crown
and Germany its entire political future. Any s(ate structure which
prevents such things happening must serve the interests of the nation
and the monarch better than the present state of things. This must
ceaSt, whatever the {(Jsl. There is absolutely no doubt (and it can easily
be proved) that me political parties in Gennany do not disagree about
the seriousness of the damage that has been done. It is simply that
politicians on the right have been too lacking in political character
on the one hand, and have been too self-interested on the other, to
defend an opinion in public which they had always expressed in the
strongest terms in private, and above all to draw the substantive conclu
sions from that view. For there can be no progress here without (real
guarantees'. The ulter incamP,ibility of £hose court cirdes who were
responsible for these publications has taught us that. The creation
of such guarantees is of far greater political importance than all other
political problems, of whatever kind, including parliamenrarisation
and democratisation. The former is for us the indispensable means
of creating such real guarantees, for there can be no doubt that
only parliamentary power and the effective accountability of leading
politicians to parliament can pro"ide a guarantee that such things will
not happen.

After decades of routine ineffectuality, the creation of a truly
effective parliamentary leadership win take years at least. \\J'hat can
be done in the meantime) until this reform has been carried out or
has had time to bear fruit?

One thing is of course self-evident: everywhere, including and
especia.lly in 'democracies~, the most responsible decisions on foreign
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policy are made by a small group of people. America and Russia are
the two best examples at the present moment. No ideology purveyed
by litterateurs will change this fact. Every attempt to change it reduces
the burden of responsibility, whereas what matters is to increase that
burden. There will therefore be no change in the prerogatives of the
Kaiser, as defined in Article r I of the Reich constitution, which are
to be exercised under the effective responsibility of the Reichskanzler.
Legal measures must be taken immediate!)' to end the dangerous public
abuse to which irresponsible and anonymous vested interests at court
and in the press have sub)ected purely personal remarks by the mon
arch which affect the foreign relations of the Reich. There should
be a special law threatening severe punishment for anyone who dares
to publish such statements in future or to spread them abroad without
all guarantees having been given itt adrance. In cases where the abuse
is deliberate the punishment should involve the loss of that person's
honour. Of course) this meanS that the leading politician must have
accepted in advanre his constitutional responsibility specifically for
publication. Everything depends on this. It is mere empty rhetoric for
the leading politician to declare retrospectively, in answer to com
plaints in parliament, that he 'assumes personal responsibility for the
publication'. Even then t the monarch's statement cannot be subiected
to unconstrained criticism without endangering his political position.
Above all, nowever, that kind of cliche is not only meaningless, it is

simply untrue in political terms if the leading politician has not been
consulted 1'n advance and has approved the publication) as required
by the constitution. If that has not happened, the phrase mere~

means that, despite the publication, he feels no inclination to be pen5i01~ed

offyet; in other words he is 'clinging~ lO his office. In order to exert

the necessary pressure on the ReichskanzJer to proceed v.ith the
greatest caution, the possibility must be created of calling him to
account) preferably before a committee of parliament) using the
othernrisc hardly practicable procedure of 'impeachmenf. This would
lead to his being removed and permanently debarred from office if
he has approved or condoned any such publica.tion. Q.uitc apart from
this) anyone guilty of unauthorised pubHcation must be punished.

The approva~ of ('cer'y such publication by the Reichskanzler
should be given only after thorough consultation with experienced
politicians. It would therefore be ad,risable to stipulate that a
suitable consultatit~ body should be given the opportunity before-
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hand to express its views on the expediency of publication (this

being me only point at issue here). If it is not to be a purdy
parliamentary committee t perhaps some other body is available to

which it could be attached.
The 'Foreign Affairs Committee ofthe Bundesrat) t which the constirn

rion requires' to be composed of delegates from the medium-sized
states) has so far been a bad joke in the Reich constitution, a purely
decorative institution, without formal powers and without actual
influence. Not only does the Rekhskanzler not nave a statutory
obligation to give a real account of himself before this committee) this
duty is in fact precluded by Article I I. Formally) he may restrict

himself to receiving passively the observations of the committee. He
is being courteous if he presents it with a formal 'expose' of the kind
customarily presented to the public in parliament. Evidently this is
usually how things went, although it would have been perfectl)' pos
sible to discuss the merits of any proposal in this more intimate circle.
During the war the practical significance of the committee appears
to have increased slightl}', at least for a time; this wo is probably no
accident. It could quite well be assigned an advisory function before
the publication of important foreign policy statements by the monarch.
CertainlYf it would be even better if it could be developed into an
Imperial Crown Council which could conduct its business, in consulta
tion with the responsible heads of department and elder statesmen r

before particularly important decisions on imperial policy, preferably
in the presence of the monarch. The Prussian Crown Council quite
often does this at present (there being no collegial body of the Reich),
even on questions which arc not internal to Prussia but affect issues
of crucial political concern to the Reich (and hence also to the non
Prussian states in the federation). Formally, the committees activit}'
can only be advisory, for there must be no weakening of me constitu
tional responsibility of the Rekhskanzler, nor of the constitutional
position of the monarch in representing the Reich externally. Any
such thought would, of course, immediately be discredited by any
attempt to exploit it (as the bureaucracy is rather inclined to do), in
order to exclude or weaken the influence of parliament. But at least
the 'responsibility) of the RcichskanzJer towards the Bundesrat could

be laid down expressly in statute on preci5ely this point - the duty to
answerfor his tutions. The problem would ]je~ however, in the relation
of this advisory body to the special committees of parliament, particu-
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lar])' when and if there were anJ question of including members of
parliament in the comnlittee. Vie shaH return to this point later.

Regardless of whether and how this suggestion is realised, the kind

of incidents and conditions we have described must never again be
tolerated. It must therefore be made dear that the profoundly dishon
est, pseudo-monarchitaI legend to which the Conservatives appealed
was fabricated by that party on the basis of Bismarck's demagog)'.
Purel): domestit party-political interests were concealed behind this
legend, just as they are concealed behind the 'Jrondi now, in war
time. 58 The ohjectives sencd by this legend, a creation of vested
interest,;, were to keep tne official posts~ from district superintendent
up to minister, in the gift of the Conservative Party; to maintain
the official apparatus of the state as an electoral apparatus of the
Conservative Party; and to preserve the electoral prhrileges in Prussia
which were necessary to maintain this arrangement (an aim also
served by discrediting and weakening the Reichstag, which is, after
an, the best parliament Germany has ever had). If today, now that
the political results are there for all to see, we demand that the power
and scope for action of parliament be increased as a place where the
administration is controlled and where, at some time in the future,
political leaders are to be selected, we know in advance which hollow
phrase will be used b)' those with vested interests in uncontrolled rule
by officials: {The monan.:hy is in danger.' h would be a poor look-out

for the monarchy if these self-interested flatterers alone were to have
the ear of the princes permanently, as has been the case until now.
It is a matter for the dynasties themselves, and not for US~ to deal
wlth attempts to intimidate them 'With fears of ~democracy'.

V The introduction of parliamentary govemment and
democratisation

Here we shall be concerned not with the problem of social demo~

cratisation, but only with the issue of democratic, which is to say
equal1 suffrage in its rdation to parliamentarism. Nor shaH I be dis
cussing the question of whether it was politically advisable for the
German Reich, as a state, to yield to fierce pressure from Bismarck

III The <{ronde referred to here was the campaign org3nfst"d from the righr in earJy
1917 to bring down ReichskanzJer B~thmann Hollweg.
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to introduce this fonn of suffrage. Here this state of affairs 1S simply
and unreservedly accepted as a given fact which couid not be undone
without terrible upheavals; me only question posed here concerns

the relation between parliamentarisation and democratic suffrage.
It is certainly not necessary for a reciprocal relationship to exist

between parliamentary government and democratisation; indeed they
are often at odds with one another. In recent times not a few people
have even believed that they are necessarily at odds with one another.
It is clai.med that real parliamentarism is only possible under a t\\'o
party sysrem~ and this in turn only where the parties are ruled intern
ally by aristocratic notables. Even after the Refonn Bill and right into
the wart England's venerable parliamentary system) in accordance
with its origin in the social estates, was indeed not truly 'democratic',
even in its suffrage arrangements, in the sense in which the tenn is
understood on the continent. The domestic census, and the fact that
multiple voting rights actually existed, were so important that, were
they to be transferred to conditions here, probabl}7 only half the pre
Sent number of Social Democrats and significantly fewer Centre
Party deputies would now be sitting in the Reichsrag. (Admittedly,
the role of the Irish in the English parliament does not apply to
our situation.) Until Chamberlain introduced the caucus system both
parties were completely ruled by clubs of notables. If the demand
for universal, single-vote suffrage (first raised by me Levellers in
Cromwell's camp) and even for women's suffrage (limited at first) is
now truly going to be realised, the character of the English parliament
is certainly bound to change a great deal. The two-party system,
already brea~hed by the Irish, \\-ill collapse further with me growth
of support for the Socialists and the bureaucratisa60n of the parties.
The well-known Spanish h\"o-party system, which rests on the firm
con,rention amongst pal1)' notables that elections will be settled in
such a way mat power wiH ahernale periodically between those seek
ing office on both sides) seems now to be succumbing to the first
moves towards serious elections. But will such changes eliminate
parliamenrarism? The existence and the fonnal position of power of
parliaments is not threatened by eJectoral democracy as such. That
is shown by France and other states with equal suffrage where the

ministries are filled from the parliaments in every case and rest on
the parliamentary majorities. Admittedly~ the spirit of the French
parliament is very different from that of the English parliament. How-
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ever, France is simply not the best country in which to study the
typical consequences of democracy for parliamentarism. The mark
edly petit-bourgeois character of its stable population, and above aU
the numbers of people "vith a small unearned income, creates the
conditions for a specific kind of rule by party notables and a particular
kind of ~nfluence from high finance which could not exist under the

conditions ofa predominantly industrial state. AdmittedlY7 the French
party structure is just as unthinkable in this kind of industrialised

state as is Eng~and's historica~ two-party sysrem.
In industrial states a two-party system is impossible simply because

of the division of the modem economic strata inro bourgeoisie and
proletariat, and because of the significance of socialism as a gospel
for the masses. That creates what one might call a barrier of 'creed',
particularly here in Germany. Further, the fac£ that Catholicism has
become organised as a minority protest party, as· a result of the rela
tions between the religious confessions in Germany) is hardly likely
to be elimjnated, even if the Centre Party owes its current number
of deputies entirely to present constituency boundaries. At least four,
indeed probably five ma;or parties will exist pennanentJy alongside
one another, coalition governments will remain a necessity, and the
power of the crown, 11' it operates astutel)'~ will always remain
signi ficant.

The rule of notables in the parties is untenable everywhere, except
in lsolated agrarian areas with large patriarchal estates, for the reason
that) thanks to modem mass propaganda, electoral succeSS depends
on a rationalised party organisation - on party officials, party discip
line) the party exchequer, the party press and party advertising. The
parties are becoming ever more tightly organised. They are making
efforts to persuade even young people to commit themselves to their
foUowing. The apparatus of the church automatically takes care of
this for the Centre Part)'; in the case of the Conservatives it is done

by the social milieu. Other parties have their special youth organisa

tions) the 'Young National Liberals\ for example, and the youth
events organised by the Social Democrats. Equally, £he parties har~

ness all economic interests to their service. They organise
cooperatives, consumer organisations, trades unions, and push their
representatives as officials into the party posts created thereby. They
create their own schools of public speaking and other institutions for
the training of agitators) editors and derks, sometimes with funds
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running into millions. An entire party literature comes into being,
fed from the same capital sources (donated by vested interests) which
buy up newspapers, found advertising agencies and other such things.
The budgets ofthe parties grow, for the costs of eJections rise, as does
the number of paid employees needed to carry out electioneering. A
large, fiercely contested constituency is not to be won without
spending at least 20,000 marks. (At present the war profits of vested
interests are being invested to a very large extent in all kinds of
so-caned 'patriotic' party newspapers and in preparations for the first
elections after the war.) The party apparatus is growing in importance
and the significance of notables is declining correspondingly.

The situation is still in flux. If we take a cross-section through the
apparatuses of the bourgeois (hurgeriidl) parties, which are more or
less tightly organised at present, !lomething like the following picture
emerges. The active local organisation is usually run by notables on
an honorary basjs, officials being employed only in large dties. In
medium-sized towns the party offices are those of lawyers or the
editorial offices of newspapers. Secretaries with fixed salaries who
travel about the (;ountry are only found in larger electoral districts.
The nomination of candidates and the formulation of electoral slo
gans is done by local and regional organisations cooperating with one
another in a great variety of ways. The role played by the regional
organisation is determined particularly by the demands of electoral
pacts and agreements about second ballots. The local leaders sur
round memselves with the permanent members of the local party
organisations, whom they recruit to varying degrees of intensity.
Public meetings are the main means of recruitment. The active
involvement of members is slight. Often they do no more than pay
their dues, take the party paper, attend with r at best, tolerable regular
ity the meetings addressed by party speakers, and do a moderate
share of whatever jobs need to be done at ejection time. In retum
they participate, at least fonnallYi in resolutions on the election of
the local committee and spokesmen (Venrauensmanner), and directly
or indirectly, depending on the size of the place, on the election of
delegates to party conferences. AU persons to be elected are, however,
usually designated by that core of permanent leaders and officials,
and are usually dra""n from that group, augmented by some useful
or deserving notables with a well-known name or personal influence
in society or some special readiness to make material sacrifices. The
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activity of that second class of party members is thus restricted to
attendance and voting at these elections (held at fairly long intervals)
and to debates leading to resolutions, the outcome of which is always
largely prepared in advance by the leaders. A complete change of
personnel, of local leaders and officials, is rare and almost always the
result of an internal revolt which usually has personal motives. The
ordinary voter, courted by the parties but not a member of their
organisation, has no acti,'c ro}e at all) and notice is only taken of his
person during elections or in public advertisements fonnulated for
his benefit at other times. The organisation of the Social Democratic
Party has often been described; its fonns are democratic but it is
centralised and more tighdy organised, embracing a much larger pro
portion of the electors who might possibly vote for it, The organis
ation of parties on the right was looser, tied more to local circles of
notables) although it now receives support from a very disciplined
mass organisation in the shape of the Farmers~ Union (Btmd der
Landwirte), Formally, centralism and authoritarian leadership are
most fully developed in the Centre Party) although the power of me

.clergy has its limits in all matters other than church politics) as has
become evident in a number of instances.

The stage of development reached so far has at any rate caused
the old state of affairs to disappear for good~ whereby elections took
place on the basis of ideas or slogans which were formulated in
advance by ideologues and propagated and discussed in the press
and free assemblies; the candidates were proposed by ad hoc commit
tees; those elecred then grouped themselves rogether in parties; these
parliamentary groupings with fluid membership were now the leaders
of the like-minded voters scattered throughout the country, and in
particular they formulated the slogans for the next election. Although
the speed at which it is happening varies, the party officitd is coming
to the fore everywhere as the driving force behind party tactics, and,
along with him) fund-raising. Apart from regular taxes, which, rela
tively speaking, are of most importance in class-based mass organisa
tions like the Social Democratic Party, of course, financial worries
repeatedly lead to the renewed involvement of that group of wealthy
party patrons who once were all-powerfuL Such patronage has never
been completel}' absent even from the Social Democratic Party. In
the Centre Party at present it is possible for an individual l\1aecenas)
such as Herr A. Thyssen, to la}' claim to a sodal role equivalent at
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least to that of an archbjshop. Patronage is moderately important as
a source of finance in the parties of the bourgeois left, but of consid
erably greater importance on the right. By the nature of things, its
role is greatestt however) among parties of the bourgeois centre such
as the National l.iberals and the old Free Conservatives. The cur~

rently modest strength of these middle-of-the-road parties is there
fore one of the best approximate guides to the intrinsic importance
of money as such) which is to say money donated by individuaJ inter
ested parties, in circumstances where elections are based on equal
suffrage. In the case of these parties, too, there is no question that
the money, which is of course particularly indispensabJe to them, is
the only thing detennining the numbers of votes they receive. Rather,
these parties rive from a peculiar mixed marriage between financial
powers and that broad section of litterateurs) particularly teachers
both within and outside the universities) who are emotionally attached
to memories of the Bismarck era. Because they subscribe to news
papers, a disproportionate (in relation to the numbers of voters) sec
tion of the bourgeois press directs its activities at them, and the
attitude of these newspapers is imitated, in watered..down form, by
the wholly unprincipled advertising press because this line is accept·
abJe to official and business circles_

Although the inner structure of the German parties varies in
accordance wjth these factors) bureaucratisation and the rational
management of finances are concomitants of democratisation here as
they are everywhere else. As a resultt far more continuous and sus
tained work is now put into canvassing votes than ever happened in
the old parties run by notables. The number of electioneering
speeches a candidate must make todaY1 preferably in each sma]] town
in his constituency, the number of visits and reports he has to make,
the demand for party correspondence and cliches for the party press
and for advertisements of every kind is increasing constantly. The
weapons, too) are becoming ever sharper and more unsparing. This
has been much regretted and it has been blamed on the parries) as
if it were something peculiar to them. Yet it is not only the party
apparatuses, but also and equally the government apparatus holding
power in its hands which participates in this intense struggle. The
Bismarckian press, financed by the so-called 'Guelph Fund' t 59

~~ From [8ils-.; Bismarck used the appropriated fortune of the Hanon:rian royal family
to influence and manipulate various newspapers. This was known as the 'Guelph
Fund'.
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undoubtedly took the lead) particularly from 1878 onwards, in its
tone and the unscrupulousness of its means. Attempts are still being
made to create a local press wholly dependent on the ruling official
apparatus. The existence and quality of these weapons thus has noth
ing to do with the degree of parliamentarisation. Nor have they any
thing to do with the gradation of suffrage. F Rather l they are purely
a consequence of mass elections as such, regardless of whether the
elected bodies are the place where politically responsible leaders are
selected or whether the)' are only able to engage in the negative
politics of interest groups and 'gratuities', as happens here in Ger
many. In the latter case party conflict tends to assume particularly
subaltem fonus, precisely because the interesls underlying it are
purely material and personal. One can and should use severe penal
sanctions to prevent political fighting from being turned into an attack
on the personal honour and particularly the private life of an oppon
ent, and to combat the irresponsible spread of sensational~ false
allegations. But so long as elected bodies exist which take decisions
affecting material interests, it is not possible to change the manner
and character of struggle as such. This certainly cannot be achieved
by reducing the importance and quality of parliament. One simply
has to accept unreservedly that this is how things are. Turning up
ones nose in moralising or aesthetic distaste is an utterly sterile
approach to the question of the future shape of domestic politics.
The political question is simply this: what consequences does this
progressive democratisation of the means of political struggle and
it~ organisational fonns have tor the way the business of politics is
conducted, both within parliament and outside it? For the develop
ments iust described go hand in hand with the shape of parliamentary
work discussed earlier.

Yet both things cry ou t fo r 3 characteristic figure, the profiss iunal
politician, which is to say a man who, at least ideally and in most
cases materially, makes the business of politics within a party into
the content of his existence. \\lhether one loves or hates this figure)

r Towards the end of ]917, the FnmkjUrur Zfirtmg and a Reichstag deputy were accused
in those section~ of the press which are in the pay of heavy lndustry of having- been
bribed with English znoney. Equalll. m~' name and that of a (Natianal Liberal) col
league were linked with bribes from r.Ioyd George. Such claims lfJIt'f be/i~'t:Ii in rhe
circles of littiralfwrs, This ract alone suffjce~ for a verdkt on the political 'maturityl of
this stmtu1l1. The activities of these sycophants, however, shows that rp;thout p3rlia
mentarism and without democTaq; the existence and nature (}f demagogy here in
Germany is entirely comparable with the state of til ings in Fran«_
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he is, in his present shape, the inevitable product of the rationalisation
and specialisation of party political work in the context of mass elec..
tions. Here again) this is the case regardless of the degree of political
influence and responsibility pJaced in the hands of the parties by the

process of parliamentarisation.
There are two kinds of professional politician. There are those

who live materially 'from' the party and the business of politics - the
large and smaU political (entrepreneurs' or bosses in America, and,
under the conditions prevailing here, the poHtical 'workers\ the paid
party ojJicialJ. Or there are those whose financial circumstances put
them in a position to live jor' politics and whose beliefs impel them
to do so, people who thus find the ideal content of their lives in
politics, people like Paul Singer in the Social Democratic party, a
man who was simultaneously a wealthy party patron in the grand
manner. Let me make it dear that I have no intention here of denying
that there is 'idealism~ among party offichds. On the left at any rate,
the party officials in particular ha,re supplied us with numerous
impeccable political characters, and it would be hard to find their
equals in other sections of society. Thus l although idealism is far
from being a function of a person's financial situation, living lfor~

politics is certainly cheaper for the friend of the party who is also
wen-off. Precisely this group of people who are equally independent
of those above and mose below them represent a highly desirable
element in party life, and I hope it will not djsappear completely~

especialJy from the radical parties~ in the future. Admittedly, the
actual running of the party's business can no longer be carried out
by this dement alone~ and the bulk of work outside parliament will
always faU to the parry officials. Simply because of the demands made
on them by day-to-day party business, however, these officials are by
no means always dle obvious candidates for parliament itself. Only
in the Sodal Democratic Party docs this apply to any great extent~

whereas in most bourgeois parties the party secretaJ')1 who is tied to
his office is by no means always the most suifable candidate. It would
be an unwelcome development if the party bureaucracy alone were
predominant within parliament, but it is useful 7 and urgently desir
ablc 7 to have this element represented there. They are not predomin
ant~ however, even within the most strongly bureaucratised party, the
Social Democrats. Besides, the danger that real, natural leaders might
be ousted by the rule of the 'official mentality' is most unlikely to be
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posed by party officials as a group. A greater source of this danger
is the need to take account of modern pressure groups when can·
vassing votes. The danger lies in the tact that employees of these
organisations can be infiltrated into the parties' lists of candidates;
in other words, this is a danger which would grow considerably if
proportional yoting were introduced in the form of voting for general
lists. A parliament composed entirely of such paid officials would be
politically sterile. Nevertheless, the employees of organisations such
as the parries themselves or the trades unions, have a fundamentall)'
different outlook from that of a state clerk sitting peacefully in his
office, for their minds ha,'e been trained in the 5trflgglr with the public.
Among the radical parties) and particularly the Social Democrats t the
danger would therefore be relatively slight, because (he ferocity of
the struggle militates against an)' tendency for them to ossify into a
stratum of party prebendaries) although this is not unusual even
amongst them (although there, too, only a sma]] proportion of the
actual leaders were party officials).

The nature of the demands made nowadays on the conduct of
politics means that one profession is particularly important in the
recruitment of members of parliament in all democratised parlia
ments and parties, namely the profession of adlVJcate. Apart from
knowledge of the law as such, and in addition to the even more
important training in fighting whicn the profession of advocacy entails
(in contrast to the official posts occupied by salaried lawyers), one
purd)' material factor is crucially importantJ namely the fact that the
advocate has his own offi(e premises, something which todayJs profes
sional politician absolutely must have. \Vhereas the work entailed in
running a business means that every other kind of free entrepreneur
is specifically 'not available' to meet the rising demands of regular
political work -- indeed he would have to give up his profession in
order to be~ome a professional politician - the advocate finds it rela
tively easy to switch between his legal work and professional politicaJ
activity, both technically and with regard to the inner requirements.
It is simply to play into the hands of the much (and generally quite
un;usdy) criticised 'rule by ad"'ocatcs' in parliamentary democracies
for members of parliament to be faced with the poor working accom
modation) means of infonnarion and office staff which are still to be
found in Gennan parliaments today. Yet this is nor the place to
discuss these technical aspects of the working of parliament. \\'nat
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interests us, rather, is the direction in which the leadership of the

parties is developing under the pressures of democratisation and the
growing importance of professional politicians, party officials and [he
officials of pressure groups, and the effect all rhis has on parliament

ary life.
The popular view amongst our Jirtera[eurs has a ready answer to

the question of the effects of 'democratisation'; in their view, the
demagogue rises to the top of the heap, and the sllccessful demagogue
is the one who is the most unscrupulous in his choice of the means
to woo the masses. It would simply be pointless self-deception to
idealise the realities of life. What people say about the growing
importance of demagogues in the bad sense of the word has often
been accurate enough, and in the proper sense of the word this view
is wholly correct. In its bad sense, this view fits democrat)' about as
accurately as the remark once made by a well-known general CO a
monarch who ruled personall)' captures the effect of monarchic nl1e:
'Your majesty will soon find yourself surrounded only by rabble.'
Any sober consideration of democratic selection will always involve
comparisons with other human organisations and their system of selec
tion. One just needs to look into the personal details of bureaucratic
organisations) including even me best officer corps, to recognise that
it is the exception rather than the ruk for subordinates to acknowledge
inwardly that their superior officer deserves his position (especially
where he has been promoted rapidly), Even jfwe disregard an small
minded gossip, the great maiority of !ierious-minded people within
the organisation are deeply sceptical ofthe wisdom of those who make
appoinonents to such positions, the motives guiding their choice and
the means by which particularly fortunate appointees come by their
posts. Yet this mostly silent criticism goes on out of sight of the
public which remains unaware of it. 'Vherever we look, countless
experiences teU us that the qualities guaranteeing promotion are most
certainly the degree of a person's rompliallce in relation to the appar
atus) and the degree to which a subordinate makes life 'comfortable'
for his superior. Generally speaking, bom leaders are certainly not
selected in this way. In academic appointments the same scepticism
is to be found amongst those in the know) although public scrutiny
could have an impact here, since the achievements of candidates are
in the public domain, something which does not generally apply to
the appointment of officials_ By contrast, the politician who achieves
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public power, and espedaIl}' the party leader, is exposed to the glare
of criticism from enemies and rivals in the press, and he can be sure
that the motives and means underlying his rise will be ruthlessly
exposed in the fight against him, Thus one could say from sober
observation that by and large selection amongst the party demagogues
is certainly not based on any less useful criteria than those employed
behind the closed doors of the bureaucracy. To prove the opposite,
one must turn to politically young countries like the United States.
The assertion would simply not hold ttUe of the Germanic states in
Europe. But if a completely unsuitable Chief of General Staff at me
beginning of the \Vorld "Var is not to count as an argument against
the value of selection by the monarchy~ then mistakes by democracies
in selecting their Jeaders cannot count as arguments against their
method.

However~ I shall not pursue these politicaUy sterile comparisons
and recriminations any further here. Whal is crucially important is
the fact that the only persons with the training needed for political
leadership are those who have been selected in political strngglr,
because all p<llitics is essentially struggle. On average, this is achieved
more effectively by the much reviled lerart of demagogy' than by
sitting in an office surrounded by files, which admittedJy is far super
ior as a training for objective administration, although mere have cer
tainly been striking examples of mismatch. It does happen that men

with mere technical skill as speakers but lacking intellect and political
character attain great political power. Yet even August Bebel,60 for
example, cannot be properly characterised in these terms. He was
certainly no great intellect, but he did have character. He won the
unqualified trust of the masses because of his period of martyrdom
and because) coincidentally, he was one of the first, but also because
of qualify ofcharacter - and this could not be challenged by comrades
in the party who were of far greater intellectual weight. Eugen
Richter, Lieber, Erzberger were all men of similar quality. They were
successful 'demagogues' - in contrast to much stronger intellects and
temperaments who, despite the greatest success with the masses as
orators, did not win party power. That is 110 coincidence; rather it is
the result) not of democratisation, but of the enforced restriction to

WI .'\. Behel (1840-19 r3), one of the founders and leader of {he Soc iar Democra ric
Workers I Party,
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lnegatiYe politics'. Democratisation and demagogy belong together.

However - 1 repeat - this is the case) quite in-espectit'e of the type of
constitution a state has

l
provided only that the masses can no longer

be treated purely as passh'c objects of administration but are in some
way active in throwing the weight of their own opinion into the bal~

anee. In their own way, modern monarchies, too, have gone down
the road of demagogy. They employ speeches, telegrams) an kinds
of emotive de....ices in order to enhance their prestige, and it cannot
be daimed mat this kind of political propaganda has proved to be
any less of a danger to national politics than the most passionate
electioneering demagogy imaginable. Quite the opposite) in fact.
During me war we have even witnessed demagogy from an admiral,
a new phenomenon here. The satrap conflicts between the previous
Reichskanzler and Admiral von Tirpitz were carried into the public
arena by Tirpitz~s supporters in a campaign of wild agitation (which
was toJerated by the admiral himself: as was rightly emphasised in
the Reichstag). People with vested interests in domestic politics then
joined in, thereby turning a question of diplomacy and mllitary tech
nology, which could only be decided by the most highly informed

experts) into an object of unparalleled demagogy amongst the masses
who) in this case, were in fact incapable of judging the issue. At any
rate, it cannot be claimed that ~demagogy' is peculiar to the politically
democratic form of state. The distasteful conflicts between satraps

and intrigues between candidates for ministries in January 191:8 were
also conducted in the press and at public gatherings. This demagogy
was not without influence:. In Germany we have demagogy and the
influence of the rabble withoul demOi:racy, or rather, because we lack an
order~v democraq.

The topic to be discussed hcrc~ however ~ is the actual importance
of demagogy for the structure of the leading political positions~ in
other words the question of how democracy and parHamentarism
relate to one another as a resuh of it.

Active democratisation of the masses means that the poljticalleader
is no longer declared a candidate because a circle of notables has
recognised his proven ahilit)-" and then becomes leader because he

comes to the fore in parliament, but rather because he uses the means
of mass demagogy to gain the confidence of the masses and their
belief in his person) and thereby gains power. Essentially this means
thar the selection of the leader has shifted in the direction of Caesar-
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ism. Indeed every demot:racy has this tendency. Atter aU, the spe

cificallv Caesarist instrument is the plebiscite. This is not the usual
'casting of votes' or 'e1ection\ rather it is a confession of 'belief' in
the vocation for leadership of the person who has laid claim to this
acclamation. Either the leader arises by the military route - like the
mj]itary; dictator, f'apo]eun J, who then has his position confirmed
by plebiscite. Or ne rises via tht civil route, as a non-military politi

cian (like Napoleon III) whose claim on the leadership is confirmed
by plebiscite and then accepted by the mHttary. Both routes to the
selection of a leader are as much in tension with the parliamentary
principle as (of course) they arc with the legitimism of hereditary
monarchy. Every kind of direct el(cti(m kr the people of the bearer of
supreme power} and beyond this every kind of position of political
power which in fact rests on th~ trust of the masses rather than on
that of parliaments - including the position of power of a war-rime

popular hero like Hindenburg -lies on the road towards these 'pure'
forms of Caesarist acclamation. In particular, of course, the position
of power of the president of the United States of America which is
legitimated b~r (formally) 'democratic' nomination and election; the

president's superiority in relation to parliament rests on this very fact.
The hopes which a Caesarlst figure like Bismarck pi nncd on equal
suffrage~ as well as the manner of his anti-parliamentary demagog);,
pointed in the same direction, the only difference being that their

formulation and phraseology were adapted to the de facto legitimist
conditions of his ministerial posHion. The reaction of rnonarchic her
editary legitimism to these Caesarist forces was apparent in the
manner of Bismarck~s dcparrure from office. Every parliamentary
democracy, too, assiduously seeks for its part to exclude the plebiscit
ary methods of leadership election because they threaten the power
of parliament. A specific example of this is the constitution currently
ill force in France and Frencn eJectoral law (t.he renewed abolition
of list-voting on account of the danger from Boulangism). Admittedly,
France paid a price for this, in that the supreme powers lack authority
with the masses, something that is typical of the country and contrasts
so characteristically with the A.merican president's position of power.
On the other hand, in democratised hereditary monarchies the Caes
arist - plebiscitary element is always greatly (empered~ although it is
not absent. The position of the present English primt~ minister cer
tainly does not rest de facto on the confidence of parliament and its
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parties but on the trust of the masses in the country and the anny in
the field. Parliament submits to this situation ~ith great inner reluct
ance. Thus there exists an opposition between the plebiscitary and
the parliamentary selecfion of leaders. But this does not mean that
the existence of parliament is worthless. For~ in relation to the (de
facto) Caesarist representative of the masses~ the existence of parlia
ment guarantees the following things:(l) the stability and (2) controlled
nature of his position of power; (3) the preservation of civil legal saje
guards against him; (4) an ordered form of proving, through parlia~

mentary work~ the political abilities of the politicians who seek the
trust of the masses; (5) a peaceful way of eliminating the Caesarist
dictator when he has lost the trust of the masses. But the major
decisions in politics, particularly in democracies, art: made by indi
v;duats~ and th~s inevitable circumstance means that mass democracYr
ever since Pericles, has always had to pay for its positive successes
with major concessions to the Caesarist principle of leadership selec
tion. In the great American municipalities, for example, corruption
was only tamed by plebiscitary city dictators to whom the trust of
the masses granted the right to assemble their own administrative
committees. \\llerever mass democratic parties have been faced with
major tasks they have been obliged to submit more or less uncondi
tionally to leaders who had the trust of the masses.

The importance attaching to parliament in a mass democracy as
a result of this very circumstance has already been explained and
exemplified in the case of England. As wen as sincere 'socialists',
however, there are sincere 'democrats~ who so hate the machinations
of parliament that they proclaim their allegiance to 'socialism withom
parliament' or to 'democracy without parHamene. Of course, very
powerful emotional aversions cannot be ~refuted'. But one has to be
dear what they would mean wday if taken to their practical conclu
sions, particularly under the conditions of our monarchic state order.
What would a democracy without any kind of parliamentary system
mean within a constitution such as this t where officials haye authorit
arian power? Any merely passive democratisation of this kind would be
the purest fonn of lltlContralled bureaucratic rult~ with which we are
very familiar here, and it would call itself a 'monarchic regimenf.
Or, if it were linked to the organisation of the economy which these
'socialists t hope to see, it would be the modem rationaJ equivalent
of the ancient 'liturgical state'. Interest groups legitimated and
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(allegedly) controlled by the state bureaucracy would actively carry
out the duties of self-government in the syndicates and passively
bear the burdens imposed by the state. The officials would then be

controlled by these syndicalised vested interests intent on (Qmmerc(!

and profit
J

not by the monarch (who would be incapable of doing so»)

nor by the unrepresented citizens of the state.
Let us examine this prospect for the future a little more c1oseJy.

ff it wt:re put into practice for the entire foreseeable future, even
with extensive tnational1sation') it would not mean the elimination of
the private entrepreneur. Rather) it would mean an organisation of
large and small capitalists, sma]] producers wirnou[ property and wage
labourers) with the opporrunity for each category to pursue gain~ this
being regulated in some way and - most importantly of all! - mono
polistically guara.nteed. Tha( would be 'socialism' roughly in the sense
that the state in the (New Kingdom~ of Ancient Egypt was socialist.

It would only be ~democracy) if care were taken to ensure that the
will of the masses was decisive for the way this syndicalised economy
was managed. It is not evident how this could be achieved without a
representative body to safeguard me power of the masses and con

tinuously control the syndicates - in other words without a democratic
parliament which would inten:ene in this administration both on mat
ters of substance and of personnel. Without a body representing the
peop~e, of the kind that exists mday) one would expect the future
policies of a syndjcalised economy to develop in the direction of
assured nourishment) in other words towards a static economy and
the elimination of the interest in economic rationalisation. \vbere\'er
people with little or no capital have once become organised in mono
polies~ their interest in guaranteeing their nourishment for the future
has been paramount. Anyone who feels so inclined may regard this
as a 'democratic' or '~ocialist' ideal for the future. But it takes the
shallow amateurism of our Htterateurs persistently to confuse this
kind of cartelisation of the interests in profits and wages with the ideal
which is advocated so often these days, namely that the production of
goods should be directed in future to the satisfaction of needs rather
than the interest in profil. The way to realise this latter ideal would
quite dearly not be to start from the syndicalisation and monopolis
ation of the interests in produaion, but the complete opposite) namel~'

to begin by organising the interests of consumers. The organisation of
the furure should then not be based on the model of state-organised,
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ohHgatory cartels, compulsory guilds and compulsory unions, but
would have to be a kind of\'ast, state-organised, obligatory amsumers I

rooperatil)e. This would in (Urn have to manage production in accord
ance with demand, just as individual consumer associations are
already trying to do (by producing for themselves). How (democratic'
interests - those of the mass of the consumers - arc to be safeguarded
under such drcumstances other than through a parliament with
decisive and continuous control over the production of goods is again

not apparent.
But enough of these speculations about the future. The complete

elimination of parliaments has never actually been a serious demand
of any democrat, no matter how hostile he might be towards them
in their present form. Evel)"one probably want~ to see them continue
to exist as an authority which can compel openness of administration~
the fixing of the budget and finally the discussion and passing of
legislation) functions for which they are indeed irreplaceable in an)'
democracy. The opponents of parliaments who arc sincere democrats
and nott as is generally the case, dishonestly covering up bureaucrat£c
power Inrerests, essentially want to see two things:( I) that the decisive
role in creating laws should be played not by decisions of parliament
hut by compulsory referenda; and (2) that the parliamentary system
should not continue to exist, which is to say that parliaments should
not be the places where Jeadjng politicians are selected, and that the
confidence (or lack of it) of parliaments should not decide whether
or not such leading politicians remain in office. As is we]] known,
this is the law as it stands in American democracYt where it follows
partly from the popular election of the head of state and other ofti

cials~ and partly from the so-called principle of the 'separation of
powers). The lessons to he learnt from American democracy, how
ever, are clear enough, namely that, compared with the parliamentary
system, their method of eliminating parliamentarisnl also fails to offer
even the slightest guarantee that administration will be more objective
and less corrupt; in fact the very opposite is the casco It is true that
the election of the head of state by the people has generally proved
to be no bad thing. At any rate, in the last few decades the number
of truly unsuitable presidents has at least not been greater than the
number of unsuitable monarchs in hereditary monarchies. On the
other hand, Americans themselves are onl)' satisfied to a very limited
extent with the principle of the popular election of officials. If the
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principle is generalised, it not only eliminates the distinctive technical
feature of the bureaucratic machinery, namely the discipline of office,
but it also fails to guarantee the quafity of the officials! particularly
when applied on a mass scale in a large modern state. In contrast to
the parliamentary system~ it places the selection of candidates for
office in the hands of invisible diques who, compared with a parlia
mental)" party and irs leader! are l co a greaf extent, not responsible

to the public; these diques then present the candidates to voters who

lack expert training; this is a most unsuitable method of appoinring

administrative officials who need to have expert, technical qualifica
rions. It is well known that the officials with special1st training who

are nominated by the head of state are incomparably better I both
technically and with regard to their incorruptibility, particularly for
the most modem requirenlents of administration, but also tor the
office of judge. The selection of specialist officials and the selection

of political leaders are simply two quite different things. On the other

hand, mistrust of the impotent and~jor that t 1ery reasan, corrupt parlia
ments in individual statts in America has led to the extension of
direct legisla/ion by tIte peoplc.

Both as an electoral and a legislative instrument, the popular referen
dum has inner limits which foHow from its technical peculiarity. The
only answers it glves are ~Yes' or 'No'. In none of the mass states
has it been assigned the most important function of parliament,

namely the detennination of the budget. In a large mass state it would
also be a most worrying obstacle to the creation of any laws which
rested on a compromise ben,veen conflicting interests. The most con
flieting reasons can give rise to a 'no' if there is no means of settling

conflicts of interest through a process of negotiation. The referendum
knows nothing of compromise, and yet it is inevitable that the majority
of laws must be based on compromise in a mass state with an internal
structure characterised by powerful regional, social, religious and

other oppositions. It is not dear how .any taxation laws could be

accepted by referendum in a mass state with powerful class antagon
isms, other than perhaps pr,oil'essive con fiscations of income and
wealth and 'nationaiisations l

. Now tojs particular consequence might

perhaps not seem a frightening prospec£ to a socialist. Ye!- there is no
known case of a state apparatus, under pressure from a referendum,
eJfietit.;e(p implementing such taxes on wealth which are nOffilnaHy
very high, in part even confiscatory - not in America and not e\'en
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under the very favourable conditions of the Swiss canrons where,

thanks to ancient tradition, the population is poHticaJJy educated and
thinks in terms of the objective issues. Plebiscitary principles also
weaken the role of the party leaders and the responsibility of officjals,
A disavowal of the leading officials by a referendum rejecting their
proposals does not result in their resignation) as a vote of no confid
ence does in parliamentary states, nor can it have mis result This is
because it is not apparent from a negative vote what the reasons for
i( were) and because there is no obligation on the masses who have
voted negatively to replace the disavowed officials with their own
responsible leaders) in {he way that the vote of a majority in parlia
ment against the government does.

The more the management of the economy by officials of the
state were to grow~ the more one would notice the fatal lack of an
independent organ of control which would demand~ as parliaments
dOt that the all-powerful officials give a public account of themselves,
and une with the power to call them to account. In a mass state the
specific instrument of purdy plebiscitary democracy, namely direct
popular elections and referenda, and above all the referendum on

removal from officc l are completely unsuited to the task of selecting
specialist officials or of criticising their perfonnance. Although the
money of vested interests plays no small part in the parties' conduct
of parliamentary elections) the power of money and the leverage of
the demagogk apparatuses supported oJ it would assume colossal
dimensions in any mass state ruled exclusively by popular elections
and popular referenda.

Obligatory popular elections and referenda are, it is true, the dia
metrical opposite of the often regretted fact thar the only political
contribution made by the citizen in a parliamentary state consists in
placing a voting slip (prc~printed and provided for him by the part}'
organisations) into a ballot box every few years. The question has
been asked whether this is a means of po~jtical education.
UndoubtedlYt it can only be educative under the conditions of open
administration and control of the administration discussed above,
since these things accustom the citizens to keeping a watchful eye on

the way their affairs are administered. But the obligatory referendum
can summon the citizen to the baIlor box dozens of times in just a
few months to decide on laws. The obligatory popular eJection
requires him to vote on long lists of candidates for office who are
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completely unknown to him personally, and about whose expert quali

fication he can make no judgement. Now the lack of expert qualifica
tion is not in itself an argument againsl the democratic selection of
officials (the monarch~ too~ has no such qualification). One certainly
does not have £0 he a cobbler oneself in order to know whether a
shoe made by the cobbler pinches. Yet the danger is roo great that
the popular election of officials will suffer, not only from a waning

of interest, but also because the voter is deluded as to the true identity
of the person guilty of maladministration. In the parliamentary
system, by contrast, the voter directs his criticism at the leaders of
the part), responsible for appointing the officials. \Vhen it comes to
creating any kind of technically complicated laws, th€' referendum is
too prone to leaving the result in the hands of astute but hidden
vested interests. In this respect conditions in European countries with
a fully developed expert body of officials are fundamentally different
from those in America, where the referendum is regarded as the only
corrective to the corruption of the inevitably subaltern legislatures

there.
All of this, however, is no argument against the use of the referen

dum as the ultima ratio in appropriate cases, despite the fact that
conditions in mass states differ from those in Switzerland. But it does
not make powerful parliaments superfluous in large states. Even in
electoral democracies parliament is indispensable as an organ for

controlling officialdom and ensuring public scrut~ny of the adminis
tration, as a means of excluding unsuitable Jeading officials, as a
place where the budget is determined, and as a means of achieving
compromises between the parties. Most of aU, it is indispensable in
hereditary monarchies, since the hereditary monarch can neither
work with purely ejected officials nor I if he nominates the officials,
can he himself take sides withoUl compromising his specific function
in domestic poHrics; which is to facilitate a conflict-free solution when
the political mood or distribution of power is ambiguous. Apart from
~Caesarise leaders, however ~ the power of parliament is indispensable

in hereditary monarchies simply because of the fact that there can
be long periods in which widely accepted) trusted representatives of
the masses are absent. The problem of succession has always been the
Achilles heel of all purely Caesarist rule. A Caesarist leader can rise)
be excluded and fall without the danger of a domesric catastrophe
occurring) provided rule is efTecti,'e]y shared by powerful representat-
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ive bodies which can preserve political continuity and ensure that
me consritutional guarantees of civil order remain uninterruptedJy in

force.
In reality, the point which uhirnardy offends the democrats who

arc hostile [0 parliament 1s plain enough: it is the largely voluntary
character of the conduct of politks by parties a.nd thereb}' also of the
power of the parties in parliament. As we have seen, this system is
indeed divided bem'een 'active' and 'passive' participants in political
tife. The business of politics is carried out by interested pa.rties. (By
'interested parties' I do not mean mose vested material interests which
influence politics in varying degrees, whatever form the state takes,

but rather those people with political interests who strive for political
power and responsibility in order to realise particular political ideas,)
Yet precisely this conduct of politics by interested parties is the heart
of the maner. For it is not the politically passive lmass t which gives
birth to the leader; rather the politit:al leader recruits his following
and wins over the mass by 'demagogy'. That is the case in even the
most democratic fann of statet which is why the very opposite ques
tion arises, namely: do parties in a full)' developed, mass democracy

allow natural leaders to rise to power? Are parties at all capable of
accepting new ideas? After all, they succumb to bureaucratisation in
much the same way as the state apparatus. Today the creation of
completely new parties with all the necessary apparatus of organis
ation and press undertakings demands such an expenditure of effort
and money, and is rendered so difficult by the established power of
the existing press, that it cannot be contemplated in practice.(j Yet
the existing parties are stereotyped. Their official posts 'feed' their
proprietors. To a great extentt their store of ideas is already largely

fixed in propaganda writings and in the party press. The material
interests of the publishers and authors concerned put obstacles in
the path of any deyaluation of these writings by new thinking. Above

all, the professional politician who has to live from the party does not
want to see his 'ideal' property of thoughts and slogans - his intellec
tual tools - devalued. This is wh)' new ideas are only absorbed rela
tively quickly by parties in circumstances where completely unprin
cipled parties based purely on the patronage of officc t Hke those in

(j Only the plutocracy of war pmfits has succeeded in doing so under the vrI)' special
conditions of war.
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America, ",ill fit new 'planks' into their 'platform
1

for every new elec
tion if they believe that these will attract more votes. The rise of new
ieaders seems even mQre difficult. One sees at the head of our parties
the same leaders who have been there for a long time, mostly very

respectab~e people but not outstanding either in intellect Or in the
strength of their political temperament. We have already mentioned
the ressentiment of the 'guj]d~ towards new men; this is simply in the
nature of Ehings. Here again the situation is partly different in parties
like the American ones. The holders of power within the parties~

the 'bosses' remain vi~(]ally stahle. They seek power~ not honour or
responsibility, and it is precisely to preserve their own position of
power that they do not expose themselves to the reverses of standing
as candidates~ since this would lead to public discussion of their
political practices~ so that they personally couid compromise the
chances of the party. Not infrequently, therefore, they present 'new

men' as candidates, even if they are sometimes reluctant to do so.
They do so gladly when these men are 'reliable' in their sense of the
word; they will do so reluctantly, but out of necessity, when their
'newness' in some way, by some specific act of notoriety, is so attract
ive to the public that their nomination seems essential to achieve
electoral victory.

This situation, created by the conditions of the referendum) cannot
be transferred to Gennany, nor would we consider it desirable.
Equally untransferable are the conditions in Italy and France where~

as a consequence of their party structures, a fair1y limited number of
political individuals (augmented from rime to time by newcomers)
who are considered worthy of mlnisterial posts do the rounds through
the leading positions in ever-changing combination. The situation in
England is very different again. There it is evident that sufficient
numbers of natural leaders and men with the temperament for politics
emerge and rise from within a parliamentary career (which cannot
be described in any detail here), and also from within the parties,
which are strictly organised thanks to the caucus system. On the one
hand, a parliamentary career opens up rich opportunities to satisfy
political ambition and me will to power and responsibility, while on
the other hand the parries are forced by the 'Caesarist' features of
mass democracy to submit to the leadership of men with genuinely
political temperaments and gifts as soon as such men show them~

selves capable of winning the trust of the masses. Again and again
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one can sec that the chance of nalUral leaders reaching the top is in

fact a function of the chances their party has of gaining pawer. At any
ratc, neither the Caesarist character and mass demagogy) nor the
bureaucratisation and stereotyping of me parties are in themselves a
rigid barrier to the rise of leaders. Tightly organised parties in par
ticular, if they reany want to attain power in the state~ must subordinate
themselves to the tru~ted representatives of the masses tf these men
are natural leaders, whcreas the loose following of the Frencn parlia
ment is known to be dIe {rue home of pure parliamentary intrigue,
The firm organisation of the parties and above all the fact that the
leader of the masses is compelled to train and prove himself in parlia
mentary committee work, where participation is govemed by firm
con"'cntions, provldes on the other hand a powerful guarantee that
these Caesarist representatives of the masses will submit to the e5tab
lished legal fonns of political life, and that they are not selected on
a purely emotional basis, simply because of 'demagogic' qualities in
the bad sense of the word. Especially under the conditions in which
leadcrs are selected today, a strong parliament and responsible parlia
mentary parties, in their function as places where. mass leaders are .

selected and have to prove themselves as statesmen, are fundamental
requirements of stable politics.

The danger which mass democracy presents to national politics
consists principally in the possibility that emotional elements will
become predominant in politics. The 'mass' as such (no matter which
social strata it happens to be composed ot) 'thinks only as far as the
day after tomorrow'. As we know from experience, the mass is always
exposed to momentary, purdy emotional and irrational influences,
(This~ incidentally, is something it shares with a modem monarchy
practising ~personal go....ernment', which exhibitc; exactly the same
features.) When re~ponsible decisions are being taken, a cool and
clear head - and it is a fact that surcessful politics) particularly suc
cessful democratic politics, are conducted with the head - is all the
more in command, (t) the smaller the number of those who particip
ate in the deliberations, and (2) the more unambiguously responsibil
ities arc understood by each of the participants and by those whom
they lead. The superiority of the American Senate over the House
of Representatives, for example, is very mucb a function of its smaller
membership; the finest poli tical achievements of the English parlia
ment are the products of unambiguous responsibility. Where this
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breaks down~ party ruJe fails to perform adcquately~ as indeed does
any other form of rule. The narional-political efficacy of the arrange
ment whereb}' parries are run by firmly organised political interest

groups rests on the same foundations- By contrast~ as far as national
politics are concerned, the unorganised mass, the democracy of the
street, is wholly irrational. It is at its most powerful in countries with
a parliament that is either powerless or politically discredited, and
that means above all where rationally organised parties are absent. In
addition £0 the absence here of the coffee-house civilisation of Latin
countries and our greater evenneSS of temperament, organisations
Hke the trades unions, bur also the Social Democratic Party, create
a very important counterbalance to the rule of the street which is so
typical of purely plebiscitary nations and so prone to momentary and
irrational influences. From the cholera epidemic in Hamhurg
onwards61 it has been necessary to turn to these organisations
repeatedly whenever the apparatus of the state has proved to be inad
equate. That must not be forgotten when this period of emergency is
finallJ over.

Of course, the difficult years immediately after the war ~ill put all
the dements of mass discipHne to the test in this country too. The
trade unions above all wHI undoubtedly face difficulties as never
before. The rising generation of adolescents who are earning wartime
wages up to ten rimes greater than those in peacetime~ and enjoying
a period of temporary freedom from constraint such as they will never
experience againt is being educated to forget all feelings of solidarity
and usefulness and adaptallon to orderly economic struggle. A 'syn
dicalism of immaturity' will flare up when these young people arc
faced with the realities of normal peacetime order. No doubt we shaH
ttave our fuU meaSure of this kind of purdy emotional ~radica~ism~.

It is entirely possible that attempts at a syndicalist putsch will take
place in the largest centres of population; it is equally likely that the

difficult economic situation will result in an irutiaUy powerful upsurge
of the kind of politicai mood to be found in the group around Lieb
knecht,6l The question is whether the masses remain in an attitude
of predictable) sterile ncgat\on of the state. That is -a question of
nen)es. fnitially everything depends on whether the proud boast that,

(01 The Hamburg cholera epidemic uf rR91.
02 A reference to the 'International Group' of the socialist left opposed to the w~r, It

was formed In January lQl6 and led hy Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemtlurg.
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(The appeal to fear will find no echo in German hearts,63 also haMs
'me (or those who sit on Gennan th rones. It also depends on whether
such e~.'plosions unleash Jet again the familiar and usual fiar of the

propertied classes; in other words~ it depends on whether the emo
tional tffect of undirected mass fury produces the equally emotional
and cquaUl undirected cowardice of the bourgeoisie ~ as those with
an interest in unt:ontrol1cd rule bJ officials hope it wilL

Unless it wants to risk the kind of consequences affecting Russia
at the moment, every government, even the most democratic and
socialist, would be bound to institute summary jurisdiction against
putsches, sabotage and other politically sterile outbursts of this kind,

which occur in every country, although less frequently here than
elsewhere. There is no more to be said on this point But the proud
traditions of politically rnature nations unaffected hy coward£ce ha"'e
proved their worth at all times and in all places, in that these people
have kept a cool head and their nerve. Admittedly, they have sup
pressed violence with violence, but then they have sough[ to dispel
the tensions e,,-pressed in the outbreak in a purely objecri,rc way;
aboye all, the)' have restored the guarantees ofcivillibert.y immediately,

and have refused to aBow' such events to deflect them from their

normal way of reaching political decisions. Here in Germany we may
certainly expect that those with an interest in the old order and in
the uncontrolled rule of officialdom will exploit any outbreak of syn

dicalist putschism, no matter how insignificant, to put pressure on
the (unfortunatel~' still far too weak) 'nerves' of the philistines. One
of the most humiliating experiences of the period when Michaelis
was in power was the way it speCl~IQ.ted on the cowardice of the middle

classes, which emerged in the attempt to expJoi[ the behaviour of a

few dozen pacifist fanatics for party political purposes in a purely
sensationalist manner, with no regard to the effects on our enemies
or our allies. This kind of speculation will recur after the war on a

larger scaJe. Depending on how it reacts, it will then become clear

whether the Gennan nation has reached political malurity. One
would he bound to despair of our political future if such attempts
were successful. Cnfortunarely, we know from many eJo.-periences that
this is undoubtedly possihJe.

~l W~ber is quoting from a speech malle:; by Blsmarck 10 the Lollparlammt (the Cusroms
Cnlon ParllamC:Dl} in IM68.
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It is a now an irreversible faa that party organisation here, both
on the left and on the right, has become democratised - for the
current, unscrupulous demagogy of the 'Pan-German

r
and 'Father

land' parties is without paraUel t even by French standards. However,
the democratisation of suffrage herc~ and particularly in the hege
monial state of Prussia, is a compelling and urgent political necessity
which cannot be postponed. Quite apart from anything else~ the fol
lowing considerations arC crucial as far national politics are con..
cerned: (r) that the only possible outcome of conflicts about suffrage
nowadays must be equality of voting rights, and that these terribly
embittering, s~erile conflicts should be eliminated from political life
befOre the soldiers return from the war to rebuild the state; (2) that it is
politically impossible to glve the returning soldiers less advantageous
voting rights than people who have maintained or improved their
social position, their wealth or their clientele during the war years,

while tne fighting men shed their blood defending them. Of course,
it is certainly 'possible' to obstruct even this political necessity in
practice. But we would pay a terrible price for doing so. l'./evfT agaitt
would the nation stand together against any external threat as it did
in August r 9 I 4- We would be condemned to remain a small, conser
vative~ inland nation, perhaps well enough administered in a technical
sense, but ""ith no prospect of counting for anything in world polit
ics ~ and, what is more, without any inner claim to do so.

VI Federalism and the introduction of parliamentary
government

The suggestion has been made on an earlier occasionl't4 that~ tor the
good of the Reich, the question of suffrage in individual states should
be regulated in such a way as to entitle euryone who fought itT the war
to the best class or type of suffrage in aU federal states where different
classes of suffrage exist. Formally, this meant only a temporary
change in the constitution of the Reich and thus Ie ft the fcderaHst
principle intact. The proposal cuuld he formulated in such a way that
any appeal to the Prussian Diet would be unnecessary. Resistance to

this solution was to be expected.

M A reference to Weber's article 'Ei" \\,'Ilhlrechtsllotgrs~tzdes Reichs. Das Rech( dcr
heimkehrenden Krieger' (';~n emerg~nl)' suffrage law for (he Rf'!ch. The right of
the returni ng sold iers'), publishcd in the frankjiuur Zelirmg on 28 March J q r7.
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However~ I was astonished to read the assertion in some Berlin
new~papers that the question of tnt! Prussian fra.nchise was a purely
domestic matter for Prussia) and that for any other member of the
Reich to concern himself with tbe question was 'interference' or even
the attempt to 'mediatise' Prussia.6S \Ve shaJJ completely disregard
the fact that the Gennan Rcichstag, which would have to decide on
this law t is one in which the m'crwhelming majority of members are
Prussian deputies t although admittedly not deputies of the Prussian
plutocracy. To illuminate the worth of such turns of phrase as that
just dted, one only needs to be dear about the position of the Prussia"
Diet within the Gennan Reich, Adminedly, it is hidden behind a thick
veil of constitutional formulae. As we know, the Kaiser and king of
Prussia exercises the rights to which he is entitled in the Reich partly
as Kaiser under the responsibility of the Reichskanzler, and partly as
king of Prussia by instructing the Prussian deJegates to the Bundesrat

under the responsibility of the Prusslan ministry. Formally the
Reichskanzler is responsibl e only to the Reichstag, while the Prussian
ministers are formally responsible onl}' to the Prussian Diet. So far
everything seems to be in order and in harmony with the legal position
of other states in the Federation. As Prussia has at its disposa[ not
quite half as many votes in the Hundesrat as its size would entitle it
to, we appear to be lookjng at an example of extraordinary self-denial.
Only when one looks more closely does it become apparent that the
Prussian Diet and certain purdy Prussian authorities occupy a special
position which is jn principle entirely divergent, privileged and excep
tional in relation to all the other parliaments and authorities of indi
vidual states.

As well as having the right to the 'Presidency of the Federation',
Pruss.ia enjoys a special position in the Reich t firstly by virtue of the
constitutional requirement (Article 5) para. 2, Article 37} that the
votes of Prussia alone in the Bundesrat suffict to \:eto any change of

tegislation, not only on the army and navYt but also on aU tariffs and
the consumer taxes under Article 35, and thus also on trade policy

I,S [n the Holy Roman Empire to 'mcdiatise' a stat~ was to limit it" .~overeignty by
tnmsferring some pov.:ers to ::motht::r, more powerful stare, so that it'! status in the
Empire became 'mediate' rather (han 'immediate' (r~·dwmmittelbar).This is anolher
instance of Weber's habit of (',uTying over medieval tenninolog)' into the discussion
of contempora.ry problems. In this caSl', however, the claim of the 'Second German
Empire' to be the .liucce~sor of the Holy Roman Empire may explain (he continued
use of the lerminology.
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and all administrative measures by dle Reich relating to it Prussia
has the right to veto them even if all the other gO'lernmcnts in the
Federation and the entire Rcichstag decide unanimously in fa\'our of

the change. As regards finances, this Prussian privilege did not exist
in the North Gennan Federation; rather it is an lnnovarion of me
Versailles Treaty which was first agreed with Baden. The Prussian
government is fonnally responsible only to the Prussian Diet for its
instructions to the mandates in the Bundesrat which are equipped
with these privileged powers. As the wen-known taxation motion put
forward by the Prussian Conservatives shows, the Prussian Diet has
no scruples ahout making use of these powers.

Furthermore, Prussia has the right (0 a casting vote. There are
sixty-one votes in the Bundesrat. The votes of Alsace - Lorraine,
however, are cast on the instructions of the governor, whom the
Kaiser and king of Prussia appoints and dismisses as he sees fit. One
of the dwarf states (Waldeck) is already administered and represented
by Prussia for financial reasons. Thus, all three kingdoms, all six
grand duchies, all three Hansa cities and the largest duchy
(Brunswick) are together unable to achieve a majority, if Prussia, in
addition to the votes of i\lsace - Lorraine, has just the remaining
votes of the dwarf states on its side. If the Conservative proposal to
cover the deficit of the Reich in future by levies on the states of the
federation were to be accepted, all smaller and medium-sized states
would be obliged in practice to follow Waldeck~s example in future. In
addition to this, the PnIssian l\-tinis{er of Railways has at his disposal
instruments of power to make these governments bend to his will.
¥/herever it is not a matter of purely dynastic questions or strictly
particularist interests, in an positive questions of Reich politics, there
fore , Prussia has and always has had a firm majority hecause the- .
dwarf states are, in a sense, bearers of the Prussian mandate and win
become so even more in future for tlnandal reasons, Thus, It is not
responsible to the German Reichstag, but rather to the Prussian Diet
which~ according to the constitution, always determines the attirude
of the casting vote held by the presidency of the Bundcsrat, and
thereby also determines tht policy of the Reich.

Nor does the matter end there. As everyone knows~ the constitu
tional position is that we do not have a unitan; army but an army
composed of contingents of troops under the supreme command of

- the Kaiser. This arrangement has, however, been changed by the
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military conventions agreed between the king of Prussia and those
responsible for supplying the contingents in the smaller states of the
Federation who, in most cases, have transferred to him virtually the
whole of their military sovereignty. The agreement with Baden, for
example, transfonned the arnlY of 'Baden) into the XIV Corps of the
Royal Prussian Army. A Prussian district commander is to be found
in every larger town in Baden, while Karlsruhe is the seat of a Prus
sian General Command. A Prussian supervisor of military adminis
tration, Prussian provisioning offices, Prussian administrations
dealing with garrisons, hospitaJs and other areas of expenditure are
in charge of all economic acquisitions, and the tradesmen and busi
nessmen of Baden have had a taste of their power during the war.
The sons of Baden are led into war by officers lNith a Prussian com
mission proposed by the Prussian military cabinet without any
involvement of a Badensian authority, with even the monarch of
Baden being excluded. The Prussian .I\1inister for'Var is also Baden's
I\1inister for War. The situation is similar in the other states of the
Federation, excepting only some of the largest ones.

For dispensations made on the basis of these conventions there is,
formally, no responsibility to parliament at all, unless budgetary rights
are affected~ in which case the Reichskanzler must at least be one of
me countersignatories. Otherwise they are signed by the t\1inister of
War and published in the Prussian Army's bulletin of regulations.
The Minister of VvTar~ howevcrt is neither under the command of the
Reichskanzler nor (fonnally) responsible to the Reichstag, since he
is a Prussian official. In Prussia, however, there is also no substantive
object for which he could he required to answer, nor any means of
doing so effectivelYt since the Reichstag, not the Prussian Diet, is
the place where decisions are taken on the military budget.

Even this astonishing state of affairs docs not exhaust the privileges
of Prussia. The Rekhskanzler, who is responsible to the Rcichstag,
only fonnally directs the Rundesrat in this capacity. He only has a
vote there by virtue of his status as the plenipotentiary of Prussia (as
must be the case in accordance \\ith Artide 15, taken in conjunction
with Artide I r). As such, however, he is strictly bound in fonnal
terms by the instructions of the Prusslan government and con
sequcntl)~ nat responsible to the Reichstag for the way he votes.
Rather, responsibility for his vote is bome by me Prossiall government
in relation to the Prussian Diet which therefore has the decisive sa)'
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in every serious political action of the Reich as soon as it decides to
exercise its power. Inevitably, the Reichskanzler must simultaneously
be the Prussian Minister for Foreign Affairs. It is not inevitabJe that

he should also be the Minister President of Prussia~ and indeed this
has not always been the case. Yet if he is not, he is politically power
less in the Bundesrat as a mere bearer of the Prussian mandate
and subordinate to the Prussian ministry. If he is Prussian Minister
President, however, he must pay heed to the views of his Prussian
colleagues even as Reichskanzler, and above all to the attitude of the

Prussian Diet.
Only in his capacity as a lminister of the Reich t is the Reichskanzler

accountable to the Reichstag for the decisions 'of the Kaiser) as such,

and hence for c~ressions of his will, whether made b}' virtue of the
constitution or particular laws which require his councersignature. As
far as Reich legislation is concerned1 the Kaiser is in principle only
the organ of publication for the Bundesrat and has no right of veto

of his own. However, numero':Js laws prescribe mat particular
ordinances are to be made 'by the Kaiser with the agreement of the
Bundesrae. In other cases they declare the Kaiser alone to be the

decisive authority~ under the responsibility of (he Reichskanzler. For
eign policy is one of the matters of high policy which the constitution
puts in this category. International treaties, declarations of war and
the conclusion of peace can only be adaieved with the involvement
of the will of the Kaiser whose decision is also independent of the
Bundesrat (Article 11). The dissolution of the Reichstag is a matter
of high domestic policy which, according to the constitution, requires
such a decision by the Kaiser (Article 24). Leaving aside the fact that
declarations of war, most rrearies and dissolutions of the' Reichstag
require the agreement of the Bundesrat (and hence of Prussia), most
decisions on high policy in Gennany are almost always subject CO

the peculiar circumstance that the Reich possesses no institution for
advance consultation comparable to the Prussian Crown Council. As
the Bundesrat is a piece of"oting machinery) how is an~; weight to be
given to the ~ad\'ice' of the statesmen from Schwarzburg~Rudolstadt?
Since the composition of the Crown Council is a Pru.~sia" matter,
the fact that the Rcichskanzler is required to answer to the Reichstag
after the event) particuJarl}' in the absence of any legal device for
making this responsibilit)' effectivc1 cannot change the often crudal
influence on the course of politics exerted by this purely Prussian
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institution. There is no pro"ision for collegial discussion amongst the

chiefs of the Reich offices. The offices of the Reich are mutually
independent departments, and relations between them take the form
of a chronic struggle beh\:een the cdeparnnental' overlords. Future
historians will probab!y find in the archives numerous excellent mem
0randa from aU the offices of the Reich on every question that has
arisen during the war (Belgium, Poland), each of them contradicting
the others. Only in part are there objective causes for these antagon
isms, for what underlies them are personal struggles between the
heads of the administration. \Vhen iliings begin to happen politically,
however, all such memoranda usually become just so much waste
paper; according to public statements, Ehe manner in which policy
on Poland was inaugurated in November 1916 was decided by the
Army High Commandt but the influence of the Prussian Diet and
its ministers undoubtedly shared responsibility for the way the policy
was then prosecuted.

There is no need to go on adding to this list. I have completely
disregarded here the far-reachingt purely personal powers of the
Kaiser as such, although of course the way in which the composition
of the Prussian government takes account of the Prussian Diet has
repercussions for all these decisions too. Now if the Prussian Diet
is composed on the basis of a differenr franchise from that of the
Reichstag, the government in Berlin is required to open a double
account; while giving out the slogan of 'unhindered progress for the
man of abiliry' in the Rcichstag,66 it proposes in the Diet that the
creation of fee-entailed property should be made easier in order to
ennoble war profits. The odium of having to speak with a forked
tongue like this~ however, undoubtedly falls on tne Crown. The fateful
half-heartedness of manJ of tht steps undertaken by the Reich gov
ernment largely stems from the same source. Quite apart from this~

however) the following things are clear from all we have said: (r)

purely Prussian authorities intervene constantly, not only in vital con~
cems of the Reich~ but also in those of other states of the federation
and their citizens; (2) quite apart from its factual hegemonYt the
Prussian government, formally responsible to the Pnl5Sian Diet alone,

F,/> Reichskanzler Bethmann HolJweg had daimed in the Rdchstag on September 1916
that the motto of Gennan life must now be 'freie Hahn fUr aUe Ttichtigcn'. Neverthe w

less he- permined the reintroduction of the bill ro create new fee-entailed properties
which would benefit only those ....1th already established fortunes,
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is so privileged legally that the relation of the Prussian Diet to the
Reich is completely unlike that of any other Diet to the Reich, and
is subject to no kind of political compensation, except in cases where
individual states in the Federation, Bavaria in particular, have pro
tected themselves against it purely negatively through special 'reserve
rights'. As far as the political facts are concerned~ then, it is entireJy
apt to describe states which find themselves in such a situation, par
ticularly Baden, as states which have been mediatised by Prussia and
its organs, particularly by its Dicf. In staring this fat:t openly, I am

not putting any kind of 'anti-Prussian ~ point on things. The author
of these lines has not himself given up hjs Prussian citizenship. The
Versailles Treaty and the r"lilita[)' Convention with Prussia were con
cluded by a Baden statesman whom I admire greatly. I would be glad
to say nothing about the deleterious effects which have resulted from
the ~tllitary Convention in the past. Nobody wants to revoke it

because it serves the objerti{~e purpose of uni fying the defence forces
of the Reich, OUf politics are guided by objecti1.1t considerations, not
most: of vanity. But if a small clique of those who enjoy Prussian
electoral privileges assert that the nature of the Prussian suffrage ~is

no concern of ours', the challt:nge is so impertinent that the answer
has to be spelled out very.' clearly. Nobody wishes £0 lay a finger on
Prussia's· hegemony within the Reich~ but if we are to put up with
this state of affairs any longer, we demand that the voice of Prussia
in the Bundesrat, which is crucial in aU questions of Reich polk)',
should be responsible to a parliament of the Prussian people and not

to some privileged castel however it might be composed. We refuse
absolutely to be the vassals of Prussia's privileged castes.

The arrangements of the Prussian Diet for dealing with internal
Prussian affairs are of course entirely a question for Prussia} one
which has to do with the composition of the House of Lords there.
However, because the material power of Prussia far exceeds irs formal
position in the Reich~ and because this is itself so privileged, since it
is decisive for absolutely all questions of high policy ~ it is a vital
question for the Reich, affecting all of us just as much as anyone
voting for the Prussian Diet, how the Prussian upper chamber is

composed, since it has in its hands the right to determine the hudgtt,
and therefore exerts a crucial influence on high policy decisions in

Prussia which affect the direction afthe Reich. If the present situation
continues, with one horse in front of the cart and another behind,
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where a parliament of Prussian pn''l",ilege thwarts the Reichstag and
can undertake to overthrow the Reichskanzler) it wiU inevitably be
the Crown which has to hear the costs in terms of public opinion.

Let that be considered well.
Of course, one must be dear about the fact that the relations

between Prussia and the Reich, and the need to strike a balance
between them through compromise, represent an enduring problem
which will continue to exist e,~en after the hoped-for change in the
Prussian franchise, since this wiII only remove the conflict between
their internal structures. So long as Germany retains jts present
shape, the German Bundesrat can never be constructed like, say, the
United States Senate, the members of which ate elected representat
ives of the people in individual states and therefore vole according
to their convictions and those of their party. The delegates to the
Bundesrat, by contrast) are empowered by their governments who
give them instructions which ha\le the binding power of 'imperative
mandates'. This would remain the case even if the governmcnts issu
ing those instructions were completely parliamentarised and effec
tively controlled by democratic parliaments. Then we would have the
problem of the relationship bet\\>'cen me parliamentarisation of the
individual states (particularlJ Prussia) and the parHamentarisation of
the Reich government. To clarify the problem, it is necessary to fiU
out the picture drawn above of the relations bctween Prussia and the
Rekh, since the fonnal legal position, as described so far) is not an
exhaustive ac(;ount of the political facts.

If the policies of the Reich are derermined by Prussia to a far
greater degree than is apparent from the constitution of the RClCh,
then~ equaJly and conversely, the attitude of the Prussian government
is determined by the situation in the Reich. For decades the Conser
vative Parry has been all-powerful in Prussia because the franchise
favours the plutocraL'"Y. It was quite out of the question for an admin
istrative official to ha"'e different political views from those which the
Conservative Party regarded as harmless at least. The mass of all
officials absolutely had to be Conservative, otherwise they would have
made no progress~ even socially. Apart from a few colourless 'token
liberaJs\ ministers, too~ had to try to put their past behind them as
soon as they entered their ministry. What the rhetoric of our litterat
eurs likes to conceal is the fact that Prussia was dominated by party
role as pronounced as an)' in any parliamentary' country in the wor1d.
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Whenever the social or material power interests of the circles behind
the ruling party were at stake, eyen the Crown was completely power
less and incapable of insisting on its wishes if these ran counter to

those which carried real weight.H

The bourgeois plutocrats' fear of the 'democracy' which they
believed to be embodied both in the Reich franchise and in the
Reichstag supporttd these party interests in Prussia. Adnlittedly,
there is also a maiorit)· against the lett in the Reichstag if one counts
the larger part of the Centre and the right wing of the National
LiberaJs as belonging to the right. But at least the majority does not
actually belong to the Con~tn'ativc Parry, and in practice a majority
has been formed on the left on a number of important issues. 1ft
however, the majority in the Prussian Diet had determined unam
biguously the decisions of the presidia] vote in the Bundesrat and the
Reichskanzlcr (who is always also a Prussian minister ~ jndeed usuaHy
!\...linistcr President) in the conduct of the policies of me Reich - and
this would not be precluded by the wording of the constitution .- the
Reich would be governed purely by the Consetvativc Party. Yet the
majority in the Diet cannot do this because it rests (JTl a plutotratic
mjJrage. This circumstance, which weakened the Prussian Diet in
relation to the democratically elected Reichstag, gave the latter the
upper hand in questions of Reich policy and gave at lcaSl limited
effectiveness to the 'responsibiiiry' of the Reichskanzler to the
Rcichsrag.

The right of the Reichstag to approve the budget forces the
Reichskanzler~ not only as a minister of the Reich but aiso as the
holder of the presidial vote in the Bundesrat and represenlative of
the hegemonial state, to answer to the Rcichstag tor the conduct of
Rei(h policy as it is influenced by Prussia, which means in practice

H AhhOllgn it is quilt Jaughable, Mi4uel'S il1cmne tax is cited as proof thaI the Prlls<;ian
state is not plutocr'atic in character. Yet it came about merd)' Oi:i a cJas~ic expression
of the prcdominance of large I.mdowners wi(II i" thlS plutocracy. Its imrodu\:tlon ""'as
paid for b~' abandoning a secur~ and imporrant state tax which ten on lando\\nership,
namely the land tax, in the fonn of the so-caJJed 'transfer'. The introductlon of
income tax meant a hugt' relatire reduction in taxation for landownus "'1m mortgages
and an increased burd~n on movable prop~rtl. For the rural vested interel;jts it con·
mined no threat at aU under circumstan(:~swhere [he as!)essment of large landowners
let)' in the hands of authorities who were wholl,Y dependent on them politically and
economically, It was \1iquet's greolt skill to ha~'e harn~sstJ these Clgr;1nan interests
to a technicaJJy excdlenr tax. All rdorms hav~ failed which did not yield gratuities of
this kind tor thoSt: with veSTed interests in the ruJing party.
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having to face up to questioning. The same applies to the Ministers
of War) and for me same reason: the military budget is a matter for
the Reich. It applies above all to the Prussian Minister of War who
actually appears in the Rcichstag as an organ of the Reich. Admit
tedly~ the only instrument of power the Reichstag possesses in order
to lend weight to its position, is its right to approve the budget The
direct exploitation of this right so as to remove a Rekhskanzler or
Minister of War in an opposing party has not been customary in
Gennany (outside Bavaria) since the period of constitutional conflict
in Prussia and would pro,'oke 'patriotic' outrage~ particularly among
the litterateurs. Yet the mere possibility of obstructing the political
work of a political leader who waS strongly of an opposing party is
sufficient to make it impossible for a chancellor or Minister of War
to remain in office in the long ron jf he is strongly opposed by a
majority in the Reichstag which sticks to its convictions and is nor to
be removed by the calling of fresh elections. It would however be
completely impossible for the Reichstag to cooperate with the Reichs
kanzler as bearer of the presidial vote [in the Bundesrat - Eds.], jf
in fact the rule of the Conscnrative Party in Prussia were applied to
the leadership of politics in the Reich with the kind of ruthlessness
that is usual within Prussia itself. For the same reason, even tf a
Prussian Minister President holding the office of Reichskanz]er were
to identify himself too completely and too openly with the Conservat
ive Party in his Prussian policies, it would be difficult for him to

sustain his position. It has alwa)'s been essential fOT Prussia to take
account of the composition of the Reichsrag in its direction of the
politics of the Reich and even in the way it conducts Prussian politics.

The politics of the Reich can enjoy a certain degree of independ
ence from Prussia for another reason, namely the fact that the Reich
has at its disposal an independent official apparatus. The offices of
the Reich are not filled simply by taking over Prussian officials.
Admittedly, the peculiar weakness of the Reich bureaucracy rests on
the fact that the majority of the central authorities in the Reich t

particularly the one with the greatest political importance so far) the
Reich Office of the Interior ~ does not have its own complete staff of
officials equipped with powers of compulsion) as does the J\llinistry
of the Interior in any individual state. The Reich bureaucracy found
support for its independence from Prussia in the Reichstag. In party
terms it consequently felt the effects of the difference between the
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composition of the Reichstag and that of the Prussian Diet: the
patronage of the Centre Party played a not inconsiderable role in
its own composjtion. Yet J do not wish to go into the entire
problem of the administrath'e apparatus of the Reich here, but
merely to say something about me way it reaches a decision on
laws and general adminlstrative rcgu\ations for which the Bundesrat
is responsible.

As a rule, bills for the Bundesrat are drafted in the offices of the

Reich. The votes of Prussia are then canvassed in negotiations with
the Prussian ministries. After achieving an agreement (not always
easily), either through comprom~seOr by accommodating the wishes
of Prussia, it is usual to hold discussions with Bavaria on the finished
draft. As a rule t aU other states in the Federation are confronted with
the bill in the Bundesra t as a fait accompli. In order to win the votes
of Prussia more easily, some of the most important secretaries of
state in the Reich ha.ve regularly held simultaneous appoinonents as
Prussian ministtrs without portfolio. Wbere decisions of high policy
were so important as to require a vote of the Prussian Ministry of
State, this could also have an imp~ct on the domestic political situation
in Prussia. According to press reports which, as far as I know, have
never been contradicted l the order from the roy~l cabinet promising
equal suffrage was accepted bJ a majority of just one vote, and even
this was only achieved because, in addition (0 the Reichkanzler I two
Reich secretaries of state voted for it in their capacity as Prussian
ministers, positions which they held as adjuncts of their office. On
the other hand, it has been a firmly established rule so far that an
secretarjes of state are Prussian plenipotentiaries to the Bundesrat.
The same also applies to the Prussian 1\1inisters of State, including
above all the Minister of \~/ar who functions politically as an organ
of the Reich, but legaUy as a Prussian official, and who, if he were
not delegated to the Bundesrat, would be quite unable to represent
his department in the Reichstag in his own right as an administrative
chief. \\Then answering to the Reichstag, the l\1inister of \Var natur
ally only goes as far as is made inescapably necessary by me political
situation. In order to ensure that he remains largely free of control,
he has at his disposal the concept, undefined in irs scope, of the
Kaiser's 'power of command'; this is a prerogative which parliament
may not violate and behind which everything can be hidden that is
to be withheld from parliamentary scrutiny.
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The outcome of aU this is that the internal poHtics of Prussia
remain free of influence from the Reich, except when considerations
of high policy simply make such influence imperative. As part of
Prussian hegemonial policy within the Reich) the bureaucratic direc
tion of the Reich, which is influenced by the Reichstag, and the
government of Pru~sia, which is influenced by the Diet, influence
one another reciprocally, both in terms ofpersonnel and on substant
ive issues. Depending on whether the balance is tipped one way or
another) either by the agencies controlled by the Reich leadership
(which are subject to pressure from the Reichstag), or by the leader
ship of Prussia (which is subject to pressure from the Prussian Diet»)

the attitude of the hegemonial state towards Reich policy is deter
mined by organs of the Reich) or) conversely, the Reich is led by
'Greater Prussia'. The inner structure of the Reich and its individual
states, however, ensures that the latter tendency - the Great Prussian
character of the leadership of the Reich - generally predominates.
What are the interests pushing in this direction?

Apart from the Hanseatic cities, the individual states are monarch
ies with a bureaucracy growing steadily in significance and training.
Before the foundation of the Reich, many of them had gone fairl)r
far down the road towards having a parliamentary government and
administration) and with entirely satisfactory results. At any rate, in
view of conditions at the time) it is quife ridiculous for our litterateurs

to claim that the parliamentary system of government is a foreign
import in Gennany and that it has not yet ~proved its worth' here.
The foundation of the Reich changed that. The princely courts and
the administrations in the individual states were tempted to regard
the Reich above all as an insurance institute protecting their own posi
tion, to regard their thrones as prebends guaranteed by the Reich
and to "iew their relationship with Prussia as a way of maintaining
uncontrolled bureaucratic rule in aU the other states. Although
Bismarck occasionally held the Reichstag in reserve as a means of
bringing pressure on recalcitrant individual govemments~ he
exploited this tendency amongst the courts and administrative offi
cials in the individual states) so as to seem to be their protector. The

consequences of this tradition can still be felt todav, for what was
hidden, and is still hidden l behind the slogan 'protection of federal
ism' in Germany was and is an insurance policy for the prebends of
the dynast,es and me bureaucracy which in practice issues in a guar-
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antec that the bureaucracy ",·ill remajn largely free of controL \Vhich
also, and above all} means that the adminsrration of the individual
states remains free of control. Very soon after the foundation of the
Reich the bl1reaucracy of the individual states proceeded to eliminate
as far as possible the scrutiny of their work by the parliaments of the
individual states, so that they could instead govern 'by virtue of
princely prerogativel; convincing evidence of this can easily be found
by examining their internal poHtical development since the seventies.
Thereby they succeeded in causing the importance and hence the
jntellectual quality of most parliaments in the individual states to fall,
much as happened in the Rekhstag. That system of mutual insurance
c"Xlllains., however, the behaviour of the bureaucracy in the individual
states in relation to the situation in Prussia, and conversely that of
Prussia towards the situation in the individual states. In rile individual
stares a gradual democratIsation of suffrage has begun during the last
twenty )'ears. At the same time, however, the uncontrolled position
of the bureaucracy remained inviolate. It found inner support in the
political conditions in Prussia and in Prussia's influence in the Reich.
Above all, the bureaucracy of the individual states could only look
on the disappearance of the Three-Class Sutl'rage in Prussia with
the most intense disquiet. After all, it seemed good that there was <)

lar!{£ conservative truncheon in readiness in Berlin in case any threats
to their own freedom from control were to come from the individual
state parliaments; thereby they could be assured that nothing serious
could befall the power position of the bureaucracy as such. Ar the
same rime, the Prussian bureaucracy which supported the Conserva
tjve Pa.rty and those \\lith vested interests in the Prussian system of
electoral privilege were content to let the bureaucracies in the indi
\oidual states (play at democracy~ a little) provided not only mat no
one in the Reich was allowed to attempt to violate the incredible
internal political structure of PrussJa, but provided also that the bur
eaucracy in the individual states (",ith the exception of the Bavarian
government at most) renounced any effective share of power in the
Reich, thereby essentially leaving the Reich to be governed in the
inrcrests of Greater Prussia. This arrangement determined the whole
waJ in which the business of the Bundesrat was conducted) and this
tad~ compromise must always be borne in mind if one wants to
understand what (federalism' has meant nere until now and the inter
ests underlying the concept.
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As a result of aJl this, tht Bundesrat, the body in which both the
princely courts and ministries were represented, has led a comfort
able and harmonious 'still life' on the whole. fl; As the minutes are
kept secret, it is not possible to criticise the character of its delibera
tions. Since, according to the constirurion, only the imperative
instructions counted, the personal positions taken by its members
were always bound to be non-decisive and subject to the views of
their own government - which is to say, without weight. The Bundes
rat was therefore never a place for statesmen to be effective or to
become trained (in marked contrast to the Frankfurt Parliament).
There have certainly been occasions when governments gave their
plenipotentiaries the freedom to vote as they saw fit on an issue.
Some did so ~ as, for example) when there was a dispute about the
Lippe succession - simply to be rid of the odium of making their
views known on an embarrassing question. On genuinely political
issues Prussia kept an iron grip on its supremacy) as guaranteed by
the votes of the dwarf states. On other important matters voting was
essentially formal (although the possibility of taking a vote was
exploited by Bismarck as an ultima ratio against the governments»)
for the situation had been settJed in advance through negotiation
and compromise with me courts and ministries, particularly those of
Bavaria. Bismarck had built domestic politics, as well as foreign polit
ics, around these means of diplomacy and cabinet politics. In prin
cipJe~ this rema.ined the ,ase subsequently, although the method
changed~ and not always to the delight of the individual states. If
the Bundesrat ne\'ertheless occasionaUy went off on its own track,
Bismarck knew how to bring it back to heel. The offer of his resigna
tion (on some fonna]]y insignificant pretext) was a means he could
rely on: the Bundesrat would then withdraw its resolution. Occasion
ally he simply passed over resolutions of the Bundesrat in sjJence and
proceeded with the agenda, without anyone from the Bundesrat
daring to appeal to the constitution of the Reich. There has been no
word of serious conflicts sjnce his day. By the nature of things, any
difficulties which existed were e~pressed less through open conflict
than by the fact that there was no movement on certain problems.

One has to be clear about the fact that this 'still Hfe' will come to
an end in the future. Just as the meetings of monarchs and the

6, The <stiU Jife' is a dtliberate pun (nut of Webu's invenrjon) whjd1 likens rhc inactil"!;'
state of Gt:rman politicaJ life to this l)11e of painting.
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means of cabinet politics which Bismarck employed, particularly in
Petersburg and Vienna, have diminished in importance, the same will
happen in domestic politics. There will be no more of the easy..going
ways of the old regime as soon as we are confronted by the questions
of financial and economic policy which peace will bring. In future,
an the individual state diets, ,vith Prussia in the lead, will increasingly
assert their formal right to influence voting in the Bundesnlt and to

work towards exercising the right to present bills to the Bundesrat.
In this way the Prussian Diet could seize the initiative and dominate
Reich politics thanks to its economic power over the North German
dwarf states~ a power which will grow in future. Its restraint up till
now has simply been a product of its weakness which resulted in tum
from the antagonism between Prussiats Three Class Suffrage and
the democratically elected Reichstag. Presumably this will disappear
when the Prussian franchise is democratised, and the great weight
of Prussia will make itself felt much more keenly. Assuredly, the
bureaucracy of all the individual states will feel uni ted in opposition
to this, as to every other consequence of parliamentarisation. The
united bureaucracy of the Reich, Prussia and the individual states is
certainly a power which, with the princely courts behind it, can
obstruct the de,'elopment towards parliamentarisation. But let us be
clear about one thing; if this happened it would block the path that
could lead to the peaceful development of domestic politics and

towards the political education and cooperation of the nation in sup
port of the external power position of the Reich. Anyone who wants
to avoid that must begin by asking the question: how is tlu parlia
mentorisation of Germany /0 be combined with health..v. which is to sa)),
adi1,.1( jederali$m?

The principle seems clear: (I) first and foremost t the stream of
parliamentarisation must be directed into the channels of the Reich;
(2) the legitimate influence of the federal states other than Prussia

on the politics of the Reich must be strengthened. flow is this to be
achieved? Here again we come up against the mechanical barrier of
Article 9 Oast sentence} of the Reich Constitution which we have
discussed above and which formaUy stands in the way of the first of
these postulates, and as a matter of fact generaUy stands in the way
of the second of them, as will become apparent. In practice, this
requirement means the following: the plenipotentiaries sent to the
Bundesrat by the individual states, including the Reichskanzler and
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(he secretaries of state, can be members of me parliaments of indi
vidual states, particularly the Prussian Diet. Further, according to
firmly established rule~ the Rekhskanzler must, and the secretaries

of state should) be Prussian delegates to the Bundesratt and are thus
in any case influenced by the Prussian Diet. Conversely, the govern
ments are forbidden to nominate any member of the Reichstag who
retains his mandate as a member of parliament to the positions of
Reichskanzler or plenipotentiary to the Bundesrat. The Reichs
kanz]er and the secretaries of state) who belong to the Hundcsrat,

are thereby excluded from the Reichstag.
The disappearance of this regulatiot1 is a precondition. not actually of

parliamentarisation as such, but of health)1 parliamentarisation in the
Reich. One could either suspend the regulation only for the Reichs
kanzler and the secretaries uf state (or at least for the politica]]y most
important secretaries of state, above an the Secretaries of the Interior
and the Imperial Treasury) - which would actually be the most effi
cacious method. This would make it possible for party leaders as
sueh to assume the responsible leadership of Reich politics and at
the same time - the important thing here - would place the burden

of responsibility on their party in the Reichstag, since they would
retain their position and influence within their parties. Clearly) this
is the only way to put an end to the merely 'negative' politics of the
parties in the Reichstag. Or t for the sake of the 'parit)'" of the federal
states, the regulation could be revoked entirely) so that not only Prus
sian plenipotentiaries but also those of other federal ~tates could be
drawn trom the Reichstag and yet remain members of it. This is the
suggestion which has been. accepted by the Constitutional Committee
of the Reichstag. It has heen the target of lively attacks.

Of these attacks~ the fonnal objection raised by the Conservatives
does not deserve serious consideration, namely that members of the
Reichstag who arc also plenipotentiaries to the Bundesrat would

experience 'conflicts of conscience', since they vote in the Reichstag
out of personal conviction, whereas they have to vote in the Bundcsrat

in accordance with their instructions. At best this argument could
apply to the district superintendents in the Prussian Chamber of

Deputies whose duty as officiats, according to Puttkamer's edict, is
'to represent the poHcy of the governmene. Yet in their case there is
little evidence of such 'conflicts of conscience', and trw Consen'ative
Party at any rate has remained unperturbed by this possibility. But
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above all, Prussian ministers and secretaries of state in the Reich
who were also Prussian plenipotentiaries to the Bundesrat have sat
in the PrnsJian Chamber of Deputies and can still do so today. As
deputies, they have not only the right but also the duty to criticise, in
the light of their own convictions, tlte inslnictirJns git1t1l to them by their
own government as plenipotentaries £0 the Bundesrat. The Conservat
ive Party, tOOl did not regard these 'conflicts of consdence) as tragic.

Indeed the onl), purpose of this naively moralistic phrase is to dupe
the pbiHstines. For the truth of the matter is that a politician who
receives an instruction as a plenipotentiary to the Bundesrat which
his convictions do not allow him to support must resign his office. He
is commanded to do so b)' his honour and by his political responsibility,
which differs from that of an officiaL Otherwise he is a man who
'dingl to office. Indeed one of the pofitical aims in revoking this
regulation would be to din this into the leading officials and above
aU the Reichskanzler. This is precisely why the bureaucrac), abhors
its abolition.

Much bigger guns than this have been rolled out, however. In the
/1ayeristke StMlszeitung pariiamentarisatio.n was attacked as ~central

ism') while sections of the Bavarian press and, in its wake, conser
vative !itterateurs quite seriously conjured up the possibility that,
~Bavaria should turn its back on the Reich.' In the first place the
threat is foolish~ for there is no viable way out of the Customs Union
for Bavaria, and it is imprudent to remind the real centralists of this
fact which, if things became serious, would immediate~v (in Ba,'aria
it~elf) allow them to dictate the game.

In tenns of the future~ too, it is \'cry short-sighted to fight for
Article 9) sentence 2. Centralism will be promoted by the continued
existence of that regulation more than anything else, and in a much
more worrying form than the spread of parliamentarism from the
Reich. Let us be clear about the situation. According to the final

article of the Reich Constitution, absolutely no changes can be made
to the reserve rights and the constltution~d singular rights
(Singularrechte) of the federal stgtes without their own consent. All
their other constitutional competences, including the present extent
of their internal autonomy, cannot be changed as long as fourteen
votes - those are the votes of the three kingdoms or two kingdoms
and two grand duchjes - unite in opposing the change~ which u-iH
always be the case if there is any threat to impose change by flrce
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majeure. They are thus assured of adequate freedom from the Reich.
What they lack is adequate influence in the Reich, on the leadership
of Rekh politics. Precisely this influence wiU become important in
the future~ for without it the Reich can, of course, strangle them
through its financial and economic policies, no matter how fully their
rights are preserved. This influence in the Reich t however, will quite
certainly not be diminished ift thanks to the abolition of the prohibit
ory regulation of Article 9, sentence 2, the federal states are permitted
to nominate influential Reichstag deputies ro the position of plenipo
tentiaries to the Hundcsrall Bavaria's influence in the Reich would
certainly not have been reduced if, say, Freiherr von Franckenstein
in his time had simultaneousI}' retained his position in the party in
the Reichstag and been a Bavarian delegate to the Bundesrat in place
of an official. The literary opponents of the clause's abolition con;urc
up the spectre of Pnlssia being defeared in the Bundesrat by a major
ity of the minor states - say by Lippe t Re uB and other such members
buying the leaders of large parties in the Reichstag as plenipotentiar
ies to the Bundesrat - a prospect to which they add (in the same
breath) the ridiculous warning that the federal states outside Prussia
could be subject to centralist fOrte majeure. I shall say a word about
this nonsense later. First we must establish what genuine worries are
concealed behind these patently empty phrases. Firsdy and above aU,
there is the bureaucracy's fear for irs morl(}po~y ofoffice. (If member~
of parliament are made ministers, ambitious officials would in future
seek a career in large-scale indust:rJ~ - this assertion was made quite
openly in the Bavarian Diet. Yet even now Article 9 is not an obstacle
to the nomination of members of individual state parliaments as pleni
potentiaries to the Bundcsrat without the Joss of their mandate in
parliament. Equally, it does not prohibit the attainment of the posts
of minister or secretary of state (including membership of the
Bundesrat) as the culmination of a parliamentary career. This has
happened time and again~ both in the past and ,rery recently. It simply
meant that the member of parliament concerned then had to leave
the Reichsrag immediately. Precisely this notion that membership of
the Rcichstag could be a 'career l

, a path to the a.ttainment of offices,
that me offices would be thrown open to table' and 'ambitiousJ mem
bers of parliament, is something which those Jitterateurs who oppose
the removal of this prohibition find highly desirable! They consider
that it would be possible to work much 'better' with a Rekhstag that
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offered these opportunities to its members. Everything would indeed

be in perfect order~ if me solution to the problem of parfiamentarism
in Germany were simply a matter of filling parliammt with carftrists

fJnd office-seekers. The small gratuities of patronage we have at present
would men be joined bl big ones! But that is at best a bureaucrafs
ideal, and not even a gratifying one. This system has already been
operated here, and we know both from earlier and more recent

experiences that we have made no progress with it. The political aim
of parliamentarisarion is, after all, to turn parliament into a place
where leaders are selected. Yet a political leader does not strive for
an official position and the pensionable saJary accompanying it, nor
to exercise the competence of that office without control as far as
this is possible. Rather he seeks political power t and that means
politically responsible power, and he finds support in the trust and
following of a part)' in which he must therefore want to remain when
he becomes a ministert so Chat he may retain his influence on the
part)'. This last point is at least as important as anything else. The
removal of the mechanical barrier of Article 9) sentence 2 aims,
therefore, not only to make legitimate party influence on the business
of govemment possible (in place of the present, equaUy greatl but
irresponsible and hence illegicimate influence), but also l conversely
and to at least the same degree, to facilitate the legitimate influence
of the government on parliament (instead of the present illegitimate

influence exerted through petty patronage). The fight against reform,
however) is entirely conditioned by the desire to reduce me political
standing of the Reichstag to a minimum and to serve the interests of
the bureaucracy in maintaining its prestige. Seen from this point of
view~ the barrier between Hundesrat and Reichstag must be pre
served, of course) because the stereot}ped, arrogarit expression, 'The
federated governments will never etc.' belongs to that store of 'ges
tures' with which the rule of officialdom feeds its traditional under

standing of its role and importance, and which would become

redundant if Reichstag and Bundesrat were no longer separated by
a barrier.

Let us look more dosely at the specrre of introducing parliamentary
principles to the Bundesrut) in order to claritY the various possibii
ities. and thereby to see the positive significance of revoking Article 9,
sentence 2. In itself its -abolition would simply dear away a mechanical
obstacle. It would create possibilitit$ for development, ~othjng more.
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It would remain open to the indjvjdual governments to make no use

of the new permission to delegate to the Bundesrat members of the
Reichstag who retained their mandale there. The); will not use this
opportunity unless the}' see a political advantage in doing so. It is far
from desirable to adopt a schematic, once-and-for-all kind of
approach. Even if parliamentarisation were implemented to the max
imum e:odent possible t it would not be at all desjrable (nor wili it

happen) for the leading positions to be filled entirely and exclusively
by members of parliament, while officials with qualities of leadership
are excluded from them. I Hut, it is said, the abolition of Article 9~

sentence 2 will in any case unleash efforts to parliamentarise the
Bundesrat, and mis, so it is believed) will endanger the federalist
structure of the Reich. Let us look at the position. Let us assume
that the trend towards parliamentarisation were to prove entirely vic
torious at some poin(t hoth in the individual states and in the Reich.
Let us further assume (although it is quite unlikely) that the process,
including all its theoretical consequences, were (;arried out in such a
way that only members of parliament were in fact appointed to the
leading posts, including the seats in the Bundesrat. \\Ibat difference

would the abolition or retention of Article 9) sentence 2 make to the

way political power is dlstributed?
If this provision were to remain in force the consequence would

be that the Reichskanzkr could never simultaneously be a member
or leader of a party in the Reichst.ag, and therefore could never have
an assured influence within a party. It would further mean that secret
aries of state who wanted to secure this influence for themselves and
thus sit in the Reichstag) would have £0 remain outside the Bundesrat.
On the other hand, if parliamcntarisation were implemented in the

individual states) Prussia would delegate the repre~ntatives of the
ruling parties in Prussia to the Bundesrat, while the other individual
states would detegate those of the ruling parries in their states. The
Reichskanzler and any secretaries of state sitting in the Bundcsrat
would then be Prussian part}' politicians, while the representatives of
the other federal states would be party politicians of the parliaments
in the individual states. Thus, the parlianlcntarisation of the Bundes
rat would not be prevented in the sHghtest by Arrick 9- Inevitably) it

I Equally. one can only agree wirh Dcpul)' Stresemann's w\sh thaI the spmaiisl minis
teries ln Prussia should not be parliam~ntariscd.But up till now what mattered here
was precisely not spe<:ialist quitlinc3tlons but an individual's position jn the party.
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would then be steered onto the path leading to a particulan'sed Bun
desrat. Yet this particularisation would in no way mean a
strengthening of the positive influence of the individual states in the

Bundcsrat, nor would it protect them against being outvoted, for
Prussia's position of economic and financial power would condemn
the dwarf states, as before, to being Prussian 'lobby fodder'. Onl)~

the power of the Reichstag cuuld provide a counterweight to a Prussian
controlled majority in the Bundesrat. Now the Reichskanzler, as we
have said, could not be a member of the Rcichsrag. In the case of
the secretaries of state) however, who are not required by the consti
tution to sit in the Bundesrat, there would be no obstacle to their
membership of the Reichstag~ provided only they remain outside the
Bundesrat, as Deputy von Payer initially appears to have thought of
doing. If Article 9 continued in force this is presumably what would
happen) for the Reichstag politicians appointed to the position of
secretary of state would not be able to give up their positions within
their parties in the Reichstag for the simple reason that they in tum
would need to have their parties behind them as a necessary counter
weight to the support of the Reichskanzler in parliament and that of
the Bundesrat plenipotentiaries in the parliaments of the individual
states, above all in the Prussian Diet. Otherwise the same thing would
happen to them as happened to the deputies Schiffer and Spahn.h8

Thus the Reichsrag would fill the positions of secretary of state still

remaining outside the Bundesrat with their own trusted agents who
would then act in solidarity vis-a-vis the Bundesrat. This would not
diminish the pressure of the Reichstag parties on the government of
the Reich; that pressure would simply be channelled into a relation
ship of mistrust because of the exclusion of the secretaries of state
from the Bundesrat, and jt would preclude any legitimate influence
on the Reichstag parties being exerted by fhe members of the goyern
ment sitting in the Bundesrac The secretaries of state who, as mem
bers of the Reichstag, would not enter the Bundesrat, would lcgalJ)1
be subordinate ro the Reichskanzler and only be his 'deputies'; polit
ically, however~ they would be the rcpresentath'es of the Reichstag.
As a reprcsentati,;e of the Prussian Diet) the ReichskanzJer would

have to take account of them as independent politica.l forces~ for

I,/j These m.'O deputies JOi){ the support of their parties when they became ministers. :\n
eXilmple of the operation of Article 9. sentenee 2,
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better or worse t consulting thenl and doing deals with them, because

otherwise his government would lose the support of the Reichstag
parties concerned. The Reich constitution makes no provision for a
collegial 'Reich !\itfnistry)t just as the official legal language of Eng

land does not contain the concept of the 'cabinet'". But the Reich
constitution in no way prohibits the Reichskanzler and the secretaries

of stare from coming together in practice for collegial consultations.
A collegial institution of this kind would assuredly develop in fact out
of these relationships and would assume the power of go\rernment. In
any such arrangement the secretaries of state would represent the
Rcichstag and the Relchskanzlcr the Prussian Diet, and both would

be dependent on compromises. The Bundesrat, however) would be
confronted with this collegial institution as a political power outside
itself and would be ruled on the one hand by the Prussian majority
and on the other be condemned to insignificance. The federalist
influence of the non-Prussian states would be eliminated.

If the prohibition contained in Article 9, sentence 2 were revoked t

however ~ the parljamenlarisation of the Bundesrat would presumably
take a different course. i\lore or less without exception, the Reichs
kanzler would be drawn from the Reichstag, as would some of the

secretaries of state, and {hey would all retain their parliamentary
mandates. Formally the)' would belong to the Bundesrat as Prussian
delegates) but politically as representatives of the Reichstag. Other

secretaries of statc~ and occasionally perhaps the ReichskanzJer,
would be members of the Prussian parliament. The other individual
stares would send represtntath;es of their parliaments to the Bundes
rat, but if they had a number of ,rotes at their disposal they would

perhaps also send Reichstag deputies; probably they would be most

inclined to send those members of their own parliaments who were
also members of the Rcichstag. One could be sure that the noo
Prussian parliaments would he increasingly zealous in ~eeing to it
that representation in the Hundesrat would at least predominantly be
in the hands of their own members.J

, For thi~ very reason thc:re is ahsolulel~' no danger that, if parliamentarisarion were 10

be tully implemented and Article 9, smtence 2 abolished, the spectre of Prussia being
outvoted by 8 majorit}' of deleg'dted part)' leaders from some minor nates could become
a rcalil)·. Just how mindless this objection is, becomes clear when one considers that
the dreaded outcome, the establishment uf the political parries in the BundesrOlt, is
already just as possible loda~', 'Vithout any objection from the conStifution, the gnvern~

ment of .. n)' individ U OIl state tfldal' <:an send ao~' party Jeader of any lndividual stat<:: it
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Thus if Article 9l sentence 2 remains in force we shall have a

situation whereby mutually hostile party representatives from fhe
individual parliaments confront one another in the Bundesrat, where
they will simultaneously be representing the particulari_~t interests of
their states. The removal of the barrier of Article 9, by contrast,
wouJd make if possible to temper that tendency to particularism
through the influence on the Bundesrat of the unity of the Reich. If
the Bundesrat is also to include representatives of the Reichstag par
ties t instead of members of in dividual state parliaments alone, the
cohesion of these parties across the Reich wlll make it possible to
neurr"aJise these regional differences within the fold of the party.

It is at any rate in the interest of individual states and of the Reich
if the parliamentarised representatives of the three power groups
(Reich Government and Rcirhstag l Prussian Royal Government and
Prussian Diet, the Princes of the Federation and the diets of the
smaller states) were to seek a balance of power within the Bundesrat
as far as possible. This will only be possible if th e parliamentarised
highest officials of the Reich enter the Bundesrat. The stream of
parliamentarisation will then have been channelled into the bed of
Reich unity, while at the same time the living influence of the indi
vidual states on the course of the Reich's affairs \\'ill have been
secured. It is not true that what is given to the Reich is thereby taken
away from the individual states. Rather, what counts is how much
weight the individual states are able w exert within the Reich. This
weight can only be increased if the process of parJ iamentarisation
is steered properly. In a famous speech Bismarck warned against
underestimating the Bundesrat, and he placed great emphasis on the
fact that the Saxon envoy there does not carry weight as an indh·idual
bur as the product and reprcsentatl,rc 'of all the poEtical forces~ in
Saxony. Admittedly) if the system is one of rule bJ officia]s~ the
~ forces) mentioned could ar best mean the princely court and the

bureaucracy. Yet this is precisel} where parliamencarisation would
create change. If, say, a representative of a strong and foreseeably

pleas.es (0 the Bundesrat - Bavaria. for example, could send a member" or the Bavarian
Centre Party against a Libera) Reichskanz!er, ur ReuB u:ounger line) a Social Demo
crat. The Siltlation is just the same as it was when, under Caprivi., Conser"ative~ held
up the threat that Prince Bismarck might have himself deleg-afed to the Bundesrat by
MeckJenburg-Strello... If.. as a result of retaining Artide 9, sentence 2, the Bundesrat
were to be parliamentarised along 'particlIlarist' Jines, something similar would inevit
abl}' happen to some extenl.
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lasting majorit)' in the Bavarian parliament were to issue a statement
on some question, it would not be easy simply to move on to next
busjness in a parliamentariscd Bundesrat; rather, a settlement would
be sought before the appeal to the ultima ratio of a vote, because the
odium would rebound on any party which proceeded ruthlessly. By
the nature of things, this settlement \yould be prepared within the
foid of the large parties which are distributed throughout the Reich.
Even in past decades t internal debates within the Centre Party have
repeatedly resuhed in compromises between Reich inrerests and
those of individual st(1 teSt while similar things have happened in other
parties. Precisely this will be made more difficult if the barrier of
Artide 9 is preser....ed, thus directing parliamentarisarion into the
course of a 'Greater Prussian l deveJopment which forces the repres
entatives of the other parliamentary governments to follow a parti
cularist course under the slogan of 'maximum freedom from the
Relch\ that is from Greater Prussia. Let this be considered well.

This whole account of the possible future effects of abolishing or
leaving in place the barrier of Article 9, sentence 2 deliberately pre
supposes something that does not yet exist, namely that complete
parliamcntarisatlon win in fact come about both in the Reich and in
individual states. Yet it lS quite uncertain that this assumption will
be confinned by events. The poinr of making it is, firstiy, just to show
that, even if a parliamentary system in the shape of responsible party
go\'crnment is introduced fully, the federalism of the Reich Constinl
hon wiJ] not only have its rights respected but win, indeed, only fully
realise those rights if this happens. Now, it is fairly certain that the
situation assumed here ~ namely the complete parliamentarisation of
both the Reich itself and of individual states) will certainly not be
achie\:ed in a single step. The entire construct is also without immedi
ate relevance, inasmuch as it presupposes an internal restructuring
of the parties which) in their present state, would in any case not be
~capable of govemmenr~ immediately. But one should be dear about
one thing: e1jeIJ step on the road to parliamentarisation can either
lead in the direction of a Greater Prussiafl solution or towards a
genuinely federalist solution. As we have scent the inconspicuous
final sentence of Article 9 p~ays a quite considerable role in this
question. That is why one should he dear) even as one takes the first
steps, which of the t\vo solutions is promoted thereby.
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A further point to consider is this; would the parliamentarisation
of the Bundesrat entail the 'mediatisation ofPrussia', as is maintained
by those who oppose GermanJ)s development along liberal lines~ an
assertion which alternates with the charge that there exists a threat
to the federal foundations of the Reich? The days are gone when
people talked of (Prussia'5 absorption into Germany'. It tS certainly
correct that the transition to equal suffrage will now only take place)
if at all, as a result of strong pressure from the Reich. It is also
correct) as I believe and as I have argued here, that) should this
pressure pro\'e insutlkicnr, it would be an inevitable political neces
sity for the Reich to intervene directly, through emergency legislation
in the form of a temporary change to the constitution. \Vhat is at
stake is something quite other than the 'mediatisarion of Prussia ,. In
order to exercise leadership within the Reich) the goYemment of Prus
sia must create for itself a suitably broad internal base (in just the same
way as any state must adapt its internal structure to the objectives of
its foreign policy). The necessity of this adaptation 10 the role ofleader
is the sense in which Prussian electoral reform is a pre-eminently
German and not simply a Prussian question. In every federal state
in the world the principle holds true that certain, quite fundamental
structural foundations must exist in each of the member states for
the sake of the federation. For that reason l these foundations arc
regarded as a federal maner, notv.rithstanding the very extensive auto
nomy and division of competences between federation and individual
state. This and (ml;~ this principle of federal politics is being applied
here to the hegemonial state of Prussia. Apart from this, Prussia's
internal questions are of course the concern of this state alone, and
there cannot be, nor has there ever been, any question of 'mediatis
ation~ in the sense that other states of the federation should interfere
in internal Prussian affairs. Problems begin to arise from Prussia)s
relation to the politiC$ ofthe Reich. These problems stem entirely from
the fact that Prussia occupies a highly privileged position within the
Reich, as sho"n at the beginning of this chapter) and as a recapitula
tion of the prerogatives de~cribed there will make dear. Linder certain
circumstances this privileged position can give rise to the obligation
on Prussia to accept certain privilegia odiosa. Thus it has already
necessitated the appointnlcnt of Reich secretaries of state to the Prus
sian ministry. The parliamcntarised Prussian state of the future may
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perhaps resist this practice. But the need to strike a balance between

hegemonial power and the power of the Reichstag will continue to
exist even then. The Reichskanzler wiU still have to be a Prussian
minister in future, and it will then not be possible to determine the
instruction of the presidial vote purely in the light of internal party
constellations in Prussia ""thout this resulting in grave conflicts with
the Reichsrag.

The actual political situation todaJ is as folJows: the instruction of
the presidial vote in the Bundesrat comes under double pressure,
from Prussia on the one hand and the Reichstag on the other, while
the Reichskanzler is subject to, and in fact seeks to satisfy~ demands
from both directions that he shou~d be accountable for these instruc
tions (which belong formally only before the forum of the Prussian
Diet). Binding constitutional practice at any rate has so defined his
'responsibility> towards the Reichstag as meaning that this has to

take place there. The contrary would be quite impossible politically.
Things cannot be any different in the future. If a Prussian Diet had
ever tried, sys{ematicaJly and agaif1st the Reichstag, to seize control
of the instruction of the presidial vote, then a situation would have
arisen which would have obliged the Crown and the ReichskanzJer
to override the Prussian authorities by interpreting the constitution,
expressly or in pracrice~ in accordance with the principle that 'the
instruction of the presidial vOle takes place under the sole responsibil
ity of the Reichskanzler towards the Reichstagt

• That would not have
been to mediatise Prussia, although it would have been to lower its
status; fortunately, no such thing has ever been provoked. In part,
however, this was undoubtedly a consequence of that unspoken policy
of mutual assurance, and hence also of the Three Class Suffrage and
the absfflce of parliamentarisation. How wiU things be in future if we
assume that an increase in the power of parliamenr in the Reich and
in Prussia wiU result from the existence of equal suffrage in both
Prussia and the Reich?

In future, particularJy if parliamenrary govemment IS fully imple
mented~ the course of politics in the Reich will still rest on comprom
ises between the power of the Prussian votes in the Bundesrat~ which
have parliamentary support, and the power of the government of the
Reich t which is supported by the Reichstag. The question is how
difficult it would be to achieve this compromise if parliamentarisation
were fully imptemenled. It is dear from the outset that it wiH be
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easier to achieve than if the presem, class-based Prussian Diet, say,
had seized control of the Prussian votes~ that would ha,re had virtually
unforeseeable consequences, and this would have been even more
the case in the future. If equal suffrage is estabJished - in realit), and

not just in appearance - the composition of the Reichstag and of the
Prussian Diet witl grow increasingly similar in future, whatever else
happens. Admittedly~ it is not possible to say what they will look like
in detail, but this much seems certain: party conflicts withln the Prus
sian Diet would initially be more acute than in the Reichstag. ~Con
servatives' in the Prussian sense of the word hardly exist outside
Prussia and Mccklenburg~ for outside Prussia there is not the abrupt
contrast between large lando~l1ers on the one hand and workers and
bourgeoisie (Burgertum) on the other. Also absent (not entirely, but
virtually so) is Prussian heavy industry and its imprint on the character
of the middle-class parties in Prussia. Also absent elsewhere are the
accents of heavy industry within the Centre Part}', as well as the
national contlict with the Poles. Furthermore, outside Prussia the
most radical strain of Social Democracy is strongly represented only
in Saxony. But precisely this, brand of Social Democracy is repres

ented at this very moment in the Prussian Diet. Anti-monarchic cur
rents are present to a much lesser extent in the stares of southern
Gennany. Given equal suffrage, it would very probably be easier to
govern with the Reichstag than with £he Prussian Diet, much as it is
to be hoped and (\lith some patien(d) surely to be expected, that the
severity of the contlicts will diminish even there once the hated elect
oral privileges have finally been done away with. However, until that
is the case, the Reichstag win probably be superior in purely national
political tenns. This will be even more the case if~ in order to placate
vested interests, they commit the political error of constructing the
Prussian I-Iouse of Lords as a kind of superstructure for those with
a vested tnterest in electoral privilege on top of a chamber elected

on the basis of equal suffrage, and the further mistake of giving these
two chambers equal status. That would cause acute conflicts to flare
up again in the form of tension between the first and second cham
bers, and it would nourish radicalism. The position of the diet would
be weakened more seriously if suffrage were fonnally equal but in
fact so constructed as to disenfranchise parts of the lower stratum
(by a long residential qualification). If) on the other hand, equal suf~

frage were introduced, there would no longer be conflicts within a
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single party such as exisr at present in the relations between the
National Liberal Party in the Reichstag and the National Liberal

Party in Prussia.
If parliamentary government were full)' impiemented, the com

promise needed on each occa~ion between the Reich and Prussia
would, of course, be prepared inside the great PfJrt;cs which were
common to both the Reich and Prussia. If the barrier of Article 9,

sentence 2 were abolished~ these compromises would be concluded
formally in the Bundesrat. Even if parliamentarisation is fully imple
mcnred~ two figures who belong hoth to the Reich and to Prussia
will always play a decisive role in such matters; the Kaiser, who is
simultaneously king of Prussia t and the Reichskanzler, who must sim
ultaneously be leader of the Prussian vute-bearers and a member of
the Prussian ministry, indeed norman}' its president.

Unless the internal structure of Germany is completely overthrown

and reconstructed along unitary lines - and there is not the slightest
prospect- of this at present - the dualism between the Reich and
Prussia means that the dynasty is just as indispensable to the Reich as
it is (for quire different reasons) to the dualistic structure of Austria 
I-Iungary. Even a purel}' parliamentary Kaiser and king win ha,;e
enormous real power in his hands as the commander-in-chief of the
army (that is of the officer corps), as the holder of the ultimate power
of decision on foreign policy, and finally as the internal political

authority which arbitrates when the Prussian and Reich authorities
fail to reach agreement. This will particularly be the case if he makes
it his duty only to play his rol e in strictly parliamenl3f)' forms, in the
manner of the lately deceased Habsburg monarch who was me most
powerful man in his empire, and if) like the latter, or better stiU like
King Edward VII, he knows how to play the instrument of the modern
state mechanism t without always being visible as the actual player.
There is no need to elaborate this point any further. On the other

hand, it is desirablet and something which we may hope parlia
mentarisafion will bring about, for the purely military influences on
politics to decrease, both in domestic and foreign affairs. l\1any of
Germany's worst political failures have stemmed from the fact that
the military authorities exercise a t:rucial influence on purely political
decisions, although political tactics and strategy req uire the use of
vcry different means than do military tactics and strategy. In foreign
poHe}' one problem in particular, the Polish question) which is of vital
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importance to us, has been prejudicedK in the most worrying manner.
In domestic politics, the sad goings-on in the Reichstag when Dr
!vIichaelis was Reichskanzler are proof that military authorities are
very ill-advised if they allow themsdves to be harnessed to party
politics and, in doing so, subscribe to the old notion that 'nationaf
and 'the Conservative PartyJ mean one and the same thing, a norion
to which the officer is predisposed by his origins. In the military area,
no authority on earth can boast of such unlimited trust from a nation
as the Jeaders of our arm)' can - and with justification. But they
should see to it that no one is obliged to say to them later, tne go()d
.you have done with the swordt you have undone with your unnecessa,y
escapades on the black ice ofpolitics '69 It is absolutely essential for the
miJirary authorities to be subordinated to the political leadership in all
political matters; of course decisive weight must be given to their
expert opinion on the military situation when political decisions are
being made, but their opinion must never be the sole, deciding factor.
That is a principle which Bismarck fought hard and long to uphold.

The Reichskanzler will remain the political leader of the Reich in
future, and he will retain his central position in the whole interplay
of political forces. There is also no doubt that, more or less as at
present, he will remain a pre-eminent individual minister in relation
to the secret:tries of state, without colleagues of formally equal status.
Admittedly, the f\.linister of \Var, who even today is not formally
subordinated to him, and (in cases where the Reichskanzler does not
come from a diplomatic background) the Secretary of State for For
dgn Affairs will inevitabl)' retain a large degree of independence.

.. The error Jay entirely with the demand on the part of the mjIit~u}' for (he creation of
a Polish ann)' (Le. officer corps), before Poland's stan<:e towards Gennany had been
fully clarified through timl agreements with a Polish authorit}' which could lcgitimateJl
represent the country. h wa~ :11so typical of the military mind fO helieve that the
acceptance of a 'bond of honour' by monarchi<: prodamarion could be the way to
achieve this. h was perfecth understandabJe chat the Pole~ shouJd have reacted to
such gran~ errors In the wa)' they did,

t>~ Field \-tarshal Blucher IS reponed to h:n-c sOlid in 1815, after the Battle of WaterJoo,
'!\1a)' the pens of the diplomats nOl ruin again v,hat has been achieved ""lth so much
effort b)' the swords of the arn'les: in Oecember 19 r7 Weber used (\'lese words in
a speech critki.~ing the '\"aterlandsparrei', However, he was mismkenJ~· reported (0

have said the opposite: <that the pen restores what the sword has ruined.' Weber
i~ quoting his own response to fhis mistaken cri~icislll. See Weber 'Schwert unci
Parteikampf" /lnadherg,er 7'agehlart. 1:0 December 1917> reprinted in l\hx Weher,
Grsamtausgabe, 1,"OL XY pp. 399-+00.
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But) particularly if parliamcntarisation is fully implemented, dlcre
will be no place for a truly (collegial' Reich ministry. At least, not if
the barrier of Article 91 sentence 2 disappears. Contrary to the ideas
once beloved of liberals l this is something about which one must be
clear. After all, it is no coincidem.:e that the trend in all parliamentary
states is towards an increase in the power of the head of the cabinet,
This is patently the case in England and France. In Russia the aboli
tion of autocracy immediately gave rise to the post of the leading
prime minister. As we kno,v, in Prussiat too, the Minister President
controls all communications made by his colleagues to the king, and
this provision, temporarily suspended under Caprivi at the king's
request, had to be reinstated again later. In the Reich the special
position and pre-eminence uf the Reichskanzler results simply from
his leadership of the Bundesrat, as prescribed by the constitution l

and from his ine"itable position in the Prussian ministry, whereas in
the case of the secretaries of state such a position is only fortuitous
and expedient, but not indispensable. The development ofthe secret
aries of state into politically independent powers ViS-iJ-l'is the Reichs
kanzler would be inevitable jf parliamentarisation (given the retention
of Article 9, sentence 2) went in the direction of particularisation~

because they would then become the spokesmen (Vertrauensmanner)
of the parties in the Reichstag, as opposed to the Reichskanzler and
the Bundesrat in their capacity as bearers of the power of the indi
vidual parliaments. Even then the compulsion to negotiate would
arise) but not necessarily, or even expedientlYl a 'collegial body' which
reached decisions by voting. In an)' case, the desire for such a thing
rests essentially on the present mechanical separation of Bundesrat
and parliament and would become insubstantial once th is barrier had
disappeared. -Tt cannot be denied that the emergence of a voting,
collegial~ ministerial bod}' outside the Bundesrat would be a suitable
means of reducing the importance of the Bundesrat, and that it is
therefore preferable from a federalist point of view to parliamentarise
the Bundesrat, so that compromises between the various forces on
which the Reich rests are act ually achie"ed withi n its ranks.

It would certainly be desirable if the present procedure before
politically important decisions, which leads to a power struggle
between departments, were to be replaced by a system of regular,
join[t collegia] discussion of political questions between the
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chancellor and an the secretaries of state. L The federalist worries
mentioned above, however) mean that a formal weakening of the
general responsibility of the Reichskanzler! and indeed of his special

position~ is improbable and hardly likely to prove useful. Particularly
from a federalist point of view, it needs to be considered whether a
collegial institution ought not to be created in the Reich which could
hold am)ance discussions on important decisions of Reich politics,
taking advice from representatives of the most important power fac
tors in domestic politics and from the administrative chiefs who are
informed about the issues. The public speeches of the party leaders
in the Reichstag are official declarations by the party to the country
at large, and they only take place once the party has decided on
its position. The decisive party discussions and, where neccssaryt
negotiations between the parties take place without consulting the
representatives of indi,ridual states. Finally, the discussions at plenary
sessions of the Bundesrat, a body at which votes are takenJ have no
binding force and are basically a waste of time. We ought to make it
possible for experienced statesmen to express their personal views
before important decisions arc taken, freely, without prejudice to

the eventual, conclusive and formal decisions, and unconstrained by
considerations of the public effects in the country. We have already
encountered this problem repeatedly, and only wish to ask two ques
tions at this point. To which existing or newly emerging organisations

could such an institution he attached? Is anyone organisation a par
ticular candidate) or should we be considering severa] competing
possibilities?

The war has created the following new consultative bodies: (I)
The Main Committee (HauptausscnufJ)) which is the expanded
budgetary commission of the Reichstag; (2) the Seven Man Com
mittee, to which the government once made appointments, but to
which the parries now send their representatives; (3) the 'inter-party

consultations" to which~ on the occasion of the recent crises, those
parties sent representatives who smoothed the path for the present

L And, beyond that, to a struggle using pre!lS demagog}' against one another, such 3S

we witnessed at the beginning of 19T6 and again in [917 and at the beginning of
1918. Events at that time made If dear to eveI)'One that the worst kind of <demagog~""
the mob ruJe of sycophanq, is to be found where democracy does not even ell:ist,
indeed precisely becam.e of the lack of orderJy demrx;:raq. -
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government - National I jberals~ Centre Party, Independent Lib
erals and Social Democrats. \Ve have already discussed the first
two of these formations. The officiaJ Main Committee of the
Reichstag with its future sub-committees could be a candidate In
peacetime for carl)ing oUl the continuous control of the administra
tion. As parliamcntaris3tion progressed) inter-party discussions
amongst the parties supporting the governmenc at any gillen
moment would undoubtedly develop into the means whereby the
government remained in contact with the parties involved. They
are neceSS31J as long as Article 9) sentence 2 prevents the party
leaders as such from sitting in the government, and would become
superfluous as soon as they could do so. Their future importance
or otherwise further depends on as )"et unforeseeable circum
stances. Amongst other things, they were an expression of the fact
that outstanding leaders are not to be found in the parties at
present. \Ve must demand that, when there is a change of Reichs
kanzler or amongst the secretaries of srate in future, all party
leaders should be interviewed personally by the monarch and not
simply by the heir to Ihe throne, and that there should be no repetition
of the role once played by the chief of the Civil Cabinet.M But
one cannot predict the C~lent to which the parliamentary parties
will come together for consultations~ and such meetings cannot of
course assume an {officiae character. That leaves the ~Seven l\1an
Committee" which in fact has become dormant at the moment,
and in truth only owes its existence to me circumstance that
Reichskanzler ~"ichaelis accepted office Ivithout the prior agreement
of the parties and expressed himsel f ambiguouslY1 so that the
parties demanded a kind of watch-dog body to control his conduct
on the question of peace. 'Are have already spoken about the
impracticaJ aspects of the shape this committee was given at the
time. It would become whoUy redundant if the party leaders sat
in the Bundesrat. Again and again, the problem poinlS to the
conclusion that the Bundesrat should be parliamentadsed b~r

allowing the leaders of the Reichstag parties currently supporting

M Admittedly, if this official is aCC'lscJ of syst~markally <blocking' free access to the
monarch, the • Stumm l:"ra' and the 'prison speech' cuuld teach m. which drde.~ bene
fit~d from this 'free acct.'ss' and from influencing th~ monarch without respon",ibility,
On/.)' respon:)ible $ful~smen and responsible party Iradm (all af lhem) should have the
monarch' 5 ear.
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the government and the leaders of the major individual stare

parliaments to have a seat on it as plenipotentiaries. The Bundesrat
itself must then make it possible for bodies to come into being
as adjuncts of one or more of its committees; these will hold
advance discussions with the chiefs of the military and the adminis
tration on important political questions, just like a state coundl of
the Reich. It would be desirable for this to happen in the form
of a crown council) which is to sa)', in the presence of me Kaiser
and of those princes in the Bund at least who have retatned
sovereignty over their contingent of the army (appointing the
officers and having their own I\1inistry of War). V.le have already
spoken about the minimal competence it must have) namely
advance consultation on whether it is opportune to make public any
statement by the monarch, and in particular aU statements affecting
foreign policy. There is already constitutional provision for the
medium-sized states to be represented in the Foreign Affairs
Committee of the Bundesrat; the new forum ould, as has been
suggested, be linked to the restructuring of this committee. If
Article 9, sentence 2 is removed, it would in any case be possible
to create this new entity without any constitutional changes. The
only legal innovation needed would be the requirement that, under
pain of punishment~ all publications of that kind are only perm.iss
ihle after it has been attested that they have been countersigned,
and, further, that the countersignature should only be given in
such cases after a hearing of a council of state to be fonned from
the Bundesrar.

Pro\ided these bodies are properly set up, federalism will be
given all it needs through the combination of parliamentarisation
with these consultative bodies to be fanned from it; instead of
mere freedom from the Reich it will have assured influence within
the Reich. Any revival of the old unitarist tendencies would be
thoroughly undesirable. \\'e have left Treitschkc's ideals far behind
us. Unlike him, we regard the continued existence of the individual
dynasties not only as useful purely in terms of national politics,
but as desirable for general reasons of a cultural ~ political kind.
The promotion of artistic culture in particular in the many histor
ical centres of German cultural life, the existence of which makes
Germany different from France, can be achieved much more
satisfactorily jf) as now, the dynasties whose Jives are closely bound
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up .with their provincial capitals continue to maintain a court there,
{han would be the case if every such town became the seat of a
prefect of the central power.Y',· Of course, one cannot deny that
there is a force operating against this natural concribution to
culture in the majority of princely courts in Germany, in the shape
of the purely military type of education, a product of the princes'
desire to be generals and to occupy the position of a miJitaJ}1
inspector (an ambition which is quite worthless from the point of
view of national politics). Only a minority of them have educated
tastes. Although it may be ,;cry desirable for future dynastic genera
tions to be infonned and educated in military matters, the exclusive
weight placed on these things only causes embarrassment when a
serious situation arises. "''hen untalented princes art· the nominal
supreme commanders of their armies (men like Prince Friedrich
Car] being rarc exceptions in this respect)~ they waste the time
and restrict the freedom of movement of the real commander) and
they become dangerous when they take their formal rights seriously.
A. prince with genuine military intcrests and talents, on the other
hand, should occupy the position appropriate to his age and his
true abilities. Let us hope that there is a change in this area in
the future, like that introduced in Austria bv the late heir to the
throne, But it is at least 5tH! possibk for the princes to make a
contribution to our cultural - political life, and in some cases this
has become a reality. As parliamentarisation grew in importance,
there is no doubt that the interests of the dynasties would be
channelled increasingly into this very appropriate course. Gi ....en
the fragmentation of the pany system in Germany, the existence
in the individual statts of a d)'Ilastic head standing above party
struggles is valuable for reasons very similar to those underpinning
the relation of Prussia to the Reich (although the arguments are
even more compelling in this case).

Thus, even someone who valued the Gennan nation and its furure
far more highly than an} question of the form of the state would nor
wish to challenge the existence of the dynasties, even if the question
were to arise. But he would certainly have to insist that the path

" Science and scholarship, on the other hand, can expect to gain .II.S littJe from the
monarch's intervention as from the involvement of parliament. Whene\'er monarchs
h,,',e intervened personalll in appointmenrs to academic pOSIS, virtually the only
people to henefit have b-et:n compliant mediocrities.
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towards a reconstructed Germany was not obstructed by sterile and

sentimental reminiscences of the governmental practices of the old
regime

l
nor by any theoretical search for a specifically 'German' form

of stale. There is no doubt that German parliamenrarism will look
different from that in anv other <.:ountry. But the vanity of litterateurs
whose predominant concern is that me German state should not
resemble the other parliamentary states in the world (which include

those of almost all the Germanic peoples) is inappropriate to the
gravity of the tasks we face in the future. o These, and these alone t

must decide the form of the state. The Fatherland is not a mummy
lying in the graves of our a.ncestors. Rather, it shaU and must Hve as
the land of our descendants.

The actual fonn taken by the future parli~mentarydistribution of
power will depend on where political personalities with the qualities of
leaJership emerge and what role they play. It is undoubtedly necessary
for us to have patience and to be able to walt until we have got over
the inevitable teething troubles. So far, there has simply heen no
place for natural leaders in our parliaments. The jubilant cry, '¥ou
see~ the nation is not ready for ttt~ is a sterile and cheap amusement

of academic litterateurs filled with rcssentimetlt towards any human

beings whom they ha\'e not exam~'ned, and deHghting in every false

step that has been made1 or is yet to be madc t by a parliamentary
system slowly getting under way again after an io£erruption of thirty
years. \\le shall see such behaviour repeatedly, and must respond to
It as follows: it is politically dishonest, either (I) to deny German parlia
ments the 'right of enquiryt, me instrument of power which would

permit them to gain knowledge of the facts and gain accesS to neces
sary specialist knowledge, and then to complain about the 'amateur
ism' and bad work done by these very parliaments; or (2) to mutter
about the purely ~negarive' politics of these parliaments t while at the
same time blocking the road which would permit any natura} 1eaders

to do positive work and exercise responsible power with the support
of a parliamcntarJ following. The Jitterateurs in Germany today are
in truth the last people entitled to make judgements about political
'maturity'. The}' collaborated in and applauded a/most all the mistakes
of German policy before the war and the lack of judgement nourished

(1 I nave referred to Ens-!and repeatedly in tills essa)' so as not to ffiOlkc even this
concesslon to mindless hatred of 'the _lOtr<:ef.
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by irresponsible demagogy during the war. Jf'here were they, when the
grave errors ofthe old rexime were being committed? - such patendy grave
errors that, it will be recalled1 Prussia's Conservative representatives
addressed a joint, public request to the monarch) asking him to con
duct policy in accordance with the advice of his appointed counsel
lors. It was already high time then; everyone could see what was
happening and where the mistakes lay. Everyone was agreed about
this) with no differences of opinion between the parties. So where
were they? A public statement by a few thousand academic teachers
would have been quite opporrune at that time; it would doubtless bave
made an impression and it would have accorded with old traditions,
Certainly~ it is much cheaper for prebendaries ofthe state to chide the
parties in the Reichsrag, as happens at present. All these gentlemen
remained silent at that time. Let them therefore be so good as to
remain silent now: 'Your chiming days are overt so come down from
the belfry.' Other sections of society will have to take charge of the
political future of Germany. The examination diploma or the title of
professor of physics or biology or any other academic subject bestows
absolutely no political quarification on its holder) far less is it a guar
antee of political character. \Vhere fear about the prestige of their
own social stratum (those with a unh'crsity degree) is invoJ"ed 
and this is what lies behind all the ranting against 'democracy' and
'parliamentary amateurismt

- that section of society always was blind t

and will always remain blind, following its instincts rather than sober
reflection; this is how university men, in the mass~ will always behave
in Germany.

If the old regime returns after the war - and parliamentarism will
not come of its own accord, it requires good will on all sides for this
to happen - one can bury an)' expectation that the much criticised
bearing of the Germans in the outside world will change. National
pride is simply a function of the degree to which the members of a
nation) at least potentialJy~ are aetive~v involved in shaping the politics
of their country.

Gennans, when out in the world, deprhred of the accustomed cara
pace (Gehiiuse) of bureaucratic regimentation, luse all sense of direc
tion and securit)· - a consequence of being accustomed to regard
themselves at home merely as the object of the way their lives are
ordered rather than as responsible for it rhemseJves. This is the
reason for that insecure, self-conscious way of presenting themselves
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in public which is definitely the source of the Germans' much
criticised over-familiarity. Inasmuch as it exists~ their political ~imma~
turity' results from the uncontrolled ruJe of officialdom, and from
the fact that the ruled are accustomed to submit to that rule without
themselves sharing responsibility and hence taking an interest in the
conditions and procedures of the officials) work. Only a politically
matl4re people is a ~nation of masters' (Herrenvolk), which means a
people controlling the administration of its affairs itself, and~ through
its elected representarives 1 sharing decisively in the selection of its
political leaders. Our nation threw away that chance by the way it
reacted to Bismarck's greatness as a political ruler. Once a parliament
has been run down, it canno( be brought to its feet again overnight,
not even by some paragraphs in the constitution. There is of course
no question that any such paragraph, say one that tied the appoint
ment and dismissal of the ReichskanzJer to a vote in parliament)
would suddenly conjure up ']eaders t out of thin air, after they had
been excluded from parliament for decades as a result of its impot
ence. But it is quite possible to create the organisational preconditions
for the emergence of leaders, and indeed everything now depends
on this happening.

Only natiom ofmasters are calJed upon to thrust their hands into the
.~/>()kes ofthe world's development. If nations who do not have this quality
attempt to do so~ then not only will the sure instinct of other nations
rebel, but they ",ill also fail jnwardly in the attempt. By a 'nation of
masters~ we do not mean that ugly, parvenu face worn by people
whose sense of national dignity allows them and their nation w be
told by an English turncoat like lVlr Houston Stewart Chamberlain
what it means to be a 'German'.7n Certainly) a nation that only pro

duced good officials, admirable office workers, honest merchants,
able scholars and technicians and true and faithful servants, and in
other respects submitted to uncontrolled nile by officials under the
banner of pseudo-monarchic slogans - such a people would not be
a nation ofmasters t and would do better to go about its daily business
than to bother its head with the fate of the worJd. If the old conditions
return) lei no one talk to us again of 'world politics~. Litterateurs who

1(1 H. S. Chamberlain (l8S5-1927), English expatriate writer and propagandist of a
pan-German nationalism justified on racial grounds. His Dir Grundlagtn des 19.
]a.hrhurukrts ('The Foundations of !he- 19th Cenfurl"') (J899) and hi!> other writings
were wjdel~' discussed in German}'.
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have succumbed to conservative cliches will wait in vain for Germans

to develop a genuine sense of dignity abroad, if at home they remain
merel)' an object for the activity of purely official rule (however effici
ent such administration may be in purely technical terms), and are
even content to have well- fed learned prebendaries discuss the ques
tion of whether the nation is 'mature' enough for this or that form
of government.

The 'will to powerlessness~ in domestic affairs preached by the ]it...

terateurs is not compatible with the 'will to power' in the world, of
which some have boasted so loudly. The question of whether the
nation feels ready to bear the responsibility which a na.tion of seventy
million people has towards its descendants, will be answered by the
way we address the question of the intemal reconstruction of Ger
many. If the nation does not dare do the onet it should reiect the
other, for it leads nowhere politically. In that case, mis war~ which is
a fight to enable bUT nation, too, to share responsibility for the future
of the world, would indeed have been 'senseless' and mere butchery,
and this would be even more true of any future German war. \\le
would have to seek our tasks elsewhere and 're-orient' ourselves in

this sense,
The typical snobbery of many littcrareurs (even of quite intelligent

ones) regards these sober problems of parliamentary and party refonn
as terribly minor - 'ephemeral technicalities t

- in comparison with
all manner of speculations about the 'ldeas of 19 I 4' or about 'true
socialism' and such-like lifterateur~interests. \VeU, one cephemeral
question1 which will be settled soon concerns the outcome of this
war. Whoever emerges as the victor, the reslructuring of the eco
nomic order will take its course. For this to happen, neither a Gennan
victory is necessary nor anew, liberal political order in the Reich. A
national politician will certainly keep an eye on those unJvcrsa] trends
which will hold sway in future over the outward order of the lives

and fates of the masses. But when, as a politician, he is moved by
the political fate of his people (towards which those universal trends
are completely indifferent)t he wiU think in tenns of the next two to
three generations, even where the creation ofn~w political formations
is concerned t since these arc the people who will decide what is to

become of his nation. If he proceeds differently, he is no politician
but one of the litterateurs. In this case1 let him concern himself with
the eternal truths and stick to his books, but he should not step into
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the arena where the problems of the present are contested. Here the
fight is about whether or not our nation has a decisive say within that
universal process. The internal structure of the nation) including its
political structure, has to be adapted to this task. Our previous struc

ture was not suited to the task, but only·w technically good adminis
tration and outstanding miliJary achievements. That these things suf
fice for a purely defensit~e form of politics) but not for the political
challenges presented by the world - this is the lesson we have learned
from the terrible fate that engulfed us.
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Gentlemen!
Honoured as I am by this, my first opportunity} to address the Officer
Corps of the Royal and Imperial Army of Austria,z you will under

stand that the situation is also a somewhat embarrassing one for me,
particularly in view of the fact that I have absolutely no knowledge of
the conditions under which you operate, of the internal organisational

relations in this anny which are decisive for any influence the officer
corps may exert On the men. It is obvious that an officer of the
Reserve or me militia is always an amateur) not only because he lacks
preparatory scientific training at a mBitary academy, but also because
he is not in constant touch with the whole internal nervous system

of the organisation. Nevertheless) having spent various periods of
time in the German Army in very different areas of Germany over a
number of years~ I believe I have had sufficient experience of the

relations between officers, N.C.O.s and men at least to be able to
recognise that this or that method of exercising influence is possible,
or that this or that method is difficult or impossible. As far as the
Austrian Anny is concerned, of course, I have not the slightest idea

I Dtr Sozialismus was pubJ ished as a pamphlet jn Vienna in I 9r8. It beg<l.n Jife as a
lecrn re given to officers of tht ;1\ustrO -Hunga nan arm)' in June J 918, on the in\~ [iillion
of the Austrian IFeindespropaganda-:\bwehrstelle' rSection for Defence against
Enem)' Propaganda'). After the Russian Revolution of 1917 there ~'as widespread
(tar, particu'arly in Central Europe, of socialist revolutions breaking out in other
countries; hence ,"Veher's theme,

l Weber repeatedl~' uses the standard abbreviation Ik. u. k. Armee' for the Ckoniglic;he
und kaiserliche Annee t of Austria. Here, for the sake of simpJicj~', ',I\ustrian Annyl
wi II he I.lSe d throughout.
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of what is or is not possible. If I have any impression at aU of internal
relations in the Austrian Anny, it is only that the multi-lingual nature
of the empire3 is simpl)' bound to create enormous practical
(sachlichen) difficulties. Officers of the Austrian Reserve have tried
on several occasions to explain to me how the)' manage to keep in
touch with the men without any real knowledge of their language)
such contact being necessary if an officer is to exert any kind of
influence beyond what is strictly essential to the execution of duty. I
myself can only speak from a Gennan perspective on these matters,
so I hope you will allow me to begin with some introductory remarks
about the way such influence has been exerted in our army.

These remarks are based on a 'wonn~s-eye view' of things. That
is to say, when travelling in Germany, as J have done frequently at
various times, I made a point of always travelling third class whenever
the journey was nor very long and the work before me not very
arduous. Over time I thus met many hundreds of men returning from

ur travelling to the front, just at the period when what was known as
the work of enlightenment~by the officers was beginning in Gennany.
Without seeking some pretext to question the men or prompting them
to speak, I came to hear an extraordinary range of opinions on this
subject from me men's side. Moreover, these were almost always
very reliable men, for whom the officer's authority stood firm as 3

rock; only rarely were there also some who adopted a rather different
attitude inwardly. The result was always the same, namely that one
was forced to recognise very quickly the great difficulty of any work
of enlightenment. One thing in particular was dear: as soon as the
men had any suspicion that party politics, of whatever kind, were
involved and were to be promoted, directly or indirectly, many of
them became suspicious. When they went on leave they were in
contact with people from their party, and then it naturally became
difficult to maintain any real relationship of trust with them. There
was another major difficult},. Although the men acknowledged the

military expertise of the officer quite unreservedly (and I have never
encountered anything eJse, although of course in Germany, tOOt there
was cursing on occasion, sometimes about the staff officers, some
times about other things, but military authority was never fundament-

.1 The Austro- Hungarian Emp ire encompassed many nario naHties and, hence, many
I,mguages.

~ Here the term AuftJiirulfgro.~jt is a euphemism for paliacaJ propaganda.
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ally called into question)~ one also encountered a quite different fee
ling~ 'When we are being instrucled by the officers about the way we
lead our own, private lives and the wider consequences this has, the
fact remains that the officer corps simply belongs to a different social
estate from us, and, with the best will in the world, it is impossible
for the officer to put himself as completely into our situation when
we are standing behind a machine or the plough, as we ourselves
can.' That was expressed again and again in a number of sometimes
naive remarks, and I had the feeling that enlightenment practised in
the wrong way could perhaps damage the authority of the officer,
even in the military sphere where it remains solid, since the men do
not accept his authority unconditionally in areas where they claim to
be at home. Next, another frequently made mistake, not at present,
but in previous confronlations W1th socialism. The party..political
opponents of social democracy used to tell the workers chat their
trade union and party officials were 'the real people who quite literally
live off the workers' pennies, far more than the entrepreneurs dO~;5

this practice has long since ceased, and for good reason. The reply
of every worker is, of course, 'Certainly these people live off my
pennies. I pay them. For that very reason I regard them as reliable,
they are dependent on me, I know that they must represent my inter
ests. Nobody's going to tell me any different. Thafs worth the few
pennies I pay.l Quite rightly, people have stopped trying to discredit
in this way the stratum of intellectuals who are now at work evel}'
where, coining the watchwords, slogans and - yes, you rna)' say it 
empty phrases used by all parties without exception, including, that
is to say, the parties of the left and the Social Democratic Party. In
my opinion, the fact that we now stand on a good tooting with the
trade unions in Germany is a welcome development.6 In other
respects you may take what attitude you will towards the trade unions.
They do foolish things too. It was, however~ prudent precisely from
a military point of view, too, to adopt this stance toward the unions1

for they do after all represent something that is also characteristic of
military bodies. One may think what one likes about strikes. They

5 On 16 March 1904 the Conserv~llive Deputy Pauli had accused the Social Democrats
in the Relchstag of tining thei r own pockets with the 'Arbeitergrol'Chen': 'All you Qre
concerned wi th is living off the workers' pennies,'

t> Weber is referring to an agreement over legisJation which Jed to the formal recognition
of the power of the Trade Unions by dIe German govenunent lit the end of 1916.
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are usually a fight for interests, for wages. Yet very often not just for
wages~ but also for ideal (;deel/e) things, for honour~ as the workers
happen to understand it (and each man claims to know for himself
what it means). The feeling of honour, of comradeship among work
mates and allies7 in a factory or in a branch of industry binds them
in solidant)"t and that is, after all, a feeling upon which the solidarit}'
of military groups rests} although it takes a different direction there.

As there is absolutely no way of doing away with strikes completely
the choke is merely between openly recognised and secret associ
ations of this kind - I consider that it is prudent from the milicaJ"}'
point of \iew, too, to take this fact as one's starting point. This is
simply how things are, and so long as one can get along with the
men and they do not endanger military interests, one comes to terms
with them) as has in fact been done in Gennany. Those are my
subjective impressions.

Now I should like to turn to the subject upon which you have done
me the honour of inviting me to speak. It is the kind of question thar
ought to be discussed thoroughly for half a year (this being the stretch
of time allocated to such topics when one is addressing a trained
academic audience). The subject is the position of socialism and the
attitude to be taken to it. I would like to begin by drawing your
attention to the fact that there are ~sociaJists' of the most diverse
kinds. There are people who caU themselves socialists whom no
member of a socialist party, whatever its direction~ would ever
acknowledge as such. All parties of a purely socialist character are
drmocratic parties nowadays. I should like to begin by discussing this
democratic character briefly. "'bat, then, is democracy today? The
point is very relevant to our subject, although I can only touch upon
it briefly today. Democracy can mean an infinite variety of things. In
itself it means simpl)' that no formal inequality of political rights exists
between the individual classes of the population. Yet what varied

consequences that has! Under the old t}pe ofdemocracy, in the Swiss
cantons of Uri, SchVt'}'z, Unten\Talden, Appenzell and Glarus~ aU
citizens - in Appenzell there are 12,000 entided to vote, in the others
benveen 3,000 and 5,000 still assemble, even today, in a large space
and, after a discussion has taken placet they vote by a show of hands

, GerJrulo has lWO words for the English \:omrade', Gmosse ES the term for a worker·
comrade (particularly v,'1thin sociaHsm), Kammwi for a soldier-comrade. Weber's
phrasing (.~meradsdUilft der Genossen') ddiberaEcly mingles these two spheres.
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on everything from the election of the cantonal president
(Landamman) to a resolution on a new tax law or upon some adminis
trative matter. However, if you study the lists of the cantonal presid
ents elected under this kind of old-style Swiss democracy over fifty
or sixty years, you win find that they were the same men rellUlrkably
often, or at least these offices were in the hands of certain families
from time immemorial. In other words, although a democracy existed
in law, this democracy was in fact run aristocratically, for the simple
reason that not every man who had a business to run could take on
an office like that of cantonal president without ruining his business.
He had to be economically Idispensable' (alJltOmmlich), and as a rule

only a man of some wealth has the freedom to absent himself from
his business in this way. Or one must pay him highly and prO\ide
him with a pension. Democracy has only the choice of being run
cheaply by the rich who hold honorary office, or of being ron expens
ively by paid professional officials. The latter alternative, the develop
ment of professional officialdom, has beeorne the fate of all modem
democracies in which honorary office was inadequate to the task, that
is, in the great mass states. That is currently the position in America.
In theory, the situation there is similar to that in Switzerland. The
president of the whole Union and a good proportion of the officials
in individual states are elected, if not by state assemblies, then never
theless by direct or indirect equal suffrage. The president nominates

the other officials of the Union. It has been found that the officials
nominated by the elected president are on the whole far superior to
those chosen b)' popular election, as far as the quality of their work
and above all their incorruptibility is concerned~ because the presid
ent and the part}· supporting him are of course held responsible b)'

the electorate for ensuring that the officials they nominate possess at
least in some sense the qualities expected by the voter.

This American democracy ~ which rests on the principle that every
four years, when the president changes, the 300,000 and more offi
cials he has to nominate will change too, and that every four years
all the governors of the individual states will change] and with them
in turn many thousands of civil servants - tbjs democracy is now
nearing its end. It has been administration by amateurs; for these
officials appointed by the party were nominated according to the
principle that they had rendered services to the party~ for which they
were rewarded with official posts. Few questions were asked about
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their technical qualifications. L'ntil recently, examinations and that
sort of thing were formall}' unknown in American democracy. In fact,
the opposite point of view was often taken~ namely that offices had
to be shared around in rotation to some extent) so that at some point
even'one had a turn of putting their hands in the pork barrel.

~

I have talked to American workers about this on several occasions.
The genuine American Yankee worker enjoys a high level of wages
and education. The pay of an American worker is higher than that
of many an untenured professor at American universities. These
workers ha,re all the forms of bourgeois society, appearing in their
top hats v.dth their v.ives, who have perhaps somewhat less polish and
elegance but otherwise beha"e just like any other ladies, while the
immigrants from Europe flood into the lower strata. \Vhenever I sat
in compan}' with such workers and said to them: 'lIow can you let
yourselves be governed by these people who are put in office without
your consent and who naturally make as much money out of their
office as possible, since they owe their post to the party and pay so
much of their salary back to the part)r in taxes, and then have to leave
office after four years without any pension entitlement; how can you
let yourselves be governed bJ these corrupt people who are notorious
for robbing you of hundreds of millions?'~ 1would occasionally receive
the characteristic reply which I hope I may repeat, word for word
and without adornment: 'That doesn't matter, there's enough money
there to be stolen and still enough left over for others to eam some
thing - for us too. We spit on these 'professionals', these officials.
We despise them. But if the offices are filled by a trained, qualified
class, such as you have in your country~ it will be the officials who
spit on us.'

That was the decisive point for these people. They feared the
emergence of the type of officialdom which already actually exists in
Europe) an exclusive estate (Stand) of university-educated officials
with professional training.

Now the time has, of course, long since past when administration
could still be conducted by amateurs, even in America. Specialist
officialdom is spreading with enormous speed. Professional examina
tions have been introduced. Fonnally, this was at first obligatory only
for certain more technical officials, but the practice quick1}' spread.
There are already about 100)000 officials _to be nominated by the
president who can only be nominated when they have passed che
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examinations. This means that the first and most important step

towards the transformation of the old democracy has already been
taken. It also means that universities in America have begun to play
an entirely different role and that the spirit of the universities has
changed fundamentally too. For~ and this is not always known outside
America, it was the American universities and the strata educated by
them, not the military contractors who exist in every country, who

were the originators of the war. When I was over there in 19°4 the
question American students asked me more than any other was how
fonnal duds are arranged 1n Gennany and how people go about
getting their scars.8 They thought it a chivalrous institution; this was
a sport they had to have too. What was serious about all this was the
fact that, particularly in m)1 subject, the literature was tailored to such
sentiments. It was actually in the best works of the day that I found
the following conclusion: ~It is fortunate that the world economy is
moving in such a direction that the moment will soon be here when
it wiJJ be worth while ('a sound business view J)9 to deprive one another
of world trade by means of war. Then at last we shall see the end of
the age in which we Americans have been undignified dollar-earners;
then a warlike spirit and chivalry will rule the world once more.'
They probably imagined modern war as being like the battle of Fon
tenoy, when the herald of the French called out to the enemy: 'Gen
tlemen of England, you shoot first!' They thought of war as a kind

of knightly sport which would replace the sordid chase after money
with the distinguished (llOrnehm) sensibility of an aristocratic estate,
As you see l this caste judges America in jusr the same way as Amer
ica, in my experience, is often judged in Gennany, and draws its own
conclUSions. The statesmen who mattered emerged from this caste.
This war will result in America's emergence as a state with a large

II Many &tudent fraternities In German)' used to train their member$ in sword-fighting.
Part of the training was to accept unflinchingly sabre curs {ScnmJsu) on the face which
left behind scars,

" "A sound business view' is in English. In using this phrase, \Veber is probabJy rcfl::rring
to T. VebJen 17u Tluory ofBusiness Enurprije (New York, r (04); see, fot example)
p. 398: <Such an ideal [l.e. a militant, coercive home administriition and something
in the way of an imperial l'OUTt life - Eds, 1s not simply a moralist's day-dream; it is
a sound business proposition, in that it lies on the line of poiicy along which th~

business interests are m(}\'ing in their own hehalf.' Weber refers on se\-eraJ occasions
to Veblen's book which intended, <to show in what manner bu:-;iness methods and
husiness principles, in conjunction wl!h mechanical indust1'}'. influence the modern
cultu ral situation' p. 2l).
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anny) an officer corps and a bureaucracy. Even at that time I spoke
to American officers who had littJe sympathy for what American
democracy expected of them. For instancet I happened to be at" the
home of a colleague)s daughter one day when the maid was away ~

maids could give two hours l notice over there. At that moment the
two sons, who were naval cadets, came in and their mother said)
~You)ll have to go out and clear the snow now, otherwise it win cost
me a fine of 100 dollars a day. ~ The sons) who had just been in the
company of German naval officers) thought this was not appropriate
to lhei r station, whereupon the mother said: 4 If you won)t do it, then

I shall have to.'
In America this war win result in the development ofa bureaucracy

and thus in promotion opportunities for people with a university edu
cation (that is, of course, at the root of it as well); in shortl it will
result in America becoming ([uropeanised~ just as quickly as people

say Europe has become Americanised. In large states e,rerywhere
modern democracy is becoming a bureaucratised democracy. This is
how things have to be, for democracy is replacing the noble l arls[O
cratie or other honorary olli(,:ials with a body of paid officials. It is
the same everywhere) within the parties too. This is inescapable) and
it is the first fact which socialismt too, has to reckon with: the neces
sity for long years of specialist training, for constantly increasing
specialisation and for management by specialist officials trained in
this way. The modem economy cannot be managed in any other way.

In particular) this inescapable universal bureaucratisation is pre
cisely what lies behind one of the most frequently quoted socialisl
slogans) the slogan of the ~separarion of the worker from the means
of work'. VVllat does that mean? The worker) so we are told) is (separ

ated' from the material means with which he produces, and on this
separation rests the wage slavery in which he finds himself. By this
is meant the fact that in the l\liddle Ages the worker owned the

technical tools with which he produced, while the modem wage
labourer, of course) neither does nor can own his tools) whether me
mine or factory in question is run by an entrepreneur or the state.
They have in mind, further, the fact that the craftsman himself once
bought the raw materials which he processed) whereas that neither
is nor can be the case with the paid worker of today, and that accord
ingly the product in the Middle Ages was, and still is in places where
crafts survive, at the disposal of the individual craftsman, who couJd
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sell it on the market and derive his own profit from if. ln a large
concern, by contrast, the product is at the disposal, not of the worker
but of the owner of these means of operation (BetriebsmitteQ, who
again may be the state or a private entrepreneur. That is true, but
the fact is h}' no meanS peculiar to the process of economic produc
tion. We encounter the same thing within universities, for example.
The old-time lecturers and university professors worked \\ith me
library and the technical resources which they themselves acquired
or had made for themselves, and the}' (the chemists, for example)
produced with these means the things necessary for carrying on the
business of science (den wissenschaft/ichen Betrieb). By contrast, most
employees within the modern university organisation~ particularly the
assistants in large institutes~ are now in precisely the same situation
as any worker in this respect They can be given notice at an)' time.
Their rights in the rooms of the institute are no different from those
of the worker in the factory. They must conduct themselves, just like
the latter, in accordance with the existing rules and regulations. They
have no ownership of the materials or apparatus, machines and so
on which are used in a department of chemistry or physics, or in a
dissecting room or clinic; these, rather, are the property of the state~

but they are husbanded by the director of the department who levies
charges for their use, while the assistant receives an income which
does not fundamentally differ in amQunt from that of a trained
worker. ·Vt/e find just the same siroation in the miHtalj' sphere. The
knight of olden days was the owner of his horse and his armour. He
had to equip and provision himself. The army constitution of the
time was based on the principle of self··equiprnent. Both in the cities
of antiquity and in the knightly armies of the Middle Ages a man
had to supply his own annourt lance and horse, and bring provisions.
The modern army came into being with the establishment of the
princely household, that is, when the soldier and the officer (who is
indeed something different from other officials, but who corresponds
exactly to the official in this sense) ceased to own the means of
conducting war. It is on this, indeed, that the cohesjon of the modern
arm}' rests. This,. too, is why it was for so long impossible for the
Russian soldiers to escape from the trenches, because of the existence
of this apparatus of the officer corps, the quarter~master general and
other officials, and everyone in the army knew that his whole erist-. .
encc, including his food, depended on the functioning of this appar-
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atus. They were all 'separated' from the means of conducting war,
just as the worker is from the means of carrying out his work. In a
similar position to that of the knight stood the official of the feudal
period, that is, a vassal invested with administrative and judicial
authority. He bore the expense of administration and jurisdiction out
of his 0\\11 pocket and in return took the fees for these seoices. He
was therefore in possession of the means of administration. The
modem state emerges when the prince takes this business into his
own household~ employs salaried officials and thereby brings about
the 'separation' of the officials from the means of conducting their
duties. Evelj"Where we find the same thing: the means of operation
~ithin the factolj', the state administration, the amy and unhrersity
deparnnents are concentrated b)l means of a bureaucratically struc
tured human apparatus in the hands of the person who has command
over (beherrscht) this human apparatus. This is due pard)' to purel}'
technical considerations, to the nature of modem means of opera
tion - machines, artillery and so on - bur pardy simply to the greater
efficiency of this kind of human cooperation: to the deveJopment of
'discipline" the discipline of the armYt office, workshop and business.
In any event it is a serious mistake to think that this separation of
the worker from the means of operation is something peculiar to

industr}, and, moreover, to pn'vatf industry. The basic state of affairs
remains the same when a different person becomes lord and master
of this apparatus, when, say, a state president or minister controls it
instead of a private manufacturer. The {separation' from the means of
operation continues in any case. As long as there are mines, furnaces,
railways, factories and machines, they will never be the property of
an individual or of several individual workers in the sense in which
the materials of a craft in the A-1iddle Ages were the property of one
guild-master or of a local trade cooperative or guild. That is out of
the question because of the nature of present."day technology.

"Vhat,. then, is srxialism in relation to this fact? As I have already
mentioned, the word has many meanings. HoweYer~ what one usuall):
thinks of as the opposite of socialism is a private economic order,
that is a state of affairs in which provision for economic need is in
the hands of private entrepreneurs and is so arranged that these
entrepreneurs procure the material means of operation, officia.ls and
labour force by means of contracts of purchase and wage contracts,
and then have the goods made and sell them on the market at their
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own economic risk and in the expectation of personal gain. Socialist
theory has applied the label (anarchy of production' to this private
economic order) LO because it is unconcemed whether the persona]
interest of the indiyjduaJ entrepreneurs in selling their products (the
profit interest) functions in such a way as to guarantee that those who
need these goods are indeed provided with them.

Historically, there has been a change in the question of which of
a society)s needs should be taken care ofby business (that is privately)
and which should be suppl1edJ not privately) but socialisticallYl in the
widest sense, in other words by planned organisation.

In the Middle Ages, for instance, republics such as Genoa had
their great colonial wars in Cyprus conducted by limited share com
panies, the so-caUed '1\.'laone'. They each contributed a share of the
money necessary, hired mercenaries as appropriate, conquered the
country, received the protection of the republic and, of course,
exploited the country, as plantation land or as a source of taxation,
for their own purposes. The East India Company conquered India
for England in like manner and eJqJloited the country for itself. The
condottiere of the late Renaissance period in Italy belonged in the
same category. Like \\i'allenstein) the last of the type, the contk;ttiere
recruited his army in his own name and out of his own means; a
proportion of the anny's spoils went into his pocket~ and of course
he would stipulate that a certain sum be paid to him by the prince
or king or emperor as a reward for his efforts and to cover his costs.
In a somewhat less autonomous fashion the eighteenth-century col
onel was still an entrepreneur who had to recruit and dothe his own
soldiers. Sometimes) admittedly~ he was partialJy dependent on the
prince)s stores) but he always managed his affairs largely at his own
risk and for his own profit. The conduct of warfare on a private
economic basis was~ therefore, considered quite nonnal, although
this would seem monstrous to us today.

On the other hand, no medieval W"n or guild would e,'er have
thought it conceivable that suppl}ing the town with corn or supplying
the guild with the imported raw materials indispensable to the work
of the master craftsmen, could simply be left to free trade. On the
conttary~ beginning in antiquit}T (on a large scale in Rome) and
throughout the Middle Ages, this was the responsibility of the town

lit See ·On the Situatic;1D of Constitutional Democraq" in Russia', note 64 (p. 7 I above).
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and not of free trade, which only supplemented what the to\\'ll did.
Then things were roughly as they are now during a wartime economy,
when cooperation takes place between large branches of the economy,
what is now generall)' called tjoint state management of the economy'
(Durchstaatlichung).ll

\Vhat characterises our current sltuation is firstly the fact that the
private sector of the economy) in conjunction with private bureau
cratic organisation and hence with the separation of the worker from
the means of operation (Betriehsmitteln), dominates an area dIat has
never exhibited these two characteristics together on §uch a scale at
any time in history) namely the area of industrial production. Secondly
there is the fact mat this process coincides with the introduction
of mechanical production within the factory, and thus with a local
concentration of labour on one and the same premises, with the fact
that the worker is tied to the machine, and with common working
discipline throughout the machine-shop or pit. Above aU else, it is this
discipline which gives OUf present-day way of 'separating' the worker
from me means of work (Arbeitsmittel) its spednc quality.

It was life llved under mese conditions, this factory discipline, that
gave birth to modem socialism. Socialism of the most diverse kinds
has existed everywhere) at every period and in every country in the
world. The unique character of modem socialism could grow only
on thi5 soil.

This subjection to working discipline is felt so acutely b)' the pro
duction worker because) in contra.st to, say) a slave plantation or
enforced labour on a manQrial farm (FTQnhQj),12 a modem production
plant functions on the basis of an extraordinarily severe process of
selection 0uslese). A modern manufacturer does not employ ;ust any
worker, just because he might work for a low wage. Rather he installs
the man at the machine on piece-wages and says: 'All right, now
work~ I shall see how much you earn.' If the man does not prove
himself capable of earning a certain minimum wage he is told: 'we
are sorry, but you are nor suited to this occupation, we cannot use
you.) He is expeUed because the machine is not working to capacity

II Durchs'tulrlidrung-. the idea of progressive and exteJ15llre stale control and direction of
the e<:onOffi}\ but taking a wrporatisl rather than 11 socialiu form_

H Weber mention~ the manorial e.slate (Fmnhoj), on which serfs were obJiged to Jabour
for their feudal lord, during a discussion of \-'arious types of work disdpline jn £~nomJ'

(And Society, pp. [155-6-
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unless the man operating it knows how to utilise it fully. It is the
same~ or similar, everywhere. In contrast to the use of slave labour
in antiquity, where the lord was tied to whatever slaves he had (if
one of them died, it was a capital loss for him), every modem indus
trial firm rests on the principle of selection. On the other hand this
selection is driven to an extreme of intensiry by competition between
entrepreneurs, which ties the individual entrepreneur to certain max
imum wages; the inevitability (Zwangsliiufigkeit) of the workers~ ear
nings corresponds to the inevitability of discipline.

If the worker goes to the entrepreneur today and says, ~\~/e cannot
live on these wages and }'OU could pay us more', in nine out of ten
cases - I mean in peacetime and in those branches of industry where
there is really fierce competition - the employer is in a position to
show the workers from his books that this is impossible: 'My compet
itor pays wages of such and such; if I pay each of you even onI}' so
much more, all the profit I could pay to the shareholders disappears
from my books. I could not carryon the business, for I would get no
credit from the bank.' Thereby he is ,'ery often just telling the naked
truth. Finally) there is the additional point that under the pressure
of competition profitability depends on the elimination of human
labour as far as possible by new, labour-saving machines~ and espe
cially the highest-paid t}pe of workers who cost the business most.
Hence skilled workers must be replaced by unskilled workers or
workers trained directly at the machine. This is inevitable and it
happens all the time.

All this is what socialism understands as 'the rule (Herrschaft) of
things over men', by which they mean the rule of the means over the
end (the satisfaction of needs). It recognises that, whereas in the past
there were individuals who could be held responsible for the fate of
the client, bondsman or slave~ this is impossible today. Therefore it
directs its criticism not at individuals but at the order of production
as such. Any scientifically trained socialist ""ill absolutely refuse to
hold an individual entrepreneur responsible for the fate which befalls
the worker. He will sa}' that the fault lies \"ith the system, with the
compulsions inherent in the situation into which all parties l entre
preneurs and workers alike) are pitched.

To put it positively, what would socialism then be, in contrast
to this system? In the broadest sense of the term, it would be
what is also frequentl}: described as a 'communal economi
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(Gemeinwirtsckaft),ll This means, first of aU, an economy from which
profit is absent - that state of affairs, in other words) whereby private
businessmen direct production on their own account and at their own
risk. Instead, the economy would be in the hands of the officiais of
an association of the people {Volksverhand} which would take over the
running of the business according to principles which we shall discuss
presently. Secondly, the so-caned anarchy of production would there
fore be absent, that is competition among entrepreneurs. At present
many people) especially in Gennany, are saying that, as a result of
the war) we are already actually in the midst of the evolution of such
a 'communal e<::onomy'. In "iew of this) let me point out briefly that
the organised economy of any given people can be based on two
essentially different principles, as far as the method of organisation
is concerned. Firsdy, what is nowadays called tjoint state manage
ment', with which aU those gentlemen who work in the war industries
are doubtless familiar. It rests on the collaboration of all the entre
preneurs in a particular branch of industry with state officials, be
they civilian or military. In this way supplies of raw materials, pro..
curement of credit, prices, and customers can be regulated largely
according to a plan; the state can share in the profits and in the
decision-making of these cartels. Now some think that the entrepren
eur is then under the 5upenision of these officials, and that produc
tion is controlled by the state. They claim that this means we already
have i true', igenuine' socialism, or are moving in that direction. In
Gennany, however, there is widespread scepticism about this theory.
I shall leave on one side the question of how things work in wartime.
However, anyone who can count knows that the economy could not
be carried on in peacetime as it is now if we are not to go to our
ruin, and iliat in peacetime this kind of state control, that is the
compulsory cartelisation of the entrepreneurs in each branch of
industry and the participation of the state in these cartels with a share
in the profits in exchange for me concession of extensive rights of
control, would in fact not mean the control of industry by the state
but the control of the state by industry. \Vhat is more, this would
take a most unpleasant form. \Vithin the cartels the representatives

11 Thi!> concept of a ~national communal econom}" (Gem~i"1I'irrschaji) is another formu
lation of the idea of the corpor3.tist state. \\~, Rathenau and W, von .'\1oeUendorff
were Jeading e~on ents of this programme, Von MoeUendorff was th f' author of
Damche GtmeintDimdtaft (Berlin I 191 ti),
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of the state would sit at the same table as the factory owners
(}'abn'kherren) who would he far superior to them in knowledge of
their industry) in commercial training) and in the degree of their
self-interest. In parliamentl however~ would sit the representatives of
the workers and they would demand that those state representati\'esl _

must ensure high wages on the one hand and low prices on the other;
fort they would saYt thel would have the power to do so. On the

other hand~ in order not to ruin its finances~ the sta"e~ which would
be sharing in the profit and loss of such a syndicate, would naturally
have an interest in high prices and low wages. Finally, the pri,rate
members of the s)'ndicares would expect the state to guarantee the
profitability of their concerns. In the eyes of the workers~ therefore,
such a state would appear to be a class state in the truest sense of
the word, and I doubt whether that is politically desirable. I have
even greater doubts about whether it would be prudent to represent

this state of affairs now to the workers as genuinely 'true' socia1ism~

although mere may seem to be an obvious temptation to do so. For
the workers would very soon discover that the fate of a worker who
works in a mine does nor change in the slightest if the pit is a private
or a state concern. The life of a worker in the coal-mines of the Saar
is just the same as in a private pit: if the pit is badly runJ showing
little profit, then things are bad for the men too. The difference,
however, is that it is impossible to strike against the state, so that the

dependence of me worker is quite substantialll increased under this
kind of state socialism. That is one of the reasons why social demo
cracy is generally opposed to this ~joint state management' of the
economy, this fornl of socialism, It is a community of carte1isation.
As before, what rnatters is profit ~ the question of how much is
earned by the individual industrialists who have joined forces in the
cartelJ of which the state exchequer is now one, continues to deter
mine the lines along which the economy is run. The embarrassing

thing would be thatJ whereas the political and private-economic bur
eaucracies (of s~lldicates, banks, and giant concerns) exist alongside
one another at present, as separate entities, so that economic power
can stiJl be curbed by political power, the two bureaucracies would
then be a single body with identical interests and could no longer be
supervised or controlled. In any e"ent, profit would not be done away
with as the lode-star of production. Yet the state as such would then
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have to take its share of the workers' hatred, which is directed at the

entrepreneurs at present.
The outright antithesis of this, in the last-named respect, could

only be represented by something like a consumer organisation,
which would ask: which needs are to be satisfied within the area of

this state economy? You are probably aware that numerous consumer
associations, notably in Belgium, have gone over to setting up their
own factories. If one imagined this principle being extended and
put in the hands of a state organisation, it would be a totally and
fundamentally different kind of socialism - a socialism of the con
sumers. To date no one has the slightest notion of where its leaders
are to come from, and it is quite obscure where the interested parties
might be found who would bring it into being. Experience has shown
that consumers as such are only capable of organisation to a very
limited extent. People with a !ipecific commercial interest can be

brought together very easily when they are sho\\'11 that b}' doing so
the~' achieve a profit or their profitability will be guaranteed; this is
what makes it possible to create a 'socialism of entrepreneurs' of the
kind Tt:presented by (joint state management'. On the other hand it is
extraordinarily difficult to unite people who have nothing in common
except their desire to buy things, or to prO\~de for themselves,
hecause the whole situation of the purchaser is a harrier to socialis
ation; even the present stan'ation, in Germany at least, has not been
abfe to persuade the house",ives from the mass of the population (or
has onl)' done so with great difficult}') to accept war canteen meals,
which every'one found excellend)r prepared and palatable, instead of
their own amateurish individual cookingt although the canteen meals
were far cheaper.

Having made these pre1iminalJ' ohservations, I come finally to the
kind of socialism to which the socialist mass parties as the}' are today,
that is the social-democratic parties, are wedded in their programmes.

The document which lays the foundation of this form of socialism

]"' the Communist Manifesto, written in 1847 and pubHshed and
distributed in January r848 by Karl f\.larx and Friedrich Engels. Of
its kind this document, however strongly we may reject its crucial
theses (at least I do)) is a scholarly achie,rement of the highest order.
One cannot deny this, nor may one do so, because nobody would
believe one's denial and because it is impossible to deny it with a
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dear conscience. Even the theses in it which we nowadays reject
contain an inspired error which has had very far-reaching and per
haps not always pleasant political consequences, but which has had
very fruitful effects on scholarship, more so than many a work of
uninspired correctness. One thing must be said at the outset about
the Communist Manifesto: it refrains, in intention if not always in its
execution, from moralising. It simply does not occur to the authors
of the Communist iWanifesl(j~ at least according to their own contention
(in reality they were men of "ery strong feelings who by no means
always remained true to this claim), to rant about the baseness and
u-ickedness of the world. Nor do they think it is their task to say,
~This or that is arranged in a particular way in the world and it should
be arranged differently, namel}' in such and such a way.) Rather the
Communist Manifesto is a prophetic document; it prophesies the demise
of the private economic, or, as it is usually cal1ed~ capila~ist organis
ation of society, and the replacement of this societ}.., as a transitional
stage in the first instance t b)' a dictatorship of the proletariat. How
evert be}'ond this transitional stage lies the true, ultimate hope: the
proletariat cannot free itself from servitude without putting an end to
all rule by man over man. That is the rea] prophecy~ the core of the
manifesto, without which it would never have been written and with
out which it would never have achieved its great historical effect.
How is this prophecy to be fulfiUed? That is stated in one of the
cardinal points of the manifesto~ the proletariat, the mass of the
workers) will first, through their leaders, seize political power for
themselves. However, this is a transitional stage which will lead to
an 'association of indh-iduals', as it is called there. This, t:hen~ is the
last stage of historical development.

The Communist -~lanifisto is silent about what this association ",ill
look like, as are all the manifestos of all socialist parties. \Ve are
infonned that this is something one cannot know. It is only possible
to say that our present society is doomed, that it will fall by a law of
nature, and chat it will be replaced in the first instance by the dic~

tatorship of the proletariat. But of what comes after tha t, nothing can
yet be foretold~ except that there 'Will be no rule b}' man over man.

What reasons are advanced for the claim that the demise of the
present fonn of society is made inevitable by a Jaw of nature? For it
takes place strictly according to the law of nature: that was the second
central tenet of this solemn prophecy which won for it the jubilant
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faith of the masses. At one point Engels uses the following image:
just as the planet earth "ill eventually plunge into the sun, so this
capitalist society is doomed to destruction, H \Vhat reasons are

advanced for this?
The first is as follows: a social class like the bourgeoisie - by which

is always meant, in the first instance, the entrepreneurs and all those
who direcdy or indirectly have 3 community of interest with them 
such a ruling class can onl~r maintain its rule if it can guarantee at least
bare subsistence to the subjugated class, the wage-earners. That, say
the authors, was the case with slavery, it was so under the s)'stem of
enforced labour on the manorial farm, and so on. I·fere the people
were assured of at least bare subsistence, therefore the rute of the
ruling classes couid be maintained. The modem bourgeoisie cannot
do this, howe\+er. It is unable to do so, because competition between
entrepreneurs compels them to undercut one other progressively and l

thanks to the creation of new machines, repeatedly to throw workers
breadless on the streets. The}' must have at their disposal a broad
stratum of the unemployed) the so-called 'industrial resen'e ann}",
from which they can at any time select any number of suitable workers
for their factories, and it is precisely this stratum that is being created
by increasing mechanical automation. The result is, however, or so
the Communist -lHaniftsto still believed, that an e\'er-increasing class
of the pennanendy unemployed, of 'paupers) IS appears) and under
cuts the minimum subsistence level) so that the proletarian stratum
does not even get its bare means of livelihood guaranteed by this
social order. \\bere this is the case, society becomes untenable, and
at some point it collapses as the result of a revolution.

This so-called theory of immiseration, in this form) has nowada)fs
been abandoned as incorrect, explicitly and without exception by all
sections of Social Democraq'. In the jubilee edition of the Communist
Manifesto it was expressly conceded b}' its editor, Karl Kautsky~ that
developments had taken another path and not this one. The chesis
is upheld in a different, re-interpreted form which, inddentallYt is
also not undisputed, but which at any rate has shc:'d its former,
pathos-laden character. Be that as it may, on what basis could a

l~ Weber is referring to Engels, Sm:ialism' l.//opian and Scientifir, in K, Marx and
F, EngeJs, Sel((!((/ Jlam (M05COW, J (62») p. J 4).

t ~ Weber uses the English word,
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revolution have any chance of succeeding? Might it not be doomed to

fail over and over ag-ain?
This brings us to the second argument: competition between

entrepreneurs means victory for the man who is stronger by virtue
of his capital and his business abilities, but above all his capital.
This means an e,rer-diminishing number of entrepreneurs, since the
weaker ones are eliminated. The smaller this number of entrepren

eurs becomes, the greater, in relative and absolute terms, become
the numbers of the proletariat. At some point, however, the number
of entrepreneurs will have contracted so far that it will be impossible
for them to maintain their rule, and then it will be possible, perhaps
quite peaceably and politely - let us say, in return for a life-annuity 
to expropriate these ~expropriators\ for they will see that the ground
has become so hot under their feet, and that they are now so few in
number, that the)' cannot maintain their rule.

This thesis, albeit in modified form, is still upheld today. However,
it has become dear mat, nowadays at leastr it is not genera.fly correct
in any form. In the first place, it is not valid for agricuJrure where,
on the contrary, there has been a greater increase in the numbers of
farmers in very many cases. Furthennore) it has proved to he not so
much incorrectr as different in its consequences from what was
expected, as far as large sections of industry are concemed, where it
has become dear that a simple contraction in the number of entre
preneurs is not the whote process. The elimination of those with a
weak capital base takes the form of their subjugation by finance cap
ital, by organisations of cartels or trusts. As a side-effect of these
very complex processes, however, a rapid rise in the number of clerks,

in the bureaucracy of the private sector, takes place - its growth rate
being statistically much greater than that of the workers - and it is
far from clear that the interests of these bureaucrats point in the
direction of a proletarian dictatorship. Then there is the creation of

highly diverse and very complicated types of interest-participationt

which means that one cannot maintain at present that there is a
decline in the power and number of those with direct and indirect
vested interests in the bourgeois order. For the time being, at any

rate, it is not the case that one could give a definite assurance that
in the future onl}' half a dozen~ a few hundred or a few thousand
capitalist magnates will confront, in isolation. millions upon millions
of proletarians.
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The third argument, finally, was the calculation of the effects of
crises. Because entrepreneurs compete "'1m one another (and then
there follows an important hut vel)' involved discussion in the classic
socialist texts, which I must spare you}, it is inevitable that periods
of o\'erproduction will constantl}' recur, alternating with bankruptcies,
collapses and so-called 'depressions'. Marx only hinted at this in the
Comm1.mist ~#aniftstQ) but it later became a minutely elaborated
theory - these periods foUow one another at fixed intervals~ v.~th the
regularity of a law. In fact, such crises have recurred with approximate
regularity for nearly a cenrury. As even the leading scholars in our
subject are not yet completely agreed as to the reasons for this~ it
would be quite out of the question to discuss it here at the moment.

Classic socialism, then l built its hopes on these crises. It hoped
above all that, by a law of nature, they would increase in intensity
and destructive power, producing a frightening mood of revolution,
that they would accumulate and multiply and at some point create
such an attnosphere that the preservation of this economic order
would no longer be attempted even in non-proletarian circles.

Essentially this hope has been abandoned today. For although the
danger of a crisis has certainly not disappeared, its relative importance
has decreased now that entrepreneurs have mo"ed from ruthless
competition to the creation of cartels, in other words since they began
to eliminate competition to a large extent by the regulation of prices
and turnm..er) and, furthermore, now that the great banks) inc1uding~

for example, the Gennan Rekhsbank, ha"e taken steps to ensure, by
the regulation of credit supply~ that periods of over-speculation also
occur to a much lesser extent than before. Thus t while we cannot say
that it 'ha~ proved to be unfounded', this third hope of the Communist
Manifesto and its successors has at least undergone a major shift in
its presuppositions.

Thus the hopes, full of high pathos, which the Communist ..l1anifesto
once placed in the collapse of bourgeois societ:}' have been replaced
by very much more sober expectations. These jndude~ firstly) the
theolJ! that socialism will come about of its own accord, by evolution,
because economic production is becoming increasingly 'socialised~.

What this means is that share companies with salaried managers
are taking the place of indh:idual entrepreneurs, and That businesses
belonging to the state, municipalities and single-purpose associations
are being set up which are no longer to be based, as before, on the
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risk and profit of a single (or indeed any) private entrepreneur. This
is accurdte1 though it must be added that a share company very often
conceals one or several financial magnates who control the general
meeting; every shareholder knows that shortly before the annual gen
eral meeting he will receive a communication from his bank asking
him to make over his "ote to them J if he does not wish to go and
vote himself, which is pointless for him in the face of a capital of
millions of crowns. Above all, however, this kind of socialisation
means on the one hand an increase of officialdom, of specialist, com
mercially or technically trained clerks, and on the other, an increase
in the numbers of renticrs, a stratum of people who just draw divi
dends and interest~ withou[ doing mental work for it, as the entre
preneur does, but who are conunitted to the capitalist system through
their interests in all their sources of income. It is in publicly owned
concerns and those of single-purpose associations, however, that the
official, not the worker) rules completely and exc1ush"ely; here it is
more difficult for the worker to achieve anything by strike action than
it is against private entrepreneurs. It is the dictatorship of the official)
not that of the worker, which, for the present at any rate, is on the
advance.

Secondly, there is the hope that the machine, as it causes the old
class of specialists~ the skilled craftsman and those highly skilled
workers who filled the old English Trade Unions)16 to be replaced
by unskilled workers and thus makes anyone capable of working at
any machine, will bring about such unity in the working class thal the
old divisl0n into different occupations wiU cease, the consciousness of
this unity will become ovenvhelming and will benefit the struggle
against the propertied class. The answer to this is not entirely uni
form. It is correct that the machine tries to replace to a very great
extent the highly paid and skilled workers, for every industry naturally
seeks to introduce precisel): those machines which ",-m replace the
workers who are hardest to come by. The fastest growing stratum in
industry today is that of the so-called 'semi-skilled' workers, that is
not the skilled workers who, under the old scheme, followed a par
ticular course of instruction, but rhose who are put directly at the
machine and trained on the spot. Even so, many of them are still

r~ Vtreber ·uses the lnglish renn: Idle ahen eng!ischen Gewerkschaften, die Trade
Unions'.
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specialists to a considerable extent. h takes several years, for examples
for a weaver trained like this to reach the highest degree of skills that
is to make the fullest use of the machine for the entrepreneur and
earn the highest wage for himself. Certainly, the typical nonnal train
ing period for other categories of workers is substantially less than
for that cited here. Neverthelesss while this increase in semi-skilled
workers means a noticeable decline in occupational specialisation)
it does not mean irs elimination. On the other side, professional
specialisation and the need for specialist education are growing at all
levels in production above that ofthe workers, down to the chargehand
and the overseer, while the relative number of persons belonging to
this stratum is growing at the same time. Admittedly, they too are
Jwage slaves', but they are mosdy not on piece-wages or weekly wages,
but on a fixed salary. Above all, the worker naturally hates the fore
man, who is perpetually breathing down his neck, far more than the
factory owner, and the factory owner in turn more than the share
holder, although the shareholder is the one who really draws his
income without working, while the industrialist has to do very arduous
mental work, and the foreman slands much closer still to the worker.
The same thing happens in the army: in general it is the corporal
who attracts the strongest antipathy or at least is likely to do so, as
far as I have been able to obsen'e. In any case, the development of
the entire stratification is far from being unequivocally proletarian.

Finally, there is the argument based on the increasing standardis
ation or uniformity of production. Everything everywhere seems to
be striving - and war in particular promotes this tendency to a high
degree - towards increasing uniformity and interchangeability of
products, and more and more extensive schematisation of businesses.
Only in the highest circle of entrepreneurs, they say~ does the old,
free, pioneer spirit of the bourgeois entrepreneurs of the past still
rule, and even here it is 1n steady decline. Consequently, so the
argument runs, it is becoming ever more possible to manage this new
production even if one does not have the specific entrepreneurial
qualities which bourgeois society insists are indispensable for busi
ness. This supposedly holds true of cartels and trusts in particular~

which have installed a huge staff of officials in place of individual
entrepreneurs. This again is very true~ but again anI}' with the same
reservation, namely that this standardisation too enhances the import-

. ance of one social stratum, that of the officials, who have to be edu-
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cated in a quite definite way, and who therefore (it must be added)
have the character of a definite estate. It is no coincidence that we
see commercial high schools, trade and technical colleges springing

up like mushrooms evef)'\\'here. At least in Germany, this is due in
part to the desire to join a student (colours~ fraternity at these col

leges, to get scars on ones face, to become capable of ~gi,'ing satisfac
tion' in a duel and therefore of being an officer in the Reserve, and
later on in the office to have a better chance of the hand of the boss's
daughter - in other words, the desire to be assimilated into the strata
of so-called ~societJ'. :r\othing is further from the minds of this class
than solidarity with the proletariat; indeed, their aim is, rather, to

differentiate themselves increasingly from the proletariat. In varying
degrees, but noticeably, the same is true of many sub-strata among
these office workers. They all strive at least for similar qualities of
this estate, be it for themselves or for their children. One cannot say

that an unambiguotJ.s trend towards proletarianisation exists today.
Be that as it may, these arguments show at any rate that the old

revolutionary hope of catastrophe, which lent the Communist Manifesto
its emotive power, has given waJ to an evolutionary view which sees
the old economy with irs masses of competing enterprises gradually
growing into a regulated economy~ whether this regulation is to be
carded out by officials of the state or by cartels with me participation
of officials. This, rather than the fusion of individual firms under the

pressure of competition and crises, now emerges as the preliminary
to a truly socialist society in which men w111 no longer rule over men.
This evolutional)' mood, which expects the socialist sodety of the
future to develop out of this slow transformation~ had in fact already
replaced the old catastrophe theory in the minds of the trade unions
and many socialist intelJectuals before the war, This led people to

draw the familiar conclusions. So-called 'revisionism' came into
being. Some of its o",n leaders were at least partially aware that it

was a grave step to deprivE' the masses of their faith in the sudden
dawning of a blissful futurt, a faith which had been gi\ten to them
by a gospel which prodaimed r like the Christians of old: 'Salvation
may come this velJ' night.' A creed such as the Communist Manifesto
and the later catastrophe theory can be dethroned) but then it is
almost impossible to replace it with another. Meanwhile, develop
ments have long since overtaken this debate in the struggle ",ith the
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old orthodoxy, which arose out of scruples about the orthodox faith.
The struggle became mixed up with the question of whether, and
how far, Social Democracy, as a party, should engage in 'practical
politics' in the sense of entering coalitions with bourgeois parties,
participating in politically responsible leadership by taking over minis
terial posts, and thereby endeavouring to improve the present Jot of
the workers; or whether that would be tclass treachery' and political
heresy) as the confirmed politician of catastrophe would narurally be
bound to regard it. Meanwhile, however, other questions of principle
have arisen, and on them opinions are divided. Let us suppose that
by a process of gradual evolution, entailing general cartelisatiofi,
standardisation and bureaucratisation, the economy were to develop
in such a way that it would be technically possible at some point to
introduce a fonn of regulation to replace today's private, entrepren
eurial economic system, and hence private ownership of the means
of production, thus completel}' eliminating the entrepreneur. J¥ho
would then take over and command this new economy? On this point
the CommuniSJ Manifesto remained resolutely silent, or rather it
expressed itself very ambiguously.

\\'~at is that 'association'~ of which the Manifesto speaks, to look
like? \Vhat, in particular) can socialism show by way of germ cells of
such organisations, in case the oppommity should in fact ever come
its way of seizing power and exercising it as it pteases? In the German
Reich, and probably everywhere, socialism has two categories of
organisation. Firstly, me political party of Social Democracy with its
members of parliament, the editors~ party officials and shop stewards
it employs, and the local and central associations, by whom these
people are elected or emplo}'ed. Secondly, the trade unions. Each
of these two organisations can assume both a revolutionary and an
evolutionaf}' character. On the question of which character they have,
and which it is intended and desired that they should ha,re in the
future, opinions diverge.

If we take the hope of re,rolullon as our starting point1 there are
two mutually opposed views. The first was that of normal Marxism,
based on the old tradition of the Communist Manifesto. It pinned all
its expectations on the political dictatorship of the proletariat and
considered it necessary to regard the political party organisation, ine\'~

itably tailored to the election campaign, as the vehicle of this
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dictatorship. The partYt or a political dictator with its support, was
to seize political power and this was to lead to the new organisation

of society.
This revolutionary tendency turned against two sets of opponents.

FirstlYf those trade unions which were nothing more than trade
unions hi the old English sense, which is to say, wlth absolutely no
interest in these plans for me future because they seemed a long way
off, and chiefly intent on fighting for the working conditions which
would make life possible for them and their children~ high wages t

short working hours, industrial protection and so on. Radical political
Marxism turned against this kind of trade unionism on the one hand.
On the other it opposed what has been called 'Millerandism' since
MiJlerand became a minister in France t me exclusively parliamentary
form taken by socialism)s policy of compromise. That, the revolution
aries sa}', is a policy which leads to the leaders being much more
interested in their ministerial portfolios and to the lower-Jevelleaders
being more interested in getting an official position than in revolution;
this) they allege. kills the revolutionary spirit. The 'radical) ~ 'orthodox'
line. in the old sense, has been joined by a new one in the course of
the last few decades which is usually termed 'syndicalism', from syn
dicat., the French tenn for the trade union. Just as the old radicalism
wants the aim of the political party organisation to be given a revolu
tionary interpretation} so syndicalism wants a revolutionary inter
pretation of the trade unions. It starts from the assumption that it
will not be political dicatorship, not the political leaders, and not the
officials who are appointed by these political leaders~ but the trade
unions and their federation who~ when the great moment has comet
wiU take me control of the economy into their own hands via so-called
adion direete. Syndkalism derives from a somewhat stricter under
standing of the class character of the movement. The working class
is to be the bearer of the final liberation. All those politicians who
loaf about the capital cities and are only interested in how this or
that ministry is doing or what chance this or that parliamentary con
stellation haSt are people with vested political interests~ not class com
rades. Behind their interests in their constituency there are always
the interests of editors and prhrate officials who wish to profit from
the number of votes gained. S}ndicalism rejects all these interests
which are bound up with the modern parliamentary electoral system.
Only the real working class, which is organised in the trade unions t
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can create the new society. Away with the professional politicians
who live for, which in truth means from politics, and not for the
creation of a new economic society. The typical instruments of the
syndicalists are the general strike and terror. They hope that the
general strike (through the sudden paralysis of all production) will
impel those invoh'ed, in particular the entrepreneurs, to renounce
their management of the factories and place it in the hands of com
mittees to be formed by the trade unions. Terror, which some pro~

claim openly, some secretly, and some re)ect - opinions diverge
here - 1S what this organisation is to strike into the ranks of the
decisive ruling strata in order to paralyse them politically as well.
This syndicalism is, of course, the form of socialism which really is
a quite ruthless opponent of any kind of army organisation, since
every kind of anny organisation creates interested parties, right do"",n
to the N .C.O., even to the ordinary soldier who, tempOl11ril}' at least,
is dependent for his food on the functioning of me military and state
machine, is therefore partially lnterested in the actual failure of the
general strike, and is an obstacle to it at the least. Its opponents are,
firstly, all political socialist parties which are active in parliament. At
most parliament could be used by the syndicalists as a rostrum from
which to proclaim constantly, under the protection of parliamentary
immunity, that the general strike "ill and must come, and thereby
whip up the revolutionary passions of the masses. Even this distracts
syndicalism from its real cask, however, and is therefore suspect;
however, to practise parliamentary politics seriously is not merely
nonsense but, from this point of view, simply objectionable. Among
their opponents are, of course t aU evolutionists of every kind. These
may be trade unionists who just want to fight to improve working
conditions~ on the contrary, the syndicalists must argue, the poorer
the wages) the longer the working hours) the worse the conditions in
general, the greater is the chance of a general strike. Or they may be
the party-political type of evolutionists, who say the state today is
growing into socialism because of increasing democratisation (for
which the syndicalists have the greatest abhorrence - they prefer
tsarism). In the view of the slndicalists this is of course gross self
deception, to sa}' the least. Now the critical question is this~ where
do the syndicalists hope to find people to take charge of production?
For it would of course be a grave error to think that a trade unionist)
however highly trained, even if he has been at his job for years and
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knows the working conditions perfectly, therefore understands the
rnnning (Betrieb) of the factory as such~ since the management of all
modem factories is based entirely on ca1culation~ knowledge of the
products, knowledge of denland and technical schooling - all things
which need increasingly to be practised by specialists, and which the
trade unionists, the real workers, have absolutely no opportunity to
learn about. Therefore, whether they like it or not, they too "Will have
to rely on non-workers, on ideologues from the intellecrual strata.
Indeed it is remarkable that - in flat contradiction of the dictum that
salvation can only come from the real workers uniting in the trade
union federation and not from politicians or any outsiders - within
the syndicalist movement, which had it" main centres in France and
Italy before the war, there are vast numbers of intellectuals with a
university education. \Vhat are they looking for in syndicalism? It is
the romanticism of the general strike and the romanticism of the hope
of re~olution as such which enchants (hezaubm)17 these intellectuals.
If one looks at them, one can see that they are romantics, emotionally
unfit for everyday life or averse to it and its demands, and who there
fore hunger and thirst after the great revolutionary miracle - and the
opportunity of feeling that even they will be in power one day. Of
course, there are men of organisational gifts amongst them. The
question :is whether the workers would submit to their dictatorship.
Certainly~ in wartime, with the incredible upheavals it brings in its
wake, and because of the fate the workers endure, especially under
the effects of hunger, even the mass of the workers may be seized
b)' syndicalist ideas and, if they have weapons to hand~ they may seize
power under the leadership of such intellectuals, if the political and
military collapse of a state affords them the opportunity to do so.
However, I cannot see people with the skills to manage production
in peacetime either amongst me trade union members themselves or
among the syndicalist intellectuals. The great experiment now is:
Russia. The difficulty is that today we cannot look over the border
to find out how the management of production is being carried on
in reality. From what one hears) what is happening is the foHowing:
the Bolshevik govemmentt which, as we know, consists of inteUec-

I' Syndi~aJism is, for Weber, an uarnp!e of a way ()f thinking and feding whi<:h is
anractive because it seems to r~Slore lO the world the ~enchantmemt (Zauher) which
the ~dvance of rationality js destroying everywhere in a process of {Ent7..auberung der
Welr'; see) for example, Max IYeh(T"'s 'Scirnte as Il Vocation', ed. P. Lassman and I.
VelQdy {London, IQ89}, p. 30-
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tuals some of whom studied here in Vienna and in Germany and,
among whom there are only a few Russians, has now gone over to
the re-introduction of piece work in those factories which are working
at an - 10 per cent of peacetime production, according to Social
Democratic reports - for the reason that output would suffer other

wise. They lea"e the entrepreneurs at the head of the firms because
the}' alone have the expert knowledge t and pay them very considerable

subventions. Furthermore l they have adopted the practice of paying
officers' salaries to officers of the old regime, because the}' need an
army and have realised that is impossible without trained officers.
\Vhether these offi(;ers~ when the)' once again ha,'e the troops under
their command, ",ill continue to put up with being led by these intel
lectuals, seems questionahle to me. For the moment, of course, the~'

have been ohliged to do so. Finally, by \"ithdrawing the bread card,
the Bolshe\iks ha\'e forced part of the bureaucracy to work for them

too. However, in the long tenn the state machinery and economy
cannot be run in this way, and the experiment is as yet not very
encouraging.

The astonishing thing is simply that this organisation has func
tioned at all for as long as it has. It has been able to do so because
it is a military dictatorship~ not, it is true~ of generals, but of corporals,
and because the war-weary soldiers returning from the front joined
forces with the land-hungry peasants, accustomed to agrarian com~

munism, or the soldiers with their weapons wok possession of the
villages by force, exacting contributions there and shooting down
anyone who came too near them. It is the onl)' large-scale experiment
with a (proletarian dictatorship~ to ha,'e been undertaken to date, and
we can give an assurance, in aU honesty, that on the German side
the discussions in Brest-Litovsk were conducted in complete good
faith, in the hope of achieving real peace with these people. 'fhis
happened for a variety of reasons: those who had vested interests in

bourgeois society were in favour of this approach because they said,
'For Heaven's sake, let us allow them to carry out their experiment
It is bound to fail and then it will serve as a warning. l The rest of us
were in favour because ,..'e said, 'If this experiment were to succeed
and we were [0 see that culture is possible on this basis, then we
would be converted.'

The man who prevented that happening was Herr Trotskv~ who
was not content to carry out this experiment in his own house and
to place his hopes on the fact that) if it succeeded, it would result in
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unrivalled propaganda for socialism throughout the whole world.
With the typical vanity of the Russian litterateur, he wanted more,
and he hoped, b)' means of ,vars of words and the misuse of such
words as 'peace' and ~se]f-determination', to unleash civil war in
Germany. He waSt however, so ill-infonned as to be ignorant of the
facr that at least two-thirds of the German anny is recruited from
the countryside and a further one-sixth from the petite bourgeoisie,
for whom it would be a genuine pleasure to slap do"n the workers,
or anyone else who wanted to start any such revolution. One cannot
make peace with people who are fighting for their faith. One can
only render them harmless) and that was the meaning of the ulti
matum and the enforced peace at Brest. Every socialist must realise
this, and I do nor know any, of whatever direction, who does not
realise it, at least inward]~I.

When one gets into discussion with today's socialists and wishes
to proceed in good faith (which is the onJy prudent course), there are~

in the present situation, two questions to put to them. Firstly: \\tbat
is their attitude towards evolutionism) that is, to the notion which
is a fundamental dogma of what is nowadays regarded as orthodox
Marxism) namely that socicty and its economic system is evolving
strictly in accordance with the laws of nature, by stages, as it wert,
and mat therefore a socialist society can never come about anywhere
until bourgeois society has reached full maturity? This, even in social
ist opinion, is not yet the case anywhere) for there are still small
peasants and artisans. 'Wbat, then, is the attitude of the sodalists in
question to this basic evolutionary dogma? It will then emerge that,
outside Russia 'at least', they all base themselves on this assumption,
that is all of them, even the most radical of them, expect a bourgeois
social order, not a society led by the proletariatt to come about as the
only possible outcome of a revolution, because nowhere is the time
yet ripe for the latter. The); hope simply that the social order, in
some of its featurcs t wi]] be a few steps nearer ro that final stage from
which, it is hoped, the transition to the socialist order of the future
win one day result.

Ifasked to answer on his conscience, every honest socialist intellec
tual will have to give this reply. As a result, there is indeed a brood
stratum of Social Democrats within Russia, the so-called l\1ensh
eviks~ who rake the point of view that this Bolshevik experiment of
grafting a sociaJist order onto the current state of bourgeois society
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from above is not only nonsense) it is an offence against Marxist
dogma. The terrible mutual hatred of these two factions stems from
this dogmatic charge of heresy.

Now if the overwhelming majority of the leaders, at least all the
ones I have ever known, take this evolutionary position, one is of
course iustified in asking the question: 'What, in these circumstances,
particularly in wattime~ is a revolution actually supposed to achieve,
from their own point of "iew?' It may bring civil war and with it,
perhaps, victory for the Entente, but not a socialist society; moreover
it can and will bring about, amidst the ruins of the state, a regiment
ofvested interests from the peasantry and the petite bourgeoisie ~ that
is, the most radical opponents of a~y kind of socialism. Above all, it
would bring with it immense destruction of capital and disorganis
ation, retarding the social development demanded by Marxism)
which, after all, presupposes the progressive saturation of the eco..
nomy with capital. Yet one must remember that the '~lest European
former is a different type from the Russian peasant living in his agrar
ian communism. There the crucial point is the land question, which
is not important at all here. The German fanner, at least~ is an
individualist nowadays and dings to his inheritance and his soiL He
is unlikely to be persuaded otherwise. He is more likely to ally himself
with the farge landed proprietor than with the radical socialist workerl

if he believes there is any threat to these things,
From the point of view of socialist hopes for the future, then, the

prospects for a wartime revolution are now the worst imaginable,
even if it were to succeed. Under the most favourable circumstances,
it could only mean that political arrangements would approach the
form desired by democrat')'; dlis, however, would pun it away from
sociaJism because of the economicaf/y reactionary consequences it
would be bound to ha'le. No fair-minded socialist may deny that
either.

The second question is the attitude towards pellce. 'A'e are all aware
that radical socialism today has become fused with pacifist leanings
in the minds of the masses, \\.'ith the desire for peace to be concluded
as quickly as possible. Now it is quite dear, and every leader of
radical, that is truly revolutionary Social Democracy, must, if asked,
admit honest1y~ that for him, the leader, peace is not his most decisive
concern. IIf we have the choice/ he is bound to say, if he is quite
candid, 'between another three years) war and then revolution on the
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one hand, and immediate peace without revolution on the otherJ then
of course we are in favour of the three years~ war.' Let him settle
this with his fanaticism and his conscience. The question is, howeverJ

whether the majority of the troops who have to stick it out in the
field, including the socialists, hold the same opinion as the leaders
who dictate this sort of thing to them. And of course it is onl}r fair
and completely in order to compel them to show their colours. It has
been dearly admitted that Trotsky did not want peace. Nowadays, no
socialist I know disputes that an}' longer. But the same applies to the
radical leaders in every country. Given the choice, they too would
not want peace above all else. If it served the cause of revolution, that
is civil war, they would rather choose war. \Var in the interest of
revolution, although in their own opinion (I repeat) this revolution
cannot lead to a socialist society~ they hope only that it will lead, at
most, to a 'higher' (from a socialist standpoint) stage of development
of bourgeois society, one which would be somewhat nearer than that
of today (how much, it is impossible to say) to the socialist society
that "'ill arrive sometime in the future. Yett for the reasons outlined
above, preciseJy this hope is extremely dubious.

A debate with convinced socialists and revolutionaries is always an
awkward affair. In my experience t one never convinces them. One can
only force them into showing their colours to their own supporters on
the question of peace on the one hand) and on the question of what
revolution is actually supposed to achieve on the other, that is on the
question of evolution by stages~ which remains a tenet of true Marx
ism to the present day and has only been rejec£ed in Russia by a
local sect there who thought Russia could simply miss out these West
European stages of development. This is a thoroughly fair way to
proceed, as well as being the onl}' effecti\'e or possible one. For it is
my opinion mat there is no wa}' to eliminate socialist convictions and
socialist hopes. Every working class will always return to socialism in
some sense or other. The only question is whether [his socialism is
one that can be toJerated, from the point of view of the interests of
the state t and, at present in particular, from the point of view of
military interests. No form of rule, not even a proletarian one) like
that of the Paris Commune or that of the Bolsheviks at present, has
ever got by without martial law when there was a threat to the founda
tions of its discipline. This much Trotsky conceded with laudable
honesty. But the more surely the U'oops feel that the conduct of the
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military courts is detennined only by the objective (sachlich) interest in
maintaining discipline, (and not by the interests of any class or party))
so tha( only what is objectively inevitable in war OC{:UfS, the more
unshaken the foundations of military authority "Nill remain.
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Th.e first president of the Reich was elected by the National Assem
bly. In future the presidenJ of the Reich absolutely musJ be elected direct!)!
hy the people. The decisive reasonS for this are as foHows~

(1) Regardless ofwharever name it is given and whatever changes are
made to its powers, the Bundesrat win under all circumstances be
carn'ed at," into the new constiJution of the Reich in one form or
another, for it is utterly Vtopian to imagine that the bearers of
governmental authority and state powell namely the governments
installed by the peoples of the individual free states, will allow
themselves to be excluded from the process of shaping the will
of the Reich and abo"c all from the administration of the Reich.
It is therefore essential for us to create a head of state resting
unquestionably on the will ofthe whole people, without the interven
tion of intermediaries. Indirect elections have been abolished
everywhere; are they then to be preserved here1 for the election
of the highest office? That would be regarded, quite rightJy, as
a mockery of the democratic principle in favour of the interest
members of parliament have in horse-trading, and it would dis
credit the unity of the Reich.

(2) On~y a president of the Reich who has the votes of millions of
people behind him can have the authority to initiate the process

I l Der Reichsp rii.s idem I \lr1lS tirs( pubJished in the Bl7iiner Biirmtuitlmg. z5 FebruaJ}'
J 9 [g, foJJowing the eiection Qf Frit:dtich Ebert as German Pres.ident by the National
Assembly, but was then revised tJ~: Weber, so that it appeared in JTS final fonn in the
Kiinigsb.:rger fl4rtunpche Zrirung of t 5 !\hr<:h 1919.
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of socialisation. Whereas legal paragraphs will do nothing to hring
this about~ a tightly unified administration will achieve everything.
Socialisation means administration, regardless of whether one
wants to introduce it merely as an unavoidable financial measure
or, as the Social Democrats intend J in order to re-shape the
cconomy.2 It is not the task of the Reich constitution to lay down
the economic order of the future. Its function is to clear a path
for every conceivable task with which the administration might

be confronted and to make it possible for these tasks t including
this onc~ to be achieved. I hope very much that the Socia) Demo
cratic Party will not close its mind to these neeessities because
of a set of misconceived, petit-bourgeois and pseudo-democratic
ideas. The Social Democrats should remember that the much
discussed 'dictatorship' of the masses demands a 'dictator\ a
spokesman elected by the maSJes themselves3 to whom they will subor
dinate themselves as long as he enjoys their trust. A collective
headship of state, in which an the major states in the Federation
and each of the major parries would naturally demand to be
represented, or a head of state elected by parliament, who would
be burdened "ith the wretched impotence of the French presid
ent, could never impose that unity on the administration without
which it will be impossibk to rebuild our economy on whatel'er
basis is chosen. LeI us ensure that the president of the Reich sees
me prospect of the gaUows as the reward awaiting any attempt to
interfere with the laws or to govern autocratically. Let us also
debar all members of the dynasties from this office in order to
prevent any restoration by means of a plebiscite. But let us put
the presidency of the Reich on a finn democratic footing of its
own.

l Weber is referring (0 the pJan.. of the SOcillHsation Commission which sat from ~ov·

ember 1918 until March [919. Among its members were Karl Kautsk~', RudoJf HiI
ferding and Joseph Schumpeter, The plans of the Commission for the nationalisation
of hea\')' indllstlJ; were distinct from the ideas or economi<: management represented
by Rathenau and von Moellendorf, whme supp0 rte rs opposed the Conunission's work.
Apart from the passing of a general Socialisation Law, such plans came to nothing.

.1 Weber's phrasing is rather ambiguous here. He ""Tites or a '.'lelbstgewahhen Ver
tnuensmann der Masstn" which could either mean a 'self-elected spokesman of the
masses' or, more prau~ih]y in this context, a ·spokesman chosen by the masses tht."rn
selves I. This re ading is supponcd by the end of the elisay, whe ff it is ve ry un] ikdl
that '~e1bstgewahhe Fuhrer' can mean an}thing other than ;I~aders ejected by the
people themselves).
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(3) Only the election of the president of the Reich by the people will

provide an opportunity and occasion to select leaders and hence
also to reorganise the parties along lines which will supersede
the completely antiquated system of management by notables that
has existed up till now. If this system were to continue in exist
ence, it would mean the end of politically and economically pro
gressive democracy for the foreseeable future. The ejections have
shown that the old professionaJ politicians have succeeded every
where, in defiance of the mood of the mass of voters, in excluding
the men who en;oy the trust of the masses in favour of political
'shopminders'. As a result, there has been a radical rejection of
aU politics by precisely the very best minds. Only the popular
election of the highest functionary of the Reich can create an
outlet here.

(4) The need for this is increased by the effects ofproportional repres
mtation.4 The next ejections will bring to fruition something
which was only beginning to become apparent during the last
elections: occupational associations (Btrufsverbiinde) (house
owners, holders of diplomas) those in salaried occupations,
'leagues' of every kind) will force the parties to put at the top of
their lists the paid secretaries of these associations, simply to win
votes. In this way parliament will become a body in which those
who set the tone will be persons who regard national politics as
(HecubaH and whose actions are in fact subject to the 'imperative~

mandate of vested economic interests, a parliament ofclosed. philis
tine minds, in no sense capable of serving as a place where political
leaders are selected. This must be said openly and quite plainly.
Taken together with the circumstance that the resolutions of the
Bundesrat are to a considerable extent binding on the Minister
President (Reichskanzler») this inevitably puts a limit on the
purely political importance of parliament as such) which makes
it absolutely essential to have a counterweight resting on the
democratic will of the people.

~ The constitution of the Weimar Republic 1 which came into force on [4 August 1919,
specifies a complicated {ann of proportional representation. Weber is referring to the
discussion of the drafts of the constitution which preceded its promulgation.

J H(J.",J~t, Act 2, Scene z:
\\'hat's He<:uba to him, or he to Hecuba,
That he should weep for her?
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(5) Particularism cries out for a bearer of the pritzaple of the unity of
the Reich. \\le do not know whether the development of purely
regional parties ",ill continue to gain ground. There is certainly
a mood in favour of it. In the fong run this will inevitably have
an effect on the forma rion of majorities and on the composition
of the Reich ministries. The electoral movement produced by
the appointment of a popularly ejected president of the Reich
will create a dam to prevent such one~sided tendencies getting
out of hand, for it will force the parties fO communicate and to
have a unified organisation throughout the Reich~ just as the
popularly elected president of the Reich will himself represent a
counterweight to the - unfortunately unavoidable ~ Bundesrat in
the interests of the uniry of the Reich t while yet not threatening
all the individual states with subjection to jora majeure.

(6) PreviousI}') when we had an authoritarian state, one had to argue

for the power of the majority in parliament to be increased t so
as to raisc~ at long lastt the importance and therefore the quality
of parliament. The situation today is that all constitutional pro
posals have succumbed to crude, blind faith in the infallibility
and omnipotence of the majority - of the majority in parliamentt

that is) not of the people. \Ve have gone to the oppositc~ but
equa]]y undemocratic extreme. Let the power of the popu~arly

e}ected president be subjected to whatever restrictions one will,
and let us ensure that he IS only permitted to intervene in the
machinery of the Reich during temporary, irresoluble crises (by
means of a suspensory veto6 and the summoning of ministries
headed by officials), and otherwise only by calling a referendum.
But let him be given his own ground 10 stand on ky w'q ofa popular
election. Otherwjse the whole edifice of the Reich will be in danger
of collapsing whenever there is a crisis in parliament, something
which wlJl not be unusual when there are at least four to five
parties.

b) Only a president elected b' the people can have a role that is more
than merely tolera£ed in Bedin alongside the Prussian head ofstate.
Almost the en(ire patronage of office will be in the hands of
the governments of the individual states, including those of the

" in contra'll to an 'absolu(es Veto', a 'suspt:nsives Vew' is a limited power which makes
it pO'isible to delay the execution of a decision) hut which cannot be re-appJicd jf the
~me decision is presented for a se~ond time in unchanged form.
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Prussian head of state, particularly the appointment of all admin
istrative officials who conle into contact with the people in rheir
everyday work t probably also at Jeast the lower officer ranks in
the army. A president of the Reich who had not been elected by
the whole people would therefore playa pitiful role vis-a-vis the
Prussian head of state, so that the predominance of Prussia in
Berlin, and thus in the Reich, would again emerge in a highly
dangerous, which is to say particularist, form.

It is quire understandable that members of parliament should be
reluctant to practise self~denial by giving up their monopoly in
electing the highest organ of the Reich. This must happen, however,
and the movement in favour of it will not simply subside. Let demo
cracy not place this weapon of anti-parliamentary agitation in the
hands of its enemies. Rather, like those monarchs who acted not only
with the greatest dignity but also most prudently when they limited
their own power, at the right moment, in favour of parliamentary
representative bodies, let parliament, of its own accord~ recognise the
Magna Charta of democracy, the right to the direct election of the
leader. It will have no reason to regret this if ministers continue to

be bound strictly by the confidence ofparliament. The mighty current
of democratic party life developing in relation to these popular elec
tions will also benefit parliamen[. Any prfsident of the Reich elected
by parliament under pa.nicular part.y aJnstellati(Jns and coalitions will be
politically thad as s()(}n as there is a shift in thaI constellation. A popularly
elected president) as the head of the executive, of official patronage,
and as the possessor of a delaying veto and the power to dissolve
parliament and to consult the people, is the palladium of genuine
democracy) which does not mean impotent self-abandonment to
diques but subordination to leaders one has chosen for oneself.



The Profession and Vocation of Politics l

The lecture which I am to give at your request will necessarily disap
point you in various ways. You are bound to expect a talk on the
profession of politics to take a stand on the topicaJ questions of the
day. Yet that will only happen at the end of my lecture in a pureI)'
forma] way and in response to particular questions concerning the
significance of politicaJ action within OUf conduct of life as a whole.
~1Jlat must be completely excluded from today)s lecture) on the other
hand~ are all questions concerning the brand of politics one ought to
practise) which is to say the content one ought to give to one)s politicaJ
activity. For dlis has nothing to do with the generaJ question of wha(
the profession of politics is and what it can mean. Let us get straight
down to things.

What do we understand by politics (Politik)? The teon is an extra
ordinariJy broad one) embracing every kind of independent leadership
(lei/ende) activity. We talk about the banks~ policies on foreign

I ~Politik Oils Beruf' appeared as a brochure in the series Geistigt Arbdt a/s Biro! (li(T

Vortriige vor drm Fm'studtntiKhe"tt Bum/. (,Intellectual work as a vocation. Four lectures
to the Union of Free Students.') (!\·1unich and Leipzig, r9[9). Following the editorial
change first made b}' Marianne Weber in the GesammeJrrn poiitirrhttt Sdtrift~ and
adopted b)' the editors of the new G'es-aml(1.14sgabe, the tenth paragraph ('All organised
rule, , . means of administr.tti()n') haf> been ):hifred from its dearly erroneous position
in the first edition) and ~rtain misprints (e.g, entlthntt for nu{oitnlr) wrrected. Weber's
essay is based on a lecture giwn in ?\·1unich in January J9 r9 but not published until
O<:tober of that year, Here it appears after {he 'President of the Reicb' sin(e this
article actually appeared in print first; in conception l however, the lecture is dearly
the earHer piece. In the title the term Ben4/ has been transtat~d as 'profession and
vocation' because the essay deals both with dle business and organisation (Betricb) of
politics <lnd aJso with the Inner vocation of the dedicated politician.
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exchange, the bank-rate policy of the Reichsbank, the pol icy of a union
during a strike, one can speak of the educational policy of the com
munity in a town or village, of the policies of the management com
mittee leadjng a dub, and finally we even talk about the policies of
an astUte wife in her efforts to guide her husband. Naturally, our
reflections this evening are not based on a concept as broad as this.
Today we shaH use the teon only to mean the leadership, or the
exercise of influence on the leadership, of a political association
(Verballd), which today means a state.

Yet what is a 'political' assodation, considered from a sociological
point of view? What is a ~state '? This too cannot be defined sodolo
gicaJly jn terms of the content of its activities. There is hardly a task
which has not been undertaken by some political association at some
time or other I but equally there is no task of which it could be said
that it is always, far less erc/usivelyt the preserve of those associations
which are defined as political (in today's language: states) or which
were the hislOrical predecessors of the modern state. In the last ana
lysis me modern state can only be defined sociologically in tenns of
a specific means (ft1ittel) which is peculiar to the state~ as it is to all
other political associations, namely physicaJ violence (Grwaltsamkeit).
'Every state is founded on force (Gewalt)\ as Trotsky once said at
Brest-Litovsk. That is indeed correct. If there existed only social
formations in which violence was unknown as a means, then the con
cept of the 'state' would have disappeared; then that condition would
have arisen which one would define~ in this particular sense of the
word, as 'anarchy'. Violence is, of course, not the nonnaJ or sole
means used by the state. There is no question of that But it is the
means specific to the state. At the present momen~ the relation
between the state and ,rioJence is a particularly intimate one. In the
past the most diverse kinds of association - beginning with the dan 
have regarded physical violence as a quitt normal instrument Now
adays, by contrast, we have to say that a state is that human commun
ity which (successfully) lays claim to the monopoly oflegitimate p~Y$ical

1 As Weber was speaking, Germany was in the throes of the so-calJed 'German Revolu·
tion) which broke out in l\'owmber ]9 I 8 and had reached a new peak of intfnsi~ in
January 19l9- In Munich) where Weber was addressing these remarks to studen(!),
the 'Soviet Republic of Bavaria' had been proclaimed_ ]menectuals , such as Kurt
Eisn'-:f and Ernst Toller, were prominently involved) prompting Weber to r~turn yet
again to the rec....rrent theme of the role playtd by ']jntratt'urs' in poJjtics.
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violence within a certain territoryt rhjs 'territory' being another of the

defining characteristics of the state. For the specific feature of the
present is that the right to use physical violence is attributed to any
and aa other associations or individuals only to the extent that the
state for its part permits this to happen. The state is held to be the
sole source of the 'right' to use violence.

In our tenns, then) ~poHtics' would mean striving for a share of
power or for influence on the distribution of power, whether it be
between states or between the groups of people contained within a
single state.

Essentially, this corresponds to ordinary usage. If one says that a
question is a 'political' question~ or that a minister or official is a
~politicar official~ or that a decision is detennincd 'politicallyt, what
is meant in each case is that interests in the distribution, preservation
or transfer of power playa decisive role in answering that question,
determining this decision or defining the sphere of activit}' of the
official in question. Anyone engaged in politics is striving for power,
either power as a means to attain other goals (which may be ideal or
selfish), or power 'for its 0\\11 sake', which is to say, in order to enjo)'
the feding of prestige given by power.

Just like the political associations which preceded it historically)
the state is a relationship of rule (Herrschaft) by human beings over
human beings., and one that rest.~ on the 1egimitate use of ~..iolence
(that is, violence that is held to be legitimate). For the state to remain
in existence, those who are ruled mllst submit to the authority claimed
by whoever rules al any given time. When do people do this, and
why? What inner justifications and what external means support this
rule?

To begin with the inner justifications~ there are in principle three
grounds legitimating any rule.] Firstly, there is me authority of 'the
etemal past', of custom, haUowed by the fact that it has held sway
from time immemorial and b}' a habitual predisposition to presenre
it. This is 'traditional' rule, as exercised by the patriarch and the
patrimonial prince of the old type. Then there is the authority of the
exceptionalt personal 'gift ojgraef't or charismat the entirely persona]
devotion to, and personal trust in, revelations, heroism, or other qual-

J Weber djscusses his classification 0 f the forms of legitimate rule in Economy and
Soci(ly~ see, ch. 3 in particular.
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hies of leadership in an individual. This is 'charismatic' rule, as exer
cised by the prophet or~ in the field of politics t by the chosen war-lord
or the plebiscitarian ruJer, the great demagogue and leader of a polit
ical party. Finally, there is rule by virtue of 'legality') by virtue of
belief in the validity of legal statute and the appropriate (sach/ich)
juridical 'competence' founded on rationally devised rules. This type
of rule rests on a predisposition to fuJfil one's statutory obligations
obediently. It is rule of the kind exercised by the modern 'servant of
the state' and aU those bearers of power who resemble him in this
respect. It goes \l1thout saying that the submission of the ruled is in
reality determined to a vcry great extent not only by motives of fear
and hope (fear of revenge from magical powers or from the holder
of power, hope of reward in this life or in the hereafter), but also by
interests of the most diverse kinds. We shall return to this point
shortly. But when one asks what are the reasons ~legitimating' their
submission, one does indeed encounter these three ~pure' types.
These notions of legitimacy and their inner justification are of very
considerable importance for the structure of rule. Admittedly~ the
pure types are rarely found in reaJity) but it is not possible today
to go into the extremely intricate variants, transitional forms and
combinations of these pure types in detail. That is a problem for a
1generaJ science of the state.-+

Here we are interested above aU in the second of the three types:
rule by virtue of devotion to the purdy personal 'charisma' of the
~Ieader' on the part of those who obey him. For this is where the
idea of vocation (Beru}) in its highest form has its roots. Devotion to
the charisma of the prophet or the war-lord or the exceptional dem
agogue in the tkklesia5 or in parliament means that the leader is
personally regarded as someone who is inwardly 'called' to the task
of leading men, and rhat the led submit to him, not because of custom
or statute, but because they believe in him. Of course, he himself,
provided he is something more than an ephemeral, narrow and vain
upstan, lives for his cause (Sache) , 'aspires after his work',6 whereas

t Weber was much influenced by the wurk of his colleague G. JeUinek~ particularly b)'
his AIIgnnnne Staotsleh,t ({Ge ne ral theory Ot science of the state » (Berlin l r900).

I The <ekkJesia' was the assembly of all free citizens ln the city-states of Ancient Greece.
I> The phrase ~tnchtet nach seinern \\"erke> probably aU~des to words spoken b~'

Nietzsche's Zanl1hustra at the beginning of 'The Honey Offering': <t~or long J have
not aspired after happiness, ] aspire after my work', Thus spoke Zarathustra, translated
R. ). Homngtia1e {HarmonrlSiworrh, I q(n), p. 25 r.
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the devotion of his adherents, be they disciples or liegemen
(Gefolgschafi) or his quite personal, partisan supporters, is focused on
his person and his qualities. Leadership has emerged throughout the
world and in all historical periods, the most important embodiments
of it in the past being the magician and prophet on the one hand,
and the chosen war..lord, gang-leader or condou;eri on the other. In
the Western world, however, we find something quite specific which
concerns us more directly, namely political leadership~ firstly in the
figure of the free 'demagogue', who grew from the soiJ of the city..
state, a unique creation of the \\7est and of Mediterranean culture in
particular, and then in the figure of the parliamentary 'party leader·
who also sprang from the soil of the constitutional scate, another
institution indigenous only to the West.

Of course, nowhere is it the case that these politicians by virtue of
a 'vocation\ in the truest sense of me word, are the only figures who
carry weight in the machinery of the political power struggle. Of quite
decisive importance is the kind of resources they have at their dis ...
posal. How do the powers who rule politically set about the task of
asserting themselves as rulers? The question applies to every kind of
rule, and thus also to all forms of political rule, to the traditional type
as much as to the legal and charismatic types.

AU organised rule which demands continuous administration
requires on the one hand that human action should rest on a disposi
tion to obey those rulers (Herren) who claim to be the bearers of
legitimate force, and on the other thatt thanks to this obedience t the
latter should have at their command the material resources necessary
to exercise physical force if circumstances should demand it. In other
words, it requires an administtative staff and the material means of
administration.

As in any other organisation, the administrative staffl which is the
outward organisational form taken by political rule, is of course not
bound in obedience to the holder of power solely by that notion of
legitimacy which we have just been discussing. It is also bound by
two means which appeal to self-interest: material reward and social
honour. The fiefs of vassals, the prebends of patrimonial officials)
the salary of the modem ci,ril servant, or chivalric honour, the privil
eges of a particular social estate, the official's honour - these are the
rewards t and it is the fear of losing them which forms the ultimate,
decisive basis for the solidarity of the administrative staff with the
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holder of power. The same applies to rule by the charismatic leader)
for the military following expects booty and war-honours) while the
following of the demagogue expects 'spoils~7 - the expJoitation of the
ruled through the monopoly of public offices, profits tied to political
power) and prizes to satisfy their vanity.

In exactly the same way as in an economic organisation (Betneb) ,
certain outward) material goods are needed to uphold any rule by
force. AU forms of state order can be divided into two main categories
based on different principles. In the first, the staff of men) be [hey
officials or whatever) on whose obedience the holder of power must
be able to rely} ()Jvn the means of administration in their own right,
whether these consist of money) buildings) war materia], carriage
parks, horses or whatever. In the other case the administrative staff
is 'separated) from the means of administtation~in just the same way
as the office-worker or proletarian of today is 'separatcd~ from the

material means of production within a capitalist enterprise. Thus it is
a question of whether the holder of power controls the administration
personally and directly, having the actual administrative work done by
personal servants or by paid officials or by personal favourites and
confidants) none of whom are proprietors, owners in their own right,
of the material means of operation (Betriebsmittef) but who work,
rather, under the direction of the ruler; or whether the opposite is
the case. This difference runs through all the administrative organisa
tions of the past.

We shall apply the term lassociation structured by estates~ (stiindisch
geglt'etkrt) to political associations in which the dependent administrat
ive staff have complete or partial control, in their own right, over the
material means of adminisrration. The vassal in a feudal associationt

for example) paid out of his own purse the costs of administration
and jurisdiction in the district for which he held the fief. He also
paid for his own equipment and provisioning in war..-time; the vassals
subject to him did the same in their turn. Naturally this had con
sequences for the lord's position of power, which rested only on a
bond of personal loyalty and on the fact that feudal tenure and the
social honour of the vassal derived their 'legitimacy) from the lord.

Yet everywhere, stretching back to the earliest political formations,
we also find the lord in direct control of the means of administration.

J 'Spoils' is in English.
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Through people who arc personaHy dependent on the lord - slaves)

domestic officials, servants, personal 'favourites' and prebendaries
rewarded in money or in kind from his own stores - he seeks to gain
direct control of the administration, to pay for the means from his
own purse, out of the revenues from his patrimonial estates~ and to
create an army dependen[ solely on his person1 equipped and provi
sioned from his granaries, stores and armouries. Whereas the lord
in an association of 'estates' rules with the help of an autonomous
'aristocracy', and thus shdres rule with the aristocracy, here his rule
rests either on members of his hou~ehold or on pleb(~lans) strata of
sode[y who lack possessions or social honour of their own and who
are entirely chained to him in materia] terms, having no power of
their own to compete with his. All forms of patriarchal and patrimo
nial rule, suhanic despotism and the bureaucratic state order belong
to this type. This is especially true of the bureaucratic state order,
that is to say) the order which, in its most rational form, is specifically
characteristic of the modern srate.

The development of the modern state is set in motion everywhere
hy a decision of the prince to dispossess the independent, ~priYatet

bearers of administrative power who exist alongside himJ that is all
those in personal possession of me means of administration and the
conduct of war, the organisation of finance and po~itically deployable
goods of all kinds. The whole process is a complete parallel to the
development of the capitalist enterprise (Betrieb) through the gradual
expropriation of independent producers. In the end we see that in
the modem state the power to command the entire means of political
organisation is in fact concentrated in a single pinnacle of power, so
that there is no longer even a single official left who personally owns
the money he expends or the buildings, supplies, tools i or machines
of war over which he has controL Thus in today1s 'state' (and this is
fundamcnlal to the concept), the 'separation' of the material means
of administration from the administrative staff, the officials and
employees of the administration) has been rigorously implemented.
At this point the most modern development of all begins, for we are
now witnessing the attempt to bring about the expropriation of this
expropriator of the means of politics1 and hence of political power
itself. This much the revolution has achieved i at least to the extent
that leaders have taken the place of the legally established authorities
and l through usurpation or election, have gained the power of com-
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mand over the political staff and the material apparatus~ deriving their
legitimacy - with what justification is irrelevant - from the will of the
ruled. It is quite another question whether, on the basis of this at
least apparent success, they may justifiably hope to carry out the
process of expropriation within capitalist businesses~ the management
of which, at its innermost core, obeys laws which (despite extensive
analogies) are quite different from those obtaining in the sphere of
political administration. I shan not take a position on this question
today. For the purpose of our deliberations 1 wish only to establish
the purely conceptual ground as follows: the modem state is an institu
tional association of rule (Herrschaftsl.'trband) which has successfully
established the monopoly of physical violence as a means of rule
within a territory) for which purpose it unites in the hands of its
leaders the material mean~ of operation~having expropriated aU those
functionaries of 'estates' who previously had command over these
things in their own right, and has put itself, in the person of its
highest embodimen4 in their place.

Now, in the course of this process ofpolitical expropriation, which
has taken place in aU countries of the world with varying degrees of
success, there emerged, in the service of the princes in the first
instance, the - earliest categories of 'professional politicians'
(BeruftpoJitikd) in a second sense. These were people who did not
want to be lords memselves, as charismatic leaders did; rather~ they
enured the service of political lords. They placed themselves at the
disposal of the princes in this political struggle, and made the pro
curement of the princes' policies into a way of earning their malenal
living on the one hand and, on the other, into an ideal (itkell) content
for their own lives. Again it is on!)' in the West that this type of
professional politician is aJso to be found in the service of powers
other than the princes alone. In the past they were their most import
ant instrument of power and political expropriation.

Before examining the matter more closely, we need to be absolutely
clear about what the existence of such 'professional politicians'
entails. One can engage in 'poHtics~ - which means striving to influ
ence the distribution of power between and within political forma
tions - both as an 'occasional' politician and as a fulI- or part-time
professional politician, in exactly the same wa)' as one earns a living
in the economic sphere. \Ve are all 'occasionar politicians when we
post our ballot slips or express our will in some similar way, such as
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voicing appro,'al or protest at a ~poJitical' meeting, making a ~politica]'

speech and so on~ and for many people this is the entire extent of
their involvement in politics. Today the 'part-time' politicians are,
for example, all those local political agents (Vertrauensmanner) and
committee members of party-political associations who, as a rule,
only carry out this activity if circumstances require it, and who do
not chiefly 'live from~ this acti,'ity, either in a material or in an ideal

sensc. The same applies to those members of councils of state and
simila.r advisory bodies who only carry out this function when sum
moned to do so. It is true also of quite broad sections of our members
of parliament who only engage in politics during the parliamentary
session. In the past such strata were to be found particularly amongst
the estates. By <:estates' we mean the owners in thtir own right of
military resources or of important material means of administration
or of personal powers of rule and jurisdicrion (Herrengtwalten). 1\130)'
of these people certainly did not devote thcir lives completely or
predominantly, or indeed more than occasionally, to the service of
politics. Rather they used their lordly power for the purpose of
extracting rents or even profit, and they only became politically active,
in the service of the political association, when this was particularly
demanded of them by their lord or the members of their estate. The
same applies to some of mosc assistants whom the prince called on
to help him in the struggle to create a political organisation of his
own, one that would be exclusively at his disposal. The ~domesti("

counsellors' (Rate von Haus aus)8 and, going still further back in time,
a considerable section of the counsellors who assembled in the
tUna 9 and in the prince's other advisory bodies were of this kind.
But such occasional or part-time assistance was of course insufficient
to meet the prince~s needs. He had to try to create a staff of assistants
devoted wholly and exclusively to his service as their pn·napal occupa
tion. The structure of the emergent dynastic poJltica] fonnation, and
indeed the entire character of the culture in question, very largely
depended on the sources frum which he drew such assistance. The
need to do mis was felt above all in those political associations which
constituted themselves politically as (so-called) I free t commonwealths
through the complete abolition, or extensive restric(ion~ of princely

~ The reference is to councillors who did not live at court and who onl:' took parr in
meetings of the prince'!; council when it met 1" their own art~a.

~ The (II n'{j regiJ was an assembly which met wherever the king was in residence,
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power - 'free', not in the ~ense of freedom from rule by forct J but

in the sense of the absence, as the exclusive source of all authority,
of princely power legitimat~d by tradition (and mostly consecrated by
religion). Such formations certainly had their historical origins in the
West, and the germ from which they developed was tbe city as a
political association. The city first emerged in this rolt:- in the cu]rural
sphere of the ~1edlterrancan. '\bat did the 'fiill- time' politicians look

lik.e in aU of these cases?
There are tv,'o ways of making a vocation or profession out of

politics. Either one lives 'for' politics or one lives 'from' politics. The
antithesis is by no means an exclusive one. GeneraJly one does both,
at least spiritually and usually also in material terms. Anyone who
lives 'for' politics 'makes this his life' in an itlward (innerlich) sense,
either enjoying the naked possession of the power he exercises or
feeding his inner balance and self-esteem from the sense that he is
giving his life meaning and purpose (Sinn) by devoting it co a lcause'

(Sache). In this inward sense probably every serious-minded person
who lives for a cause also lives from this cause. The distinction thus
applies to a much more weighty aspect of the matter, namely the
economic aspect. The person who lives 'from' politics is one who
strives to make it into an enduring source of income, whereas this
does not apply to the person who lives 'for' politics. For anyone to
be able to live 'for' politics in this economic sense, certain, if you
like, very trivial conditions must obtain wherever the order of private
property prevails. Under norma] circumstances such a person must
be economically independent of the income politics can give him.
This means quite simpl)' that he must be wealthy or have private
means which yield an income from which he can live. At least this
is the case under normal circumstances. Admittedly, the following of
the war-lord is as little concerned with the conditions of normal
economic life as is the following of the revolutionary hero on the

streets. Both live from booty, robbery, confiscations, levies, the
imposition of worthless compulsory forms of currency, all of which
e~sentia]Jy amount to the same thing. Necessarily, however, such con
ditions are outside the everyday run of things; in normal economic
life only private means can fulfil this function. Yet this alone is not
sufficient In addition) the politician must be economically 'dispens
able' or 'available' (abkomm!ich) , which means that his income must
not depend on the fact that he personally and constantly devotes all
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or most of his productive energy and thought to the task of earning
a living. The person who is most unconditionally ~dispensable' in this
sense is the rentitT, that is, someone whose income is entirely

unearned, whether, as in the case of a lord of the manor in the past
or of large landowners and the higher aristocracy in the present, this
income is derived from ground rents - in me ancient world and
during the l\1iddle Ages mere were also rents for slaves and serfs 
or whether it comes from securities or similar modern sources of
investment income. Neither the \\forker, nor - a fact of great import
ance - the entrepreneurs and particularl} the modern large-scale
entrepreneur, is able to make himself available in this sense. The

entrepreneur in particular is tied to his business and is not dispens
able; this applies very much more to the industrial or commercial
entrepreneur than to the agricultural entrepreneur, given the seasonal
nature of agriculrural work. It is usually very difficult for the entre
preneur to allow anyone to dcputise for him, even temporarily. The
same applies to doctors, for example, and the more eminent and
busier a doctor is, the less easy is it for him to absent himself from
work. Things are easier for the advocate, for technical reasons con
nected with the organisation of his work, who for this very reason

has p~ayed an incomparably greater role as a professional politician l

indeed often a dominant one. Rather than pursue this casuistry'lO
any furmer, let us consider sume of the consequences of this state
of affairs.

If a stafe or party is led by peuple who (in the economic sense of
the word) live exclusively for politics and not from poJitics~ this neces
sarily means that the leading political strata are recruited on a ~pluto

cratic' basis. Admittedly, this does not also entail the converse,
namely that plutocratic leadership meant that the leading political
strata did not also strive to live 'from' politics by exploiting their
political rule to the benefit of their private economic interests. There
is of course no question of that. There has never been a social stratum
~yhich did not do this in one way or another. It means simply that such
professional politicians arc not obliged to seek recompense directly for
their political work., as anyone without means is bound to do. Nor

does it mean that politicians without a private fortune are merely or

HI \\.'"ehtr often refers to his clarification of conceptual distinc[jons as 'casllistry:'; ch. r
of F.((Jnomy and Soct'ety i.s an exarnple.
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chiefly concerned with providing for themselves by means of poJjrics~

and that they are not, or not chiefly, concerned with the (cause'.
Nothing could be less correct. \Ve know from experience that a man
of property makes pro\oision for his economic 'security' a cardinal
point in his whole conduct of life, whether consciously or uncon
sciously. Unconstrained and unconditional political idealism is to be
found~ if not exclusively then at least to an unusual degree~ precisely
in those strata whose lack of means places them outside the circles
of those who have an lnterest in preserving the economic order of a
particular society. This is particularly the case during out-of-the
ordinary, which is to say revolutionary, periods. Rather, it means
simply this: that any nf;n-plutocraric recruinnent of those with inter
ests in politics - the leadership and its following - is tied to the
self-evident condition that the business (Betneb) of politics must pro
duce a regular and reliable income for such people. PoHtics can either
be conducted on an 'honorary~ basis~ which means by so-called 'inde
pendent\ that is wea.hhy people, above all those with unearned
income. Or access to political leadership can be gi,ren to people with
out private means, in which case it has to be remunerated. The
professional politician living from politics can be a pure 'prebendaryl
or a salaried 'official'. Either he draws an income from charges and
fees for particular services - gratuities and bribes are only an irregular
and fonnally megal variant of this category of income - or he draws
a fixed remuneration in kind or a salary in money, or a combination
of both. He can assume the character of an 'entrepreneur\ like the
rondfJttiere or the holder of a leased or purchased office in the past,
or like the American 'bosstll who regards hlS expenses as a capital
invesunent from which he will derive a yield by exploiting his influ
ence. Or he can draw a fixed wage, as does an editor or party secretary
or a modern minister or political official. In the past fiefs, grants of
land, benefices of all kinds, bur above all, once a money economy
had developed, fee-yielding prebends - these were me typical fonns
of recompense paid to their following by princes, victorious con
querors or successful party leaders. Nowadays the rewards bestowed
by party leaders for faithful scnices are offices of all kinds in parties,
newspapers, cooperatives, medical insurance schemes, municipalities
and states. All clashes bern'een parties are not only conflicts about

II \\/cber uses the word 'bosi1.' here and in the rest of the eS$3)' Ln lIS ,J\merkan sense.
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substantive (sachlich) goals; the)' are also and above all struggles for
the patronage of office. All the conflicts between particularist and
centralist ambitions in Germany also r~'olve around the question of
which powers are to control the patronage of office: whether it is to
be me powers in Berlin or in ~-1unich7 in Karlsruhe or in Dresden.
Any diminution ·of dleir share of the offices available for distrihution
is felt by the parties to be a gra"er loss than actions directed against
their substantive goals. In France a large-scale change in the party
political prefecture was always considered to be a greater upheaval)
and generated more hubbub, than a modification in the government's
programme, since this fileant little more than a change of wording.
Some parries, and notably those in America since the disappearance
of the old conflicts ab'out the interpretation of the constitution, have
become simply parties of posirion-seckers whkh change their sub
stantive programme according to the chances of winning votes. Until
very recently in Spain, where 'e]ections~ were manufactured from
abo,re, the two major parties simply had an agreement to govern by
rurns so as to pro"ide offices for their following. In the Spanish
colonies aU so-called 'elections' and aU so-called 'revolutions' are
always concerned with the state trough at which the winners ""ish to
be fed. In Switzerland the parties divide the offices peacefully
amongst themselves according to the principle of proportionality, and
a number of 'revolutionarJ~draft constitutions here in Gennany (for
example the first one proposed for Baden) sought to extend this
system to ministerial offices, thus treating the state and its offices
simply as an institution for the provisioning of prebendaries. The
Centre Party in particular was enthusiastic about this proposal, even
making it an item in its manifesto that in Baden offices should be
distributed proportionally al:cordjng to religious confession, which is
to say~ regardless of achievement. This tendency is growing amongst
aU parties, and in the e)'es of their following the parri(~s arc increas
ingly regarded as a means to the end of being provided for in this
way. The growth of tAis tendency is connected with the growth in
the number of offices as a consequence of general bureaucratisation
and with the growing appetite for such offices as a form of specificalJy
assured provision.

There is however a countcrvaiHng tendency to all this in the devel
opment of modem officialdom inw a body of intellecrual workers
highly qualified in their speciality by long years ofpreparatory training
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and with a highly de,reloped sense of professional (standisch) honour
which purs a premium on integrity. Without this sense of professional
honour it would be our fare to have hovering over us me pennanent

threat of terrible corruption and base phiHstinism. This would also
threaten the purely technical performance of the state apparatus
which has grown steadiry in its importance for the economy) and will
continue to grow, especially with increasing socialisation. In the

Unifed States, where professional officials with lifelong tenure were

once unknown, amateur administration by booty politicians meant
that hundreds of thousands of officials) right down to the postman l

changed office as a result of the outcome of the presidential election;

this system has long since been punctured by the Civil Service
Reform. Purely technical, compelling exigencies of administration
have detennined this development. In Europe the division of officiaJ
labour inw specialist areas of competence is a development which

has taken place gradually O\Tr a period of five hundred years. It began
in the Italian cities and rigl1(1n'e l

12 while the first monarchies to take
this course were the states of the Nonnan conquerors. The decisive
step was taken in the area of the princes' finances. One can see from

the administrative refonns of the Emperor l\1axk3 how difficult it was,
even under the pressure of direst necessity and Turkish rule) for
officials to dispossess the prim.:e in this area) although this was the
sphere which could least tolerate the amateurism of a ruler who at

that time was still, first and foremost, a knight. The development of

the techniques of warfare ga,'e rise to the specialist officer, the
refinement of legal processes did the same for the trained lawyer. In
all three areas specialised officialdom was finally victorious in the
more advanced states in the sixteenth century. Thereby two sirnultan
eous processes were initiated: the rise of princely absolutism vis-iI-vis
the estates~ and the princt's gradual abdication of personal rule to
the specialist officials to whom he owed this "ictonr over the estates.
in the first place.

Simultaneously with the rise of professionally trained officialdom
there came about the development of the 'leading politicians') albeit
by much more gradual stages. Of course, throughout the world there

lZ Weber dis~usses the signori~ in EronQtn] and Sodety. '"'01. II, pp. rJ 1 7-2 2_ They were,
in Weber's view, the <first political power in Western Europe to introduce rational
adminIstration by officials who were (increasingJ}') appoirtud.'

n MaximiJjan 1.
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had a'ways existed advisers to the princes whose word was in fact
decisive. In the Orient the t}11ica] figure of the 'Grand Vizier' was
created out of a need to exonerate the Sultan as far as possible from

personal responsibility for the success of government. In the \Vest
diplomaC)/ first became a aJ7lsciolls(y cultivated art during the reign of
Charles V (the age of lvla(;hia\'clli), particularly under the influence of
the reports from the Venetian legates which were read with passionate

interest in specialist diplomatic circles. The adepts of this art, most
of them with a humanist training, treated one another as a specially
educated stratum of initiates, much like the Chinese statesmen with
humanist training during the last period of \Varring States. 14 The
necessity for a leading statesman to gi,re fonnally unified leadershlp
to the entire policy of a government, including domestic poljcy~ only
came about finally and compelHngly as a resu~t of constitutional devel
opments. Until then there had of course always been individuals who

advised or - in fact - actually led the princes. But the organisation

of the administrative authorities had initially folIowed other paths,
even in the most advanced states. The highest adminlstrari"e author
ities had been founded on the m/legial J5 principle. In theory, and to
a gradually diminishing degree in practice, their meeti ngs were pres
ided over personally by the prince who gave the decision. The prince~

finding himself increasingly in the position of an amateur, attempted
to free himself from the inevitabl)' growing weight of the officials'
speciaHst training and to keep supreme leadership in his own hands
by means of this collegial system, which led to expert opinions, coun
ter-opinions and reasoned votcs of the majority and minorit)', but
also bJ surrounding himself with purely personal confidants - the
<cabinet' - alongside the official highest authorities; he would then
let his decisions be known, via these confidants, in response to the
resolutions of the council of state (or whatever else the highest state
authority was caned). This latent struggle between professional offi

cialdom and autocratic rule existed everywhere. The situation only
chang~d with the advent of parliaments and tlle aspirations of their

t~ The period of the Warring States W:lS ..7S-~ 2 r ne: \Vebcr's account of the narure of
the Chine~ state can be found in the e~says translated under the ritle TJu Rtiigion
(if eh ina. Confucianism and TtJaism (N t>w \' 0 rk. I 95 [).

I~ The concept of ~coliegiality' is discussed in J:amomy and Society, ch. 3, Sc('oon 8, ,1\
contempor<lI)' example cited br We~er is the power of the Germlln revoJutlonar}
'councils of workers lind and soldiers' to counttrsign official decrees.
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party leaders to power. Yet the same outward result was produced
by "ery varied sets of underlying conditions. Admittedly, there were
certain djfferencc~. \Vhcrevcr dynasties kept a hold on real power 
as was the case in Germany in particular - the interests of the prince
were nOW joined in solidarity with those of the officials against parlia
ment and its claims on power. It was in the interest of the officials
that the leading) which is to say, ministerial posts should be filled
from their ranks, or in other words that such posts should be goals
to which officials could aspire h}l the process of promotjon, The
monarch for his part had an interest in being able to nominate minis
ters as he thought fit from the ranks of the officials dedicated to his
service. But both monarch and officials were interested in ensuring
that the political leadership presented a unjted~ dosed front to parlia
ment, which means that they both had an interest in the replacement
of the collegial system by a unitary' chief of cabinet. Furthermore,
simply in order to rema.in above party struggles and party attacks in
a purely formal sense, the monarch needed a responsible individual
to give him cover, which meant someone who would confront and
be answerable to parliament and who would deal with the parties.
With all these interests pulling in the same direction, there came into
being an official minister (Beamtenmiuistrr) 16 who provided unified
leadership. The development of parliamentary power generared an
even stronger impulse towards unitary leadership 1n places where, as
in England, parliamentary power gained the upper hand over the
monarch. Here the 'cabinet' ~ headed by the single parliamentary chief
or 'Ieader't 17 developed as a committee of that power which, although
ignored by official laws, was in fact the sole decisive political power,
namely the party currently in possession of a maioritT. The official
co]JegiaJ bodies were not, as such, organs of the power which really
exercised rule (that is the party), therefore they could not be the
bearers of reat government. "nat a ruling party needed in order to
assert its power in domestic politics and to conduct high politics in
relation to other countries, \i,.'as an effective organ, meeting in con
fidence and composed exclusively of the men who truly led the party,
in other words l a cabinet. But it also needed a leader responsible for
all decisions to the public, and especially to the public in parliament,

l~ The ferrn Brarnunmitlisfcr i~ an unu5>ual one, Presumably it mearm the ffiinlstet
rcsponsihIe: for the (; hill se rvice .

I' 'l.eader' is in English,
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namely a head of cabinet. This English system was then adopted on
the continent in the form. of the parliamentary ministries. Only in
America and in the democracies influenced by America was a quite

different system developed in direct contrast to the English one. Here
the chosen leader of the victorious party elected by direct popular
vote was placed at the head of an apparatus of officials whom he
nominated; he was tied to parliamentary approval only in budgetary

and legislative matters.
The development of politics into an organisation (Betrieh) which

demanded training in the srruggle for power and its methods, as it
has been developed by the modem party system, resulted in the
division of public functionaries into two dearly, although not abso
lutely) distinct categories: specialist, professional officials (Fachbeamte)
on the one hand) and 'political officials~ on the other, The 'politicaF
officials in the true sense of rhe \vord are usually outwardly recognis
able by the fact mat the)' can be transferred or dismissed at will at
any time, or at any rate t sent into temporary retirement') as in the
case of the French prefects and officials of the same type in other
countries) in sharp contradistinction to the 'independence' of officials

whose function is a judicial one. In England this category includes
officials who, in accordance with established convention t leave office
whenever there is a change of parlianlentary majority and thus of the
cabinet. In particular) the officials who tend to belong to this category
are those whose area of responsibilit), includes the general adminis
tration of~home affairs'; the 'political) component of this responsibi]
i1)' consists above all in the task of maintaining ~law and order) in the
country, which is to sa~:, upholding the existing relations of rule. As
prescribed by Puttkamer's edict)]!! these officials had the duty in Prus
sia, on pain of being discipHned t to 'represent the policy of the gov
ernmene, and were used, like the prefects in France, as an official
apparatus to influence elections. Vnder the Gennan system~ admit
tedly, and in contrast to other countries, most 'political' officials
shared the same quality as all other officials) in that these political
offices, too, could only be attained on the basis of a('ademic study)
profes!=iional examinations and a defined period ofpreparatory service.
In Germany only ministers, the heads of the political apparatus, lack

I~ "Vhen Minister of the Interior tor Prussia, Punkamer initiated" reform of the dvil
sen'it"t'. In January [8R2 a r(l~'al t' dict announced rn ar official!'> we re bound b\' thci r
oath of office to s~pport go\'e"mment poliq:, •
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this specific characteristic of the modem professional official. Under
the old regime it waS possible to become Prussian 1\1inistcr of Culture
without ever having attended an institution of higher learning,

when:as it was only possihle for a candidate to hecome Vortragender
Rat 19 on the strict condition that he had taken the prescribed exam
inations. The Dezemcnf Zu and VOrlragender Rat with his professional
training waS of course infinitely better informed about the real tech
oical problems in his specialisf area than his chief (as, for example.
when Althoffheaded the: Prussian i\Hnistry of Edul:ation). 2l The situ
arion \\'3S no different in England. Consequently the official was also
the more powerful figure as regards all day-to-day n(:eds. There was
nothing inherently nonsensical about chis arrangement. The minister
was} after aU, the representati,~e of the political power constellation,
and his task was to represent its political criteria and to test the
proposals of the specialist officials under him against those criteria,
or to give them appropriate directives of a poHtical kind.

Things are very similar jn a private economic organisation. The
true ~sovcreign\ the shareholders' meeting> has as little influence on
the management of the business as a 'people) governed by profes
sional officials) and those who have the decisive say in the policy of
the firm) the 'board of trustees' dominated by the hanks, onI}' give
economic directives and select the men who are to carry out the
administration) without haying the technical expertise themselves to
manage the business (Betrieb). In this respel:t there is nothing funda
mentally new about the present strucru re of the revolutionary state
which is putting power over the administration into the hands of
complete amateurs simply because they have the machine-guns at
their disposal~ men who would like to use the trained) specialist offi
cials merely as executive heads and hands. The difficulties in the
present system lie elsewhere) but these arc questions which shall not
concern us today.

1'1 The head of an administrative <;-":l,;liun in the Foreign Office whu reported to a higher
level.

1ft The head of a divisirm in a minhtry,
H F. Althnfl (183~T908), an aC:lJl:mic turned civil :)ervam who was responsible for

higher education policy in Prussia from 188z to 1907. This period was marJ.:ed by
both expansion and ministerial imerferenee. Weber's anirude (0, and dealings with,
the <A~thoff :)yscem' are availahle in ..Wax H'-'ehtr: On {Jni~,t'r$I',i~s. The P()wrr ofrlu Stale
(md the Dignity of Tnt' Academif Calling in Imperial Germany, ed_ £. ShHs (Chkagu,
1974),
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Rather) we want now to ask what are the typical, distinguishing
characteristics of professional politicians, both those of the ~leaders)

and those of their following. These characteristics ha"'e changed over

time) and even today they are very varied.
As we have seen, ~professional politicians) developed in the past as

servants of the princes in their struggle with the aristocratic estates.

Let us consider the main types briefly.
The prince drew support in his struggle ~ith the estates from the

politically usable strat.a who did not belong to the estates. To these
strata belonged) firstly, the clergy; this applies as much to Western
or Eastern India) to Buddhist China and Japan) and to Mongolia with
its Lamas, as it does to Christian territories in the lv1 iddle Ages. The
technical reason for this was the fact that the clergy were literate.
Wherever Brahmjns~ Buddhist priests or Lamas were imported, or
bishops and priests employed as political adviscrs~ the reason was the
need for literate administrators who could be used by the emperor
or prince or khan in his struggle with the aristocracy. The cleric,
especially the celibate cleric, stood outside the machinations of
nonnal political and economic interests and was not exposed, as vas

sals were~ to the temptation to compete with his lord for political
power of his own) so as to benefit his descendants. By virtue of the
pecu]jar characteristics of his own estate, the cleric was ~separated)

from the means necessary to conduct the prince's administration.
A second stratum of this type was formed by men of letters with

a humanist educanon. There was a time '''''hen one learned how to
make speeches in Latin and verses in Greek in order to become the
political adviser and above all the writer of political memoranda for
a prince. That was the time when the first flowering of humanist
schools and princely foundations of chairs of lpoetics) took place. In
the case of Gennany this epoch passed quicklYl yet it had a lasting
influence on our system of education, although it was without any
more profound political tonseq uences. Things were different in
Eastern Asia. The Chinese l\tmdarin is, or rather was jn his origins)
approximately the same thing as the humanist during rht Renaissance
period here - a man of letters trained and examined along humanist

lines in the linguistic monuments of the distant past. If you read the
diaries of Li Hung Chang you will find that he was most proud of
the fact that he wrote pocms and was a good calligrapher. This
stratum, with the conventjons it developed on the model of the
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ancient Chinese past, has determined the entire fate of China. OUf
own fate would perhaps have been similar if, at the time, the human
ists had had the slightest chance of estabHshing their influence with
the same degree of success.

The third stratum was the court nobility. Once the princes had
succeeded in taking political power away from the nohility as an
estate, they drew them to court and used them in their political and

diplomatic service. The major change in our educational system in
the se,'enteenth century was conditioned, amongst other things, by
the fact that professional politicians from the court aristocrat.1"
entered the service of princes, replacing the humanist men of letters.

The fourth category ,~.:as a specifically English phenomenon, a
patrician group embracing th c petty nobility and the urban rentiers,
known technicaHy as the 4gcntry~21 a stratum of people whom the
prince originally recruited as his allies against the barons and whom
he made proprietors of the offices of 'sclf-government',23 only to find

himself becoming increasingly dependent on them later. This stratum
retained possession of all the offices of local government by taking
them over frce of charge for the sake of its own social power. These
people preserved England from the bureaucratisation that was the
fate of ail states on the continent.

A fifth stratum, that of jurists with a university training, was pecu
liar to the \Vest l particularly the mainland of Europe, and was of
decisive importance for its entire political structure. There is no
dearer evidence of the powertullong-term effects of Roman law~ as
transformed b)' the late Roman bureaucratic state, than the fact that
trained jurists were the main bearers everyv.:here of the re,'olutionary
transfonnation of the conduct and organisation (Be/neh) of politics,
in the sense of developing it in the direction of th(: rational state.
This is also true of England, although the great national guilds of
lawyers hindered the reception of Roman law there. One can find no
analogy ofany kind for this in any other part of the world: the begin
nings of rationallcgal thought in the f\.1imamsaH school in India, and
aU the elaboration of ancient legal thinking in the Islamic world could

22 Weber uses tht: Engtish "''Ord.
13 Weber uses the English word.
H Weber mentions the Mimamsa school in partkular bt{;ause it i~ an example of a

tarional method for achie\ing holjncs~. It fadrnowJedgcd ceremonial good work per
se as the holy path\ Weber, The Rdigi(J11 ofIndi" (New Yorkt 19SH), p. 52.
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not pre,rent rationa~ ~ega~ thought being overgrown with theologica~

forms of thinking. Above all, trial procedure was not funy rationalised.
That was onl}' achieved thanks to the adoption by Italian jurists of
ancient Roman jurisprudence (the quite unique product of a political
formation which rOse from being a dty-state ro ruler of the wor]d)~

the usus modemus of the late medieval pandect jurists and canon
;urists/5 and the, subsequently secularised) theories of namral law
born from ~egal and Christian thinking. This 'egal rationa'ism had
its great representatives in the Italian podtstat1

10 in the French crown
jurists who created the formal means whereby the power of the king
could undermine the rule of the seigneurs, in the canon law)'crs and
conciliar theologians who thought in tenns of natural law., in the court
jurists and learned judges of the continental princes, in the teachers
of natural law in the l\Tcrherlands and in the monarchomachs~27 in
the lawyers of the English cro\\'11 and parliament, in the nohlesse de
robe of the French parliaments and) finally, in the advocates at the
time of the Revolution. \~/ithout this legal rationalism the emergence
of the absolute state is as unthinkable as the Re,'olution. If you look
at the remonstrances of the French parliaments or the l-Miers of the
French itats gineraux from the sixteenth century up till 1789) you will
find the same thing ever"}'\vhere: the mind of the jurist. If you survey
the professions to which the members of the French Assembly
belonged, you will find - although they were elected on the basis of
equal suffrage - ;ust one proletarian and very few bourgeois entre
preneurs) but masses of jurists of all kinds, without whose presence
the specific spirit inspiring these radical intellectuals and their pro~

posals would be quite unthinkable. Since then the modern advocate
and modem democracy absolutely belong together - and advocates
in our sense, as an independent estate, actually only exist in the
",rest, having devetoped since the .l\liddle Ages out of the spokesman

B For a comment on {he: 'pandects' see footnote 25 to 'The Narion Stout> anti Economic
Poliq" (p, 1& above).

2t. In \\leher's view the institution of the podestal played an extremely important rale in.
the development of law in medic\'al haJy. The tenn refers to <an aristocratic profes
sional officialdom' which was elecled from another community and givell judicial
JXlwer. See ECfmomJI anJ SocietJI t especiaUy pp. I 273-6.

Z1 The lenn ·monarchomach' ('fighter against the king', sometimes translated a.~

'king-kiner') was given by Wi.JJiam Barclal, in his De RegrlO rl regali polts/ate (paris,
J 600). to a diverse group of political thinkers in FJ1Ince who had argued for the right
of re sistance to the monan:h.
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(Fursprech) of the formalistic Germanic trial procedure as trials

became subject to rationalisation.
It is no accident that advocates have played a significant part in

western politics since the rise of the parties. Party politics means
quite simply politics run by interested parties; we shall shortly sec
what that entails. The effective conduct of a case on behalf of interes
ted parties is the craft of the trained advocate. In this he is superior

to any 'official' (a lesson we have been taught by the superiority of
enemy propaganda). Certainly) a case (SlUhe) which is supported by
logically weak arguments (a 'bad' case in this sense) can, in his hands,
be brought to a successful conclusion, that is be conducted ~wel1' in

the technical sense. But ht is also the only person capable of con
ducting a case that can bc supported by logicaJJy 'strong' arguments
(a 'good) case in this sense) 'welF, in the sense of succ($sfully. "Vhen
an official acts as a politician) his technically inept conduct of the

case all too frequently makes a 'bad' case out of one that is 'good' in

every sense - as \I,.'e have had to learn from painful experience. The
reason for this is that politics nowadays is predominantly conducted

in public and by means of the wrinen or spoken word. 'Ytreighing up

the effects of words is pre -eminently the domain of the advocatc,
and certainly not that of the specialist official who neither is, nor is
intended to function as, a demagogue, and who usually becomes a
very bad demagogue when, despite this fact, he attempts to be one.

In terms of what he is really called upon to do (Beruf)~ the true
official - and this is crucial for any judgement of the previous regime
here in Germany - should not engage in politics but should 'adminis
tert, and above all he should do so impartial!;'. This also applies)

officially at least, to so-called 'political' officials (Verwa!Jungsbeamte),
always prm.ided there is no question of a threat to the reason ofSlate,

that is the vital interests of the prevailing order. The official should
carry out the duties of his office sine ira et studio, 'without anger and

prejudice'. Thus, he should Hot do tne vcry thing whi(:h politicians~

both the leaders and their followingt alWa}ls and necessarily must do,
which is to fight. Partisanship, fighting, passion - ira et studium - all
this is the very clement in which the politician, and above all the

political leader, thrives. Ilis al'tions are subject to a quite different

principle of responsihilit:y) one dia.mctrically opposed to that of the
official. When, despite the arguments advanced by an official, his
superior insists on the execution of an insrruction which the official
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regards as mistaken, the officiars honour consists in being able to

carry out that instructlon l on the responsibility of the man issuing it,
conscientiously and precisely in the same way as if it corresponded
to his own convictions. \Vithout this supremely ethical discipline and
self-denial the whole apparatus would disintegrate. By contrast, the
honour of the politica~ ~eaderl that is, of the leading statesman, con
sists precisely jn taking exdusive l personal responsibilit}' for what he
does l responsibility which he cannot and may not refuse or unload
onto others. Precisely those whu arc officials by nature and who l in
this regard, are of high moral staturt, arc bad and, particularly in the
political meaning of the \\'ord, irrespons~ble politicians, and thus of
low moral stature in this sense - men of the kind we Germans, to

our cost) have had in positions of leadership time after time. This is
what we call (rule by offil:ials'. Let me make it dear that I imply no
stain on the honour of our officials by exposing the political deficiency
of this system, when evaluated from the standpoint of success. But
let us return once mOre to the types of political figures.

Ever since the ad"ent of the constitutional state, and even more so
since the advent of democracy, the typical po]jticalleader Ln the "Vest
is the ~demagogue~. The unpleasant overtones of the word should

not make us forget that it was Perides1 not Cleon, who first bore this
titk. Lacking an office, or naher being charged with the office of
leading strategist (the only office to be filled by election) in contrast
to the others which~ in ancient democracy, were fined by casting lots),
Pericles led the sovereign ekklesia of the demos of .I\rhens. Actually,
modern demagogy, too) employs the spoken word~ and does so to an
enormous extent, if one considers the electoral speeches a modern
candidate has to make. But it makes even more sustained usc of the
printed word. The political \-\-Titer and above all the journa!i5/ is the
most important representative of the spedes today.

Even to sketch the socioJogy of modern political journalism would

be quite impossible within the framework of this lecture, for it i~ in
every respect a topic in its own right. But there ar~ a few things
which must be mentioned. On the continent at any rate, in contrast
to conditions in England (and, incidentally) also in Prussia in former
times») the journalist shares with the demagogue, the advocate and
the artist the fate of ~ack~ng any firm soda~ classification. He belongs
to a kind of pariah-caste which, in the eyes of 'society\ is always
gauged socially by those of irs representatives who are of the Jo\\.'est
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moral Quality. Thus the strangest ideas about journalists and their
work are widespread. Few people are aware that a really good piece
of journalistic work demands at least as good a mind as that of any
scholar, above all because of the need to produce the work immedi
ately) to order~ and because it has to be immediately t!Jfictive, although
produced under quite different conditions from those of the scholar.
There is hardly ever any proper appreciation of the fact that the
respnnsibility and the feeling of responsibility in every honourable
journalist is usually not a whit lower than that of any scholar; indeed
on average it is higher, as the war has taught us. This is because it
is) of course, the irresponsible pieces of journalism which stick in
our memory because of the dreadful effects they often have. And of
course nobodJ believes that the discretion of reliable journalists is
on average higher than that of other people. Yet this is indeed the
case. The incomparably greater temptations inherent in this profes
sion) as wen as the other conditions of working as a journalist at
present, produce those eflccts which have accustomed the public to
regard the press with a mixture of contempt - and craven cowardice.
This is not the occasion to talk about what should be done about
this. "Vhaf interests us here is the pfJ!it;caJ fate to which journalists
are exposed by their profession t their chances of attaining positions
of political leadership. CntH now the chances were favourable ool)'
in the Social Democratic Party. But within this party editorial posts
predominantly had the character of posts for officials, and have not
formed the basis for a position as leader.

In the bourgeois parties, taken as a whole) the chances of rising to
political power by this path had got worse rather than bettery com
pared with the previous generation. Of course, an important politi
cians needed press influence, and hence press connections. Contrary
to what one might have e:\:pected, however, it was certainly excep
tional for party leaders to emerge from the ranks of the press. The
reason for this lies to the much diminished ability of the joumalist
to absent himself from his duties, partkularly the journalist without
private means who is tied to his profession. This is because journal
ism has become a much more intensive and up-to-the~minutc kind
of business. The need to earn money by writing articles daily or ar
least weekly is like a hall-and-chain round a politician~s ankle, and I
know of cases where this has been an outward and) above aU, an
inward impediment to natural leaders in cheir rise to power. The fact
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that relations between the press and the ruling powers in the state
and in the parties under the old regime were as detrimental as they
possibly could be to the quality of journalism is a separate problem.
In the countries of our enemies these relations were different) but it
appears mat there too) as in aU modern sta(es) the same principle
applied, namely that the political influence of the working journalist
is steadily diminishing, while that of capitalist press magnates, like
'Lord' Northcliffe, for instance) is growing ever greater.

In Germany, admittedly, the big capitalist newspaper concerns
which took control of the papers carrying 'small ads) in particular 
the various 'General Advertisers) - have) typicaUy) bred political
indifference in most cases. For there was no profit to be made from
an independent political line) and especially not the commercially
useful goodwin of the ruling political powers. During the war) too,
the business to be had from advertising was used as a means of
exerting massive political pressure on the press, a practice which
looks set to continue. Even if we may expect that the major newspa
pers will resist this kind of influence, the siruation for small papers
is much more difficult. In rnis country, at any rate, a cart.er in journal
ism is not at present a nonna] path to political leadership, attractive
as this career may be in other respects, and despite the possibilities
for influencing and affecting politics and above aU the degree of
political responsibility it entails. ~bether this is no longer, or whether
it is not yet the case, we shaH perhaps have to wait and see. ~Thether

abandoning the principle of anon}mity, as ad,'ocated by some but not
all journalists) would alter the situation in any way is hard to say.
The 'leadership) (Leitung) of newspapers by gpcciaUy recruited per
sonalities with a gift for writing~ whose pieces always and expressly
appeared under their own name) which was something we experi
enced in the German press during the war) unfortunately demon~

strared in a number of the better known cases that it is not as reliable
a means ofbreeding a heightened sense of responsibility as one might
have believed. It was the worst sections of the popular press which,
regardless of party alignment, hoth aimed for and achieved increased
circulation by such means. The gentlemen concerned, publishers and
sensationalist journalists alike, earned a fortune - but certainly no
honour. This is no argument against the principle itself; the question
is very complicated and that phenomenon is not generally the case.
Up till now, however, this has not been the path to genuine leadership
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or the responsible conduct of politics. How the situation will develop
in the future remains to be seen. Whatever happens> however, a
journalistic career remains one of the most important paths to profes

sional political activity. Ir js not a path for everyone. It is certainly
not onc for weak characters, particularly not for people who can only
maintain their inner balance in a situation of social and professional
(stiindisch) security. Although the life of a young scholar involves
taking a gamble~ he is surrounded by the finn conventions of his
social position which keep him from going off the rails. A journalist's
life, however ~ is essentially a gamble in every respect, and, what is
more, one that is made under conditions which put a person'5 inner
security to the test as few other situations in life do. Biner profes
sional experiences arc perhaps not even the worst thing about it. It
is in fact the succc5Sful j0 urnalists who have to cope with Parriculady

difficult inner demands. It is no small thing to frequent the salons of
the mighty of this earth~ apparently on an equal footing, often being
flattered on all sides because one is feared~ and) at the same time, to
know that one will have hardly left the room before the host is perhaps
having to make excuses to his guests about the need to consort with
lthose rogues from the press' - ;ust as it is no sma]] thing to have to

deliver prompt and convincing pronouncements J at the immediate
behest of the 'market', on anything and-everything) on every conceiv
able problem in life) and to do so without falling prey, not only to
utter banality, but, above all, to indignity and self-exposure with aU
their merciless consequences. It is not surprising that there are so
many journalists who have lost their way or their value as human
beings. Vv'hat is surprising) rather} is the fact that, despite everything,
this section of society in particular contains such a large number of
valuable and quite genuine people, many more, indeed, than out
siders tend to imagine.

If the journaHst, as a type of professional politician, can already
look back on a considerable past, the figure of the parly official is one
who has emerged from the developments of the last few decades or,
in some cases, years. \Ve mnst turn our attention to the party system
and party organisation ~f we are to understand the position of this
figure within historical de,'clopments.

The organisation of politics is necessarily an organisation mn bjl
intereUed parties in all political associations of any magnitude where
the holders of political power arc elected periodically, which is to say
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in all associations with a ferritory and ran'ge of responsibilities
extending beyond those of small l rural cantons. This means that a
relatively small number of persuns with a primary interest in political
life (meaning participation in political power} create a follo\\ing by
free recTuinnent, present themselves or those under their tutelage as
candidates for election~ raise funds and set about collecting votes.
One cannot imagine how elections coufd be arranged proper])' in
larger political associations without this organisation. In practical
terms it means the division of all citizens entitled to vote into politic
ally active and politically passive elements. As this difference is a
voluntary one it cannot be abolished by special measures such as the
obligation to ,rote, or representation according to (occupational
groupt l or other proposals of this kind which are aimed expressly or
in fact against this state of affairs, which is to say, against rule by
professional politicians. The leadershipt acth'e in recruiting the fol
lowing, and the following who freely canvass the body of passive
voters who will elect the leader, arc necessary elements in the life of
any party. The structure of parties varies, however. The 'parties' of
medieval dties, say, like the Guelfs and the GhibeJHnes, were purely
personal followings. If one examines the Statuto della parte Guelfa,28
the confiscation of the estates of the nohili (which originally meant
an those families living in the knightly manner and qualified for fiet)l
their exclusion from offices and denial of their right to vote, or the
inter~locality party committees and the strictly military organisations
with their rewards for denunciations, one feels reminded of Bolshev
ism with its Soviets, its strictly sifted military and informant organisa
tions (above all in Russia), its confiscations, the disarming and polit
ica] disenritlement of the 'bourgeois" that is the entrepreneurs J

traders~ rentim ~ derics, descendants of the dynasty and police agents,
The analogy becomes even mOTe striking when one sees on the one
hand that the military organisation of the Guelph party was a purely
knightly anny, formed on the basis of matricular lists, and that nobles
occupied almost all the leading positions, while the Soviets for their
part have retained the highty rtmunerated entrepreneurs, piece-work
wages) the Taylor system, discipline at the workplace and in the arm}~;

or rather the)' are re-introducing these things and looking around for
foreign capital - in other words, they have had to accept once more

1M The SralutQ fklla parle G(4elja was firsr published in r33 5,
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absolutely all the things they fought against as institutions of the
bourgeois class, in order to keep the state and me economy going at
aU. In addition to all this, they have re-employed the agents of the
old okhrana29 as their principal instrument of state power. What con
cerns us here are not such organisations based on violence t but pro
fessional politicians whose aim is to achieve power by means of sober,
'peaceful' canvassing by the party in the electoral market-place.

Parties in our usual sense of the word also began, in England for
example, as pure followings of the aristocracy. Whenever a peer
changed his party allegiance) for whatever reason t all those who were
dependent on him also changed to the opposing party. Until the
Reform Bill the great aristocratic families, and the king not least of
them, had the patronage of an immense number of electoral districts.
The parties of local notables, which developed everywhere wich the
rise of the bourgeoisie (Burgertum), closely resembled these aristo
cratic parties. Under the spiritual leadership of the intellectual strata
typical of the \\I'estt those circles of 'education and properEy' split
into parties which they led, dividing partly along the lines of class
interests, partly on the basis of famil}' tradition t partly for purely
ideologicaJ reasons. Clergymen, teachers, professors, advocateS t doc
tors~ apothecaries, well~to-do fanners, manufacturers - in England
that whole stratum that considers itself 'gentlemen' - formed occa
sional associations in the first instance~ Of, at the most, local political
clubs, In rimes of agitation the petty bourgeoisie would make its voice
heard~ and occasionally the proletariat, too) when men arose to lead
it (although such Jeaders did not usuaUy come from its own ranks).
In the country parries simply do not yet exist ar this srage in the
fonn of permanent associations organised across local boundaries.
Cohesion is provided solely by £he nlernbers of parliament. Local
notables have the decisive say in the nomination of candidates. Pro
grammes are fonned partly on the basis of the electoral appeals of
the candidates1 partly in accordance with assemblies of notables or
decisions of the parliamentary party. The dubs are led on a part-time,
honorary basis. Where no dubs exist (as was usually me case) the
completely formless organisation of politics is led by the few men
with a permanent interest in politics under nonna] conditions. OnI\'

1'\1 The political police force of Tsari!>r Rus..sia, It operated a network of secret agent~

whose task was to im'(sngate the revolutionary mo\'emenr,
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the journalist is a paid professional poiitician~ only the organisation
of the press functions as a continuous fonn of political organisation.
Apart from this there is only the parliamentary session. Admittcdly~

the members of parliament and the leaders of the parties in parlia
ment know which local notables to turn to when some political action
seems desirable. But only in the great ciries do permanent party
associations exist with modest membership subscriptions and periodic

assemblies and public meetings to hear the member of parliament
give an account of himselL Things only come to life during the period

of an election.
The driving force behind the progressive tightening of party tics

was the interest which the members of parliament had in possible
electoral compromises hetween localities~ and in the effectiveness
of unified electioneering in the country and of unified programmes
accepted by broad sections of the country. In principle, however, the

character of the party apparatus as an association of notables remains
unchanged, although a nern'ork of local clubs (now in middle -sized
[owns as well) and, additionally, of trusted local agents
(Vertrauemmiinmr) extends over the whole country. A member of the
parliamentary party acting as the leader of the central party office
is in permanent correspondence with these bodies and individuals.
Outside the centrai office there are still no paid officials. The local
associations are still led everywhere by ~respected' people who take

on this responsibilily for the sake of the esteem they enjoy in other
areas. These are the extra-parliamentary 'notables' who exert influ
ence alongside that of the stratum of political notables who actually
sit as members of parliament. The press and local associations are,
however~ increasingly provided with intellectual nourishment b)' the
party correspondence which the party publishes. Regular subscrip
tions from members become indispensable, and a proportion of this
money has to go to meer the costs of the central office. Until rela.tively

recently most party organisations in Germany were still at this stage
of de,'elopment. In France, indeed, some places were stiJi at the first
stage, with a quite unstable coaJition of the members of parliament,
a sma]] number of Jocal notables out in the counEry, with programmes
heing drawn up by the candidates thenlselves or on their beha)f by
their patrons, in some cases at the point of recruitment, although
those working in the localities did refert tQ a greater or lesser extent,
to the resolutions and programmes of the members of parliament. At
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first the erosion of this system was only partial, The numbers of those

whose main occupation was politics were small and composed mainly
of the elected representtrives, the few employees at centrnl office,
the journalists and - in France - th.ose position-seekers who were
already in a lpolitical office t or who were currently seeking one.
Formally, politics was a part-time profession in £he vast majority of
cases. The number of parliamentary deputies appointable to minister
ial posts was strictly limited, but so too was that of the possible
electoral candidates, given toe character of a system dominated by
notables. However t the number of people with an indirect interest,
particularly of a material k.ind~ in the conduct and organisation of
politics was very great. For all measures taken by a ministry, and
particularly decisions relating to personnel, were taken with an eye
{O the effect they would ha,'e on the chances of electoral succes.s,
and people sought to achieve aU manner of wishes through the good

offices of th e local member of parliament Whether he liked it or
not, a minister was obliged to listen to the member of parliament,
particularly if he belonged to his majority, which was therefore the
goal pursued by everybody. The individual deputy had control over
the patronage of office and indeed every kind of patronage in all
matters concerning his constituency, and he in turn maintained rela
tions with the local notables in order to secure his own re-election.

The most modem forms of party organisation contrast sharply with
these idyllic conditions of rule by circles of notables and~ above all.
by the members of parliament. These new forms are the offspring
of democracy) of mass suffrage, of the need for mass canvassing and
mass organisation) the development of the strictest discipline and of
the highest degree of unity in the leadership. Rule by notables and
direction by the members of parliament comes to an end. 'Full-time
politicians outside the parliaments take the business (Belrieb) in hand 
either as 'entrepreneurs' - which is in effect what the American 'boss t

and the English 'election agcnf were - or as officials with a fixed
salary. Fonnally, a far-reaching process of democratisation takes
place. It is no longer the parliamentary parry which creates the
authoritative manifestos, no longer the local notables who have con
trol over the nomination of candidates. Instead, general meetings of
the organised members of the party select the candidates and delegate
members to the higher assemblies, of which there may be severat
right up to the genera' party conference. But in faa, of course, power
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lies in the hands of those who do the wurk continuously within the
organisation, or with those persons on whom the running of the
organisation depends, either financially or in terms of personnel (for
example wealthy patrons or the leaders of powerful clubs of vested
political interests, such as Tammany Hall). The decisive fact is that
this whole human apparatus - the 'machine, as it is revealingly called
in English-speaking countries - or rather the people who control it
are able to keep the members of parliament in check~ and can even
impose their will on them to a considerable extent. This is of particu
lar importance for the selection of the leadership of the party. The
person who now becomes leader is the one whom the machine fol~

lows~ even over the heads of parhament. In other words~ the creation
of such machines means the adyent of plebiscitarian democracy.

The party foUowing, and above all the party official and party entre
preneur, naturally expect personal recompense to flow from the vie
to!)' of the leader, either in the form of offices or other benefits. The
decisive point is that they expect these things from him, and not, or
not only, from individual members of parliament. Above all, they
expect that the demagogic effect of the teaderts personality during the
election will win votes and mandates, and thus power, for the party,
and will therefore maximise the chances of the party's supporters
finding the rewards they are hoping for. On the level of ideas, one
of the driving forces is the satisfaction to be gained from working for
an individual, out of conviction and devotion to him, rather than for
£he abstract programme of a party cOinposed of mediocrities; this is
the 'charismatic' element in aU leadership.

To very varying degrees, and in constant 'atent strugg~e with mem ~

bers of parliament and with local dignitaries fighting to preserve their
influence, this fonn succeeded in establishing itself, first in the
United States, amongst the bourgeois parties, and then in the Social
Democratic Party, above all in Germany. Reverses constantly occur
whenever there is no generally acknowledged leader. Even when such
a leader does exist, all kinds of concessions have to be made to the
vanity and vested jnterests of party notables. Above all, howeYer,
the machine can also faU into the hands of the party offidals who
do the da~r-to-day work. Some Social Democratic circles take the
view that their party succumbed to this 'burcaucrarisation'. Yet 'offi
daIs t submic fairly readily to a leader with a strong) demagogically
effective personalityt for their material and ideal interests are, after
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all, intimately connected with what they hope me power of the party
will achieve under his leadership, and there is inherendy more inner
satisfaction to be had from working for a Jeader. The rise of leaders
is far more difficult in cases where (as is usual in bourgeois parties)
the ·notables\ in addition to the officials, influence the party. For
they 'make a life' for themseJves in an ideal sense out of whatever
minor position they hold as members of the executive committee or
one of its sub-committees. Their actions are dictated by resentment
of the demagogue as a homo n(}'vus, by thdr strong belief in the superi
ority of party-political 'experience (which is indeed of considerable
importance) and by ideological worries about the breakdown of the
old traditions of the party. They also have all the traditionalist ele
ments in the party behind them. The rural voter above all, but also
the petit-bourgeois voter, respects the name of the notable who has
been long familiar to him and mistrusts the man he does not know.
Admittedly, should the new man be successful~ the allegiance of these
groups to him is all the more unshakeable. Let us look at a few of
the main examples ofthe struggle between these two fonns of political
structlJre and at the rise of the plebiscitary fonn as described by
Osrrogorski. olD

Let us begin with England. Party organisation there was almost
exclusively an organisation of notables untiJ 1868. The Tories relied
in the countryside on~ for cxample~ the Anglican "icar~ as we]] as on
the teacher (in most cases) and above all on the Jarge landowners of
the county) while the \Vhigs relied mostly on such people as the
nonconformist preacher (where one existed)~ the postmaster, black
smith, tailor, rope-maker , in other words on those tradesmen who
could spread political influence because they were the ones with
whom one could have a conversation most frequently. In the towns
parties divided according to party opinions which were either eco
nomic or religious or simply traditional in one~s family. But in every
case the organisation of politics was borne by notables. At a higher
level there was parliament and the parties, with the cabinet and the
'leader' who chaired the council of ministers or led the opposition.
At his side the leader had the most important professional political
figure in the party organisation, the ~Whip',31 in whose hands lay the

.1(J \-1. OsrrogoT$ki, Demomuy and tlte Organization f)f p(J/jticaf Parties (London, 190Z).

.11 IWhip' is in English.
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patronage of office. The place-seekers had therefore to turn to him,
and he consulted the members from the individual constituencies on
such matters. Amongst these people a stratum of professional politi
cians sJowl~' began to evolve, as local agents were recruited who were
unpaid in the first instance and whose position was roughly equivalent
to our Vertrauettsmanner. Additionally, howevert there de\teloped in
the constituencies a type of capitalist entrepreneur) the (ejection
agene-n whose existence ,vas inevitable under the modern legislation
introduced in England to ensure the fairness of elections. This legis
lation sought to limit electoral expenses and to counter me power of
money by obliging candidates to dedare what the dection had cost
them. For in England) much more than was once the case here) the
candidate, as well as straining his voice, had the pleasure of taking
out his purse. The election agent received from him a sum.of money
to cover all e:\penses) from which the agent usually made a tidy profit.
In the distribution of power between leaderJJ and party notabJes, both
in the country and in parliament, the leader had always had a very
important position in England) for compelling reasons which had to
do with the facilitation of large-scale and at the same time stable
policy-making. Nevertheless, the influence of members of parliament
and paI1)' notables still remained considerable.

This is roughly what the old party organisation looked like, some
thing half run by notables and half by an enterprise in which paid
employees and entrepreneurs were already playing a role. From 1868
onwards) however, there developed the ~caucust system, firstly for
locaJ dections in Blnningham and then throughout the whole coun
try. A nonconformist preacher and Joseph Chamberlain combined to
inaugurate this system. It was prompted by the democratisation of
suffrage. To win over the masses it was necessary to call into being
an enormous apparatus of associations which were democratic in
appearance~ so as to create a voting association in each district of the
town~ to keep the organisation in constant operation, and to subject
everything to tight bureaucratic control. IncreasingJy, paid officials
were employed, while the formal bearers of party policy were chief
negotiators with a right of co-option, elected by local electoral com
mittees in which perhaps about 10 per cent of the voters, all in
all, were soon organised. The driving force came from local people)

.12 <Election agent' is in Engli-3h here and subsequendr.
3.l 'Leader l is in Engl iSJL
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particularJy from those with an interest in municipaJ politics (the

source of the richest material pickings everywhere), who were also
primarily responsible for raising the necessary funds. This newly

emerging machine, no longer directed from parliament, very soon
came into conflict with the previous holders of power, above all with
the \Vhip. Drawing irs support from local interests, howevert it wa!:i
so successful in this struggle that the Whip had to submit to i{s power
and seek compromises with it. The result was the centralisation of
0111 power in the hands of a feu' people and ultimately of one person
at the head of the party. In (he Liberal Party tne rise of this whole
system had to do with Gladstone's rise to power. The fascinating
thing about Gladstone's 'grand I demagogy, the firm belief of the
masses in the ethical content of his policies and ahove all in the
ethical character of his personality, was what led this machine so
quickly to victory over the notables. A Caesarisr plebiscitary element,

the dictator of the electoral battlefield~ entered the political arena.
This \'ery soon made itself felt. The caucus became active for the
first time in national elections in 1877, and did so with brilliant
success, for the result was Disraeli's fall from power at tbe height of
his great successes. By 1886, when the issue of Home RuJe was
opened up, the machine was alreadJ so completely oriented on the
charismatic appeal of the leader's personality that the entire appar
atus, from top to bottom, did not ask, 'Do we share Gladstone's
position in this matter?', but rather simply wheeled ar his command,
saying, 'Whatever he does, we will follow him.' In so doing, the
apparatus simply left Chamberlain, the man who had created it, high
and dlj'.

This machinery necessitates a considerable human apparatus. In
England there are probably no less than 2,000 individuals who make
their Jiving directly from part)' politics. Admittedly, me number of
those who playa part in politics merely in order to obtain an office
or pursue some personal interest is much greater still, particularly in
local politics. As we]) as economic opportunities, the useful caucus
politician has opportunities to satisfy his vanity. By the nature of
things~ if is the height of (normal) ambition to aspire to the title of

J.P. or even l\1.P., and this goal is attained by people ofgood upbring
ing} that is 'gentlemen'.3" The highest prize of an, one particularly

34 <Gendemen l is in English here and subsequently.
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striven after by wealth}, patrons (in a country where approximately
50 per cent of party finances took the form of contributions from

anOn\1UOUS donors), was a peerage..-

What has been the effect, then, of mis whole system? It has been
to turn most English members of parliament into nothing better than
well-disciplined lobby-fodder, the only exceptions being a few mem
bers of the cabinet and some mavericks. In our Reichstag it was
customan' at least to deal with one's private correspondence while

'"
sitting at one's desk in the house in order to give the impression that
one was working for the weal of the nation. Such gesmres are not
required in England. There the member of parliament merely has to
vote and to re frain from betraying his party. He has to appear when
the 'Vhips ~ummon him, and to do whatever is decreed either by the
cahinet or the leader of the opposition. \Vhcn the leader is strong,
the caucus-machine out in the countI)' is almost wholly unprincipled
and entirely in his hands. This means that above parliament there
stands a man who is in fact a plebiscitary dic{ator~ who rallies the
masses behind bim by means of the party 'machine I, and who regards
members of parliament simpl): as political prebendaries who belong
to his following.

How, then, is this leadership selected? Firstly~ on the basis of what
ability is the selection made? Here what matters most - apart from
the qualities of will which are decisive everywhere in the world - is
of course the power of demagogic speech. Its nature has changed
since Cobden's time, when the appeal was to reason, via Gladstone,
a master of the technique of seeming soberly to 'let the facts speak
for themsdves~, down to the present where purely emotive means)

like those of the Salvation Anny, are often deployed in order to stir
the masses. The existing state of things well deserves the name of a
'dictatorship which rests on the e~loitation of the emollonality of
the masses,.]5 But the highly developed committee system in the

English parliament makes it possible and indeed forces any politician
who bopes to gain a share in the leadership to join in the work of
committees. All ministers of note during the last few decades have
undergone a very real and effective training in this form of work,
while the practice of reporting and publicly criticising these delibera-

H \Veb~r l!t presum;lbl~' referring again to Ostrogorski's work but these particular words
cannot be found there.
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tions means that this school involves a genuine process of selection

which excludes anyone who is a mere demagogue.
This is now lhjngs arc in England. The caucus system there, how

ever, existed only in attenuated form in comparison ""th party organ
isation in America, where the plebiscitary principle was developed
unusually early and in a particularly pure form. As he conceived
if, \Vashingron's America was to be a commonwealth governed by
~gentlemen'. In America, too, a gentleman was in those days a landed

proprietor or a man with a college educatiollt and this is how things
were indeed run at first. \\lhen parties were fonned it was initially
members of the House of Representati\les who claimed the leader
ship, as was the case in England during the period of rule by notables.
Party organisation was quite loose. This state of affairs lasted until
1824. The party machine was already coming into existence before
the 18205 in some municipalities (which were the birthplace of the

modem development here too). But it was the election of Andrew

Jackson as president~ the candidate of the fa.rmers in the Vlest J which
first overturned the old traditions. The formal end to the leadership
of the parties by leading parlianlentary representati,rcs happened soon

after 1840 when the great parhamentarians - Calhoun, 'J\'ebster ~

withdrew from political life because parliament had lost ,;irtually all
its power vis-a-vis the part); machine out in the country. The reason
for the early development uf the plebiscitary ~machine in America
was that there, and only there, the head of the executive and - most
importandy - the chief of official patronage was a president elected
on the plebiscitary principle who, as a result of the 'separation of
powers~ was almost independent of parliament in the exercise of his
office. Thus the reward of success in the presidential election in
particular was the prospect of being able to distribute booty in the
form of official prebends. The consequence of this was the 'spoils
system'J6 which Andrew Jackson now elevared, systematicallYl to the
status of a principle.

What does this spoils system - the allocation of all federal offices
to the victorious candidate's following - mean for the formation of
parties nowadays? It meanS that the contending parties are utterly
unprincipJed. They are purely and simply organisations for position
seekers} which draw up their changing programmes for each election

.H; 'Spoib system' is In English here and subsequencly.
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campaign according to the chances of winning votes. It also means
that these programmes are changeable to a degree not found any
where else, despite any other analogies which may exist. The parties

are entirely tailored towards winning the most jmportant campaign
for tht patronage of offices r namely the election of the President of
the Union and the governorships of indjvidual states. The pro
grammes and the candidates are decided at the parries' (national
conventions)37 without the intervention of the parliamentary repres

entatives. These are party congresses to which people are sent, in a
tormaUy very democratic way, by assemblies of delegates, which in
turn derive their mandate from the 'primaries',38 the fundamental

voting assemblies of the parries. Even at the primaries the delegates
are chosen in relation to the name of the candidate for the headship
of state; within the individual parties the fiercest struggle rages
around the question of the 'nomination'.39 The president has in his

hands the power to name the holders of no less than 300)000 to
4°0,000 offices) and he alone carries out this task, consulting only the
senators of the individual states. The senators are therefore powerful
politicians. The House of Representatives, hy contrast) has relatively
little po~irical power because the patronage of office is not in its
hands, and because ministers, who are purely aides to a president
whom the people have legitimated l~is-a-vis everyone (parliament
included), are able to exercise their office regardless of its confidence
or lack of confidence. This is a consequence of the cseparation of
powers'.

The spoils system based on these arrangements was technicaUy
possible in America because a purel)' amateur way of conducting busi
ness could be tolerated in such a young civilisation (Kultur). A state
of affairs where there were 300,000 or 400,000 of these pany men
whose only demonstrable qualification for office was the fact that
they had served their party well couid not of course exist without
enormous evils - unparalleled waste and corruption - which could
onl)' be sustained by a country with~ as yet, unlimited economic
opportunities.

The figure who now appears on [he scene along with this s)'stem

of the plebiscitary party machine is the party 'boss'. \\Inat is the boss?

n <National (:om'entions' is in English.
l/l 'Primaries' is in EngJ ish.
J'J 'Nomination' i~ in Engiish.
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A political capitalist entrepreneur who supplies votes on his own
account and at his own risk. He may have forged his first connections
as an advocate or a pub-Jandlord or the proprietor of some such
business, or perhaps as a creditor. From there he spins his threads
until he is able to 'control) a certain number of votes. Once he has
got this far he forges links with the neighbouring bosses~ and~ by his
z..caJ, skill and above all his discretion, catches the eye of those who
have already progressed further in their careers, and so he begins to
rise. The boss is indispensable to the organisation of the party. This
is centralised in his hands, Very largely it is he who procures the
means. How does he come by them? v.,rell, pardy by subscriptions
from party members; above all by taxing the salaries of those officials
who came to office through him and his party. Then through gratuit
ies and bribes. Anyone who wishes to break one of the many laws
with impunit}' needs the connivance of the bosses and has to pay for
it - otherwise things will inevitably be made unpleasant for him. But
this alone does not suffice to procure all the operating capital. The
boss is indispensable as the direct recipient of money from the great
financial magnates who vmuld not entrust money for electoral pur
poses to any paid party official or indeed to anyone presenting
accounts in public. \\lith his asrute discretion in financial matters,
the boss is of course just the man for the capitalist circles who fund
the election. The typical hoss is an absolutely sober man. He has no
ambition for social honour; the ~professionar4n is despised in 'polite
societyl. His sole aim is power, power as a source of money, but also
for its own sake. He works behind the scenes~ which is where he
differs from the English 'leader). One does not hear him speak in
public~ he suggests to the speakers what they ought to say to achieve
their goals~ but he himself remains silent. As a rule he accepts no
office apart from that of a federal senator. Fort as senators have a
constitutional role in the patronage of office, the leading bosses often
sit in this body in person. The allocation of offices is determined first
and foremost by what an individual has done for the party. Fre
quently. however, they were also allocated in return for payments of
money, and some offices have particular rates attached to them - a

system of selling offices famiJiar from many monarchies, induding
the Papal States, in the sc'venteenth and eighteenth centuries.

+I) ·Professional' is in EngJish here and subsequentl~'.
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The boss has no firm political 'principles'. He is entirely unprin

cipled and is only interested in the question of what will win votes.
:\Jor infrequently he is a man with a fairly poor upbringing. His private

life, however t is usually correct and beyond reproach. Only in his
political ethics docs he adapt himself~ naturally tnough, to the average
ethical standards of political conuuct which are a fact of Ii fe, just as
many of us Germans probably did in the sphere of economic ethics
during the period of hoarding. The fact that he is socially despised
for being a lprofcssional' politician does not trouble him. There is
an advantage in the fact that he himself neither can nor wants to
enter the great offices of the LYnion, namely the possibility that good
minds from outside the party may be adopted as candidates) men of
reputation rather than just the same old party notables as in our
system, provided the bosses think they will win votes. The structure
of this unprincipled part}' with its socially despised wielders of power
has thus made it possible for able men to attain the office of president
who would never have succeeded under our system. AdmittedlYl the
bosses resist any outsider whom they perceive as a possible threat to
their own sources of money and power. But in the competition for
the favour of the voters they ha\'e been obliged not infrequently (0

condescend to accept precisely those candidates who were reputed
(0 be opponents of corruption.

Thus in America parties are run on markedly capitalistic lines.
They are tightly organised from top (Q bottom, and supported by
extremeJy stable political clubs such as Tammany Hall which are
organised almost Hke religious orders but which aim (~xclusive)~r at
making profits by exercising political control) above all over municipal
governments (these being the most important object of exploitation
here too). It was possible for parry life to develop this kind of structure
in the United States because of the high degree of democracy in
this 'young country) + The connection between these things means,
however~ that this system 'is slowly dying out. America can no longer
he governed on a purely amateur basis. If you asked American
workers fifteen years ago why they let themselves be governed by
politicians whom they themselves claimed to despise, you got the
answer: lWe would rather our officials were people we can spit on,

than be like you and have a caste of officials who spit on us'. That
was the old standpoint of American ~democracy). Yet the socialists
already thought quite differently e\'en then, and this state of affairs
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is no longer wlerated. Administration by amateurs is no longer

adequate and the Civil Service Reform" l is creating tenured, pension
able posts in steadil} growing numbers. As a rcsultt university-trained

officials, who are just as incorrupti~le and able as our o"'n, are
entering these offices. Approximately I 00,000 offices are no longer
objects for booty when the election comes round, but are pensionable
and tied to the candidate's ability to demonstrate his qualifications.
This will cause the spoils system to lose ground slowly; the leadership
of the parties will then transform itself accordingly. It is just thac we
do not yet know, how.

Up till now the decisive factors affecting the operation of politics

in Germany have been essentially as follows: firstlYl there is the impot
ence of our parlianlents. The result of this waS that no one ""ith
leadership Qualities went into parliament for any length of time. Sup
posing one ""-anted to enter parliament - what could one do there?
If a chancenery post fell vacant) one could sa}' to the appropriate
administrative head, ~I have a very able man in my constituency who
would be suitable, wh}' don)t you take himt This was gran£ed readily.
But that was more or less all a Gennan member of parliament could

achieve by way of satisfying his instincts for power - if he had any.
Then there was the fact that trained professional officialdom in Ger
many was so enormously important (this second factor being a reason
for the first). We had the best officials in the world. A consequence
of this was that trained officials sought not only posts in the dvH
service but also ministerial posts. Last year) when 'parliamentaris
ation t was being discussed in the Bavarian Diet, it was argued that
gifted people would no longer want to become officials if ministerial

posts were given to members of parliament. Apart from this, the
administration carried out by officials systematically escaped the kind
of control that is exercised through the discussions in committee
under the English system. This made the German parliameots (with
few exceptions) incapable of training genuinely useful heads of the
administration from within their own ranks.

The third factor was the existence of parties in German}r (in con
trast to America) which lA·'ere parties of po~itical principle
(gesinnungspo/itische Parteien) which claimed, in what ·they at least felt

was good faith, that their membership supported particular Wellan
schauungen. The two most important of these parties (the Catholic

il 'Ch,'il Sen1Cc Reform' is in English.
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Centre Party on the one hand and the Social Democrats on the other)
were, however, bom minority parries, as indeed they wert deliberately
designed to be. The leading circles of the Centre Party in dIe Reich
never made any secret of the fact that thty opposed parliamentary
rule because they feared being in the mjnorityt for the reason that
this would make it much more difficult for them to accommodate
position-seekers who, hitherto, could he found posts by putting pres

sure on the government. The Social Democrats were a minority party
and an obstacle to the gro~th of parliamentary power as a matter of
principle, because they did not want to be besmirched by contact
\\'ith the established bourgeois political order. The fact that these two
parties excluded themselvts from the parliamentary system made that

system impossible.
Given this sltuation~ what bec~me of the professional poiiticians in

Germany? They had no power, no responsibility, and could only play
a fairly subaltern role as notables, with the result that they were
animated }'et again by the instincts which arc typicaJly to be found in
all ~gujJds'. It was impossible for anybody not cast in the same mould
to rise within the circle of these notables who made their life out of
whatever little position they held. I could cite numerous names from
each of the parries (and the Social Democrats are} of course~ no
exception), which represent tragic political careers because the per
sons concerned had leadership qualities and~ for that very reason,
were not tolerated by the notables. By taking this pa{h~ all our parries
have turned into guilds of notables. Bebel t for example, was still a
leader by virtue of his temperament and the purity of his character,
however modest his inteUcctual gifts. The fact that he was a mart}T t

that he ne,'er betrayed the trust of the masses (in their eyes), meant
that he had the masses absoluteJ}' beh;nd him, so that no power
within the party was capable of seriously challenging him. After his
death this situation came to an end, and rule by officials began. Union
officials, party secretaries and journalists \\:ere in the ascendant, the

instincts of officials dominated the party, a most honourable body of
officials (indeed exceptionally honour-ab1e~ one may say, if one con
siders conditions in other countries~ particularly the often corrupt
union officials in America), but the consequences of rule by officials
discussed above also affected the pany.

From the 188as onwards the bourgeois parties hecame purely and
simply guilds of notables. From time to time, admittedly, the parries
had to recruit minds from outside the party for advertising purposes,
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in order to be able to saJ, 'These famous names are on our side.' A!\

far as possible, they tried to prevent such people standing in elections.
This onty occurred where it was unavoidable, because the person

concerned insisted on it.
The same spirit was to he found in parliament. Our parliamentary

parties were and still arc guilds. Every speech delh'ered before a full
session of the Reichstag is thoroughly censored in advance by (he

party. This is plain from the fact that the)' are unspeakably boring.

An indh~dual may only speak if he is a nominated speaker. A greater
contrast to the English system - or to what (for quite opposite

reasons) is the custom in France - is hardly conceivable.

At present a change may be taking place as a result of the mighty
coHapse that is customarily referred to as the revolution. Perhaps this
is so - but it is not certain. The beginnings of new kinds of party
apparatus began to emerge at first. Amateur apparatuses in dle first

place~ very often manned by s~udents from the various universities,

who say to a man to whom the)' attribute leadership qualities, ~Vle

will do what needs to be done jf you teU us what it is.' Secondly,

commercial apparatuses. There ha,re been cases of certain people

approaching a man thel thought had leadershjp qualities and offering
to take care of the canvassing of voters in return for a fixed sum for
each vote. If you were to ask. me which of these two apparatuses 1
honestly thought the more reliable from a purely technical-political

point of view, I think I would choose the latter. But both types of

apparatus were bubbles which rose quickly and disappeared just as
quickly. The existing apparatuses restructured themselves, but con
tinued operating. Those phcnomt:na were only a symptom of the fact

that new apparatuses would perhaps come into being if only the
leaders were to· be found. nut the technical peculiarities of propor
tional representation were enough to preclude their rise. Just a hand
ful of street dictators arose) who then disappeared again. And it is

only the following of a street dictator which has a firmly disciplined
organisation) which e~plains the power of these tiny minorities.

Assuming aU this were to changet it has to be dearly stated in the
light of the aho,re thatt when plebiscitary leaders are in charge of
parties} this means a 'loss of soul t (Entseelung)42 for the foHowing)

42 The probkm of how to overcome soul-destroying 'dehuznanisarion' and 'capjf~lisr

m~chanisation'was a central topic in cotlremporarJ po2itical debate. It was djscuss.ed
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what one might call their spiritual prolerarianisation . In order to be
a useful apparatus in the leader's hands, the following has to obe)'
hlindlYl be a machine in the American sense, it must not be disturbed
by the vanity of notables or by pretensions to individual opinions.
Lincoln's election was onl)' made possible by this kind of party organ~

isation, and in Gladstone's case, as we have said, the same thing
occurred in the caucus. That is simply the price to be paid for having
a leader in charge of the party. But the only choice lies between a
leadership democracy with a ~machine~ and democracy without a
leader) which means rule by the 'professional politician~ who has no
vocation. the type of man who lacks precisely those inner, charismatic
qualities which make a leader. usually this means what the rebels
within any given party call rule by the (clique'. For the time being
only the latter exists here in Germany. The future continuance of
this arrangement~ in (he Reich at any ralc, is favoure-d by the likeli
hood that the Bundesrat will come infO being again) which will neces
sarily limit the power of the Reichstag and hence the importance of
the Reichstag as a place where leaders are selected. A further factor
is proportional representation in its present form, a typical feature of
a leaderless democracy, not only because it favours horse-trading
amongSl notables for the allocation of places on the lists, but also
because it will in future make it possible for pressure groups to force
the parties to include their officials in the lists, thereby creating an
unpolitical parliament in which there is no place for genuine leader
ship. The only remaining oullet for the desire for leadership might
be the office of Reichspriisident if the president were to be elected by
plebiscitary rather than parliamentary means. Leadership based on
proven abiJity for work could emerge and be selected if, in the large
municipalities, plebiscitary cit), dictators were to come on the scene
with the right to assemhle their own adminisrrarive bureaus inde
pendently) as happened throughout the United Stales wherever a
serious effort was made to stamp out corruption. The precondition
for this would be a party organisation tailored to the needs of such
elections. But the thoroughly petty bourgeois hostility shown towards
leadership by aU our parties, (including the Social Democrats in
particular), means that there is no way of knowing what shape parties

at the culturaJ conferences held at Burg Lauensrein in May and October 19 17 which
Weber attended.
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will take in the future, and therefore what the chances are of any of

these things coming about.
Thus there is no way of foreseeing today what outward shape the

husiness of politics as a 'profession J will take, and consequently, even
less possibiHty of knowing how opportunities might arise for politically
gifted people ro be presented with satisfying political tasks. Anyone
whose financial situation requires him to live (from' politics will prob
ably always have to choose between journalism or a post as a party
official~ these being the two typical direct routes, or to join one of
the organisations representing special interests, such as a trade union,
chamber of commerce, agriculrural chamber, chamber of crafts,
trades council, employers~ asso(:iation~ or to seek a suitable position
in local government. One can say no more about the outwanJ aspect
of things other than that the pany official shares \\lith the journalist
the odium of being tdeclassed'. Unfortunatdy, the former will always
hear the name (hired hack~ and the latter 'hired orator t ringing in his
ears~ even if these words are never actually spoken aloud. Anyone
who is without inner defences against such slights and is unable, in
his own mind, to give his own, correct reply co them, should steer
clear of this career because, quite apart from the severe temptations
to which it exposes a man, it can be a source of continual
disappointment.

'What kinds of inner joy does porities have to offer, and what kinds
of personal qualifications does it presuppose in anyone turning to

this career?
\\/eU~ first of allJ it confers a feeling of power. The professional

politician ean have a sense of rising above everyday existence, even in
what is fonnally a modest position, through knowing that he exercises
influence on people, shares power over them~ but above all from the
knowledge that he holds in his hand!i some vital strand of historically
important events. But the question facing such a person is which

qualities will enable him to do justice to this power {however narrowly
circumscribed it may actually be in any particuJar case)t and thus to
the reponsibiHty it imposes on him. This takes us into the area of
ethical questions, for to ask what kind of a human being one must
be in order to have the right to seize the spokes of the wheel of
history is to pose an ethical question.

One can say that three qualifies arc pre-eminently decisive for a
politician: passion, a sense of rcsponsibilityt judgement. Passion in
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the sense of concern for the thing itself (SlUhlichkeit), the passionate
committnent to a (cause' (Sache), to the god or demon"'3 who com
mands that cause. Not in the sense of that inner attirude which my
late friend Georg Simmel was wont to describe as 'sterile excite~

ment'.44 This is characteristic of a particular type of intellectual
(especially Russian intellectuals, but of course not all of them!») and
also plays such a large part amongst our own intellectuals at this
carnival which is being graced with the proud name of a 'revolution';
it is the 'romanticism of the inteUecrually interesting', directed into
the void and lacking all objective (sachlilh) sense of responsibility.
Simply to feel passion, however genuinely, is not sufficient to make
a politician unless, in the form of service to a ~cause', responsibility
for that cause becomes the decisive lode-star of all action. This
requires (and this is the decisive psychological quality of me
politician) judgemNu, the ability to maintain ones inner composure
and calm while being receptive to realities, in other words distance
from things and people. A 'lack of distance\ in and of itself, is one
of the deadly sins for an)' politician and it is one of those qualities
whid. will condemn our furure intellectuals to political incompetence
if they cultivate it. For the -problem is precisely this: how are hot
passion and cool judgement to be forced together in a single soul?
Politics is an activity conducted with the head, not with other parts
of the body or soul. Yet if politics is to be genuinely human action~

rather than some frivolous intellectual game, dedication to it can only
be generated and sustained by passion. Only if one accustoms oneself
to distance, in every sense of the word) can one achieve that powerful
control over the soul which distinguishes the passionate politician
from the mere (sterile exdtementt of the political amateur. The
·strength' of a political 'personality' means, first and foremost, the
possession of these qualities.

Every day and every hour t therefore, the politician has to overcome
a quite trivial, aU-too-human enemy which threatens him from
within: common 'vanity, the mortal enemy of aU dedication to a cause
and of all distance - in this case, of distance to oneself.

43 In this instance Weber is using Diimon in the same sense as the Engllsh <demon\
elsewhere he uses Lt without the sense of moral evil.

+I This use ofAufgertgtheiJ as a derogatory tenn for revolutionary fervour was prefigured
in Goethe's. (ragmentary satire on the consequences of the French Revolution, Die
Aufgftegtm.
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Vanity is a very widespread quality, and perhaps no one is com

pletely free of it. In academic and scholarI)' circles it is a kind of
occupational disease. In the case of the scholart however, unattractive

though this quality may be, it is relatively harmless in the sense that
it does not, as a rule, interfere ~ith the pursuit of knowledge. Things
are quite different in the case of the politician. The ambition for
power is an inevitahle means (ftlitteO wjth which he works. 'The

instinel for power', as it is commonly called, is thus indeed one of

his normal qualities. The sin against the holy spirit of his profession
begins where this striving for power becomes detached from the
task in hand (unsathlich) and becomes a matter of purely personal

self~intoxjcarioninstead of being placed entirely at the service of the
'cause', For there are uJtimatcl): just two deadly sins in the area of
politics: a lack of objectivity and - often, although not always, identical
with it - a lack of responsibility. Vanity, the need to thrust one's
person as far as possible into the foreground, is what leads the politi

cian most strongly into the temptation of committing one or other
(or both) of these sins, particularly as the demagogue is forced to
count on making an timpac{~, and for this reason is always in danger

both of becoming a play-actor and of tak.ing the responsibility for his
actions too lightly and being concerned only with the 'impressionJ

he is making. His lack of objectivity tempts him to strh'e for the
glittering appearance of power rather than irs reality) whiJe his irre
sponsibility tempts him to enjoy power for its o\\n sake, without any
substantive purpose . For although) or rather precisely because, power

is the inevitable means of all politics, and the ambition for power
therefore one of its driving fon;es, there is no more pernicious distor

tion of political energr than when the parvenu boasts of his power
and vainlJ mirrors himself in the feeling of power - or indeed any
and every; worship of power for its own sake. The mere <power politi
dan'l a type whom an energetically promoted cult is seeking to glorify
here in Gennany as elsewhere, may give the impression of strength;

but in fact his actions merely lead jnto emptiness and absurdity. On
this point the critics of (power politics' are quite correct. The sudden
inner collapse of typical representatives of this outlook (Gesinnung)
has shown us just how much inner weakness and ineffectuality are

concealed bebind this grandiose but empty pose. It stems from a
most wretched and superficial lack of concern for the meaning of
human action, a blase attitude (hat knows nothing of the tragedy in
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which all action, but quite particularly political action,· is in truth

enmeshed.
It is certainly tTUe, and it is a fundamental fact of histGT)' (for which

no more detailed explanation can be offered here), that fhe eventual
outcome of political action frequently, indeed regularly) stands in a .
Quite lnadequate, e\'en paradoxica) relation to its original, intended
meanIng and purpose (Sinn). That docs not mean~ however, that this
meaning and purpose, sen;ce to a cause, can be dispensed with jf

action is to have any firm inner support. The natUre of the cause the
politician seeks to serve by striving for and using power is a question
of faith. He can serve a nation.al goat or the whole of humanity, or

social and ethical goals, or goals which are cultural, inner-worldly or
religious; he may be sustained by a strong faith in 'progress) (howe,;er
this is understood), or he may coolly reject this kind of faith; he can
claim to be the servant of an 'idea' Of, rejecting on principle any such
aspirations, he may claim to sene external goals of everyday life 
but some kind of belief must always be presenJ. OtheJWjse (and there
can be no denying this} e\~en political achievements which l out\\'ardly~

are supremely successful will be cursed ",ith the nullity of ail mortal
undertakings.

Having said this, we have already broached the last problem which
concerns us this evening~ the problem of the ethos of politics as a
'cause t (Sacke). \\bat vocation can politics per 5t\ quite independendy
of its goals, fulfil ""ithin the overall moral economy of our conduct
of life? Where is what one m~ght caB the ethical home of po~jtics? At
this point, admittedly, ultimate J1!eltanschauungro collide, and one has
eventually to choose between thtm, The problem has recently been

re-opened for discussion (in a quite wrong-headed fashion in my
view)~ so let uS approach it resolutely.

Let us begin by freeing the problem from a quite trivial falsifica
tion. In the first place, ethics can appear in a morally quite
calamitous role. Let us \ook at some examples. You ,,,ill rarely
find a man whose love has turned from one woman to another
who does not feel the need to legitimate this fact to himself by
saying, ~She did not desen'e my Jove', Of, 'She disappointed me',
or by offering some other such ~reasonsI. This is a profoundly

unchivalrous attltude~ for, in addition to the simple fate of his
ceasing to love her, which the woman must endure~ it invents for
itself a 'legitimacy' that allows the man [0 lay claim to a 'right)
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while attempting to burden her not only with misfortune but also
"'lth being in the wrong. The successful rivaJ in love behaves in
exactly the same way: the orner man must be of lesser worth,
otherwise he would not have been defeated. The same thing
happens after any victorious wart when the victor win of course
assert, 'With ignoble self... righreousness, 'I won because I was in
the right.' Or when the horrors of war cause a man to sutTer a
psychological breakdown, instead of simply saying, 'It was aU just
too much for me', he now feels the need to justify his war
weariness by substituting the feeling, 'I couldn't bear the experience
because I was obliged to fight for a morally bad cause.' The same
applies to those defeated in war. Instead of searching, like an old
woman, for the 'guilty party' after the war (when it was in fact
the strucrure of society that produced the war}t anyone with a
manly, unsentimental bearing would say to the enemy, ·We lost
the war - you won it. The matter is now settled. Now let us
discuss what conclusions are to be drawn in the light of the
suhstantive (s(Uh/ichen) interests involved and - this is the main
thing - in the light of the responsibility for the future which the
victor in particular must bear.' Anything else lacks dignity and will
have dire consequences. A nation wiH forgive damage to its inter
ests, but not injury to its honour, and certainly not when this is
done in a spirit of priggish self-righteousness. Every new document
which may emerge decades afterwards will stir up the undignified
squabble, aU the hatred and anger) once again) whereas the war
ought at least to be buried morally when it comes to an end.
That is only possjbJe through a sober, matter-of-fact approach
(Sathlichkeit) and chivalry, and, above all, it is only possible where
there is dignity. But it can never be made possible by an 'ethic'
which in fact entails indignity for both sides. Instead of deaJing
with what concerns the politician (the future and our responsibility
for it)~ such an 'ethical' approach concerns itself with politically
sterile (because unresolvable) questions of past guilt. This, if any
thing, is what constitutes political guilt. What is more, in this
process people lose sight of the inevitable falsification of the whole
problem by very materia! interests - the interests of the victor in
maximising the gain (whether moral or material), and the hopes
of the defeated that they \vill negotiate advantages by confessing
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their guilt. If anything is ~common' l$emeint5 it is this, and it is
me consequence of using 'ethics' as a means of 'being in the
right~.

\\That, then, is the real relationship between ethics and politics? Have
they nothing at all to do with one another, as has sometimes been
said? Or is the opposite true, namely that political action is subject
to 'the same' ethic as every other fonn of activity? At times people
have believed that these two possibilities were mutually exclusive
alternatives, and that either the one or the other was correct. But is
it in fact true that any ethic in the world could establish substantially
identical commandments applicable to all relationships) whether
erotic, business, family or official, to one's relations with one's wife,
greengrocer, son, competitor, with a friend or an accused man? Can
the fact that politics operates with a quite specific means, namely
power, backed up by the use of violmcet really be a matter of such
indifference as far a.s the ethical demands placed on politics are con
cemed? Have we not seen that the Bolshevik and Spartacist% ideo
logues, precisely because they use this political jnstrument~ bring
about exactly the same results as any militarist dictator? \\That, apart
from the identity of the holders of power (and their amateurism)
distinguishes the rule of the Workers' and Soldiers' Councils from
the rule of any wielder of power under the old regime? What distingu
ishes the polemics directed by most exponents of the supposedly new
ethics at the opponents they criticise from the polemics of any other
demagogues? Their noble intentions, some will say_ Very well. But
the question under discussion here is the means~ and their enemies
lay just as much claim to noble ultimate aims, and do so with complete
subjective sincerity. ~All they that take the sword shall perish with
the sword')47 and fighting is fighting everywhere. \\!bat about the
ethics of the Sermon on the Mount then? The Sennon on the Mountt

by which we mean the absolute ethics of the Gospel, is something

.fS For Nletzsche, as for Weber~ gtmrr71 ('cornmon'. 'base\ 'contemptible) was the anti
thesis of l,'Omth", ('distinguished'> ~noble'). Weber's objtction to the (mis-)use of
'ethics' to prove one is 4in the right' ec;:hoes Njetzschean scepticism abour the 'moral
interpre~tion of phenomena'.

o\(i The Spartakus League, led by Karl Liehknecht, was formed in 1916- I 7. A left
socialist group opposed to war, it adopted the name of the Communist Party of
Gertnan)' in December 1918.

..~ Matthew z6, 52.
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far more serious than those who are so fond of citing its command
ments today believe. It is not to be taken frivolously. \\llat has been
said about causality in science also applies to this ethlc, namely that
it is not a hired cab which one may stop at will and climb into or out
of as one sees fit. Rather) the meaning of the sermon (if it is not to
be reduced to banality) is precisely this: we must accept it in its
entirety or leave it entirely alone. Hence the case of the rich young
man: 'he went away sorrowful, for he had great possessions. ~4Sl The

commandment of the Gospel is unconditional and unambiguous 
4give an that thou hast' - roerything, absolutely_ The politician will
say that this is an excessive and socially meaningless demand if i( is
not made to apply to everyhody, which means taxation, expropriation
by ta.xation~ confiscation) in other words, coercion and order appHed
to all. The ethical commandment disregards such questions com
pletely ~ that is its essence. The same applies to the injunction to
'turn the other cheek!' - unconditionally, without asking by what right
the other person has struck you. An ethic of indignityt except for a
saint. This is the heart of the matter: it is necessary to be a saint in
all things, or at least one must want to be one, one must live like
Jesus, the Apostles, Saint Francis and men of that kind; then this
type of ethic becomes meaningful and expresses a kind of dignity.
But not otherwise. For while it is a consequence of me unworldly ethic
of love to say, 'resist not evil with force' ,H the politician is governed
by the contrary maxim, namely, ' You shall resist evil with force, for
if you do not, you are responsible for the spread of evil.' Anyone
seeking to act in accordance with the ethic of the Gospel should nm
go on strike, slnce strikes are a form of coercion; instead he should
join an unaffiliated trade union. Above all, he should not talk of
'revolution', for that ethic surely does not teach that civil war of all
things is the only legitimate form of war. The pacifist whose actions
are guided by the Gospel will refuse weapons or throw them away~

as we Gennans were recommended to do, so that we might fulfil our
ethical duty to end the war) and thus to end aU war. The politician
wiU say that the only sure means of discrediting war for the foreseeable
future would have been peace on the basis of the status quo. Then
the people of all nations would have asked what the point of the war

4i !\.latthew r9. 22,

til i\Lltthew 5, 39: 'That ~.. t: resist not evil; but whosoever shan smite thee on th}' tight
cheek, h1rn to him the other also.'
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was. It would have been reduced to absurdity, which is not now
possible. For the war will have proved to be politically profitable for
the victors, or at least for some of them. The responsibility for this
outcome lies \\-ith the behaviour which made it quite impossible for
us to resist. \Vhat will now happen - once the phase of exhaustion
has passed - is, that pella, not war, will have heen discredited - and this

will be the result of absolute ethics.
Finally, there is the duty to be truthful. For the ethic of absolute

principles this is an unconditional duty.50 I Ience it was concluded
that an documents should be published~ especially those which placed
a burden of guilt on our country, and that a confession of guilt should

be made on the basis of these documents - unilaterally~ uncondition·
ally, regardless of the consequences. The politician will take the view
that the upshot of this will not sen~e the cause of truth, but ramer
that truth will certainly be obscured by the misuse of the documents
and by the passions mey unleash. I-Ie witt take the view that the only
productive approach would be a systematic l comprehensive investi
gation, conducted by disinterested parties; any other way of proceed·
log could have consequences for the nation which could not be

repaired in decades. 'Consequences" however, are no concern of abso
lutist ethics.

That is the crucial point. \Ve have to understand that ethically
oriented activity can follow two fundamentally different, irreconcil
ably opposed maxims. It can follow the 'ethic of principled conviction'
(Gesinnung) or the 'ethic of responsibility~. It is not that the ethic
of conviction is identical with irresponsibil1t}, nor that the ethic of
responsibility means the absence of principled conviction - there is
of course no question of that. But there is a profound opposition
between acting by the maxim of the ethic of conviction (putting it in
religious tenns: 'The Christian does what is right and places the
outcome in God's hands'),:;] and acting by the maxim of the ethic of

~v Kant's attempt to found ethics on the 'categoricaJ imperative led him to argue that
there was an absolute obligation to tell tht: truth) even where to do so might lead to
me loss of human Jife, See, for e\ample, The Mnaph)'Si{j rif Morals, ed, J\lL Gregor
(Cambridge, [9{)!), pp, ~2 5-7. K;)nt's was one of the most influential voices arguing
for <anti-consequemiaIism' in ethics in Germany.

~1 Although an exact source for these words (used on several occasions "'" Weber) ha!l
not been traced, the editors of the new G~samlaU$gaM believe they aUude to a passage
in Luther's !ectul'es on Gmt!Sl\ 'Fac tuum officium, et evenlum Deo permine>,
D, Marlin Luthm U:n-keo. Kritjsfn,' G4amrausgaht, vol. xuv (\\'"eimu, 19 J 5), p. 78,
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responsibiJityJ which means that one must answer for the
(foreseeable) consequences of ones actions. A syndicalist who is com
mitted to the ethics of conviction might be fully aware that the likely
consequences of his actions win be, say, increased chances for the
forces of reactio~ increased oppression of his own class, a brake on
the rise of his class. But none of this will make the slightest impres
sion on him. If evil consequences flow from an action done out of
pure conviction, this type of person holds the worJd) not the doer,
responsible, or the stupidity of others1 or the win of God who made
them thus. A man who subscribes to the ethic of responsibility, by
contras~ wiU make allowances for precisely these everyday shortcom
ings in people. He has no right, as Fichte correctly observed,52 to
presuppose goodness and perfection in human beings. He does not
feel that he can shuffle off the consequences of his own actions, as
far as he could foresee them, and place the burden on the shoulders
of others. He will say~ 'These consequences are to be attributed to
my actions.' The person who subscribes to the ethic of conviction
feels (responsible' only for ensuring that the flame of pure conviction
(for example, the flame of protest against the injustice of the social
order) is never extinguished. To kindle that flame again and again is
the purpose of his actions, actions which, ;udged from the point of
view of their possible success~ are utterly irrational) and which can
and are only intended to ha\'e exemplary value.

Yet we have still not reached the end of the problem. No ethics
in the world can get round the fact that the achievement of 'good'
ends is in many cases tied to the necessity of emp~oying morally
suspect or at least morally dangerous means, and that one must
reckon with the possibility or even likelihood of evil side-effects. Nor
can any ethic in the world determine when and to what extent the
ethicalJy good end ~sanctifies~ the ethically dangerous means and
side-effects.

The decisive means of politics is the use of violence. Just how
great arC the ramifications of the ethical tension between ends and
means in politics can be seen in the case of the revolutionary socialists

~~ Fichte qumes such sentiments from t-.lach\ave\Ws DJ':jffJurm in l(~et Macchi.avelli
{sid} als SchriftsreUer'. J(JJumn COlllieb Fi,hJes nadtg~lassftJt Wertet vol. HI (Bonn,
J856), p, .po.
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(the Zimmerwald faction).5J E\'en during the war, as is generan~·

known
J

they espoused a principle which one might characterise thus;
'If the choice lies between a few more years of war, followed b)' a
revolution, and peace now but no revolution, we choose a few more
years of war.' If then asked what this revolution might achie\'e, any
scientifically trained sociaHsr would have replied that there could be
no question of a transition to an economy deserving the name 'social
ist' as he understood the term. Rather, a bourgeois economy would
arise again which would have shed only its feudal elements and the
remnant's of dvnasticism. For this modest result they would accept 'a

'"
few more years of war'! In this instance it could well be said mat
even a person of very firm socialist convictions might reject the end
if these are the means it demands. But this is precisely how things
stand with Bolshe\ism and Spartacism and indeed every type of
revolutionary socialism. Hence it is of course utterly ridiculous for
such people to condemn moral{y the (politicians of violence) of the
old regime for using precisely the same means as they are prepare.d
to use (no matter how jusrified they may be in rejecting the aims of
the other side).

It seems that the ethics of conviction is bound to founder hope
lessly on this problem of how the end is to sanctify the means. Indeed
the only position it can logically take is to reject any action which
employs morally dangerous means. Logically. In the real world,
admittedly) we repeatedly see the proponent of the ~ethics of convic
tion) suddenly turning into a chiliastic prophet. Those who have been
preaching 'love against force one minute, for example, issue a caU
to force the next; they call for one last act of force to create the
situation in which all violence will have been destroyed for ever 
just like our military leaders who said to the soldiers before every
attack that this would be the last, that it would bring victory and then
peace. The man who espouses an ethic of conviction cannot bear the
ethical irrationality of the world. He is a cosmic-ethical (rationalisf.
Those of you who know their Dostoyevsky will recall the scene with
the Grand Inquisitor, where the problem is dissected very acutely.s"

B in September [9' 5 a group of radical socialists heJd a conference in Zimmerwaid
(near Berne) '.vith the aim of founding a new (Third) InttmarionaL Despite further
conferences in 19! 6 and [9 T7, they couId not ach ieve unity.

H F. Dosto)'evsky The Brotl1m Karam4Z07.\ Hook 5, ch. 5.
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It is not possible 10 unite the ethic of conviction with the ethic of
responsibility, nOT can one issue an ethical decree determining which
end shall sanctify which means, if indeed any concession at all is to
be made to this principle.

!\.1y colleaguc, F. VV. Foerster,s.; a man I hold in the highest per
sonal esteem because of the ondoubted integrity of his convictions
(although I reject him unreservedly as a politician), thinks that he
can get round the difficulty in his book with the simple thesis that
only good can flow from good, only evil from evil. "''''ere this so, the
whole) complex problem would admittedly not exist. Yet it is aston
ishing that such a thesis could still see the Hght of day 2,500 years
after thc Upanishads were composed. Not just the entire course of
world history, but any unbiased examination of daily experience, pro
claims the opposire. The development of all the religions in the world
rests, after all, on the fact that the opposite is true. The age-old
problem of theodicy is, after all, the question of how a power which
is said to be both all-powerful and benevolent can possibly have
created such an irrational world of undeserved suffering, unpunished
injustice and incorrigible stupidity. Either that power is not all
powerful or it is not bene,rolent - or quite other principles of com
pensation an4 retribution govern life, principles which we may be
able to interpret metaphysically or which will for ever elude our inter
pretation. This problem, the experience of the irrationality of the
world, was, after all, the driving forte behind aU religious develop
ment. The Indian doctrine of karma} Persian dualism, original sin,
predestination and the concept of the deus ab$(onditus} all these
notions have grown out of precisely this experience. The early Chris
tians too knew very weU that the world was governed by demonSJ that
anyone who gets invoJved with polirics~ which is to say with the means
of power and violence, is making a pact with diabolical powers, and
that it does not hold true of his actions that only good can come of
good and only evil from evil, but rather that [he opposite is often the
case. Anyone who fails to see this is indeed a child in political matters.

Religious ethics have adopted various strategies to come to terms
with the fact that we are placed in various orders of life, each of

5.' F. W, Foerster (] 869-1966) was a leading spokesman of the Society for Ethical
Culture, His SItU1!shkrgerlidu Frzidllmg (19lO) ('Education for Citizenship'. reprinted
under the title PO!J'trs(hr Ethik mId politi~{he Piid8g0gik) was a popular expression of
the ideas of this lllOVemf:nt for soc ial re fonn.
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which is subject to different laws. Hellenic polytheism sacrificed to

Aphrodite and also to Hera, to Dionysos as well as to Apollo) knowing
that these gods were often in conflict with one another. The Hindu
order of life made each of the \'adous occupations subject to a par
ticular ethical law, a dharmd~ and forever divided them one from
another into castes, setting them in a rigid hierarchy of rank from
which there was no escape for the individual born into a particular
caste, except through reincarnation in the next life; the different
occupations were thereby placed at varying distances from the highest
religious goods of salvation. }-{induism was therefore able to elaborate~

the dharma for each caste, from the ascetics and Brahmins down to
the rogues and whores) according to the immanent and particular
laws governing each occupation, including war and politics. How war
is fined Jnto the totality of the orders of life can be found in the
Bhagavad Gila~ in the discussion between K~jshna and Arduna. ~Do
what is necessary' J which means whatever lwork I is imposed as a duty
by me dhanna of the warrior caste and its rules, whatever is objectively
necessary in relation to the purpose of war. According to this belief,
acting thus is not injurious to religious salvation; indeed it serves this
end. Admission to Indra's heaven had always been assured to the
Indian warrior who died a hero's death just as certainly as Valhalla
was to the Gennanic warrior. But the former would have seomed
Nirvana just as surely as the latter would have scorned the paradise
of Christianity with its choirs of angels. This specialisation of ethics
made it possible for Indian ethics to treat the regal art of politics
quite ",ithout reservation or scruple, following the peculiar laws of
politics alone, indeed intensifying them radically. Truly radical
'Machiavellianism', in the popular sense of the word, finds its classic
expression in Indian literature in the Kautalij!d Artha-Sastrtl
(composed long before Christianity~ allegedly in the time of
Chandragupta), in comparison with which 1\1achia"elWs Principe is
harmless. In Catholic ethics, to which Professor Foerster is otherwise
sympathetic) the consilio roangdica arc, as is generally known l a special
ethic for those gifted with the charisma of holy life. Here t alongside
the monk, who may spill no blood nor seek material gain, there stand
the pious knight and the burgher, the first of whom may do the
former) while the second may do me latter. The gradations in this
ethic and its integration within an organic doctrine of salvation are
less consistent than in India, as was bound to be the case, gi\ren the
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assumptions of the Christian faith. Because the world was corrupted
by original sin, it was possible to build vio~ence rdati\re1y easily into
ethics as a means of chastising sin and heretics who endangered the
soul. But the unworldly demands of the Sermon on the J\.lount, which
represent a pure ethics of conviction, and the absolute demand for
religious natural justice founded on the Sermon, have retained their
re\:olutionary force and come to the fore with elemental power in
almost every period of social upheaval. In particular they created the
radical pacifist sects, one ofwhich experimented in Pennsylvania with
a state that abjured force in its relations with other states. The out
come of the experiment was tragic, however t inasmuch as the
Quakers could not take up arms on behalf of their own ideals at the
outbreak of the \Var of Independence, alrhough this was fought on
behalf of those very ideals. Normal Protestantism, by contrast, legit
imated the state absolutely (and thus its means, "ioJcnce) as a divine
institution, and gave its blessing to the legitimate authontarlan state
in particular. Luther relieved the individual of ethical responsibility
for war and placed it on the shoulders of authority, asserting that no
guiJt could ever be involved in obeying authority in matters other
than faith. Calvinism in its turn recognised as a matter of principle
the use of force as a means to defend the faith, in other words
religious war, which, in Islam, was a vital element in religion from
the very beginning. Plainly, the problem of political ethics is not just
one that has been thrown up by the modern Jack of faith engendered
by the cult of the hero during the Renaissance. All religions have
grappled with it, and with very varying degrees of success; in view of
what has been said abo\re, things could not have been otherwise. The
specific means of legitimate t1iolence per se in the hands of human
associations is what gives all the ethical problems of politics their
particular character.

Anyone who makes a pact with the means of violence, for whatever
purpose - and every politician does this - is at the mercy of its
specific consequences. This applies particularly to the man fighting
for a belief, whether religious or revolutionary. Let us simply take
the present as an example. Anyone wishing to establish absolute just
ke on earth by forte needs a following in order to do so, a human
'apparatus'. He must promlsc these people the necessary inner and
outward prizes - rewards in heaven or on earth - because the appar
atus will not function otherwise. Under the conditions of modern
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dass-warfare the inner rewards are the satisfaction of hatred a.nd
revenge, of ressentiment and the need for the pseudo-ethical feeling
of being in the right, the desire to slander one's opponents and make
heretics of them. The outward rewards are adventure~ victory, booty,
power and prebends. The sUCCtSS of the leader is entirely dependent
on the functioning of his apparatlls. He is therefore dependent on its
motives, not his own. He is dependent also on the possibitity of
providing those prizes permanent(}I to his following, the Red Guard,
the informers, the agitators he needs. Given these conditions of his
activity, what he actually achieves does not, therefore, lie in his own
hands but is, rather, prescribed for him by the~ in ethical tenns,
predominandy base or common (getnein) motives prompting the
actions of his following. 1- Ie can only keep control of his following as
long as a sincere belief in his person and his cause inspires at least
some of the group, probably never in this life even the majority of
memo Not only is this faith~ even when held with subjective sincerity,
in many cases merely the ethical 'legitimation' of the craving for
revenge, power, booty and prebends (and let no-one try to persuade
us differendy, for the materialist interpretation of history is not a cab
which may be boarded at will) and it makes no exceptions for the
bearers of revolutions!}, but the emotionalism of revolution is then
followed by a return to traditional, (!'veryda)' existenet l the hero of the
faith disappears, and so, above aU, does the faith itself, or it becomes
(even more effectively) a part of the conventional rhetoric used by
political philistines and technicians. This development comes about
particularly quickly in a war of faith, because these are usually con
ducted or inspired by genuine leaders, prophets of revolution. For it
is one of the conditions of success in this} as in an)' apparatus subor
dinate to a leader~ that things must be emptied and made into mat
ters-or-fact (VerslKhlichu.ng), and the following must undergo spjrirual
proletarianisation) in order to achic,re 'discipline'. This is why the
following of a man fighting for a faith, when it begins to rule, tends
to dedine particularly easily inw a quite ordinary stratum of
prebendaries.

Anyone wishing to practise politics of any kind, and especially
anyone who wishes to make a profession of poHtics t has to be con
scious of these ethical paradoxes and of his responsibility for what
may become of himself under pressure from them. He is becoming
involved) I repeat, with the diabolical powers that lurk in aU violence.
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The great virtuosi of unworldly goodness and love for mankind,
whether they came from Nazareth or Assisi or from the palaces of
Indian kings, did not employ the means of politics1 force. Their king
dom was ~not of this world' and yet they worked, and work still, in
this world, and the figures of Platon KaratayevS6 and Dostoyevsky's
saints are still the dosest .mitations of their lives. Anyone seeking to
save his own soul and the souls of others does not fake the path of
politics in order to reach his goa~, for politics has quite different tasks,
namely rhose which can only be achieved by force. The genius - or
demon - of politics lives in a state of inner tension with the god of
love, and even with the Christian God as manifested in the institution
of the church, a tension that may erupt at any moment into irresolv
able conflict. Even in the days of church rule people were aware of
this. Again and again the interdict was imposed on Florence
(somelhing which represented at the rime a far greater power over
men and the salvation of their souls than what Fichte has called the
'cold approbation' of Kant's ethical judgement),57 and yet the citizens
of Florence fought against the Holy See. ~lachiavem had such situ·
ations in mind when, in a beautiful passage in his Florentine histories
(if my memory does not deceive me),58 he has one of his heroes
praise those citizens who placed the greatness of their native city

above the salvation of their souls.
To see the problem in its current· guise, replace the terms ~narive

city' or 'Fatherland' (which may not strike everyone as an unambigu~

ous value al present) with (the future of socialism' or even 'the
achievement of international peace'. The 'salvation of the sour is
endangered by each of thtse~ whenever men strive (0 attain them by
political activity) employing the means of violence and acting on the
basis of an ethic of responsihility. Yet if the souJ' s salvation js pursued
in a war of faith fought purely out of an ethic of conviction, it may
be damaged and discredited for generations to come, because
responsibility for the ctmsequencej is lacking. In such circumstances
tho~ engaged in action remain unaware of the diabolical powers at

!f) Platon Karata\'ev is a character in TolsIO"'~ War anti Peaa-.
51 'Das System der SinenJehre nach den Principien der ~:issenS(hafislehre',JOhann

Goa/itb Fithtrs Yimmllidu Werke, "'01. IV (B~rlin. ]8+5), p. l67.
(" The reference is to Machia,,'clli, Florentrne Histonrs, Book 3, ch. 7, p, [14: 'so much

more did ~hose dtizens esteem their fatherland than their souls' (in {he translation
by L P. Banfield and H. C. Mansfield, Princeton, I988}.
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work. They are inexorable, bringing about the consequences of their
actions, including consequences for their inner being, to which they
will fall helpless victims if they remain blind to them. 'The devil is
old, so become old jf you want to understand him,59 - the saying
does not refer to one}s age measured in years. 1 too have never
allowed myself to he outdone in debate simply because of a date on
a birth certificate; equally, £he mere fact that someone is twenty
whereas I am over fifty does not persuade me that this in ilSelf is an
achievement before which I must expire in awe. What matters is not
age but the trained ability to look at the realities of life with an
unsparing gaze, to bear these realities and be a match for them
inwardly.

For trulYJ although politics is something done with the head t it is
certainly not something done with the head alone. On this point the
conviction-moralists are entirely correct. But whether one ought to
act on the basis of an ethics of conviction or one of responsibility,
and when one should do the one or the other, these arc not things
about which one can give instructions to anybody. There is just one
thing one can say in these times of excitement - not, you believe, a
'sterile' form of excitement (although excitement is not always the
same as true passion) - if, suddml)', conviction-politicians spring up
all around, proclaiming) ~The world is stupid and base (gemein), not
I. Responsibility for the consequences does not fall on me but on the
others, in whose service 1 work and whose stupidity or baseness I
shaH eradicate\ then J say plainly that I want {O know how much
inner weight is earned by this ethic of conviction. For it is my impres
sion that, in nine cases out of ten, I am dealing with windbags, people
who are intoxicated with romantic sensations but who do not truly
feel what they are taking upon themselves. Such conduct holds little
human interest for me and it most certainly does not shake me to
the core. On the other hand it is immensely moving when a mature
person (whether old or young) who feels with his whole soul the
responsibility he hears for the real consequences of his actions, and
who acts on the basis of an ethics of responsibility, says at some
pointt 'Here I stand, I can do no other. ~60 That is something genuinely
human and profoundly moving. For it must be possible for each of us

;"1 Goethe, Fa.rm, Part [I, lines 6817-18.
W Luther is reponed to have said this ar the Dltt of '~"'orms in [52 I.
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to find ourselves in such a. situation at some point if we are not

inwardly dead. In this respect) the ethics of conviction and the ethics
of responsib11ity are not abso\ute opposites. Th.ey are comp~ementary

to one another) and only in combination do they produce the true
human being who is capable of having a 'vocation for politics'.

And now
l

ladies and gentlemen, let us return to these questions
letl years from now. If by that time) as I am bound to fear will be the
case, an age of reaction has set in for a whole series of reasons, and
little has been realised of all those things which many of you and (as
I freely admit) I roo have wished and hoped for - perhaps not exactly
none of them but apparently only very little (this is very likely) but it
will not break my spirit, although I confess that it is an inward
burden} - then I wou~d very much like to see what has become of
those of you - what has 'become' of you in the innermost sense of
the word - who at present feel themselves genuinely to be 'politicians
of conviction' and who share in the intoxication (Rau5ch}l'il which this

revolution signifies. lr would be fine indeed if Shakespeare's Sonnet
102 fitted the sjtuation~

Our \ove was new, and then but in the spring,
\\!hen I was wont to greet it with my lays;
As PhHomel in summer)s front doth sing,
And stops her pipe in growth of riper days.

But that is not how things are. \\lhat lies immediately ahead of us is
not the tlowering of summer but a polar night of icy darkness and
hardness, no matter which group wins the outward victory now. For,
where there is nothing, not only has the Kaiser lost his rights but so
too has the proletarian. \Vhen this night slowly begins to recede l

which of those people will still he alive whose early summer seems
now to have flowered so profusely? And what wiH have become of
you all inwardly? Embitterment or phiHsrinism, sheer) dull acceptance

of the world and of your job (Bero]) - or the third, and not the least
common possibility) a mystical flight from the world on the part of
those with me gift for it or - a frequent and pernicious variant - on
the part of those who force themselves into such an attitude because

~l In criticising the Rausch ('intoxkation ') of revolurionary enthu~iasm, Weber is ~rrlkjng

at the ready welcome given (0 the 'Dionysian' asp~ct.. ofJ\ierzsche'., thoughr by many
German inreJlectuals at the time.
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it is fashionable. In eve!)' such case I will draw the conclusion that
they were not inwardly a match for their own actions, nor were chey
a march for the worJd as it really is, nor for their daily existence.
Objectively and actually, they did not have the vocation they thought
ilie~' had for politics in the innermost sense of the word. They would
have done better to cultivate plain and simple brotherliness with other
individuals, and, for the rest, to have worked soberly (sachlich) at their
daily tasks.

Politics means slow~ strong drilling through hard boards, with a
combination of passion and a sense of judgement. It is of course
entirely correc£, and a fact confirmed by an historical expericnce~ that
what is possible would never ha"e been achieved j f, in this world l

people had nor repeatedly reached for the impossible. But the person
who can do this must be a leader; not only that, he must, in a vcry
simple sense of the word, be a hero. And even those who are neither
of these things must, even now! put on the armour of that stead
fastness of heart which can withstand even the defeat of all hopes)
for otherwise they will not e,'en be capable of achieving what is pos
sible today. Only someone who is certain that he wiH not be broken
when the world, seen from his point of view, is too stupid or too base
for what he wants to offer it, and who is certain that he will be able
to say 'Nevertheless' in spite of everything - only someone like this
has a 'vocation ~ for politics.
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This is a glossary of key words used in the translated texts. In most
cases the reader)s attention is directed to the glossary' by the inclusion

of the German term, in brackets, after its translation, at ~east on the
first occurrence. Terms have been included in the list for a variety
of reasons. Some have a range of meanings which require them to be
translated differently in different contexts (e.g. Politik~ Sache, sachlich);
some have no satisfactory equivalent in English (e.g. Biirger~ Hi/dung,
MtKhtstatlt) and in a number of cases have simply been adopted into
English usage; some have a different semantic range from their seem
ing equivalent in English (e.g. Kultur); some are cJosely associated

with the thought of particular writers (e.g. Ressmtiment~ vomehm);
some are institutional ternlS which arc often kft untrans~atedin works
on German history or politics (e.g. Reichstag, Bundesrat); some are
technical terms for which v.,reher offers his own definitions (e.g.
Hemchafi, Verhand). In cases where the gloss indudes ¥leber's own
definition~ this has been tran!ilated from volume I of Wirtschafi und
Gesrllschaft (\VG)~ the reader is also referred to the corresponding
passage in Roth and Wittich's translation of Ec()nomy and Society (ES).

One of the peculiarities of \\leber's fanguage is the application of
apparently anachronistic tennino~ogy) usuaUy of medievai or ear'y
Germanic provenan~e(e.g. PfrUnde, Gefolgschaft), to modern phenom
~na. The effect, and presumably the intention, is to draw attention
to continuities in social and political arrangements which might
otherwise remain unnoticed thanks to the introduction of new
vocabulary to describe the ~ncw) phenomena. Generally speaking, the
translation tries to convey any single German term by a fi1(ed equiva-
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lent (e.g. Mittel by 'means' or occasionally 'instrument'), even where
~ome more concrete term might have seemed more natural in a par
ticular context. Thus )\tfachtmittd is translated as 'means of power'
rather than; say, ~weapon' because Weber, who had fVajfi at his dis
posal in German, dearly preferred to form a compound from two of
his key terms, thereby creating semantic links between different areas
of activity (e.g. with Betriebsmittel or Arbeitsmittel}. Similarly, Beamter
is rendered as 'official' in aU contexts (including those, for example,
where, in the equivalent English situation, one would use 'civil
servant'), since Weber's intention is to indicate functional similarities
in different forms of organisation (governmental administration, the
anny, non-governmental administration}. The word Stand has been
transJated in almos. evct)" case as 'estate', despite the reJative unfami
liarity of both word and concept in English, because simply to substi
tute something like ~status group' would be to shift Weber's writing
into an alien discourse. The overall aim of the translation has thus
been to remain as dose as possible to the German and to Weber's
own, at times somewhat idiosyncraticJ use of language t in the hope
of providing the non-German~speakjngreader with a bridge into the
traditions of thought, values and feelings in which Weber and his
intended readership were immersed, in preference to any attempt
to uproot and transplant Weber's thought from its native culturaJ
environment into the idioms of the English-speaking world.

Ahgeordnttenhalls: Chamber of Deputies.
Abge(Jrdneter. Deputy (in parliament).
ahkiimmlich; available~ dispensable. The word literally means 'able to

come away', in the sense that a person can easily be dispensed
from his business in order to make himself ~available) for other
things, such as politics.

Amtsgehtimnis: official secret.
ArbtitsmitteJ: means of work.
Aujkliirung: enlightenment.
Auslese: selection. For further comment, see note 5, p. Z l.

Ausnahmegesttz: emergenC}' Jaw, exceptional legislation.

Beamtenhemchafi: rule by officials.
Beamtenslhafi: body of officials.
Beamtentum: officialdom.
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Beamter. official.
behtrrSchen: to have command of or over, to rule.
die Beherrschten: the ruled.
Beruf occupation~ profession t vocation. In this last, most 'inward)

sense, secular activity, such as politics, becomes heir to the
pathos which originally attached to the inner voice of a religious

calling.
Berufsstand: occupational estate (see Stand).
berufistiindische Vertretung: representative assembly based on occupa

tional estates or corporations (see note la, p. 88).
Berufi'Vcrband; occupational association.
Betneb: enterprise, activi[)", operation) conduct) organisation, firm J

business. Weber defines me tenn thus (WG) 28; ES, 52): 'Con
tinuous purposive action of a specific kind will be called enter~

prise.' The need to translate this central tenn so variously arises
from the fact that it can denofe either the conduct of an activity
e.g. der Betrieb tkr Politik) 'the conduct of politics' or a set of
activities or practices (dtr wissens(haflliche Detrieb, 'the business
of sczence'») or an institution or organisation in which such acti,r

ity is carried out (ein kapitalistischer Betn'eb) 'a capitalis( firml
The tenn is often used by 'Veber to refer simultaneously to an
activity and to its framework) as when he describes party politics
as an Interessentmbetrieb, which roughly means 'a fann of political

organisation run by and, at least in part, for the benefit of inter
ested parties~. The gencraliC)' of Betrieb provides Weber with
a common denominator for a range of activities and forms of
organisation.

Betriebsmitte/: means of operation.
Bevollmiichtigter: plenipotentiary, delegate (of jndh·idual state In

Bundesrat).
bezattbern: enchant +

Bildung: education. The German term is loftier in tone than its
English equivalent. I(s root meaning is 'formation', from which
it has been cA1ended to mean the development of a rounded
personality and a cultivated mind and sensibility.

Bund: union, federation~ Federation (in reference to the states feder
ated in the German Empire).

Bundesrat: The 'Federal Coundr (with executive powers) in Germany
during the Second German Empire, composed of the heads of
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state (or their mandated lplcnipotentiaries') of the individual
states in what was formally at least a federal structure.

Biirger. citizen" member of the middle class~ bourgeois. The English
reader needs to be aware, howe,,'er, that, far from having derog
atory overtones of self-centred materialism (for which the
imported word Bourgeois was usually reserved), Biirgertum and
Biirgerlichkeit represented for many Germans (and certainly for
Weber) a proud tradition of educated~ civil and moral virtues
which were not merely expressions of class interest.

burger-lich; the adjective from Burger, hence civil, middle-class,

bourgeois.
Biirgertum: the collective of Bi~rger, the middle class(es).

Charisma: charisma. The quality in a person which gives rise to one
of Weber"s ~three pure types of legitimate rule). Weber defines
it as follows (WG) 140; ES~ 241): (By Hcharisma') is to be under

stood the quality of a personality, held to be out of the ordinary
(and originally thought 10 have magical sources, both in the case
of prophets and men who are wise in healing or in law, the
leaders of the hunt or heroes in war)J on account of which the
person is evaluated as being gifted with supernatural or superhu
man or at least specificall); out of the ordinary powers not access
ible to everybody, and hence as a 4,~JeaJf!r).' Vleber insists that
this evaluation is specifically that of the person)s followers, and
does not necessarily implicate the user of the term in the same
evaluation.

Cou!euTWtSen: the institution of (frequently political) student clubs or

fraternities (see note 27, p. I r5).

Daman: can either refer to an evil or harmful spirit, as in the English
~dcmon~) or to the 'daimon' at the core of an individual's
personal j ty.

Deutschtum: the Gennan people or race) or the German character
(the quality of 'German-nessl).

Dienstwissen: official information or specialist knowledge, access to

which is restricted to particular groups of officials.
Dreiklassenwahlrecht: Three Class Suffrage (sec note 6, p. 82).
Durchslaotlichtlng-. the taking of an industry into state management

{see note I I J p. 283).
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Enquete: enquiry, investigation.
Entzauberung: disenchannnent.
Erwerb: gain.
Erwerbskapita/ismus: entrepreneurial capitalism.

Fabrikherr: factory owner, master.
Ftuhbeamter; trained~ specialist official.
Fiih,er: leader. In Weber's usage this term does not seem to be dearly

distinct from Leiter and does not convey the negative overtones
'Fuhrer' has acquired since his time.

Fursprfch: spokesman (in early Germanic trial procedure).

Gebi/de: formation.
GtfoJgschafi: following. One of the tenns used by Weber which now

normally refer only to an earlier historical period and which
therefore have an archaic flavour when extended, as in Weber's
usage, to modem phenomena. In this case the historical referent
of the word is the Gennanic military foJlowing1 bound to its
leader by an oath of persona] loyalty, hence roughly equivalent to

English 'liegemen" while its modem referent in Weber's usage is
the following of a leader, particularly the leader of a modern
political party. The distancing or estranging effect of the
German term in a modern context needs to be borne in mind,
since the flavour is not adequately conveyed by 'following' but
wouJd be overstated if one substituted 'liegemen'"

Gehiiuse: housing, casing, carapace. For derailed comments on this
recurrent metaphor, see note 57, p. 68 and note I I) p. 90).

Geheimrat: 'PriV)' Councillor', pennanent under-secretary, title given
to the highest civil servants until 1918.

gcmein: common, mostly with the derogatory sense of 'base'; the anti-
thesis of 1,lornehm (see note 45, p. 357).

Gemeinschaft: community.

Gemeinwirlsckafi: communal economy (see note 14, p. 91).
Geist; mind, mentality, spirit.
Gesellschaft: soc iety.
Gesinnullg; deeply held convictions, principles, sentiment (as in mon

archische Gesinnung, lmonarchic sentiment')~ moral quality (as in
edle Gesi,mung~ 'nobility of mind).

Gesinnunguthik: ethic of principled conviction.
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gesinnungspoJitische Parte';: party of political principle.

Gewalt: force.
Gewaltsamkeit: violence.

Gewinn: profit.
Grundherr: landlord (who frequently also exercised police authority).
Gutsherr; lord of the manor.

Herr. any person who exercises Hemchaft or 'rule' (see below).
Hence, depending on the context, 'lord~, 'master\ 'factory
owner' (Fahrikherr) l 'head of the household) (Hausherr), 'warlord'
(Kn'egsherr) .

Herrengewalt(-en): power(-s) of rule, prerogatives.
Herrenvolk: nation of masters (see note 42, p. I 24).
Hemchafi: rule. \\leber defines the term thus (WG, 28; ES, 53): 'By

mle is to be understood the chance of having an order with
a specific content obeyed by specifiable persons.' (To render
Hemthaft as 'domination', as in an earlier translation, is to usc
an emotionally weighted word and to blur the distinction \Veber
drew between the exen:isc of Hemthaft~which is validated by a
general context of assent, and the mere exercise of Macht (see
below) which need nor be so validated.

Hemchaftsverhand: an 'associadon of rule', defined thus by Weber
(WG, 29; ES, 51); 'An association shan be cal~ed an association
ofru/e inasmuch as its members are, as such, subject to relations
of rule b)' ,';r1ue of an order accepted as valid.'

hemdun: to rule or (metaphorically) to hold sway.
lJerrscher: ruler.
Hiirigkeit: serfdom.
Honqratioren: notables.

ideel!: ideal, relating both (Q ideas and to ideals.
lnnenpolitik: domestic politics~ domestic policy.
innertich ~ inward.
Innerlichkeit: inwardness. The \;alue of 'inwardness' I meaning the

capacity for intense personal, mental or emotional preoccupation
with something, was for long regarded as a central characteristic
of German burgerlich culture.

Instan:;;: authority, institution. In legal parlance the English equivalent
is ~insla.nce' (as 'in court of fast instance'), but German usage is
wider than this.
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Interessent: interested party, person with vested interests.

Interessenten7xrband: interest group, lobby.

lurist: coverS a range of meanings including 'lurist' l ~lega] expert',
~ '"",Titer on law', 'professor of law\ 'student of law' or simply

someone trained in law. In tcrms of the generality of its applica
tion, the nearest cquivalcn t in English is prohably 'hn.vycr', bur
it should bt: remembered that the m'o legal systems are very
different, the one being deductive in its determination of what
is lawful Clnd the other ind ucth'e.

Kleinade/: minor nobility.
Klehlbii.rgertum: petty bourgeoisie.
kollegia/: collegiaL Although the English word is fairl}' rare, referring

principally to the sharing by Roman Catholic bishops in the
government of the churcht it nevertheless conveys the correct
sense of co-responsible gu,'ernrnent (sec note IS, p. 323).
\\Teber's highly differentiated definition of the term can be found
in WG l 158-67 (or fS, 27I-83}.

Kontrolle: control, scrutin);, supen1ision.
Kiirperschafi: bod);, corporation.
Kronral~ Crown CounciL
Ku/tur. culture, chilisation. In contrast to English usage, the German

word encompasses not only 'high' and ~low' culture, bur most
of what comprises the content of people's everyday lives~ as in
friedliche Kullurarbeit (see note 8, p. 5).

Kulturj>Qlitik: cultural policy, hoth in the narrower and wider senses
of Kultur. \Vcher repeatedly contrasts this term with Sta£ltspolitik.

kulturpolitisrh: translated, for want of an equivalent concept in
English, as ~cultural-poHtical'.

Kultuf'Sland: level of cultural development.
Ku/turl.'olk: cultural nation (i.e. one which contributes to the advance

of culture).

Landamman: cantonal president (in S\\'itzerland).
Landra/: district supcrintendent (in Prussia); a type of magistrate and

administrator.
Landlag: diet. The parliament in cach of the federated states (Liinder)

in the German Reich.
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Ldler. leadert manager.
Leitung: leadership, management, direction.
ieilurgisch; liturgical (see note 3J, p. 158).
Literat: man of Jetters t litterateur. Occasionally \Veber uses the term

in jcs neutral, descriptive sense (of a litera/us or ~Jettered person')
to refer to the literate classes whose skills made them invaluable
as administrators and advisers. In the contemporary context,
however, 'Veber mostly uses it censoriously to refer to those
writers) frequently in academic positions, who seek to influence
poljtical life by their writings although lacking, in his opinion,
the expertise to do so and shouldering no political responsibility
for the effects of what they write.

/oy01; in good faith, fair.

Macht: power. It is defined thus b)' Weber (\VG, 28; ES, 53): ~Powfr

means every chance of imposing one 1s own will wirhjn a social
relation, even against resistance1 regardless of what this chance
is based on.'

Machtmittel: means or instrument of power.
Macktstaut: As Weber uses the term in these essays, it means a state

competing for power in the international arena.
majorisieren: to outvore.

ma,Pgtbend; decisive, crucial, me ... that matters.
mediatisieren: mediatise (see note 6S t p. 2]4).
Misere: mjsere. The term refers to deplorable political conditions.
Mittel: means, instnlment, device.

lVationalstaa!: narion state.
lvotstandsgesctz: emergency law.

Obrigkeitsstaat: authoritarian state~ a state entirely focused on its ruling
monarch or class.

Parlamentan'er: member of parliament, parliamentarian.
Parlamentarisierung: the introduction of parliamentary' government.
Partdwesm; party system.
Phrase: empcy phrase, empty rhetoric.
Pfrnnde: prebends. Originally the grant of an assured income~ in

money or in kind, to the holder of a clerical post, bur applied
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by Weber to modern conditions where it refers to the benefits
(salary, pension) granted to officials (Beamte), who were (and are)
unusually well provided for in Germany. For Weber's distinction
between ~fief feudalism' ~nd 'prebendal feudalism' see W-G,
151-3 (E5, 2SC}-6I).

Polentum: the Polish population, cPoJishness'.
Po/i/ik: politics, policy, policies.
po/iJischer Verband: political association. Weber defines this sub

category ofHemchafisverband thus (WG, 29; ES, 54-): cAn associ
ation of rule shan be called a political association only inasmuch
as its existence and the validity of its ordinances within a defin
able geographical territory are continuously guaranteed by the
application and threat ofphysical compulsion on the part of the
adminis trarive staff. '

Priisidialstimme: presidial ,'ore.

Recktsordnung; legal order, Jaw and order.
Rechtsstaat: state founded on the rule of law.
rtguren: govern.
Regimmg: government.

Reithstag; The German national parliament~ elected (at the time
'Neber was writing) by universal male suffrage. It did not have
executive power, which lay with the Bundes,-al; the head of go,'
ernrnent, the Reichskan.zler, was a direct appointee of the Kaiser.

Rentier: rentier. The term (now commonly used by English
economists) refers to a person with an unearned income or pen
sion (Renten or Rente in German).

ReHfntiment: Left untranslated in order to indicate the link ""ith the
writings of Nietzsche, where the term (borrowed from Paul
Bourget) refers to the vindictive feelings felt by weaker natures
towards those who are 'born leaders' (see note 8, p. 135).

StUhe: thing, matter, issue) also cause (as in der Kampffir fine Sache~

lthe fight for a cause'), and case (argued by an advocate or
po1itidan)~ an area of competence or responsibility.

sachlich: means 'relating {O a U Sache n l, hence, depending on context,

variously transiated as objec£ivc l sober, technical, practical, sub
stanrive~ material.

Sachlichkeit: the noun from ....achlich, translated by the same range of
equiva~en[S, but extended by \\ieber to include the oxymoron
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leidenschaftlt'che Stuklr'thkeit ('passiona(e objectivitf or (passionate

concern with an issue ').
Sammlungspolitik: policy of national solidarity (see note 671 p. 73)·
Schicht: stratum.
Schicksal: fate.
Selbsthemcha.ft: autocracJ.
Selbstverwaltung: self-administration, self-government (often in the

context of local government).
Septennat: from 1874 onwards the seven-yearly estimates of expendit

ure for the peacetime strength of the army~ for which the
German government had to seek the approval of the Reichstag.

Sinn: meaning and purpose, intended sense. Weber emphasised the
distinction between subjectively (meane (gemeint) and objectively
(va1id~ (gU/tig) sense (WG, I; ES, 4.): {By "meaningH (Sinn) is to

be understood here either A) me sense that is actually subject

ively meant a) by an agent in a given historical instance or b) on
~ average and approximately intended by agents in a given mass

of instances, or B) in a conceptually constructed pure type the
sense intended by the agent or by the agent considered as a
type. Not any kind of objectively "correct" or metaphysically
divined "trueu sense.'

Spieflburger: philistine.
Stai1t state. The state is defined by "Veher as a particular category of

'political assodation" thus (WG J 29; ES, 54)= IAn institutionalised
political organisation is to be called a state, if and only inasmuch as
its governing staff successfully claims the monopoly of legitimate
physical compulsion for the execution of its ordinances.) This
monopoly must also apply to a definable geographical territory.

Staatshiirger: citizen (of the state).
Sttullsgewalt: supreme powers l [he powers proper and pecuhar to the

state.

Staat50rdnung: political order, order of the state) the form in which a
state is ordered.

Staatspolitik: national politics, national policy, the politics of the state
as a whole. See comments on staatspolitisch.

staatspoJitisch: national-political, relating to national policy. The
choice of 'nadonaP rather than 'state' as an equivalent for Staats
is not ideal, bur it has been made to eliminate a source of confu~

sian. The term actually means (pertaining to the political con-
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ccms of the state as a whole or as such', as opposed, say~ to

kulturpo/itisch. In the case of Imperial Germany there is also an
implied contrast to the political concerns and interests of the

individual La'nder ('states') composing the Federation.

Staatsrat: Council of State.
StlUltsspitze: head of state, headship of state.
StaaJsvolk: nation, more particularly the dominant national group(-s)

which is the bearer of the state.
Stand: estate. This term can refer to the 'estates' in medieval society

or, in modem society, a social group defined by specific charac
teristics other than the economic OT other social criteria which
define class membershlp. Weber defines Stand thus (\VG, I80;
ES, 306): 'By hestate" is to be understood a number of persons
who, within an associa£ion, effectively lay claim to a) a special
esteem as an estate, possibly also b) special monopolies of that
estate.' Despite Weber's distinction of 'estate' from 'class', there
are occasions when the translator has no practical alternative to
the latter term, e.g. mitte/stiindltrische ExpmmenJe ('middle-class
experiments').

s/andesgemiijl: appropriate to one's estate or social standing.
Standesherr. mediarised prince, member of the higher aristocracy.
StiindestaaJ~ state structured in estates (see note I8, p. 95).
$tiindisch: the adjective or adverb from Stand, hence relating to a

profession or estate(-s), as in standisch gegliedtrle Gemeinschaft,
'community structured in estates).

SrelJenjiigtr: place-seeker, careeris t.

Stichen/sch('id~ casting vote.

likhtig: able, "igorous, fit (see note 5, p. 134-).

verantwortlich: responsible, accountable, answerable.

Veramwortungsethik: ethic of responsibility.

Verband: association. This is one of \Veber's general categories cap
abk of assunling many specific forms. He defines it thus (WG,
26; ES, 48): 'By association is to be understood a social relation
regulating its external relations by restriction or closure, where
the obsenration of its order is guaranteed by the conduct of
particular persons which is specifically directed towards ensuring
that this happens, theSt persons being a leader (Leiter) and, pos-
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sibly~ an administratire stag; which may also normally have the
power to deputise for the leader.'

rerdriingen: supplant} displace; one of the Darwinian terms adopted

by \\leber (see note 5, p. 2).
Verelendung: immiscration.
Vcrfassung: constitution (political), arrangement or system (e.g. of

agricuItural tenure).
Vergesellschaftung: taking into social control.
Verhaltniswahfrecht: proportional representation.
VersachIichung: 0 bjectifieation.
Vertrauensmann: agent) spokesman. The term literally means a 'person

in whom one places trusf) for which there is no exact equivalent
in English. In certain contexts it approximates to the English
figure of the local political agent, in others the Vertrauensmann
is a spokesman or negotiator.

tltrtrnen: represent, advance (an argument).
Verwaltu,,~ administration, government.
Verwolt"ngsiijfentlichkeit: public scrutiny of the administration.
Volksabstimmung: referendum.
Volksstaat: democratic state,
Volksverband: association of the people.
VolkS!.~ertr(tung: popular representathre assembly, parliament.
Volkswirtschaft: economy, national economy.
vornehm~ distinguished) well mannered, chivalrous. This is a central

evaluative term in Nietzsche's writings where it is applied to the
qualities of those who constitute a natural elite; the antithesis of
gemeltl.

Wah/manner. delegates, electors (at second or subsequent level of
election).

Wahlrecht: suffrage l franchise.
Weltpolitik: (participation in) world politics.
Werbung: recruitment.
Willensbildung: formation of the wil1. In modern English one might

speak of the 'process of decision-making', but as ~wj]]' is an
important term for \Vcher, a literal translation has been
preferred.

Wissenschajr: science, scholarship. It is a broader concept than modern
English 'science), which mostly means the natural or physical
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sdences~ and therefore has to be translated variably in different
contexts.

Zensusrvahlrecht: property franchise.
ZuchtUTlg: breeding.
Zwangs/iiujigkeil: ine\1tabiHty.
Zwangsverband: coercive association.
ZwecA"perband: single-purpose association (see note 13) p. 91).
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